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Ot 
THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ~ 

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION DIVISION ¢ 

MADISON 

FIELD ORGANIZATION February 9, 1945 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
2222 Van Hise Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

: Dear Professor Leopold: 

This letter is to confirm the following date 
for your lecture on "The Deer Problem of Northern Wisconsin" 
in the series entitled "Wisconsin Resources in War and 
Peace": 

fi Thursday,) March 8, 7:30 p. m. 
Room 119, Science Hall 

The lectures are usually about an hour long, 
and are followed by a question and discussion period 

_ lasting from fifteen to thirty minutes. 

A schedule of the series and a ticket which 
entitles vou to attend any of the other lectures are 
enclosed. We are also enclosing a teachers retirement 
slip and an employee's withholding exemption certificate 
which we are asking you to return as soon as possible. 

There is a $10 honorarium for your lecture. 

Sincerely, 

M. Farrell 
MF:1b Field Representative 

Enc. 3



The University of Wisconsin 
University Extension Division aay 

Department of Extension Teaching = he 
haw We 

| Wn yn we 
LIBERAL EDUCATION CLASS we ae 

in 

[ wirsconszn RESOURCES IN WAR AND PHACE z 

12 meetings, Fee, $5, Authorities on 
Wisconsin Resources 

In prectically every community in the State of Wisconsin citizens 
are aware of the fact that some of their local resources are feeling 
the effect of wertime use. Forests are being cut off; wood lots are 
being depleted; some crop land is being abandoned because of the labor 
shortage; many farms are being cropped more intensively; new mineral 
resources are beins developed; there is less pressure on game and fish 
resources as a result of gas rationing and the shell shortage. 
“Because of all the changss which are occurring or which are imminent 
and because of the thinking citizens' interest in these changes, the 
time seems opportuns for a series of lectures by authorities who are 

concernéd with the use and maintenance of Wisconsin's resources. 

1. Effects of the War on Wisconsin Forest Conservation Programs and 

Policies 
W. J. Aberg, Chairmen of the Wisconsin State Conservation 
Commission 

2. Modified Woods and New Uses for Wood 
ae Dr. Alfred J. Stamm, U. 5. Forest Products Laboratory 

p's * ns bear Peenise of Sostonnn Gs mw’ 3. The Deer Problem of Northern \iisconsin 2 2 
| Professor Aldo Leopold T4duw 7:90 9 Same Hale, Buu, (nth, 

a 4. Monagement for Game Fish Conservation in Wisconsin Waters 
Dr. Hdward Schneeberger, Superintendent of Fisheries, State 
Conservation Department 

5. Farm Settlement Problens of Northern Wisconsin 
L. G. Sorden, Agricultural Extension Service 

6, Trends in the Tourist-Business of Wisconsin 
J. He H.. Alexander, Superintendent of Information and 
Education, State Conservation Department 

' 7. Wartime Production and ths Soil Conservation Problem 
: Professor R. J. Muckenhirn 

8, Wisconsin's Changing Plant Communities 
Professor N. C. Fassett 

9. Wisconsin Minerals and the Changing Mineral Industries 
Professor Ernest Ff. Bean 

10. Controls for Discases Brought to Wisconsin as a Result of New 

World Contacts 
Dr. Bernard Domagalla, City Biochemist 

11. Wisconsin's Changing Population 
Professor J. L. Miller : 

12, Youth Learns Its Responsibility in the Conservation of Wisconsin 
Resources os : 

Professor Wakelin McNeel 

: - Registration 

Jvanvary 29; 24,.25, 126 

Days mit 30s, My LO Sh es O0. NGOls- “12007 ps: Me CO 4s 30- pa m.s 
5 Room 105, Extension Building 

é Evenings - 7:00 pn. m. to 9:00 p. m. Lobby of the Mechanical 
Engineering Building on University Avenus : 

ANYONE UNABLE TO REGISTZR IN PERSON, MAY REGISTER BY TELEPHONING - 
DURING TH DAY. TELEPHONE BADGER 580, EXTENSION 160.



\ ’ Extension Course 
hod af Revised 1937 

lecture 2, The Marshes 

Soil Extent. Soil Survey shows Peat.............+. 6.8% 
map Dodgeville silt.... 5.2 

Glyde silt... .....: 4.8 : 
Wabash silt(?)......3.6 

20.4 (Perhaps 1/5 of 
county in marsh) 

Early surveyors maps show much more marsh and water than present. 

a 
Ge x Drainage. All degrees, hence extent unknown, A compilation for 

\ state made by Agr. Engineering Dept. shows 150 organized projects 

} up to 1929, covering 789,027 acres and costing $5,481,517. Private 
{ : 

\ drainage probably much greater. (Excellent summary of drainage: 

\ Regional Plan Report, 1934, pp. 259-266.) 

Plant Succession. (See mimeog.) for peat. 

_ Normal Heavily burned 

Weeds — ae ragweed, suartweed, ragweed 

Herb cas eae aster <— Nettle inn 

Grass Sedge, bluejoint 

— 

Brush Bush willow, p. sumac 

Spirea Qvquvod : 

t 
Forest Tamarack 

The ideal marsh for wildlife is one in which ali the normal 

stages are represented. (Interspersion) : 

The trend of agriculture is to throw all to one stage, namely 

grass (hay) or weeds (corn). 

i What conservation asks is that a little of each marsh be kept in 

assorted stages. But this means nothing as long as the public and the 

farmer don't know what stages are.



Lecture 2--Nature Stuay 
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Elements of Marsh Range 

Slides : 

469 Example: Farmer burning to get rid of nettles, 

i: ae Gna) " 4 0 uo # 8 W giant ragweed. 

355 Ideal assortment of steges (PF. C. country). 

323 Ideal assortment of stages (Arboretum). Herb, grass, brush stages. 

335 Pussy willow. (6 pheasants under this bush.) Cover. 

325 Down willow allowed to lie. Cover. - 

330 Open water (springs) in ideal marsh. Cress in water. 

353 Food on edge of marsh (climbing buckwheat). Due to light fire in 
brush stage. 

352 Roost cover (grass stage). Ripgut (Carex). Favorite roost of pheas. 
and P.C, ‘ 

597 Roost cover (cattails). Hun droppings. ) Seldom eliminated except 
) by drainage, but useless 

596 " " a . Pheas. droppings. ) if no brush to go with them. 

Trend of Marsh Range, Dane Co. 

ye A typical winter marsh, coverless, foodless. (Pond near Riley.) 

520 Only brush cover is on R.R. track, ; 

443 (Small relic of tamarack and dogwood, all grazed out. 

: ie capacity zero. 

614 Outlet ditch of Troy Marsh, 

612 Hillside bog drained by gully. 

436 Leatherleaf marsh, last tamarack dead. 

511 Tamarack killed back by marsh fire. 

399 Good mixture cattail & grass, but no brush, and adjacent upland 
grazed out. 

4S3 Ideal mixture of stages in zonal arrangement. Created by drainage.
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Trend of Marsh Range, Central Wis. 

Repeat 355 Haymeadow stage, ideal. 

: Schmidt New deep fire. Note burned trees. 

Moore New deep fire. Seedbed for ragweed, then aspen. 

356 Ragweed on burned peat. Note sand stratum, bottom of old lake. 

(Connect Trewartha, Fassett) 

354 Stage 2 of burned peat - aspen scrub. Millions of acres made into 

aspen desert. Next stage? 

Moore A dyke to drown peat fires. Good duck marsh? Don't know--don't kmow 

succession, 4 

Moore Beaver dam in ditch. Note aspen on banks. Good beaver range. 

357 Trout-water in dammed ditch. 

Game of Central Marshes 

Wing Franklin Schmidt 

Schmidt Prairie chicken (on snow) 

Schmidt fe . 

1 . ‘ at shock 

- x : on rack 

. : « = day roosts. Note use of pussy willows. 

“ * * day roost. In open. 

- . . night roost. Note droppings & wing mark. 

" e Hy tunnel in snow. ‘ 

A - " alighting. Note drag of tail. 

. ‘ ft nest. 

. a : banded and ready to release. : 

Painting Sharptail dancing. 

Schmidt « a ground. 

tt i " ft f



Lecture 2 - Nature Study 
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615 Sharptail in brush. 

616 P, C, and Sharptail trap for banding. Migration? Recent return. 

618 P, C. in trap. i 

619 Bird in sock. 

621 Release. 

Wing Sandhill cranes on wing 

Wing Sandhill crane in water. 

556 Buckwheat feeder for central marshes. 

Moore Barberchair willow as marsh cover. ; 

‘ Moore Hay cubbys on roadside willows. 

507 Basket feeder for pheasant. d 

364 Marsh refuge.
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Lecture 2: The Mechanisms of the Plant-Animal Community 

1. MOBILITY OF ANIMALS and Interspersion of Plant Types. 

Chart - Each animal requires an assortment of places (types) to eat, sleep, 
Type Disp. hide, breed, But animals differ in how far they can travel to visit A 
& Radius the places they need. ‘Thus quail can't travel far. They need 

timber, brush, grass, and cultivation in about equal amounts, and : 

in winter mst visit each daily. Thus if types lie in large blocks, 3 

they can only exist at their junction. But if these blocks are broken 
up or interspersed, the same quantity might provide many "junctions" : 
or territories, each of which would have a covey. The mmber of 
assortments or territories is the carrying capacity of a range. | 

Chart - The ability of a species to move to find its needs is called its 
_ Daily, seasonal, eruising radius, Explain daily--seasonal--anmal. 

annual radius ‘ 

Chart - All animals can be classified, for purposes of conservation, in 
Classification respect of their mobility and type requirements, 
of Game Species 

Ranges of Wis. The range.of any species covers that area where his requirements are 

Species met. ; 

Skin - ; Thus Sharptail needs: large brush and grass areas, birch buds for 
Sharptail winter. Quite mobile. ‘Thus found in Cen, &N. Wis.--though originally 

farther south. 

\ 
| Spruce Hen needs: large spruce swamps, spruce and jackpine buds, * 

‘seclusion, Radius short. Being run out of Wisconsin. 

| Skin - Ruffed Grouse needs: dense brush areas, birch & ironwood buds, 
| Ruffed Grouse wild fruits. Short radius. Being run out of §. Wis. by cows and 
| i eutting. Plenty in N. f 

| : : 

Crane needs peat bog for nest, savanna-like woods’ for sumer, grainfields 

i for fall. In certain localities--also Germany. Migratory. 

| Skin - Woodcock needs sweet springy mms; brushy, with nearby brushy uplands. 
| Woodcock Worms. Arboretum. Migratory. 

| 
| ‘ eee ere nee ee aah ane ir atc prec 

| 2. SUMMARY. 
| 
| We have now covered the five fundamental concepts of wildlife manage- ‘ 

| : ment, namely: 

| . ene eae
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1. The composition of the animal commmity, its ratios 
of abundance, and its direct and indirect dependence S 

on plants for food and cover. 

y 2, The sequences through which agriculture governs the 4 

- composition of the plant community. 

: 3. Predation, and its dependence on the sufficiency of plant 

cover and food. 

, U. The dependence of each animal species on an assortment ; 

of plant types. ; 

5. Their varying mobility, which limits the dispersion of the : 

’ i items in the type assortment, and thus limits carrying ie 
capacity. ; 

If we can mentally picture these concepts,’ and can grasp that each 

is interwoven with ell the others, then we are ready to try to understand 

conservation problems. If not, it's probably because we don't ‘mow the i 

alphabet. In such event let's go ahead anyhow, but limit ourselves to 

the pleasant but none too significant task of forming a bowing acquaintance 

with species, Having mastered the alphabet, we can return late to the 

job of learning to read, : | 

i 

3. See BIOGRAPHY OF A COVEY (mimeograph). 

PURE AE TABI EPG AEA SPOSS UPS AN NRO E88 MEAS AS Pa PA A CUCM 

j SLIDES f i 

ye Now let's look at some pictures to visualize our biographical drama}, gyueal, c 

Ze4 Qumk perce. o a 
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wl - ie 
AA ae Rabbit ecb seark woaels preye ( Prac when creat udiutys rant Weebtes we fey ) 

Y Scateo it gi werget User Crree bebo hal gs fy Biot 2% nuelty 

Cie ie Cobiane ol Rup Aten tobe Vien oC bvcaseds: Coptic abacta conn ln mugglltade) ;
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105. Here is the owl who picked up the night-flushed birds feedtior by nag Polen 

“lle : arn nccultut ) 

309. Here are the rabbit hunters who potted one. ng ) B 
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iy 3 Extension Course 
Revised 1937 

: lecture 3. The Upland 

Types. As pointed out by Fassett, there were two types: (1) prairie, and 

(2) oak-hickory forest. 

Plant Succession. Let's review the two plant successions? 

Stage Oak-hickory ' Prairie ' Edges Now converted to 
' 

| Weed Ragweed Ragweed Ragweed (Grain) 
\ (Foxtail) 

i Herb Vervain Pasque Same as (Mul lein) 
i Trefoil Blazing Star Prairie 
} Woods wildfl. Lead plant 

: ; \ Aster | 
el | Pom"de Prairie 

wee \ Grass ne eae | Bluestem Hazel (Bluegrass) 
\ | Grama Plum (White clover) 

| Stipa Haw 
Brush Ironwood x. Sporabolus Crab 

Wahoo Grape 

Aspen \ Sumac (Locust) 
t Gray dogwood 

. Forest Oaks 
i Hickories x Burr Oak Red Oak 

: The outstanding points are (1) that prairie climaxed in the herb-grass 

{ stage (possibly with the help of fire); (2) that both successions are 

now so heavily converted to exotics as to be hard to distinguish from each 

other. : 

2 x (Underscore key plants to wildlife in red.) Predictions. 

Trend. As in marshes, the trend of agriculture is to throw everything 
\ : 

| into one stage; the need of wildlife is to have all stages represented, 

at When we say "leave a fencerow for birds," we do not mean a fencerow is 

Vere | 
3 Ne | more valuable to birds than corn, We mean that neither has value unless 

| 

| accompanied by the other. Just so, a hotel with nothing but dining rooms 

would hold few guests.
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Slides Battlecround of Forest & Prairie 

How do we lmow whether any given spot is former prairie or former 

forest? 

41g Look at trees in farmsteads. (Prairie homestead: cottonwood, soft maple, 
Norway spruce) 

yoy White oak veterans indicate forest. 

479 Burr Oak veterans indicate edge of prairie, i.e., "oak openings." 

4yes5 It costs me $10 a year in films, and mre than that in time snapping burr- 
oaks, A typical "opening." 

Yo Burr oak, 

303 What is meaning of this open-grown burr oak surrounded by young red oaks? 
(Cessation of fire.) Debated in early agricultural societies. 

304 Same, 

343 Young even-aged burr oaks on knoll, Post-settlement reproduction. 

439 Also look at fencerow trees. If cherry or elm or cottonwood, it means f 
they seeded in on fencerows. 

473 If willow in rows, planted on prairie. If old oaks, then it was forest 

to begin with. 

415 The Speedway grave-~in open field. Why? Burr oaks gone--white grubs, 
We do our best to reduce the crows and skunks which eat grubs. An 
American institution is being undermined much more surely than the 
Reds are undermining the Constitution. Nobody excited. No Llibery League 
for the American landscape. Political education has outstripped ecological 
education, : 

The Trend of Upland 

470 A grazed-out woodlot, former oak opening. 

46s A burned fencerow. 

54u7 A grazed-out fencerow. 

516 A winter landscape--lifeless but for spread manure. Cover in draw 
barely sufficient to winter anything but rabbits. 

518 What save a few squirrels can live in these woods? 

5a Inventory. 789 sample farms in Illinois, Missouri, Iowa; 33% habitable 

for any quail.
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362 Wisconsin: Of 1180 samples measured for pheasants: 

15% had cover but no food 
16% had food but no cover 
41% had neither 
28% had both, i.e., were habitable 

369 Of 161 samples measured for quail, 9% habitable, 

4ygy Huns not measured, but would be not quite so bad because of low 
cover requirement. 

396 Sharptail and prairie chicken not measured, because mobility requires 
larger samples, impracticable to judge. Habitability for songbirds, wild- 

flowers, etc. necessarily follows same trend. 

Rebuilding 

610 Ruffed grouse drumming log being replanted with brush. Woodlot now 
grouseless. Can't even be replanted till cover regrown. 

611 Coon snag destroyed by coon hunters. Can't be regrown in less than 75 . 

years. 

583 But many restorations can start at once. Fenced station with food 

and planted evergreens. 

503 A fenced cover with evergreens after 1 year's protection. Now habitable, 

372 Fenced cover, not yet habitable. Trampled so hard plant succession 
can't get out of grass stage. Must be planted. 

4ye2 -A grape tangle--easy to let down. 

495 A grape tree ready to let down. 

349 Let down and ready to go. 

475 A grape tepee built over a vine on ground. 

yy. A spiked rack fro ear corn--for P.C, & Huns. Needs no cover, 

607 Spiked rack for pheasant, 

584 A spiked rack for pheasant & quail. Feeder in background. 

596 Food patch of corn (see deer). 

592 Pheasant work on standing corn, 

591 Soybean patch, 

594 Is patch used? See quail tracks. 

588 Soybean patch. See deer tracks.



ae 

628a Amber sorghum patch, 

629 Hegari sorghum aiteh.. 

630 Same after ice storm. Note ability to stand up. 

627 Milo patch. 

631 Sudan patch, No ability to stand up. 

639 Barber chair willows for quick cover. 

641 Good feeding shelter. 

642 Mishap. Feeder and evergreens flooded. 

507 For flooded locations, use wire basket. 

501 White pine as cover planting. 

; 542 Students building a station. 

BUS Students building a fence. 

546 "Discontented cow" after being fenced out. : 

What Does a Rebuilt Landscape Look Like? 
Must turn to Soxdoe; 

149 A system of planted coverts (remises) in Silesia. 1 pheasant per acre. 

133 °~——sé«AsS$pPremiise. ; 

136 Food patch near remise. 

142 Jerusalem artichoke food patch, 

139 Construction of edge. 

133b Inside a remise. Straw-bed feeder. Bae 

208 Gathering up. 

212 Bag from a remise. ;



ys i 

\ 

\ “th. 

\ Veet : Ms 

~ Lecture 3: The Control of the Plant & Animal Community. , 
Management 

We have seen that the inability of ovr plant commnity to carry an 

abundance of interesting animals is due to the accidental (i.e,, unlmowing) | ; 
Bod Pole Anu Pa ao G ana p Oartel e 

destruction of some element, essential to, carrying cabaliy! Urrnn Phe, a aorng 

Svs cere pen k- Oat ra partir age Ria gu nntt, om dafereroan: 

Of course, some animals have been shot out, but in general, even the 

heavily shot species persist if the range remains favorable. Favorable ranges ; 

in U.S., however, have so far been wholly accidental. In Burope, by deliber- . 

ately keepinz the range favorable, a heavy annual harvest of surplus animals 

: is taken yearly, without damage to the breeding stock. 

; Some of the defects in range are easily fixed. This job of fixing 

range to increase its capacity is the principal job of the wildlife manager. 

In Wisconsin we have several experimentel areas where we are learning how to ‘ 

repair and improve range to build up capacity, and hence population. ; 

SLIDES 

Research Here is the work now under way. Also some spots vhere work could be : 

By in Wis, easily done. 

Let us now review some of the technique so far worked out for some : 

i representative Wisconsin species. ( Pret Wn. quart & dun) } \s 
Shane Tukuy. PEL thinplad newin pak | Remind, cue Preane, | Crmetamndann’ Mra moira 

| Franklin j Prairie Chicken & Sharptail Grouse. 5 years! work by F. Schmidt. 

\ Schmidt Migratory movements: Sharptail move little. Chickens move along 

\ lakeshore out of Michigan. Also movements in interior and along 

RQpeak he} — Mississippi, but routes unlmown, especially of 5,000 which winter rie, y 

in LaCrosse region, Minn.? Dakota? Central Wis.? / 

P.C. Trap Birds trapped on winter range. i 

§,T. in hand Then banded and released. Rely on hunters reporting bands. Found by 

these methods that N. of Wis. Rapids most of hens move in winter, 

l enlarging the §. flocks. 

P.C. in hand Progress is slow, though, for birds can be banded in mambers only during 

‘k high of cycle. When hunting is cut off during low, no returns. More- 

¥ over hunting seems to get mostly young (therefore unbanded) birds. 

iv :
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Iowa Iowa likewise has winter migrants. z 

Iowa Census Winter census of flocks in O'Brien Co., Iowa, Where do they come from? 
No banding, ‘ 

Feed Rack Food & Feeding. No difficulty in getting chickens to come to stations, 
' but racks better than hoppers. . 

P.C. shock Shocks also good. : 

P.O. flock ae direct feeding on snow, but of course this requires daily attention, 
vO, Peete A WN 

Day roost During deep snow, chickens have day roosts & night roosts. ‘ 

Night roost Here is night roost under snow. , 

Night roost Here a whole flock has broken out of tunnels. 

Night roost Another night roost showing entrance and exit, 

Tail-brake A typical track of chicken alighting. Note tail used as brake. 

Rip-gut In milder weather, coarse dense noisy grass is preferred. Will fly miles 

. to reach such’a roost. 

aS Typical P.C, country short on seed foods, ut, ree! reed ~» Arnbns boro vrtigt 

368 But long on buds. Chickens budding. S,T. bud no matter how much’ fed; 

P.C. not so clear. Probably at least the cock flocks bud anyhow. 

$.T, dancing Booming ground is focal point for management. Permanent in location, 
Must provide nesting cover for as many hens as are attached to ground, 

bat nobody hasdiscovered how to tell this. : 
4 

P.6.. on Cocks, however, are easy to count, so if we mew sex ratio we could ~ i 
boom. ground interpolate count of hens. But we don't Imow it. Shooting bags no index- 

ran heavy to young and hens, 

Nest Typical P.C. nest. Schmidt followed through 100 nests--found no particular 
thing which managers could do to lessen mortality. Haymower and predator 
losses, for example, do not seem heavy enough to warrant attempt to control. 

Een lata - Qegiee Boowurg ha. & Pbrre, Croan Grrrl, 

‘Repeat Chickens need nowt 
Slide l. 

(1) Revival of the Schmidt study, to pin down loose points. es t 

ee ~ (2) Actual trial of management in sand counties. Gut. wu. Dee Cons 
Crh rs 

Map Hungarian Partridge. Know little about this bird, except through Yeatter's 

study, University of Michigan. Planted 1910 at Pabst Farm. Spread 4o-50 / 
miles west. Spread 2 miles per year--in Sask. and Alberta 20 miles per yr. 

: Know this: that populations in Wis., I11., Iowa, Minn., Ohio all thin-~ 
almost too thin to shoot. Europe and Canada, though, get up to a bird per 

acre, i
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Hun nest Haymower Losses are one possible reason for this thinness, but not yet 

measured in Wisconsin, Of 143 Mich. nests, 68% were lost, and half of 

these due to mowing, 1/4 by predators. It is hard to interpret these 
figures, since quail produce good shootable populations despite a 60% 

nest loss, ; 

Mud balls Here is an odd cause of loss--probably of no importance, 

"Flushing bars" widely advertised as means of reducing mowing loss, but i 

I think not proven yet. 

Mortality in hitting wires and cars is bad at some seasons--notably early 

spring. 

We do not yet imow the cause of thin populations-~need more work, } 

‘ Standing Uneut corn is the best way to feed, ave nt 

Corn 
ies 

Shocks Shocks with exposed ears are next best. 

yd ; Spike-racks are hac ubeakt thes used. j 

hog Manure in fields is very good, but not dependable in blizzards. 

Hopper Hoppers are entered only in worst weather. Not recommended. . : 

Wire feeder Wire feeders--surprisingly--not good. ‘ 

; Things worth trying i 

Yyz Wider fencerows. These 2! rows too narrow. Parade--path of predators. ; 

yee Small wind shelters in open fields. Don't need to be large, but met 

have grass. 

266 In Bohemia I saw 800 killed in 1 day. 

267 \ No management except to feed and regulate shooting. Country very bare, aie 

Crt sear aes Rte Crane Gages, uth RCo Mown th obvecrbe as Cree ? 

Rea Lenya yereitt om tannth of obmne o> =- ; : 

Canon freely S MAetny of hug nitnclrwe, Cotta thon fet beg, Cowcnne trope, gremrpuleles ‘ 

f22 Re Rtn tannty ( Prhierghiols) redid la chi. COftrrng am wenely. 

te Peat bag, dae Cbhn gn tn fat ? 

Ilo Crm te erete — Cub uit boy Mae obine wer Une PUPS IOAR frre Bik 

355, Os ‘ Porro Qt % Ure, 4 ar o5. 

Gent fire Crm A tenga tol neegerral by Alat hone € nal eel, 
* 

earn Ft me effin toy btwn 
Rise pos Oud he further lepsraet hy Beowers. 

\ lke ue. beeling isd are fin, i 4 :



Extension Course 
| Revised 1937 

1 oN ey 

ut wy” 
‘ a oe Lecture 4, Teaching Conservation 

Types of Teaching. Teaching methods have advanced through a series of 

stages, roughly as follows: 

1,"Dickey-bird type. Common in lower grades, perhaps necessary there? 

2. Bird-golf type. All right as a.means of learning alphabet. 
Good as a sport. No direct bearing on conservation. 

3, Placed-end-to-end type. Statistical horrors, Interesting only 
t to those capable of worrying about state of the nation. Usually 

biased. Really indoctrination: pupil is told what has happened, 
but not how or why. On this, pupil mst accept opinion of the 
prophet. Common method of pressure-groups. 

4. Thompson-Seton type. Seeks to explain the process and to this 
extent is ecological, but personifies the animal so as to evoke : 
sympathy. Probably more valid than No. 3, and good for lower 
mental ages, but not quite sufficient for higher mental ages. 

5. Menennieat type. What is it? 

ae ae note : 

Biography of a Covey (a sample of ecological teaching) 
Slide 

usa Map of farm 

oly Grape tangle. Daylight cover. 

pared ay Marsh with remnant of brush. Roost cover. 

335 Brush remnant 

595 Roost cover (cattails). 

Schmidt 
cornshock Cornshock (removed by quail-loving farmer) 

2 GUS Shift from corn to ragweed. 

321 Ragweed. 

64sec Shift from ragweed to barnyard. 

417 Fencerow used to reach barnyard. Cat kill. 

G@105 Dog flush and horned owl kill. i 

6ugd Shift from barnyard to marsh and locust. ;



; A 

353 Marsh food, (Climbing buckwheat, jewelweed, smartweed, legumes) 

ya Iocust trees (not really locust) available by hazardous travel along fence. 

Hawk kill, 

6uige Shift from marsh and locust to manure. 

516 Manure (near cover, hence usable) ; 

ouge Shift from manure back to locust due to mre snow. 

olige Back to manure due to thaw. 

64gh Ground bare again. Wandering over uncovered corn, ragweed, manure. 

Fire in marsh. Forced to roost in tangle. : 

6ugi Nest losses. Juvenile losses. Poaching losses. Enter fall with same 

number as before. 

Summary. Each month in the year presents one or more risks of loss by 

death or moving out. The possible losses are of many kinds, but all 

depend largely on whether the range offers the birds a chance to shift : 

A their habits so as to circumvent eaéh particular risk. Hence at the 

end of the year the range offering good alternatives will be heavily 
populated, while the range offering poor alternatives will be scantily 

populated. ; 

Examples of alternative foods: Cornshocks, feeder, food patch. 
Examples of alternative coverts: Two or more brush patches in marsh, 

. better fencerows for nesting and travel, 

It is evident that "management! defined ecologically, is the 5 

provision of alternatives in food and cover. It is giving the birds 
something to fall back on in case of mishap. Sound management does 
not giveg protection from all the slings and arrows of misfortune; 
it does give an environment fit to fight in. There is ths a 
fundamental disparity between management and propagation, 

‘ He ae eee eee 

The Predation Problem 
(an example of revised viewpoint) 

Indoctrination. Previous approaches have been essentially dogmatic. 

Pioneer tradition taught all predators were "public misances." Much 
truth in this, for conditions then obtaining. 

Then this was amended by food habits researchers. We classified 

raptors, for example, into "bad" (horned owl, sharpshin, Cooper) and 

"good" (redtail, horned owl, screech owl, etc.) and "more good than harm" 

(marsh hawk, crow). But the layman, especially the child, construed 

good as meaning virtue, i.e., moral abstentation, and bad as wicked, 

bloodthirsty, cruel. Thus even the amiable Jack Miner sermonizes 

on the cruel hawk, forgetting that any songbird is as cruel to an insect 

as a hawk is to a quail.
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Hence even the teachings of food habits research have woven a web 
of falsehood, 

Penalties of Good and Bad Philosophy. Wolf, bobcat, cougar, being "bad," 
are eliminated from even non-agricultural regions. : 

G95 Result: deer increase and destroy palatable food plants (example: oal vs. 
juniper). 

W-5 Next: even the unpalatable pines are eaten in winter. 

Wing deer Deer try to winter in swamps which no longer contain food. 
photo 

Nal Trail in foodless deeryard. 
iy 

[ W-4 Artificial feeding still further prolongs the pressure. 

?\ Wee End result dead deer. 

x W-1 Same 

W-6 Carcass under snow 

563 But what of the deer still living? Normal yearling buck--ideal food, 

562 Fair food. 

561 Poor food. Mutual deterioration of both deer and range, harking back 

€-93 to lack of predators to keep population and range in balance, 

a $12 OCnttanel oploe ting oh rclen grout 

Cie Conclusion! Normal’ pomulations of game exist in presence of normal 
©-'°* 5 predators. Automatic adjustment of predation. 
Bn 25, eng wtet lens 

re Nag $e Oelliac Rrwefi . Boe 

ey aes (A virgin field for ecological conservation) 

453 Tall yellow ladyslipper. Formerly common in ungrazed woods. Now scarce. 
Why? 

456 Small white. Millions in marl peats. Now few. Why? 

643 Dutchman's breeches. Formerly on all ledges. Why? 

4g5 Sweet William 

4S6 Anemone 

487 Dogtooth 

455 Jack-in-palpit 

457 May apple. Holding out best. Why the general shrinkege? 

510 Sven Greag
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) Ecological Diagnosis of Tall Yellow. Takes 12 years to reach bearing 
ou age. Seed can germinate only under narrowly limited chemical conditions; 

Voom must have a certain fungus. Can grow only on a 30 per cent slope--steeper 
: ae slopes expose roots, gentler slopes lack perfect drainage. Tolerance 

a of light and soil conditions likewise narrow. How conserve such a plant? 

din By a "no pick" campaign? Hardly. Evnrionment must be defined, then 
\e manipulated. Grazing. Cutting. Grass. Nursery. 

tt ‘Lg 

h aye ; < yr 'G : 

2 poe rw 7 T—
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Lecture 4: Zeaching Conservation 

Let us come back to original objective: To teach the prospective citizen, — whet? 

blot ow to go birding, or botanizing, or geologizing, or nature-Loving, + a 

Thefe are ways to learn the alphabet--and as such worthy of respect--but 

what we want is ability to read the landscape. Out of this will ua 

entomatically: 

1. A critical support for conservation. 

2. A high type of personal satisfaction, 

This type of satisfaction will not only absorb leisure, but it will ) 

enrich the busy hours--all hours spent within sight of any landscape, or i 

in contact with soil-minded people. 

What do we mean by reading landscape? I can best illustrate this by examples. 

(a) To infer the original landscape. Was tale prairie, or woods? or ofernugs ] 

419 A prairie homestead, Note cottonwood, Norway spruce, soft maple-~all under 

‘i 60 years old. 

wo An “oak opening" homestead. Note old burr oak grown in open. 

yeh A forest homestead, Note white oak, grown as overstory in forest--over 100 
years old. 

_ hes Another oak opening farm. ; 

: ew An oak opening--with understory grazed out. 

: ' 347 An oak opening--probably about "as was." 

ho "i 410 A perfect burr oak. 

(bo) Zo infer human history. 

45 An old grave with lilac in open field, Probably once a burr oak Imoll-- 

trees killed out by May beetles. 

311 Abandoned homestead. Ragweed in old barnyard. : 

312a But none in old fields, except on bottoms, Erosion evicted this family. ‘ 

3u5 This farmer got “gypped" by a seed salesman about 1860, (Scotch pine) 

i Wiehe :
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360, Wwhitused le mola E28 me Or varie oS bt. Seth, Gane 9 CSotine nn a ota ) ’ , 

va y 

(c) To infer changes in vegetation. 

\ 303 Here was an oak opening, now a solid forest, grazed out by dairy cows. 

Young trees came up after cultivation had stopped the sweep of fires. 
Formerly a sharptail country, now quail, squirrel, ruffed grouse. 

399 Same hill, Vestiges of prairie grass on steep bald point. - 

305 Same, with young timber cut away. Old oak too kmotty to be worth working. 
Farmer has saved it, not out of any appreciation of its beauty or respect 

| for its age, but out of laziness. Home for coon, squirrel, etc. : 

| 363 This pine stump, cut in the white pine days of 1890, had 6! of forest mold burned 
\ or blown out from under its roots since then. Can those who are farmers or 

gardeners imagine the difference this made in the inherent fertility of the © 
region(Douglas Co,). It was cut after the end of the pine was in sight, or 
during a mild winter--note medium stump, Now better deer and partridge range, 

but sadly depleted as forest. 

367 This gully (Iowa) is over 30 years old--note age of cottonwood. Probably 
made while loess bluffs cropped for straight corn (i.e., before introduction 
of alfalfa). (Just so old “wheat gullies" in S.W. Wisconsin--ending with chinch 
bug epidemic of 1878). 

“Hie Hoy fag elena Rigs i Caco bef me cht dteur “gts aidedss,  Varrchen Pinstiy 

: (a) To connect geology, plants, animals. 

(diagram) Cedar line on Baraboo Hills. Below junction of young and old rocks are cedars 
and leafy oaks; therefore also quail and squirrels. None above. Also few R.G, 
Average "nature-lover" may wander all day in higher woods, and wonder why he 

sees no tracks. 

(diagram) Wet & Dry Periods. Old timers, when marshes burned up in 1931, told of 
trapping muskrats one year from haymeadows, where a few years before fires 
had burned into peat. Is this true? (Show ice ridge diagram & oak stumps.) 

Pines of Pine Bluff, There because St. Peters sandstone outcrops & glacier 
_ @id not strip off. lLlong-eared owls are there because the pine is. 

Coons, Rocks, Drain Tiles, old hollow oaks, ditch banks. 

(dears 1 ) Sunt whl acey elt hn & me ’ War Wor tuen obumeticont ? thy net mar? 
» ni : Boss ae Wie ae CA Pci a aes y 
(Areqrmes ) Deductions. History, sociology, economics, as now taught, are systems of 

UG Paw 
logic floating in the air. Wot anchored to soil. For every change in the human 

: commnity there is a change in the plant-animal commnity, and in the soil— 

either reflecting the human change, or often causing it. What is history that 

D pity to ‘ ‘ 

“0% ,Yeonnect these interdependent phenomena? What is nature study that stops at 

yer pe 
ven kmowing the names of birds, trees, flowers? (Turner brought out this inter- 

dependence of soil and culture in his studies of the Frontier. Most historians 

iy ignore it.) ORDEAL adios 6 Go. termite trtly Ua ‘)
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Teaching Materials 

ABC's--for identifying species, or getting advice on simpler problems. 

(See Mimeographed List.) 

Other materials (see Teaching Wildlife Conservation in Public Schools). 

Incentives 

The average real prospect among school children is not long satisfied 

; in merely learning to do what many others have already done. 

It is important to convey to him that many things await doing that no , 

one has done. (See mimeograph: Virgin Fields for Wisconsin Naturalists.)



Lecture 4. ; 

Slides 

Chart: Scientific Base for Teaching Conservation 

Mimeographs 

Teaching Materials on Wisconsin Wildlife Conservation 

Virgin Fields for Wisconsin Naturalists 

Skins 

Iong~eared Owl 

Jacksnipe : 

Raven 

King Rail 

Sharptail 

Books and Bulletins Mentioned



CLASSIFICATION OF GAL SPECIZS 

Composition of Range | Unit of Range (Cruising radius, miles 
pecies Cultiv.| Grass | Brush | Woods | Marsh | Water Le 678910 20 100 2000 

FARM Bobrhite XX XX XX XX gia 

GAME Cottontail xX xX XX XX as 

Ringneck Pheas, | XXX XX x xX x aa 

a. XX © XXXXXK .. .. Occasional Migration _ 

FOREST Whitetail Deer Ix xX XXXX XX ee 

AID iule Deer xx x xX setmmeeriacnieminnsninhuemcnintass Ae or, ne ey ase awe Be 

RANGE Turkey z x x XXXXK inihiciommculnlaaes 

GALE Prairie Chicken |XXX xxxx xX ween ee ee He ee ee HH eH ee 

Sharptail xxXxx xm ecient ie ie ee sew a ae ee) ae ee 

Ruffed Grouse XXXX XXXX ~ 

Sage Hen XXXXXKX ------- =~ ----------- 

Western Quails {|X x XXXXXX ae 
Black: Bear x oe gen ul 
Antelope b8.9'0.9 0 i 4 ees ere ee ae ea cee 

Gray Squirrel oo len Sens A ime. Gk ek yy el a ep a eae ca 

WILDER- Wapiti p20 XXX XXX es 
NESS Buffalo SUE wren nnn ne oe ee ee ne nnn nn 
GAME Grizzly x XXXX XXX A Co a ee ee eae ne ra 

lioose XX XXX XXX eer 

Sheep ee oe wen nan ~---------------~---~~ 
Goat XXXXXXK bea see ce 

MIGRA- Shorebirds XE, RX ) : 
TORY Woodcock XXX XXX XXX ) 
GAME § River Ducks XxX xxx XXX ) ees BU 2a ses oe 

Sea Ducks XX See ||) in some migratory shorebirds 

Geese xX ome XX xx ) 
Doves XXXXKX XX )



CLASSIFICATION OF GAME SPECIES 

Species Cultiv.| Grass 12 678910 20 100 2000 

FARM Bobwhite XX XX XX XX = 

GAME Cottontail XX xX xX xX ga : 
Ringneck Pheas, | XXX XX x x Xx aes 

ay ae x - XOKKK —» ~ Ccpsmigngl Mierakiqn _ . 

FOREST Whitetail Deer |X xX XXXX XX sone He : 
AND ljule Deer xX Fee ax herein eminem A ables aul 

RANGE Turkey S z xX XXXX paemapinpientenm 

GAME Prairie Chicken |XXX oS x Semmens ee ee RE 

Sharptail XXXX XKXX Reece! Sr ada ak ee ee 
Ruffed Grouse XXXX XXXX iar ee 
Sage Hen XXXXXEX n-ne -- 3+ -------- = 
Western Quails [X x XXXXXX — 
Black Bear XX XXXXXK acersion a euaalearaaiat 

Antelope XXXEXX X wanna --- +--+ 
Gray Squirrel XXXXXXXK we ee eet er ee ee ee ee ee 

WILDER- Wapiti xe a xxe? le a a eh a cabal cas ll ah ee 
HESS Buffalo x san So ep nb een os sleet aes gn etic mR eon mt RSE 
GAME Grizzly x TK Dwee aw----- + -~- +--+ - +--+ - +--+ +--+ 

‘ Moose XX RO + ESAT Reel 
Sheep ‘ tie intr ii cries eas aeas eee 
Goat XXXXXXK a 

*_ WMIGRA-  Shorebirds SORE . XX ) 
... TORY Woodcock XxX te” tox ) 

GALE River Ducks XxX XXX XXX Da eae a Mi a eee 
Sea Ducks xx ro |) in some migratory shorebirds 
Geese nod bed XX XX ) 

Doves XXXXKX xX )



Farmers' Short Course 
Gane Management 

U. of Wis, 1934-35 

5. WILD FOOD AND COVER PLANTS 

Plant Character Uses , 

Agricultural weeds good for food, and in fall as cover 

p Lesser Ragweed On stubbles & fallows Staple food for all game birds 
except Ruffed Grouse. 

Greater Ragweed Rich draws & peat ditches Seeds injurious when dry, 

Winter cover. 

Smartweeds Wet spots free of grass Staple food. 

°Foxtail or pigeon In corn and oat stubble Fall food, Shatters early. 
erass 

°Pigweed Rich cultivated soil Fair food, 

Syanish Needle Burned or grazed marshes Eaten by pheasant when hungry. 

False Climbing Vine in burned marsh Good winter food, Remains 
Buckwheat and on fences above snow. 

°Sweet clover Biennial Excellent cover, Good greens. 
Seed eaten when hungry. 

Native Herbs 

*Trefoil Ungrazed woods only Excellent winter food. 

Lespedeza Sandy wastes, prairie Seeds too few to be important. 

Sheep Sorrel Acid soils Good winter greens for chickens, 

Water cress Springs Winter greens for pheasant & 
quail. 

Grasses and Grass-lile plants, Sod plants 

*Bluegrass Excellent nesting cover if 
ungrazed. 

°White Clover Limey soils Excellent greens, especially 
for grouse and deer, 

*Bluestem Prairies, dry banks Nesting and winter cover, 

*Spartina Wet prairies, roadsides Fair winter cover, 

Nutgrass Wet marsh. Forms hummocks, Good winter cover, } 

Cane Limey bogs Winter cover, 

Cattail Bogs Excellent winter cover & roost.



: ae 

Grasses and Grass-like Plants, Sod Plants (con! t) 

Ripgut Vet marsh Excellent winter roost. 

Bluejoint Wet meadows Nesting and winter cover. 

Sedges Acid marsh Winter cover and roost, 

Rushes Marsh Excellent winter cover and roost, 

Woody Cover Plants 

°Norway Spruce ) 

White Spruce 

White Pine ; Winter cover while branches 
) near ground 

Norway Pine ) 

Red Cedar _ Dry liney soil 

Creeping Juniper Dry limey soil j 

Wild Plwa i 

Red Hav, Thornapple Limey soil ; Winter cover 

“Wild Grape ) 

°Yellow Willow ) 

*Sandbar Willow Winter cover, Provagated by 

) \eattings, 
*Red-osier Dogwood Wet ground ) 

|



CLASSES OF GAME FOODS i 

Examples (winter 

Class abilit, value Bobwhite chicken Deer Cottontail 
i eiledg liceedsteadnchpasseianpactiapeadeieadendeceunseapeeasanebeteateemiontsl macnentaenahinibrieatthaaaenessiabeisaiaaapbeietedieinesantahdiaiedalipetebtiveatininaceeatienGe eadiidieshineteudadsemaaediaaiianagel 

Preferred | 1 i Racreed Buckwheat | Popcorn Apple Sumac barlz 

} | Trefoil _| Ragweed Sweet corn leaves & Raspberry trigs 
fruit 

Staple | 2 2 Corn Corn Corn White Apple twigs 
A Acorns | Smartweed | Kaffir cedar 
& Soybeans Soybeans | 

Oo 

8 Emergency 3 a Locust beans | Birch & Spanish Hemlock Conifer twigs 
i Sweet clover poplar needle 

2 seed buds Burdock 
a Giant ragweed 
n 

Stuffing 4 4 Sumac berries ’ 7 Bal sam ; t 
‘ Rose hips 4 Laurel 

Pastime low low | MAhaCOLLane ous Plants 
na a 

3 Sheep Grass oO s 
& Tonic high low Berries sorrel pendelion ? 7 

& 

2 Mineral 
° 

& and high low Grit Grit Grit Salt ? 
Vitamin ?



Farmers! Short Course 

Game Management 

U, of Wis. 1934-35 

Wisconsin Predators 

There is no such thing as a "good" or a "bad" predator in any moral 
sense, Predators differ not in their desire, but in their ability to catch 
and kill game, A good predator is one ordinarily unable to catch useful 

animals. A bad »redator is one ordinarily able to do so. Time and circum- 
stances may vary these abilities, here is no answer except to study your 

land with an open mind, and to kill only on the basis of sound evidence. 

"Good" "Questionable" "Baa" 

Hawks Redtail Marshhawlt doooper! s 

Broadwing i, @gharp shin 

“Redshoulder 1, 2¢o shawik 
Sparrovhawic 

3Duckhawis 

4p Owls arred | Great Horned 
Screech | °snowy 

Long-ear 
Short-ear 
Barn 

Mammal s Raccoon tea Fox Housecat 
Badger Skunk Gray Fox 

O' possum Weasal 
Mink Striped 

Svermophile 

lresistant species, i.,e., over-control unlikely. 

20ceur during migration only. 

{Destructive but rare, and to be preserved because of rarity. 

Good except where rabbits are to be built up, 

Underline: Migrants visiting Wisconsin only some winters, but vhen they 

come they are serious,



Farmers! Short Course 
Game Management 
U. of Wiss 1934-35 

Automatic Adjustment of Predation 

Errington has discovered that in Wisconsin quail in winter, there 

is an automatic adjustment between predation loss and the population level. 

The same principle may hold for other species, seasons, and regiouse 

It works this way: Every quail range, as long as its food and cover 

remain substantially unchanged from year to year, has room for a certain 

number of coveys, no more, no less; This number is its "carrying capacity." 

When extra mild winters build up the population above the carrying 

, capacity, there is a prompt rise in the rate of predation, i.e., the per 

cent of the winter population killed by predators. This heavy predation 

seems to take place regardless of whether predators are scarce or plentiful, 

and regardless of what particular species are »resent. | 

On the other hand, rhen severe vinters or overshooting reduce the 

‘ population below ue carrying capacity, there is a prowpt fall in the rate - 

of winter predation, regardless of the number or ‘cind of vredators present. 

In other vords, quail populations tend to return to the carrying 

capacity level of their own accord, 

It follows that deliberate predator control for the benefit of wild quail 

is futile, Barring the small loss (say 5 ver cent) which always tales place 

anyhow, the predator loss adjusts itself, without interference from the 

game manager. 

It also follows that the best real predator insurance is to improve 

the food and cover, and thus raise the carrying capacity of the range.



Game Management 118 
FOOD AND COVER IN TERMS OF PLANT SUCCESSION U. of Wis, 1934-35 

Dane County, Wisconsin 

Type —————-> Larsh Oak Hickory Forest Prairie 

1. Bare ground ; : 

eee se ee eet Se entes cate) pee ea Sa ! 
ee elec 

‘ ' 
2. Weeds yo Smartweed Ragveed GRAINS | i 

Y, Giant Ragweed Foxtail | é 
Vv ' t ‘ | 
¥ | I : | | I . vi; ' ' : v 
v ' ' i ‘ v ee | v 3. Forbs , oo NETTLE Mallen ALPALFA oo | : 
wet ' eo Vervain | Pasque fl. : 
5 J ' ’ Blazing Star 
S | ' ae ! 6 Goldenrod ms 
os oe ! | Lead plant 
gk | ' ' Aster : 
wot a | v u. Grass | Tutgrass REDTOP ' BLUEGRASS 1 sid aes . 
y Ripgut CANARY ; WHIT CLOVER Se 

' Spartina pe ' ; Sporobolus v 
| ot | : | Stipa v Vig RR Se xe eK Se ee ek * ' Grama v 

Male i i : y } e ke 

wet ; ‘ ra v 
5. Brush Red Dogwood Haze) = ais | * : Mg fs a ¥ v , x Bush Willow se * } 

Ce Sumaz x Z Me 
eu Ss ee a Grape x AST ee oe 
v i 1 ‘ x e Vv 

ee ee ee Ae Rs ae een ce eee oe 
| . 5 ' x is 6. Forest ; Ash-elm | Oak-hickory x : PRAIRIE CHICKEN 

(climax) ' Panicle Dogyood | 
x \_ _ Trefoil x eS oa, x Serer eo ea ae) ‘ 
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Extension Course 
in Nature Study 

5/28/36 

Teaching Materials on 
Wisconsin Wildlife Conservation 

Handbooks for Identification of Species: 

A Field Guide to the Birds. Roger Tory Peterson, Hovghton Mifflin Co., 

New York. $2.75. 

Birds of Minnesota. Thomas S. Roberts, University of Minnesota Press, 
i Minneapolis. 2 vols. (Out of print, but available in many 

libraries. Plates alone still issued as an abridged volume. ) 

Spring Flora of Wisconsin. N. C. Fassett, Botany Department, 
University of Wisconsin, $1.00. 

Forest Tress of Wisconsin. Fred G, Wilson. Conservation Department, 

Madison. 15¢ 

The Hawks of North America. John B, May. National Association of 
Audubon Societies, 1775 Broadway, New York City. $1.25. 

Non-Technical Publications on Managemont, applicable to Wisconsin: 

Wisconsin Prairie Chicken Investigation. Alfred 0. Gross. Wisconsin 

Conservation Department, Madison. 

Winter Feeding of Wild Life on Northern Farms. Wallace Grange. 
U.S.D.A. Misc. Publ. No. 159, Washington. 

Improving the Farm Environment for Wild Life. Wallace Grange. 
U.S.D.A. Farmers! Bulletin No. 1719, Washington. 

The Hungarian Partridge in the Great Lakes Region. Ralph HE. Yeatter. 
Bulletin No. 5, School of Forestry & Conservation, University 

of Michigan, Ann Arbor. 

Suggestions for Pheasant Management in Southern Michigan. H. M, Wight. 

Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michigan. 

Game Survey of the North Central States. Aldo Leopold. (Out of print, 

but available in some libraries.) 

How to Attract Birds in the Bast Central States. 7. L. McAtee. 4 

U.S.D.A. Farmers! Bulletin No. 912, Washington. 

Local Bird Refuges. W. L. McAtee. U.S.D.A. Farmers' Bulletin No. 1644, | 
Washington. 

Homes for Birds. E. R. Kalmbach and W. L. McAtee. U.S.D.A. Farmers' . ; 

Bulletin No. 1456, Washington. 5¢ | 

Usefulness of Birds on the Farm. W. LL. McAtee. U.S.D.A. Farmers! : 
Bulletin No. 1652, Washington. 5¢



-e- 

General Material, Public Agencies: 

Conservation Outline of Wisconsin. Conservation Department, Madison, 

Exploring Michigan's Resources in the Junior High School Classroom. 
Department of Conservation and Department of Public Instruction, 

Lansing, Michigan. 

Three Boys Go Camping. Department of Conservation and Department of 
Public Instruction, Lansing, Michigan. 

Misc. Material, Private Associations: 

Teaching Units of the Emergency Conservation Committee, 734 Lexington 
Aveme, New York, 

Furs, Fins and Feathers. Successful Farming, Des Moines, Iowa. 

Publications by "More Game Birds in America, Inc.", 500 Fifth Aveme, 
New York City: 

Small Refuges for Waterfowl 
Water Areas, How to Create and Maintain Them 
Waterfowl Food Plants 
Quail Breeding Manual 
Pheasant Breeding Mamal 

Non-Technical Periodicals Suitable for Teachers: 

Bird-Lore. National Association of Audubon Societies, 1775 Broadway, 

New York. Subscription, $5.00 per year. 

Wilson Bulletin. Wilson Ornithological Club. (Dr. Lawrence E. Hicks, 

Botany Department, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.) 

Subscription, $1.50 per year.



Farmers' Short Course 
Game Management 
Univ. of Wis. 1934-35 

Virgin Fields for Wisconsin Naturalists 

1. Induce wild wood ducks to breed in artificial boxes, 

2. Work out the life history of the sandhill crane, : 

3. Make a census of grouse or rabbits over a period of years to worl 

out the game cycle. 

4, Worl: out the life history of the spruce hen, 

5. Re-establish a complete sample of original prairie flora, 

6, Devise a nursery technique for the propagation of prairie plants, 

7. Reconstruct an "oak opening" with its original plants and animals. i 

8, Re-establish the native orchids in a wild marsh, 

9. Worls out the life history of the jacksnipe. 

10. Establish an eagle eyrie and study their habits in Wisconsin, 
(Done in Ohio,) 

11. Work out the life history of the raven. 

12, Indvce a heron rookery by artificial decoys or plantings. 

13. Worls out methods for pruning native vegetation to increase songbirds. 

14, Re-establish sharptail grouse in southern Wisconsin. ‘ 

15. Work out the life history of the ling rail, 

16. Work out the life history of the otter. 

17. Develoo a technique for wild management of raccoon, 

18, Induce Canada geese to breed in the wild in Wisconsin.
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Game Management 118 
Aldo Leopold 

t BIOGRAPHY OF A COVEY 

15 quail - southern Wisconsin 
To illustrate interaction of environmental factors 

aR 

JANUARY: The covey is feeding on cornshocks which have been accidentally left | 

at (A), using several grape tangles (B) as daytime cover. ‘They fly to the marsh 
(C) to roost. 

Change 1: ‘The ground gets hard so the farmer husks out the shocks and hauls the 
corn to the barn. His place is posted, and he is a quail-lover, but he is unaware 

that he is jeopardizing his birds. The covey falls back on the ragweed (D) in 
the oat stubble. (‘here is plenty of corn 1/2 mile away, but no cover, hence the 
birds can't reach it--being of short radius.) 

Change 2: A snow buries the ragweed, so the covey begins to fly to the barnyard 
to feed. The farmer notes this, and feels a glow of hospitable pleasure over his 
guests. But the farm dog and cats note it, too. The cats get one, Another dies 

of cold when the dog scatters them late one afternoon, and the bird fails to rejoin 

the others. Motor traffic gets another during a sudden disturbance. Twelve left. 

Change 3: The farmer by accident begins to scatter manure on snow in stubble at 

(F). This is mch better than risking the barnyard, so they feed there. Using 
foncerow (G) as a street, they don't need to fly. 

FEBRUARY: Every day the manure-spreader moves farther from the fence, while snow 
covers the nearby mamre. A Cooper's hawk happens along and catches the covey 

in midfield. He gets one. Hleven left, 

Change 4: So the covey must give up the manure. Watched by the hark, it "holes 
up" all day under the grapes, foodless for 2 days. They all drop from 190 to 
170 grams-~-a large loss in speed and strength, 

Change 5: So the third day they stay right in the marsh where they roosted, and | 
find they can scratch up enough dodder, jewel-weed, and smartweed seed to live, 
The hawk gives it up and leaves. But now comes a really deep snow, hiding all 

the marsh food. 

Chango 6: They sally forth, forced by hunger, to the locust trees at (H). this 
is poor food, and uses up nearly as much energy as it gives. The average woight is 
now 160 grams. Ono night a wandering mink flushes the roosting birds, which 

scatter in the dark. One alights in the open, where a horned owl picks him up. 
Two others die of cold. Hight left, weight 160 grams. 

MARCH: Change 7. A thaw comes and exposes the old mamre near the fence. The 
remnant eagerly resumes foeding there. But the farmer now burns the marsh, 
forcing the birds to roost under the grape. Here a passer-by flushes them one 
evening so late the owl scores. Seven left, but weight going up. Many migrant 
Cooper's hawks this month, but on the snowless ground with educated birds they h 

fail to score. 

APRIL: Green alfalfa and waste corn has picked up weights, and the birds begin 

to pair on warm days, and look for nesting territories. ‘The unmated cock 

whistles his disappointment.



} mua 

MAY: The three pairs begin nesting, ono in the alfalfa, one in the greening 
marsh, another gon the ditch, 

JUNE: A rain gots tho marsh nest, the haymower the alfalfa nest. Both bereaved f 
pairs try again, one in the oats, the other on the ditch, 

JULY: The mower gets the oats nest, but the early ditch nest brings off a dozen 
young (total 14) and the late ditch nest all but 4 chicks which the cat kills. 
Total 24, 

AUGUST: Cats, dogs, and cars get 4 chicks. Total 20, 

SEPTEMBER: Easy going, no losses. 

OCTOBER: Eating ragweed and foxtail in corn snd oat stubble. A pheasant hunter } 
pots 4. Total 16, 

NOVEMBER: Same, A rabbit hunter pots 1. Total 15, 

DECEMBER: Easy going. Balanco on January same as last year. 

Summary: Fach month in the year presents one or more risks of loss by death or 
moving out. The possible losses ace of many kinds, but ali depend largely on 
whether the range offers the birds a chance to shift their habits so as to cir- 
cumvent each particular risk, Heuce at ithe end of the year the range offering 
good chances will be heavily populated, while the range offering poor chances 

will be scantily populated.
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j fi DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 

e 5 PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 
xe Usk Ly 

National Institute ot Allergy and Infectious Diseases 

Rocky Mountain Laboratory 
Hamilton, Montana 

November 2, 1959 

Dr. Joseph Hickey 
Department of Wildlife Management 
42h University Farm Place 
The University of Wisconsin 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Hickey: 

I have referred your question regarding botulism to Dr. 

Fritz Bell who has done a lot of good work on this disease in 4 

ducks. He says the only important reason for picking up waterfowl 
dead of botulism and destroying them is aesthetic. He thinks car- 

casses do not contribute significantly to the disease potential of 
an area. He also notes that although maggots are toxic after 
ingesting toxin that they are not sought after by ducks and that 
normal ducks will avoid the immediate vicinity of decomposing 
carcasses. 

This is the most reliable source I have for information 
on botulism. 

I will be interested in the progress of your cottontail 
study. I consider them very important reservoirs of disease. 
If any isolates of tularemia are isolated in your studies we 
would like to test them for virulence. We have considerable 
evidence that the virulence of isolates of P. tularensis are dependent 
on the animal source in nature. We have tested many Microtus 
isolates but very few from cottontails. 

Mr. Helminen helped me in Finland and made our visit to 

Helsinki successful. Before the year is over I would like to 
have him visit Montana but do not want to interfere with his 
school work. I hope his wife finds some part-time employment. 
She seemed quite proficient in library work. 

Very truly yours, 

William L. Jellison 
i Parasitologist
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University of Wisconsin (1948) 
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MAGEE 50 Dare Stine Se See ee ee eee’ Although geome 
species et et a oe a 
timally think other animals that live under similar conditions. 

gap len het cm the Bo windh walpaper Movi ronment 
is here ag an all-inclusive term covering all external conditions and life 
that affeate the individual animal diresatly or indiveetly. 

In covering so large a field, the of this course can only be intro~ 
ductory. Dy deeds pin bot Geoks OnaQEeT Ut Yao eantbeaans dame (on ia 
thought to ast) on wildlife populations, we have these et 

1) to train you to put your scientes together for outdoor use; 
2) to show you how to read landscapve and observe plants ond animale; 
Be ee eee ee eee ct at Gone 

) to help you think through the “wherafores"” of conservation. 

Parte of the Course 

SP Se ae St Sear Abstracts 
of parte of the lestures will be handed out to you. 

2. ae et ree a a ee rumen 
litera’ Read one item each week and you ave ile lost-mimte 
trips to cams libraries when your tardy colleagues are trying to catch up for 
a qui,. the 3 se@aree copies will proqmbly be Marke, Lack, and Hochbaum. Give 
then priority when they are available. 

3. Projects. Seleat one to broaden your experience (a noologiesl subject, if 
you are an experianced botanist, and so on). No elaborate written report will 
be required, mt in a subsequent interview you will be asked for a summary 
(table or gragh) of your observations. (See exams below.) Inexperienced 

students should take Ho. 1. Gonsult with Mr. Leopold or Mr. Hickey in February 
if you need advice in mking a selection. 

y, It ip not netessary te go on all, especially if conflicts 
cope tie Curses, (Adwansed students will be drafted as ormuad Leaders), 

5. The two kinds will always be distinguished: 
On reading; 3 during the semester. 

>) Uneraded. Often onea you never encountered. Mental whetatones. 

6. . 
Gy Verbal quis by appointment one ioe SE 
(b) Weltten final exan on leotures .
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LUCIUS OUTLINE 
WILDLIFE meoloey (118) 

Tentative 

‘ = ~ Relation of animal populatio Oo Glimate amd soil ty? Ped. 10 

Landscape patterns, Relation of plants to suinmal populations 
2. Plant suecession and anim] comami ties 12 

Plant tones: key formations, soy plants, key foots 17 
« Mfeote of animals on plant pomulations 4 

2 Man and wildlife. An example: the rondside feacerow 
. Summary: the art of reading landscape 26 

Te eet on reading March 2 
& Open 4 

B. Behavior pad Stmeture of Anine) Pomilationg in Gene ms, 
9, Payehology of the individual! intolerance and social 9 

orgenisation 
10, san 9, Se eumes local, migratory, and irruptive ney 

novenen 

11. Steueture of population unite: food chains and pyramids 16 
12. Disteibution of populations: spread and shrinkage 18 
1B: Fluctuations in numbers: cycles, irruptions, extinetion 23 

« Populations in equilibrium 2 
iz Populations in non-equilibriua: poste, exotics 
16. Sienaryt population mechanisms Apradl 2 
ny eat on reading 6 

«+ Open 8 

G. Beomplos of specific animal pomlationn, 

19. Big gymot white-tailed deer 8 
20, Galiino¢eous birds: bobwhite and pheasant 13 ‘ 
Ph. Small mame: rabbits, hare 15 
22. Smell birds: songbimls 27 

ah. test * Test on reading May 

D. Reghenn) Beology 
ae High grass prairie! Southwest Wisconsin 6 

. Short gress plains: the Yestern Range 1 
27. Worthen lake states: Northern Wisconsin 13 
28. The Southwest: rigona, Now Nexico, Mexleo 16 
> Coastal plain: Southeast United States 20 

» Gentynl Sarepo: Germany 26 
. 3l. Summary: "eology and conservation June 1 

32. Open 3 

\ 
X



Lecture Outline 

Wildlife Heology 118 

1946 

A. The Plant - Animal Commnity 

1. Plant Succession, Flora, and Fauna. Habitat. 
2. Interspersion, Soils, and land use. Landscape Patterns. 
3. Key Plants and Key Formations. 

4. Interaction of Animals and Plants. Food habits. 
5. Summary. Reading Landscape. Phenology. 

B. Population Behavior 

6. The Animal Mind. Behavior Patterns. 
{- Territory and Social Organigation. 

&. Movements: local, migratory, irruptive. 

'9. Distribution. Spread and Shrinkage. 

10. Fluctuation. Cycles, Irruptions, BExtinctions. 

11. Summary. 

C. Population ifechanisms 

12... Deer. 
13. Bobwhite. 

14. Pheasant. 
15. Horned owl. 
16. Summary: Types of iechanisms. Mortality Rates. Turnover. 

D. Community Organization 

. 

17. Food Chains and Pyramids. 

18. Stability of Communities. What is Balance? ; 
19. Summary: Ecology and Conservation. 

H. Regional Ecology 

20. The North Woods. 
el. The Western Range. 

22. The Canadian Prairie Marshes. 
23. Chihuahua, Arizona, and New Mexico. 

24, Central Hurove. 

\ 
¥ 

He f 
Y a st



: Iecture Outline i 
Wildlife Heology 118 

1947 

(A) Plants, Animals, Soils, and Land-Use 

1. History of a large area: southwest Wisconsin. 
2, History of a small area: -a roadside fencerow 1920-1940, 

3. Plant Succession, flora, and fauna: habitat. 

U4, Key Plants, Key Formations, Food Habits. 
5. Reading Landscape. 
6. Test on Readings. ' 

: (3) Population Behavior, General 

7. Biographies of pomlation units. { 

§, Annual Behavior, Territory, Home Range, Social Organization, , 

Intolerance. 
9. Movements: local, migratory, irruptive. 

"9 10, Distribution: spread and shrinkace. 
11. Fluctuation. Cycles, irruptions, extinctions, 

12, Test on Readings, } 

; (C) Wisconsin Ecological Studies ; 

Lie ROEP , 
14, Bobwhite and Pheasant. 
15. Rabbits, Hares, and Grouse. 

16, Songbirds Studies. 
17. . Phenology. 

(D) Commnity Oreanization ' 

18. Food Chains and Pyramids. 
19. Stability of Communities. Pest Behavior. Exotics. Equilibria. / 
20, Teology and Conservation. . 

: 2l, est on Readings. ; " 

(2) Regional Ecology 

22, The Canadian Frairies. 
23. Chihuahua, Arizona, New Mexico. 
24, Central Europe,



COURSE IN WILDLIFE ECOLOGY 
(Wildlife Management 118) 

Offered by the Chair of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 

Purpose: To develop the ability to interpret land-use problems in terms of 
ecological forces. The course is for; 

1. Laboratory biologists seeking to develop field skills. 

2. Agriculturists seeking to understand wildlife. 

3. Naturalists seeking to extend their understanding beyond 
identification of species. 

4, Prospective teachers of conservation. 

Prerequisites: Junior standing or consent of instructor. 

Preparation; The student needs some pre-existing familiarity with common 

birds and mammals, and with common plants, crops, and land-use practices. 

Credits and Hours: Two lectures per week (Tuesdays and Thursdays, 11 a.m.) 
plus designated Saturday field trips, plus individual assignmonts in field 
work and reading. Three credits. 

Individual Assignments. Students not fariliar with local birds and mammals 
will do field work on these, and present evidence, at the end of the semester, 
on what they have covered. Other students may elect assignments suitable to 
their tastes, professional plans, and available transportation. Examples: 

banding crows, bird or mammal census, assisting advanced students on experi- : 

mental areas or arboretum, compiling ecological history of a locality, com- 

piling a bibliograrhy of a subject, making food and cover tallies, making 

nest mortality tallies. 

Qutline of Lectures 

4 The mechanics of biological literature; how to find and use printed 

information. 

e Case histories of ten Wisconsin landscapes. 

Se Biographies of three Wisconsin animal populations. 

yu, Community structure. Food chains and pyramids. 

5a Mechanism of population; breeding potential and environment. 

6-7. Population density; carrying capacity, saturation, fluctuation, limits. 

8. Population movements; cruising radius, patterns, spread rates. 

Wy Be Social organization; aggregation, territory, and sex. Psychology. 

} 
| 
| 

> |
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Animal Znvironmont 
10. Range: composition and mechanics. The concept of territory. 

Ib. The plant succession and range. 

12. Weather and animals. 

nS. Food: selection, variability, palatability, starvation. 

14. Predation: types, rates, l-vels of security, buffers. Control policy, 

Reviews of Illustrative Problems 

15. Farm wildlife in Wisconsin. 

16. Forest wildlifo in Wisconsin. 

‘17. Wildlife of tho central Wisconsin marshes (Hamerstrom). 

18. Duck breeding marshes of Manitoba (Hochbaum). 

19. Wildlife, orosion, and forestry on the southeastern coastal plain. 

20. Wildlife, orosion, and livestock in Mexico and the Southwest. 

el. Wildlife, farming, and forestry in Germany and Bohomia. 

Field Techniques 

22-23.Consus, trapping, banding, range surveys, food and cover tallies, 
phonology. 

What is Conservation? 

24-27.History of conservation, conservation economics and esthetics, } 
a biotic view of land.



7 Game Management 179 
Aldo Leopold ‘ 

Species Check List 

Big Game Upland Game Predators & Fur Waterfowl 

Antelope Bandtail Pigeon Black Boar American Brant 

Caribou Blue Grouse Bobcat American Goldeneye 

Columbian Blacktail Bobwhite Quail Cougar Black Duck 
Elic Calif. Quail Coyote Bluo Goose 
Moose Fox Squirrel Fishor Bluewing Teal 

Mt. Goat Gambel Quail Gray Fox Canada, Gooso 
Mt. Sheep Gray Squirrel Grizzly Bear Canvas back 

' Mule Deer Hungarian Partridge Lynx Cinnamon Teal 

Turkey Mourning Dove Marten Coot 
W. T. Deer Pheasant Mink Gadwall 

Musk ox Prairio Chicken Muskrat Greenwing Teal 

Ruffed Grouse Opossum Lesser Scaup 
Sagehen Otter Lesser Snow Goose 

- Scaled Quail Raccoon Mallard 
Sharptail Grouse Red Fox Pintail 
Whitewing Dove Skunk Redhead 
Woodcock Weasel Ringneck Duck ; 

( Cottontail Wolf Shoveller 
Wolverine Widgeon 

White Fronted Goose 
Wilson Snipe 
Wood Duck



Advanced Game Management 179 

Donald R. Thompson 
(not for publication 
Decemder 5, 1947 

TABLE I 

Limits of Approximate size of random sample needed 
estimated p if p (% juveniles) or sex ratio is 

estimated to be 
\ 50 Olor 4O 7O(or 30 (CeCe 

true pt Oo | 2500 2400 2100 1900 1600 1300 
"pt 5% | Loo 390 340 300 260 200 
"pk 10g | 100 95 6 75 65 50 

TABLE II 

Hypothetical Age-composition, Survival Series, and 
Turnover Period for Different Values of p. - Fall Samples. 

ee 50% 60% 70% 75% 80% 85% __ 
{ 5 i i ' 

Age composition i \ | | | 
Juveniles 1 50 60 7O 175 0) [85 1 Formula 
L yz. olga | 25 ou al 18.2 ; 16.0 12.8 | »(100-p)"=% in age 

( 2yr. olde} 12.5 966 | 6.3 | Ber 135.3) aN | class n 
3 yr. olds | 653) Seay 1.9 ie, | 0061 eng)! ps Bye. 

yr. olds | 3.1) 1.5 0.6 | 0.3 | n = age class (for 
Bayes Olds iG Oya | juveniles n = 0) 
Gyr. olds | 0.8 | i 1 ! 

ee : spa unteyeaeinrenS-nseta 2 ToT 

Survival series | ! Forma 
Alive lst fall |} 100 | L00 ; 100 {100 ; 100 1100 | survivors=survivors from 

" gna ™ |i 50 | ho | 30 ie j 20 | 15 | previous fall (1-p). 
e Mt FO : 16 g.0{ 6.3) 4.0) 2,3-=turnover period=%3 years. 

v Sth of 12.5] 6.4 2.71 3.6) 0.8---turnover periods years. 
" sth hk 6,3! 2,61 0,-cc<turnover period=5 years. 
Pec iGreen MMi 3.1/ 1,0F=---turnover period=6 years. =~=~—~—*—Cs—“‘“—“<S;72;CS*W 
Niemen unto iel 1.6: 
A ge ol 0. 8y=== == faRnOvEr pew OCe et peamas Ti ck Mohs gat aunt aN



Wildlife Management 179 § 

Univ. of Wisconsin, 1949 

REMARKS ON CONFIDENCE LIMITS 

r In population work, analyses tend to be simplified in those samples in 
which (1) a given character or attribute is either present in numbers or 

absent and (2) removal of a specimen from the population has no appreciable 

effect on the probable occurrence of a given character being found in subse- 

ouent samples. The binomial of vrobability governing such vhenomena is used 
with the theory of normal distribution to set uv tables of sampling limits 

(viz. Pearl:1940:336). These give the maximum and minimum frequenties in 
whole numbers between which a given character will probably be fouhd, accord-° 
ing to the size of the sample and the actual occurrence of the character in 

the vopulation. Thus, according to Pearl (ibid.335), when a character is 
vresent in 90 per cent of a ponulation, it will occur in samples of 100.in 

freauencies ranging from 82 to 98.4 

It seems that a much clearer picture of sampling limits is obtained 

when the maximum deviation from the vercentage in the population is expressed 
as a vercentage of the size of the sample. This technioue reduces the 
numbers carried in a table by one half, demonstrates at a glance the value 

(or futility) of increasing samvle size, and encourages the memorization of 

sampling limits to be exnected. Thg accompanying table is therefore offered 
as an aid in vroblems of this kind.” The percentages cuoted here have been 
deliberately rounded off in order to simplify the picture as much as vossible. 
These confidence limits occasionally differ from Snedecor's by one vercent- 

age point. 

TBearl (idid.) states that the odds against these limits being exceeded 

gre 199 to 1. They actually are 99 to 1. 
To determine the maximum variation 95 times ovt of 100, I used 1.95) Spe; 

- i 

and for values 99 times out of 100, 2.58( pg where N is the size of 

a sample, » is the vrobability the character will occur (expressed as a 

fraction), and q the probability it will not occur. The use of 3 
by G. G. Simnson and A. Roe (1939, Quantitative Zoology, py. 183-185) 
apyears to be satisfactory as a text book exercise but is of no practical 

significance in most zoological work.



- A TABLE OF SAMPLING LIMITS 

IN WHICH MAXIMUM VAPTATION FROM TH" EXPECTED MEAN IS EXPRESSED eae 

AS A PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL SANPLE UNDEP STUDY 

Actual Percentage of Cccurrence in the Population — : 
Size 10 20% 3 ¢ ¥% og : 10% 20% 30> Low 

; of or or or or 50% or or or ; or 50% 
Sample 90% 80% 20% 60% 90% 80% 26, 604 * 

é Maximum variation 95 times out of 100 : Maximum variation 99 times out of-100 . 

50 8 11 13 wy 1 ia 15 17 OIG. at alee 
75 vA 9 10 ut vy 9 12 14 15: 15-. 

100 6 8 9 10 10 8 10 12 cia8 13 

150 5 6 z 8 8 6 8 10 LOS Mica oiiet 
200 4 6 6 ie 7 5 7 8 ; 9 9: 
300 3 5 5 ea 6 : 4 6 EtG 2 7 
400 3 4 4 5 5 4 5 Ce: 6. Ces 

500 3 4 4 4 4 3 5 5 6 ai) a. 
1000 2 2 3 3 3 2 3 k he 4 
2000 1 2 e 2 eae 2 2 De as To 3 
5000 1 aL ae b it Shy dk 1 aL Bes 2 2 

ee | § : | 

: ; : ! 

"i |



G Memt.179 SAMPLE POPULATION RATIOS IN RANGE LIvestocn © %9m0 Memt.179 

(1) The Western Range. Senate Doc. 199, 74th Congress, 2nd Session, 1936, 
620 pp. 

(2) Hutchison and Kotok. The San Joaquin Hxp. Range. Bull. 663, Univ. of 
Cals, 1942, 145 ‘pps 

2 (p86) Composition of Eerd. (Aver. of 37 ranches, 8658 cattle, 1936-37. Aver. 
Herd 230) : 

Yearling heifers 9.8% cows 3-7 years 38.9% 
Yearling steers 9.4 older cows bel 

e yr. heifers a1 bulls aol 

2 yr. steers 8.5 older steers 0.9 é 

2 (p90) Calf Crop Aver. 79 per 100 cows 

2 (p91) Anmual loss Calves 6.1% cows 4.3% 

1 (pl66) Arizona Range Cattle, 1916-23 Open Range Santa Rita Reserve 

Average calf crop 55% 13% 
Average annual loss 10% 34, 
Net calves per 100 breeding cows Us 69 

1(p167) Montana, Renge Cows, 193%~1935 25% overstocking Conservative 
: Stocking 

(23 acros por cow) (30 acres 
2 per cow) 

Averago calf crop 70% 82% 
Pounds of calf per cow (in fall?) 194# 2644 

1(p166) Lamb crop, New Mex. 1925-35, open range sheop...+...+.. 62% 
woe nt 1926, reduced stocking and good rains. . . .78% 
a walt " ot 1932833, incr. stocking, avor, rains. . .50-52% 

1(pl166) Averago annual loss in rango cattle, Wostorn ranges ..... 7% 

Loss in rango cattle during drouth years or yoars of hard winters 25-35% 

1(pl64) Est. degree of overstocking of western rangos, Jan. 1, 1935: 

Nat'l. Forests 1% State, county, minicipal 100% 
: Other Federal 16% Private 60% 

Indian lands 40% All, average 0%



CYCLIC POPULATIONS IN THE GREAT LAKES REGION 

Compiteo By Avvo LEopoLD For Game Management itd 
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CYCLE CURVES IN LARGE AREAS (SOLID LINE) AND SMALL AREAS (DASHED LINE) 

Apo Leoroup - Game Manacement | 19-1947 
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( .ife Management 179 

Management Characters of Big Game October 29, 1946 

Peas RS eat ee enU ee ae Ra ne mS AU esl eet Ad SPA DE UNS I Na a 

. Antelope . Buffalo . Caribou . Elk . Moose . Masi ox . Mt. Goat « Mt. Sheep - Mule Deer - (W. 1. Deer . Range - 

(Garretson) (Robinette) Cattle 

Neen nee ee 
(Hutchinson) 

Sex ratio at birth 
50:50 51:49 

(Qturie) 

Bearing age, ? 2-7 #28 31-7 2-10 2-18 31-2 2?-7 3-12 2-7 364 at 1 2-3 
(Merrill) (Hone) (Honess) (M & C) 

Breeding age, ¢ 7 oh? 10 ut-r 
(Seton) (Seton) 

Young per bearing ? 1-3 (1.7) 1-(2?) 1-(2?) 1-2 1-2 1-2 1-2 14 1-2-1.7 0.8 
Qt. & C) 

Gestation 217-220 9-93 mos. 83? 242-246 8 nos. 178 180 205-212 182-212 9-93 mos. 

(MeLean) (Seton) (Young) (Seton) (Honess) (Feeney) 

Young leave mother lyr. lyr. 1 yr. 2-3 years 1 year olyr. 

(Honess) 22 yrs, Seton) 

Young per adult 2 5087 0.3 0.6 1.4 1.5 19% 
(murie) (Hone) (Murie) (FLote) 

Dry %, range tally 21% 1g 36% 17% 1% alg 
(Olsen) (Honess) (Foote) 

Dry 2, dissection 2g 13.5% 10-184 
(Rush) (4 & C) 

Adult ¢ per adult 2 at rut 1:1.2 1.9 (Maurie) 23:77 125 0.7 0.35 0.2-0.5 1:19 
(Einarsen) 1.3 (Seton) (Rush) (Hone) (Marie) 

Winter Range Tally, per cent (Murie) (Rush) (Murie) (Foote) 

Adult ¢ 6% 11.6% 28% 17% 26% 2.1% 

Adult % Bg hose Wig lg 38.9% 

Immature ¢ % 2.4K 10% 45s 33% 17.9% 

Immature 2 11.9% 

Young 26% 17.4% 19% 38% fixcl. of fawms (above excl. 
33% of above of calves) 

Success Ratio:Hunters per buck 1.2 x 

(MeLean) 

Cripple loss, per cent 15% 68% 
(Sanders) x 

Net annual increase 164 226 2087 25t 208 

(MeLean) (Qturie) (swift) (Feeney) 

Live weight, adult ¢ 112 2000-2600 366 850 1000-1200 500-900 200 17H456 200 

(Skinner) (Marte) (Merrill) (Seton) (Seton) (Schunke) 

Live weight, adult ? 109 1300-1500 215 550 500-600 120-125 

Population, U.S., 1940 (200,000, 1945) 4400 15 208,000 11,600 0 16,000 14,000 1,500,000 34500,000 
(Young) (Anderson) 

Population, N.A. 5,000,000 15,000, 1930 1,000,000, 1925 2,000,900, 1925 

FI Sn nn ASI aySISIIRIFAS IESE SESS SSC nae aT 

Authorships: Where most of the data for a species derive from one author, his name appears at the top. Exceptions are 

noted in parentheses below. Where data derive from several authors, the name of each appears below the figure taken from . 

him. Populations, 1940 are from "Big Game Inventory;' U.S.B.S., unless otherwise noted. -



WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 179 

BREEDING CHARACTERS OF UPLAND GAME BIRDS WOVENBER 19, 1946 
aS aa le ns ne Sn NNN nO En SS Onn SSD Sn ERIS NE IS NN SOR SR SE 

Blue Bobwhite Calif.Quatl © Gambel. Hungarian Pheasant —-Prairi Ruffed Sharptat2. mala Woodcock Dove 
Grouse (Stoddard) (Summer) 1 Partri (Buss) Cutcken Grouse ma een (Hamerstrom) Turkey (itera 1) Boer) Gee ai ( i : 

Breeding age, years 1r, 2M 1 1 1 a 1 2.51 ey eae 1 1 1a 2 2 

Clutch (5-15)7 PUA (1-21)11 16.5 12 (5-17)22 n 5-12 12-14 (9-17)12 10-13 4 2 
(Glading) (Bump) (Gerard) (Bailey) 

Incubation 18-247 3 22 21-23 5 21-24 (21-28)2% = 21-26 20-21 2B gree 14 
(Bent) (Gleding) (Gross) (Gerard) (Mosby) (weciure) 

Renesting: time limit from lst egg. . No? Yon Ye 216 of Jews than ~ Up to Probabl less than ? 2-3 broods $ up to time limit } } jr Ais weoell') guanbnwhs |), Seuss. (Gama) eases (wociure) 
0% (Bump) 

Percent hens nest 100f lay 90% 
eee (Bamp) 

Percent eggs infertile 5t 13.7% mh 3h, 0,10, 0.7% 43%, 10% 
eatin) Unmatched (iosby) . (Pearson) 

(Carhart) 

Sex ratio, % Male - Fall 53038 3 50. 5o6t t Uxpr Log 
4 Female - Spring mt % m 19% red mn 5h 

(Bmien) (Bezdek) 

Age ratio, $ young - Fell 16-82% 2-708 72-61% 316t (Hoy) 
i > Spring (alsiteopo14) Canton) (inter) font (Foarsca) 

(Bezdek) 

Nest mortaility percent 516 60% 6" ag 60% 508 51% os ‘ 50% 
(Errington) (Gross) (Bump) (Resmesey?) so Fan may (McClure) 

Juvenals drop last primary 14 wes. 13 wks, 14 wks, 14 wks, Lose white tips 

(Petrider) (4.8. Teopold) (11-20)15 wks. (Pearson) 

Displays in fall Wo You Tes Tes Tos Tes Yost Wo? Barely Yo 
(seott) : 

Turnover period, years 4 Y-5 
(Bmlen) 

Allowable percent’ i112 OG 19% 25-358, 
(Sumner) (iloore) 

Percent winter lose We Tis. 55% Minne 
Ren. (ireington) 19-67% (trippenses) 

Need fre t Yee: Wii Ho Ne Bo Wo Yes Wo Yo Yes Yes Yeu 

Pee ey Hot Boor, (Seamer) (Iegon) (otrar) (tegen) (tegon) (itosby) 
Weight ad. Mal 1200 er. 164 gre 175 ere 17 ere 1478 905 er. 526 gre 5.66 . 1 17 ere = 
Co al fomnte aio ere «165 ere e 167 ere jos 1075 are Tier. Wer | Sele j 162-285 irs ¥ AEE: J} alec 

(Leopold) (Gross) (Gross) (Girard) 7 (Rnsse12) (Gross) (4,8, Leopold) (Iincoln)



MAHAGEMENP CHARACTERS OF PREDATORS AND FUR (Incomplete list) Wildlife Management 179 
( Jamary 15, 1947 

Black Bear Bobcat Fishe: Grizz: Marten scum Otter Puma Raccoon Wolf dolverine 
(Warzen) (Seton) (Seton) ‘Ciright) “= a (Young) (Stuewer) TYoung : eetcey 

Goldman 
‘Type of Mating Monog. Monog, Monog. Monog? 

Breeding Age, Years 2 3 ut 4 Unknown M-1/2d 3 1 23 2; M1 o3; 92 

(Wright) (Markley) 

Litters, no., size  1(3-4)3.9 (1-42 1(2-4)3 1(1-5)3 alt. years 1-6 (1-4)2.6 2(6.8) (1-3)2 1-6 1(3-7)4 (5-U4)7 1(2-4) 

(Wright) (a-4)2 (Seton) (Markley) 2(9-13) 

Gestation 4 mos. 1-Th mos. 7O days? Th nos. 2 mos. 259-275 days 12-13 days 61 days 91-104 63 days 60-63 days 90 dayst 

(Bradt) (Seton) (Seton) (Markley) (Hibben) 

Delayed Implantation? Wo To Ho Wo Yes y No 

Rntting Period Feb. June Ted. late Feb. Unknown July~Aug. Feb. Any month = Feb. March 
(Seton) (Markley) 

Sex Ratio, Lge 51% 466 526 
$ miles ee 

of 1704 

Bradt) (Young) 

Age Batio, % young 15-1506 65% 

Age Criteria size up to 
3 yrs. (Bradt) yearlings by 

dentition 
Sex Oriteria vs. penis teats in 2 

Territorial? yes ~ family yes, no, probably home range Tes Tes Pack 

(Bradt) home range 11 acres territory 

Movement yearlings redius rediuc circuit? radius wanders radius many radius eircuit Diam.0.7-1.0 radius 

disperse 10 ni. 5 mis radius 20 mi. when 1 mii itinerent 25-50 mi. radius 10 mi. adults, 60 mi. ; 

(Bradt) (Seton) 10 mi. starving (Barker) 05-07 Juv. 

Population Level T-yr. cycle? Fluctuates 10-yr. 10-yr. 1l0-yr. dies off in 
(Salyer) ‘by movement cycle cycle cycle hard winters 

(Seton) (Rand) 

Staple Food, Popple raccoon snowshoe mouse fish deer ungulates 

mouse hare 

hare 

Pelt Value, year $50, 1945 " 1951 $20, 1943 $23, 1924 50 conte $30, 1924 $5, 1938 $21, 1920 
Rand, 

Weight adult Yop vy 2 oop S129 to 11 15-ho# hp 1000- 208 9160-227¢ 16h 15-1508 22-238 

Cen ys Steele vite Hoe Me ODOR ee 2800 gr. 960-1338 east (Hamilton) 
up to 1L0# —300-900F 
(Seton) (Seton) 

Aggregation family + rarely sometimes family none, except family none family Ad. single Pack = family 

yearlings (Seton p.188) in groups cub groups dav. groups family 

Max. food per meal = 22-23 oz. oF 20% 

(Aldous) (Dixon) 

Longevity, years 12-15 a4 15 25-40 1 10 1 12-18 yrs. 

(Seton) (Seton) (Seton) (Markley) 

Age at leaving den 4 wks. 
2b mos. 

(Warren) 2-3 mos. 7 wes. 

Hibernation Fo Yes, Nov.- No Yes, Nov. Bo Fo anoestrous under ice none temporary no no 7 

Apr. (Wright) 3 mos. in midwinter 

Weaning Age 6 wee. 8 mon. 4 most 3 mos. 6-7 wis. 2h nos. 5 wee. June 8-9 wis. 

(Seton) (Seton) Qtair) (Maxey) (Seton) 

yes open, days ho Unknown 4 wks. 10 

Young independent lyr. 10 mos. 1d yrs. lyr. 2 yrs. 

(Wright) 

Kote: The authority mentioned under the species' name is the source of all data 
unless some other authority is indicated in each particular case. .
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| “| Deer Range ih df UG \ bg 19! 

LLL LLL LILLE LTE TOO LLL LE LLL LLC L LL OLLLON 

AREAS IN WHICH OVER-POPULATIONS OF DEER NOW EXIST OR HAVE EXISTED | 

IN THE RECENT PAST. NUMBERS REFER TO CASH HISTORIES,
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BIG GAME ESTIMATES ON NATIONAL FORESTS IN PERCENT OF 1921 STATUS 
(From "Game Refuges on NF, Dec. 31, 1940") 

Percent Antelope 20,000 ESSE SEUEnEIn SURE ERIE TERIA EERE ERE GUE RE 

350 ; Deer 

oe 1,810,000 

- 
ye 

ae vats 1544, 000 | 
d cov | 

250 / eg | 
a ? 

200 ee er te 
oe ‘. Moose, 7,500 

wen en (>) a gust a eeae \ 
ee Pee aay ae eed ae ee Grizzly & Alaska 

150 ard ete , Sear ™~ Brown Bear, 44,800 
: Dice ai ee eer 7 a yes ae ON ee Bleek Bear ic69, 000 

o Sn ae ? a) eee eh 

foes oe ee - Mt. Goat, 19,p00 
100 oO ee ee SATUS eee ee ne : 

Dis ee aa ee 

~~, Bighorn, 9,6 

50 1 1 1 

19PI 122-93. te Neh Nee IBY Nes NBO. 130 Ng 132 035 SN a 86 87 OAN8e 59) TNO 

(a) Decrease due to disease (b) Increase due to better estimates of Alaska bear



P — RL en ee eee sree > 7, 

: 

BREEDING POTENTIAL OF WISCONSIN BIRDS AND MAMKALS 

* Number of young per year 
1 en ns. pi nese BARA Ee, SS ee a a Se a eg ea kel es ae es pee ie os. 

‘ erat 1 . 3 4 5 6-8 9-11 12-14 | 15-20 Over 20 
perce ecco rae ei Mee i Se ne EM RES So oy ee alee See eal. 7S eh tale Sp 

| | Pass. Pigeon Horned Owl Barred Owl Woodcock Marsh hawk Coot Pheasant Redhead | Hungarian Meadow Mouse 
1-22 112-3 | lez ih aes 1:6 1:11.2 1110-15 Heooh Tile | S160 

| Schorger 21-22 | Roberts 507 Roberts 622 Pettingill 313] Roberts 342 Friley et al 84 | Hamerstrom Bent 178 Yeatter 32 Hamilton 3 

{ i ' | | 
| Loon Fo, rrel Killdeer Longear Owl Amer. Scaup Food duck Bobwhite House Rat | 

| 1:2 pg ee 1h 1:4=6 i 117-10 1:10 1ig-19 | |3-6;10 | 
i Roberts 141 | Seton 95 Roberts 464 Roberts 626 | bene 209 Gigstead 605 Errington | Silver 3-4 

i } 
| } | | 

| Brown Rat Mole Wilson Snipe | Shortear Owl Crow Cottontail Sherptail Deernouse 
| | Ti-2 T:255 uss 1:h-6 L:h-7 2:5, 04 Grouse 1:10-14 | 1074-7 
ae | Anthony 160 = Anthony 12 Roberts 440 | Roberts 628 Roberts 70 Allen 464-6 Roberts 396 | Townsend 83 | 

young | | | | 
when one | { 

Otter* | Fisher* Sharpshin Squirrel | Mourning Dove | Snowshoe Prairie | 1 
year old | | Triet =3 | T3_ 14-5 ie 2-522 | 3:3 riddle 36, | Chicken 1:11.5 | | 

| | Seton 697 |: Seton 460 Roberts 305 | Seton 378 Nice | Aldous 48 Gross 86 | j 
| | | | | 

| | } | | : | | | | 
Marten’ Cooper's Hawic | Franklin Gr Red Fox | Lesser Scaup Ruffed Grouse | 

\ | 1:34 1:4 | Squirrel ie 1-9 | 129-12 1310-15 | 
j | Seton 500 Roberts 305 yeraron 254 Seton 519 Bent 219 King 527 i 

| | i | | Se 
| | Prairie Hare Goshawk Mink oe | Mallard | Sprace Grouse | | 

Tro Lrhe§ T:5 | 136-7 | 138-12 | 18-15 “ | | 
} Seton 656 Roberte 303 | Ashbrook 4 Seton 876,381 | Bent 38 Roberts 367 | 
| { | { t } 

| | | 
| j Screech Owl | Weasel Skunie | Black Duck Muskrat | 
| | | 1:4 | 1:5 T:5-10 | 1:6-12 | Bios | 

{ } Roberts 601 | Seton 591,618 Seton 353 | Bent 53 | Errington 335 i | 

| | | i | | 

| | | Gray Fox | Raccoon Striped Sperm | Bluewing Teal | | 
\ j es Tr3-5 ‘TS | Ophile 1:7-10 | 1:10-12 | | 

| | \ Seton 581 | Seton 246 | Stoner 30 | Bent 114 | | | 
| | i { | ; 

| | | | 3 
| Squirrel | | Chipamni 
| ! im ea | | 3-5 { | | . 
| | Chapman 680 | | Seton 193 | | | 
| ¥ : | | | 

| i 1 

| | Woodchuck | | | Shrew(Blarina) | | | . 
| i | 1h \2:h-6 | | i | 2 

A { i } Hamilton 97 sup | Townsend 69 | | 
te Bee diase Oh Pee aoe es SN ia Se acest er ‘ an a he eStart tm denen 
i j j ] } | on 
| | Porcupine | Mhitetail | Badger* Canada Goose* | Gray Wolf [Wild Turkey | | | 
ie ieee | Deer 1:1-2 Peiger 1:5-6 | T:3-13 1138-15 | | i | 
ESaaagalel | Taylor 108-110] Seton 258 | Seton 296 Roberts 208 | Seton 27% Roberts 425 | | 
j years old) | | | | : | | | 

| | | i 
Moose Bobcat* | Coyote | | | 

| { | Tr? | Trp Th-7 | | | | 
' | | Seton 196 i Seton 226 | | Seton 371-374 | | + 

| i iyax* | Wolverine® | | | ; 
1:1-3 | LEe3 | | , 

| Seton 175 | Seton 419 ; | 3 

| | ase ic 
B j a LEOEND § 

| Tres" | | | 
| Seton 474-6 } 1:1 =Breeds once a year, one young per ; 

Ee oe + | brood. { 
| | piccd 1:1-2 =Breeds once a year, one to two | 
i | Buffal. | Sougae* | stling per brood. | 
fee | In | 13 Swan 1:4-5 Seton 697 =Seton's "Lives", p. 697. 
leat | Seton 685 Seton 85 | Bent 284 | } * =Breeding age uncertain in this 

; three | Bpecies: 
i ‘years old Number of broode per year is uncertain 
4 i | Hic | pus ee’ | in many species. 

| Asl j 28 Small birds are omitted for lack of 
| Seton 32 | Seton 174 space. {| 
| Corrections in this table are invited. | 

ry i oe eas ae oe |



TELLING AGE OF WHITE-TAILED DEER FROM TEETH OF LOWER JaW 

Permanent molar sprouting 

‘ me ae 

\ \ Wii 3 "Milk" pre-nolars 

eal eile 4 Mili! incisors 
AN \ ae, speeenl Hers 

(ok ae ee 
OT AU AUR VE tea 

a ite Hidden molars 

a A One permanent molar 
Hidden molars AL BIRTH Bert 

Ate! / Wey 
; See tyes Ljctt a 

Center "Milic" incisor loose RTA ae , ¢ 4 si ah staiancacis 

jean i as RL tes ea 4 "Mili! incisors 
neg: ay”) AO nN Py 

ns eae Ce PROM RUM an Mi Us me Mla estes, 

Center "Milk" incisor drops out - ‘ ee 
permanent incisor coming caer 5 to 6 MONTES 

; 73 “Milk™ incisors 
Lee 5 1° One permanent incisor 

Ces y ceo ie 

Be Peery 2 to 3 permanent molars 
9 to 12 MONTHS ! "ilk"pre-molars loosening 

i 4 permanent pre-molars 
fay ‘ {\ coming up 

3 permanont molars WV N : fis 

( \ as . | aN 4. permanent incisors ; 
diy A SAA a fate 

\ ; v fume ee x 4 1 COSC ire ey 

C x ne yy A ania, \ ae iN! aie 

ee ee or 12 to alk monmmis 

a CU ats 4 permanent incisors 

36 MONTES OR NORE NOTE 

Fawns in November are about 6-7 months old. 
Yearlings (often "spike bucks") In November are about 18 months 

old. 

Forked bucks (first year) in November are about 30 months old, 
but may be 1% months. 

After 36 months the age is determined by amount of wear so at 
5 years ridges of enamol aro no longer sharp. 

From Cahalane, Victor H. 1932. Ago Variation in the Tecth and Sicull of the 
Whitetail Deer, Sciontific Publication No. 2. Cranbrook Inst. of Scionce, 
Michigan. (Novembor, 1932). \



FALL MIGRATION TALLY OF WATERFOWL SEEN, FAIRFIELD TOWNSHIP, SAUK CO,., WIS, 1940-1946 

ra a do bec pole. f 

& fe Be eg 
« ° So Pp 

Poe ee Be eee ee Se ae ee 
4 BH Be ee A S48 ee ei Pa Be Boe eS Ei 
Ss) A So = So. Spe oe eee oO fe ee ae ae ww a 

1940 10 39 : 7 ye ie OO 5 De 178 8 154 18 178 Dry 

1941 22 863 69 2 101 Bat 13. 1.150 3.56 165 MO 54 1123 51 225 Flood 9/5 

qoup 12 gg. 40 120. 29 1g 2 20. 62) .>.25 1674 152 77 Flood 9/22 

1943’ 14 91 Bo 25 31 SOT 2G Sad 5 599 233 5 409 29 832 Dry 

aoune ae Se 32 Mone 59 3 73 5 59 Very dry 

1945-13 67 2 246 a7, 19 124 64 15 121 9 188 Fair, marsh wet by rains. 

19469 g 27 9 6 5 eel te Bobs 6 27, Day 

A wey ae 
Total #93 olig sh 134 237 218 11 26 323 4 16 3 102 1268 362 93 3607 39 1630 e 

Per Cent - , 686 2% % 8% 66 0,36 0.7% 9% 0.1%0.460.1% 3% 100% :
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Jenuary 19h6 
not for publication 

RILEY GAMA COOPERATIVE KILL AND STOCKING RECORD 
1700 acres - Dane County 

Year Pheasants Stocked \ Pheasants Killed | Legal , Bonds’ Recovered 
Fin sust | April Cocks Hens Total) Quota | Cocks Hens Total 

| Cocks Hens Total | 
1931 ee: | i | 0 0 0 Te yt x 
1932 | PO 14 4 Le BBN a x 
1933 i ty 1 Bi On} x 
1934 LG yy 31 al Ber ae aN x 
1935 GTO) Pea a vis HG) Be. | i 
LEBEN TO. 4 pits 7 20. ben OCae) 
ROR aR Vg ? er ie be tees (4?) 
DORSAL RO UB 15 1 Mo) 16 65 , 130 2s) 2¢4) (ag) 
UGB O RNG a ae 0 12 ug 29 TOON REE LBM VOCR) 2G) 
igho | b20141) 80 ho | he 19 BI Odo 1 iP 
1941 Nye 32 36 | 47 v7 GEOG Maio) i. 1 
1942 | eset 30 35 | 50 14 BE OR ENO ) 0 
1943 Hoe tno) 0 Ooh 36 o Aa CL ekae ed UG) 0) 0 

(didinot operate as a preserve ii 1943) \ ' 
19uy Pe ine OB ho te Be iba tO On 
1945 | Rey ok AO 1), 5 TO) bit 6 0 0 0 
1946 | Fos BN 0) 25 13 Bly ieee 2 2 
1947 | 5 20 Parent 3 a0 6a 10 0 0 

Total | Puy 56 «186 254 478 191 669 (1190 | (9) 56) 9(25) 

* Sex could not be distinguished on August releases. 

° Figures in parentheses are recoveries of August releases. 

Recovery of banded artificials stocked in August, 1938 and 1939 
25 pheasants, both sexes, recovered out of 229 stocked = 11 percent. 

Recovery of banded artificials stocked in Aoril, 1937-1947 

K 5 hens recovered out of 186 stocked = 3 percent 
4 cocks recovered out of 56 stocked = 7 percent 

Proportion of banded artificials in kill, 1938-1947 

5 banded hens among 191 hens killed = 3 percent 
4 banded cocks among 478 killed = 1 percent 

Proportion of legal cuota actually taken, 1931-1947 ; 
669 pheasants killed from 1190 cuota = 51 percent 

(
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y (Not for publication) 

ve a : ,Ringne¢ked Pheasant 
Condensed and Revised From-Comptlation < 

by George Halazon, 1946-1947 

". Ageregations. Per cent of 21,000 pheasants in flocks: Jan.-Feb. 97 per cent, 

Pee ain = .* March, 85’ per cent,:dpril, 7e-peh cent, May, 68 per cent, 

June, 43 per cent, July, 16 ner cent, August,’ 14 per cent, 

Sent., 24 ver cent, Oct., 50 per cent, Nov., 53 per cent, 

ie 3 Dec, 62 per Conk. sited Newton hain) 2) as Tee 

“Breeding and Mortality. Most frequent date of first -ega: 

i Re ‘105 nésts: Madison, 1941 - - - - - May 5 
Re Oa 101 néstsiIowa, 1934, --- - - et 

Piste RONG ‘93 nontiasfield nests, Dane Co., 1937-42 - - - - May 8 
121 hayfield nests, Dane Co., 1937-l2 - - May 8 and June 20. 
5lt non-hayfield nests, Fish Hatchery, 2941'- =) May 35> 

‘fore 68% hayfield'nests, Fish Hatchery, 1941 - - May 5 and June“19. 
(All of above from, Buss) ¢ by nme teh ayy 

# Nest Suecesel! i -OE8) Ndvie at oe zene 
Leedy and Hicks 563 61 per cent success ~ 39 per cent failed 
Buss B60 x boasverr ¢ecn +61 per: ceht mortality 

@ Correéted Shrin-aze Series: (uss) 
Leopold et’ al; Arboretum, 1937-38 to, 1942-43: "100-26-9-4-0.4 
Buss,’ Fish" Hatehery, 1940-41 to. 19%2-W3:  100419-5 

Census and Density, 
Arboretum, 1937-38 to 19U2-43, average‘ 2s4 on. 1/000 acres, 365 acres per bird, 

wo Fish Hatchery, 1940-41 to 1942-3, average 234 of 1,200 acres, 5.1." " y 
Univ. Bay, 1936-1942, average 156 on 550 acres, 3.5 acres ver bird. 

“Crippling Loss. Vermont 19 per cent; Pennsylvania with dog 24 ver cent, 

UD Ren alse without 40 per cent, overall 32 per cent; Dunn Co. Wis., 
Sha ey 9 per cent; Ohio 18 per cent, Hens per 100 codéks killed, 

Ohio, estimated at 40. 

Food Habits,* See Rossbach, in Buss bulletin, pp. 149-184, Oi n 

Food and Cover. ‘Food yeilds.” ' i mee Pe cee is 
“= oPhirteen acré Soybean stubble harvested by combine: 1lo# 

; °°? “beans per acres’ ee ff BASIS sortie 2s 
one '? °° Consumption::600 pheasants,’ 16 ‘weeks, ate 186 bushels 

standing corn (13, 000%) of which 171 bushels were waste. 

Average 13# per pheasants per week. (Rabbits? Mice? helped 
eat?) 

History. Introduced from Asia to Greece 10 B. C. To N. H. from England 

1790 (failed); to NW. J. from Zngland 1790 (failed); to Oregon 
from China 1881 (succeeded); to Wisconsin by Pabst in 1916 
(succeeded), First open season, Wisconsin, 1921, For Wisconsin 
history see introduction to Buss bulletin (pp. 15-25).
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Kill Records, Wisconsin pesk kill was 1942: 802,000 cocks, 4%! a 

WTO, CEO Weldg, 3. Yrcdd 1945: .7,500,000 pheasants (part hens). 
Ohio average-- 1/2 million cocks. : 

Success Ratios. Junn County, 1941+ 2 cocks per hunter per season. 

1942: 4 per hunter per season. 

Yields. Wood County, Ohio, 12 days, average 54,000 cocks, 4-6 per square 
‘ mile, 

‘Decline in hinting, Michigan season: ; 
j Hunting pressure Cock kill 

First day \ .5O per cent 70 per cent 
Second day 30.(« " 20 " " 
Last & days Praca at ; Oe ee Os i 

one UR cae 100 per cent 100 per cent 

Sex and. Age Ratios. Kimball, Ss Di) ! 
Lhe ; Jan.-March, 1946 - 115 Mele, 100 Female 

: April-June, 1946 - 130 Mele, 100 Femele 
Rose Lake, Mich., Vinter, Year? - 18:100 
Buss, Tis., Dec.-Varch, 1940-l1, 1941-le - 1:43 

: Age-Ratios, Fer cent young in bas. 
So. Dakota, 3759 cocks, 1945? - 52 per cent 

Tes honeys Siac e ate iit " a 
DH ne et " , average year - - -.-75 |" tt 

Milwaukee, 1946-47 trapping - - 80 " .M 
Ohio, 2,563 cocks, years? ~- - -75 " af 

Age Criteria in Juveniles (Buss) cna 
{ Primary No. Drops, Wks. Cee ep LM meg ; } Drops, ‘ks. 

Ne Lo es 5 : ; WS Or eet OD. 
: 2 5-6 7 Cees TH 

, mo } CoN cue 8 : : 11-12 ; 
PW 7-8 9 12-13 

: By, ‘ 8-9 10 ) 13 ~ 14 

Weights. (Mich., ¢rams) ‘ 
Y 2) Mee? Female 

Min, Nex ii) saAvel (4) Min. Max. Ave. 
Fall, Adult 1230 1470 paaRn 115 OTT 872 

_ -duvenile Tel vb eee fil 1063 907 
‘Winter, Adult 1134 1422 =: 1290 870 1126 997 

Juvenile | 1020 152 «1252 750 1128 926
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Partial Bibliography on Pheasant 

( Compiled by George Halazon 1946-47 

Buss, Irven 0., 1941 

Sex ratio of Visconsin pheasants, Visconsin Conservation Bull,, 6:5:4-6, 

(May, 1941). 
196 
eens fox, and quail, Wis. Gons. Bull., 11:4:3-15, (April, 1945). 

19 
Wisconsin pheasant populations, Wis. Cons. Dent., Vadison, Progress 

Report of Fheasant Investigations Conducted from 1936 to 193, Fub. 326, 
4-6, Tllus., 184 -pp. 

Hinarsen, Arthur S., 1912 
Specific results from ring-nedred pheasant studies in the Pacific south- 

meet, Trans, 7th N, A. Wildlife Conf., pp. 130-146, 19he2, 
Toa) 
Some factors affecting ring-necked pheasant povulation density, Reprint § 
from The Murrelet, 26:1:2-10, (April, 1945). 

Errington, Paul L. and F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr., 1937 
The evaluation of nesting losses and juvenile mortality of the ring- 

necked pheasant, Journ. Wildlife Wemt., 1:1-2:3-20, (July, 1937). 
Hicks, Lawrence B. and Daniel L. Leedy, 1939 

Technioues of pheasant trapoing and population control, Mimeographed 

Release No. 107, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio State U., Columbus, 

Ohio, (Feb. 15, 193°). 
Kirkpatrick, ¢. ¥. and F. WN. Andrews, 194 

The influence of the sex hormones on the bursa of Fabricius and the 
pelvis in the ring-nec*ed pheasant, Endocrinolozy, 3:5: 30-345, 

(Vay, 194), 

VeAtee, YT. L. (editor), 1945) 
The ring-necked pheasant and its management in No. America, The Amer. 

Wildlife Inst., Yash,, D. C., 1945, 320 pp., Reviewed by Aldo Leopold 

F and 2. A, McCabe in the Wilson Bull., 58:2:125-127, (June, 1946). 
Leopold, Alco, Harry G. Anderson, and Orville S. Lee, 1938 

Wisconsin pheasant movement study, 1936-37, Journ. Wildlife vgmnt., 
2:1;3-12, (Jan., 1938). 

Poppet Aldo, Theodore VW. Sperry, Villiam S, Feeney, and John 4A, Catenhusen, 
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GAME MANAGEMENT DIGEST FOR THE RIDER DUCK 

(compiled by Douglas H. Pimlott, 1949) 

1. SCIENTIFIC NAM]: Somateria millissima (Linnaeus) 
Scientific Name Common Name 

Somateria m. mollisima (Linne) European Sider 

. Somateria m. borealis (3rehm) Northern Tider 

_ Sonateria m. dresseri (Sharne) American Hider 
Somateria m. v-nigra (Cray) Pacific Bider 

Vernecular names: In addition to the common names which are listed, 25 
vernecular names were found in the literature. ‘ f 

2. DESCRIPTION: Adults: sexes different; largest of the ducks, with a very 
heavy, clumsy appearence. (Kortright, 19429).° Mele is the only ducle with. 

black belly and white back. Female:is a large: brown ducl: with a long, flat 

profile, end is the only female duc: heavily barred (Péterson, 1947). 

Juveniles: In first fall, juveniles of both sexes are alile; can be dis- 
tineuished from the adult.female but not: from one ‘enother. ‘By late winter 

they begin to assune adult plumage (Kortright, 1942). Most commonly used 

characteristic in identification of the subsvecies is difference in the 

' ill processes. Pacific Tider cen also be'recopnize? by its black v-shaned 

chin and throat mark. These characteristics are subject to wide variation, 

varticularly on the verivheries of the breeding ranges. Weights and measure- 

e& ments: Male: Length, 22.5" — 27.4"; wing-snread, 39.0 - 43.5"; weiehts, 

Northern and American Niders, 4 lbs.°5 0z., Pacific Tider, 5 lbs. 1? oz.; 
Female: Length, 71.0" - 27.4"; wing-spread, 35.2" — 41.7"; weights, Northern 

and American Tiders, 3 los. 6 oz., Pacific Tider, 5 los. 7 oz. (Kortright, 

104.9; Gross, 1937). : y saat ; 

3. FLIGHT PAUU=SI: -Flight is sluggish and low over water. Hear. is rather 

low hung, and bird often vrogresses with alternate flapning and sailing. 

Vo other duck flies like it (Peterson, 1947). ° ‘ 

4, MOULES AND PEUMAGES: Adults moult twice each year; vrenuntial moult 
begins, in early fall and continues until December; vostjuvenile moult be- 

gins in June and is comnlete in July or August. “he eclipse plumage of the 

male is much darker than the female, also the contrasting white of the male 

wing is renewed et this time (Zortright, 1942; Phillivs, 1926). The juvenile 
male attains adult plumage at. three years of age, the juvenile female at. two. 

5. DISTRIBUTION: Practically circumoolar, breeding on coasts of north 

termerate end arctic countries, end wintering mainly on coasts of the . 

former. In winter found north wherever.there is onen water ‘an? sufficient 

- food, no matter how high the latitude (Phillips, 1926; Tortright, 19/2; 

Austin, 1932). yy : i me , 

6. HISTORY: The history of the eider goes back many centuries, and has 

attracted the attention of writers from the earliest times (Phillips, 1926). 
In Europe these birds have been nrotected for hundreds of years, in America 

€ they are still persecuted in nany areas (Townsend, 1914; Austin, 1932). 

7. AGGREGATIONS: Tiders are more or less gregarious at all tines, but 

; collect in larger flocks in winter than in summer (Kortright, VOUO i Te. ae 

generally state b: all authors that.eiders prefer to nest in communities 

(Cottam, 1939); Bent,.1925; Yortright,-1942; Phillins, 1926; Austin, 1932).
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8. MOVEMEVT: Annual: Svring migration begins in late March and fall migra-— 

tion in September. Length of migration periods denends a great deal on & 
availability of open water in northern regions (Phillivs, 1926; Witherby 
et al., 1943; Austin, 1932; Kortright, 1942). Adult males generally migrate 
earlier than females (Yortright, 1942).° i Certain portions of 

the nonulation are said to be sedentary (Phillips, 1926). . Seasonal: Summer 
movements of males after the breeding season, observed on both the east and 

west coasts of Vorth America, »elieved to be to a moulting area (Phillins, . 

Beetz and Tommsend, 1916). Daily: There are regular flights, morning and 
evening, to and from feeding grounds (Phillips, 1926). 

9. TERRITORY AMD HOMES RANGE: . No evidence of territoriality on the part 
of the male can be found in the literature. Bent (1925) found as many as 
30 nests ver acre on some islands, and it is not uncommon to find nests 

within a few feet of each other. Tie a 

10. BREEDING: Mating habits: volygamous (Gross, 1938). Courtship disvlay 

is. simmle and undemonstrative, and in the male consists mainly of to notes. 

emitted reneatedly and of movements of the head and wings (Townsend, 1910). 
Copulation takes place in the water (Gross, 1938). Breeding are: Males 

zenerally breed at 34 months, females at 22 months (Phillips, 1926). ‘ 
Nesting site: Nests are placed. on the ground, almost, always on islands and 

generally close to salt water. The nest is most often nartially, or wholly 

concealed by herbeceous vegetation (Kortright, 1942). The nest: “here soil 
conditions permit the nest is vlaced in a denression in the ground, and is 

profusely. lined with down (Bent, 1925). Clutch size: 2-7;.1,131 nests over 
a 5-year period averaged: 4.04. Incubation period: All authors renort 27-28 
days; Phillips (1926) states that female never leaves the nest. once incuba- i 
tion commences; Cross (1938) found that the American Tider left the nest 
every morning, and sugcests. nossibility of clutch size increasing as fe- 
males grow older. “he young: nrecocious; leave ‘the nest very soon after 
the down is dry (numerous authors). Protection of young: In the water a. 
number of females often join together rafting with their young (Austin, 
1932). Witherby et al. (1943) sugeest that once in the water the chicks 

are independent and are tended by the nearest duck. : , : 

11. MORTALITY: Predators: Glaucous, Great Blac=-backed end Herring Gulls, 

Skuas, Falcons, Ravens, Sharks, Harv Seal, Arctic Foxes, Wolves and Polar 

Bears are listed as nredators on the eiders, their eggs and young. Inva- 

sions of breeding areas by Arctic Foxes have. been knowm to cause almost 

complete brood failures (Phillips, 1926). Accident: Oil-soalking causes 

considerable mortality on the wintering grounds (Phillips end Lincoln, 1930). 

122 13. FOOD HABITS: Food of the three North American subsnecies averages 

more than 95> animal matter (Cottam, 1939). They obtain almost their en- 
tire food sunnly by diving to moderate denths of 6 to 8 and, uncommonly, 
to 10 fathoms (Bent, 1925; Phillins, 1926). Length of the dive is not 
ordinarily more than a minute (Phillivs, 1925). : ; 

14. PHTNOLOCGY: Bay of Fundy (Gross, 1938): Avril 7, birds arrive on 
breeding grounds; Avril 26, first mating activities; May 4, first nest 

with egrs; early June, first broods are seen, and occasional males in - 

transitional plumace; mid-July and Aueust, large grouvs (rafts) of females e 

and broods commonly observed; mid-October, mass mirration of breeding 

colony takes nlace. : :
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& 15. WEATHER AID WATER RELATIONS: Provided open water can be found there 

is no natural cold which these birds cannot endure (Kortright, 1943). 

16. POPULATIONS: Fiders were originally the most numerous of arctic 

ducks. In Iceland the ? vomulation, based on down production, was esti- 

meted at 140,000. A migrating flock seen off Cape Serdze, Siberia, about 

1913, was estimated at not less than one million (Phillins, 1926) .. ‘ 

Lonzevity: Turovean writers have recorded:a-nair of birds nesting in the 

same locality for 20 years; and one writer stated that the eider lives to 

an ege of .0.years (Phillips, 1926).:~ = 

17. — POPULATION CONTROLS: * In the vast the collecting of egezs has acted as 

a-vrimary control on breeding ponulations of the Maine coast (Gross, 1938) . 

Cyclic. lows of other birds’ or’ mammal vonulations may indirectly exert sone 

influence on these birds. “Phillins (1926), suoting Lewis, tells of an in- 
vasion of Arctic Toxes to the region of the north shore of the Gulf of St. 

Lawrence which resulted‘in-an almost comolete nesting failure among the 

eider population. pet 

18. KILL RECORDS: Forbush (1912) tells of a case in 187? when three men 

killed over 200 eiders in a morning. “o recent kill records were found in 

the literature. _ 

19. HUNTING CUSTOMS: In northern regions flightless birds are sometimes 

surrounded by boats, on a’ calm sea, and kent within & circle until they 

ee are exhausted from diving. In Yorway and Sweden in the 1800's they: were 

shot over decoys, and by running them down in small boats; in the same 

veriod drop nets susnended. between two islands were also used to catch the 

eiders. Off the coast of Maine and New Brunswick decoys are commonly used 

to lure the birds. Laws and regulations: In Iceland the eider has been 

yrotected since 1702; on the Yorth Friesian Islands since 1675; in Enrland 

since 1880; and in America since 1916 (Phillivs, 1926). 

20. APTIFICIAL PROPAGATION ATD TRANSPLANTATION: Propagation: Hidéers have 

been kent in cavtivity in Zurove as a novelty rather than for a vractical 

purpose, The young were reared from eggs, with considerable difficulty, 

for they would not eat anything but-earthworms.. %. H. St. Quintin did 

succeed in training them to the adult diet. Vo difficulties were ex- 

perienced in getting the birds to breed. Keening the young out of strong 

sun is advise as they are subject to heat stroke (Phillips, 1926). Eags 

: have been hatched under a hen in 28 days; end in an incubator in 27 (Evans, 

1891). Transnlantation: ‘To instances-are reported. -. 

?1.- REFUGES: Fent Island; in’ the Bay of Fundy, was established as a 

refuge for eiders in’ 1930 ‘by J. Sterling Pockefeller. This island is now 

owned. by Bowloin College, of “runswiclt, laine, which employs a.nermanent 

warden (Gross, 1938). Old Man Islend:in Maine was leased to the “ational 

: Audubon Society in 1907, and set up as @ sea bird refuge with a nermanent 

warden (Gross, 1044). : 

22. ECONOMICS: Damage: Only under excentional circumstances do they cause 

& any damage to the shellfishing industry (Cottam, 1939). Values: (1) They 

remove blue mussels which tend to crowd out commercial shellfish (Cottam, 

1939). (2) They provide food and clothing for meny races of man (Phillins, 
1928). (3) The down is of very high auality, and is a source of consider- 

able income in certain Zurovean countries (Tomsend, 191!)). The eiderdown
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industry: Iceland: Production in this country in 1920 was 7,467 pounds of 

cleaned down, which yielded a vrice of anvroximtely $5.00 per vound & 

(Lewis, 1926). Canada: The first industry, now inactive, was started on J 
the north shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence in 1933 (Kortright, 1942). 
Maximum production was attained in 1940 when 152 lbs. 3 ozs. were produced 

(Lewis, unnublished).. In 1940 another industry was set un on a trial basis 

on Baffin Island (Yortright, 1942); it has, however, been abandoned as im- 

vractical (Lewis, unnublished). : § 

23. SUMMARY: Status of the species: Throughout its range the eider is 
either holding its own or increasing in numbers. Cross (1944) has traced 
the increase, along the Maine coast, from two pairs in 1907 to 31 known 

breeding colonies in 1944. Lewis (1926) reported increases in ponulation 
of eiders on the Canadian coast. In the moré northern regions the eggs 

are gathered by the natives, but here large numbers of remote breeding 

islands assure the continued success of the species. Management possibilities: 

: Management of the eiders in Canada would entail mainly management of the 

breeding colonies, .for maximum egg and eiderdown production. The Labrador 

coast would seem a losical area in which to commence a large-scale program; 

in southern areas wood is available in sufficient quantities for use in the 
cleaning of the down. . The Grenfell. Missions, which sunervise production ; 

of native handicraft in the region, might possibly carry out much of the 

adninistration of such a vrogran. 
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Accidents. : 
Cox (p. 452) "Sometimes a tree as it falls crushes the animal that filled e 

a0." 

Seton (vo, 457) "If the beaver breaks off one tooth so that its opposite 

has no counter-zrind -- it continues growing till it forms an arc, disabling 

and finally killing its unlucky owner." 

Banding, migration and movement. 
Seton (p, WS) During the summer, the old males and yearlings often leave 

the mother and kits on the homo pond, and go on a camping trin that may last 

‘ all: sumaer and take thém 20 niles away. “But all return to the central lodge 

in autumn." . : ‘ ; 
Bradt (2) (». 142) "Banding of beaver is not.feasible. Tail branding 

works woll but only the numbers one and seyen remain easily read. A code 
systom of branding works best." ; : 

j : ’ q B 7 < ee Ae 

5 me ee Underside 
Bradt (2) (p. 161) "The emigration of the two-year-old beavers provides 

a method of dispersal, and tends to establish new colonies in areas not pre-, 

viously stocked by beaver." : \ 
Aldous (2) (p. 145) "The web-munching method of marking beaver has given 

satisfactory results. The marits are permanent." ; r eae 
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Breeding and mortality. a tal ° , 
Warren (p. 132) "The. beaver is monogamous and mates for life. --- The 

young, usually four in number, remain in the lodge or burrow. until. fully grom." 
(p..133) "Vernon Bailey makes the statement: 'Like all rodents, beavers 

are polygamous.... ‘The male apparently leaves. the lodge about the time the 

young are born.'?" i 
(p 137) "Female beavers probably do not usually begin to breed before the 

age of two years." § / : 
Dugmore (p. 106) "In less than three weeks the young come out of the 

lodge," 
(p. 112) "Young born the end of April." 
(p. 213) "The number of young at birth varies from two to six, the 

common number boing four: They are born botween the end of April and beginning 
of June after a period of gestation which is believed to be 14 weeks. --- The 

length of a.four-day-old beaver is about 14 inches." 
Seton (v. 473) "Most authorities maintain the beaver to be a strict 

monogamist. --- The mating season is January or carly February. --- A gestation 
lasts about three months," a 

(p. 474) "The kits, usually two to five, ere born in the month of May, --- 
At the age of a month, the young begin to eat solid food, and go abroad with 

the mother,"
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Seton (p. 476) “At six weeks they are weaned; but they continue with the 

mother fora year.longer at least.,--- Toward the end. of April the male leaves 

the female and roams with his pals all summer. rejoining the faisily in 
September." : cer sa ise ' i ‘ 
ae (p. 477) “Among, the beaver there are old males that are outcasts or ; 

degenerates .,,..they never form dams, living in burrows ,.., sometimes as 

|. many as five to seven males living together." _. ‘ : é ah 
j (jp. 490) "At two years, thoy are old enough to mate, but arc not fully 

grown until two and one-half years old." ©. H i f 
Benson (p.5) "None of the yearling females was pregnant (37 examined), 

and the size and appearance of the uteri: indicated that they’ do not breed. --- 

Of the 34’ adult females (including two-year-olds) 21 or 61.7 per cent contained 

. embryos,..--- Of the remaining 13, 4 had large congested uteri as in early 

. ., pregnancy or heat, 1 had an enlarged uterus with placental scars, 3 had small 

“inactive uteri, 3 were recorded.merely as containing no embryos, and for 2 no 

data were recorded. --- The average number of embryos in the 21 fomiles was 
3.9 s a" ‘ 

Bradt (p. 486) "After an observed comlation the female gave birth to 
young on May 18, 1932, 128.days later. This suggests that gestation may be 

‘about four months rather than three." 

Ra (p.. 488), "Sixteen newborn kits together weighed 246 ounces, an average 
of: 15.4 ounces per kit." (0. cae ; i 

y “Bradt (2) (p. 161) ‘The average number of beavers born per litter is 
between 3 and'4,’ There is‘only one litter por year." bieik ne 

..,. (p, 151) "Infant mortality rates among beavers are low." Sh 
@ * Cox (p. 452). "It would appear that 6 forty per cent increase a yoar may 
& be expected," i CO Caras isu oee pa 

_ Hammond (p. 321) "The potential population increase on the basis of 
_ pregnancy, indicated an exceedingly high mortality of either embryos, immatures, 

or matures has been occurring. --- There weré 18 pregnant females out of 118 
beaver taken (15.3 per,cent) with a total of 73 embryos in stages of develop- 

mont. This would give a potential increase of 61 por cont . (The actual 
increase was apvroximately 12 per cent yearly)." 

Cénsus, density. i ‘ 5 
j Warren (p. 70) "The number of lodges in a pond rarely exceeds four," 

_.. -(p. 72) "The normal boaver family in a lodge consists of two adults, the 
young of the year and the young.of the preceding year," , ‘ : 
_.’ “Morgan .... “lake Supérior trappers estimated seven to the lodge, and the 
trappers eight." u : i | 

: Bradt (2) (p. 161) "The mumber of beavers per colony is irregular, varying 
from’1 to 12 animals, ‘The average per colony for the 57.colonies studied , 
intensively was 5.1. ~--- The number of beavers per lodge is not a satisfactory 

, unit, for use in estimating heaver populations over extended areas. =-— The 

_..mamber and sizo of beaver dams afford little indication of the mumber of beavers 
“ “present. --- The typical beaver colony consists of an individual family, in- 

* cluding the. two parents, the yearling born the previous year and the kits of. the 

_ current year; 
' * “Bradt (2) (p. 160) "The forced emigration of the two-year-old animals 

. in the Spring has an influence on the ccology and distribution of beaver... the 
beaver colony is therefore limited to 14 or less animals, since litters of more 

g than 6 young are rare, and the presence of two sucessive litters of 6 each, plus 

the adult pair, would be necessary to bring the total number per colony to 1h, Mi 
Hammond (#. 321) "Quantity df food storod vas foind to give a rough indi- 

cation of colony size, ---.Those vith large storage piles (over 1200 square feet) 
‘were believed to contain an average of 9, colonies with 750 to 1200 square feot 
an avérage of 7.1, and colonies vith small piles (under 750 square fect) an 
average of 3.7 beavers.
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Disease and-parasites ‘ ‘ 
~ Warren (p, 152). “Tanner says 'Some kind of distemper was prevailing among he 
the animals! - I found them dead and dying, in the water, on the ice, and on 
the land." : : 

(p. 153) "Beaver are afflicted, like most other mammals, with parasites, 
but these. are unique in that they belong to the order Coleoptera, --- 

Platypsyllus castoris and Leptinillus validus are two parasites found on beaver." 

Seton (p. 494) "It is only by persistent bathing, combing, and cleaning 
that beavers resist’ the numerous parasites which this fur and stuffy,- crowded 

houses encourage." ! ia: 

‘ (p. 489) "This species has its years of increase and decrease; and also 
is subject to diseases that are, as yet, not understood." 

Jellison and other (p. 181) “Pasteurella tularensis was recovered from the 
tissues of dead beavers from 7 of the & areas involved, --~- Field mice (Microtus 

pennsylvanicus) living in close proximity to the streams also proved to be 

infected." ° FA : 5 

Food Habits. : 
Warren (p. 104) "The beaver's food is exclusively of a vegetable nature, 

--~ The vreferred food is the inner or cambium layer of the bark of the genus 

popalus. --- Summer food include: Raspberry bushes, various sorts of roots and 
grasses, roots of water lily and spatterdock, berries, mushrooms, sedge, wild rose 

bushes, cow parsnip, thistles, hazel, cornel, and service’ berry." : 
(p. 105) "Beaver may take corn in the summer time." ; 
(p. 110) "By far the greater number of trees felled by beavers are small; 

possibly eight inches in diameter would cover the majority." j & 

(p. 117) "A four inch aspen can be cut in about an hour." - ‘ 
(p. 121) "Most of the tree cutting is done in the late summer and in & 

autumn in preparation for winter, and the wood so cut is stored in the pond for 
the winter's food!  - ; : 1 Suen 

' (p. 122)” Wills gives the size of a food pile as three feet deep and 124 
feet in circumference and containing 732 aspen sapling and several hundred 
willows. Another pile contained over eight hundred cubic feet of willow boughs. 

(p. 12%) Morgan examined the stomachs of three beavers and found their 
stomachs filled with lignine and no perceptible remeins of bark. 

. (p. 131) Beaver felled trees 400 feet from water. 
‘Dugnore (p, 51) "Winter, foods include birches, maples, poplars, willows, 

and ashes, and toa lesser extent alder, viburnums, dogvood and wild cherry." 
Seton (p. 483) "He (the beaved is never known to eat any part of a coni- 

ferous tree, except in the absence of other foods; although he cuts them down 
for building material. --- The beaver is fond of the roots of. Nuphar luteum, 
sedges, bulbs of lilies, tubers of many plants and long juicy roots of willow 
and alder, ; 

(p. 434) "The beavers store up food for winter, cutting the trees nearest 
the stream and leaving them lie if they fall in the water. --- Trees farther away 

are cut into sections, “hen 5 inches in diameter, they are usually a foot long. 
When 4. inches in diameter, they are about a foot and a half long." - 

(p. 485) "Sticks are stored in tro different vays,; the heavier timbers are 
‘sunk and then weighted (with md) to the bottom of the pond, --- The smaller 
branches are stored as a brushpile in the pond above the lodge and are moored to 
the’ bottom," Se : 

Bradt (p. 153). "Food lists vould include’ nearly every plant growing within 3 
the range of the animals... The aspen group, the maples, and the willovs seem to 
be. preferred in the order given. --- Aquatic plants eaten include eelgrass 
(Potamogeton), ducic potata (Sagattaria), duckveed (Temna) water weed (Elodea), 
white vater lily roots (lymphaea), and yellow water lily roots (Nuphar).
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Aldous (p. 222) "In the Superior Nat. Forest asven is the most important 
é food species, “ith birch, alder, and willow next in rani. * 

Food and cover, food yields, 
Carrying capacity: Dugmore (p. 24) "For six years this lodge had been 

the home of a colony of beavers, nine members or more having occupied it at one 

time," 
Bradt (p. 154) "A beaver in the wild cuts on the average approximately .6 

trees per day. --- Beavers vill not ordinarily cut trees more than 200 feet from 

the water's edce," 
(p. 156) "The average of all counts equal 216 trees ner beaver per year 

(diameter 2,1). Stands of tro inches poplars vary from 1500 to 3000 stems per 
acre - using the lower figure an acre will supnort one beaver for 7 years or 7 

beavers for one year, while the higher figure would be twice this." 

(p. 157) "One acre of poplar will supnort a colony (5) for from 1 to 2.5 
years, devending on the stand of poplars and other factors." 

Bradt (2) (p. 160) "The limitation of the colonial inhabitants to 14 or 
less prolongs the period for occupancy." 

(p. 162) "The size and composition of beaver colonies is such as to permit 
the efficient and economical use of food supplies adjacent to small bodies of 

water,"! 
Aldous (p. 222) "The degree of utilization of aspen based on measurements 

of 456 trees was 36 per cent and 64 per cent, --- The greatest vastage occurs 
in trees between |} and 6 inches, more of these trees lodge. --- Beavers consume 

between 22 and 33 ounces of aspen bari: and twigs daily. -- Eighty beavers eat the 
bar from a cord of aspen weekly, --- This amounts to 787.2 pounds of bark." 

Salver (2) (63) "It takes a minimum of one-half acre of a fairly thick 
stand of food timber, such as trembling aspen, yellow birch, maple, young elm, 

or cherry to run a beawer family for a year." 
Hamaond (p. 321) "Quantity of food stored was found to give a rough idea of 

colony size." 
MeCain 

: Food content when eaten by beaver 
Basal diameter Food value in cubic feet Beaver food days 

iH 030 1 day 
at .110 3.7 days 
at «250 8.3 days i 
yu «470 15.7 days 
bt : 2835 27.8 days 

Normal stand 25-year-old average site (aspen) 
Basal diameter No, trees per acre Days food per beaver 

Li 147 147 
2" 605 2,240 
at : 625 5,200 
yu 286 4, uso 
5M 110 3,040 
6" ef 150 

Total 1200 15,357 days, or i 

43 years for one beaver 
or 1 year's food for 

43 beaver, or 8.6 years i 
for an average colony 

or 5 beavers. 
(The above does not allow for lodging of trees or vastage left in the woods 

or in the feed pile.)
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Histor. 
Tarren (p. 157 “Beaver skins played an important part in the development 

of Nczth America. --- In Canada trading began in 1603 under a Royal Charter, --- 
May 2, 1669, Charles II of England granted Royal Charter to the Hudson's Bay 
Company which granted exclusive rights in commerce and trading in that whole vast 

region, --- Other furs and articles of merchandise were valued in terms of beaver 
sicins, --- Beaver skins in the early days were sold by the pound, an average skin 

weighed 1-1/2 to 1-3/4 pounds." 
(p, 158) From 1853 to 1877, inclusive, the Hudson's Bay Company sold , _ 

2,965,389 beaver skins in London, the average being 118,615 skins annually. --- 
The maximum was 172,042 in 1867." 

Seton (p, 445) "“By-1900 there were great blank spaces on this map, In 
practically all of the United States, the beaver were killed off, A few small 
regions still held a remnant; among these were Maine, Minnesota, and the Rockies 

in Wyoming, Montana, and. Idaho," 
(p. 447) Seton estimates pristine population to have been 400,000,000 

. beaver. 

History : 
Seton (p. 453) Beaver in the national forest by actual census of Dec. 31, 

1925. / 

Arizona 185 Kansas 100 

California 271 Maine 5, 000 
Colorado 47, 314 Michigan 2,000 
Idaho 12, 208 New Jersey 100 
Minnesota ‘ 2, 708 ‘ New York 10,000 

Montana 15, 383 N. Dakota 2,000 
New Hampshire 180 Pennsylvania 3,000 
Nevada 662 Vermont 100 
Oregon 5, 849 Virginia 10 
S. Dakota 2,176 W. Virginia 10 
Utah 9, 687 Wisconsin 1,00 
Washington Me oo : Total 22, #20 
Wyoming : MS) : Add to this the states not 

Total 114,32 : listed. 
Add half as many more y Scattering in the above and 

outside the forests, but other states - 8,09} 
protected by state laws. Total in U. S, in 1925 - 202,000. 

57,162 

Sherlock (p. 6) "In 1917, twenty states gave no protection to the beaver; 
in 1927, twenty-six states had a closed season and eight more gave partial pro- 
tection, --- In May 1, 1940, 40 states out of the 48 had no open season on beaver 
and the same vere protected by statute. --- In the other eight states the taking 

of beaver is regulated by the conservation departments," 

Kill records, trophies, yields, trapping studies - Beaver yields in 
Wisconsin 1935-54 to 1945-46 

shes 2,208 19ho-l41 5.992 
193U=35 1,830 1941-2 ‘a 910 
1935-36 5, 747 eat 564 
1956-37 6,867 1943-4 7, 720 
1937-38 4, 355 19UY-L5, Closed season 
1935-39 5,135 rolB-6 15,000 + 

aD 1939-40 Closed season 
‘Value $700,000 +
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.gavren (p. 137) "beavers are said to live from twelve to fifteen: years. 

Seton (p. 490). "Beavers live from 12 to 15 years." He quotes Brackwaite 

as Saying - “beavers are liable to live to be 25 or 50 years of age." 

; Bradt. (mn. 159) “Reports a deaver (female) to have been 11 years old when 

retrapped and kilisd." 

Physiology. 
Warren (p, 53) ."% peever has. low resniration and circulation and dos not 

neeé ag «tueh wir as some other animals," pit rwee tat hcet 

Gox (». 451) “She lungs of the beaver, ane.suall, the liver is very large 

and has vrovigion for storing, quantities, af oxygenized blood." . Ce i 

Population controls: Cycles, strife. 
Werren (np. 151) “Male dDeaver are said to fight among themselves during the 

rutting season, end soars are Sound on tae hides," 
Salyer (wv. 1) “The beaver powlation density stritsingly manifests a seven 

year cycle, --- Previous high of the cy2le was around 1925-26." 
Bradt (2) (~. 159) "“Mehting coc.rs in the spring before the birth of the 

youns. --- Uy explanation of this is that the two-year-olds are attaciec by the 

adults, and iz ther cannot escape oy emigrasion they are killed." 

Predation i- enemies, 
“Warren (p. 145) "The list of enemies includes man, cougar, bobcat, lynx, 

rolves, coyotes, boars, otters, and possibly foxes and fishers." 

Scton (nv. 495). Seton alds wolverines, both black: bear and grizzlies, and 
possibly eagles. de thea edds, "all ot these animals, (predators) with their 
yearly toil, were nrovidec for in the beaver 'overhead,' They made little 

impression on the beaver hordes, aud uo sum total of diisinution.." 

Sex and Age : composition, criteria. 
Benson (vr. 2) "Of the 137 trapped beaver sexed 71 or 51.5 per cent were 

fenales, 65 or 4s.2 ner cent vere males. Of Sl yearling beaver trapped 44 or 
54,3 per cent vere mates, 37 or 45.7 vere females, Of the 56 two-year-olds 
and adults, 34 or 60.7 por cens were ferales, 22 or 39.3 per vent vere males." 

(p. 3) "“Yearlings consti tuted 59.1 per cent of the total catch. ~-- I 
should guess that about 25 per cent vere tro-year-olds and the remaining 15 

per cent were three years or older," 
Bradt (vo. 141) “Adult female beavers av be recognized during the nursing 

period and during late stages. of mregnancy by the four. teats on the breast, but 
at other tines of the vear the teats are inconspicuous. and difficult to find." 

(p. V2) “the male Deaver has a simall os penis about one inch in length, 
which may be felt by inserting the finger into the genital oponing jusy ventral 

to the anus. --- After practice I vas able to determine sex readily by thig 
method except in the case of animals less than one year old there the opening is 

too small to insert the finger." 
(p. 161 "The tro sexes, adults aré approximately equal in number in the 

beaver, the muber of males slightly exceeding the number of females." (Sex : 
ratio on 207 trapped beavers, 1.08:1, male to female.) --- "Sex ratio of 46 kits 
was Male, 1,09:Female, 1. (24 males - 22 females). 

Bradt (2) (p. 159) "I know of no way by which the age of a beaver can be 
g determined by inspection after the third year. --- Kits, yearlings, and tvo- 

year-olds are rather easily distinguished by size, and by breadth of tail.
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Territor d_home range. 
Seton (p. 448) "Sluggish streams and.small lakes with clay banks are the 

favorite haunts of the beaver. --- The individual range is very small for so 

large an animal. --- When the pair have found and settled in a place that suits 

them, they do not travel half a mile from hone." 

Bradt (p. 145) "Beavers appear to maintain a system of territorial rights, 

and there is no evidence of overlapping of the colonies," 

Tracks and sign. 
Warren (p. 146) "A means of communication used by beaver is the 'sign 

heap - piles of md near a stream on which the castoreum is deposited." 

Transplantation. 

: Bradt (>. 510) "Two-mundred and seventy beavers were caught in 1931, tagged 

on the tail and released in suitable habitat. The average expense per beaver for 

trapping and moving was $17.18." 

Trapping. 
Warren (p. 70) "Indians teok 37 beavers from one house, and many others 

escaped," 
Bradt (p. 141) "Losses of animals by injury in live traps is unconmon, 

such losses as do occur usually resulting from drovming." ° 

Weights and measurements owth rates. 

Warren (p, 1) “Adults vill run in total length from 40 to 45 inches." 

(p. 8) "Adult beavers range in veight from forty pounds upward. --- Bailey 

gives the weight of 2 two-weelc-old beavers at 1-3/4 and 2 pounds. . 

(p. 134) "Dixon found the young to be 14 inches long at a week of age." 

“ey Benson. (p..3) “There appeared to be no significant differences in 

measurements between the two sexes in the adults, --- Average linear. imeasuréménts 

for adult males are 1047 mm.total length and weight 15,100 grams; =<- For *” 

yearling males ‘total length $82 mm. and weight.6,100 grams. (Weight is: given ** 

of skinned carcasses). - ee 
Benson (p. 5) "The emgryos ranged fro 50 ma. to 236 mm. (néarly full term) 

in totallength." (Beaver caught “March 16 to April 15.). ’ 
Seton (p. 444) Maximum weight, 100 pounds.
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GAME MANAGEMENT DIGEST FOR MALLARD 
(compiled by Charles H. Southwick, 1950) 

1. SCIENTIFIC NAME: Anas vlatyrhynchos (Linnaeus). Anas platyrhynchos vlatyrhyn- 
chos L. - Common mallard. Anas vlatyrhynchos conboschas Brehm. - Greenland Mallard. 
Vernacular names: wild duck, French duck, canard, ice duck, stock duck, vrairie 
duck, frosty-beak, green mallard, grey mallard, snow mallard, yellow-lerged mallard, 

twister, ringneck, ice-breaker, English duclx, et al. (119). 

2. DESCRIPTION: Adults: Omitted here because they are well known. Duckling: Dark 
olive-brown to black above; two yellow spots on mid-dorso-lateral vosition, and 

two on rump; trailing edge of down on brachium white; body sellow below; scanular 
and. flank feathers apvear at 3 weeks (168). Predominantly feathered at 5 weeks 
with down remaining on nave, back, rumo, and wines generally darker (73). Com- 
vletely feathered by 6% to 7 weeks (73). Juvenile: Similar to femele, but fener- 
ally darzer (73). Sexes differentiate ranidly in autumn molt. Hybrids: Frequent 
records of hybrids with several other' snecies (20,48 ,177). Weights and Measurements: 
Adult male, 2.78 lbs. (av. of 631); adult female, ?.39 lbs. (av. of 402); juvenile 
male, 2.59 los. (av. of 730); juvenile female, 2.28 los. (av. of 671). Standard 
error in all cases less than .02. (13). Growth rates: 24: hours after hatching, 
28.7 gm. (av. of 18); 1 wk., 66 em. (av. of 9); ? wkes., 148 em. (av. of 8); 3 wks., 
288 ems. (ev. of 8); 4 wks., 388 em. (av. of 8); 5 wis., “53 am. (av. of 6); 6 
wks., 684 em. (av. of 6) (168). 

3. TRACKS AND SIGN: Tracks of all ducks similar excent for size and more vrominent 

hind toe in diving ducks. Tracks toe-in considerably. Hind toe seldom leaves 
vrint in pond ducks. Mallard track about 3+ inches in length (93). Flight charac- 
teristics: Wing beat comvaratively slow; downward sween does not carry wings much 
below level of body (65). Mallard springs vertically from water when taking off 
(148) . 

4, MOLTS AD PLUMAGHS: Adults: Ducks molt twice a year. Drales desert territories 
in early summer, and retire in large flocl-s to begin the nostnuptial, or eclipse 

molt. During this molt, drakes lose their characteristic plumage, and assume 

mottled—brown, female-like plumage (67), known as the eclipse vlumage, and per- 
sisting about a month (102). At height of eclivse, primaries are lost, and drakes 
are flightless for 3-4 weeks (79). Girard (63) found flightless drakes in Mon- 
tana as early as first week of June, with peak of flightless veriod occurring 

July 15-25. As flight feathers begin to erow in again, a second molt commences. 

This molt, the »re-nuvtial molt, results in the characteristic winter and breed- 

ing plumage. It is only a vartial molt since wing feathers renewed curing eclipse 

are not molted again (102). Girard noted start of the vrenuntial molt in Septem- 
ber. 3y October 15, all mallards observed by Girard were in full winter vlumage. 

The selected molting cover is usually dense and secluded (63,79). Adult females 

also undergo two molts and a flightless neriod. Each begins vostnuntial molt as 
her ducklings reach or apnroach flirht stage, hence, 8-10 weeks later than drake 
(63). After flightless period, vrimaries come in again, and female is ready for 
fall migration. Technically, her vlumage is now homologous to eclipse vlumage 

\ of male, but whether or not the term eclinse vlumage should be used is controver- 
sial, since it is nearly identical with full breeding rlumace. Thus, Girard 
records that most females are in "full" vlumage by October 15. The vrenuptial 
molt is inconsvicuous and occurs throughout autumn and winter (102). Sclipse 
vlumage in both sexes is acconvanied by chanres in bill color (79) . Juveniles: 
Shortly after the juvenile nlumare is attained, vouns bir’? underzoes continuous 
nolt throurhout winter (102). As season nrogresses, juveniles become more like
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( adults, but true adult plumage is not attained until after first eclivse molt at 

aporoximate age of 15 months (128). 

5. DISTRIBUTION: General: Throughout northern hemisvhere from arctic circle south 
to Panama, Azores, northern Africa, “urkestan, India, and Burma. Casual in many 

places. Ereeding range extends south to Lower California, Texas, Virginia, Medi- 

terranian, Asia Minor, Tibet, and sovthern China. ‘Jinter range generally as far 

north as open water vrevails. A. ». conbvoschas confined to Greenland. Morth 
America: Breeds from Aleutians, northwestern Alaska, to Hudson bay, and rarely 

New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. South to northern Lower Calif., southern N. Mex., 
southern Texas, central Mo., southern I1l., Ind., Ohio, and northern Va. Major 

breeding range now wrairie vrovinces and northwest territories. Range of abundant 

breeding reduced (31,42,53,51,141,143). Range cannot be treated as a static en- 
tity (66). “inters from Aleutians, central Alaska, south-central Alberta, western 
Mont., Minn., Wis., Ind., Ohio, Mass., and Mova Scotia south to Lesser Antilles, 

southern Mexico and Panama (2,75,147,151,158). 

6. HISTORY: Pleistocene fossils mown (45). Mallard has occupied interest of man 
since days of the Egyptian vharoahs (151). Romans vrobably the first to domesti- 
cate the bird around 100 B.C. (152). Quantitative facts on recent history im- 

possible to obtain, out inferences from literature may be made. In North America 
it seems apparent that agriculture and hunting have co-acted to reduce mallard 

population to a mere remnant of what formerly existed (3,4,32,37,61,64,94,128,158) . 
Generally speaking, the mallard vopulation has hit two prominent lows; one cen- 

tered around 1910, after many decades of spring and market hunting (152); a second 
centered around 1934, in midst of severe drought (76,79). See also section 16. 

7. ACGREGATIONS: Gregarious duck at all times of year except territorial season 
(Avril and May in Manitoba) (79) when vairs exclude themselves from all others of 

their snecies for 20-30 days. At end of territorial season, drakes retire in 
flocks by themselves. Millais (128) records usual molting flock to be 4-20 birds. 

Drake flock tend to versist into autumn and early winter (86,105). Females con- 
eregate in analagous flocks. Todd (184) notes that migrating flocks may be from 
25 to several thousand; Phillins (151) states that they are generally from 20 to 
30. These flocks spill into concentration areas and form larger aggregations as 

they apvroach the wintering grounds. Frequent notations are made of tremendous 

flocks of mallards on fall and winter feeding flights (55,108,192). Queeny (155) 
cites Fish and Wildlife Service estimate of 4,000,000 ducks, mostly mallards, on 

one lake of 120. acres in Arkansas in 1932. 

8. MOVEMENTS: Permanent resident wherever conditions nermit, as in Dngland (200), 
Neb. (24), ond Ore. (60). Young of nonmigratory varents capable of atovting 
migratory habits if raised by a misratory vovulation (77,189). Although migrating 
mallards occur in every state in the union, there are several prominent migra- 

tion flyways. Best known of these, the "mallard route," begins on Yukon flats of 
Alaska, traverses valley of the MacKenzie, acavires birds from central Canada, 

enters U.S. on broad front from Mont. to Yis., and funnels into Ark. (111). Bvi- 
dence of Williams and Kalmbach (198) indicates that a duckling adopts the flyway 

of the birds among which it was raised. This flyway vattern becomes strongly 
ingrained in the birds, as evidenced b: exneriments of McIlhenny (123). The 
mallard is a late fall migrant, renerally lingering until freeze-un, and an 

\ early spring migrant, vroceeding north as the ice opens (152). Averaze dates 

of fall derarture are: Manitoba, ov. 13 (33); Iowa, ov. 22 (140); Ark., late 
Nov. (90). Peak of wintering concentrations along Texas coast reached in Feb. 
(74). Definite segregation of sexes noted in fall migrations. The females and 
juveniles vreceed the adult drakes by several weeks (86,105). Mallards are
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( generally paired for svring migration which begins in late Jan. (113). In Feb., 

birds are moving northward throurh Ark. (155). Peak of the snring migration is 

reached in Iowa in early March (140); South Dakota, March 16 (151); and Mani- 
toba, Avril 3 (33). These observations are averages of many years. Between 

years, there may be a wide variation. For example, if the fall is open and 

late, in Alberta have failed to migrate (160). Meinertzhagen (126) and Cooke 
(28) record sveed of migrating mallards around 50 m.v.h. Banding returns show 

an individual to fly 575 miles in two days (112). Seasonal movements: Drakes 
may male movements of several hundred miles in premolting flocks (190). Whether 
or not such distances are the norm is not known. Female may make analagous move- 

ment after brood season (79). Daily Movements: Largely concerned with feeding; 

fall and winter "stubble flights" of early morning and late evening are familiar; 
duration, time, and distance devends on the habitat and disturbance to which the 

birds ere subjected (151). Girard (63) noted that incubating hens generally make 
two feeding flights ver day. 

9. TERRITORY AND HOME RANGE: Territory functions to isolate sexually active 
virds (79), is selected by female, defended by male (79) and consists of (a) 
water, (b) adjacent nesting cover, (c) food, and (d) loafing snot (79). Size 
and shave of territory avnarently function of nesting density and cover inter- 
sversion. Average diameter of territory in California 70 yards (47). Terri- 
torial defense in Manitoba intense in Avril and May (79). Male defends terri- 
tory by disnlay threats or direct attack, usually latter (79). Drake abandons 

territory during incubation, rarely stays until clutch is hatched (18,103). Pair 
may leave territory to feed (79). Fome-range, therefore, includes territory 

plus feeding grounds. 

10. BREEDING: Mating: Pairing and prenuptial courtshin may occur at any time 

throughout fall, winter, and svring (70,73,103,120,163). Height of prenuptial 
courtship occurs in February (63,137). Hence, mallards usually naired when 
arriving on breeding grounds (79). The courtshin disnlay may consist of any or 
all of five vhases: (a) drake swimming around female with head sunk and feathers 

puffed out; tail and head repeatedly shaken; (bv) auick throw-un of head; (c) 
neck stretch; (d) drake lowers bill in water, stands up, ranidly passes bill up 

breast, and emits a small jet of water accompanied by a low whistle; (e) drake 

swims rapidly with neck raised and head slightly turned (23,43,128,185, 203). 
May take to the sir in prenuvtial flights (79,187). These have no direct con- 
cern with copulation (79,200). Preconulation disvlay consists of head-bobbing 
(43); female flattens herself and extends her neck for copulation (43). Conu- 
lation tales place on water (200). Breeding Age: 10 months (106). West Studies: 
May nest over water (199), up to three miles from water (17), or in trees (139, 
193,197). The nest generally consists of slight hollow lined with broken herbs 
and mixed with dark gray down (71,151). Nest built by female (63,200). Girard 
(63) notes construction takes about 10 days. Girard records site preference of 
267 nests to de: tall grass, 334; short grass, 264; thistles, 134; cattails, 8%. 

Average distance of nest to water was 118 yards. In Utah, Williams and Marshall 

(199) record site vreference of 312 nests to be: hardstem bulrush, 65%; cattails, 
7%; salterass, 7h: willow, 64; cane, 5%. Ninety-eight percent of these nests 

within 50 feet of water. Mallard nest density ower 3000 acres 1 nest ver 10 
acres (199). On Souris refuge, Malmbach (97) estimated nest density of all ducks 
to be 1 nest ver 3.9 acres; the mallard renresenting 9 vercent of nesting popu- 

( lation. Hoyt (91) records two mallards nesting in such proximity that hens were 
in contact. Williams and Marshall (199) found 59% of 312 nests successful. 
Girard (63) records 67.6% nest success of 188 nests over 3 years. Kalmbach (98) 
found averare nest success of 4,049 nests of all snecies of ducks studied by 10 
observers over several years to be 60%. Sex and Age Criteria: Presence or ab- 

sence of venis indicates sex. Bursa vresent in juveniles (102).
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{ 11. MORTALITY: H8hn (85) found 65% annual mortality of 305 adults in England. 

Bellrose and Chase (12) estimate 45% annual nortality of 9,472 mallards banded 
at Lake Chautacua and McGinnis Slough, Ill. Hickey (78) calculated annual mor- 

tality of 2992 banded mallards to be 48%. Predation: Sooter (166) records nest 
destruction due to vredators of 104 out of 1284 nests. Predators were coyotes, 

ravens, and unknown animals. Phillips (151) avotes Naumann as listing following 

as imvortant nredators in Hurope: hawks of genus Circus, falcons, eagles, crows, 

ravens, magnies, foxes, martens, weasels, rats, and pike. Phillivs (151) adds 
duck hawk, mink, wild cat, vrairie volf, owls, gulls, and snapping turtles as 
nossidble predators. Millais (128) considers crows as most destructive predator. 

Snecific prefation studies by Sowls (169) and Hammond (68). West Mortality: see 
section 10. Juvenile Mortality: Cartright (26) vresents averare of 154,389 
mallard broods of all ages collected over six years to be 5.2. Assuming average 
clutch size as 10 (151), this gives estimate of juvenile and hatching mortality 

of 40%. Furnis (58) renorts 324 mortality in the first 5 weeks after hatching. 
Brood shrinkage, however, does not necessarily represent juvenile mortality (168). 

Starvation: Unimnortant excent in local catastrovhies (96,188). Disease: Serious 
votulism outbreaks recorded since 1890 (99). Steele (99) estimated 100,000 dead 
birds on Lake Valheur in 19°5. In 1949, 50,000-60,000 botulism birds died on 

Whitewater lake, Man. (34). Up to a avarter million ducks have died on Bear 
River marshes, Utah, in one year (101). Sex ratio of 9,112 botulism ducks in 
N.D. 1.61 males to 1 female (69). Other diseases known to occur: tuberculosis, 
erysivelas, rullorum, paratyvhoid, brucellosis, encenhalomyelitis, coccidiosis, 

mycotic pneumonia, et al. (133). Parasites: Have been known rarely to vroduce 
fatality (151,133). Lead voisoning: One shot nellet fatal to 60-80% of drakes 
subsisting on diet of wild seeds (95). Abundance of green leafy plant narts in 

diet greatly reduces toxicity of lead (95). Success of lead alloy nellets con- 
troversial (46,95). Thirteen nercent of 326 drakes in Manitoba and 27% of 211 
hens carried gigzard shot (50). First symotom of lead noisonins, green diarrhea; 
later varalysis develops (162). Fertility of drakes recovered from lead voison- 
ing not impaired (27). Hunting Mortality: see section 18. Accidents: Oil and 
chemical waste may cause local catastrovhies (130). Mallerds grounded by mud- 

balling in Tex. (145). Mechanical injury accounted for death of 18.5% of 3000 
dead ducits of all species in west (133). 

12. FOOD HABITS: Characteristically dabble and tip for food, but occasionally 
dive (30,92,185). McAtee (118)found that 1,578 stomachs contained 9/10ths 
plant material. Dominant plants were: sedges, 224; grasses, 134; smartweeds, 

10%; pondweeds, 84; duckweeds, 64; coontails, 6%. Animal matter consisted of 

crustaceans, mollusks, fishes, and insects. Bellrose and Anderson ran I11. 

waterfowl food vlants on percent of use over vercent of abundance ratio (11). i 
Panking from highest to lowest is: rice cut-grass, Yalter's millet, nutgrass, 

moist-soil smartweeds, wild and Jananese millets, giant burree?, coontail, teal 

grass, and duck notato. Stoudt (180) lists five vreferred foods in Minn. to be 

wild rice, burreed, Potomoreton strictifolius, P. natans, end Scirnus validus. 

Other food habit studies available (127,135,137,144,176). Chemical comvosi- 
tions of wildlife foods discussed by Sninner and Bishop (172), and Ting and 
McClure (100). 

* rs 

13. FOOD Ai) COVER: Great adaptability in foo? and cover’ requirements (73,151). 
Mo key food or cover vlants. Marsh and water areas ‘ey formations (79,152). 

i Plantations for food and cover will increase attractiveness of area (1,53,154). 
Food Yields: Low and Bellrose (115) calculated that acre of good marsh will pro- 
duce 14 bu. or 975 lbs. of wild seeds. Carrying Caracity: Present waterfowl vov- 

ulations do not anproach carrying cavacity of breeding grounds (83,284,167), des- 
vite the fact that agriculture has destroyed vast areas of breeding grounds (122,
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143,152). Agriculture benefited waterfowl in California by vroviding wintering 
food supplies (114). 

13. PHENOLOGY: See section 8 for migration phenology, section 4 for molting 
phenology, and section 10 for mating phenology. In Man.. most nests begun in 
late Avril and early May (79). Peak of hatching in Man. early June (79). Most 
young able to fly in late July (79). 

14. WEATHER AND WATER RELATIONS: Inclement weather may vostnone nesting and 

increase nest desertion (77,78, 206). Drought is serious cause of mortality 

(31,152). FPloodine often results in nest destruction (77,131). Catastronhic 
weather occasionally resnonsible for adult mortality (63,130,188). 

15. POPULATIONS: Census: Winter waterfowl inventories began in 1934. Extent of 
coverage increased in successive years, but same multiplication factor used, hence 

inflated estimates obtained. On basis of inventories, continental waterfowl 
vooulation increased from low of 27,000,000 in 1934 (195), to 125,000,000 in 
1944 (38). Due to this unwarranted estimate, the "crash" of 1945-47 was greatly 
exaggerated. In 1947, povulation estimate was 54,000,000 (39). Since 1947, esti- 
mates of continental waterfowl pvovulation not released. Inventories ravidly 
becoming more accurate and extensive (42,165). In 1948, little change from pre- 
vious year noted (42). Summer's production in 1948 renorted favorable, although 

breeding grounds still seriously undervopulated (42). January inventory of 1949 
showed trace increase of 12% in duchks over 1948. The 1949 breeding-ground survey 

revealed anticivated increase and early production reported good (42,134). 
Liberal regulations for 1949 released. Breeding: cround survey, however, con- 

cluded in lete June. Soon anvarent that drought conditions seriously innaired 

yroduction through July. January inventory of 1950 injicated decline (42). 
Nesting densities: see section 10. Trapping: Funnel-tyne bait trans described 

by Warren (194), McIlhenny (124), and Lincoln (109). Drive trans successfully 
used on molting lakes in Canada. Decoy pipes utilized in Fngland and Furone 

(62,142). Sowls (171) caught nesting hens with drop trap. Sex Ratios: 

Ratio of males to females Sample size Source of data Authority 

Iw27 21,958 trapving Potrides (149) 
1.01 3,441 trapping MeTlhenny (125) 
0.82 13,959 tranning Munro (137) 
1.43 4456 hunter bag Yocum (205) 
1.03 1,652 winter counts Beer (6) 
1.02 2,423 spring counts ¥ochbaum (80) 

Age Ratios: Ace ratio of 5,970 males banded in I11., 1.78 juv. ner ad. (166). Age 
ratio of 21,694 in the Ill. bag for 10 years, 1.295 juv. per ad. (10). Bellrose 
(10) calculated the juv. to be 1.52 times more vulnerable to hunting; hencé, 

corrected age ratio would be .°45 juv. ver ad. Turnover: Annual mortality rates 
in section 11. Survival: In MNon., 4 youne reached flapner stare for each success-— 

ful ad. female (63). In Calif., Earl estimated that 3 young reached flapper 
stage for each successful ad. female (47). Bellrose and Chase (12) calculated 
average life expectancy for juv. to. be 1.32 years, and for ad., 1.57 yearns. 
Longevity: wild mallards known to reach 9 years of age (29). 

\ 

17. POPULATION CONTROLS: Desnite fact that drought and drainage have destroyed 
tremendous areas of breeding grounds (30,42,53,122,152), »resent breeding grounds 
are greatly underponulated (39,81,82,83,84,157). It seems safe to say that 
hunting is major nopulation control (7,81). Drought, drainage, botulism, and 

lead poisoning also important controls (31,42).
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( 18, KILL RECORDS: Farly records reveal intensive shooting locally (56,152,178,201). 
In Ill., studies indicate shooting pressure higher on mallards, and vulnerability 

lower, than on other dabblers (8). Success ratios in I1l., 1940-42, varied from 

0.99 to 4.56 mallards/hunter/day, being low on mublic hunting grounds and high on 
private land (7). Bellrose and Chase (12) calculated from small sample of banding 
data that hunter's kill 41% of the total population yearly, including crippling 
loss. Estimate may be high due to method of correcting. Bellrose (7) found 
direct correlation between size of kill and length of season. Crippling Loss: 

Hopkins, Reeves, and Pimlott (87) estimate 20% crippling loss et Horicon marsh, 
Wis. Other estimates of crinpling loss are: 25%, Errington and Bennett (53); 30%, 

Bellrose and Chase (12); 50%, Baumgartner (5). “stimates exnressed as percent- 
ages of bag. Illegal Kill: Mo estimate of illegal kill in U.S. available. Stil- 

well (175) does not consider illegal kill in Mex. as crucial. Total Kill: Con- 
tinental waterfowl kill for 1948 estimated to be 17,000,000 (42). 

19. HUNTING CUSTOMS A‘) REGULATIONS: Taken by nass, stubble, and decoy shooting 
(2G G3 7ehd52). Punt and swivel guns formerly used in Europe, now illeral 

(62). Closed seasons in "nezland date back to 153! (7). In U.S., state restric- 

tions on duck shooting began in Phode Island in 1846 (7). Federal regulation 
under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act became effective in 1918 (2). This act 

limited seasons. In Ill., length of the season changed from 110 days in 1919, to 

30 days in 1935, 80 days in 1944, and 35 days in 1950 (7). Bag limit gradually 
reduced from 25 in 1919 to 4 in 1950 (7). Use of live decoys became illegal in 
1934; baiting, in 1935 (7). 

20. ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION: Readily raised in captivity (121,132). Artificial 
propagation considered valid management technique by Vandergrift (191), Benson 
(16), and Dalrymple (36). Lincoln (110) vresents opposite opinion. Apparently 
artificial propagation of value in limited localities to renlenish breeding areas. 
Transplanted adults attempt return to native region (123). Birds fron trans- 
planted eggs adopt new migration vatterns (89,198). 

21. REFUGES: In 1947, Fish and Wildlife Service managed 180 waterfowl refuges 
totalling 34 million acres (31). At nresent, Miss. flyway contains 1,100,000 
acres of state and federal waterfowl refuges (9). Refuges sre considered. vosi- 

tive conservation factor by most writers (9,31,40,44,59,131). Bellrose (9), 
DeBusk (44), and others feel there is great need for more refuge land, especially 

wintering refuges for mallards. On negative side, investigation reveals certain 

refuges have greatly intensified kill (8,35). Refuges create serious depredation 
problems in many states (15,44,88). Horn (88) believes buffer feeding areas 

around refuges may offer satisfactory solution. Public Hunting Areas: ifiss. fly- 

way has 400,000 acres of »ublic hunting grounds (9). Freauently these areas 

characterized by extreme hunter concentration end high total kill, but low hunter 

success Can Managed hunting on vublic grounds, as administered in Mich., may 

voresent a vartial solution to the vroblem of distributing hunting more evenly (129). 

22. ECOMOMICS: Waterfowl resource estimated to revresent an exvenditure of 
$300,000,000 yearly (31). 111. hunters svend $7.50 for each duc’: in bag (14). 
In many localities mallard causes serious devredation on crops (88,108,192). In 
1943, waterfowl damage in Imperial county, Calif., for one week amoutted to 

$750,000 (88). 
( 

23. SUMMARY: Status: see section 16. Management: Local duck populations may be 
increased by food and cover planting, an7 waterlevel control (1,47,63,131,154). 
On continental basis the vroblems of waterfowl management are complex. Of vri- 

mary importance is hunter management and harvest control (8,9,31,81). Present 
hunter's take may well be excessive (9,81). Drainage persists at an astonishing
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pace to destroy waterfowl habitat fester than conservation arencies can restore 

: it (9,31,42). A long-range management vrogram must find a solution to harvest 
and hebitat loss problems and must also combat botulism and lead voisoning. 
Unknowns: Desnite svlendid research on rart of many individuals and many organia 

zations, unknowns of waterfowl ecology far outnumber knowns. Analysis of produc- 

tivity has just begun. Movements, habitat requirements, weather relations, dis- 
ease, predation, drought mortality, botulism, lead voisoning, and hunting loss 

revresent some asnects of waterfowl management that reauire further investigation. 
Research mst reveal management techniques to manipulate mortality factors and 
increase production. Refuge systems, vublic hunting sround systems, and state 

programs need critical examination. 
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GAME MATAGEMENT DIGHST. FOR WELD TURKEY : 

(Compiled by Richard 5. Fillmore, 1949) 

1. SCIMITIFIC AND COMIOM MAINS: Meleagris gallopavo Linnaeus. Seven sub- 
svecies are recognized and described (Ridgway and Friedmann, 1945). Four , 

subspecies are within the scone of this paper, they are: 

M. g. silvestris Vieillot Bastern wild turkey 

M. g. osceola Scott Florida wild turkey ‘ 
li. g-. intermedia Sennett Rio Grande or Blliott's wild turkey 
M. g. merriami Nelson ; «Merriam or mountain wild turkey. 

2. DESCRIPTION: Séxes similar; but males ere more brilliant. Largest of 

the gallinaceous birds with the head and unner neck bare excevt for bristles, 

wattles, and caruncle; general coloration dark with metallic sheen. Males . 

and occasionally females with a tuft of coarse bristles hanging from the 

center of the breast. Weights and measurements: Male: Total length, 48"; 

wing, 21"; tail, 16.9"; weight, 17 lbs. (weights un to 36 lbs.). Female: 

"otal length, 36"; wing, 27.3"; tail, 13"; weight,-9 lbs. . (Mosby and Handley, 

1943). Wild gobblers reach full size in about 3 years ("fheeler, 1048). 

as. TRACYS AND SIG: Tracks large with three toes and nails marking; tracks 

in excess of 44" from heel to end of middle toe are vrobably males; wing 

dregeing on either side of short step tracks indicate a struttince gobbler. 

Large black caecal cronnings of incubating hen freouently found at watering 

& place (Nosby and Handley, 193). Seratchines for food are large and con- 

svicvous, throurh as much as 12" of snow (Glover, 1948). Flight: Pises 

quickly with ranid, nowerful wing-bveats until trees are cleared, then glides 

with heed extended and feet back unter tail. Flights are short with sneeds 

from 33 to 55 m.p.h. recorded: (Mosby and Handley, 1943). Running: Travel 

is mostly on-foot, and one was clocked at 12 m.o.h.. wher not alarmed (ibia.). 

Yoice: Males: gob>le, gil-obble-obble-obble; strut, vut—v-r-r-0-0-o0-m=n-i; 

Female: yelp, keow-'seow-keow; siren call, cut-o-r-r-r-,cut,cut,eow, keow.. 

Yearning calls by both sexes; cluck,nut,nut, or nut-o-r-r-r, or avit, ouit 

(MeIlhenny, 1914).° : 

4, MOULTS AD PLUMAGES: At hatching juvenile vrimaries already vrotrude 
through natal dom. Postnatal moult is complete, and resulting juvenile 

plumage is replace? ‘uring postjuvenile moult except for primaries 9 and 

10, and a.nostjuvenile plumage is partially revlaced in a first winter 

moult. The mixed juvenile, vnostjuvenile, and winter nlumage is worn until 

followine summer and shed in the nostnuntial movlt common to both young 

and mature birds. There is also a vartial vrenuntial moult in the late 

winter. The additional moult, first winter, is »~robsebly occasioned by the 

great and rapid increase in size from chick to adult (Leopold, 1943). 

5. DISTRIBUTION: See distribution man. . 

6. HISTORY: Domesticated by Aztec Indians of Mexico (Shufeldt, 1914, 

citing Baird, 1857) and by the Pueblo Indians of the Southwest about 700 

& A.D. (Franke, 1935). “he domesticated turkey reached “urope sometime be- 

tween 1498 and 1524 and was re-introduced to this country by the colonists. 

Farly writings vroclaim almost unbelievable records of abundance (Mosby and. 

Handley, 1943). “Sild turkey sold in the markets of Kentucky for 3 pence in 

1800 (Audubon, 1842) and in “isconsin for 25 cents in 1855 (Schorger, 1942).
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By 1920 gone from 18 of the 38 states they originally inhabited (Mosby and * 
Handley, 1943). : Pie see 

7. AGGRECGATIONS: Gregarious, but sexes senarate among mature turkeys ex- 

cent for breeding; family flocks comnosed of hen and brood may be joined by 

barren hens end, or comvounded with other family groups;, family flocks break 
up in late winter.: Gobblers usually in grouns during winter; grouns break 
uv for breeding; first-year gobblers may be associated with mature during 
breeding season. Barren or unsuccessful hens may associate together during 

the summer, and they may be joined by first-year toms (Nosby. and Fandley, 
1943) .- o 

8. MOVEMENT: Mo annual or seasonal movements in the Fastern. will turkey. 

(Mosby and Handley,.1943). Irregularly migratory, moving from mast failure 
to supniy (Audubon, 1831). The Merrian turkey. moves. fron the mine belt fl 
into the spruce.and asnen belt in summer at altitudes. un to 11,000 feet 

(Burget, 194-7). lees ey i pee co ; 

(9. TEPRITORY AND HOME RANGM: Territory! Tield evidence indicates thet 
gobblers defend a weakly defined breeding territory (Mosby an? Handley, 
1943). "Peck order" established by firhting among venned gobblers and hens 
(Mosby and Handley, 1943). Home range: About &,000 acres, reduced to about 

3,000 acres under management in Virginia (Mosby ,end Hendley, 1943); 300 

acres where food is ebundant to.1,000 ecres when food is less abundant in t 

Alebama (Wheeler, 1948). 

10. BREEDING: Mating habits: ,Polygamous;:more than 4 or 6 hens ver gobbler ‘* 

rare; gobbling of the male serves to attract the females .to him; gobblers 

unsuccessful in attracting hens gobble more (Mosby and Handley, 1943). 
Fighting occurs between breeding robblers and may result in death of one. 

Young hens courted more actively then 01d (Avdobon,1831). Breeding age: 
Hale: 2 years; female: 1 year. lest site: Preference for sites near open- 

ings (Mosby and Handley, 1943); freauently use islands (Audubon, 1831); 
preference for nesting over water (Bent, 1932); majority of nests in open 
(Ligon, 1945); under vush or saw nalmetto (Bendire, 1892); with rare. excen- 
tions nests are at least partially concealed (Mosby and Handley, 1943). 
Clutch: Peg laying begins irregularly but after becoming regular one egg 

laid daily, about one hour later each day until clutch is complete, 7 to 17 

eges average about 11 (Mosby and Handley, 1943); average about 10, 12-15 

excentional (Ligon, 1946); 18 to 15, smaller sets by young birds, and 
occasionally 2 or 3 hens lay in the same nest and take turns incubating 

end guarding nest (Rent, 1932). Bges are covered when the hen leaves 

(Audubon, 1831) Incubation: 28 days, the gobbler having no vart of incuba- 
tion or raising of the broo’ (Bent, 1932). WMesting success: 33.3% of 27 
nests in Virginia were successful (Mosby and Feandley, 1943); about 50% re- 
vorted for Alsbama (Wheeler, 1948). Zee fertility: abovt 100% (Ligon, 
1945) ; 975 for eggs laid before June 1, but-eges from late nesting or re- 

nesting have low fertility, 20% (Mosby and Handley, 1943). Renesting: 
occurs but contributes little to the annual increase (Wheeler, 196); re- 
nesting occurs. if the eges are removed (Bonavarte, 1828). Care of youns: 
Chicks brooded a great deal after hatching, anid hen and brood snend nights & 

: ‘on the ground until chicks are about two weeks of age at which time they 

are able to fly to branches of trees and bushes to roost (various authors). 
Adult—juvenile ratio: about 50-50 in Alebama (‘heeler, 1948). Sex ratio: 

Virginia, 42% male, sample.of 37? hunters beg (Mosby and Fandley, 1943) ; 
Alabama, about 30% males, sample of 92 travned birds (“heeler, 1948);
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@ Missouri, 52% males, samnle size 351 in winter flocks (Dalke, Leopold, and 

Snencer, 1945). Sex and age criteria: Sex: Sexing of young turkeys any time 
efter hatching by genital vapillae of overted vent (Hammond and Marsden, 
1937); Males: 19-15 weeks or more are larger, less feathering on nec! and 

head, black-tivned beclt and breast feathers, unver tail coverts darker, thick 

bear’; females: nale buff to chocolate-tinned back and breast feathers, beard 
thin or absent. Age: Less than ® months if bursa vresent; less than 15 
months if vrimeries 9 and 10 nointed and gray-tinnel; tail with central 
feathers extended, less than 14 or 15 months; relative size indication of 
age (Keiser and Yozicky, 1943). Physiolory and vsychologsy: “reast snonge 

of male a reservoir of fat, drawn on for energy during breeding season 
~ (Pent, 1932); gobbler killed in combat treaded by victor (Audubon, 1842); 

strutting may be initiated by unusual object; red cloth mey cause gobbler 
to show nugnacity (Elliott, 1°72); wildness governed in nart at least by 
hereditary factors (Gerstell and Long, 1939); wildness tied uv with func- 

tioning of central and sypathetic nervous systoms and the secretions of 
the vituitary, adrenal, and nossibly the thyroid (Leonol?, 193). 

11. MORTALITY: Average flock mortality vrincinally from hunting, 52.3% in 
28 flocks (Mosby and Handley, 1943); Sent. broods 20% smaller than June 

(Dalke, Leopold, and Spencer, 1945); nronounced brood decline in first six 
weeks, first two weeks esnecially ("heeler, 1948).- Predation: Missouri, no 

hunting season, large carnivores subordinate to man (Male, Leovold, and 

Snencer, 1946); coyotes and bobcats a limiting factor in the Southwest 

(Ligon, 1946); success of releases eavally good when-no nrerelease vredator 

e control (Burget, 1947); woven-wire fence increases suscentidility (Leonold, 
1942) dilution with domestic stock increases suscentibility (various authors) ; 
many’ speciés.:listéd'as predators~on:adults, young and eges. Starvation: 

Certain localities in Yest Virginia hed winter kills from starvation, esti- 

mated at 30-80% (Clover, 1948). Parasites and disease: Mortality from 
disease more common with high-vonmuletions, no evidence of enidemic pnronor- 

tions. (Mosby and Handley, 1943); blaclhead most serious known, ticks Imown 

serious (Stoddard, 1935); other varasites, some causing severe losses in 

domestic and cantive stock, but pathogenicity not established for wild 

(Yozicky, 1948;. and Mosby and Yandley, 1943);. elimination of free-ranging 
domestic voultry and use of noultry manure, vlus yearly rotation of food 

vatches' in wild turkey range recommended (Stoddard, 1935). Accidents: - 
youne fall in holes or become senarate’, and. eAults may fly into obstacles 

(Mosby end Handley, 1943). (See sectioi 15.) ; 

12. FOOD HABITS: “Nomadic feeder, some rervlarity in moving and feedings 

when not disturbed (Mosby and Handley,- 1943); analysis of contents of crovs. 
figzards, and dropvings indicate 90% or more of vegetable matter, less than - 
10% animal, and grit 954 in volume, but vegetable matter is less than 904 
in frequency (various authors); 354 snecies and 80 families of plants in . 

Virginia (Mosby and Handley, 1943); food ta’cen devendent on its aveilability, 
abundance, and »reference (Yozicky, 1942); soluble nortions of grit nay 
furnish minerals reauired (Leopold, 1933); tivo soils with similar tynog- 
raphy, vegetation, and lan’. use, but one with 79% of turkey ponuletion other 

only 3% (Dalke, Leovold, and Svencer, 19!:5). 

@ 13. FOOD AND COVER: Mast very imvortant, snecies varying with locality -- 
oeks, beech, ~ecan, rinon and yellow nine, etc.; frasses, berries, and 

lerunes also immortent (various authors). Turkey intolerant of dense 

brushy ereas, but recuire a certain amount of nrotective understory and . 
food-vroducing annuals (Ligon, 1945); rough brushy: country, big timbered
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arroyos, hills and valleys with shin oak clumps, and creek bottoms (Simmons, ee 

1925); 50-90% mixed hardwood and vine, well watered, and openings of grass 
and legumes well disversed (Mosby and Handley, 1943; and Yheeler, 1948). 
Artificial feeding: Recommended throush severe weather and mast failures 

(Glover, 1948; Ligon, 1946; Walker, 19:9; Burget, 1947; Smith and Kenney, 
1949); no shelters for feeding (Mosby and Handley, 1943); feeding to increase 
carrying canacity (Mosby end Handley, 1943); feeting to hold birds on area 
(Taylor, 1946); feeding when practiced indiscriminately increases danger of 
baiting; concentrations nossibly svread disease, and vrotracted feeding 

detract from wildness (Walker, 1949). Plantings: Plantings of chufas, vea- 

nuts, sorghums, millets,, corn, wheat, oats, cownea, soybean, and bucl-wheat; 

annual rotations of plots; located near vrotective cover (Stoddard, 1935; 
Mosby and Handley, 1943); winter planting of oats and wheat for greens 

(Yheeler, 1948). Land use: Logging, over grazing, free-ranging hoss, 
and high deer populations all detrimental to turkeys (Bick, 19/7; Blakey, 
1941; Newman, 1945; Mosby, 1949; Yal’-er, 1949 et al); logging not detri- 
mental if small areas cut serially and turkeys not molested (Mosby and 
Handley, 1943); maturing forests responsible for svread of turkey north- 

ward in Pennsylvania (Kozicky and Metz, 1948); good management of preserves 
in Southeast encouraging (Mosby, 1949); vroper use of fire important in 

management and land use in Southeast (Stoddard, 1935). 

14, PHOLOGY: Commencement of breeding and laying, etc. denendent on ear- 
liness or lateness of season (Wheeler, 1948; Mosby and Hendley, 1943; Bent, 

1932). 

‘15. WEATHER AD VATER RELATIONS: Remain on roost during rain, snow, and % 
sleet storms (Mosby and Handley, 1943;. lleIlhenny, 1914; Glover, 1948; Ligon, 
1946); fear snft snow (Burget, 1947); fly between roost. and feeding place 
during deev snows (Mosby and Handley, 1943); springs included in winter 
range and much frequented (Glover, 1948); drought most critical weather 
factor in Texas (Taylor, 1946); floods cause serious nesting losses in 
Alabama (Rarkalow, 1949); rain and damp cold weather causes losses of 
young turkeys (Mosby and Handley, 1943; “heeler, 1948); coming of snow 
initiates movement of turkey down from summor range (Ligon, 1945). 

16. POPULATIONS: Census: gobbling census found too difficult in Virginia 

(Mosby and Handley, 19/3); census best made in winter (various authors); 
best techniaue consists of nlotting all flocks and numbers renorted from 

reliable sources and cross checking as much as possible; Virginia, dat by 
interview, county is the inventory unit (Mosby and Handley, 1943) Missouri, 
interviews with residents checked in some areas with available methods 

: (Leopold, 1942). Colorado, resorts solicited and verified if possible by 

forest service or state versonnel (Burget, 1947), Alabama, cuestionnaire 

‘survey, supplemented by game warden renorts and observations by inventory 

personnel (Barkalow, 1949). Density: 1 ver 15-25 a. a good density to 
manage (Stoddard, 1935); 1 ver 5 sausre miles (Leovold, 1931); 1 bird ver 
27 acres in Salt Springs Game Sanctuary, Alabama (‘heeler, 1948); 375 acres 
of occupied range ver turkey in Virginia (Mosby and Handley, 1943); 1 ver 8 
acres on portions of the King Ranch (*); Trapping: role tran, funnel, trench, 
or drop gate (Burget, 1947; Ligon, 1946; Yheeler, 1948, Baldwin, 1946, 

- Audubon; 1831); net traps of essentially same principle (Burget, 1947, ee 
Wheeler, 1948); drop net. (Anonymous, 1949); turkeys become wary of net 
traps after first experience (3urget, 1947); trevability varies with age, 
sex, type of trap, hunting pressure and location of trav (Baldwin, 1°46); 

f cost of trapping in early attermts 100 dollars ver bird, later with improve- 
ments of technicve 10 dollars (Baldwin, 1945). ‘Western turkeys trapned
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* eesier than eastern ones (Mosby, 1949). Longevity: wild birds probably 
| live not more than five years as a rule, a few may live 10 or 12 years (llosby 

and Handley, 1943). 

17. POPULATION CONTROLS: i'o saturation noint alleged (Stoddard, 1935); 
same density two years in a row indication nossibly of maximum carrying 

canacity or saturation point (“heeler, 1948); evident that fluctuations re- 
sult of overcrowding and food availability, not through decimation by out- 
side causes (Turget, 1947); may be reaching saturation voint on portions 

of King Ranch (*); turkey formerly maintained itsclf in “isconsin only by 
poriodic rovlonishmoent from Illinois(Schorgor, 1942). 

18. KILL RECOPDS: In Virginia 47% of kill bagged in the first ton days 
of 65-day scason; logal kill about 30% of fall population, cripoling loss 
3% and illegal kill 10%; 21 hunting hours vor turkey bagged in George 

Washington Natl. Forest (Mosby and Handley, 19/3). Illogal hunting sole 
limiting factor in Missouri (Blakey, 1937). Shooting-prosorve records in 
Texas show 196 turkoys per huntor ver 100,000 acres in 1938-39 season and 
.004 for 1939-40 (Taylor, 1946); preserve records not kent accuratoly 
(Walker, 1949). 

19. HUNTING: Turkeys should be hunted with rifle; gobblers hunted by 
"volving", imitating hon (tcTlhenny, 1914); "yclping" efter a flock has been 
flushed and ready to re-assemble, dogs for covorare and wounded birds, 
stalking or still hunting, combination hunting vith othor gama (Mosby and 

& Hendley, 1943).; tracking in snow, docoying, running to exhaustion (Bent, 
1932); dogs can scont a flock of turkeys at’ great distance (Audubon, 1831). 
Hunting permitted in 15. states, some states permit cithor sex, and longth 

of scason varios from 93 days in Florida to 3 in Colorado, with largost 

bag of. 2 ner day and 2C per season in S. Carolina, and 1 ver day 1: per 
season in & states (Anonymous, 1949; Hunter, 1949). lLerislation must de- 

nend on. nublic opinion; controlled hunting on vublic lands, shortened sea- 

son, reduction of bag, and »etter enforcement advised (Mosby and Handley, 

1943). 

20. ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION AND TRAMSPLANTATION: Artificial propagation 

abandoned by a number of states as uscless, but carried on with some success 

in Penn. and W. Va. emoloying wild mating of best auality cantivity-reared 
wild turkey hens (Mosby, 1949; Yalker, 1949; losby and Handley, 1943; New- 
man, 1945; Kozicky and Metz, 1948). Hybrid strains contribute nothing to 
the ponulation (Leovold, 1944). Trapning and transnlantation highly success- 
ful in Colorado (Burget, 1947; Hunter, 1949); transvlanting Rio Grande tur- 
koys in B. Texas not successful (3ewman, 1945); transnlant vomulations now 

outside the heriditary range in Yyo., S. Dak., Ariz., Calif., and Ore. 

(Walker, 199); attomnts to re-introduce turkey in Wis. as carly as 1887 
; (Schorger, 1942) ane the planting 7f 2,942 between 1929 and 1939 (Hovkins, 

1940) all have failed; reproductive notential of transplants amazing 

(Burget, 1947). 

21. REFUGFS AMD SANCTUARTES: Necessity of sanctuaries for escape cover 
® and preservation of breeding stock (various authors); disadventage in that 

there is.no huntine or management on refuges (Mosby. 1949); size -- 1,000 
acres can be managed, 5,000 acres minimun, and 20-100 thousand ideal 

(Blakey, 1941), series of 800-1,000 acre-refuges better than 3,000-acre 
refuge, less than 500 acres of little value (Yozicky and Metz, 194@).
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22. HCONOMICS: Value as game bird and the excellence of its flesh is not if 

contested (various authors). Primitive veoples used feathers for cloth and 
ornaments (Bonavarte, 1828), elso used for fletching of arrows. Damege to 

crovs and gardens (Audubon, 1831). 

23. SUMMARY: Status: Increasing nonulations reported for only four states; 
Mastern turkey inhabits only about 124 of hereditary range; factors opera- 

ting against turkey for destruction of habitat, excessive kill, climatic 

extremes and nredation; hope for future lies in the management of nubdlic 

lands (Mosby, 1949). Turkey lends itself well to management (Stoddard, 

1935). Puild un pure wild stocl- for future trenping and transplanting 

(Stoddard, 1935).Predators are selective in keenine stock wild (Blakey, 

1941; Stoddard, 1935). Use fire in management of*foad and cover (Stoddard, 

1935); plant poisons regulate cover (Wheeler, 1948). Local control of 

vredators (various euthors). Bliminate free- renging hogs and voultry and . 

use no poultry manure (Stoddard, 1935; Wewman, 1945). Untnowms: Nuch more 
needs to be lnown about: interrelationshivs with other enimals, factors 

operating in the increase and decrease, the use of fire and other manage- 

ment tools, nonulation turnover and survival. 
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: (not for publication) 

GAME MANAGEMENT DIGEST FOR MOURNING DOVE : 

(Compiled by Fred H. Wagner, 1949) 

’1.. NOMENCLATURE: Scientific name: Zenaidura macroura. Two subspecies: 4. m. 

- carolinensis Linn., eastern mourning dove and Z. m. marginella Woodhouse, 

western mourning dove. ‘Common names: Dove, common dove, Carolina dove, 

turtle dove, wild dove, and others (34).. : 

2. DESCRIPTION: The only Columbiform in N. A: with slender, pointed tail. 

Western subsvecies is paler and slightly larger than eastern. Weights: 105 

to 170 g., 125 verhans average (29,34,47,55,60).° Growth Rates: (55) At 

hatching’ 5 to 7 @.3 et 5 daysca. 27 g.; at 10,:ca. 60; at 20, ca.-87, ‘at 

30, ca. 104; and at 40 days, ca. 118 g. (near adult weight). Measurements: 

°(4,16,34) Length: 11: +0 13"; wing: 5.4 to 6.13"; bill: .49 to .57"5 tail: 
Sele cono. ol: : : le 

3. TRACKS AND SIGS: (41). Track shows all four toes; middle is longer; 
outer and inner, equally spaced, are about same length. Toes in slightly 

as‘it walks, placing one foot ahead of the other. Track length: .1 3/4 in. 

Flight characteristics: Swift, direct flight. It.is uncertain whether or not 

whistling notes made in flicht are made by wings:or by throat (18,24,55,60). 

@ 4. -MOLTS AND PLUMAGHS: Adults: Postnuntial molt in late summer or fall af- 
ter nesting season (10); some indication of midsummer molt..in Miss. which may 

cause temporary cessation of nesting activity (73). Beam (8) recorded a 2 
week cessation of nesting in early July between the 3rd and 4th of .5 broods 

. by a -nair she was observing in Ohio. Young: When hatched are sparsely 
covered with cream-colored down. By fledging time (11 to 14. days), wing and 
tail feathers are enough developed to sustain bird in a glide. Feather 

developaent continues 1 to 2 weeks after fledging (55). <Juvenal. plumage is 
similar to that of adults but is duller and many feathers have. light-colored 

borders. By age 3 to 5 months, young undergo a vostjuvenal molt after which 

they are indistinguishable from adults :(25). Voice: Male does*most of coo- 

ing, but occasionally a female will emit a coo which is.much’ lower ‘and less 

musical than that of the male (18,55). Two songs (18): Common: perch coo 

(given singly and never in series; without dance or gesture), and nest call 

(emitted by male when attempting to attract female to teritative nest site) 

given with body tilted forward, tail un at high engle, head: and ‘bill very 

low; accommanied by gentle flipping of wings and svreading tava 

5. DISTRIBUTION: General: See map; doves have been known to winter in small 

numbers in: almost every state‘in the U.S... :  (* 1 goatee ve 

5. HISTOPY: Advent of civilization has favored the mourning dove and svread 

its range (4,17,76,86) by cutting, clearing, and svreading cultivation (34, 
88,89,95) and in semi-arid regions by extending irrisation and the building 
of livestock watering tanks (4,43). Cultivation and grazing and their 

a attendant erosion have set back the plant ‘succession which induces the growth 

of weeds, the seeds of which along vith waste grains comprise almost the 

entire diet (34,76,89). Some suggestion that ‘extirnation of the vassenger 
pigeon erased intersnecific comvetition, favoring doves (90,92). Reduction 

of raptors may further have aided them (75). Formerly used to some extent 
for market. It is estimated that 5,160 birds were received between October 
and February '96-'97 by the San Francisco and Los Angeles mariets (34). In
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some regions, doves have decreased somewhat apvarently due to heavy gunning % 

voressure. This seems esvecially true in New England where there is no open 

season but where the birds are heavily shot in the Southeast in fall and 

winter (24,78,91). : Ne : 

7. AGGREGATIONS: During nesting season, little or no tendency toward coloni- 

-gation, the birds being seen.only in'vairs. ‘Nests nearly always single, fre- 

auently in isolated trees (59,60,68). In late summer and early fall as the ‘ 

broods begin to accumulate, young and old become progressively more gregari- 

ous’ and begin to unite in loosely Init flocks, numbering uv to 100 or more’ 

which, when alarmed, scatter in 1's, 2's, and 3's (7,27). A. S. Leovold (1943) 

noted a tendency’ for males to segregate into closely united flocks in Mis- 

souri; Pearson. (1941) states that the sexes are not known to congregate in 

separate flocks’in fall and winter in Alabama. In soring, Penna. birds re- 

turn to the breeding grounds. in pairs (91) and are seen thus until fall. 

8.° MOVEMENTS: See-map for migration routes. Migration in spring occurs in 

March and April, while in fall from mid-Sevt. to early October (1,27,34,48, 

76,83,91,92). Taber estimates average min. rate of travel in migration is 9.4 

miles/day (85). Migrate’ both in spring and‘possibly in fall in 2's and 3's 

(7). )-Seasonals "Little movement: during nesting season other than routine daily 

feeding, watering and grit flights. However when doves are in flocks in late 

“suinmer, fall and wihter,/ locations and availability of certain seeds and. 

‘grains may be principal factor governing flock locations and movements. 

California doves under heavy hunting pressure may move to hills or isolated 

regions (34).' Daily: According to McClure (55) the characteristic daily S 

‘routine of doves in Iowa included a morning flicht to feeding grounds, then 

to water, after which there is a rest period; feeding at 10:30, noon, and 

3:30 may or may not occur, in lieu of which resting during the middle of 

_the day occurs; as’ évening avvroaches, another flight ’to feed, then to _ 
water at dusk, then to roost, In arid regions, doves may inhabit vicinities 

of streams, but make daily flights out into the brush for "long distances! 
(5) to feed (5,27), ‘If hunting vressure is heavy around water holes, birds 
may not come in'to water until after dark (39). ” : : hae 

9.° TERRITORY: ‘Territorial boundaries avnarently voorly Gefinedi. First © 
males’ in svring set up large territoriés which are réducod as more arrive: 

(55). Territory may’ center around a cooing verch uvon which the ‘male sings. 
McClure (54) states that‘when courting,’ a’ male perches on the highest dead 
branch of the tallest tree in’ the neighborhood: “Moore and Pearson (60) 
state that there is little fighting unless another male lights on the coo-: 
ing perch. In Alabama, males never gather nesting materials more than 60! 

from the nest. 

10. BREEDING: Mating habits: To attract’ a female, a male may coo ‘several 
times, leap from his perch and soar upward in a steep, whistling climb to 
100 to 150', and then soar downward in sweeping curves with wings rigid and 
tail svread, back to his perch or the female’ (7, 54/83). If.female accents 

male's tentative nesting site, nest building begins. Male carries sticks 

and other items, dne at a time; to female who builds the nest. First egg - 

according to McClure (55) is laid on the 2nd day of nest building, and e 

according to Moore and Pearson (60) a ‘day or 2 after nest completion (the 
6th-or 7th); eggs may be laid about 30 hours apart (60).. Season: Over the
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northern half of the country probebly averages from April to early Settem- 

ber; in the South it may be longer. In some instances eges or young have 

been found in’nésts in all or almost all months of the year (34,87,92). Bach 
successful nesting cycle tales about 30 days'(55). Aget one year (67) al- | 
though a cavtive female hatched. early in spring, vhen placed with an adult” 
male; laid 2 eggs in-August:(60). .Gates (29) states that males show signs ~ 
of maturity at the end:of 5 weeks when occasionally they may be seen ‘driving’. 

Clut¢eh size: Almost always ?, although occasionally a nest is seen with 3 and 
rarely 4 eggs (5,15,34,88) which may. revresent the work of 1 or more females. 
It ig likely that 4 3rd and 4th young will verish because they cannot comnete 

for food (55). “Incubation period:' 12: to 154 days (14,55,65,96); young in the 
nest 11 to 14 days (55,60,65,76). ‘Roth adults incubate... Broods ver yéart: 

from 2 to 5; ? cormonly recorded, and average nrobably varies from 14 to near- 

ly 3 (36,58,66). Nests: Frail nlatforms or mats of twigs, rootlets, and | 
grasses so noorly constructed that eggs can freauently be seen through them 

from beneath (5,16, 25,27,34,55); uv to 8" in diameter (91); usually placed 
on horizontal limbs of trees or bushes, generally 6 - 20! from ground (1,5, 
9,16;40,others); also on the ground in low shrubs, cacti, on gully baniss, -in 

vines, on stumvs and. fencerows; freauently on old nests of other birds and 
squirrels. Where found, preferably in evergreens (25,55,60,78); usually vlaced 
in oven shaces which afford auick and free exit (55,60). Sex ratio! Of 3491 
taken in Ala., Ga., La., and Miss., in 1941, Pearson (70) records 51.8%. - 
Peters (73) cites Miss. fall samnle of 1599 with 68% from Sept: and Oct. -hunt- 

6 ing bags. Sex and age criteria: Sex-- none excevt that females are slightly 
duller in coloration. Age-- light borders on the feathers in juvenal plumage, 

disappear at 3 to 5.months with the vostjuvenal molt. i che: 

11. MORTALITY: Doves may not be very valnerable to raptor attack. McClure: (55) 
observed no vredation by red-tailed hewks, marsh hawks, rough-legged hawks, 

screech owls, great-horned owls, short-eared, and barred owls in Iowa. Lin- 

coln (37) believes losses due to predation are considerable. A few instances 
of vredation on doves have been recorded for great-horned ‘owl (20), marsh 
hawks (13), and sharp-shinned hawk (4:7). Pantor pressure, especially by 
Cooper's hawk, goshawk, and prairie falcons, may be heavier on the relatively 

_ inactive winter flocits (49). Predator pressure is vrobably heaviest on nest- 
ing birds, especially the ground nesters. Serious nest denredations have ~ 

been attributed to blue. jays (55,60), fox and flying souirrels -(59,60), house 
cats (66), snakes and rats (29,60), Starvation: In-winter flock of 8 to 9: 
in Iowa, all but 1 perished after a heavy snow buried the food suvnly (21); 
Lacey states thet et Kerrville, Texas, after 2 or 3 days of cold weather the 
birds grow weal: and-many die (46). Disease and parasites: Few records of © 
disease or varasites in the literature examined. McClure (55) found a few 
Hivvoboscid flies end Mellovhagans, but no internal varasites. Weff records 
a heavy Protocallivhorid fly infestation of nestlings in 1938 and 1939 which 
he believes caused high mortality among nestlings in these 2 years (62). 
Accidents: A few ground nests have been plowed under and a few birds have 

deen decaviteted by hay mowers (55); one bird believed to have been killed 
vy orchard fumigation in California. (37).; poisoned grains for rodents may 

az have aided in reducing doves in California (3). ‘Wind and stormy weather 
vrobably cause higher nest loss than any other factor (37,55,60,56). “A few 

birds are hit by. automobiles or fly into windows or wires (55). 

12. FOOD HABITS: Since doves do. not scratch for food, and since their feet 

and legs are not strong enough to allow them to cling to uvright stalks and
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twigs (60), they are mostly limited to the selection of foods lying on or ee 
near the ground. There are constent adjustments in feeding habits anvarently ; 

due to.changing availability (48). Weed seeds and waste grains comprise al- 
most the entire diet.. In many regions, wheat is the vreferred food, although 
.other important cultivated seeds.are corn, hemp, millet, milo maize, buck- 

wheat, peanuts, and others (5,27,40,89). It is generally recorded in the 
literature that weed seeds commrise the major nart of the diet. Important 
weed species are: grasses -(fox-tail, pigeon grass, barnyard grass (Echino- 

ihe chloa}), convosites (ragweed, sunflower), eurhorbs (Crotons idoveweeds |} , 
sourfes, EBuvhorbias), legumes. (Psoralea), and others (crane's bill, amaranth, 

_ pokeweed, smartweed, wood sorrel, bindweed). A summer food stanle in Missouri 
may be winter wheat (47). In some. regions acorn, beech nut, vine, and vinon 

mast are taken to some extent. Small amounts of animal matter are taken - 

occasionally (4,44,76,88), possibly by accident (27). Grit is sought morning 
, .and evening, and doves may not feed in areas where grit is not available near- 

by (16,55)...A good source of grit is on. gravel roads. During egg laying, 

and while feeding young, numerous snails are utilized as.a source of calcium 

(4,55). Oa a tis 

13, ‘FOOD. AND-COVER: Key plants. and cover: Doves vrefer essentially open. 
country: (vreferred for feeding), intersversed with thin growths of trees or 

brush (for verching and nesting). - These recuirements are well satisfied in 

farming:regions by croplands intersnersed with tree wind-breaks, orchards, 

and sparse woodlots (1,38,55,60,89,91,92,93), especially.if some’of the crops 
are small .grains.: In the arid wést, and in grazing regions, the requirements 
are well: met..by ,brush-lands, and grasslands: intersversed with brush and = 

Chaparral (22, 27,34,35,38,49,83,89). In mountainous regions; doves are 
commonly found in the Sonoran:and lower Transition zones, uncommonly in ‘the 
heavier growth of the upper Transition and above (27,3/',49,93). Apnarently 
it is essential that the feeding rérions be large open areas: with sparse 

growth, hence the frequent use.:of, stubble fields:(1,38,47;60). Drouth may 
benefit the. dove because it vrevents the growth of ‘heavy. grass cover, while 
many drouth-resistant: weeds can set seed for dove food (89). (Feeding, 

plantings, food yield; carrying capacity: Low (53)-sowed an acre of buckwheat 

and attracted a winter flock. Localized food shortages may occur, and grain 

fields could be planted to increase carrying canacity. The acundance of. . 
‘doves in arid regions may be more related to availability. ofwater. Rela-' 

tion-to land: pse and.nlant succession: Doves benefit by agricultural vractices. 

Farming offers’ food supplies in the form of waste grains and weeds in fallow 

fields, uncultivated corners, and eroded svots. Orchards, windbreaks, and 
fencerows furnish nesting sites.: Extenston of irrigation’ and stock tanks in 

varid..regions are further beneficial. .The common'vractice of ‘overgrazing re- 

tards the plant succession and-causes weed. growth. Practices which are det- 

rimental are fall vlowing (47,89), vasture-mowing ‘to. remove weed seeds and 
clearing vastures of brush (89). ; : cr ee : 

14.. PHMTOLOCY: Treated in detail-in other sections. < : i 

15. WEATHER AID WATER RELATIONS! An absolute necessity is free water. Flights 
to it occur twice daily, early in the morning and late in’the. evening: These 

flights are swift and direct, and-:in arid regions where water is probably the ie: 

vrincipal factor effecting distribution .(27,34,39,93), they have been followed 
by thirsty travelers: and mountaineers in search of water. lerriam (57) bé- 
lieved that a dove's presence indicated water not more than 3 to 5 miles away. 

Doves may not nest more than + mile-from water. They frequently bathe when 
at driniting svots (31,54), TLeovold observed that water flights in I. M.
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occurred even on rainy days when vegetation is dripping (47). Doves are 

auite drouth tolerant and annarently do not mind heat, being found in the 

hottest desert where water is within flying distance (39,49,89). However 
they do not ‘like cold, a few cold nights being sufficient to start the birds 

on a southward: migration (39). . In develoning a cooing census, McClure (54) 
found that cooing: decreases with moderate to high winds and with increasing 
nebulosity. Leopold (47) observed that on rainy days the birds did not. feed, 
but spent the: day sitting under ‘bushes. ; ‘ pene : 

16. POPULATIONS: Census: (a) Cooing census develoved by McClure (54) to give 
an estimate of breeding birds); (b) Active nest method (developed by McClure 
(55); and (c) Roadside count; ovinions differ as ‘to its utility. Siegler and 
Newman (81) concluded that it is of little value for determining vopulation 
density from.one season to the next; Mice (63) believes the roadside census 

has limited value for certain thins such as abundance and distribution; and 
McClure (56) states that it reveals not only actual seasonal fluctuation and 
densities but total population trends. Density: Little data in the liter- 

ature. Westing densities vary from "rare" to as many as 75 in a city block 
or rarely 2 or 3 in a single tree where the cover is exceptionally good 

(55,60). Concentrations on wintering grounds are heavier than during.the 
breeding season (89). Trapping: Doves have been baited in to traps.and 

caught, although the method has not been described. Talbot (86) caught a 
e few in 2-compartment government sparrow trans. Age composition: Age ratios: 

Locality Dates Sample Yng. ver 1 ad. Reference 
po alae "L129 2/28" (MRS) 158 0.58 72is 

Ark. O/LONS LO Fen il Sie 276 Let 
Miss. 9/16%=) 1075 " ; 1599, 1.54 : 
N..Mex. +4 yrs. hunting up to 1921 4.00 1.00 4? 
Mass. 1941 and 1943. 4B5 1.58 36. (Re- 

calculation of 

} : See GS : ‘data by Low,1935) 

Annual mortality rate: From U.S.F.2W.S. files, juvenile mortality apvears to 

be of order of 62-64%, adult about 56-58% (36); from census data in Towa, 
6% (55). Survival curve: For young fledged by Sent. 1: 100, 37, 16, 7, 2, 5 
and 1 on successive Sept. Ists. : re 

17. POPULATION CONTROL and variable breeding index: ‘hile hunting is the 

heaviest ponulation depressant, »robably the greatest natural povulation. 
control is stormy weather which may destroy of the order of 25% of nests (55). 
Predation, accidents, ‘and other causes take a certain toll each year. Weff 
noticed a shortage of young birds during his banding overations from 1936 to 
1940 which he believed was due to the Protocatlivhora infestation of nestlings 
in about 50% of the nests he investigated in 1938 and 1939.- There is no evi- 
dence in the literature suggesting thet doves are cyclic or irruntive. ..How- 

ever, it seems likely that the crop in any year might be lov due to a single 

factor or combination of factors such as continued excessively stormy weather, 
a or a rare case such as Neff's maggot infestation.. It might conversely be 

high if the weather and other environmental conditions were favorable. These 

then could account for highs or-lows in certain years and localities, and 
might account for the varying. age ratios.. The proportion of active nests 

which will hatch varies from 29 to 58% in diff. years. (55,65), but apnarently 
averages about 45 to 50%.. Broods averase about 1.75 (55,61,565) young, and
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estimates of number of successful broods may vary from 1.2 by Mice (65) 08 

vy Hickey (36), and 2.4 to 3.0 by McClure (55). 

18. . KILL RECORDS, SUCCESS RATIOS, YIELDS; PERCENT KILL: California doves 

are subjected to tremendous hunting pressure. In 1913, 4000 hunters were 

abroad in Sacramento county on opening day (34). In 1938 in California, 
the total kill was estimated at 1,700,000 birds (39). In Mississippi a 
hunting study in 19/8 indicated a hunter success of 5-1 birds/man/day (73). 
Some observers record that doves are increasing (43,76,88,89); in which case 

the yield apparently exceeds the harvest and mortality. However, other areas, 

particularly New England, renort thet doves are decreasing,'a situation which 

is apnarently due to overhunting oh the wintering grounds. ‘A consideration 

here is the possibility that productivity in the South may be higher than 

that in the North due to a longer breeding season. Though Hickey (36) points 

out that there is no evidence to support this, if it were true, northern 

yopulations might not be able to stand as heavy hunting pressure as the 

southern vovulations. Illegal kill: In some southern states, doves have been 

baited and shot in the same manner. as were passenger pigeons. Such illegal 

vractices as baiting and exceeding the bag limit may have taken heavy tolls 

of birds in the South (60). Hunting studies: Hunting studies have disclosed 
an alarming number of birds in nesting condition probably having young which 
are. found in the hunters! bags in those regions which have an early oven ~ 

season. Hunting studies are at vresent being carried on in the Southeast. 

19, HUNTING CUSTOMS, LAWS, REGULATIONS: Doves are generally hunted by: (a) ® 

sitting at water-holes and shooting the morning or evening water flight; (») 
jump-shooting in grain fields and weedy pastures; and (c) nass shooting of 
birds moving to and from feeding, resting, and watering areas. Doves under 
the Migratory Bird Act are hunted in about the southern half of the U. S.— 
Seasons range from 30 to 60 days, and from Sent. 1 to early Jan. : 

20. ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION AND TRANSPLANTATION: Apparently easy to raise 

in captivity (29,55,67); no data on transplantation, but mobility of doves 
May well discourage this. © i 

21. REFUGES, AID PUBLIC “HUNTING GROUNDS: 3138 doves taken on Texas -shooting 

preserves in 1947 (Annual Report of Texas Game, Fish and Gyster Comm. for 

Fiscal Year 1947-48:32pp.). . : a ‘ 

22. ECONOMICS: Values and Damages: Damages Attributed to doves are all but 

nonexistent. Their value as destroyers of weed seeds. is repeatedly empha- 

sized in the literature. It is also frequently emphasized that where small 

grains are taken, it represents waste or fallen grain.. Doves have been highly 

sought as game birds because they have nersisted or increased as other species 

have dwindled in numbers and range. Doves are highly valued as a table deli- 
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22. SUMMARY: Status: Doves have many factors in their favor. They can thrive 

where intensive land use has refuced other species. There is much favorable ee 

habitat. Doves have a high adavtability to a wide range of environments, 

swift flight, and a long nesting veriod in their favor. Against then are a 

lower breeding notential than most common game birds, inefficient nesting 

habits, and heavy hunting pressure. If hunting is kevt within vroper bounds, 

the birds could become more numerous, perhans spreading to many areas which
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are food dove habitat but at présent have no doves (60): Several management 
vractices could further favor the species: Though doves fly far for water, 

grit, and food, they are consistently found where the three-are provided to- 
gether in abundance (60). Abtindant dove foods can be oroduced incidental to 
other land use vractices:: Fallow corners and patches. of grain could be left, 

and in areas where: pastures are mowed to retard weed srowth, corners could be 

left unmowed to allow weed seeds to mature. Building of ponds and stock 
tanks near food and grit’ areas is an important vractice.. For nesting and 
perching cover, McClure (55): suggests vlanting tree wind breeks, farmyard 
shade trees, orchards, and trees in gullies. In grazing regions where pas- 
tures are debrushed, some trees and bushes should be left. Provision of 
artificial nesting substrate is another management vossibility. Probably. - 

most imvortant, is determining the vrover time for the hunting season’ so that 
local nesting birds ill not be shot, and so that shooting vressure is not 

too heavy on birds from any single region. Peters believes some tocally 

raised birds and some migrants ‘should be harvested in each state. Lincoln 

suggests that hunting seasons south of the north borders of Okla., Ark., Tenn., 

and I. ©. should not open before Oct. 1 (52). Wice (66) believes the Texas 
season shouldn't open before Oct. 16. A wublicity camoaign to induce higher 
band returns might be desirable. Unknowns: (1) Whether or not there is 
differential sex and/or age migration. (?) Information on sveed and paths 
of migration. (3) Is productivity greater in the South than in the North? 
(4) Do any doves raised early in the svring nest the following fall? (5) 

6 Is there a continued shift in wintering vopulations? (S$) Does vairing occur 
on wintering grounds? Do the birds mate for life? (7) Study of physiologi- 

cal changes during the year. Why do some birds winter in the North? (8) 

Accurate, easily used sex-age criteria. : ae pe : 
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SHARP-TAILED GROUSE MANAGEMENT DIGEST 

; (Compiled by Alex J. Reeve, 1949) 

1. ‘SCIMNTIFIC NAME: Pedioecetes phasianellug Linnaeus. Six sudspecies recog- 
nized and described (Friedmann, 1943). Vernacular names: Spike-tail, pintail, 

prairie chicken, blackfoot (Barrows, 1912), bur oak grouse (Schorger, 194). 

2. DESCRIPTION! A large grouse palely colored in browns, ochres, and white, with 

many sharp, dark V-marks on breast and flanks and with a soft, pointed, almost 

white tail. The tarsus is feathered to between the toes. Length 17 inches 

(Raverner, 1947). Weights: 9 adult males averaged 827.3 g. (range 663-1020); 

15 adult females 717.3 g. (495-842) (Gross, 1930). Growth rates: fully: feathered 

at six weeks, end at two months fully grown (Bent, 1932). Plight: Rises with 
loud whir of wings; usually flys in straight line; uses rapid beat of wings al- 

ternated with short veriods of sailing; utters veculiar clucking note in flight; 

(Bent, 1932). Flight-sneed recorded at 33 miles per hour (Cooke, 1937). Voice: 
Hollow booming sound, gutteral clucking, ceckling notes, veculiar crowing call 

(Bent, 1932). 

3. TRACKS AND SIGN: Tracks show fringed toes and tarsus feathers in winter. 

Toe in as they walk (Jaeger, 1948). 

4, MOLTS AND PLUMAGES: Downy young are yellowish, blotched with black; fully 
feathered and can fly when half grown. Full juvenal »lumage in July; full 

p juvenal molt in August (except for outer primaries which are retained for full 

year); vroduces practically adult vlumage in Sentember. Complete adult vost- 

nuvtial molt in July, August, end September (Bent, 1932). Y 

5. DISTRIBUTION: See distribution map. 

6. HISTORY: Type specimen collected Hudson Bay Region, about 1745 (Snyder, 1935). 
Common prairie grouse of Wisconsin in 1840 and until 1885 but becoming rare by 
1902 (Kumlien and Hollister, 1903). Last great migratory flight in Wisconsin in 
1850s (Leopold, 1940). In some places has retreated before: the farmer (Bent, 1932), 
but revlacement of virgin coniferous forests with young hardwoods, growth of brush 

on drained marshes, and withdrawal of marginal lands from cultivation temporarily 

improve its habitat in many sections of Wis. (Schorger, 1944); plant succession 
also destroys its habitat (Grange, 1949)...” 

7. AGGREGATIONS: Young remain with mother until fall (Hill & Elkins, 1941); 
as fall advances they gather more and more into flocks (Sent, 1932); coveys are 
probably broods or combinations of broods un to November, but when booming starts 

in late winter the males are in separate flocks (Leopold, 1933). : 

8. MOVEMENTS: Svoradic: largely southward autumnal movements from northern part 

of range do not extend south of breeding range (Bent, 1932). In 1932 southward 
movement of 200-300 miles from Hudson and James Bay watersheds; similar flight . 

reported in 1896 (Snyder, 1935). Annual: Average about one mile (max. three) 
(Leovold, 1933); often range yearlong close to dancing ground (Marshall and 

{ Jensen, 1937). Daily: average one half mile (max. two) (Leovold, 1933). 
\ * 

9. TERRITORY, HOME RANGE: Apvarently not territorial. Home-range radius maximum 

of two (Marshall and Jensen, 1937) or three miles (Leovold, 1933).
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10. BREEDING: Courtshiv: Dancing grounds used year after year (Bent, 1932); vary 

in size and number depending on habitat conditions and density of population; may 
cover 40-50 acres and accomodate 50-100 birds or more. Time of year of display 
devends primarily uvon latitude and incidence of warm spring weather (Trippensee, 
1948). In Wisconsin dancing usually starts in March, ends in June, occurs again 
in laté October. Sharv-tails and vrairie chickens may use joint dancing grounds 

(Hamerstrom, 1939). Hybridism occurs between these two (Bent, 1932; Ammann, 
1945). Dancing both morning and evening, actual hours devend upon weather and 

date (Marshall and Jensen, 1937). Nest studies: In Wisconsin nesting season from 
mid-Avril to mid-July; some young lost by hatching after brood has left nest. Re- 
nesting a possibility. Egg fertility nearly 1004; nesting success 504 (Hamer- 

strom, 1939). Not particular as to nest site and construction; hollow in ground 
scantily lined with available loose material; usually partially concealed. Incu- 
bation 21 days by female alone; one brood ver season. “grs brown to buff, have 
purvlish bloom which auickly fades, may be immaculate but usually speckled; aver- 
age size of 58 - 2.6 mm. by 32.0 mm. (Bent, 1932). Interval between eggs one 
and a half days (Leopold, 1933); 36 clutches over 5-year period: ave. 12, range 

9-17 (Hamerstrom, 1939). Sex ratios: Bag checks on Drummond Island, Michigan, 

1945-47, 276 birds: 113 adults, 633 males; 163 immatures, 61% males (Ammann, 
1947). Sex and age criteria: Most males show longitudinal light-colored strive 
on each side of rachis of each of two central tail feathers; most females show 

cross-barring in this area. Bursa of Fabricius most reliable age character, but 
may disapnear by end of Dec. (Hamerstrom, 1942). Examine 3 outer wing feathers: 
if 3rd feather short, bird is young; if outermost short, adult (Ammann, 1945). 

,For combined weight class-rectrix pattern method of determining sex, see Man- 

wieler, 1939. i ‘ if 

11. MORTALITY: Usually not more than 6-7 left of average brood of 15 (Seton, 
1890). Predation: Smaller and slower predatory birds and mammals vrey on eggs 

and young; larger birds and beasts of vrey attack adults (Bent, 1932). Skunk, 
crow, and goshawk may be serious vredators (Grange, 1949); also coyote (Marshall 
and Jensen, 1937). Starvation: Food shortage may have been factor in southward 

migration in Ontario in 1932 (Snyder, 1935). Disease: No definite cases re- 
ported in literature examined. Parasites: Probably not serious (Morgan and 

Hamerstrom, 1941; Baumgartner, 1939; Boughton, 1937). Bird-lice and ticks occur 
as ectoparasites (Gross, 1930). Accidents: Burning of nests, young, and adults 
in forest and marsh fires; drowning of young or nests in heavy rains or floods; : 

hit by cars; caught in steel trans; young drowning in deep ditches; imprison- 
ment by crust forming over snow (Leovold, 1933). General: Many sharp-tails died 
in Ontario in winter of 1932, apnarently due to excessive cold and lack of snow 
for burrowing at night (Snyder, 1935). Winter mortality 30% (Ammann, 1947). 

12. FOOD HABITS: Preferred foods (eaten mostly before snow falls)! buckwheat, 
corn, oats, soybeans, sheep sorrel, acorns, clover leaves, fleshy fruits; seeds 

of grasses, weeds, and sedges; staple foods (eaten mostly after snow falls): 
» browse of vaner birch, asven, willow, bog birch, mountain ash, leatherleaf; : 

f mountain ash fruit, ceder berries, leatherleaf leaves (Trippensee, 1948). 
Young are highly insectivorous (Judd, 1905). Grit: Gallinaceous, game can survive 

long on gritless ration; grit vresent retained and used over. Grit may provide 

needed mineral substances (Leopold, 1933). 
\ 

13. FOOD AND COVER: Ideal winter range includes clumps of aspen and.white 
birch bordering onen fields and meadows. Year-round habitat characterized by 
intersnersion of large unland grass openings dotted with small patches of upland
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hardwoods, poplars, and birches, and small bodies of water bordered by willows 
and asven (Baumgartner, 1939). Ontimum cover one-half brushland, one-half grass- 

land (Leovold, 1933). Food vatches not used after first snow; winter feeding not 
recommended; in wild regions food watches increase carrying canacity during vre- 
budding season (Schmidt, 1936). Minimum habitat size 2000 acres, bog plus well 
drained land, vrairie, semivrairie, and woodland (Grange, 1949). See also History. 

14. PHENOLOGY: In Lake States - March, dancing begins; Avril 15-30, peak in be- 
ginning of laying; June 1-15, peak of hatching; mid-June, dancing ends; summer 
months, family groups and small flocks of males, and females without young; Sep- 

tember, large flocks form; October, fall dancing; December, snow and weather con- 

ditions drive flocks to birch and asnen thickets; lmte winter, as booming starts 

males are in separate flocks; (Hamerstrom, 1939; Baumgartner, 1939; Tripvensee, 
1948; Leopold, 1933). st: : ! : 

15. WEATHER AND WATER RELATIONS: Grouse seek and may require water in late 
summer and in droughts; can get by on succulence alone, but move to water in late 

summer when young are grown, especially if on dry feed (Leopold, 1933). In winter 
apparently need no water other than that supplied by. buds (Aldous, 1943). Wet 
weather in early June decimates broods (Gross, 1930). Excessive cold and lack 

of snow may be mortality factor (Snyder, 1935). Formation of crust over snow - 
may imprison birds (Leopold, 1933). : 

16. POPULATIONS: Census: Covey spotting, count of booming males, flushing and 

counting (Hill and Elkins, 1941). Density: At peak of cycle density on Wiscon- 

sin sand plains one bird ver ten acres (Hamerstrom, 1939). American grouse show 
no visible saturation voint (Leopold, 1933), but vrecise cause of-emigrations is 
not clear. Trapving: Most successful traps: feeding shelter, tip-top, funnel 

(Hamerstrom, 1942). Markers: aluminum bands (vlain and colored), celluloid 
bands, attaching dyed feathers, direct coloring of feathers, pyralin markers, 

toe-clipping (ibid.). Life equation: 50 transvlanted birds recovere? in suc- 
cessive years as follows in Mich.: 31, 14, 3, 0, 1, 0, 1 (Ammann, 1945); ex- 

cluding birits soon foun’ teat after their rélease in January-April, this apvroxi- 

mates a 60% annual mortality rate for birds of unrevorted age when banded and at 
time when population trend was downward. 

17. POPULATION CONTROLS: If weather is primary cause of cycles, nest vre‘lation, 
renesting, stagger hatching ‘ates; therefore vrelators may be an aid to survival 

if bad weather occurs Auring normal hatching veriod (Cartwright, 1944). Strife: 
Sharv-tails and vrairie chickens not bitter enemies; one. supnlants other due to 

changes in habitat’ (Bent, 193°). Threshol’s of security:.No ability to survive 
in detached colonies; comes to border of suitable habitat and stovs (Grange, 1949). 

18. KILL RECORDS, ETC. 60% of kill in first seven Jays of season; birds wilder 
as climatic season advances; late. season best for minimum.kill, oven after Oct. 

15 (Grange, 1949). Drummond Island,’ Michigan, percent of population killed in 

hunting season: 1945, 204;:1946, 244; 1947, 39% (Ammann, 1947). < 

{ 19. HUNTING LAWS: Protected as early:as 1858 in Minnesota. During 1940s, sea- 
( sons have varied from 10 to 30 days, bags 3-5, possession 3-6. In 1949 open 

seasons in 3. states and 2 vrovinces: (various authors). , eat 

20. ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION AND TRANSPLANTATION: May be established on new or
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former range if habitat right and necessary preparations made to ensure birds 

staying where placed} keep grouse enclosed (10-50 acres), one male in a run with 
two or three females; cost high (Ligon, 1946). Hasy to hatch collected eggs, 
hard. to raise chicks. to maturity (Baumgartner, 1939). 

21. REFUGES: Prairie:grouse helped by acquisition of 32,000 acres in 20 areas 

“in & states, and 42 developmental projects in 11 states (Rutherford, 1949). ~ 

22. ECONOMICS: Does little damage to grain fields; unless snow on ground, prefer 
waste grain in stubble. Eats many weed seeds, grasshovpers, etc. A valuable 
bird from both sporting and agricultural standnoints (Taverner, 1947). i 

23. SUMMARY: Management: Varies regionally according to land use and plant 

succession; controlled burning in Wis. creates openings, sets back succession, 
stimulates growth of ragweed, smartweed, etc. in Wis. (Grange, 1949). Elimi- 

nate grazing, mow only after hatching, plant food and cover species, provide 

water where necessary in N. D. (Aldous, 1943). Status of species: At one time 
extended considerably south of vresent range; recession vrovably due to changes 

in environment caused by the settling of the country. Recession from southern 
part of range vartially counterbalanced by northward and eastward exnansion which 
has been made vossible by onening uv of formerly heavily wooded areas. Because 
of fondness for wilder sections of country in no danger of extinction, but ad- 
vance of agriculture and hunting vressure will undoubtedly result in local ex- 
tirpvations (various authors; not listed in bibliogranhy. 
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7) GAME MANAGEMENT DIGHST FOR CANADA GOOSE 

(compiled by Laurence R. Jahn, 1949) 

1. SCIENTIFIC NAME: Branta canadensis (Linnaeus); 8 subspecies: ; 
B. c. canadensis (Linnaeus) Common Canada Goose 
B.c. hutchinsi (Richardson) Butchins's Canada Goose 
B. c. interior Todd Ungava Canada Goose 
B. c. leucovareia (Brandt) Lesser Canada Goose 
B. c. minima Ridgway CacklLing Canada Goose ; 
B. @. moffiti Aldrich Great Basin Canada Goose 
3. ¢. occidentalis (Baird) White-cheeked Canada Goose 
B. c. varvives (Cessin) ' Athabaska Canada Goosé : 

2. DESCRIPTION: Adults: sexes similar.. A very large, .brownish-grey goose, with 

head and full. Length’ of neck black, except for white cheek natches. Juveniles! | 
During first autumn closely resemble adults, but colors are duller and more 

blended. Weights and measurements: Male: Total length, 37.2"; wing-svread, 

68.8"; weight, 9 los: 3 oz. Female: Total length, 35.0"; wing-svread, 64.4"; ‘ 

weight, 7 lbs. 14 oz. (Kortright, 1942). Growth rates: Goslings difficult to 
distineuish from adults in the field two months after they leave the nest 3 

(Williams & Marshall, 1937). 

3. TRACKS AND SIGI: “hen walking, toes-in quite decidedly; being heavier than 
ducks the hind toe registers together vith the webbed three foretoes (Jaeger, 

1948). On migration flights, geese usually assume the V-shaned formation, often 

Ag times sounding off with lowd resonant honking familiar to almost everyone; hen 

flying about their feeding grounds or elsewhere on short flights, they usually 

fly in comnact or irregular bunches (Bent, 1925). ’ 

4, MOLTS AND PLUMAGES: Adult: e single annual complete vostnuvtial molt during 
late summer and early fall, when all flight feathers are shed simultaneously and 

birds are flightless. Juvenile: a molt during the first winter; by svring, orac- 

tically indistinguishable from adults. They assume their adult dress after the 

second summer (Yortright, 1942). 

5. DISTRIBUTION: (see man I) ~ 

6. HISTORY: marked decline in the goose vowulation of the Mississipni Flyway 
from 1940-1945; recovery came after the hunting season was closed in 14 states 

of the Flyway in 1946 (Hanson and Smith, 1947). 

7. AGGREGATIONS: "Geese are among the very few birds in which the family does 
not break uv at the end of the breeding season, but parents and young stay to- 

gether for nearly a year .... they do not sénarate after the return to their 

nesting area" (Meyr, 1942). Small goosé flocks usually a femily; lerger flocks 
freouently multivles of families rather than mere aggregations of individuals, 
as are flocks of ducks (Blder and Elder, 1949). : 

8. MOVEMENT: Annually,- in V-shaned migratory flocks;:for banding data, see 

| Jensen (1949) and Van den Akker and Wilson (1949). Seasonally, when the molt- 

{ ing period avnroaches in summer, geese move to secluded areas of marshes 
, (Williams and Marshall, 1937). Difference in svring and fall migration routes 

is seen in Wisconsin when goose flocits are scarce in fall but numerovs in svring 

(Blder and Blder, 1949). Daily, follow regular daily feeding flight schedule, 
making one triv to feeding grounds in early morning and another in late after- 
noon, with a mid-day rest period on a sand bar or large body of water (Bent, 1925).
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9A. TERRITORY AND HOME RANGE: Territory! distances of nests from each other 
usually denénd upon strength and fighting ability of the ganders-—-ganders have 

been known ta keep other nesting geese more than 150 yards from their nesting 
mates—-other ganders allowed nesting geese within/10-12 feet of their mate (Dow, 

1943). Range: in Texas morning feeding in grain field usually occurs at distances 
up to 30 miles from roosting sites (Glazener, 1946; Heit, 1948). Most of the 
grazing grounds used during the incubation veriod were within 2 miles of the 

nesting habitat; none was beyond 5 miles (Williams and Sooter, 1941). 

9B. PSYCHOLOGY: oblivious of danger in vicinity of Horeshoe Lake Refuge (Blder, 

1946). ‘ 5 

10. BREEDING: Mating habits: monogamous; commonly alleged to mate for life; 
courtshiv involves fierce battles between tvo males for a female (Bent, 1925). 
Breeding age: Minimum breeding age 2 years (Hanson 2 Smith, 1947). No pvinioned 
geese nested in their first or second years, only 254 in their third year, all 
had nested in their fourth year (Blder, 1946). Nesting season: Northern Canada: 

18 records, May 18 to July 14; Utah and Nev.: 16 records, March 79 to May 19; 

M. D. and Sask.: 13 records, Avril 29 to July 19; Lab. and Mewf.: 11 records, 
May 24 to July 7 (Bent, 1925). Calif.; March 1 fo May 10 (Dow, 1943). Nesting 
site: usually nest in emergent vegetation or on ground near water. "The critical 

factor influencing choice of nest sites is believed to be the vresence of sub- 

stantial bases unon which tne nests can be constructed" (Williams and Marshall, 
1937). As old muskrat houses often vrovide strong bases, the number of muskrats 

in a marsh is imvortant. Records also exist of geese nesting in trecs, old hawk 

nests, on haystacks, and on cliffs; see also 15 (water relations). “Hest make-un: ( 

No vreference for nesting materials but use that which is most available. Clutch 

size: Range, /-10; usually 5-6 (Tent, 1925 and other authors). Incubation: 28- 

30 days, by roose alone; gander is usually near nest to vrotect family (Zortright, 

1942). West success: In 84 nests, 331 goslings were successfully hatched, ‘an 

averagé of 3.9 birds ver brood (Williams. and Marshall, 1938):.. Ta California 52- 
60% of nests ‘were successful (Dow, 1943). Beg fertility: of the successful nests 
in California 697 eges or 93% hatched. (Dow, 1943). : Renestine:. Attemnts observed, 
but few known tobe successful (Craighead and Craighead, 1949): Care of young: 
By both narents; when swimming on oven water one varent usually leads the family 
groun, followed by the goslings, with the other nerent bringing uv the rear (Kort- 

right, 1942). Adult-juvenile ratios: See 16 (survival). Hybridization: Takes 
nlace under semidomestic conditions when geese are crowded; Canada goose X Tmden 

goose (Blain, 1944). . Sex and age ‘criteria: Geese observed in the field are not 
as yet distinguishable as to sex; see also Table I:- 

11. MORTALITY: Probably shows same characteristics as human mortalities (Zlder, 

1947). ‘Predation: California gull (Williams and Marshall) and ravens (Craighead 
and Craighead) destroyed eggs. Predation encountered before and during incuba- 

tion, rarely after hatching (Craighead and Craighead, 1949). Disease: Asnergil- 

losis, @ fungus infection of the respiratory tract (Dow, 1943); lead voisoning 

(Howard, 1934). Parasites: not covered here. Accidents: See 15 (weather). 

12. FOOD HABITS: Largely vegetable matter, secured mainly by grazing (Bent, 1925). 
Palatability list: In FPlorida--grass-leaved sagittaria, water weed, coontail, and 

bulrushes, in descending order (Gist, 1949). Fall: Inland geese vick up fallen 
grein in stubble fields, nibble at green herbage in nastures, and consume great 

auantities of corn. Aquatic plant roots, snrouts, end leaves are also used (Bent, 
1925). Winter: Birds on the coast feéd on leaves, blades, and fruits of marine 
plents, such as sea lettuce, and on various algae (Bent, 1925). Swring: Inland 

they cron svrouting small grains, and farther north eat last year's cron of
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\ berries (Bent, 1925). .Grit: They take large quantities of grit to facilitate 
; digestion, and.will fly many miles to obtain it. (various authors). 

13. FOOD AND COVER: Key. plants: Most nests. found in hardstem bulrush, salt- 5 
grass, alzali bulrush, and cattail vegetation (Williams and Sooter, 1941). j 
Key formation: aquatic areas, esnecially those atjacent to erasslands, prairies 
and grain fields. Feeding: Hawkins, auoted by Kortright (194?) noted tvo types 
of feeding on land (1) the vacuum cleaner type, (?)>the desultory tyne. On water 
they feed by "tipning" (Pent, 1925). Feeding is done by night, at daybreak, or 
at dusk, if disturbed by day (Hanson % Smith, 1947). Change in food habits co- 
incide with shift from nesting to brooding activities; grazing vredominates dur- 
ing the incubation veriod, but birds seek acuatic foods after the egrs are hatched 
(Dow, 1943). Relation to land use and plant succession: Inland geese are commonly 
found in agricultural areas (mainly vrairie areas) where they fraze stubble fields 
and eat. corn. Grazing of svrouting grain in snring is beneficial to the crop 

(W. Van Dien, verbal). Stage of amvhibious plents in a hydrach succession is 
imvortant to geese, esvecially for nesting cover and molting cover (Craighead and 
Craighead, 1949). : Pane ; 

14. PHENOLOGY: (Migration dates omitted); in Utah first broods were observed 
on May 2, (Williams and Marshall, 1938). i : 

15. WHATHER AID WATER RELATIONS: Unfavorable weather (floods) causes mortal- d 
ity before and during incubation, rarely after hatching (opposite of unland 
game) (Craighead and Craighead, 1949). Below-zero temmeratures, frigid winds, 
and driving snow apnarently had no ill effect on geese nroviding they had an 
ample food supnly, even when no oven water was available (Grimm &Bickles, 1948). 
A thick fog may bewilder them and lead them astray or to disaster. Heavy snow- 
storms also disasterous, as in flyine against beecons and lighthouses, killing - 

themselves (Bent, 1925). ‘90% of nests were either surrounded by water or were 

within 30 feet of water; nests were elevated above the water level’ (Dow, 1943). 

16. POPULATIONS: In "Mississivoi Flyway" in 1941-42 thére was a high of about _ 
145,000 geese; in 1945-46 a low of 53,500 (Eenson and Smith, 1947). - Census: 

Aerial census »f winter concentrations is »robably the best method (R. C. Hovkins, 
verbal). Density: "Not more than one nesting vair to each half acre or acre of 

nesting territory has been found desirable" (Johnson, 1947). One nest ner 21 
acres of vatential nesting cover (emergent veretation) was found in Utah (‘illiams 
and Marshall, 1937); Travving: In Illinois the semivermanent section tran was most 
successful (Hanson, 1949). ‘In Missouri @ cannon-net devise was used arid found 
successful (anon. 1949). The data.under the following two subheadings was ob- _ 
tained from Bilder (19:7) at Horseshoe Take Auring a vonulation decline. ‘Sex-age — 
composition: "In hunters! bags we foun? 5 juveniles for each old nair shot, while 
in banding after the close of shooting we found only 3 young ver adult vair." é 

Survival: For every 100 birds in the nomlation this winter, 36 will be alive the 

next, 15 the next, 5 thé next, and one the lagt. Perhans ‘only one goose in.a 1000 
lives to be 10 years old (Blder,:1947). The svrvivel of goslings annearet very 
high (Craighead and Craighead, 1949). Productivity: Based on the corresnondence 
of neaks of curves of flock count data from Mass. (1916), I11. (1942), and Wis- 
consin (1942) nroductivity annears to be very nedérly constant from year to year 

{ (the same number of younr are raised annually) (Slder and Bilder, 1949). Longevity: 
| Cantive vair of Canada geese mated for forty-two years and andther vair mated for 

twenty years; in both cases; when one of the nairs was killed, the mate died ‘in a 
few months (McAtee, 192). — Ure R res E : ‘
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17. POPULATION CONTROLS: This is a tradition-bound species which pioneers slowly. 

When en entire local’ povulation is killed, the breeding traditions ‘are killed with: 
the birds. Thus the area is "burned out", no matter how attractive it may be. 
“hen new traditions are established, as Pirnie (1938) did in Michigan, a new lo- 

cal breeding vovuletion is created (Hochbaum, 1946). Hunting pressure acted as: ; 

a nonulation control of the Mississivpi Flyway ‘when a disvrovortionel amount of 

juvenile geese were killed dt Horseshoe Lake (Flder, 1946). Strife: In Wyoming 
on a 40-mile-stretch of the Snake River with ? nests ver mile, intrasvecific ; 
strife was singularly lacking throughout ‘breeding season (Craighead, and Craig- 
head, 1949). = 3 - oe " 

18. KILL RECORDS: Yields: Fall of 1945 at Horseshoe lake thé open season totaled 
22h hours; with the rate of kill, 225 géese per hour (Blder, 1946). Percent kill: 
Recént (about 1945)"hunting seasons betweén 23 and 46 rercent of the Mississippi 
Flyway céose ‘nopulation was shot; the ill. at Horseshoe Lake from 1940-45 was 
80% juvenile (Hanson end Smith, 1947). Crimpling loss: At Horseshoe Lake it 
amounted to.1,000 to 2,000 birds each season, almost all became food for raccoons 
and other carnivores (Yeager and Elder, 1945). Illegal kill: At Horseshoe Lake 

about 24% was added to the geese bagged to allow for birds illegally killed (Han- 

son and Sith, 1947).°"Hanting studies: Lack of wariness in the geese at Horse- 
shoe Lake was a contributing factor to the heavy: kill (Elder, 1946; ‘Hanson and 
Smith, 1947). 

19. HUNTING CUSTOMS! By means of'corn and live decoys, man has been able to 
manipulate the’ movements: of geese in many areas. Stallting geese by walling be- 

side a horse to get within range (Bent, 1925) is now illegal. Gunners take ad- 
vantage of their regular‘ habits to shoot them on their lines of flight. A hole 
is dug in the ground’déen enough to conceal the gunner’ entirely, end decoys are 

set around it (Elder, 1946). Whenever vossible Fskimos or Indians shoot geese 
in the James and Hudson Bay area for food. Hunting laws: Bag limit (Mississippi 
Flyway) 5 in’ 1938;°2 in 1942; 1946-no season; 2? in 1949; Hunting rerulations: 
In 1944 the Fish and Wildlife Service established the nrincivle of limiting the 
kill at Horéeshoe lake by closing the season when a fixed number of geese (6,000) 
had been:talten. -While the officiel] machinery was creaking into action the kill 

mounted at: the rate of 600 birds ver day; by the time shooting'was stonped 9,000 

geese had’ been killed (Mlder, 1946). be aay, 

20. ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION AD: PRAVSPLANTATION: Successful establishment of 

colonies of geese at (1) Seney National Wildlife Refuge, Mich. ‘(Johnson, 1947); 
(2?) W. K. Kelloge Bird Sanctuary,’ Mich. (Pirnie,:1938); (3) Pymatuning State Game 
Refuge, Perna. (Grimm and Sickles, 1948); ‘throueh the release of ninioned adults. 

"Goslings, when transvorted to other flyways, do not’ have an urge to return to ~ 

their natal home or other flyways, but adont the migratory habits of birds among 
which they grow uv" (Williams & Kalmbach, 1943). fei 

21. REFUGES, PUBLIC HUNTING GROUNDS: The effect of the Horseshoe Lake "refuge" 

for geese has been diverse (Hlder, 1945). Pesvonsible in vart for the small 
kill in the vicinity of the Miner Sanctuary is a "buffer zone" that surrounds 
the feeding grounds and vonds for a distance of one mile. This "buffer zone" 
was only 75-100 yards at Horseshoe Lake (Hlder, 1946). 

22. ECONOMICS: Values: Becausé ‘of its large size and good table qualities, it 
has been in demand as a game bird for many years (Bent, 1925). Damage: In spring 
ote flocks do considerable damage to svrouting grains in wet weather (Bent, 

1925).
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\ 23. SUMMARY: Status of species: Though these birds have been subjected to vari- 

\ ous degrees of hunting nressure for a great length of time, they seem to be hold- 

ing their own and are increasing at the nresent time.. Management possibilities: 

Hochbaum (1946) believes that in the United States "the rebuilding of (breeding) 
traditions is just as important as the rebuilding of marshes." Since evidence 

shows.that successful flocks were built up through the release of adult pinioned 

birds and through the release of juvenile geese, we have the methods for building 
new traditions. There are, no doubt, numerous areas where this goose would suc- 

cessfully breed if new traditions were established. Additional facts to be con- 
sidered in a management rogram are: (1) wintering flocks must have sufficient 
fond and large bodies of open water for resting and obtaining grit, and (2) the 
harvest must be governed to prevent a disprovortional kill of juvenile birds. . 
Unknowns: Breeding behavior following death of a mate; ege composition, ‘turnover, 
and survival in stable vonulation; repellents. me : 
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TABLE I 

Criteria of Sex and Age in Juvenile, Yearling Adult, and Older Adult Canada Geese* 

Juveniles Yearling Adults Older Adults 

Criteria Males Females Males Females Males Females 
Tail Feathers dull brown; glossy black; glossy black; 

2 notched tins entire tips entire 

Bursa oven open open oven’ oven in 49% of 2.5- 

year-old geese, 

closed in older 
geese. 

i Average denth pon. 27 20.5 20.5 15 in 2.5-year-old 

(in mn.) geese. 

Variation 2-35 2b-35 18-24 18-2 7-?1 in 2.5-year-old 

(in mn.) geese. 

Waked area usually : flesh red to purple. 

covering the pinkish red. 

anal sphincter 

muscle. 

Penis not sheathed -- sheathed & coiled, - sheathed, unextended, =o 

or coiled, typically about 10 is 50-100% larger than 
less then 10 mn. long * 4 mm. in typical yearling, »rom- 

mm. length, diameter, unextended, inent venation, dark 

vink color. sheath vale flesh in red to purple in color, 

color, turgid in usually flaccid in 

annearance. appearance. 

Oviduct -- closed ~- closed -- oven 

Average weight 75 6.5 on me 8.4 70 

(in lbs.) 
, tVariation 5.0=9.3 4.6.2 —_ — 6.2-10.6 5.920.6 

(in 1b.s) . 

*Data for B. C. interior After Hanson (1949) and Blder (1946)
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( : University of Wisconsin 

tS aie allef ideas ' (not for publication) 

( : Us : GAME MANAGEMENT DIGEST FOR THE REDHEAD . 

f i i (compiled by Carroll D. Besadny, 1951):: 

1. SCIESTIFIC NAME: Aythya americana (Byton). Vernacular names: sray- 

back, raft duck, American pochard, redheaded raft duck, Canada violon, mle 

duck, fiddler, fiddler duck, redheaded. broadbill, red neck, redheaded 

pochard duck, nochard, and Washington -canvasback (4, 13). 

2.. DESCRIPTION; Adults: sexes different. Male has bright, reddish-chestnut 

head and-upper neck. Female has yellowish-brown head, with whitish chin; 

wearl-gray speculum also present (44). Juveniles: In first plumage, sexes 

sinilar and resemble adult female, except that they are more Mottled and . 

have less clear brown above, and are dull gray-brown, nottled with white, 

below. Young males darker than young females, varticularly on breast and 

head. During November black feathers: of head and neck begin to appear, and 

gray, vermiculated feathers of back,. sdapulars and sides are assumed. By 

February plumage. practically adult-.. Progress of.-young females to maturity 
similar (4h). Downy young: Sides of head, neck, and lower parts, deep Darr, 

palest on belly... Tov of head: and upper. varts of body ochraceous olive 

brown, with yellow svot on sides of body and rump, and on border of wings 

(21). Eybrids: Known to have crossed with: common scaup (A. marila), © 
ringed-necked duck (A. collaris), lesser scaup (A. affinis), and hooded mer- 
ganser (Lophodytes cucullatus). In captivity, knowmm:to cross with mandarin 

duck (Aix galericulata) (57). Weights and measurements:- Adult male, 2.6 to 
3 pounds; adult female, 2.37 to 2.90 pounts; juvenile male, 2.33 pounds; 
juvenile female, 2.10 vounds (9, 57, 58). Total length, 20-21 inches, ex- 

tent 33; wing about &.5 inches; -culmen, 2.05-2.25; greatest width of bill, 
-75-.85; tarsus, 1.60-1.65; middle toe, 2?.3-2.4 inches (19, 57). Voice: 

In spring male utters a qua-qua, especially duxing mating season (44). At 
other times utters no sound with excention. of slight hiss (52). . Female, 

when rising fron water makes loud, clear ‘squak; also growling sound. r—r—r-r- 

wha, r-r-r-r-wha (44, 52). 

3. .GRACKS AND SIGN: Tracks of all ducks similar, except for more prominent 
hind toe in diving ducks.. Yebbed feet well adapted for swimming. . Because 
legs of ducks are shorter and set farther back on body than those of geese, 

Gaucks not good travelers on land. Toes-in as it walks,. webs betveen toes 

plainly registering (38). Flight characteristics: Rise from water in con- 

fused manner and flight always appears hurried, .On wing appears shorter 

and darker than canvasback, wing beat even-more rapid and flight. erratic. 
When rafting, flock will. suddenly "boil-un". and as quickly resettle, without 
apparent reason (44). In flight, speeds of 40-50 MPH have been recorded (4, 

4, MOLTS AND PLUMAGES: Ducks molt twice a year., In late June drakes begin 
postnuptial. or eclipse molt which is only vartial. Full-vlumaged wing re- 

vlaced in latter part of that month. In this plumage head and neck become 

browner, breast becomes mottled, and brown feathers appear on back and rump. 
From partial eclipse plumage dralkes commence to molt.into winter plumage in 

early autumn. “ing is as in vinter plumage. Full reddish color of head and 

upper neck regained fairly auickly, and on lower neck, chest, and upper neck, 
black feahers begin to outnumber brown ones of eclipse. New vermiculated 

winter feathers may be seen coming in on back, scavulars, and sides. Usually 

by Wovember, full winter plumage attained. In more backward individuals some
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brownish feathers remain on back and scapulars; whitish tips versist on 
chest-feathers, and some buffy-brown eclipse feathers remain on flanks 

(44, 60). Adult females undergo two molts also. They are flightless dur- 
ing wing molt like males, but because flight feathers not shed until after 

hen “has finished with brood, flightless period delayed and, in:time, follows 
wing molt of adult male (34).° Down is dull white (20). Juveniles: In first 

plumage sexes alike and somewhat resemble adult female, except that they are 

more mottled, having less clear brown above and dull gray-brown below. Young 

males darker, particularly on breast and head. During November black feathers 
on breast of young male appears, but tipped with brown at first. In Decen- 
ber, red feathers of head and neck begin to apoear and gray, vermiculated 

feathers of back, scanulars and sides assumed. By February, plumage prac-— 

tically adult. Progress of plumage in young female similar (Ak, SiZde 

5. DISTRIBUTION: General: Often erratic in distribution; sometimes apnears 

in numbers in given area and then for few years almost deserts it, only to 

reappear there later in goodly abundance (17). Limited to North America. 
Found from southern British:Columbia and. Hudson Bay country east to Nassa- 
chusetts, south to southern. California and Florida. Casual in Alaska and 
regular on Atlantic Coast north to southern Labrador (17, 24).. Only few 
pass as far north as 54 degrees latitude, northern range of species thus 

being more restricted than that of any other Canadian duck. A stray found 
in 1896 on Kodiak Island,-Alasia. Wot yet found in Newfoundland (15). 
Breeding range: One of smallest: ranges of important North American game. 

ducks. Also greatly restrictsd.within this small range. Since dependent 

largely upon emergent vegetation, redhead confined mainly to established 
marsh areas. Thus main breeding range is in southern part of Canadian 

prairie provinces (35). Winters in Pacific Coast region from northern 
Washington and southern British Columbia to southern California; in 

Atlantie Coast region from New Jersey to northern Florida; in Mississippi 
Valley from Kentucky southward into Gulf Coast region west to southern 

Texas; and in western Mexico. On wintering grounds perfectly at home in 

fresh, brackish, or salt water and in this way seems to occupy an ecologi- 

cal niche midway between true sea ducks and inland puddle ducks (15, 17). 

6. “HISTORY: Goes back many centuries. Regarded as identical with common 
‘pochard of Old World. Recently Millias (1913), Hartert (1920), and others 
have again relegated it to position of subspecies variety (52). 

7. AGGREGATIONS: Redheads ‘generally gregarious, often feeding and milling 

about in extremely dense flocks. Birds most active in early morning and 

‘late evening and, if disturbed, rest during much of midday (17). This deep- 
water duck keeps out in center of rivers or lakes, congregating at times in 
such numbers as to form immense rafts (21). Often associated with lesser 
_scaun in varying proportions. On wintering srounds feeds with lesser scavp 

if fresh water, greater scaup if salt water. Sometines mixes with hugh . 

rafts of American Coots. Often intermingles with canvasbac!: and ruddies on 

breeding grounds (21, 57)é “Great flocks of redheads take their departure 
from sloughs and lakes vefotre frescze-up comes. Size of flock varies. 

‘Roberts (60) observed large flock in immense V, longest limb estimated as 
3/4ths mile long, while shortest limb was 1/Mth mile long, with solid mass 
of ducks filling in forward part of V. i
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8. MOVEMENTS: Annual: Spring migration northward takes place with ‘great 

body of river ducks soon after open vater appears, usually during middle of 

( March. Direct route is chosen up Mississippi River Valley for majority of 
redheads (57). Average date of arrival is March 20 (earliest March 10, 
1898) (15). During height of spring migration redheads travel in flocks 
predominantly of their own species, with lesser. scaup and ringed-necked 

ducks almost invariably included. In early stages of migration, March 20- 
April 1, towards end of flight, April 15-May 1, almost every conceivable 
combination of diving duck species seen flying together. Baldpates and. 

gadwalls often observed feeding on plant scraps brought to surface of water 

by feeding redheads (52). Fall movement of redhead well under way in October 
and exhibits in extreme degree phase of migration in which course taken is 

at wide angle from normal southern one (15). Appears that redheads go due 
east to reach winter quarters on Atlantic Coast. Average date when first 
migrants apnear in southern Ontario is September 19, and October 19 is aver- 

age date when species becomes common. Large flocks cross into North Dakota 

about October 1; common in central Mississippi Valley about middle of month 
and reach Gulf Coast from Texas to Florida early in November when last 
deserting northern breeding grounds. Autumn migration more extended than 

spring migration. Usually an excess of males during migration (15, 44, 57). 

In winter redhead stays near sea coast. Prefers inland fresh-water ponds 

and rarely ventures out to sea. One of least maritime of all diving ducks. 

Sometimes flocks will winter in vicinity of Great Lakes where they often 
perish of starvation thru freezing of smaller lakes in which they have 

settled. Seasonal: Drakes move several hundréd miles after breeding season 
to molting areas (57). Daily movements: Active on wine both day and even- 
ing. Through middle of day comparatively quiet. “hen much disturbed, re- 
tire to deep waters (34, 57). As with all other ducks, redheads prefer to 
travel by night during migration. 

9. TERRITORY AND HOME RANGE: Territorial boundaries not too rigid; no wit- 
ness of direct attack by intruders. Territory frequently in open bays where 

loafing spot not necessarily required within this area. Territorial pairs 

occasionally attended by extra males. Thesé tag along more in role of spec- 
tators than participators. Seem quite tolerant in close association of 
pairs. Territories may be-close to civilization in terms of yards. Male 

usually leaves territory shortly after beginning of incubation (34). Domes- 
tie ties in redhead family as loose as any of other North American ducks 

(67). Bent (13) found several nests within few feet of each other. 

10. BREEDING: Mating: Monogamous (487). . Choosing mate begins on wintering 

grounds prior to svring migration. Redheads. begin to acquire winter and 

nuptial plumage in December (13), and reproductive stimulus probably begins 
at that time. By the time breeding and nesting grounds reached, courtship 
is part of daily routine and performance becomes more ardent as date of 

nesting apvroaches (52, 57,..66). There.is a good deal of jealousy and trans- 
ferring ‘of attention from one mated pair to other-and males make frequent 

rushes at one another (57, 66). Courtship activities, primarily display 
and pursuit by males, often returned by female. Males in group attempt to 

gain favor with female by bowing, sudden jerking of head, or by throwing * 

head far over back toward tail. Little courtship done in air and males 
flying after females over marshes:often attemmt to force female to alight. 

Courtship most active 2-2.5 hours after dawn and in evening for 1.5-2 hours 

before dark., Courtship activities appear to be stimulated greatly by pres- 
ence of more than one vair of birds. Seldom observed when pair is alone. 

Increased courtship activities noted in redheads not only during regular
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prenesting season, but thru July, the main nesting season. Decreasod court- 
ship activities notcd in birds cxposcd to cold north winds, cloudy and stormy 
days, particularly during April (52). When in captivity, occasional dis- 
plays observed year round (34). “hen in captivity, occasional displays 
observed year round (3). Many cases seen where two or more males to each 
courted female because some of females resting or fceding short distances 

awey from those in courtship. By end of April, two-thirds estimated as _ 

paired. At end of courtship period, May 15, small flocks of unmated males 

seen flying overhead. Later, as mated males deserted incubating females, 

flocks of 30 commonly seen.. After middle of July no males seen (52). In 
. Manitoba, Canada male redheads move from nesting habitat to center of large 

lakes to acquire their eclipse plumage (33). Prior to and several days 
after nesting male closely attends female as he stands guard against in- 

trusion of others of species on open water or on old muskrat lodge near 

nest. Guarding role of. male short-lived for he soon loses interest in in- 

cubating female to join others of his sex (52). Breeding Age: 1 year (48). 
Nesting studies: Selection of nest sites made early in morning and in evon- 
ing. When birds begin to frequent nesting habitats, but before beginning 

of nesting, they return nightly to large open lakes to rest. Small potholes 

and marshes used. Westing areas are shallow basins with 18 inches or less 

water end dense emergont vegetation (21, 52). This tends to concontrate 
redhead nesting populations. Species nesting over water is more vulnerable 

to seasonal changes then land-nesters. Thus floods cause heavy losses (35). 

Williams and Marshall (68) found 26% flood loss in redheads. Low (50) found 
that instability of water levels was most destructive factor in redhead pro- 

duction. Nests left far above receding water usually abandoned before hatch- 
ing time (35). Test is large loose structure of dead vegetation built among 

stending rushes over shallow water or mud. Sometimes built on ground in 

thick sedge or weeds and constructed of same material. Nest usually well 
hidden from overhead observation. Inserted down is delicate white, faintly 

tinged with gray (57, 64). Low (52) found that nests were built an average 
of 72 yards from outer edge of marsh vegetation and 85% were located within 

50 yards of open weter. Nesting densities reached maximum where not less ~ 
than 10% end not more than 25% of habitat was open water. Low found nest- 
ing densities for important cover plants to be: one nest to 3 acres of 
slender bulrush, one nest to 6 acres of hardstem bulrush, one nest to 11 
acres of white top, one nest to 13 acres of sedge and one nest to 16 acres 
of narrow-leaved cattail. Redheads apvear tolerant of other nesting water 

birds. Coot and pied-billod grebo nests found within foot and ruddy and. 

mallard nests found within five yards of redhead nests. Coots often rebuild 
abandoned redhead nests to rest or lay eggs in and ruddy ducks use old’ red- 
hoad nests as nesting sites (52). Low (52) lists 28 species of wator birds 

4 nesting within-nesting areas of redhead. In southern Canada nesting begins 
early in-Nay, but heavy lag often the caso with many nests being started” 

after June 15 (35). In California, many nests found in lato May and early 
June. Now Moxica and Utah--early June. .In, North Dakota and Saskatchewan 

season very nearly the same as farther south (20, .52, 57). Because of un- 
explained traits of species, heavy wastage of reproductive energy. Com- 

pound nests,-holding 20 or more cggs,- product of two or moro females, 
freauently found. Such nests abandoned before’ incubation complete (35). 3 
Eggs freauently deposited in nosts of ruddy dick and canvasback (20, 34). 
Cinutch: size: 10-15 cream-white or grayish-white eggs constitute normal 
clutch, but clutches from 6 to 22 have been recorded (16, 19, 20, 21, 13, 
34, 48, 52, 57, 60, 64). Incubation: Most authors agreo, on 2!#28 days (3k, 
48, 52, 69). o definite rhythm. of incubation carried out by female. Aver- 
age of 17.6 hours a day spent on nost by one closcly observed fomale during
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2h day incubation veriod (52). Sowls (54) found 42% hatch of total of 52 

nests. Bennett (12) found 40.5% nest vroductivity while Low (52) found 
successful hatch of 45.1%. Crows, sauirrels, skunks, and flooding are big 

egs destroyers (64). Renesting may take place anytime within nesting 
season, e.g. from early May to August 15 (34). Only one brood a year known 

( (13, 48). Broods: Average 5.5 fron 7,000 observed females (14). First 
broods hatch June 15; most broods hatch June 15-July 15; last broods hatch 

AuSust 15; first young in flight August 15; most young in flight August 15- 

September 15; last young in flight September 15-November 1. Total flight- 

less veriod for young: June 15- November 15 (34, 69). This long flightless 
period catches some when freeze-up comes. Many young also vulnerable to 

Jate-season declines in water levels and many still flightless during first 
part of hunting season (35). Juveniles: Hard-stem bulrush-river bulrush- 
burreed communities are important juvenile rearing cover. Sex and Age Cri- 
teria: a. Tail feather method: juvenile tail always worn until mid-Sevtember; 

b. Bursa: present to end of December and disappears before one year old; c. 
Cloacal method: presence or absence of penis, juvenile »enis never versists 

in yearling birds. Adult penis assumed during first winter or spring. Ovi- 
duct menbrane of juvenile female disappears before bird is one year old; d. 
Vermiculation of feathers for sex determination;’e. Dill markings for sex 

determination (44). : 

11. MORTALITY: Predation: Less oven to vredator losses than land nesting 
species. Crows, hawks, owls, bald eagles, magpies, dogs, cats, raccoons, 

opossum, mink, skunk, weasels, coyote, foxes, snapping turtles, pike and 

autos listed (34, 35, 40, 58, 59). Juvenile mortality: Young flightless 
for 7 to 11 months and quite vulnerable to predators (Ns Mink, snapping 

turtles, lead voisoning, exposure to weather, congenital disabilities, and 

trampling by females of other young recorded. lLeaches -narasitized 80% of 

younc, but found not to be cause of death (52). Disease and parasites: 
Pathological disturbances far more likely to prove serious when birds handi- 
capped by drought, starvation, or extreme cold or hot weather (59). Botulism 

outbreaks well known in species (39). Accidents: Oil and chemical wastes 
cause considerable mortality, esvecially on wintering grounds (57, 65). Lead 
shot: Redheads usually dig for seeds and tubers where abundance of expended 

lead shot available. Close relationship between frequency of occurrence 
of ingested shot and feeding habits seem to indicate that it is taken ‘as 

food.. Mortality resulting from lead poisoning closely associated with num- 
ver of shot ingested. 456 gizzards examined, 13.646 contained lead shot; 
©.34%5 had 1 shot, 1.76% had 2 shots, 1.31% had 3 shots, 0.44% had 4 shots 
and 1.75% had 7 shots (7). Six number 6 shot have been known to kill (44, ; 
58). Hunting mortality: Hochbaum (35) rates redheads as most vulnerable 
of waterfowl species. Sasily’ stalked and decoyed (7, 57): | 

12. FOOD HABITS: A diver and vrominant vegetarian with about 90% of food 
coming from vlant kingdom. Animel food consumed mainly from December to 

February inclusive (44). Cottom (17) found 364 gizzards contained 89:66 
plant food with dominant plants being: Pondweeds 32%, muskgrass 23%, sedges 

34, grasses 6%, and wildrice 34. Animal food consisted of insects 6%, and 

mollusks 44. “Gravel taken in great quantities, often equaling food in 

volume and averaging 34.7% of stomach contents. Feathers occesionally con- 

sumed (17, 20, 25, 44, 57, 60). Feeds by night as well as by cay. . Most of 
food obtained,at moderate denths of 3 to 10 feet. Grinnell, Bryant, and 

Storer (1918) saw redheads dabbling about in mud in shallower waters (24). 

Cover: Dense stands of hardstem bulrush (Scirpus acustus), river bulrush 
(Seirvus fluviatilis), narrow-leaved cattail (Gynha angustifolia), reed 
grass (Phragmites maxinius), and burreed (Potomageton strictifolius) sought
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in ebaormally cold woathor. Seck caves and high beach banks during severe 

windstorms, although many romain to ride waves in open wator (52). Juvenile 
food: Trom 3 downy young gizzards, Cottam (17) found 69% vlant food and 31% 

enimal food. 

13. PHEYOLOGY: Soe section 8 for migration phenology, section 4 for molting 

phonology and section 10 for mating and nesting phonology. 

14. POPULATIONS: The fact that redhead. is declining while in last 5 yoars 
most other species are increasing is evidence of racial debility. Critical 

populetion level for endangered species unknown. History of oxterminated 

specics suggests that when cortain low point in population level is, reached, 

species does not recover despite improved environmental conditions and manago- 

mont. At Delta, redhcad is 1lcast common of all ducks during spring flight. 

(Delta is within vest brocding range of this species). Average ratio of 

redheads to other ducks over 7-year voriod at Delta ran as follows: 1:3 

cenvasback, 1:15 losser scaup (35) « In 1945 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

said "the redhead must bo watched," suggesting its low numbers. Nesting 

donsities: See section 10.. Trapping: same technicucs applied as on other 

watcrfowl species. Use of ‘funnel-typo bait traps (49). Pipe decoy usod 

in Canada. Sex ratios: 
Ratio of male to fomale Sample size Author Year 

1550 ? Beor (5) 1945 
1.45 814 Low (50) 1938 

1.43 1793 { : 1939 
1,23 "93 i ic 1940 
1.42 3400 i 3-year total 
1.14 N12 Hochbaum (34) 1944 
1.14 ? Furniss (28), 1935 

Longevity: “ild redheads Imown to reach 16 yoars of ago (44). 

15. POPULATION CONTROLS: Drought and drainage have destroyed much of 

limited breeding grounds (17, 32, 35, 4, 52, 58). Hunting is major pom- 
lation control (7, 35) as-is botulism and lead poisoning (14, 34, 44). 

16. KILL RECORDS: Barly records of intonsive shooting (24, 58). Crippling 
loss: An estimate on Horicon Marsh, Wis. 20% (37). Othor ostimates of 
erivpling loss are: 33-50% lowor Illinois River, 15-20% jumn shooting on 
upper Mississippi Pivor, 134 for 5 year avorage on Rio Grande, Now Mexico 
(42). To estimates of illegal kill for U.S. available. 

17.. HUNTING CUSTOMS AND REGULATIONS: Birds taken by pass, jump, and decoy 

shooting (7, 21, 30). Also by battory boat and gill net ($7). Stato rogu- 
lations bogen in U.S. in 186 (Rhode Island) (7). Legal rostrictions on 
bag limits bogan in 1887 (7). .Migratory Bird Treaty Act, which limited 
scasons, beeame offective in 1918 (7). Live decoys became illegal in 1934 
(7). In Illinois in 1936-37 rcdheads placed on closed list. Bag restric- 
tions stayed with redhead from 1932 to 1944 whon all restrictions then re- 
moved. 1935 brought 3-shell limit (7). 

18. .ARTIFICTIAL PROPAGATION: Successfully raised in captivity (48). Leopold 
(48) does not credit hatching or rearing of wild oggs as success. Hochbaum 

(3!) found rearing of wild cggs helped replonish breeding arcas. 

19. REFUGES: Considered positive conservation factor (7, 29, 59). At 
present Mississippi flyway contains 1,100,000 acres of state and federal
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waterfowl refuges. Greatest acroage federally owned due to! a. Migratory 

Bird Treaty Act males conservation of these bird's fedcral obligation, and 

( b>. Migratory Waterfowl Huntins Stamp Act provides funds for development and 
maintenance of waterfowl refuges. Pittman-Robertson Act also made funds 

available to accelerate establishment of waterfowl refuges or goneral wild- 

life areas (29, 47). Public Hunting Areas: Mississipvi flyway has 400,000 
acres of public hunting grounds (10). These areas frequently have high 
hunter concentration and high total kill, but’ low huntor success (8). 

20. ECONOMICS: Waterfowl resources ‘estimated to ropresont expenditure of 
$300,000,000 yearly (18). In carly days hunted porsistontly’ and systomati- 
cally and shipped to large citics despite laws. Sold for %3.50 to $4.00 
a pair on carly markets (46, 57). Very rarely do they interfore with crops 

(52). : ey ‘i : 

21. SUMMARY: Status: Redhead more abundent in past than now. Rvthlossly 
shot in colonial times along Atlantic Coast. Docroase algo duc to silting 
up of river mouths along Atlantic Coast and consequent failure of food supply 

(57). Greatly reduced in Wisconsin by 1903 (46). Zvidence of satisfactory 
.gain in numbors since 1913 whon Federal laws wont’ into effect (52) ». Today 

suffering serious population decline in considerable portion of breeding 

range in Canadian Prairie Provinces despite improved environmental condi- 
tions (35). Reduction in numbers brought about es result of: overshooting, 

and destruction of nesting grounds through drainage an“ drought Cle Bey 
4h, 52,.60).  Managomont: Local duck populations may be increased by food 
and. cover planting and wator level control (1,52, 59). Freedom from in- 
trusion.by predators and socurity from versecution are main requisites de- 

nanded. by waterfowl for brocding grounds (21). Botulism and load poisoning 
must also be combatted. Additional research necded on species and refuge 
systems, public hunting ground systems, and state programs nocd further 
oxamination. . Pe i 
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& GAME MANAGEMENT DIGEST FOR THS RACCOON 

(comoiled by Hugh A. Yilmar, 1951) 

1. NOMEYCLATURE: Scientific name: Procyon lotor (Procyon = before dog; lotor = 

washer). 31 species and subspecies in N. and Middle America. ‘Wisconsin: 

Procyon lotor hirtus (Nelson and Goldman, 1930; Goldman, 1950). Vernacular 

names: "racoon" "coon", "ringtail" etc. (from Aracoon-Indian; Seton, 1909). 
Names like: "groundcoon", treecoon", "marshcoon" (Dozier, 19/8); etc. refer 
to denning habits or occurrence, size and color-—vhase differentiation, some-— 

times correlated with a different snecies or subsvecies. Fur names: Pelts 
used for fur are called: "Chinese badger", "Alaska bear", Raccoon sable has 
the trade name of "Alasva sable". Dyed fur also called "Maud-O-Coon" or 
"Marcoon" (Bersing, unvudl.). 

?. DESCRIPTION: Dental formula: Sap ar iele as Wale one 
eat ee iggy ag Meet 

(total number forty; ten on each side of upner and lower jaws.) Large 

canines, molar teeth are rounded to fit omnivorous diet. Missing teeth and 

dental variations see Hall (1940). Medium-sized animal. "Brief summary of 
© bear" (Burroughs, 1900). "During apnroach, its singular black-maslced 
face; during retreat, its yet more singular: ringed tail, are label marks 

that proclaim to friend and foe with equal emvhasis, that this gray beast 

is a coon." (Seton, 1909). Long soft nelage, suffused ochraceous buff; top 
of head mixed gray and brownish black, giving a grizzled effect. Face with 

@ white. markings and black mark across forehead and eyes. Tail with a series 

(5.or 6). of buff and black rings, with:tip of tail black (Helson and Gold- 
man, 1930). Weights: Crawford (1950) found a definite relationship between 
country weight averages and country soil-fertility ratings in Missouri. 

12-26 lbs. (Burt, 1948). Av. adults 18 lbs. (Seton, 1929); 15 lbs. (Stuewer, 
1943b). Exceptional: male 30.5 lbs., Minnesota (Bailey, 1925); 56 lbs. 
Montcalm County, Michigan (Wood, 1932). Males little heavier than females. 
Juv. full grown after the end of second year (Stuewer, 1943d).. Seasonal 
weights differ as much as 50% between winter denning period (Jan.-March) 

and fall fattening veriod (Oct.-Dec.). External fat deposits in fall dis- 

tributed principally over back and rear avarters of. animal. Wood (1922) 
found a fatty blanet under the skin of a 30-ld. raccoon in November to 

\ weigh 5 lbs. Two-year old female weighed only 7.5 lbs. in March after: 
winter denning period (Stuewer, 1943b). During the 1950-51 muskrat trapping 
season in Horicon Marsh, some unusually small and heavy juvenile raccoons 
were taken. ? male nuns killed with lactating (1) female on November 25th 
weighed 3 lbs.-3 oz. and 3 lbs.-15 oz. 4 other juveniles talcen on Dec. 22nd 
ranged from 6-7! lbs. On Nov. 2nd, 1950, a tagged juv. male, approx. 6 
months old weighed 16 lbs.-8 oz. A juv. female taken Mov. 6th weighed 
16 los. oz. Ducks crippled during the 1950. waterfowl hunting season 

were readily taken by cover and may account for these fat heavy juveniles 

(Dorney, unpubl). Sanderson (1951) revorts from Missouri that during the i 
last 7 yrs. when the pop. increased, the av. female weight decreased avvrox. 
2/10 of a vound each year. He suggests that this decrease in weight re- 

flects the increase in the percentage of varous females in. the pov. —- "for 
it is clear that females which heve nursed young, are lighter in weight." 

@ Measurements: Total length 655-960 mm.; tail 200-265; hind foot 100-115; 
ear from notch 40-58 (Burt, 1948). Growth rates: Juveniles: after avnrox. 
20 days eyes onen and young become very active, barking like a small dog. 

After 7 weeks, miniatures of varents (Hamilton, 1936). After 16-20 weeks, 

tale only solid food (Stuewer, 1943b). Bars and feet attain adult size by
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the animal's first autumn. In fall, juv. weight less than 14 lbs. Female a 

juv.: teats 2-3 mm. long; yearling and adult teats avprox. 6 mn., dark and 
wrinkled after rearing young. Males: size and shave of venis bone diag- 

nostic for aging (Sanderson, 1950). Raccoons grow rather slowly; fully 

‘grown at end of second year (several authors). Voice and smell: Voice: 
Wood. (1922) describes the call as "a shrill tremule cry, almost like a 
whistle, which on a still night may be heard for a long distance." Others 
revort loud cries varying from one similar to a colt's whinnying. Tevis 
(1947). writes from the Santa lucia Mountains of coastal California that the 

vocalization of raccoons were part of the canyon's night sounds: "There 

was the low grumbling nurr by which a mother maintained contact with her 
cubs; the low soft snore and throaty, somewhat muffled growl of recogni- 

tion when two members of a vair nasse?; the fierce aspirated snort-growl, 

a bluffing challenge to combat and the bedlam of loud, fierce explosive 
snarls, snores and growls of intolerance at the weening of unsociable 

individuals." Stuewer (1943b) however only recorded less loud cries, like 
the low "twittering" of the female to assure her young; or the harsh 
"screeching" of juveniles and the growls and snarls of adults when cornered 

or disturbed. Senge of smell is well developed. Animals located acorns 
buried under 2 inches of dry sand (Stuewer, 1943b). Other senses: locates . 

much food (cray fish) by touch alone. Dimly receptive to visual impres- 
sions. Tevis (1947) found raccoons indifferent to svotlights but very sen- 
sitive to sounds. 

3. TRACKS AND SIGN: Tracks: Five. well developed toes with claws. Hind feet 

longer than front feet. Front feet together when running (tree climber!). 
Hind foot stenvs uvon the track of the valm of the forefoot when walking. & 

Forefoot adult 3/4 inch long; hind foot 44 inch (Jaeger, 1948). Tracks and 
often well trodden trails to be found along streams. Sign: Hairs caught 

in the rough wood and bark of den entrances. Raccoon feces possess a dis-— 

tinctive shave, are usually larger than the scats of other animals with 

which they are likely to be confused and frequently the fecal contents 

(corn, acorn, shell fish) as well as the vlaces of defecation (3/4 of 363 
scats, collected by Giles 1940 were on rocky vrominances) are indicative 
(Giles, 1940). The raccoon is a perivatetic defecator, but this bovine 
habit is not accompanied by bovine much less equine, success (Seton, 1909). 
A tynical dropnving when the raccoon has been eating crayfish is a cylindri- 

cal mass of exoskeletal fragments, smoothly coated by a damn, finely pul- 

verized, reddish material (Tevis, 1947). 

4, MOLT AND PELAGE: Juv.: At birth fur 5-10 mm. long and yellow mixed with 
fray. Mask becomes prominent after 10-12 days. Miniatures of parents after 
anprox. 7 weeks (Hamilton, 1936). Adults: see (2) description. Pelts of 
juv. becomes prime in December. Adult velts are vrime by mid-November or 
earlier (lalamazoo Hide and Fur Company, Michigan). Albinos are very rare. 
Melanistics are rare, The dark rangy swamn coon is not a distinctive ani- 

mal as such (Goldman, 1950). Color variations, see Whitney, 1931. 

5. DISTRIBUTION: The Procyon lotor-grouv has a transcontinental range from 
southern Canada (northern limit, Southern Manitoba - Sowls, 1949) to Panama. ° 
Distinct in parts of Rocky Mountain region. (This group is overlapped in 
Central America region by the so-called crab-eating raccoons of the sub- @ 

genus Euvrocyon which range from that northern limit as far south as Para- 

guay in South America.) Four different subsvecies described by Goldman 
(1950) inhabit in large numbers the Florida keys, and many of the Ten Thous- 
and Islands. Allen (1942) thinks that an important factor for their distri- 
bution on these islands is the land-building role of mangroves which has
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* locally reached a stare where it is vossible for raccoons to "travel almost 
adry=shod back and forth, to and from the mainland at will." 

6. HISTORY: Goldman, 1950: ‘The genus Procyon was well represented in the 

early Pleistocene of North America, when it already ranged across the 
present United States from coast to coast. The earliest reference in litera- 

ture is by Cantain John Smith (1612) who in describing the animals of Vir- 
ginia says: "There is a beast they call Aroughcun, much like a badger, but 
useth to live on trees as squirrels doe." Further information concerning 

history from Goldman (1950). local information, see other chapters. 

7. AGGREGATIONS: Not naturally gregarious. Adults found denning alone 
throughout the year. Two juveniles sometimes found denning together. 

Family groun consisting of female and young stay together into the fall 
(Stuewer, 1943b). Tevis (1947) reports a tendency to wander in conjunc- 

tion with intrasvecific intolerance. He watched and followed a male and 
female during their nocturnal haunt (see 9, Territory and Home Range.) 
Contradictory with Stuewer and Tevis are Sanderson's observations (pers. 
communication) and Twitchell and Dill's (1949) statements. ‘The latter 
found up to 9 coons winter-—denning together. This might be due to the high 

pyonulation density of the study area (refuge). (See 13, Denning Habits). 

“ven more veculiar is Seton's (1909) statement: "It is a common thing to 

find half a dozen coons in one hollow tree. It is a rare thing to finda 

solitary coon. Therefore I consider the coon a sociable animal. But 
they do not run in bands, excent as families; nor are several nests nlaced 

@ together; therefore, they are but slightly eregarious." 

8. MOVEMENT: daily: see 9, Home range. Winter denning might last for 
several nonths and varies with latitude. Seasonally: during summer most of 

the raccoon's feeding is near water, while in fall (and winter) animals are 
eating widely scattered mast, fruits and crons (several authors). Baker 
et al. (1945) revort just the opposite for an eastern-Texas range where 
the water remains unfrozen. Local shuffles involving the whole pop. are 

reverted by Cagle (1949). Raccoons living in the extersive marshland of 
the Delta Refuge move to the banks and seek shelter in the willow trees 
during veriods of high water. During such periods one could collect more 
than a hundred incividuals feeding on the shore in one evening. Annual: 

Stuewer (1943) found a redistribution of some juveniles. Wine disversing 

males av. 11.75 miles and five females av. 8.25 miles. o adults moved 

from their earlier recorded ranges. Nocturnal animal which might occasion- 
ally be seen during the daytime (several euthors). Can be outrun in the 
open by man. One coon swam across the Falamazoo River 150 ft. (Stuewer, 
1943b). 

9. TERRITORY AID HOM RANGH: Stuewer (1943b) found neither sex to display 
territorialism since home ranges overlapved consistently. TJwvidence of 
fightine is however occasionally reported. Scars and injuries are mostly 

found on the ears and the tail. Although Tevis (1947) has watched coon 

fighting on several occasions, individuals were usually only "bluffing". : 

Aggressiveness seemed to be defense of the female or cantured food (cray 

fish) rather than defense of area. The Michigan raccoons had an average 

range dimater of: ad. males - 1 mile; ad. females - 0.7 miles; juv. males - 

© 0.7 and juv. females - 0.5 miles. One ad. male caught 11 times and trecked 
25 times h-d a known home range of 1.2 miles (Stuewer, 1943b). Several 

other authors (Whitney, 1931; Seton, 1929; Grinnell et al., 1937) revort 
occasionally long travel distences ranging from 1-7 miles. Attractive 
food supolies might. be the cause (Stuewer, 1943b) .
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10. BREEDING HABITS: Mating habits: Some writers (viz. Seton, 1909) consider a 
raccoons monogamous; and others, volygamous. Evidence from field research 

..@one by Stuewer (1943bd) indicates promiscuity: Breeding age: Stuewer 
(1943b), Bennitt and Nagel (1937) end others found 50% of females breeding 
the first year, whereas males probably rarely mate successful as yearlings. 

Sanderson (1951) however states that most or all females are capable of 
breeding es yearlings in Missouri, but that they become sexually active later 

in spring than do adults. The latter are probably not capable of breeding 
before early January. On Long Island most females are not imvregnated in 

s their first winter (Sheffer, 1950). Pove (1944) found that both males and 
females mated ‘in cantivity in their first year. Breeding season: see also 

above. Seems to vary with latitude. In Michigan from beginning of Febr. 
through the first wee of March (Stuewer, 1943b). Whitney (1931) reports 
of occasional early summer breeding when female fails to mate during the 

late winter. Young are then born in Aupust (Hamilton, 1936). Asdell (1946) 
believes that adult males are carable of mating throughout the year. In 

females the onset of vaginal swelling occunies 2-3 days; they are recevtive 

for about 3 days (Stuewer, 1943a). RBisonnette (1937) induced females and 
males to breed in December by increasing illumination with electric light 

in pens. The breeding season advanced 40 days without disturbing normal 

course of pregnancy. See also ?, Weights and Measurements (Dorney, unvudl,). 
Gestation period: 63 days. Young are born in Avril or Nay varying with 

latitude. Den is usually in hollow tree, sometimes very small (10 x 10 in.). 
The only nesting material is the wood residue from decay and insect activity. 

Den sanitation evident (Stuewer, 1943b, and others). Litter size: 3-8 with 

an average of 4 (Stuewer, 1943b). In scuthwest Washington usually less e 
(Sheffer, 1950). No difference in litter size found between yearling and 

ad. females. Only 1 litter annually. Breeding votential 3 to 1 female or 
1.5 to l ad. with sex ratio 50:50 and 50% conceiving yearling females 

(Stuewer, 1943bd; Bennitt ani Nagel, 1937). Care of young: Only by female. 

Lactation extends over a period of about 3 months after varturition; though 
the young leave the den at avorox. 10 weeks of age (Stuewer, 19/3b). After 
ho days solid food is also taken (Hamilton, 1936). “hether the pvarents 
ever bring home food to the young is not lmown (Seton, 1909). Young are 

graspe’ by the mother about the middle, sometimes by the neck. Remain with 

her into the fall, sometimes until the mating season (Hamilton, 1936). 

11. MORTALITY: Excentionally healthy species. Little suscentible to vreda-. 
tion, disease, inclement weather and reduced food sunvly. Of 255 wild 

animals handled, only one ad. female anveared to be in poor health (Stuewer, 
1943b). Watural mortality in whole vopulation less than 20% of the fall 

kill by hunters and tranpers (Stuewer, 1943b). Starvation: in one case 

juv. of previous year foun’ starving and helv less in Avril after winter- 
denning period (Burroughs, 1900). Juv. mortality: one ner average litter 

of 4 in Missouri (Bennitt and Nagel, 1937). Mo juv. ortality in Michigan 

(Stuewer, 1943b). Annual juv. mortality (hunting, etc.) in Missouri 56% 
(Sanderson, 1951). Predation: in U.S. almost absent: fisher (Seton, 1929). 
Fxneriments disclosed that onossum do not “ill coon (Stuewer, 1943b) . . 
Accidents: Roadkills considerably less than for many other game species 

(Stuewer; 1943b). Diseases and parasites; not reported to cause death by 

Stuewer (1943b) and others. Wisconsin: A number of dead and dying raccoon 

found in the Nonroe, Evansville and Darlington areas in Green County during @ 

1950 and 1951 had a disease of the evizootic encephalitis tyne, exhibit— 

ing edamatous inflammation of the brain and interstitial pneumonia. The 

affected coon avnarently loses its fear of man after developing a hind- 

quarter varalysis. A good avpetite is shown in the stave of beginning
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paralysis, but the animal soon falls into a comatose state that terminates 
in death. All efforts to transmit this typical raccoon disease (not re- 

@ ported by other authors elsewhere) to hansters, cottontail rabbits or guinea 

vigs were unsuccessful to date. An effort is being made to nrenare a 

tissue vaccine which will protect game-farm raccoon raised for release in 
the wild, against this disease. 5 raccoon from Horicon Marsh were found to 

have pasteurellosis (Hemorrhagic septicemia). All data from Flakas (1950, 
1951). 

12. FOOD HABITS: Omnivorous. lot bothered by scarcities of any one kind of 
food. By ada»nting its feeding habits and changing its foraging beats, it 

is able to make use of the most easily obtained food (Hamilton, 194.0; 

Yeager and Plder, 1945). Food reports in literature indicate a tremendous 
local variety of items. Corn, fruits, cray fish and insects furnish the 
bulk of the food. Often a combination of many different materials in a 
single scat. Seton (1909): "Although the frog-nond and the corn-natch 
sunvly its choicest foods, the coon is not averse to a fat fowl (chiclken.... 

Its principal revenue is derived from mice, which are available when frogs 
and fruit are not." Giles (1940) examined 363 scats from eastern Iowa and 
found 78% of vlant origin an¢. only 23% of animal derivation. He concludes 

that the animal has a vegetarian tendency. Corn was the chief food from 
middle of August throughout the vostwinter period. Grasses, leter renlaced 

by wild rasvberries were predominating fecal inclusions. Eastwood manzanita 

berries attracted the animals to one ind of ground, the cray fish to another. 

Hamilton (1936) noints out thet the bulkiest food is not necessarily the most 
important and a single item (like grasses and leaves) although contributing 

little to the actval amount eaten, may because of its abundance, prove a 

& mainstay to the animal when other food is scarce. In 67 scats collected 

between Sent. 14 and Nov. 14, in central Iowa, Giles (1939) found a fre- 
quency of occurrence of corn 31%, cray fish 70% with an actual food ner- 

centage of 69% and 16% resnectively. In insect scats, mostly beetles and 
erasshopners were recognizel. Stuewer (1943b) renorts from Michigan that 

raccoon erhibited a great vreference for acorn mast to corn whenever the 

former was available. Animal matter vredominated in the spring diet, while 

fleshy fruit and seeds were vredominant in summer and fall. Tn Horseshoe 
Lalze Refuge, Illinois, early autumn food consisted of 344 of animal materials, 
30% being insects (116 scats). In the vosthunting (winter) sample 7% of 
animal origin, 65% being Canada geese (107 scats). Canada geese cripnling 

losses amounted to 1000-2000 birds each season, almost all of which became 

food for raccoons and other carnivores (Yeager and Blder, 1945). A simi- 
ler situation exists on Horicon Marsh (Jahn, 1951, vers. communication). In 
the Florida keys and many of the "Thousand Islands" the smaller sized sub- 
svecies live on an abundant supply of seafood (fish, crustaceans and shell- 
fish) left exposed on the mud at each low tide (Allen, 1942). Depredation: 
Allen (1942) revorts that coon preyed on the eges of the roseate snoondill 
in small colonies. Most of the larger svoonbill colonies were however not 

(vet) inhabited by raccoon due to the absence of mangrove "bridges" which 
are used by the animals to travel to and from the keys. Since these 
“aerial highways" are developed rather recently and subject to destruction 
by hurricanes, he concludes that coon-spoonbill predation is relatively . 

recent and very temoorary. Sometimes coon may vrey heavily on wood duclrs 
and occasionally domestic voultry (Stuewer, 1943b, and others). Raccoons 

were responsible for the destruction of -bout °% of the nests of ruffed 

@ grouse tesken by all vredators in the Connecticut Hill area. There Hdminster 

(1947) classified this svecies as an egg destroyer of secondary importance 

after fox, weasels, s’un't and crow. ‘uskrat denredation: see 18, Economics.
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13.:Denning Habits: Raccoons are among the few native mammals that never & 
build their own home. Seton (1909) states: "There seems little doubt that, 
like some other species, the coon maintains a central home-den and several 
hunting lodges scattered in convenient vroximity to favourite an‘ remote 

feeding grounds, each to be used as occasion seems to warrant." Generally 
considered to be a tree-denning animal. If hollow tree is not available, a 

home is mede in a fallen log, ground burrows (Bennitt end Nagel, 1937) or 

rocky crevices (Indiana - lHcAtee, 1907); Towa - Giles, 1940; Texas - 
Bailey, 1905; California - Grinnell, Linsdale and Dixon, 1937). Giles 

(1942) states that coon vreferred limestone bluffs for denning to the cus- 

tomary hollow tree tyne in eastern Iowa. These rock exposures were broken 

by cracks and fissures in which most dens were found. However most evi- 

dence from hunters that coon were found living in ground holes, must be 

due in many cases to the fact that individuals being vursued or disturbed 
take to the most accessible cover for temporary refuge (Stuewer, 1943b). 

Sanderson (1951, pers. communication) revorts that in Missouri anc Towa 
often in summer no den is used whatsoever and raccoon sleenv on the ground. 

Dorney (1951, vers. communication) assents to this for the Eoricon Marsh 
coon vopulation; where it was found that enimals also used 014 abandoned 
muskrat houses. An estimated 80% of the high mersh vopulation was unable 

to use tree dens. A large number of them used ground burrows esp. during 
the winter. That denning habits are closely related to evailability of the 
favorite tree-den tyne in conjunction with vop. density was vlainly visible 

on the Swan Lake National Wildlife Refuge, “issouri. On 102 areas, Twichell 
and Dill (1949) found 50 out of 100 animals (!) in exnosed situations during 
the daytime (snow ant temp. below zero F.) in squirrel nests, shallow dens @ 
or on branches. Dens: Favorable hollow tree tyne (svecies of tree and ex- 
vosure of entrance have little significance) averaged 274 ft. above ground 
(Seton,1949; and others, higher). Inside diameter 14 x 123 inches; entrance 

size varying widely from 44 x 4 and 5 x 3 inches small (Stuower, 1943b). 
Oririnal cavity sometimes made by woodvec’ ers. Suitability denends mainly 

on size of cavity and dryness (Stuower, 1943; and others). Occurrence of 
bedding taken in by coon not found in literature. Den sanitation evident 

(several authors). Adults were found to.den singly (even in mating season) 
and by twds (Stuewer, 1943b). Burt (1948) states that raccoons "zo into 
portial hibernation either alone or in grouvs." Sanderson (1951, personal 
communication) found un to 9 coons denning together in a heavy populated 

study area. From the highest raccoon density ever recorded (1-lacre, Swan 
Lalce Refuge, Missouri) Twichell and Dill (1949) captured 100 animals (40 _ 

males, 60 females) in a 44 day neriod. 32 found denning alone: 8 were 
males, 32 were females (does not corresnond with a total of 3? - H.”.). 
The others were found in groups of 2, 3, 4, and 5 each. Those taken from 

one tree did not necessarily include a family grouv. A grouv of 6 included 

2 ad. males and 4 unaged females. Another tree contained "at least" 9 
animals of which 5 males were captured. Winter denning rather then hiber- 
nation: "During the coldest nost severe time of winter, the animals are 
curled uv in their dens asleep, but uvon the slightest disturbence are wide 
awake and, if necessary, ready to defend themselves" (Stuewer, 193d). 
Xennicott (1858) notice? already that "hibernation" is not profound - the 
animals coming out on nild days. Winter denning veriod varies with lati- s 

tude: northern range several months (Anthony, 1928). In the Red Rivor 

Valley, Manitoba, it lasts from mid-November to early March (Seton, 1909). e@ 
In southern states no winter denning at all. Snow seems to be the prin- 

cival factor causing the onset of prolonged winter denning (several authors). 

The fat layer on back and thighs sorves also as insulation when animal is 

curled un curing the denning veriod (Stuower, 1943b).
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@ 14, WEATHER AND WATER RELATIONS: Weather seems to have little effect on the 

nocturnal ectivities, since the heavy leyer of fat furnishes considerable 
insulation and protection from cold. A yearling animal ixent in an open- 

wire ven, anneared to suffer no ill effect efter a foot of snow for 10 days 

and nights and as lov as -9 to -10 degrees F. (Stucwer, 194:3b). Deep snow, 
rather than low temperatures in*uces raccoons to cease outside activities 

(see 13, Denning Habits). After snow has been on the ground for a month or 

more, temperatures become the deciding factor (Stuewer, 1943b; and others). 

“Whitnoy (1931) does not mention snow conditions but says that the warm winter 

nights will bring then out an? the cold nights will keep them home. Water 

apvears to be essential. Avart from drinking nightly, much of the food is 

in or along stream, marsh, pond or lake. The average distance of 34 occu- 

pied den trees from water was 409 ft. (Stuewer, 193b). However in the 

Florida keys, as in the Thousand Islends, great numbers of raccoons (4 sub- 

svecies smaller in size, Goldman, 1950) have absolutely no access to fresh 

water (Allen, 1942). Swecific name "lotor" refers to the habit of (cavtive) 
coons for washing their fool in water before eating it. Both svecific 
(Hall, 1946; Cory, 1912; Hamilton, 1939; Ingles, 1947; Tevis, 1947) and 
vovular (Ticld and Stream, Oct. 1946; and others) authorities exoress un- 
certainty whether this washing habit also holds true for wild animals. Food 

tal-on near water might only be washed when it is muddy or sandy. However 

Whitney (1933) who saw cantives in dry enclosures rub their food with their 

paws as if washing it, concluded that the coon is a fecler, not a washer. 

Tovis (1947) who observed wild animals at night on many occasions for a long 

e time, came to the same conclusion. SBchavior studies of cavtive raccoons 

nade by Cole (1912). 

15. HABITAT: The essentials of habitat seom to be »resent in areas with a 
permanent water supply, vreferable tree dens (see 13, Donning Habits) and 
available foot. The latter varios seasonally and locally;, acorn mast, corn, 
cray fish, etc. often boing key specics (various authors). The raccoon does 

not nossess to the same dogree the ovossum's adavtability to a wide variety 

of habitats. Forest covor and a plentiful water supvly anvoar to be more or 
less inflexible réauirements. Among vossible don sites, tree cavities rank 

highest. Rock or ground cavities may be used, but where timber is vresent 

they are generally passed up excent as escane cover (Brown and Yeager, 1943). 

16. POPULATIONS: Census: An almost absolute population figure was secured 
vy Stucwer (1943b) on over 5,000 acres of study arca in Michigan. Among 
methods used throughout this areca for soveral years were: live-travping, 
narking (car-tagging and toc-clipping); den studies ("combs" at den entrances 

to catch fur an? hair, "doors" at nest level) and tracking (sand road 
smoothed every night during crtain periods for individual tracking and 

track counts). Tess time consuming and exnensive are methods that furnish 

information of relative abun’ance for large areas. This can be obtained by 

track counts during the brecding season (Febr.-March; a thaw after snowfall 

is best) and in lete soring (May-June, number of locations one mile or more 
avart along a stream). Sturwer (193d) used track counts along roads in 

oak country during years of abundant acorn crons and ofton counted as many 

as 10 animals crossing a road 1.8 miles long in a single night. Density: 

& An early cstimate comes from Seton (1909) of 4 million raccoons in North 
America or 1 ver 11/3 souare mile of inhabited range. Disnlaying wondor- 
ful adavtability raccoons will maintain themsolves evon in many well-settled 
areas often in the vicinity of laren citirs with a veorsistence truly re- 

marlable (Goldman, 1950). But Bonnitt and Nagel (1937) and others 

associate a gonoral decline of the raccoon vovulation with the destruction
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of hollow trees. However in the absence of den trees, raccoons are lmown e@ 

to resort to ground dens (see 13, Denning Habits). Sanderson (1951) re- 
vorts a generally rapid increase in I!issouri, Iowa and Michigan, starting 
at. the 1943 breeding season, vossibly reaching veak at vresent. He states 
that the local svorting value rather than the (decreased) velt value is 
the controlling pop. factor, end that the recent rapid increase is caused 

in a major biological sense by a change of sex and age ratio of the pop. 

in favor of more females ard consequently more young. He also remarks that 

there are vrobably fewer den trees now than when Bennitt and Nagel (1937) 

made their survey. Crawford (1950) has adequate evidence to prove that 
the pop. density (reflecting vhysical conditions) is directly correlated 
with soil fertility, but that the effects of intensive cultivation in the 
most fertile regions is reflected in a lower availability of raccoons. 

Highest density found in literature in the Swan lake National Wildlife 
Refuge, Missouri: 100 ver 102 acres trapped during a 42 day veriod and be- 

lieved to revresent only 50% of the vovulation (Twichell and Dill, 1949). 
High: Ohio (65-acre tract) 1 ner 6 acres (Williams, 1936); Illinois (Pere 
Naraquette “ildlife "rnerimental Area) 53 ver sauare mile or 1 ver 11 acres 

(Yeager and Rennels, 1943). Good: Swan Creek, Michigan, 1 ver 50 acres 
(Stuewer, 1943). Wisconsin!’ 0 census “ound. Fill records (17) give an 
index of relative abundance. Protection *rom hunters instrumental in raising 

the pooulation level (several authors). Animals are decidedly gregarious, 
and where protected in favorable habitat, may attain densities seldom reached 

by other land fur animals. Desrite this adaptation, however, the severe 

limitations in habitat serve as a barrier to wide distribution and large 

state-wide ponulations (Yeeger, et al., 1949). Fowever in the extremely @ 

diverse habitat contitions of the Florida keys and the "Thousand Islands", 
coon densities seem to be limited by the vresence of mangrove "highways" 
which form the aerial contact with the mainland. Great fluctuations in the 
coon population of this region results from the periodic occurrence of hurri- 
canes which destroy these landbricges or shoals. Allen (1942) susnects that 

a repovulation from the mainland must tale nlace following such storms. 
Drapving: Tranvers take avnrox. 204 of totel kill in ilichigan (Stuewer, 
19430) and 40% of the ill in Illinois (Brown and Yeager, 1943). Different 
nethods used: Tree-den trapning: Stuewer (1943b) used "doors" in the tree 
ders at nest level for his population studies. Twichell and Dill (1949) 
removed the animals from the shallower dens by grasping them by a hind- 
foot an? the tail. “ith deoner dens it was often possible to use a forked 
stic’: which was twisted into the animal's hair and skin until it could be 
draw. within roach. Catching with hands after chase: In swampy areas lite 
Horicon ilarsh where coon do not burrow or use dens, it is often possible 
to shake them out of a small tree and chese them down (Dorney, 1951, pers. 

communication). Use of nets: “ith en extremely high density (1 per 1 acre) 
as Twichell and Dill (1949) worked with, one half of the vorwlation was 
found in exvosed situations and could be removed by pushing the animals out 
of trees. Raccoons wore caught in a net before they hit the ground. Vets 
wero made by wolding an iron ring about 18 inches in diameter to the tang 

in a vitchfork handle. A ourlav sac’ was attached to this rim by hog * 
rings. Live-tranning: described by Stu-wer (194:3d; an@ others). Stuewer 

(19436) used as bait an car of corn with some smoked dried herring. The 

strong odor of the latter attracted some individuals to the tran which other- 

wise vould not have been caught. Other baits: fresh fish, versimmons, honey @ 

(Kennamer, 1950). Deadfalls and snares: can be used (Harding, 1935) »ut are 
not vory vonular. Stoel trans: The semi-savatic raccoon is casily tranned. 
Log sots usually without bait ("blind sots") are effective, due to the 
animals log-walking habits. Baitod sets (fresh moat, fish, avnles, etc.)
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* placed in shallow water are also commoniy omployod. (Yeager et al., 1949). 
trap size - le. 2 (Brown end Yeogor, 1942; and others). Sox and Age Conmosi- 
tion: Sex: Slightly mcre males than femeies (various withors). Howover, 
Sendorson (1951) found an increase of porcentege of fomales with an in- 
ercose ia harvest (36% in 1941 ana 59% in 1948). Missouri! 1.27 males - 2 
female (Bennitt and tagei, 1937). After mavy years of closed hunting in 

tho Svan Leke Refuge (Missouri) Twicaell and D211 (1949) caveht 0 males 
and 6) fomaics. Thoy believe that theit hunting method co2ld have veen 
legs selective than regalar night huntins cr trevning (see trapping). 

Michigan! 1.06 males — 1 fomale (Stucower, 194%3b). Age retios! in fali, 1.5 
young to 1 aéult vresuring thet 50% of fomaie ycarlings breed, with av. 

litter size 4 (Stucwor, 1943). Sanderson (1951, oezs. communication) found 
in Missouri and Towe an evorage littor size of 3.1 (plasental-sear count 
of cantured wedult females). Together with the nercentage of femaies, the 

norcentage of jov. in tho Missouri harvest hes also increased during tae 

neviel of increased harvest (poo. inercasc), thore being Los Juv.) in 

1941 ana 50% guv. in 1948 (Sanderson, 1951). Lonesvity: Captive raccoons 
fre known to live 8 yrs. and longor (several authors). f tagged animal of 

known are was at least 7 yrs. and ” months old when taken by a trapner in 
Michigen (Linduska, 1947, through versonal communication with Stucwar). 

Pops turnover in tho wild keens olf coon scarce. Age of wild animals 

devon’.s almost entirely on hunting and trenning vressure, since annual 

loss of raccoons from all canscs othar than hunting is evidently small 

(seo 11, Mortality): Of his om oxn-rience with wild raccoons, Stuewor 
(1943b) comments: "s...several indivifuals with badly worn teeth wore 

@ handle’, which vrobably woro several yoars old." He believes that natural 

loss in the wop. is smallor than 1/5 of tho fall kill by huntors and trap- 
pers and occurring nearly ell in sumaor. The average longevity of a 

stable poo. in Missouri is commuted to be 1.8 yrs.; the turnover veriod 
"4 yrs. (Sanderson, 1951). A reliable aging method for raccoons ovor i 
vr. of asc has uot yot been found. Sandorson (1950) ronorts that penis 

bones increase little in longth but continue to inerease in weight. 

17. KILL RECORDS: From 1840-1290 half a million skins were marketed annually 
from *. Amcrica (Seton, 1929). From 1915-25 the ev. yoarly volt vroduction 
was 600,00C - 1 million (Goldman, 1950. From 1927-34 half a million sicins 

wore taken annually in 1 different states only and since these states cover 
but half of the animals! rarge in the U.S. Hamilton (1936) believes tho 

annual teko to exceed the million mark. Recont (1948) information compiled 

oy tho Fish and Wildlife Sorvice indicates an animal teke of from 1-14 

million pelts in tho U.S. Yoagor (1937) records an annual harvest of 8-9 

raccoons from an 80-acro tract in Mississivpi. Annual hunting and trapping 

mortelity is at least 50% in arcas in Michigen (Stuowor, 1943b). In T1li- 
nois the catch ner scuare mile in tho Piver Bluffs and Bottoms (the largest 

wooded rogion) was 1.93 raccoons in 193°-39 and 1.55 in 1939-0 (Brown ard 

Yoagor, 1943). 

18. BCONOMICS: Ponnlarity: The raccoon has wider annoal to the American 
public then any other furboarcr with tho vossiblo oxcention of the beavor. 
Considerod the bost "all around" fur animal since it vrofuces incom-, affords 

@ svort and foot, and ranks nigh in acsthetic anncal (Brown and Yoagor, 1943). 

Svort valuc is, csvecially during veriods of low vriczs, the groatost worth of 

those animals in many stat-s (sovoral authors). “economic valuc involves 

care, training and sale of coon dogs, ctc. (seo 19, Huntine Customs). 

Moat value: "The roast coon is the sunposed vrover finish of a coon hunt" 
(Scton, 1909). Polt valuo: Durability or wearing suality ranks below ottor,
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boar, beaver, mink and skunk. Raccoon 65 based on otter as a standard of ee 
100 (Borsing, unpubdl., Wis. Cons. Dovt.). Fashion: changes offect volt 

value. Av. annual volt value during 1926-36 estimated 2} million dollars 
in the U.S. (Eamilton, 1936). Damage: Tho castcrn coastal raccoon (Dela- 
ware, Meryland and Virginia) locally know as "marsh coon" is considered 
to be a serious enemy of the muskrat, seconlary in imvortance to the red 

fox (Dozior, 1948). From other mrts of the U.S., damago done to musirrat 
ponulations is usually negligibic, but steel trapved musizrats aro often 

Aestructed by raccoons (Dorney, 1951, pers. communication). The amount of 
this danago varios with the location of the tranline. Tho pelt valuo of 

tho raccoon is in many arcas sbout that of a muskrat so that rat trapnvers 

have Jittlo incontive to trav and skin thom (Lay, 1945). Cagle (1949) re- 

ports that in the Delta Wildlife Rofuge the raccoon has been éondomned as 

a major factor in the great r-duction of the popul tions of the commercially 

imoortant diamond-back turtle, because raccoons destroy a high percontage 

of the turtle oggs. Tho aggrogate annual loss in Colorado due to danago 
to croos (vrincipally corn) and doprodation on voultry is vrobably consider- 
able, nossibly as much as tho fur value of the snecies at presert low 

vrices (Yoegor, ct al., 1949). The raccoon and the beaver live in a close 
ecological relationshiv due to the rich source of coon food found in 

beaver vonds. Coon are therefore frequently taken in beaver trans and be- 
cause of their low volt value considered a nuisance by beaver tranners 

(Svank, 1949). Depredations by coon on corn and voultry are overlooked far 
more readily by farmers and furtekors than similar activites on the part 

of opossums, skunks, woasels end foxes (Brown and Yoager, 1943). Damage 
ceused by raccoons to man is usually neglectible (Stuewor, 1943b). Wiscon- & 
sin: Most damage done in 1949 ¢uring raccoon high. Tynes of damage (from 
Bersing, 1951, unpudl., Wis. Cons. Dent.) (1) Standing corn, shocked corn 
(Grant, Columbia, Greon, Walworth and Kenosha Counties particularly); (2) 
voultry (occasionally); (3) Holes made in roofed siding of summer cottages 
during winter (Lake Geneva arca). Damago Control: A transvlantation of 100 

animals was undertaken on the Swan Lake National Wildlife Refuge, Missouri 

by Twichell and Dill (1949) where it was belioved that raccoons were com- 
noting with wood ducks for nesting sites. “he noisoning of skinned musk- 

rat carcasses hy trannors was (and might still be) used in Texas to thin 
out tho local racegon vowwlutions (liny, 1945). High local densities ere 
oftenchecked by controlled hunting ané tr: ying regulations. Wisconsin: 

(1) Removal and transferring of young from don trocs; (2) Special permits 
tc individuals during closed scason for removal of raccoon fron damage 
areas under suvervision of game managers; (3) controlled hunting and trap- 
ving regulations. No closed season in part of Walworth County. 

19. HUNTING CUSTOMS, LAWS, REGULATIONS: An early desecrivtion (dated 1800) 
of a tyvical coon hunt in northern Minnesota is given by Seton (1909): "The 
hunter examines every hollow tree met with and when he sees the fresh marks 

of the claws, he makes a hole with an axe .... in which he lirhts a fire 

to find out if there be any Raccoon within .... the smoke obliges them to 
ascend and wut their heads out .... On obs»rving this the axe is avvlied ‘ 

to the tree .... and the hunter stands ready to disvatch the animals vhilst 

thoy are stunned by the fall ... cote." Cutting of (den) trees has now beon 
forbidden in Wisconsin and most othcr states (Conservation Laws, etc.) 

Very cold or dry weather tends to make voor coon hunting (various authors). ® 

At prosent coon hunting as a svort called "coonin(c)" together with the 
previous dog trials is becoming extremely vopuler. "That baying of hounds 
you hear on frosty nights is the tiv-off on men at work, hanving vursuing
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@ the nocturnal raccoon" (Valley, 1948). See also Whitney (1931) and 
Stuewer (1943d). Wisconsin: history. 1907-first closed season (Oct. l- 
Jan. 1); 1917-first year trapoer's license was needed; 1927-41 - black 
raccoon protected at all times; 1942-first season on cross and black; 
1944.-tae sales first vrovided for (1943 legislature session laws Ch. 507). 

20. MANAGEMENT: Stuewer (1943b, 1948), Brown and Yeager (1943) and others: 
Princivel essentials are: (a) Conserving or vroviding dens in well-watered 
areas. Water should be within one mile of den. Hollow trees do not need 

to be in extensive woods but may be isolated or even along roads. 40-60 
yrs. are required to grow a suitable den tree. For coon nop. of 1 per 30 
acres dens should be every 15-20 acres. Bottomland dens are vreferable to 

upland dens. Artificial nest boxes can be used(measuring 14 x 14 x 36 inches 
in height; entrance 5 x 6 inches next to roof and to the rear on one side). 

Boxes made in quantity from no. 1 cypress lumber cost apnrox. $2.-each; last 

at least 10 vrs. Best location for boxes is within one-ouarter mile of a 

vermanent water supply. To restore forest cover tree plantings should be 

of hardwoods and near water. (b) for food, leave mast trees. Corn should 
be available when mast crops fail. Artificial feeding otherwise not neces- 

sary. (c) a refuge needs upland denning sites and streams. Since the juv. 

disverse, a refuge would ect as a stocking nucleus. (d) census methods see 
16, Populations. (e) shortening of trapping and dog training season to re- 
store low coon densities. (f) quality and cuantity of raccoon pop. can be 
increased by raising fertility levels of the land (Crawford, 1950). 

21. ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION: An ineffective, economically unsound method for 
@ attempting to increase raccoon numbers (Stuewer, 1941 and 1943b). Mini- 

mum pro¢uction cost ver l-yr. old animal $6.40 (Beger, 1939). Pen-reared 
coon tend to have difficulty in edanting to the wild and have poorer sur- 

vival (Stuewer, 1943b and Mice, 1948). The scarcity of raccoons has 
caused numerous coon-hunting clubs, esv. in rorthern vart of T1l. to demand 

restocking by the state. Art. pronagetion was starte? in 1939 (Wice, 1948). 
“isconsin: data from Yilliam Ozburn, Director of State Game Farm, Poynette, 

“ig. (mers. communication). In 1935 the Fox and Coon Hunters Association 

asized the legisleture for a 25.cent velt tag. This money would vrovide 

for artificial vrovagation by the state. Uv until 1950 avorox. 1200 
raccoons were release’ annually by local wardens or game managers on land. 

open to public hunting in 14 counties. 1950, anorox. 600 coon released; 

1951, 162 coon released. 

22. SUMMAPY: Raccoons have gradually reduced in numbers through the en- 
croachment of civilization, but still have an assured place as one of the 

nore important American furbearers (outnumbered only by musizrat, ovossum 
and skunk in nelts taken!) Species is often a nuisance to tranners, but ex- 
tremely vopular with svortsmen and in seneral with the American public. 
In general, management vractices seem to suffice in: (a) Conservation of 
natural habitat by vreventing drainage of water areas and cutting of tim- 

ver (esp. den trees); (0) restriction of the kill; and (c) adequate sport- 
hunting regulations. i 
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GAME lANAGHIGNT DIGUST FOR PRONGHORN ANTSLOPE 
(Compiled by Howard Young, 1947) 

1, Nomenclature. 

Scientific name: Antilocapra americana Ord (Anthony), 

Synonyms: Antelope americana (Seton), Paces! A.a. mexicana (Anthony), 

A.a. oregona, (Jewett, Sinarsen '39), A.a. peninsularis (Skinner tae yi 

Vernacular names: Prong-horn, Pronghorn Antelope, American Pronghorn, 

Americen Antelope, Antelope, Cabrit, Cabree, (Anthony), Common Prongbuck, 

Berrendo (Senate 

: 2. Description. 

4 gmall ungulate with simple deciduous horns (permanent bony core), having 

one lateral »rong. Both sexes have horns. About the size of a small deer, head 

reddish brown to tan, becoming blacker on mane and neck; large white patches on 

ruip, darker on lower sides, and on sides of head and neck; usually a black 

patch below the ear (Anthony). ‘emales often without horns (Hamilton). Length - 

54", height at shoulder - 344", weight - 100 to 125 pounds. Males average larger 
than females and carry a heavier set of horns (Anthony). Young at 33 months r 

* range from 30 to 50 pounds each. Young are grayish brown with a faint suggestion 

of adult patterns (Seton). 

The forward projecting prong of the horn, black and white of head, and the 

conspicuous white rump patches are diagnostic. 

Sex and age criteria are not well worked out: ‘ 

"Few people are expert enough in field observation to distinguish between 

male and female antelope." (Zinarsen '38). 

“Aeing by years is impractical, and grouping by young, prime, and old is 

considered sufficient. ‘the prime group is approximately 5 to 8 years old." (Lay). 

Doe horns are small, and often not pronged (McLean, Skinner 120), 

Males at birth have a small bump over each eye (McLean). 

First prong at about 2 years (Sicinner !22). 

3. Tracks and sign. 

The hoofs of the antelope are large compared with those of a deer, of similar 

size (iicLean). Wo clout marks in antelope track. The rear hoofs are slightly 

more rounded than the front. Front hoof marks 2" x 3", rear 2¢ x 23". 19" 

stride (Seton). «Antelope sometimes loave migration trails & to 10 inches deep 

& in hard soil (Grinnel '29). e@
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a 4, “Molts and pelage: 2 

The coat is long, ‘coarse, brittle. Hair light and peculiar in structure, 
individual hairs being pith like in texture, with large air content. (Anthony). 

The entire polage is shed twice a year, once in the fall and again in the 
late spring (licLean). The hide has no commercial value. 

5. Distribution. (Seo map, page 3.) ‘ : 

Ga ernest Cea Me Oe oN eae, a 

The antelope was first recorded in literature by Coronado in 1540 (ifelson 
'25, licéan). | CO RE Os CE ere ra 

It was once as numerous as, or more numerous than the bison (Beor, Hamilton) 

-..“unnumbored hordes" (Hamilton). ' 

The primitive population might have rcached 40 million, or possibly evon 
100 million. In Colorado thore was an ostimated 3 antelope vor square milo in 
1868 (Soton).’ reer ASU AE Gan SOE TE 

The encroachment ‘of civilization ranidly decimated these ‘numbors. Thoy 
wore shot for tho naritots during the 1850's (McLean). ‘olf poisonors shot 
‘antolope heavily for. bait in 1860's (Young). By the closo of tho 19th contury 

eS thoy had dwindled to a fow thousand and wore throatoned with oxtinction. ne 

Rigorous protection, with ontirely closed seasons until rocontly, has brought 
this spocios out of danger. Its spread has. boon inhibited by range doterioration, 

prodation, and poaching (McL-an, Young). : 

7. Aggrogations. i 

“ntolopo does and immature band togothor in oarly spring (McLean). Tho 
doos wandor singly during fawning time (McLean, Scton). ‘The adult males wandor 
singly or in small groups during the summor (Seton, McLean). ‘Tho doos and fawns 
are joined by yearlings in August and older bucks in Soptombeor (ifeLoan). The 

. bucks’ gather tho doos into harons in the fail (Seton). : 

+.-groups of antolope tend to convergo in migrating from their summer 

haunts to the wintcring areas. At certain points thore aro concontration 
aroas...A gathering point is goncrally situated in somo flat valloy whore 

sovoral drainage basins convorge, or on a tableland. (McLoan). 

Tho white rump, which can bo flashed at will, apparently serves important 
functions in herd lifo as a recognition mark, warning sign, and indicator of 
excitomont. : 

8. Movomont. 

Obsorvations on daily radius aro at variance: u 

@ 2-3 milos, single adults, spring (Dixon) — 4 a 
Leopold quotes Skinnor as ostimating a daily radius of ¢ milc, and a 
yoarly radius of from 16 to 39 miles.
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There is a well defined migration botween winter and summer range, during 

which the antclope gather into sizeable herds (Seton, Anthony, Skinner '22, 

Grinnel '24). The migrating herds are usually led by a doe (Skinner '22). The 
movement is along regularly established routes (Grinnel '29). 

9. Territory, home range. _ ; : : 

Hach herd has a relatively small. area over which it moves. The samo 

wintering grounds are used by the same herds year after year (HeLoan). 

@ "A level stretch of open prairie two miles across seemed. ample range for e 
a herd of 20 throughout a whole season." (Seton). : :
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& 10. Brooding, Pa 

Antolopo aro polygamous (Leopold, Seton, licLcan). 
re 

Ae 

Tho bucks gathor the does into haroms during Septombor and Octobcr. Thore 

is mch fighting botwoon bucks (Seton). aft 

Somially mature at two years, but may not always breed (Leopold). 

Mature in fron two to three yoars (Chicanot). 
First havo fayms when three years old (Skinnor 130). ; 
A low voreentage breed the first year (Ligon '30). i 

Thoy aro activo breeders for about sovon yoars (Skinnor '30). 

Highest broeding potential of any Amorican ungulate (Loopold). 

Gostation: 245(?%) days (Leopold) 
220(?) days (Skinner '22) .. 
240-250 days (Sinarson '35) 

Numbor of young: one to throc, usually two (Anthony, Leopold, Asoll, McLoan). 
The avorage is 1 3/4. (McLean). In somo years twins prodominate, in others the 
doos havo but one young (Binarseon '38). In 1936 Zinarsen-('38) found 1.08 por 
young por fomale, in 1937 he found .53. ae 

e Fawning poriod: May and Juno (Anthony). — @ 
In California: April to mid-July with bulk of fawning occurring botween 

May 5 and Hay 25. y 

At the time of fawning the doos sock brushy aroas and drop thoir fawns 
about 100 yards apart. Tho mother fights off or lures away prodators approaching 
tho hidden fawns (ifcLcan). 

Knipo sets up a desired sox-ratio of one buck to five doos. On this 
basis most obsorvers have found distorted ratios: 

f Bucks 
Proviously : ; 

Buck-Doc Ratio Arca Year Huntcd? Authorit 
ele Oregon 136-137 No Hinarson !38_ 
1:1 (approx) Toxas. - ‘44 No Lay 
1:0.98 Arizona ‘he Yos Knipe 
1:0.42 N. Dak. '46 No Stuart 

11. & 17. Mortality and population controls. 

The main prodators of the antclope are wolves, coyotes, cougars, bobcats, 
man, and goldon caglos (Anthony, Loopold, Scton, Knips, McLean). . 

Bocause of its numbors and wido distribution the coyote is probably the 
most important predator on the antolope. 

e Tho fayms are most vulnerable. Under normal conditions adult antelope & 
are not vory susceptible to any of tho proviously mentioned predators oxcopt 
man. Deop snow puts tho antolopo at a great disadvantage, and predation may 

bo heavy at these times. (Seton, licLoan, Ligon '26, Chicanot).
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Bagles hunt mainly for fawns, but occasionally attack adult antelope 

(Seton, ifcLean). 

There are no modern records of epidemics, but Seton mentions one in 1873 

which destroyed 3/4 to 9/10 of the antelope between Yellowstone and the Missouri 

River. lfost of these died in June. The type of disease was not stated. 

Extremely cold winters with heavy snows have caused great mortality 

(Seton, Knipe, Johnson). 

Gabrielson (1935) listed the lack of adequate winter range as an important 

check on antelope increase. 

12. Food habits. 

The food habits of the antelope are very incompletely mown. This is 

probably due to the long closed season, with no series of stomachs available. 

Only a single stomach analyses study (Couey) was found in the literature, it 

refers to fall food in liontana: 

24 Antelope Stomachs (Couey) 
Percentage 

Species Frequency (Yolune) 

@ Sage (Artemisia) 22 51.0 ® 

Snake Weed (Guterriezia) ry 14.3 
Snowberry (Symphocarpus) at 10.3 

Salt sage se eares Pe : 5 0 

Greasewood (Sarcobatus) 2 8 

Cactus (Opuntia) 7 nS 

Misc. browse 6 ; Sf 
Total browse, percent 87. 

Vetch (Astragalus) 3 4 

isc. weeds 17 Das 

Total weeds, percent Bit 

Grass eal 6.9 

Grass, percent 6.9 
100.0 

In contrast to Couey's study, Skinner ('22) lists the most important foods 

as gramma grass, buffalo grass, bunch grass, alfalfa and oats. Skinner said 

antelone do not browse, except on sage. ‘The difference in these reports may 

be seasonal, Skinner does not date his remarics. 

Hamilton considered the antelope mainly a grazer. Grinnel ('29) mentions 

that they are particularly fond of alfalfa. 

Range competition: Apparently antelope can well sustain themselves in competing * 

é for forage with livestock. ‘hey have made a striking recovery in numbers (see 

item 16) since World Jar I -- on a generally overgrazed range.
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@ 13. Food and covor. : Mi a ; > 

The natural range is grassland with some brush (Leopold, Welson '16, ° 
Skinner '22). Many bands have now moved into timbered areas at higher altitudes, 
possibly pushed out by overstocking and poaching (Cheney, Dixon, Lay). - 

Brushy areas are preferred for fawning (Skinner, McLean). Seton considers 
the cactus important as a succulent. i i 

15. Weather and water rolations. ae aan 

~~ Antelope visit water holes daily where available, subsist on sucéulence in 
dry areas (Leopold, Seton). ursing does seck the vicinity of water. Watering 
is more frequent in hot weather (Leopold). 

Snow is caton in lieu of water (Rouse). 

+ Enipe states ‘that sévere droughts affect antelope adversely, but Beer 
claims that antelope’ survived drought which decimated cattle, and actually 
bonefited by it because of lessoned range competition. 

They will swim rivers during migration. (Seton, Grinnel '29). 

16. Poplations. : ; 

@ The first attempt at censusing antclope was a nation-wide survey made by @ 
the govornment during 1922-'24 (ifelson, 1925). The results of this survey and 
subseauont censuses are listed below. ‘ ; 

ae U. §. Antelope Populations Wh a 
"1922-24 26,604 (Nelson, 1925) 

* 1936 66,000 (Senate Doc. 199) 
~ 1938 131,555 (Hamilton) 

~ 19h0 200,000 (Young) 

Airplanes aro now boing used to census antolope herds (Zach, ‘MeLean). . 
McLean considers thom cheaper, quicker, casior and moro efficiont than ground 
censusing’ methods. 

Leovold.quotes Ligon in calculating 2 square miles per antelope in inhabited 
range (ifow,Mexico - 1926). 

In Canada, Rand (1945) found an avorage density of 1.5 antelope per square 
mile over 24,896 acres of rango. 

17. Population controls. Seo ll, - 

18. Kill rocorda.: |: i 
State Year Wo. Hunters Kill ( Success Authority * ! 

Oregon ae ale 175 72% Sinarson '39 _ 
; California ighe Ube 405 89% lfeLean 

1943 452 362 80% MeLoan 
* Toxas 194h paloma - 90.5% lay @ 

1945 approx.400 <= 73.1% Lay 
avorage &1/ 

‘ 4
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In Toxas, the reduced hunter success ratio during the 1945 scason was 

attributed.in part to increased wariness in the antelope as woll as to poor 

hunting woathor and muddy roads. 

19. Hunting. customs. 

In thoir days of abundance antelope wore hunted for moat by Indians who 

herded then with horses (Skinnor '22). <A favorite trick of pioneer huntors 
was to lure singles or small bands within range by some unusual activity such 

as waving a rod flag (Seton, Anthony, Nelson '16, McLean). 

After the numbers were greatly decroased, laws wore passed to protect the 

antelope. Oregon first regulatod the soason in 1901, with "fecble enforcoment," 

and later completely prohibited antelope hunting in 1913. (Binarsen 138), 

Similar action by othor statos has brought about a genoral increase in 

antelope. Within the last decade, Limited hunting seasons have boen reopencd | 
throughout the wostern range. 

The gonoral pattern of regulations is a fall season, with a limited number 
of hunter, selected by lot, allowed to kill a single buck. Antelope huntors 
pay $5.00 for a special license in addition to the regular hunting license, and 
are told whore they may hunt. (ifcLean, Hinarsen, Allred, Lay). @ 

@ California specifics that the horns must -be longor than the cars (licLean). 
Nevada »ermits killing cither sex, Orogon specifies either sox having car length 

horns (Lay). : 

Wyoming appoints the owners of huntod properties as game officers, and 
gives thom $2.00 of cach $5.00 special antclope fee (Allrod). 

20. Artificial vropagation and transplantation. ee 

There is no montion in the literature of antelope ever having beon ‘produced 
by artificial propagation. : ‘ 

In recent vears the trapping of antclone on well populated rangos, nd 

transplanting of thom to suitable, poorly populatod aroas, has bo¢ome a manago- 
mont practicea. The antclope are horded into corrals, usually by plancs, thon 

are placed in darkened trucks and transported to suitable areas. (Allrod, 
Thompson, Fishor). 

21. Rofuges, public hunting grounds. ‘ ; 

Nomiskan National Park (Alborta) was apparontly the first refuge ostablished 
for antclope, in 1914 (Seton). ; : 

Tho Charles Sheldon Antelope Refuge (Nevada) was established in 1931. In 
Oregon the Hart iit. Antelope Refuge was cstablished in 1936; it comprises about 

@ 215,500 acres (Jewott). Sin : 

Warron (1942) states that there is a 65,000 acre refugo'-in Larimer County, 
Colorado. ‘ :
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- The various national parks within tho antelope rango (Yellowstone, Rocky * 

Mountain, Wind Cave, otc, ) contain antolopo hords, oe Seana 

“"Yany largo jandowners maintain private rofuges for small antelope herds 

(Gabriclson). 

22, Economics. see ne 

_. Binarson (138) stated that concontrations of. antolone aro hard on farm . 
crops,.and. mentioned complaints that. thoy were invading private. water holes, 

HeLean (1944) said thero is "somo claim that thoy are boginning to damage 
crops. ". y i Pe a } ; as i 

; Cattlo and sheep ranchors in Toxas roquested. roduction of antolope (Lay). 
This is in conflict with Sinarson's statomoent that thoy did not competo with 
rango stock for forage, 4 ; i , , : : 

i The antolopo.aro increasing in nunbors, and.are socuro under prosont 

conditions (licLean, Hinarsen '38, Young). About half. of the available Oregon 
range is now o¢ccupicd (Sinarsen 138), eae cost Ce Y 

* Managomont’ moaguros in popular use at prosont aro ‘controlled hunting, © 
trapping, and transplantation to favorable rango land (Fisher, ‘Thompson, Knipe, e@ 

ee FUNG a pilantnlacs tac Ruane Ri teh a ia 
Lay statos that altoring a 50:50 sox ratio by reducing malos ‘resultod in 

a better fawn. cron where antelope were hunted than whore, they wore not hunted. 

Inipe (1944) 1istea the ‘following unknowns’ in antolope management: 
minimum brocding age, maximum brooding.ago, habits and requiromonts of, fawning 

docs, numbor of docs served byone bck, forage profercenc:, scasonal food 
habits, discasos, salt requiromonts, and the effects of foncing. 

On the basis of the literature oxamined, the following could bo added 
to this “uninown list! daily movomont, carrying capacity of differcnt habitats, 
relations to crop and range land, roliable sox-age critoria, and aggregations. 

Be cere re 

* Contain valuable management information i 
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SNOWSHOE HAR MANAGHIENT DIGEST 

(Compiled by D. Q. Thompson, 1947) 

1. Scientific name: Lepus americanus Zrxleben 

Vernacular names: snowshoe hare, varying hare, snowshoe rabbit. Seton (1929) 

lists 12 races of this syecies and indicates that their taxonomy is still un- 

settled. : 

2a Description: A medium sized hare with very large hind feet, moderately long 

ears: and an inconspicuous tail. 

Weight and measurements (Burt, 1946): Weight, 3-4 lbs.; total length, 380-506 mm; 
tail, 25-05 mm; hind foot, 121-150 mm; siull length, 74.9-85.2 mm; width, 37-2 
mam. 

Growth rates: Double birth weight in 8 days. 
Treble birth weight in 12 days. 
9 x birth weight in 30 days (Aldous, 1937). 

Average weight at birth: about 70 grams. 

e Average gain for first 10 days: 10 grams per day (Severaid, 1942) @ 
Takes 5 months to reach mature weight (Grange, 1932). 

3. Tracks and sign. 

. “Runways are used at all times of the vear as a matter of convenience, and 

the runs may be used year after year vntil definite troughs or lanes are worn 

through the sphagnum moss. ...ruffed grouse and snowshoe hare may use the 

sane dust wallow, for we have found the hair ond feathers at the same spot." 

(Grange). 

4, Molts and pelages. ‘ 

Early writers thought the snowshoe hare to have two pelage changes annually. 

However, Lyman (1943) writes: "Lepus americanus struthopus normally undergoes 
three molts a year. One molt takes place in the spring and results in the 

shedding of the winter pelaze and a growth of the brown summer coat. Two molts 

occur in the autumn; the first replaces the summer coat with a new and heavier 
brown pelage, and the second replaces this coat with the typical white winter 
pelage." . 

Scattered records of melanism are imon; albinism seems less common (Seton). 

5. Distribution. Laat ; 

See map, page 2. ‘Typical Canadian zone distribution. In Wisconsin Leopold 
. (1947) notes that the original south voundary:of the snowshoe hare has been pushed e} 

northward by agricultural development.
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7. Ageregations. ogee Sacha i i 

No.clear description of a social aggregation of snowshoe hares was found. 

Seton thought the snowshoe hare to be "sociable only in a slight degree". Grange 
considered them indifferent to each other, but made the reservation "possibly 
gregarious". Burt referred to this hare as: "socially inclined during mach of 
the year". 

8. Movement. 

Trapping and marking studies (Aldous; Green and Evans, 1940a) indicate that 
the snowshoe hare is mostly sedentary. However, Cox. (1936) ‘describes a north- 

westward movement of hares across Red Lake, lfinnesota in ifarch, 1912; a year of 

hare .abundance. : 

Criddle (1935) refers to a svring and fall migration; he describes the fall 
migration as a movement towards heavy cover. : 1 

9. Territory. . 

There is some evidence that territorial behavior may be exhibited by female 

& hares during pregnancy and male hares during the breeding season (Grange, Burt). © 

However, lacIulich (1937), found no evidence of territory in his studies; "their 
movements overlap indiscriminately",
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: Home range: Ustimated by Seton as 20-30 acres in thick, brushy woods, perhaps 

e twice as much in open woods. Grange states: "I followed one hare for an hour & 

and fifteen minutes, during which time it could not be driven from an area per- 

haps ten acres in. extent." : : 

From an analysis of ... banding returns, Green, et al (1939) conclude that 

the home range of hares in the Lake Alexander area is from one-eighth to one- 

quarter mile. : : 

In open habitat, Criddle thinks hares may range over a mile or more ... 

"this has been seen in the sand hills." 

Homing instinct: Aldous shows that this hare has a strong attachment for his 

home range, One hare was released a half mile from home trapping station on 

goven occasions; he was retrapped at the hone station within two weeks in each 

instance, hae ; 

Ja. Psychology, behavior. 

"Guriosity.was a trait well developed in our captive hares." (Grange). 

"Tt would appear probablo that the male and its offspring are not compatable 

under wild conditions; they certainly wore not friendly in captivity," (Grange). 

Signals: Several writers refer to hares thumping with their hind feet. ‘this 

has boon observed as an expression of hostility towards other individual hares 

(personal observation). 

@ Voice: "I have heard the white-hare give a loud squeal when in extrome fear." : 

(Soton). 

10. Breeding. 

Mating habits: Soveraid (1942) observed that his captivo hares wore promiscuous. 

No positive information on this point was found for wild hares. 

Courtship: "Courtship consists of the fomale running holter-skelter, with the 
malo giving vigorous chase." (Severaid, 1942). 

Breeding age: Snowshoes do not breod in thoir first season (Aldous). wee 

Breeding season: Testes measuremonts indicate that males are in breeding condi- 

tion fron iiarch through June. Ponis is a very pale color out of brecding season, 

becomes bright rod during season. Ponis of young hare remains pale throughout 

the yoar (Aldous). 

Sex ratios: In 1,625 hares trapped on Lake Alexander area from 1932 to 1935, 
Aldous found a sox ratio of 54 malos to 46 femalos. ad 

Sox-age criteria: Hares soon in tho ficld are indistinguishable as to sox. 
Severaid (1942) illustrates characters for sox detormination of animals in the 

hand. Thomsen and Mortonsen (1946) mado a proliminary' roevort on bone growth 
(epivhysoal cartilage) as an ago criterion in the cottontail rabbit; this test @ 

@ may also be applicable to snowshoo hare. 

Gostation period: Avoragod 37.2 days for 37 fomales during 1939-41 (Soveraid, 
TOUS). ’
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& Littor sizo: ..2.4 (avg..of: 3)-live-born. wild litters =~ Aldous) 9 * 
: pO (avg, of 80. liva-born:cantive litters (Severaid, 195) 

2.9 (onbryos, avg. fron 140 prognant hares .collocted: 1932-38; 

Greon and Bvans, 1940a). 

Littors por-yoar: . Groon and Tyans. (19402), caleulated: that:.2.3 was. the average 
numbor of littors por yoar on their study arca. Using captive hares, )Sovoraid 

(1942) dotermined an averago of 3.0 litters por yoar. Four out of sevontoon 
. fomalos in.Sevoraid's pons concoived four tin s.in 1940." He observes (1945) 

that throe-fourths of his captive hares will.rsbreod on-day ofiparturition. © 

‘ Breeding. potential: . Soveraid (1945) detormined 8.7 young.por captive fomalé per 
seagon, based upon the following brooding datas. (1). gestation: 37 days;. (2) re- 
brooding on day, of parturitioa; (3) 2.9. per litter; (4) 3.0 litters por‘yoar, — 

Care of Young: Aldous found no cvidence of nest building in 37..littors of captivo 
hares. Young avo somctimos dropyod in a "form" tho fomalo is using, but thoy aro 

just as. often dropped in:any.cover.available.: <°:. ney eaMied ' 

. .. Meaning usually..oceurs by tho, ond of tho fourth :.ock;-lovorots bogin to 

cat groans at 10-12 days, Vild young may be cayable of indopéndont oxistonce - 
‘at two wocks but thoy probably romain near thoir mothor until thoy arc three 
or four wooks old (Soveraid, 1942)... ... a ba TUNE aoe a, Ace, 

r ll. ifortality. oe ee Soe ® 

Predation: Cox doscribes an owl concuntration (graat? hornod,: snow" and a ‘fow 
great gray owls) nvoar Rod Lake, Minnosota which was proying on a high donsity 

of snowshoo hares. Ono hundrod and nine kills vere found along 40 rods of lako 
shore; somo of tho crrcasses had heads only missing, othors wero missing‘only ~ 

the viscera. 

“"""“Ioasol, bobcat, lynx and fox aro tho chiof mammalian prodators. i 

Disoase: Shock, disoaso is an abnormal condition in haros which causcs thom to 
succumb. to oxporicnacs of. violonco or stress. It is “cheracterizod by! a peculiar 
typo of dogonoration of tho livor,.a foilvre of the storage of glycogon in that 
organ, and a terminal devolopmont of an abnormally low blood-sugar or hypo- 
élycomia. The. imnediato. cause of. death is: usually hypoglycomie shock". » (Greon, 
et al, 1939).° ( 

oC Cox obsorvos,. that hares aro mach \casior to killin’ years’. of abundance, : 

o Tho following ‘discases wore recorded by lacIalich: oa 
"A fatal discasod condition due to Pnoumococcus typo XIX". 
"Tularemia occurrod amon; varying haros:in widoly scparatcd parts of 
Ontario". 
Evidently reforring to his fiold study aroas, iiacLulich says that 
"thero was no evidonca that any of these bactorial discases was 

enusing cpidemics", . 

e@ Later ho ovidently, speaks of tho largor arcas covered by his cusstion- od 
naires and statos that "tho decrceaso in abundance of haros was duc to. wholesalo 

dying off. ... the cpidemic is not always tho samo disoasc at every timo and 

placo." : ; Z :



* In captive hares, Sovoraid (1942) records a high incidonce of coccidian * 
dcaths betwen Juno and October. Loss from this source was nogligible in wintor. 

Parasites: holminths (Erickson, 1944+) and ticks (Greon, ot al; 1943) wore found 
to be sccondarily cyclic with tho snowshoc haro. 

In iianitoba, Broughton (1932), found a dofinito corrolation between helminth 
infestation, and mean rainfall, mean tompcrature, soil structuro and vogetation. 
Noisturo was the main factor favoring helminth infostation. 

12. Food habits. ; 

Summer: Grass; clover and other herbacoous plants mike up the hare's su:mor 
dict (Scton). ve 

Vinter: thoy food on conifers in the following order of preference: jackpine, 
whito pins, red pine, and white spruce." (Aldous). 

Cook and Robeson .(19}45) classifidd haro browse on Valcour Island, Lake 
Champlain in the following palatability groups: 

i High - pincs and whito spruce. 
licdium - aspon and papor birch. 

“Low -. balsam and white. codar. 

With captivo hares, Sevoraid (1942) noted that alder was oaton roadily 
in the pons, ospecially whon poplar and willow wore scarce." "Twigs and young 

@ shoots of birch are a proferred food." E & 

Soton includes an observation by a Waltor McCoy who roports haros gnawing 

on the skinned carcasses of thoir own spocics as woll as thoso of fox, woasol 
and otter. 

13.. Food and cover. 

Habitats: All writers agree that. conifor swamp is optimum habitat; in western 
Canada, aldor-willow swamps socom to make a suitable substitute. 

i 15. . Woathor and water relations. Sco item 17 for rclation of cycles and weather. 

"Snowshoos may often sit through storm periods without moving." (Grange). 

sid Soton did not know of adult hares drinking wator in the wild, howovor 

Grange found that his cantivo haros dranit water frocuently. Severaid (1942) 

observed that his captive hares recuired ¢ to 3 pint of water por day (includes 
waste and ovaporation) during the summor; in winter the ponned haros ato snow. 

There are several records of snowshoo hares swimming across ponds and 

streams (Soton). 

16. Populations. 

Consus: Wobb (1942) has modificd the King ruffod grouso consus and applicd it 
& to hares. ‘ oy
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( Densities: Seton considers one hare por square mile as "vory scarce", ono { 
‘ thousand por ‘square milo as "abundant" and adds that ho has secon ‘oxtreme 
concentrations which he ostimated at 10,000 ner square mile. tMaciIulich arrived 
at the samo ostimates of scarcity and abundsnce; hoe gives 3400 por square mile 
as the highest density encountered. 

Grocn and Evens (1940a) calculated that hares on the Lake Aloxandor Aréa 
reached a high of about 500 per square milo in 1933 and declined to a low of 
about 50 por square milo in 1938. 

Sox-age composition: Greon and Ivans (1940b) computed the following variations 
in ago Composition in the Lake Aloxandor Area hares: 1934-35-36 (harcs ‘do- 
croasing moderately from a peak in 1933) 60% of porwlation wore yearlings; 
1937 ("dio off" yoar) 44% of population wore yearlings; 1938 (low)-1939 
-(incroaso) ‘80% yoarlings in tho population. Y a 

Tho following scx compositions wore recordod by Wobb (1937) from the Lako 
Al omamdom Aaaait( UN CRO ettd irae! oa : He _ 

1932-646 rabbits trapped - 52.9% wore malos. : 
DOSS aUnOs) | ewe sae Bao eh ia 
1934-1051 Noe ~/51.8%) 8 om 
1935-762 " " ane 53.3 1 t 

1936-298 tt " ee 45.73 tt tt 

Turnover: Tho ‘trapping data of Groon snd Evans (1940c) indiceto the concurront 
oxistonce of five age classcs during 1937-38 and 1938-39. ‘“heso were yoars of ( 

low numbers in this population. 

Population controls: “f 

Cyclos: 1 

A vivid doscrivtion of tho fluctuations in numbors of snowshoo haros is 
given by Soton. In roviowing his rocords he errives at four conclusions: (1) 

High populations. aro local rather than widesproad over tho entiro haro rango. 

(2) An abundance of harcs is acconpanicd by an abundance of predators, which 
soom to make no-difforonce in haro numbors. (3). Tho haros dio off in epidomic 
proportions. (4) Tho densor tho population, the more severe is the dic off. 

MacIulich determined a 9.7 year snowshoo hare cycle from the Iudson's Bay 
Conpany's fur roturns. ‘Ho also demonstrated that lynx were socondarily cyclic 

with tho snowsheo haro. Lynx fur roturns woro more: complote than hare returns 
and datod back to 1750, 36 years boyond tho hiro fur rocords. “During this span 
of years tho lynx eycle passes out of phase with the sunspot cycle. Since lynx 
are socondarily cyclic with snowshoo haro, iflacIulich concluded that there was 
likowise no correlation botvrcoon sunspots *nd tho snowshoe haro cycle. WNoithor 
did ho find any corrclation botvoeen tho hare declines and rainfall. 

From quostionnaires and study arcoas, liacIulich concludod ‘that tho discascs 

associated with haro doclines wore not alvays tho semo. 

\ Tho postulation that fluctuations in haro numbors aro duc to changos in 

littor size is largoly disprovod by Groon and Bvans (1940c). From 1932 to 1938
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eS thoy found an avorago littor sizo of 2.90. During this poriod, hare numbors © 

fluctuated sharply but the ycar to yoar variation from avorago littor size was 

‘ not considorcd significant. 

Roviowing their studies, Groon and “vans (1940c) conclude that: "Tho 

principal factor in the fluctuations of the population, of snowshoe haros on tho 

Taio Aloxander Arca during the recent cyclo was tho. changing mortality among 

immature hares during the first nino months of lifo." ithon juvonilo mortality 

excocdod 70% the population decreasod. e ; : 

Threshold of socurity: Considoring tho northorn portion of Frontenac county, 

Haclulich writos: "in times of abundance the hares occupied practically all types 

of Habitat whoroas in times of scarcity they wore confinod to thvir favourite 

habitats." open 

18. iredowda. vo Ml a 

In isconsin, the snowshoe hare kill dropped from a high of over. 600.000 

in 1931 and 1932 to a low of about 27,000 in 1944, f 

19. Hunting customs, laws. 

Thore is little mention of the snowshoc hare as a gome aninal. ‘Ho is of 

“low o8tcom among sportsmen. Wisconsin has no rogulations on tho soason or bag 

limits in its major snowshoo haro rango. ‘ TSS & 

@ 20. Artificial ‘propagation and transvlantation. _ \ 

Soveraid (1942) sueccossfully roared snowshoo hares in pons similar to thoso 

uscd by commercial rabbitrios. Cost analysis of his oxperimental unit indicatod 

that young haros could bo produced for 31.25 to $1.50 cach (as of 1940). 

Seton includes the following rocord of transplantation. Originally tho 

snowshoo hare was absont from ilowfoundland ... "thon implantations of tho form 

struthopus were made, and now it is oxccedingly abundant." ‘ : be 

22. Economics. ies t 

Damazo; In years of abundance, hares are capable of causing hoavy damage. - 

to conifer plantations. Damage is most severe on low sites with a hoavy 

- ghrub cover. Two yoar secdlings have no lateral buds to roplaco a clippod 

torminal, hence thoy are moro vulnorable than transplantod nursery stock 

(Wilson, 1942). et 

Control: Plant whito spruco (low palatability) in brushy aroas. j , 

Use repellont sprays on planting stock. This also cuts down transpira- 

tion loss in fall plantings (i/ilson). § ) 

Snaring, travping and driving are costly and rolatively inoffoctual moans 

of roducing hare numbers (Odorkirk, 1934). e 

e Romove bountics on coyotes, fox and bobeat in. tho snowshoo hare range.
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& Poisons: Aspen sticks treated with strychnine are “one of, the, most. specific. : & 
poison méthods devised to’ date. However field tests on this control are -in-.;. 
complete, and its effect on other wildlife are not clearly known (iiather, et al). 

eSummaters  ae PRS es GE ke ae Ne ee Seas ce 

“Managenent of showshoe bAxé populations hinges on .our understanding the 3 
eycli¢ ‘fluctuations'of this species.” has : Peed 

Unimowns: mating habits, movements, population. controls + behavior 
(psychology) , nutrition; food preferences, relation to forest .reproduction~ 
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q (Not for publication) 

COTTONTAIL RABBIT MANAGEMENT CHECK LIST 
“ ” (Comptled by James B, Hale) 

All ‘data concerns: the common ‘cottontail (Sylvilasis floridamus) and its f 

sub-species ae , : 

a ° ‘Artificial Propagation e : 

Dico And Gerstell: describe unsuccessful and expensive attempts to raise 
cottontails in captivity for restockinge : ‘ 

“ _ Breeding and Mortality Se ant 

The breeding season (first copulation in spring td timo last litters ‘leave 
the nest in late summer) covers the period from March to September (Boule and 
Studholme, Haugen, Schwartz). Trivpensee lists the season as January to August, 

and Allon as February to July, Two or three litters are born each season (Cory, 
Dalke, Haugen), althougsh Schwartz says that Missouri cottontails average 3.8: 

{ litters per year. The peak of breeding occurs in May and June and spring litters 
average larger than sumor littors (Beule). Tho average litter size is about 

five (able 1). : ys : : ( 

The gestition nortod of penned animals is given by Dice and Dalke as 25 to 
ca 28 days, Hendrickson gives a comparable figure of 26.5 days. Seton says the 

gestation period is about 30 days. The Jactationpsriod per-litter was found by 
Dalke to be 15 days. , . : : 

‘An increase ih the size of the gonads of both sexes is indicative ofa i 

breeding period (Dalke, Schwartz, Trippensee). The cottontail is promiscuous in. . 

matin behaviour (Tripnonses) and may have, fortile coitus a day or two after 
parturition (Heugen). No definite oistrus cycle has been established (Dalke). The 

female apparently controls the length of the breeding season, coming into 
oestrus later in the winter than the males become sexually active-and pass:into..._ 
diestrus in fall while somo males are still capable of fruitful copulation (Hamil- 

ton). Cottontails usually de siotbréed. until the spring following their birth, but 
Cooley reports two records of females breeding in their first summer. 

-“Boulo found’ in: Pennsylvania ‘that GUS oF 59 nests were successful, An average . 
female in Missouri produces 16.7 young wr year (Schwartz). One out of five young * 

survives until fall (Haugen). ; 

“© Schwartz has | described embryonic cottontail stages from 3 mm. to 110 mm. 

(at birth). ° as a He . a 

Of 292 Michigan mortalitios in a calendar year, 80% were due to hunting while 

predation was the second most important factor (Allon). . : } mS 

.
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ps : Table 1 

_ COTTONTAIL LITTER SIZ * 

’ wi. Bind of. No. of ‘Range of Average 

Source Location Tally Litters No./Iitter No./Litter 
Hendrickson 1940 Iowa Nost — 27 ~- 64 
Boule 1949 -Ponngylvania ¢!Nests) f0.0.4°526. 3-8 5. le : 
Haugen 1glie Michigan Nest 12 - 5a 
Dalke 1937 Connecticut Embryo 19 3-8 ee 
Allen 1938 Michigan Nes ey eee 2 aa * 5el 
Trippenseo 1936 Michigan N&ez 27 2-8 5 OU. 
Cory 1912 %!0% .) FTU1e @ Wis. Nest edeaenseé U6, - 
Hamilton 1940 Nev York Embryo gal HER. Bate ess He f 
Schvartz 1942 Missouri Embryo 4o - uy 
Hamilton 1940 New York Nestijetei. ue Efi as = 4.3 
Lyon 1936 __ Indiana Nest ~ 3-7 4,0 
Dalke ‘1937 """ "i. Connecticut: Nest |: aes BAe a Be : 

Pisa OR Secale (ge? Gongs phe Density: fen fe ny oes 

Seton estimated ‘a population of 400’ million ccottontails in the Unit ed States - 

in 19294 he DS RRAN RIOR GMS Meee ttn Sailer ms hig eee ager ® 

In Mychigan in 1942 Heugen found minim densities of ono rabbit Ber 32 acres 
in spring and one rabbit per 7- acres in fall on six 160-acre study areas, A sum- 
mer déisity ‘of ‘6ne rabbit’ per 1,1 acres was found ‘by .Hendrickson in Iowa, 3 

Snow track counts’ were found to be. fairly reliable in computing rabbit popu e 
lations by Allen. Fecal pellets por unit areca has been used as q.eonsus: indicater 
method by Hendrickson, Hanson and others have computed population numbers by 
shooting sanplos on arcas in‘which as many rabbits as possible have been tagged, 

The forme soe ties Ree E aes Lens gy Sis Pee : ; 
; - No. of tageed rabbits shot... Total tagged rabbits : 

} oo Nos 6f-untagged: rabbits ishot:.° ee on *. ; 

where X is thé population, (2... 5 ae Sense rar, : Pan 

Al edie) act oe -- Disoasées and Parasites _ a ee 

As high as 90% of all cottontails are infected with one or more types of : 
parasite (Dalke), ‘although many rabbits are not ‘seriously injured by their presence 
(Heugen) .” : : : ae : ii 

The most important rabbit disease is tularomia. Morgan found a correlation 
between incidence of tularefia in mon aud “ts Ionting season. Wore cases are apt 
to be found during low periods in the rabbit cycle than at other times, . 

Regional surveys of cottontail parasites have been made:.by Dalke, -Haugen, 

Hickie, Morgan and Walker, ctc... ee h 

Distribution 

The cottontail occurs in all states except the extreme morthvest. See map. @ 
The range has been extending northward,
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Food Habits 

The food habits have been widely studied and many palatibility lists have 8 
been nublished, It. is difficult to’ summarize this information because of local 
or regional variations in the extent to which a plant species is used for food, 

Much less worls has been done on "non-palatable" food lists. ; 

Rabbits are ontirely. herivorous, although Seton cites an instance of . 

cannibalism. Seyero damage is often inflictod.on truck crops, orchards, forest _ 
plantings and ornamental shrubs by excessive browsing. : : 

Dalke (1942)"has published the chemical composition of the bark of 24 woody. . 
plant species eaten by ribbits. 5 5 eee 

‘s, *). 2) Mood and Gover ’ 

Haugen , Dale ;° Hondrickson and othors have suggested brush plantings, arti- 

ficial burrows and brush piles as a mans of improving habitats. The: presence of 
woodchuck holes favors larger rabbit populationse at 

A “ Kill Records f : 

Over two million cottontails are Icilled anmally by Michigan hunters (Hickie). 
The Wisconsin kill. averaged; better than one and a quarter millien per ycar for 

the 15 years prior ‘to 1946 (Wisconsin Conservation-Dept.). i 

Allen presents some Michigan figures on hunter. Success. In 1940 274 imnters 

were in tho ficld 696 hours and killed 104 rabbits. . ‘The average hunter saw one @ 
rabbit for every 1,5 hours but Killed only every fourth rabbit seen. 

Longevity (Turnover): /. o 

In a Michigan study by Allon, only Told of a .Decenber pomtation is knom 
to have lived to a second winter, Only two individuals of a known population of 
228 animals survived to’ a third wintese ea oo \ enki 

; ae Phonology) =". ee. 3 

Nest vhenology : . Reece 2 

First litters born! in Michigan - April 1 (Allon) 
! oe in Ponnsylvania. - mid-March (Beule) 

Eyes open? at 7 days (Boule & Studhaime) 
at 11 days (Allon) | 

Young leave nest at: 15-16 days (Beuvle and Studholme) 

: 16 days (Allen). ° ‘ f f ae ‘ 
f 10 days to two weeks (Seton) 

last litters born: in Michigan ~ August 20 (Allen) a is 
in Pennsylvania - during Sept. (Beule) 

Fopulation Controls eal 

Leopold and Anderson founda cycle of about eight years duration in Wisconsin, 
McCabe and others have used the flushing rate (muaber of rabbits seen per man-hour @ 

afield) as an index of pomlation numbors, ne
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8 j : Predation ; s 

The cottontail-is preyed upon by a large number of mammals, hawks, and owls; 

and is the staple food of many specios. YN ' 

The. chief predators of nestlings in Ponnsylvania are sicunks, weasels, mico, 

and the larvae of the, fresh fly (Wohl¢artia) (Beule). .Bowle also found that of : 

29 nests lmown to be destroyed, 52% were: due. to farming. operations and 21% to ! 

mammalian predatorse 

Sex and Ago : si : 

Sex ratios show considerable variation due to season and method of capture : 

(Table 2). -Trippensee and Elder and Sowls state that the sex ratio at birth is 
probably even. ; | ne a : ; 

Sex may be determined by dissection and oxemination of tho gonads. Trippen- 

soe describes and ‘Ingles illustrates a technique of soxing: by extrusion of the 

genitalia. ..Savin et al, describe a mothod of sexing newborn rabbits by the. con- 
dition of the urogenital pepilla, i ¢ j 

Pape. os 

: eat », + OOTTONTAIL.SEX RATIOS 

@ a House How Total Ratio 

Source Location Obtained ,* Rabbits Male: Female 

Gerstell 1937 Pennsylvania shot 878 79:21 
Pirnie in Trip- ; i : ‘ 
ponsee 1936 Michigan shot © 56 60: 40 
Hale 19NGc07  (f arts sae shot .& ; 
(unpublished), Wisconsin trapved : 186 : 59:41 
Trippensee 1936 :..Michigan trapped ; a PEG : 5743 : 
Elder and shot & eat ae 
Sowls 192 Wisconsin trapped 398 Be: hs 

shot &« : 
Allen 1938 Michigan trapped 383 51:49 
Allen 1941 Michigan eshot Coie. » B32 ; 51:49 

shot & 
Schvartz 1942 Missouri _ trapped 703 50.5:49.5 

sien ody ey shot & - : ey ait ; 

Heugen 1942 “Michi gan ~ trapped Pe eh 50:50 
Allen 1941 Michigan trapped 179 50:50 

Kansas & : 
Gerstell-1937 °°. Missouri - trapped 6,934. Wos51l 
Dalke :1942 Connecticut tranped PALS 49:51 
Schwartz. 1941 Missouri - trapped . ea a aN YT353 
Trautman. in as i ‘ 
Trippensoe 1936 Ohio ferret : 391 4e:5s 

& No completely satisfactory ge criterian has yet. beon developed, Weights and 
external moasurements are unreliable due to much variation in size among the mem- 

bors of a litter (Beule and Studholmo). Elder and Sowls found some juveniles 
weighed more than knorn adults as early as August. Allen says that juveniles 

attain full growth by December, 

j
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Dice and Dice aged rabbits of one month or younger by the development of 
molariform teeth, Beule and Studholme aged young by tarsal length, The daily 
tarsal grovth rate of all litters was 2 ma, Tarsal length at birth was 19 m, 
Elder and Sowls were able to age rabbits’ by autopsy until December, They found 
that young males have turgid testes and old mates have flaccid testes; adult — 
females have placental scars in their uteri, but juvenel females do not, Thom 
sen and lUyrtensen found that opiphyseal cartilage persists in the shouldor re~ 
gion of young rabbits uhtil November and probably until Jamuary. Furthor study 

is being done on the sufe terminal date for this criterion. i aiinig antag 

Few age ratios have been published bocause of unsatisfactory criteria, Allen 

in Michigan found a vintor age ratio among 58 trapped rabbits to be 1 adult to 
0.09 juveniles, A wintcr ago ratio among 82 shot rabbits was found to be 1 adult 

to 1.7 juvoniles, Size and condition of teats wore used as a critorion and | ‘ : 

determinstions wore based mainly on fomaless Allen offers no oxplanation for this 
exceptionally low ratio. His figures contradict the longevity data already given, ” 

“Hale (unpublished{ ‘found ‘the ‘age ratio of 2u8 cottontails trapped and shot 
during winter (Novembor ~ March) to be 2,3 juveniles to 1 adult. The bow test 
was used as 2 criterion.’ The ratio of 88 rabbits taken from November 1'to | t 
December 15 was 75 juvoniles to 1 adult. Pe , 

In Missouri the poorest land has the fewest and smallest rabbits; rabbits are 
most abundmt on mils of mediwa fortility; the richest scils produce the largost 
rabbits, but they are intensively cultivated and the amount of cover is inadequate a 
to maintain a-large: population (Denny) . : . : Mie : 

He Torritory and Home Range Ravan 

Findings on seasonal and yearly renges sre summarized in Table 3. Females 
exhibit tcrritoriality during ‘the breeding season, but miles do ‘not. Neither sex 

shows territorial behaviour in winter (Allen). Haugen and Dalke mention that 
young cottontails disperso in the fail. ; : ? iy 

: Table 3 hae 
ee COTTONTAIL HOME RANGE , . 

eh No. of Range Ave. range 
Source Location Seesen Sex Rabbits in Acres in Acres 
Allen 1939 Michigan winter both 19 nS eg - 
Haugen 1942 Michigan winter female 5 - 14 
Haugen 1942 Michigan summer female 15 : - 22.5 
Dalke 192 Connecticut’ summer juv. : 10 (2008300!) - 
Hendricison *36 Iowa summer both ' 9 on Lew 
Haugen 1942 Michigan fall juve 64? 13-15 —— 
Haugen 1942 Michigan yearly male - 100 plus - 
Dalke 1942 Connecticut yearly ra9Le 10 under 1-21 8.3 
Schwartz 19421 Missouri yearly nalo 18 - 1.4 
Dalke 192 Connecticut yearly female 17 0.6-8.4 5 & 
Schvartz 1941 Missouri yearly female a - Lee 

.
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& Transplantation 

From 1916 to 1936 over 700,000 rabbits were imported into Pennsylvania from 
; several states, especially Kansas and Missouri, and used for restocking. Since 

1936, natural propagation areas havo, been established, from which surplus animals 
are trapped and removed to other areas where nooded. (Gerstell). 

Tyo small releases of Sylvil@gus floridams were made in western Washington 
and one in eastern Washington in 1926-27. During the subsequent 15 years the 
colonies increased and spread ranidly. (Dalquest) 

Trepning 

AYil authors revort yoar around success in trapping cottontails using treadle- : 
type box traps with a variety of baits. For draving seo Hickie or Gerstoll, 

! a shautee - Veights and Measurements 

Nine Michigan cottontails had an average veight of 32.8 grams at birth (Allen). 
Pennsylvania rabbits averaged 25 grams at birth and 112-grams on leaving the nest 

(Beale and Studholme). 

Weather, season, pregnancy, age and sex have a considerable effect on the 

cottontail (Haugen) « .Both soxos show a decrease during late winter, especially 

moles. . During the breeding season weights inercaso in both sexes (Haugon, Elder 

and Sovls). There follows a decrease in weight during late sumer and another 
& increaso in fall and early winter (Haugen, Elder ond Sowls, Allen, Dalke)e Fe- 

males alrays are heavier than males (ALL mithors). 

Eldor ‘and. Sowls found that the most frequent weight of 398 Wisconsin rabbits 4 
was betvzeen 1100 and 1200 grams; adults ranged from 800 to 1900 grams in weight. 
Allen in Mychigan statos that 155 winter females averaged 1413 grams and 168 
winter males 1398 grems. Missouri males ranged in veight from a Jamary minimum 
of 1058 grams to a June maximm of.1222 grams and females from a January minimum 
of 1122 grams to a Juno maximin of LUY46 erans (Schwartz). Schvartz adds that 
juvenile cottontails are 45 to 5 montas old before roaching the mininum adult 

male weight of 907 grams or the minimum adult female yoight of 963 erams. ; 

. ' Average ‘nonsurements: of cot tontails Have been published by Anthony, Cory, 
Hamilton, Lyon, Nolson, and others. Allen published o tublo of car and hind foot . 
lengths for yoyng rabbits. from birth to 3. lbse, 6 oz. at 4 og intervals. Orr 
gives a nestling veight curve for Sylvilamus bachnanie 

Weather Relations t 

Leopold belioves that fomale rabbits tend to hole up more than males during 
~ cold weather, Allen and others think that this behaviour is the cause of the 

preponderance of males in the sex ratio of rabbits shot in vinter. 

In trapving rabbits during vinter in Wisconsin, Hanson suspects a correlation 
between the daily catch and changes in berometric wressuro, A high barometer. 

& produced the most rabbits.
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& i (Not for Publication) 

GAME MANAGEMENT DIGESEZ, FOR COTTONTAIL RABBIT 

i ; (Compiled by Laurence R. Jahn, 1949) ie 

1. SCIENTIFIC NAME: Sylvilagus floridanus (Allen); Seton (1929) lists 3 
well-marked groups in the genus: S. floridanus -- with 16 races; S. nuttallii - 

with 3 races; S. audubonii -- with 12 races. 

2. DESCRIPTION: Sexes similar. A small to medium-sized: brown rabbit, with 

long hind legs not as well developed: as, in Jack Rabbits tail short with a 

white underside (Anthony, 1928). Weights and measurements: Adults (Burt, 1946): 
weight, 2-4 1bs.; total length, 400-485 mm.; ‘tail, 39-70 mm.; hind. foot, 80- 
100 mm. Skull. length, 72-81.4 mm.; width, 35.5-39.7 mm. . Females average 
significantly heavier than males, this may be:due to "holing uv" tendency af 
females in winter which may retard. weight loss (Blder: and Sowls, 1942). 
Weather, season, pregnancy, age, and sex effect the weights consid-rably 

(Haugen, (1942). Growth. rates: Young weigh apvroximately one ounce at birth 
and are full. grown after 6 months (Haugen, 194-2). They emerge from the nest 
well furred and eyes open at two weeks of age (Burt, 1946). 

3. TRACKS AID SIGN: Uses. same path every day; tooth marks on damaged trees 
will be large, and bark next to the gnawings will hang in strips; enavings 
will be above the snow level; hind feet are naired ahead of the tracks of 

the front feet, which are vlaced diagonally; 10-15 feet ver hon can be made 
(Jaeger, 1948). Swimming, "freezing", doubling back, side leaping, and 

ee "holing uv" are common.tricks of escave; rubbing vosts, as certain trees, 
are used, to leave their nersonal odor asa notice to other rebbits; signal- 
ling other rabbits is done by stamning with their hind feet (Seton, 1929) pi 

4, MOLTS AND PELAGES: Pelage is soft, brown above and white below; only 
one annual molt; does not turn white in winter (Cory, 1912). 

5. DISTRIBUTION: (See Map)... . ae 

6. HISTORY: With primitive agriculture they pushed northward and increased 

their territory as the Snowshoe retreated (Seton, 1929; Leopold, 1931). 
_ Modern agriculture (clean farming) together with an ever increasing number 

‘of hunters puts the cottontails in a:pvosition wheré they need help (Atzen- 
hofer and Leedy, 1947)... See-18 (History). 2 -- EA ete an 

?. AGGREGATIONS: Kennicott quoted by Seton (1929). states, "though they ~ 
exist in astonishing abundance in particular localities, they are not 
naturally gregarious." | ‘ a Meu te ) f ‘ : 

8. MOVEMENT: Seasonally: In fall they commonly move from open areas, 

where they spend the snoring and summer, .and concentrate in brushy coverts 

or lowlands for the winter (various authors). In southern Wisconsin they | 
move as far as a mile during the breeding shuffle in February (Director's 
annuel report, 1939). ..In cold weather the females tend to hole up in 
burrows or sit tight in. "forms": more than do males (Hendrickson, 1947). : 

e Daily: They. follow the same-small vaths and feed at the same places for days 

at a time (Seton, 1929). ». : SAT : 

9. TERRITORY AND HOME RANGE: Territory: During the breeding season females 

exhibit territoriality; males do not seem to have a territory (Haugen, 1942a). 
Neither sex has a territory in winter (Allen, 1938). In Iowa a nesting fe- 
male's territory is often less than 1 acre (Hendrickson, 1947). Home range:



ie 

; Leon 

In scrub oak areas in Michigan adult females ranged 22 acres during the le 

breeding season and 17 acres in winter; juveniles usually occupy about 15 

acres in the fall; adult males may use 100 acres or. more (Haugen, 1942). 

In better habitat they don't range as widely (various authors). Also see 
13 (cover). 

10. BREEDING: Mating habits: They are vromiscuous (frippensee, 1936). 

Fertile coitus may take place a day or two after varturition (Haugen, 1942). 

Breeding season: Seems to vary with geographic locations, in general it is 

from January, February or March to July, August or Sentember (from various 

authors). In Missouri there may be six "breeding periods" in each breeding 

season, occurring monthly, March-August (Schwartz, 1942). Mest: Built. by. 

the female; usually a slight hollow in the ground, under bushes or weeds 

with a mat of grass, leayes and fur from the mother for a lining (Cory, 

1912; Seton, 1929). For nesting sites the female seems to vrefer relatively 

open areas adjacent to heavy cover (Atzenhofer and Leedy, 1947). Breeding 

age: Usually do not breed until the spring following their birth (various 

authors). However, in a few cases they have bred in their first summer of 

life (Cooley, 1946; Hendrickson, 1947a). Gestation: Of penned animals,.25- 

28 days (Dice, 1929). Of Wild animals, 30 days (Seton, 1929; Haugen, 1942) ; 

25.5 days (Hendrickson, 1943). Idtter size: 4-6 at birth (various authors). 

Svring litters average larger than summer litters (Beule, 1940). Number of 
litters: 2- annually (various authors). Care of young: The mother gener- 
ally nurses the young during the evening and morning hours, spending the — 

remainder of the time avay from the nest (Atzenhofer and Leedy, 1947). 
Young are weaned 2t about 15 days of age (Leedy and Laycock, 1946); after Be 
3-L: weeks they disband and care for themselves (Seton, 1929). Sex ratios: 
At birth, are vrobably even (Blder and Sowls, 1942; Trinnensee, 1936). At 
later ages disparity in published results seems traceable to season of year 

and methods of capture (Nlder and Sowls, 1942). Sex and age criteria: 
. Dice and Dice (1940) aged rabbits. of one month or younger by the development 
‘of molariform teeth. Beule and Studholme (1942) aged young by tarsal length; 
all litters showed a daily tarsal growth rate of 2 mm. ‘Elder and Sowls 

(1942) aged rabbits by autopsy until December; adult females have placental 
scars in their uteri, juvenile females do not; adult males have flaccid 

testes, while juvenile males have turgid testes. Thomsen. and Mortenson 

(1946) found thet the epivhyseal cartilage persists in the shoulder region 
of young until November and maybe until January; Hale (1949) found this could 
be used in Wisconsin until the rabbit is,9 months of age with, 95% accuracy 

or 84 months with 99% accuracy. Tripvensee (1936) describes a method of © 
sexing by extrusion of the genitalia. Sexing may also be done by dissection 

and examination of gonads. ; ge 

11. MORTALITY: Predation: Stray dogs, feral cats, other mammals, hawks, and 

owls all prey on the cottontail. Exveriments in Michigan show; that cotton- 
tails in burrows are capable of escaning opossums, skunks, and weasels which 

attemot to prey on them in the burrow (Haugen, 1942). ‘Those occupying the. 
least favorable home sites »vrobably suffer the greatest mortality of vreda- 
tion (Haugen, 1942). Starvation: There was a moderate reduction of over- 
populated Tishers Island (3,600 acres), New York by winter starvation in 
1940-L1 (Smith and Cheatum, 1944). Cannibalism occurred during a year of & 
heavy snow in Ohio, vrobably indicating a food shortage (Seton, 192°). 
Diseases and varasites: Erickson (1947) lists the helminth varasites of 
rabbits, genus Sylvilagus, and fives a well rounded bibliogravhy on vara- 

sites. Also see Smith and Cheatum (1944), Hauren (1942), Seton (1929), 
Dalke (19/2), Hickie (1940), and Morgan and Yaller (1940). Tularemia, a ..
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highly infectious disease, primarily in wild rodents and secondarily in man, 

Dey is the most important rabbit disease (Norgan, 1941). Accidents: Commonly 

suffers more than any other game animal from automobiles; sometimes dies of 

"fright" (Seton, 1929). Also see 13 (land use) and’15 (weather).” ~ 

12. FOOD HABITS: Closely follow availability of plants as they develop 

from early spring to late fall; winter diet largely bark, -twigs, buds, -and 
' dried’ herbs; in spring tender young shoots of herbaceous plants (Dalke ‘and 

Sime, 1941). Materials left in garden and.orchard are taken (Cory, 1912). 
Poughnéss and toughness of bark will inhibit browsing; prickles and thorns 

do not interfere (McCabe, 1945). ‘Two vronounced:feéding veriods are evi- 
‘dent: the first 3-/ hours after sunrise; the second from sunset’ to one 

'-hour after (Dalke and Sime, 1941)... Palatability list::Variouws authors have 
‘made lists for their areas. See Hickie (1940), Sweetmen (1944), Dalke (1942), 
Haucen (1942), Hendriclcson (1938).,.Hayne. (1949) and others. Pellet analysis: 
For techniave see Dusi. (1949)... Vitamin nutrition: Dalke (1942) gives chemical 
comvosition of 24 woody snecies eaten... Minerals: Good and varied soil mineral 
content benefits rabbit nroduction (Hendrickson, 1947; Denny, 1943). 

13. FOOD AND COVER: Key plants:“hen briar, bush, cactus thicket,. and: thorn 
patch are cleared away, cottontails. disapvear: from area (Seton, 1929). 
Plantings: Brush planting is recommended (various authors). ‘Carrying 
Capacity: The number of home sites available limits the population (Hickie, 
190). Relation to land use and vlant succession! See 6 (history). Barb 
wire fences in prairie country helped them (Seton, 1929). Hay mowing and 
the plowing of nests cause great loss of adults and juveniles (Atzenhofer 

& and Leedy, 1947). Grasses and forbs of advanced tyves, as bluestem, are 
more attractive than those of.early stages, as horsetail (Hendricksen, 1947). 
When land has reverted to forest, it is no longer suitable for cottontails 

(Atzenhofer and Leedy, 1947). Special cover: Fach individual has 3-4 "forms" 
or sheltered beds in its home range (Seton, 1929). As in quail, winter is 
the critical season of the year, i.e. enough holes available in the northern 

pert of its range (Leopold, 1931)... : Re . 

1, “PHENOLOGY: ot given here since only localized material is available. 

15. WEATHER AND MATER RELATIONS: Weather: They "hole uv in .the northern 
cornbelt range during severe winter. weather (Leopold, 1931)...‘ Yinter Trap- 
ping success in Wisconsin anneared, to. fluctutate with barometric vressure; 

‘a high barometer, more rebbits (Hanson, 1944).:,.Amount of injury to’ woody 
species in winter apparently increases with: sriow devth (Sweetman, 1944). 
Crusting over of "forms", causes loss of. adults: (Atzenhofer and Leedy, 1947). 

‘Water: Feavy rains and. floods may; drive: them from a: low area temnorarily and 
may drown nestlings (Hendrickson, 1947; Atzenhofer. and Leedy;.1947). On 
mornings of heavy dew many cottontails were observed (Hendrickson, 1939). 

In drought summer of 1936. they.deserted high ground and were localized on 
lowlends near water (Leopold and Anderson, 1938). They nrobably obtain | 
bulk of water needed from dew and plants. they eat (Hickie, 1940). See 13 
(Special cover). ; : ce ; 

16. .POPULATIO"S: Census: About .5' nellet ver savars foot indicates avproxi- 
@ i mately one rabbit ver acre in Iowa and Kansas (Hendrickson, 1939; Brown, 

194.7). Towa relies on random line flush counts ver unit of time in esti- 

mating shooting ponulations previous to an open season (Hendrickson, 1947). 
Counts of snow tracks proved reasonably reliable (Allen, 1939). Population
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index by Lincoln Index (Hanson, 1944). Flushing rate (number of rabbits ie 
seen per man-hour afield) was used as vopulation index (McCabe, 1943). a 

Densities: An estimated 500 million cottontails in the U. S. in 1929 (Seton, 

1929). On six 160-acre tracts in Michigan the minimum density was one rab- 
bit ver 32 acres in svring, in fall one ver 7 acres (Haugen, 1942)... Produc- 

tion of one rabbit ver 3 acres in southern Michigan seems normal (Hickie, 
1940). See 13 (carrying cavacity). Trapping! Snares are used effectively 
(Seton, 1929). Box trans employing various baits have proved very. success- 
ful year around (various. authors); for construction see Hickie (1940). ‘then 
caught it rarely bites but generally squeals in fear (Cory, 1912). Sex-age 
composition: Sex ratios are probably nearly even (Elder and Sowls, 1942), . 

_Age ratios are lacking. Turnover and survival: About 7% of a December popu- 

lation survived to a second’winter; only 2 animals out of 228 lived to see 

_ a third winter (Allen, 1939). On a 160-acre area about 1 out of 5 young 
“survived until fall (Haugen, 1942). : ; 

17. POPULATION CONTROLS: Cycles: In Wisconsin, scarcity in 1928-30 and 
shortaze again in 1936 was regarded as "the cycle" without understanding 
its nature (Leopold and Anderson, 1938). During the low of 1936-38 rabbits 
were concentrated at certain focal noints, vrobably.a behavior character- 
istic during low years in Wisconsin (McCabe, 1943). Strife: Young kept 
together do not fight as do the older ones (Hickie, 1940). Inversity: When 
a vopulation in a locality greatly increases, disease and disablements be- 
come generally spread out, but burn out as their hosts are reduced (Seton, 

1929). Hunting: Not over 60% of the povulation on a 500-acre area when oy 
shooting began was bagged, thus it was not an effective control (Pirnie, 

1949). ‘ ; aa ee en i 

18. KILL RECORDS: Yields: In Michigan two million (+) cottontails are : 
taken annually (Hickie, 1940). On exveriment area, yield was about 1 rabbit 
ver 5 acres (Pirnie, 1949). Success ratios: Of a total of 350,000 rabbit 
hunters in Michigan in 1938 (Hickie, 1940): business and vrofessional men 
(204 of samvle) bagged 4 rabbits ver hunter, farmers (20% of samole) bagged 
9 ver hunter, skilled and unskilled laborers (60%) bagged 7 ver hunter. 
Hunting studies: Heavy hunting during oven season may not. reduce local 3 

numbers during svring and summer (Pirnie, 1949). A survey of 80 farmers in 
Wisconsin during 1940 showed they curtailed hunting because of "rabbit 
sickness" (McCabe, 1943). History: In 1882 Brayton stated that.they were 
worth 5-15 cents aviece on the Chicago market (Cory, 1912). In 1928 3,500,000 

“rabbits were shipved east out of Missouri for Christmas trade at about 13.- 

cents ver rabbit (Leopold, 1931). 

19. HUNTING CUSTOMS, LAYS, REGULATIONS: Customs: They are vursued.with 

dogs and either shot on the run or taken by hand from cavities into which 

they have been driven (Seton, 1929). Laws: Michigan vrovides for issuance. 
of control vermits to landowners (Pirnie, 1949). Regulations: Ohio was only 

state of North Central States to extend vrotection to them vrevious to 1909 
(Leopold, 1931). Hunting is more effective with snow on the ground (Pirnie,'49). 

20. ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION AND TRANSPLANTATION: Many authors representing @ 
several states agree that artificial pronagation is. extremely difficult: and 
very exvensive. Transvlantation exneriments have given similar conclusions 
(Hickie, 1940). From 1916 to 1936 over 700,000 rabbits were imported to 
Pennsylvania, largely from Kansas and Missouri (Gerstell, 1937). 

i
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& HNN REFUGES, PUBLIC MUNTING GROUNDS: In Michigan the value of refuges is 

questionable (Hickie, 1940). Cooveretive hunting vlan: Successful in Nichi- 
gan, for details see Hidkle (1940). | a ‘ ue 

22. ECONOMICS: Values: Its value as food. and recreation is very great, 

esnecially to farmers (various authors). The skin is too tender to ve of 
value (Seton, 1929). In Kansas they assist in introducineg-seéds of prairie | 
vlants, through their vellets, into areas denuded-by drought and overgrazing 
(Brown, 1947). Damage: In cultivated areas they damage vegetable gardens 

and fruit trees greatly (Cory, 1912). Cortrol: Leave winter vruning of 
apple trees for food; its cheavet to feed them than to fight them (Seton, 

1929). Revellents: For mixtures used, see Seton (1929) and Hayne (1949). 

23. SUMMARY: Status of svecies: Thoweh-the cottontail ig a leading gane 
animal and is subjected to many vredators, it has continued to hold its own 
because (1) of enormous fecundity (2) of sneed and trickery afoot (3) of its 
keeness of senses (Seton, 1929). Hovever, with more clean farming dow, “it 
is in need of additional cover (Hickie} 1940). ‘Management possibilities: by 
vroviding shrubby and herbaceous cover, by planting or tolerating natural 

grovths, end by tolerating larger burrowing animals end using artificial 

cavities, both‘old and new habitat will be made. more secure and productive 

for cottontails (various authors). Unknowns: Courting verformance; carrying 
capacity; age composition; life equation. . NY hae Bae Ma AACA Re + 
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University of Wisconsin 
& Bee i oe ‘ (not for-nudlication) 

|| GAMES MATTAGEMENTT DIGEST ROR OPTER : 
. (Compiled by Clifford L. Brynildson, 1949) - ( 

1. SCIEYTIFIC MAME; lutra canadensis canadensis (Schreber). Bight other’ - 

subspecies recognized (Seton, 1929). Vernacular names::River otter, Canada 
otter, American otter, Petang and Ptan (Séton, 1929). — i ‘ $ 

2. DESCRIPTION: A large, long, weasel-like animal with webbed hind feet 
and thick tapering tail; fur very dense, dark rich glossy.brown. Weights 
and measurements: Total length, 40"; weight, 18-25 lbs... Dentition: .Incisors 
3-3/3-3; Canine 1-1/1-1; Premolars 4-4/3-3; Molars 1-1/2-2 = 36. Voice: 
They have 2 tones of voice, one a sort ‘of: satisfied grunt, like that of a 
nig, the other a shrill half‘squeal, half whistle :(Seton,: 1929). ° Growth 

rates: The young are taught to swim soon as they are able to see;: weaned at 

4. months; fully grown at.9 months (Seton, 1929). wie tea 

3. TRACKS AND SIGNS: On snow a continuous groove a foot or more wide, with 
tracks of his padded feet.in many vlaces. Slide is either on.a ‘steep earth 
or snow bank which leads into a pool, continual sliding makes this slide 

slick and slipnery (Hamilton, 1939). Swimming ability: A tame otter could 
remain under water 3 or 4 minutes and he could swim } mile without showing 
its head (Seton,. 1929). i Ew : a se iy 

& 4. MOLTS AND PELAGE: Io information on.molts. Pelage of young, dark’ - 
brown to black. (Seton, 1929)... : a ea ats : 

5. DISTRIBUTION: Found anywhere in North America where there are forests 

and water.. The range of otter and timber coincide so exactly that we may. 

look for extension of the otter range on.the south where: long arms of tim- 

ber lands have pushed into oven country (Seton,-1929).°. ssi Meta 

6. HISTORY: Svecies never was abundant ‘anywhere and continual persecution 
has considerably reduced its numbers, yet it is found throughout America. 

During 85-year period, 1821-1905," the Hudson Bay Company collected 890,901 
skins, an average of 10,481 each year: (Seton, 1929)...' d . j 

7. AGGRECATIONS: Otter never seen in grouns’ larger than the family and is 
much more often seen in nairs or alone; 3 or 4 that are often seen together 

' in late summer are the mother and family (Seton, 1929). . ae vol 

8. MOVEMENTS: Daily: In Great Britain, T. WY. Proger of Cardiff says, "I 
have known one to.go-5.or 6 miles: overland in a single night to a strean 
that vromised good fishing (Seton, 1929).: . Be sig a 

9. TERRITORY: Avnarently territorial. Home -range: ‘A family will have a © 
route which they will follow regularly;. ‘such a beat may take 2 weeks to ; 

cover and may be 50 miles in length (Seton, 1929). 

e 10, BREEDING: Breeding habits: Monogamous, “vrobably mate for) life (Seton, 
1929). In reference to the mating of the Buropean otter, cocks observed ‘ 

that copulation took place. in the water shortly after sunrise (Reed, 1946). 
Den studies: Usually digs a burrow in the bank of a stream or lake, with
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the entrance under water; a large soft nest of sticks, leaves and grass is 

constructed inside the burrow (Seton, 1929). Den may also be located in we 
hollow bases of cypress trees or in hollow logs (Yeager, 1938). Number of 
young, 2-3; gestation, 61 deys; youne born April 15-May 1; 1 brood per 
year; both sexes care for young, but mainly by the female (Seton, 1929). 

Sex ratios: No information. Sex and age criteria: Baculum has been used as 
an age determiner for males, the average length of 42 adult bacula was 93.5 

mm., average weight, 5.65 g. and 28 juvenile bacula averaged 68.00 mm. and 
1.95 g. (Friley, 1949). } 

1l.. MORTALITY; A veteran trapyer has on 2, occasions pulled déad otter from 
beaver dams (Luttinger, 1931). ST rent! : ae ‘ 

12. FOOD HABITS: Percentage composition by volume of food from.95. stomachs 

of otters inhabiting trout waters and 40 stomachs of otters inhabiting non- 

trout waters in Michigan (Lagler and Ostenson, 1942) showed: Nee 
frout waters Non-trout waters. ue 
Forage fishes - 36% : Game fishes — 65% 
Amphibians - 25% _ Amphibians - 14% s oy 

. Game fishes - 234 _. Forage fishes - 11% ‘ 
Crayfishes -  . fi Crayfishes - A, ; 
Misc. Vertebrates - 4% ; : _Insects - 34 idee 

. Fish remains - 4% Fish remains — 2% * 
Feeding habits: Apvroaches its intended victim from behind with great cau-. 

tion, stretches itself at full length and with its short front paws, paddles 

itself slowly and cautiously within 18" of its unsusnecting quarry, then the 
otter arches un its back and jumns uvon its victim, usually getting it in eG 

the first attemot (Seton, 1929). i 

13. FOOD AID COVER: The otter finds its ideal surroundings in good-sized 
clear streams that abound with fish and. that are much varied in bank and 

bed, by nonds, ravids, log-jams and overhanging rocky banks (Seton, 1929). 
Key plants: Majority of the dens in Hollow bases of cypress trees in delta 
hardwood region of Mississipni (Yeager, 1938),. r 

14. PHENOLOGY: Mating season is toward. the end of February; often hiber- 

nates in December (Seton, 1929). See also Breeding. Aen ; 

15. WEATEER AID WATER RELATIONS: Otter remains in his den. under a bank in 
cold weather, reluctant to go through cold water.to get out, waits until 

svring thaw (Séton, 1929). Water habitat is necessary for food and protec- 

tion. : 

16. POPULATIONS: Census: Hudson Bay Company.fur records and Michigan, ~. 
Ontario and Mississippi trapping returns (Seton, 1929; Yaeger, 1938; Bradt, 

1945). Density: One otter per 18 square miles in Ontario; one otter per 70 

square miles in Washington (Seton, 1929); one otter. per 40 square miles in 

Michigan (Bradt, 1946). Trapping: Log and slide sets most successful. 

17. POPULATION CONTROLS: No information on natural population control; 

trapping is the principle artificial population control. foe Bre 

18. KILL RECOPDS: Total kill by trappers 1940-1944 in Michigan was rh e 

otters (Bradt, 1945); fur returns in Canada from 1920-24: 48,358 (Seton, 
1929); estimated total harvest in Wisconsin in 1946-1947: 484 (Wis. Cons. 
Dept., 1947).
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19. HUNTING LAWS: Given legal vrotection in Michigan in 1809; open season 

in Michigan 1940. “ig. 1950 trapping season varies from 20 to 45 days in 
Se 34 counties, beginning "eb. 15, no limit on otters talten (Reprint Wis. 

State Jour. Dec. 11, 1949). , a a 

20. ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION AND TRANSPLANTATION: Otter occasionally used 

as vets (Seton, 1929). 

21. REFUGES: No information. : : 

?2. ECONOMICS: Value: Fur is one of the best, handsomest and most durable 
in the market; 1923-24, vrice averaged $30.75; in 1920 as high:as $105 a 
velt (Seton, 1929); velts averaged $8 to $12 in.1940, discouraging trapning 
(Bradt, 1945); fur is sold as’seal, when mulled and dyed (Laut, 1921). 
Damage: Conclusion reached in Michigan as a result of food-investigations 
was that the otter is not often a vréedator of determinative imvortance in 
fish production on trout streams or other waters (Bradt, 1945; Lagler and 
Ostenson, 1942). pa ce ee eo 

23. SUMMARY: Management: Full protection in areas where the populations 
are low. Forest-fire control an aid in improving habitat (Lagler BER 

Ostenson, 1942), stream and bank vrotection and restoration also.an ecolo- 
gical aid (Yeager, 1938). Status of snecies: Due to relatively rood vrotec- 
tion offered them, the otter anvears to be on a slight increase in the lake 
states. 
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(not' for wablication) : 

& GANS MANAGEMENT DIGEST FOR AMBPICA™ BLK (WAPITL) 

(Compiled by Alex J. Reeve, 1949) 

1. SCIENTIFIC NAME: Cervus canadensis Erxleben: 5 snecies and subsvecies 

(Anthony, 1928): : 
“©. ce. canadensis (Erxleben) American Wapiti 

C. c. manitobensis Millais Manitoba Wapiti p 
C. c. occidentalis (Hamilton Smith) Western Wapiti 

G.. merriami Nelson Arizona Wapiti (probably extinct) 

Gy nannodes Merriam Dwarf Elk. 
Vernacular names: American elk,waviti, Canada stag, American red deer, round- 

horned elk, gray moose, (Seton, 1929). 

2. DESCRIPTION: Mot a true elk but belongs to the Genus Cervidae of which 

the Zurovean Red Deer is the tyne. Males have large antlers. Light-colored 

rump vatch, head and neck dark brown, sides and back yellowish to vzownish 

gray, legs dark brown, underparts blackish, white patch between hind legs; 

young yellowish, snotted white. Max. wts. (lvs.): males 700-1000, females 

500-600 (Anthony, 1928). Av. wts. (1bs.): birth 37 ‘Rush, 1932), & months 
258 (20), cows 499 (9), bulls 642 (15) Skinner, 1946). 4 

3. TRACKS AND SIGN: Tracks to 44 inches -by 3-34 inches. Bull: hoofs : 
close together, blunt, toes outward; young bull overstevs forefoot (larger) . 

Cow: hoows wider apart, pointed, toes straight ahead.- At gallov hind feet 

nlaced diagonally in.front of forevrints (Jaeger, 1948). Feces: hard 
@ pellets in winter; soft, confluent, and-bovine in summer. Voice: bugling 

of bulls, snorts, squeaks: of rare, hankering whine of desire, whine of con- 

cern between cows and calves (Seton, 1929), bark-in case of danger, calves 

bleat (Young and Robinette, 1939). Hae : atten 

Lu... MOLTS AND PELACES: . Svring molt starts in Avril, comnlete by June. By 
Sevtember autumn coat has revlaced summer ‘coat, heavier and denser by early 

winter. Antlers usually shed in March; new growth soon starts,*ranid, com- 

plete by early August, velvet shed by’ early September (Schwartz and { 
Mitchell, 1945). - s bis ; SOK i Lge 

5. DISTRIBUTION: - See man. be ‘ : ; ; 

6. HISTORY: Came in from Asia not earlier than Pleistocene (Scott, 1913). 
Original ponuletion estimated at 10: million; 46,00¢ in 1907. (Seton, 1929); 
255,000 in 1949 (Pasmussen, 1949).  Disanveared with settlement until in: . 
the East now only found where restocked. Yilling for canine. teeth was 
imoortant factor in diminishing population (Anthony, 1928). 

7. AGGREGATIONS: Gregarious (Cory, 1912). Cows alone during calving : 
veriod. Cows and younger animals in bends. most of year. Bulls gather 
harems during rutting period; will not tolerate other bulls.at this time 

(Sehwartz and Mitchell, 1945). Bulls vrefer to be alone or in small bends 

(Young and Robinette, 1939). Old female leads herd (Seton, 1929). 

& @, MOVFMENTS: Herds form after rut season and migrate to winter range at 

lower altitedes; return migration. as soon as snow conditioris. permit; cows. 

remain behind until calves born (Rush, 1932). Daily movements governed 

largely by feeding habits (Schwartz and Mitchell, 1945). b
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9. TERRITORY AND HOME RANGE: Roam over ten-mile stretch summer or winter 
(Seton, 1929). Calf stays in 100-foot radius unless moved by cow (Young and & 
Robinette, 1939). 

10. BREEDING: Polygamous (Seton, 1929). Rut mid-Sent. to mid-Oct.; harem 
1-16 cows (Young and Robinette, 1939). Bulls fight rivals but will not pro- 

tect harem from other enemies (Roosevelt, 1902). Females can breed at two 
years, males at three; gestation 84 months; usually one calf, sometimes two 

(Seton, 1929). Sex-ratio approximately equal at birth (Rush, 1932). Males 
darker than females, only males have antlers (Anthony, 1928). Age by adult 
incisors until fifth year (Banfield, 1949). 

11. MORTALITY: Predators: Cougar (young and adults), bear (young), coyote 
(young), wolf (adults). Starvation:.overvopulation or food hidden by snow; 
highest mortality in calves: (Seton, 1929). Disease: necrotic stomatitis, 
usually fatal, incidence high on feed grounds (Allred, Brown, and lurie, 

1944); blindness (Rush, 1932). Parasites: Ticks, biting lice, hair lung 
worm (Banfield, 1949), deer botfly larvae (Rush, 1932). Accidents: miring, 
goring, hunting-season cripples (Murie, 1930), breaking through ice and- 
drowning, locked antlers (Leopold, 1933). 

12. FOOD HABI™S: Prefer. grasses, hardwood browse, evergreen browse in that 

order (various authors). Availability is criterion of use; summer diet 
similar to Aomestic stock (Stoddart and Smith, 1943). Winter food: Twigs, 

dry and evergreen leaves, bark, rotten wood fibers (Schwartz, 1938), tree 
mosses and lichen (Hamilton, 1939). Anelysis of 53 stomachs (in vercent), 
collected Nov.-May in Montana and Idaho: conifers 13, shrubs 37, grasslike € 

plants 5, grass 22, weeis 19, mosses and lichens / (DeNio, 1938). Minerals: 
Will drink at mineral svrings to satisfy mineral reaouirements. Salt re- 
aquired as soon as they start to feed on early svring vegetation; obtained 

at licks (Young and Robinette, 1939). 

13. FOOD AND COVER: Key vlents: Grass in summer (various authors); aspen 
and willow in winter (Cowan, 194.7), Ley formations: Prefer forage that 

grows on open range, mountain meadows an? parks; timberlands. for vrotection 

from winter storms and summer sun (Rush, 1932). Feeding: May be necessary 

during hard winters but resulting concentrations may result. in large losses 
from disease (Allred, Brown, and Murie,1944). Carrying canacity: 5 acres/ 
head (Seton, 1929); 12 acres/head.(Murie, 1944). A marticular range will 
carry three tines as many deer as elk (Cliff, 1939).Relation to land use © 
and plant succession: Do damage to orchards and’hayfields (llitehell and 
lauckhart, 1948). Browsing beneficial if not excessive (Banfield, 1949). 
Succession of snruce hastened by elimination of hardwoods. by browsing 

(Gaffney, 1941). “Blk comvete to advantage with all other grazing animals 
(Stoddart and Smith, 1943). : ‘ ; 

14, PHENOLOGY: Mid-Sent. to mid-Oct.: Rutting season. Late October: large 
herds form and migrate to winter. range. March: males drop antlers and start 

new set. Melting of snow sends all but.»vrernant cows to summer range. Mid- 

May to mid-June: catving period after which cows and calves proceed to summer 

range. Early August: antlers fully grown. Early September: velvet shed 

(various authors). : : : : & 

15. WHATHER AND WATER RELATIONS: . Excessive crusted snow may make forage 
¥ unavailable (Grimm, 1939). Can get by on succulence alone but nursing cows 

seek water, also all other individuals after frost kills succulence 
(Leopold, 1933). , :
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Ge 16. POPULATIONS: Census: Count’ while still concentrated on winter range 
(Canalane, 1938). Strip counts on foot, by car, by sleigh; best during 
early morning or evening; an adavtation of the King method (Banfield, 1949). 
Aerial census 90% accurate (Olsen, 1942). /Also census and sexing from air- 

craft (Riordan, 1948). Costs: 20 cents/head on foot, 7 cents/head by plane 
(Hunter and Yeager, 1949). Density: Gregarious, therefore food suvvly and 
disease are »robably limiting factors. Sex-age composition: Sex-ratio 
aporoximately eaval at birth (Rush, 1932), no differential death rate, 

“therefore sex-age composition denends uvon hunting laws. Turnover: 20% 
of herd taken annually at “ebo, Utah (Olsen, 1942). .Will denend unon 

vhysical condition of herd and available food supnly. Survival: highest 

mortality among calves; under adverse weather and food conditions calf crop 

may ve almost entirely lost by spring ‘(various authors). : 

17. POPULATION CONTROLS: Winter starvetion is an active natural popula- 
tion control. Sound management entails am accurate census followed by a 

hunting season vlanned to renove surnlus nowulation. No reference to, . 
cycles was found in literature examined. Irruntions: due to excellent con- 
ditions for revroduction and survival and lack of population controls... , 
Riding Mountain Nationel Park in Manitoba is a good example (Banfield, 

1949). Strife: Gregarious, set along well with other animals (Rush, 1932). 
Bulls may kill each other in battles over females during rut (Seton, 1929) . 
Older bulls will not tolerate other bulls during rutting season (Young and 

Robinette, 1939). 

Y 1&, TPOPHIES *TC.: Record antlers: 1575 mm. along beam by 1525 mm. spread 
i. (Bailey, 1946). Hunter success ratios: Arizona, 1935-1947, varied from 

12-55% (Connor, et al. 1948); Washington, 10% (Pebbles, et al, 1948). Per- 
cent kill: Washington, 13% (Pebbles, et al, 1948); Montana, 23% (Johnson, 
et:al, 1946, 1948). Only six states (Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, 
Washington, and Wyoming) have had herds large enough to allow kills of one 

thousand plus during each of the last three years (Rasmussen, 19/9). 

SOs BOUNDING CUSTOMS: Wot hunted with lights as they move little at night, 

not suitable for driving with hounds, ‘therefore must be stalked. 1d 
Syanish Californians rode them down and -iessoed them (Roosevelt, 1902). 
Usually taken in'late fall to avoid meat svoilage (Arrington, 1949). 

"Firing line" where‘elk migrate: through bottle-neck vass near Gardiner, 
Montana; uv to 1000/day were talten to reduce Yellowstone herd (Hamilton, 
1939). Laws and regulations: hunting ‘laws.vary. across the country depend- 
ing uvon whether’ the sonulétion is being built .uv, reduced, or held at a 

stabilized level (various authors). «: -° ee j 

20. ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION AND TRANSPLANTATION: .Webo Range, Utah: two 
carloads introduced in 1914; hunting since 1927; now crov 20%.of 500-600 

_ animals annually (Olsen, 1942). Transplants. into forner, ranges have been 
. ouite successful (various authors). Has been successfully introduced into 

England and Eurove where it has been crossed with both European and Asiatic 
. . forms. Can be easily raised in cavtivity (Jones, 1913). : 

a _ 21. REFUGES: "National Zlk Refuge" at Jackson, Wyoming. is the only major 
refure maintained for elit. National Pars of major importance to elk are: 
Yellowstone (Wyoming), Olympic (Washington), Piding Mountain (Manitoba) 
(Gabrielson, 1943). : ' eee
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22. ECONOMICS: Values: An important big game animal in some areas; aes- @ 
thetically important in National Parks. Damage: Excessive snow may drive 
animals down into farmlands where considerable damage may be done to stacked 
grain and haystacks (Banfield, 1949). If numbers excessive may do damage to 
forests, orchards, pastures, hayfields, stacked hay, fences, cattle range, 

and crop areas (Graham, 1947). Revellents: a promising deer and elk re- 

vellent (svray) is being tested in Wash.; nonpoisonous, noncorrosive; effec- 

tive uv to three months (Resner, 194-9). 

23. SUMMARY: Status of snecies: Under vrotection, elk are rapidly gaining 

in numbers: 1907 vonulation estimate 46,000 (Seton, 1929); 1949 population 

estimate 255,000 (Rasmussen, 1949). Transvlants into former ranges have 
been very successful. At vresent the snecies is doing so well that there 
are open seasons in several areas (various authors). Management vossibi- 
lities: In all events the nonulation must be kept below the sustained carry- 

ing canacity of the range (Cliff, 1939). Long oven season and small kill 
within narks may be necessary to reduce excessive populations (Cahalane, 

1943). Winter feeding should not be necessary if the elk can be kept 
svread over their range. This is necessary because if a large concentra- 

tion becomes snowbound it soon exhausts the available food supply (various 

authors). 
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* GAME MATAGEMEIND DIGEST FOR ROCKY MOUTMAII SHEEP 

(Compiled by Tred H. Yagner) 

1. NOMENCLATURE: Scientific name: Twelve subsvecies of Ovis canadensisi have 
been named. According to Cowan (21) 4 subsvecies (canadensis, californiana, 
nelsoni, and mexicana) occuny bulk of species! range; remaining ones are 
either described on basis of few specimens, are on margins of the snecies' 

range, or are wedged in betveen ranges of 4 main subspecies, and he lumns 

most subsnecies with the 4 vrincipal ones. Audoboni (extinct), weemsi, and 
eremnobates he leaves as probable valid subspecies. Vernacular names: big- 

horn sheen, Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep, mountain sheen. 

2. DSSCRIPTION: A large sheen varying in color from brown to grey with 

light undersides, face, and rump natch; males with massive horns curved 

back, down, and forward; ewes with smaller, unswent, slightly recurved 

horns. Coat hairy; tail short. Southern subsvecies slightly smaller, 

having lerger ears. Weights (21,41,76): Ad. males from 200-350 lbs.; ad. 
eves fron 125-175. Measurements (21): Ad. rams: T.L., 1326-1950 mm; 7., 
70-120; H.F., 357-482; ear (from notch) 63-127; ht. at shoulders, 765-925. 

Ad. ewes: T.L., 1200-1490 mm; T., 80-121; H.F., 315-420; ear (from notch), 
90-121; ht. at shoulders, 315-420. Growth rates (41): Lamb can stand under 
mother when born; may double wt. in lst month. At 1-2 weelcs, can. scamper 

throurh rimrocks at great sneed. “Growth ravid during lst summer; by winter 

may weiph 80 lbs. Means at 7-8 months. Leneth of horn at 9 months, + - 2". 
& Little growth in first. winter; growth ravid durin= following (2nd) summer; 

by 2nd winter nearly as large as older sheen.. ue : 

3. TRACKS AND STG’S: Front feet larger than hind feet (71,72). Toes blunt 
(21,52), more so than those of deer (46); wide svreading (21,45,44,53). Toe 
Jength 24 - 3" (46,52,72). Pellets similar to those of deer: (53,72), ante- 
lone (53), domestic sheen (41). 

4, PPLAGTS (41): Coat’ consists of 2 dissimilar fibers, dense layer of 
coarse outer hair (ave. length, 55.4 mm); and a loose inner layer of fine 
fibers, some hairlile, some voolly (ave. length, 35.3 mm). MOVLT: In 
northern part of range, occurs in May and June (21,72), but in southern 
regions, may occur in April (21). Hairs have dark tips (72), hence dark 
annearance in late summer and fall after moult. . Soat becomes brittle and 

. faded with wear and exnosure (21,72), black ends wear off (72), hence 
: lighter appearance in winter and svring. 

5. DISTRIBUTION: See man. Formerly, were found in or near most mountainous 
regions from Texas, New Mexico, Colorado, northwestern iebrasita and western 

Dakotas, west through the states to the eastern slopes of the Pacific Coast 
ranges; in the mountains of southeastern Alberta and southern British Colun- 

bia; and in northwestern Mexico and throughout much of Lower California. 

6. HISTORY: The theories that sheen came to this continent from Asia in 
early Pleistocene by way of a land bridge across the Bering Straits, an* 

a that the north Canada and Alaska snecies (Q. dalli and 0. stonei) were 
sevarated from the south Canada, U. S. and Mexican svecies (0. canadensis) 
during Pleistocene elaciation are generally accented. During the carly 

frontier days, sheep were foun? in great numbers over their. range. The lst 
written record was by Coronado in 1540 (72). Ovis canadensis was first 

named in 1804 by Dr. George Shaw of the Royal Soc. of London who received
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specimens collected by Duncan licGillivray near Banff, Alta. in 1800 (72). 

They were renorted in 1805 in great abundance in northern Wyoming (41) by & 

Lewis and Clark who found a tribe of Indians, "the sheep eaters", near 
mouth of the Yellowstone, Seton estimated un to 2,000,000 head in U. S. 

vrior to 1800. 

Steady hunting pressure by meat and trovhy hunters, devastating dissasc opi- 
domics (especially scabios, which probably was contracted from introducod 
domestic sheep), and steady decline of range because of incroasing livestock 
competition were probably the major causes of the great decline in tho lato 

19th and carly 20th conturies (34,36,41,55,63,72,75,others). In the early 
days, sheen were not confined to the highor altitudes but ranged over theo 

foothills (27,34,72) and even out into the plains (34). 

7.  AGCRUGATIONS (26,41,44,45,55,72): During snoring, summer, and early fall, 
ewes, lambs, and immature rams range in bunches of 3-/'0 (commonly 8-20). 

During this time the rams are separate from those flocks (in many cases 

even on different ranges) in grouns of 5-5. In fall and early winter dur- 
ing the rutting season, and in late winter and early svring on wintering 

grounds, the flocks increase in size, the rams mixing with them. Some 

vriters record thet the flock is led by an old ewe (24,45,72). 

8. MOVEMENTS: Seasonal (12,41,67,72): During winter, sheep normally 
range in and at bases of foothills below snow line. This may be vrevented 

i by excessive livestock and hunan activity in the lowlands. In spring, 
shift, back to summer. range which is freouently above timberline, but may @ 
be. in lover; foothills. . Sheen of northern subsnecies: remain here until fall 

when there is agein a drift to lover altitudes. Sheep in the arid Southwest 

are governed in movements by need for water which is sought in summer and 
early fall (44,66). Restrict wanderings between watering areas. At this 

' time, there may. be considerable shift between desert mountain ranges. (21, 
' 26,44). Daily (26,42): leave bedding grounds in early morning; then a slow, 

ainless drift while feeding until near mid-day; then: bedding down:in shade 

during middle of day; feeding and drifting again in latter vart of day to 

5 bedding grounds by dark. ray 

“9. HOMES RANGE: Seton G72) states they cling to: home range vith great 
tenacity. Other authors state home range is limited (45) and may be as 
small as 3/4 - 14 miles in radius.(2:). Southwestern sheen aparently are 
less area specific, wandering as far as 20 miles to a water hole (44) and 
ranging over a territory of not-less than 10 miles in length in 2 days (26). 

10. BROEDING: Mating habits: Rutting season of northern subspecies begins 

mid- to late—ovember (neak about mid-December) and lasts until the last of 
December to mid-January (29,31,41,54); in southern subdsvecies, begins in 
September, is over in November (6,64). Lambing season of northern shéep 
begins mid-May, pealts in June, ends early July (1?,24,29,41,72,74); in 
southern sheen begins and veals.in February (64), or in March and into 
Avril (6,26,64). ‘They are volygamous, several rams following a ewe while 
in estrous, then moving on to other ewes which reach. estrous at different 

times (41,64,74). The gestation nériod, formerly thovght to be 150 days 

(6,45,72,75, others), is now fairly well kno to be 180 days or slightly ¢@ 
over (29,41,4,74). Female breeding age is 24 years (41,74); meles under 
3 may not take active vart in breeding activities (74). Sex ratios of un- 
shot nonul-tions are: eveda, 1 or slightly more rams/ewe (64); Glacier 
Nationel Park, 1:1 (17); Arizona, 1:2 or 1:4 (6); Colorado (Tarryall
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@ Mountains), 1:2.5 (74); of shot ponulations, Wyoming, 1-2.5. Swes generally 
bear 1 lamb, but twins do occur (6,11,1?,2,59,77) and verhavs occur as 
often as 1/6 ewes (24). Sex-age criteria: (See general description). Hach 
year, rams' horns cease growing during breeding season, leaving a frooved 

ring or sulcus for each year. By this method, possible to estimate age 

(Aine). 

11. MOPTALITY: Predation: Some authors believe vredators are a serious 

source of sheen loss (38,/:9), esnecially true of eagles (2,44,49,59); 
others believe vredators to be a source of light sheen loss, but believe 

they should be controlled (41). Other authors believe predator losses are 

unimoortant (54,55,60,64,741); some heving naid svecial attention to eagles 
and found no evidence of eagle »redation, even though eagles were numerous 

(41,54,55,60,74). Bobcats, coyotes, wolves, and lions have been under con- 
sideration. The lest tyvo are probably the svnecies which are potentially 

able sheep nredators, but they have been greatly exterminated over most of 
the range of the mountain sheep. Starvation: Starvation ner se rarely re- 

norted, but many writers agree there are drastic food shortages on winter 

range due to competition, denending on the region, with elk, deer, ante- 
love, livestock. Shee» are drastically weakened, especially the ewes dur- 

ing the time when they are pregnant, and observers believe they may thus 

be more suscentible to disease, varasties, and to vredator attack. Sheen 

on better range not as heavily varesitized (41). Disease and nerasites: 
Probably the most serious cause of mortality. The 2 most serious maladies 

are scabies caused by the scab mite (27,41,54,55,70,76), and vneumonia due 
& probably to initial infection by lung vorms and a secondary infection by bac- 

teria (1,41,51,70). Other ailments are hemmorhagic senticemia ($1,790), coc- 
cidial infections (60,74), stomach worms (41,76), ticks (44,59,74). Accidents: 
Occasionally sheen fall from cliffs (55,72). Two dead rams were found after 
breeding season, one with a iZ" cedar branch in abdomen; another with frac- 

tured skull. These presumed incurred during rut season battles. Two writers 

renort vorcuvine quills embedded in the face (41,65). : 

12. FOOD HABITS: In North, are primarily grazers, subsisting (esnecially 

' in winter) on grasses .(24,41,54,55,67,74), sedges (31,67,74), rushes and 
Eouisetum (31). Important genera.are Poa (24,/1,54), Agronyron (41), and 
Festuca, Koeleria, and Stipa in winter (54). In arid Southwest, are tynically 

browsers subsisting on forthill, mountain, and desert shrubs (7,9, 26,40,49, 
75,76). Immortant genera are Cercocarmus (7,75,76), Oountia (7,9,49), 
Simmondsia (40), Evhedra (7,75,76), Dasylirion, Fovauieria (26), others. 
Salt_and minerals: Formerly sheen could migrate seasonally to and fron 

summer and winter grounds, obtaining variety of foods and minerals. Wow 

that they are restricted to the highlands, may be missing valuable minerals. 

Wyoming sheen believed to have vhosvhorus shortage (41) esvecially serious 
in winter when ewes are »regnant. Hach heavily of P-containing dirt; of 

Wyoming "licks" analyzed, 3 contained mostly P, 2? contained calcium, 1 had 
vrimarily NaCl. Rocky Mountain National Park sheen (60) eat heavily of 
dirt pockets having minerals. Their range is restricted to mountains of 
granitic strata, notebly lacking in minerals.. Zoth Colorado and VYyoming 

# sheen may-be short in certain vroteins (41,60). 

13. FOOD AYD.COVER: Key formations and cover tynes: Apnear to vrefer onen 
dissected, mountainous areas. Usually associated with cliffs, rimrocks, and 
jagged country for bedding and escape; and with talus and alluvial sloves, 

'  mesas, ridge tops, and alpine meadows above timberline for feeding (12,26, 
3u,41,49,55,75,76). Frequently use caves to escave heat (45) and inclement
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weather (9,72). Food yields, carrying canacity, relation to land use, feeding: & 
The most serious range vroblem in the North is comnetition for winter range 

with other game svecies and livestock. lk, being numerous and having simi- 

lar food habits, are the most serious comnetitors (21, 27,41,54,55,58,60) but 
deer and antelove are problems in some areas (38,41,55,60). Livestock may 

i compete directly for forage (27,"1,68) or by competing with elk, drive them 
into sheen winter range (41). In Yellowstone, a serious yroblem is erosion 
caused by elk, deer, antelope, and sheep devegetabion which is pmrmeneAtly 
reducing the carrying cavecity (55). Winter feeding is strongly recommended 
for rarts of northern “Yyoming where some sheev are even forced in winter in 
same regions they summered (41). In Southwest, wild burrows have become a 
problem, competing for food and the scant water (58,68). 

14. PHENOLOGY: Varies with region. In the North, timing of events in the 

year vossibly has become adapted to best commly with the time of the winter. 
Thus, lambs are born late in spring when there is sufficient food to sive 

them anc the ewes a good start. In the Southwest, the summer drought may 

be the factor around which the sheep's year 6f events is adavted. Thus 
the lambs are born in early spring when there is food from spring rains 
(perhans the only ones in the yoar) and the young and nursing ewes are in 
good shane before the onset of the dry season and its blistering sun. 

15. WHATHER. AND WATTR RELATIONS: Wot affected by intense heat or drought 
(49), and feed with no seeming discomfort in exnosed vldced during worst, 
howling blizzards (41). May see: some shelter for neriods of rest and cud 
chewing both in winter and summer (1:1). Can paw through moderate amounts of a 

- snow for food (55,71) but deen, ice-enerusted snow. buries food suvply (72, 
63). Heavy reins may cause them to seek shelter (24). In southern part 
of range, probably do not drink excent in summer months (26,37,38,44,59,66) 
when juices of plants may fulfill their needs (49,72,75). During the water- 
ing season, movements, at least those of ewes with lambs (38), may be re- 
stricted to regions of water holes (26,38,64). In northern part of range, 

may (72) or may not (41) need surface water. In winter, snow may suffice 
(492)... : 

16. POPULATIO'S: Census: Sirht counts accomplished by cruising the range; 
aerial census a possibility. Tranning: Has been accommlished by the build- 
ine of net wire corrals an? baiting with salt anc/or hay (5,43,69). Man 
in blind svrings rate shut (43). A vossibdility for tranning might be the 
fencing of water holes in the Southwest with a hidden man on hand to snring 

agate. Sex-are composition: For sex ratios, see section on breeding. Fol- 

lowing are some lamb crops renorted in the literature: i 
_ Region Year  % Lamb Cron Authority 

N. Wyoming 60-80% Honess ® Frost (41) 
i _ Yellowstone “1936 § - 88.53 ‘Murie (55) 

Ms 1937 55-91.3% Mills (54) ,Murie (55) 
4 1938 66.67-85%  Murie (55),Davis (2!) 

Idaho 1938 50¢ = Godden * Cutzman (31) 
Tarryall Mts., Colo. 1939 32% Snencer (74) 

n " HEA 1940 70% ‘ " " 

Texas : 1939 100% Davis & Taylor (26) @ 

furnover, survival. Critical factor in sheev survival apnears to be high 

first-year mortality with conseauent disparity of yearlings (24,31,40,41,55). 
Poor range conditions may make lambs more vulnerable to vredators or disease. 

Two authors revort increased lemb survival after intensive vredator control
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& (40,41) thouch survivors may be weak, ill lambs (41); two renort ? diseases 

fatal to lambs (51,50). First-year survival may be -7.7-70% (24,74) or 

lower (38). Maximum age in nature of rams and ewes, vrobably denendent on 

tooth longevity (41), about 13-17 years (21,41,72); 5-10 may be vrine years. 

17. POPULATION CONTROLS: It seems likely that lack of winter range in some 

regions (41,50) and heavy competition for it in others (41,55) has resulted 

in food and mineral deficiencies in diet making sheen less resistant to para- 

sites, disease, and predators. This could result in low survival, especially 

in the vulnerable first yeer. In the Southwest, food competition may be 

commlicated by water competition (38,4/:). Pulling (64) vostuleted sterility 

of ewes due to overwork by too many rams in a population with a 1:1 or more 

male-female ratio. This may result in the low lamb crovs he found. ‘Other 

authors renort exhausted. ewes chased by herds of rams (41,60). 

18. QUILL: Trovhies. Record horns range 15-19" in circumference at the 

base, are 36-9" in length and spread 18-23" from tip to tiv (72). Illegal 

kill: seems to be a big obstacle to restoration in some areas (2,44,57,58)- 

Leonold (48) believes shooting the major source of decline in Mexico. In 

other regions, poaching negligible (41,55,64,74,76)- 

19. HUNTING CUSTOMS, LAWS, REGULATIONS: Hunting involves great exnendi- 

ture of time and energy in traversing rugged, precinitous country, some- 

times following a band for several days before vetting a ram (45). Formerly 

were ambushed at waterholes in the Southwest (57,58,71). Wyoming is the only 

me state with limited hunting season. Season infefinitely closed in Mexico (50) 

although a few permits granted, chiefly for research. *Sheen are hunted in 

Alberta and British Columbia. 

20. APTIFICIAL PROPAGATION AND TRATSPLANTATION: Have been successfully 

raised in cantivity (72) and even crossed with domestic sheep producing 

fertile hybrids (55,53). Several transnlants have’ been made, and though 

all of them are still established, it may be too early to make any definite 

statement as to the success (41,43,69,71). Other writers recommend trans- 

planting to restock range formerly held by sheen (35,41,49,76). 

21. RBFUCES: Four national refugés have been set uv for sheen: Desert Game 

Range, 2,022,320 acres in southern Nevada with 3500 sheep in 1945 (36,66); 

Kofa and Cabeza Prieta Game Ranges, 660,040 and 860,040 respectively in 

southwestern Arizona, together having about 500 sheed in 1943 (30; San 

Andres National Wildlife Refuge, 57,215 acres in south-central New Mexico, 

having ebout 25 sheep in 1943 (30). Sheep are also found on several other 

National Refuges and National Parks.. Total number of sheep in National 

Parks nay be near 1800 (17). 

22. VALUES: Meat considered by many to be the finest of all big game 

svecies (12,45,9), and its head the most desired of big same animals. 

Taylor and Davis (75) state its economic importance lies in its esthetic 

and recreational value. 

e 23. SUMMARY: Status. In most areas, sheep are barely holding their own 

or are declinine. Management possibilities: (1) Winter feeding (41); (2) 
vrovision of mineral licks (31,41,60); (3) enforcement of grazing restric- 
tions (41); (4) reduction of more common competitor game such as elk and 

deer (38,41,54,55), and esnecially burros:in the Southwest where they are 

befouling the scant water as well as utilizing the range (4); (5) water 

develovment in Southwest (2,36,58,66); and (6) acauisition of areas suitable
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for winter range (41,55). Untmowns: (1) Cause of first year losses; (2) \ 

improved breeding success if sex ratio improved by ram reduction; and (3) @ 
further knowledge of nutrition ani the importance and implications of food 

and mineral shortages. 
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GAME MANAGEMENT? DIGEST FOR THD WOLVERINE 
(comviled by Charles 0. Bartlett, 1951) 

1. NOMENCLATURE: Scientific name: Gulo luscus (Linnaeus); 3 subsvecies (Anderson 
1946): G. 1. luseus (L.) -- Yolverine; G. 1. luteus “lliot -- Pacific Yolverine, 
Southern Yolverine; G. 1. vancouverensis Goldman -- Vancouver Island Wolverine. 
Anthony (1928) and Seton (1929) recognize another species of wolverine in North 
Anerica, based on Miller's (1911) classification, G. hyleaus (Mlliot) from Mt. 
McKinley, Slaska. The status of the wolverines on the Pacific coast still require 

investigation as to numbers and racial relationshins. G. hyleaus is probably a 

recognizable race of G. Juscus (Allen 1942). The zenus calls for a revision. It 
is likely that all the orth American wolverines should be subspecies of one full 

species, G. luscus (Anthony 1928). Common names: Wolverine, Glutton, Carcajou, 
Skunl:-bear (Seton 1929). 

2. DESCRIPTION: Dental formila: I 3-3 ,C 1-1, P44,M1-1 _ 38. 
3-3 1-1 hl Se 

Adults: largest member of the weasel family, bearlite in anvearance; sexes are 

much alike, males slightly larger than females; total length, males 42 in., fe- 

males 37 in.; tail, male 7.9 in., female 7,1 in.; weight, males 30-35 lbs., fe- 
males 22-27 lbs.; body of both sexes stout and short, legs short, average height 

at the shoulder 12 in.; color variable from brown to nearly black above, usually 
with a broad yellowish strine along each side, meeting over the hivs; shoulders 

yellowish; crown gray; extremities black; un¢fernarts brown with white or yellow- 

ish on throat and chest; vale colored snecimens are usually females. Immature: 
resemble adults in apnearance. Young (3-4 weels old): length approximately 16 in., 
tail 34 in.; color yellowish white tinged with brovmish gray. Voice: a coarse 

guttural ¢rowl (Seton 1929, Grinnell et al. 1937). 

3. TRACKS AND SIGNS: The wolverine is a digitigrade animal, has vartly retractile’ 
clavs for climbing (Seton 1929); the usual gait is a jump like that of a mink, 
occasionally walks for short distances (Grinnell 1926); the forefoot track is 
larger and wider than the hind and meesures about 5 in. long (Jaeger 1948); sole 
pad of the foot is divided um into small units; this nlus the occasional thumb 
marks distinguish them from wolf tracks (Seton 1929). The wolverine has well 

developed scent glands giving off an evil-smellins, yellovish brow secretion 
(Seton 1929). 

4, NOLTS AND PULAGES: Indications are that there is but one molt a year, taking 
place between August and Sentember. Pelts taken in summer are very much worn 

and faded. Pelage generally abundant, giving a shagey apnearance to the animal; 

overhair very long, but underfur relatively short. Paleness of some skins may be 
individual in part, but is also the result of normal fading with the advance of 
the season. Sumner velage is hardly half the ouantity of that on prime winter 
skins (Grinnell et al. 1937). 

5.» DISTRIBUTION: General: See man of primitive range (Seton, 1909, Cory 1912) and 

present range (Allen 1942, Anderson 1946, Beard et al. 1942, Burt 1948, Cahn 1937, 
Dalquest 1948, Grinnell et al. 1937, Hall 1946, Ingles 1947, Morris 1918, Jones 
1950, Schorger 1948, Scheffer 1942, Soner 1944), The areas of chief abundance 
of the volverine are in the Hudsonian and Barren Ground belts across the contin- 
ent from Labrador to Alaska (Seton 1929). Wisconsin: The last known wolverine 
trapved in Wisconsin was in Sawyer Co. (Scott 1939). It is very doubtful thet 
the snecies occurs in northern Visconsin at the vresent time.
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6. HISTORY: The first mention I find of the wolverine was in Quebec in 1703 
(Seton 1999). From its earliest mention by writers in the 16th century the wol- 
verine has been the subject of the most extraordinary tales and sunerstitions. 

Fabulous stories were told of its ferocity, strength and sagacity, which eech 
succeeding writer gravely repeated adding something equally extravagent on his 
om account (Cory 1912). Apparently never numerous in U.S.A. (Burt 1948, Cahalane 
1947, Allen 1942, Seton 1929), this svecies was often confused with the lynx and 

badger (Coues 1877). Michigan called the "Yolverine State" in the early days, 
_ the majority of the pelts shivned from the state probably came from outside (Burt 

1948). The rarity of the animal was recognized in Wisconsin in 1870, when one 

caught in Taylor Co. was vlaced on exhibition (Schorger 1942). 

7. AGGRECATTONS: The wolverine has annarently no social instincts. Mo one has 
ever recorded seeing a band of wolverines, or a #roun of more than an immature 

family (Seton 1929). 

8. MOVEMENTS: Daily: The wolverine is a wide ranger, records of travel 30-40 

miles a day are not unusual. It is very elusive, chiefly nocturnal, may be seen 

about in the daytime (Seton 1999). Seasonal: “he snecies has little migratory 
impulse and usually remains in the vicinity where born (Seton 1929). “olverines 
are great wanderers and at times may strike out over oven country in search of 
new hunting grounds (Bailey 1926). 

9. TERRITORY AND HOME RANGE: Probably more extensive home range in winter than in 
summer; free roving in its search for food; ssid to be 20-30 mi. in racius (Seton 

1929). They frequent travlines ani may remain in the vicinity for a year or more 

(Gavin 1945, Seton 1929). The circvitovs manner of travel is characteristic of 

the species (Munro 1945). In central Alesia the wolverine is said to have regular 

routes or circuits, and to pass a given point every eight to ten days (Cahalane 
1947). 

10. BREEDING: Mating habits: Mating may tale place about the middle of March 
(Seton). Den: The female makes a nest in a rock or some sheltered cranny, with 
little or no preparation (Seton 1929). Gestation: Narlier writers 60 days, later 
ones 183 days (Rand 1948); 90 days, season may vary with latitude (Seton 1929). 
Young: umber generally 2 or 3, born in June or July; suclled for 8-9 weeks, fed 

: by the female at the den until they leave the den in late summer. They are full 

frown at 2 years of age. The male does not assist in rearing the young (Seton 

1229). 

11. MORTALITY: Predation: Apnarently not attacked by any of the larger carnivores 

; (Anthony 1928, Seton 1929); seems to have no natural enemies. Svrecimens died from 
eating vercuvines (Grinnell et al. 1937). Starvation: Svecimens taken in the 
winter an¢. early spring are fat; these animals do not appear to suffer from star- 

vation in severe wintors (Scton 1929). 

12. FOOD HABITS: General: Yolverines do not hibernate in winter or store food; 
eat anything edible; chicf foods are rodents, birds, amvhibians, fish, berries 

and occasionally caribou and moose (Seton 1929). “Yolverines killed in Labrador 

vroved to be full of mice (Cabot 1921). There is little to show that the wol- 
j verine is more greedy than any other carnivore (Schorzer 1942). It sometimes 
\ saturates uneaten food vith excretions from the anal glands, making it unpalatable 

to other animals. Seton (1929) and Grinnell (1926) cite records of the wolverine 
jumning on the backs of reindeer, moose and caribou from trees and overhanging 

cliffs, killing them by biting into the neck. Great strength and tireless energy 

enables the wolverine to secure food, even when it is scarce and widely scattored 

(Bailey 1936).
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13. HABITAT: The wolverine inhabits the boreal forest. In the southern limits 
of its range it is never seen below the timberline in high elevations (Grinnell 
et al. 1937, Seton 1929, Dalquest 1947). Dense forests, broken rocky hillsides 
and oven tundras are much to its liking. It must have snowfall in winter and re- 

mains in areas whore vrey svecies are abundant (Scton 1929). Thoy do not dig bur- 

rows in which to live for shelter and protection, but simply lay down in places 
at random, usually under some shelving rock or at the base of a tree (Pry 1923). 

The wolverine can readily clixb trees (Yood 1921, Grinnell 1921) and swim (Preble 

1902), although it is not much at home in the trees or in the water (Seton 1929). 

14. PREDATOR RELATIONSHIPS: Accounts of the wolverine credit it with unusual 
strength and an aggressive disposition, before which the bear, mountain lion and 

coyote mive way (Pry 1993, Seton 1929). Between the wolverine and the wolf there 
seems to be some form of armed neutrality for there is no record of a clash, though 
they often must meet in the barren grounds (Seton 1929). In the Labrador area 
wolverines become numerous with the increase in mice (Cabot 1921). During calving 
time (caribou), wolverine might vrey on calves, but ordinarily the predation would 
be unimportant (Murie 1944). The wolverine is the most disliked predator of the 
northern regions, due to its voraciousness and its habit of ‘estroying tranned 

enimals. 

15. POPULATIONS: Census: 7stimated pornulation in U.S,A. in 1938-41 45 wolverines 
(Beard et al. 1942). Mo estimates for Canada and Alasica; in its center of abund- 
ance in the far north, the wolverine population is vrobably but little changed 

in the last 100 years (Seton 1929). Tranning: difficult to trap (Seton 1929), 
trapned easily on Baffin Lani, indicating lack of exnerience with man and traps 

(Hanning 1943). Longevity: Cavtives may live un to 15 vears of age, but average 

length of life in cavtivity is 5+ vears (Yoods 1944). Cycles: Trapping records 
(Seton 1929, Canada Year Boo! 1928-48) suggest that wolverine populations are 

noncyclic. 

16. KILL RECORDS: Averare nos. tranved annually: Canada -- 1192 (1821-1905), 
726 (1895-1905), 1146 (1919-24), 829 (1928-37), 555 (1938-48) (Seton 1929, Can. 
Year Boo’: 1929-38, 1939-49). Alaska -- 248 (1938) (Allen 1942). Calif. -- 3 
(1920-24) (Allen 1942). 

17. ECONOMICS: The fur has never brought high prices. Trappers received $6-8 
per velt in Oregon in 1921, while in California they received $25 ver velt (Bailey 

1936). In Canada, the averare vrice during the fur boom in 1920 was $21. The 
average vrice from 1928 to 1948 was $8.52, fluctuating from $3.91 to $17.90 per 
velt (Can. Yr. Book 19988). The wolverine though widely distributed is so rare 

in most varts of the country that it is of little imnortance econdmically (Anderson 
1934). It has received little attention from the fur trade or stylists (Beard et 
el. 1942). The fur of the wolverine is much in demand among the Eskimos for trim- 
ming their varkas, for it has the necvliar characteristic that the moisture from 

one's breath does not readily freeze and cake it (Allen 1942, Hardy 1948). For 
this reason it is seldom traded by the Eskimos; occasionally wolverine pelts are 

brought into the north and sold to the “skimos (Porsild 1945). Very few are shipped 
out of Alaska for this reason (Bailey end Fendee 1926). The wolverine has a con- 
siderable notoriety as a destroyer of travers! melts and food caches and has an 
important place in the folklore of the north (Anderson 1934). The species is im- 

portant enough in “skimo economy to justify conservation of the limited supply 
remaining in Canada (Clarke 19/4). 

18. SUMMARY: Status: U.S.A.: The wolverine has gone from a large vart of its 
range in the U.S. (Allen 1942, Seton 1929, Melson 1930, Hamilton 1939). With the
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excention of Mt. McKinley Park where they are widely distributed and apparently 
in normal numbers, the wolverines are exceodingly scarce in the few U.S. parks 
where they still persist. The future of the wolverine is vrecarious to say the 

least (Cahalane 1947). Canada: Though sometimes included with species that are 
considered in danger of extermination, the wolverine is common over a wide range 
in Canada and is in no immediate danger of extermination (Levis 1947, Rand 1948). 
Alaska: Locally common (Allen 1942, de Vos unnublished). Wisconsin: Now con- 
sidered absent from the state (Cory 1912, Scott 1939, Schorger 1942). Management 
possibilities: Due to the scanty l:nowledge of tho needs and life history of the 
species, proper protection in extonsive sanctuaries is the only thing that at 

present can be recommended as steps towards management. It is evident that any 
management practices to retain the wolverine in North America in its present 

numbers must be vreceded by a study of its life history, vopulations and require- 
monts. A difficult vroblom rests in the hands of the game manager whose duty it 

is to protect this species. Its revutation as a voracious killor and destroyer 

of trappers' pelts and caches will ultimately lead to its extermination in areas 

frequented by trappers and huntors. Strict regulations against shooting and 

extension of present refuges to include the rango of the wolverine is necossary 

to protect it in U.S.A., where already the animals may be so scarce that thoy 
are biologically unable to increase in numbers. Unknowns: territory and home 

range, mating habits, sex and age criteria, breeding age, mortality, phenology, 

weather relations, numbers in Alaska and Canada, densitics. 
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* GAME MANAGEMGNT DIGEST FOR TER MOOSS 

(compiled by Dougles H. Pimlott, 1949) 

ae oo HAMB: Alces americanus (Jardine); 3 subspecies (Anderson, 
1945): 

A. americana americana (Clinton) Eastern Moose 
A. americana gigas (Miller) Alaska Moose 
A. americana shirasi (Melson) Yellowstone Moose 

2. DUSORIPLLON: .° Dental; formitaet Ljo-0), Cone! 4 P 323.45 °M 3-3 = 32. 
4h 0-0 3-3 3-3 

Adults: sexes are much alike, males are larger than females and have broadly 
valmated antlers. Juveniles: calf light brown without svots (Murie, 1934). 
“Weights and measurements: Male: (a 5-6 year old bull) total length, 8'; height 
at shoulder 5' 11"; chest girth, 6' 3"; svread of antiers, 3'8"; total live 
weight 1065 los. (Breckenridge, 1946). Female: runs 10 to 15 ner cent 
smaller in size. The Alaska Moose is larger than the Canadian moose’ (Seiten, 
1929). Growth rates: New born calves weigh 25 to 35 pounds, gain from 1 to 
2 vounds a day for first month, from 3 to 5 vounds during second moxth 

(Kellum, 1941). Male yearlings weigh 400 to 600 lbs., 2 year olds, 700 lbs., 
3 year olds, 900 lbs.; female yearlings weigh 400 lbs., 2 year olds, 400 to 
600 lbs. (Trinnensee, 1948). 

3. RACKS AND SIGHS: Tracks: bull tracks 5" x 6"; strides vary from 2! to 
a 5'; cow tracks are 4" x 5=" ana distinguished by their smaller size and 

slenderer form. The lasting sign is the "fumet" or dung-ball; these re- 
semble in character those of other large deer, but their size is distinc- 
tive. ipping of twigs at a great height is an important moose sign 

(Seton, 1929). 

4. MOLTS AND PSLAGES: Adults: the much frayed and faded winter coat is 
shed. during Nay and June. During June velage has especially ragged apnear- 

ance. During July the new coat is thin and short. By Sevtember nelage is 

again long and thick (Murie, 193). 

5. DISTPIBUTION: see map (from Anderson, 1938). 

6. HISTORY: The first civilized men to see the Candian Noose were the 
French voyageurs of the sixteenth century. The Fronch namo "orignal" was 

dorived from the Basauo name for deer. “the English "moose" was a deriva- 
tion from the Indian word for twig-eater (Seton, 1927). loose may have 
reached their neriod of greatest abundance in latter vart of the vast con- 

tury and first two decades of nresent one; changes in habitat, as a result 

of cutting and forest fires, may have given rise to this increase; moose 
have decreased considerably in numbors since this veal (Hatter, 1949). 

7. AGGCPHGATTONS: Not a hord animal. During summer, individuals come and 
go irresnective of movoments of others. During wintor when moose are said 
to yard up, lone individuals are not infrocuent (Murie, 1934). Fvidently 
moose do not yard in Yood Buffalo Park (Sonor, 1942). In Alaska it is 

&, common to observe grouns of wintering moose that number several hundrod 

(Hatter, 1949). In Maine, wardens say it takos a snow over three fect deep 

to cause moose to yard un (Fly ot al., 1939). Avvarently there is consider- 
able variation in the tendency of moose to yard uy in winter, regional varia- 
tion in snow conditions nerhans providing a reason.
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8. MOVEMENTS: Daily: Restricted in winter to a very limited area if food 

is plentiful; in summer moose. likewise tends to be confined to a small area. & 
Seasonal: migration of moose, in mid-winter and early spring, from areas of 

Wood. Buffalo Park to the vicinity of the Slave River, and return migration 

in fall (Soper, 1942). Movements during rut are more extensive as the bulls 

will investigate bellow of a cow several miles avay (Tripnensee, 1948). 

9. HOME RANGE: Ordinarily a moose, especially a cow, vasses its life within 
ten miles of the vlace it was born (Seton, 1929). Drift: This tendency to 

move into new areas or to withdraw from old haunts is discussed in detail 
by Seton (1929) who attributes it mainly to search for adequate food. 

10. BREEDING: Mating Habits: Considerably doubted but generally considered 
to be nolygamous; fighting common between males, death to one or both some- 

times resulting (Seton, 1929). Both males and females vrobably vhysiologically 
ready to breed at 2) years (Trippensee, 1948). Breeding season: Rutting 
period begins in September and continues for three or four weeks (Murie, 1944). 
Copulation: It has been said that no man ever sees the copulation of the 
great wild beasts (Seton, 1925). The wallow: a depression in the ground 
vawed out by the bull moose in which both sexes wallow during breeding activi- 

ties (Thompson, 1949). Gestation neriod: eight months; young are born in 
May or early June. Number of young: one offspring is born as a result of 

the initial mating, the cow may give birth to as many as three during subse- 
auent breeding scasons (Merrill, 1920). Protection of young: Calf remains 
with female at least until the next spring, and lonser, if the female has 
not succeeded in getting rid of it before the next calving period (Trippen- 

see, 1948). ay 

11. MORTALITY: Predation: Cahalane (1945) calls the wolf their only scrious 

four-footed predator. Starvation: a major controlling factor in regions 

where natural features do not permit the vonulation to spread out; a classic 
example, Isle Royale. Diseases: A bone disease (necrotic stonatitis) is 
reported by Murie (1934) and a fungal organism (sarcocystis) in tho cardiac 
tissue by de Vos (1949). Bxoparasites: heavy losses to winter parasites 

have become apnarent in Nova Scotia (Hatter, 1949). Endonerasites: Round 
worms, tane worms and liver flukes are reported as occurring in moose fron 

Minnesota (Tenstermacher, 1934). Accidents: Bones and carcasses are some- 
tines found in bogs and saltlicks, where moose were caught and held by a sub- 

merged root, or were mired in the soft bottom (Murie, 1934). 

12. FOOD HABITS: Summer: principally leaves; twigs to some extent, aquatic 
vegetation highly favoured. Winter: Twigs of a numbor of deciduous snecies 

and. foliage of certain conifers vrovide chief forage foods (Murie, 193k). 
Palatability lists: On Isle Royale, 12 top-ranking winter foods in order of 
their immortance were: aspen, white birch, balsem fir, mountain ash, willow, 

red osier dogwood, ground hemlock, juneberry, fire cherry, sugar maple, beaked 

hazelnut, and mountain maple; 16 other species eaten (Aldous and Krefting, 

1946). Salty minerals much sought after during summor neriod, saltlicks are 

generally low muddy areas full of standing water (Murie, 193). 

13. FOOD AND COVER: Key formations: Essentially swamps and thick woods. 
In Alaska most of their time is svent in mixed woods of spruce, vonlar and 
birch at moderate elevations, or on flats along the river bottoms where dense e 
growths of spruce alternate with openings containing small ponds and grassy
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swamps bordered by thickets of willows and alders (Hatter, 1949). Zffect 

. on animal and plant ecology: In areas where over-browsing occurs, white 
svruce very often renlaces balsam fir as it is rarely browsed. ‘here moose 
browsing eens asven in a brushy condition, moose vonulation will indirectly 

be a limiting factor on beaver (Aldous and Krefting, 1946). - ; 

lt. PHMTOLOGY: See sections 8, 10, and 15. 

15. WHATEEPR AND WATER RELATIONS: Moose live in habitat that is usually 

well-vatered, end are either in or near water much of the time during sumner 

season (Tripnensee,. 19/8). Yarding: snow deen enough to neke travel diffi- 

cult causes the moose to vard (Seton, 1929). 

16. POPUTATIONS: 1,000,000 is a rough estimate of the total moose vonula- 
tion about 1900 (Seton, 1929). The 1943 “ig Game Renort of the USFS gave 
the moose povulation of the United States as 14,803; in 1946 the estimated 
moose nopuletion for Alasiza wes 30,000; for “ewfoundland, 20,000 (Hatter, 

199), Densities: Seton (1927) estimated a density of more than 5 to the 
square mile on Grand Menitoulin Islend in 1670-71; in 1929 the moose herd 

on Isle Royale was estimated to number about 15 animals ver sauere mile 
(Puhl, 1940). Moose density of Alaska is estimated at 1-14 animals ver 
square mile (Palmer, 19441). Tranning: 71 moose were tranved on Isle Royale 

during the winters of 1934 to 1937 (Ruhl, 1940). Sex-age composition: of 
11,813 maose counted in “Tova Scotia in 1927, 19% were bulls, 525 cows, and 

29% calves; approximately half the cows were barren (Schierbeck, 1929). 

& 17. POPULATION CONTROLS; Saskatchewan: tinber wolves are thought to be the 
unnermost factor withholding an.increese; Manitoba: at present wolves and 
deen snows are thought to be significant limiting factors; Quebec: population 

decreases ere believed to be a. result of hunting vressure and also of local 

vopulation shifts; British Columbia: a winter tick and. malnutrition complex 

hes been largely resnonsible for the loss in the last two years (Hetter, 
1949). Along the iHaclenzie River Valley the influx of traders, prosnectors 
and white trapners has caused considerable reduction in numbers along the 

main travelled routes (Anderson, 1938). Irruntions: In the vast 20 years 
it would seem that Fritish Columbia has experienced a moose irruvtion 
(Hatter, 1949); Isle Royale exnerienced a similar phenomenon from 1933 to 

1936 (Hickie, 1936). Variable breeding index: the figures for love Scotia 
show that senseless killing of bull moose is respnonsible for many barren 

cows (Schierbeck, 1929). Census methods: Adams (no date) suggested a method 
of striv-censusing from an airnvlane, -this method has since been used suc— 

cessfully on Isle Royale (Aldous and Krefting, 1946). 

18. EILL ROCORDS: In the winter of 1670, 2400 moose were snared on Meni- 

toulin Island; in 1900, 10,000 moose wers shot in Manitoba (Seton, 1927); 

in 1927, 561 cows and 1,116 bulls were shot in ova Scotia (Sghierbeck, 
1999); in 1935, last onen season in Maine, 50 moose were shot; sec elso 

Section 20. Trovhies: best antlers: Alaska, 1911, 78" (Seton, 1929); 
Ontario, 1910, 71"; ‘uebec, 69°"; Ninnesota, 1690's, 64".(Merrill, 1915). 

19. HUNTIVG CUSTOMS: Moose-calling, by means of a horn, is most popular 
i, method of nursuit because it is the most effectual way of getting a bull 

noose (Seton, 1997). In the north it is common to climb to a good lookout 
where the moose can be readily snotted among the trees; the next thing is 

_ successfully to stalk him (Ely et al., 1938). Laws: In most regions where 
moose are, or have recently been hunted, the Bull Law has’ been enforced.
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Oven seasons: In Canada, four provinces have open seasons at present; in ) 
. the United States, two states, Wyoming and Idaho, and Alas!a currently have 

open seasons (Hatter, 1949). 

20. APTIFICIAL PROPAGATION AND TRANSPLANTATION: Pronagation: A number of 
young were born in cantivity among the moose travned on Isle Royale and 

were successfully raiscd (Murie, 1934). Transplantation: Newfoundland: 
Two bulls and two cows were introduced in 1904. The release was successful 
and by 1946 when the whole island was vonulated, 800 bulls were taken 
(Hatter, 1949). Seventy-one moose were taken from Isle Royale and trans- 
planted on the u»ner veninsula of Michigan in 1938; calves have been fre- 

cuently renorted in the spring (Ruhl, 1940), but vrosnects for an oven 
season there grow poorer (Hickey, verbal). 

21. REFUGES: various lVational Parlts vhich occur within the range of the 

species. ! ; 

22. ECONOMICS: Values: Vhat the buffalo was to the plains, the whitotail 
deer to the southern woods, and the caribou to the barrens, the moose is to 

this greet northern belt of swamo and timberland. It is the creature that 

enables the natives to live. In 1922, the tide of invading moose hunters 

must have been worth something like $2,000,000 to Canada (Seton, 1929). 

23. SUMMARY: Status: Genorally throughout Canada moose are not so abund- 
ant as they were 20 years ago. The status of the moose in Alaska is favour- 

able, they are considered to be holding their own; range extensions and 

pyonulation shifts are characteristic over most of the territory (Hatter, @ 
1949). Management possibilitiocs: leave large wilderness areas, and attempt 
to curb unlawful killing (Trivvensec, 1948). Unknowns: Is the peculiar 
unexplained shortage of moose in eastorn Canada a cyclic phenomonon (Clarke, 

1949)? Limiting factors in areas of former abuniance, o.g. ‘ova Scotia, 
Now. Brunswick, and Maine; carrying capacities of ranres, c.g. “‘ewfoundland, 
Alaska; the causes of nomleation shifts; the offect of the "Bull law" on 
over-all reproductive success; turnover; sex-age comvositions. 
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& GAM MANAGEMENT DIGEST FOR COYOTS 

; (compiled by Richard B. Pillmore, 1950) 

1. SCIENTIFIC AND COMMON NANES: Canis latrans Say. “ew revision needed 
(Anthony, 1928); 16-18 races recognized (Merrian 1897; Seton, 1929; liller, 
1923). Common names: coyote, cuiota, kyute, prairie wolf, brush wolf, 

American jackal, cased wolf, little wolf (Seton, 1929); wolverine (Grinnell, 

Dixon, Linsdale, 1937); burrowin? dog, barking wolf (Dobie, 1949). 

2. DESCRIPTION: Sexes similar; grizzled grayish buffy above mixed with 
black along the back and whitish below, bleck-tipved tail; pointed muzzle, 

erect vointed ears, long velage, and large bushy tail (various authors) ; 

resembling a shevherd dog (Anthony, 1927); resembling a small collie (Ca- 
halane, 1947, and other authors). Sevaration from wolf on basis of width 

of nose pad, heel pad of front foot, and ereatest diamter of the upver 

canine (Bailey, 1909); separation from wolf and dog by B/A index (Howard, 
* 1949). In general, desert coyote naler and smaller than northern or mountain 

(Grinnell, Dixon, Linsdale, 1937; Anthony, 1928; Young, 1946). Weights and 

measurements! males usually 21-34 lbs. and females a few nouns less; one 

weighing 75 lbs. revorted (Young, 19/6); 16 3/4 - 314, averare 26% of 17 © 
males; 194-27, average 224 of 10 females (Seton, 1929); weirhts 0-30 lbs. 
and rarely to 60 lbs. (Cahalane, 19-7); total leneths 47-50", height at 
shoulders 18-21" (ibid.). Growth rates: Growth’ of youn~ cantive at 10 days 
1 1b. 5 oz., 27 days 3 lbs. ? oz. and at 59 days 6 lbs.’ 14 oz. (Yhiteman, 

@ MOU) yeer co OMe an ae ie : 

3. . TRACKS AND SIGN: Tracks:.Dlongated and not nearly as rounded as that 
of a dog, side toe imoression longer than that of same sized dog; female 

track smaller and more. pointed than male (Younr, 1945); in deen snow tracks 

pretty well in straight line and feet dragged; stride in well is 12-13", in 
trot 22-24", in bounding love 30-40" with heel impression, and in running 

6-10'; size about 1 3/4 x 24" for hind foot; straddle averages 24" (Grinnell, 
Dixon, and Linsdale, 1937). Sign: scats deposited along trails: on stones, 
stums, or knoll (Dearborn, 1932); at scent stations (Young,.19/'1); size of 
scats about 3/4" in diameter end 1-4" long (Crinnell, Dixon, and Linsdale, 
1937). Voice: Vocalization more common in breeding season, but not confined 

to it (Hall, 1946; Dobie, 1949); howls, barks, yelvs, yips, md wrils; single 
coyotes sounding like 3 or 5 (Dobie, ibid.); herrd in the evenings or enrly 
morning -nd oce*sionally by day (Bailey, 1936); beginning each evening when 
the shadows reached a certain voint (Crinnell, Dixon and Linsdale, 1937); 

» ventriloouial quality and responding to noises (Dobie, 1949; “arren, 1910); 

young have thinner toned voice (Bailey, 1936); lone coarse howls thousht to 
be males (Dobie, ibid.). Range’at least two octaves (Cahalane, 19/7). 

4, MOULT AND PELAGE: Moult begins with shedding in spring; shedding ceases 

in late July or August, regrowth in ‘Aveust and Sentember and nrime in Octo- 
ber to February or March depending on altitude, climate, and geography; in 

October about 854 of more than'1200 skins were No. 1 and to. 2 (Markley, 

1945); changing in the appearance of winter and summer coats due to fading, 
wear, and loss of hair; (Grinnell, Dixon, and Linsdale, 1937); renarkably 

fine underfur (ibid.). |. : i 

5. DISTRIBUTION: See distribution man.
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6. HISTORY: First bounty on wolves 1640 in Massachusetts; strychnine & 

noisoning of wolves, coyotes, and kit fox 1*60's - 1880's by "professional 
wolfers"; stock interests suggesting federal aid 18971; apvrovriation by 

congress for "demonstration and exnerimentetion" in destroying animals in- 

jurious to egriculture 1914, 125,000 appropriated in 1915 (Young, 194); 
1917 "patriotic duty" to kill wolves and coyotes; sheep men in for assist- 

ance at vublic exvense; 1930 on annual apnrovriation to Biological Survey 

for share in vredator control about one million dollars (Hall, 1946). 
Covotes spreading north, snvarently aided by dead horses along gold rush 

trails in 1890's (Goldman, 1930); in Alaska shortly after 1900, and ranging 

over “ost of mainlend, by 1946 (Dufresne, 1946). eye oe : 

2. AGGRECATIONS: Sociable, but slirhtly gregarious (Seton, 1929); nair end 
; family grouns are basic units (various authors); family. erouns usually break 

uo in fall (Cahalane, 1947) also evidence thet some remain together until 
the mating season (Grinnell, Dixon, and, Linsdeale, 1937); at beginning of 

breedine season vacks.of from 3 to 12 seen (Young, 1945); occasionally two 

females in. same den, litters usually indicete one is young, nossibly mother, 

daughter relationshin; however second female may be a sninster, "neg lee" 
(Cahalene, 1947); groun of 12 attracted by carcass (Seton, 1929). Coyotes 
may have hunted in large nacks, as many as 30, in early times and certainly 

they congregated at carrion; any pack tendencies then were broken down with 

civilization (Dobie, 19/9). See sect. 10. Eas is 4 ; 

8. MOVEMEIT: Annual or seasonal: Limited vertical migrations (Grinnell, 
Dixon, and Linsdale, 1937; Warren, 1910); not result of deen snow (ibid.); & 

some winter at 10,000' (Warren, 1910). Extending range, at. annroximately 

35 miles per year (Young, 1946). Some move about following pame or stock 
(Murie, 1940); wanderers in search of food (Bailey, 1936). Distances 

traveled by marked. aninals, 71 marked and 29 returns: ; 

Garlough, 1937 ~ 40 marked : . Young, 1946 ; SONU OY 
distance - number. y tine. distance .. number | 

"under 14 mi. 6 t 5 mo... same loc. -.4 - 24 marked no 
MA Daren aca r\ 6 8 mo. 55 mi. “1 shifting of 
"54% mi. Bs TO} moe OO smi e 1, . stock. : 

; 90 mi. TPB SOO Widower nah eme an MOO: Mie MNO NIN CR dL | 

aifferentir is 8 smo 250 ‘mis. 3 5.— 7 marked 

water shed. : 
See sect. 6& 9.. Sneed: 45 m.v.h. for short distance (Zimmerman, 19:3); 
31 m.v-h. vressed by car: (Cottam. and Yilliams, 1943); 29 m.p-h. (Seton, 1929); 
30-35 m.p-h. for 5 mi. (Dobie, 1949); 55.m.p-h. for + hr. (ibid.). 

9. TEPRITORY AD FOME RANGE: Because varents have hunting territory, the 
: younr must eventually find unstaked territories (Cahalane, 1947); circuit 

covered. at intervals of several days, about 5.sa. miles ver day (McIean, © 
1934);-10 mi. across in weli-stoclred plains, but may be-25 miles across in 
rough arid country (Dobie, 1949; Seton, 1924); not reeular in making a beat 

(Dobie, 1929); summer not more than ? or 3 miles from den, and winter 4 or 5 

miles for those not folloving same (Skinner, 1927); when young are vresent, 

male ranges farther than female (Dobie, 1949); daily range 12-15 sauare & 
miles (Chase, 1950). '
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10. BREEDING HABITS: Mating habits: Monogamous (verious authors); mones- 

trous (Hamlett, 1938; Whiteman, 1940; Asdell, 1946); in heat ebout 4 days 

("hiteman, 1940); males sterile at least & months of year and the female at 

least 10 (Hemlett, 1938); gestation is 60-63 days (ibid.; Seton, 1929; and 
others); one nursing fenale also with embryos (Dixon, 1920); sometimes 2 and 

rarely 3 females raise litter in same den, nossible indication of volyrany 

(Young, 1945); see sect. 7. "Variations in coyote behavior during the mating 
and narental seasons are probably as vronounced as variations in eating habits" 

(Dobie, 1949:165). Breeding ace: 2 years (Whiteman, 1940; Asdell, 1946; 
Seton, 1929; Sennitt, 1948); some of females breeding at 1 year, and have 
smaller litters, 3-4 (Bailey, 1936); most females breeding at 1 year (Tie- 
meier, 1949). Den: No general rule as to site or location (Younr, 1945); 
usually an enlarged badger or rabbit hole, but mey be a culvert, under a 
deserted shack, or just a' thicket (ibid.); female digs or cleans out number NY 
of dens before young are born, and after youns are born may move from one to 

another if disturbed or for Sanitary reasons (ibid.) little odor about dens,| © 
small balls of fur about’ mouth of-den after youne born, and usually but not 
always near water (den) (ibid.);: may tale over fox dens after driving foxes 

out (Goleman, 1930). Litter: Size ranges from 3 (Grinnell, Dixon and Lins- - 
dale, 1937) to as high as'19 (Young, 1945),- dut usually 5 and ? (various : 
authors); litter size from embryos of- 1330 females averaged 6.23 and from 
1,582 litters averaged 5.7 (Yamlett, 1938); 211 litters averaged 6.6 (Bailey, 
1936). Development of youns: Byes open at: 8 or 9 days, first come out of den 

@ at 3 weelss, abandon den at & to 10 weeks (Seton, 1939; Hall, 1946); male ' 
4 vernitted to return to dén after young are about 2’ months old (Cahalane, 

1947). Sex ratio: Sample of 5,621 coyotes from west yielded a ratio of 525 
males or 106:100 (Narkely, 19/'5). Sex and age criteria: sex by external 

genitalia; size and voice. See sections 2? and 3. Nothing found on age 
criteria. Hybridization: Dos ~ coyote crosses freauent but little on fer- ~ 

tility of hybrids (various authors -- Dobie, 1949; Chase, 1950; Dice, 1942). 

11. MORTATI™Y: vredation: Revorted coyotes may be killed and eaten by | ‘ 
wolves, courar, jaguar, bear, and eagle (Cehalane,-1947; Dobie, 1949). : : 
Starvation: not infreauent cause of death (Cahalane, 1947; Murie, 194.0); 
stervine in midst of deer and bighorn (ibid.). Disease: Diseases revorted 
are distemper, rabies, varalysis, menze, deafness, blindness (Cahalane, 
1947; Murie, 1940; Youne, 1944). Parasites: Sxternal: Fleas, ticks and lice, ~ 
average 25 ectonarasites ver coyote in sample of 90 Texas coyotes (Bads, — ; 
1948); including known vectors of endemic tyvhus, svlvatic plague, spotted ° 

fever, Bullis fever, American 9 fever, tularemia and susnected vector of . 

bovine anavlasmosis (ibid.). ‘Internal: Host to trematodes of at least 3 15 
fenera, to cestodes of at least 3 and vrobably 4 fenera, to nematodes: of at 

least 11 genera, an’ to 1 genus of Acanthocevhala (Frickson, 19/4; "Cowan, | 
1948; Herman, 1949). Accidents: As e result of vorcupine auills, and 
attacks by elk, deer, etc. (Marie, 1940; Dobie, 1949; Cahalene, 1947). See 
sections 15, 17, and 22. ‘ ‘ d : { Rs 

12. FOOD HABITS: Preference tests seem to inticete that. mutton was vre- 
& ferred to rabbit and muskrat and thet rabbit was vreferred to deer (White- 

man, 1940). Food habits vary with locality, season, availability, and 

individual (various authors). Me a : :
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Handicapped animal takes more sheep and goats than a normal one (Sperry, 1939); 
individual animals resvonsible for most. stocl: @epredations (various authors) 
variation in carrion 17-36%, rabhits 20-42%, rodents 13-22%, sheep and goats, 
etc., 10-18%, and deer’ 3-44 with season, also reflects availability (Sverry, 
1941). Coyotes cevable of killing healthy adult’ deer (Horn, 1941), yearling 
black bear (Boyer, 1948), norcuvines (Murie, 1935; Keller, 1936; Sperry, 
1941), rattlesnakes (Dobie, 1949), and in addition to stanle foods of 

: mammals coyotes take some birds, revtiles, amphibians, invertebrates, chiefly 

insects, vegetable matter including water melons, veaches, grapes, and 

berries and miscellaneous items as manure, afterbirth; ruvber, rags, and 
harness leather (Murie, 1940; Murie, 1935; Snerry, 1941; Dobie, 1949; Dixon, 
1920). Hair of horse or cow and wool of sheen in stomach not vroving that 
coyote killed aninal (Henderson and Craig, 1932); estimated that 4 of domes- 

"tice stock, + of game 1/8 of rodents in stomachs are carrion (Dixon, 1925); 
use of stock as station material (Snerry, 193/+); bait (Murie, 1935); mice 
fed cantive coyote and only 4 recovered in scats (Murie, 1946); see section & 
22. Probable food requirements about 1.5 lbs. ver day based on observations 4 
of cantive (Fitch, 1948); stonachs containing as riuch as 791 ems. (Dixon, 
1925); higher food requirement when nuns are in den, because food is regurgi- 
tated for them (various authors). — 

13. FOOD AID COVER: A vrey population in excess of its carrying canacity 
increases the carrying canacity for vredator (Errington, 1935); predation 
not laying determining part in ponulation levels of prey (ibid.; Fitch, 
1944; Presnall, 1948); many vrey ponulations constructed‘ to stand heavier 
pressure than they get (Errington, 1936); ponulations sooner or later coin- 
cide with carrying capacity (ibid.). Coyote originally belonged to the 
prairies, but now extended into’ the high mountains and far north, may be 

veneficial in own range, but destructive when it gets outside (Ligon, 1946). 

14. PHENOLOGY: Late Jan.-April mating occurs, April-June whelping, Auegust- 
Sentember leave den (various authors) and October-Tebruary fur prime (Markley, 
1945; Hall, 1946). ‘ Hate . ; : 

15. WEATHER AND WATER RELATIONS: Winter, especially an open one, is very 
hard on coyotes (Seton, 1929; Murie, 1940). Storms restrict activity of 
coyotes (Young, 1945); do not regularly go to water unless weather is warm 
(ibid.). See section 10. : ) 

16. POPULATIONS: Census: Population data insufficient for more than fuesses 

(Presnall, 1948). Estimates can be made from drovpings and sight records 
(Murie, 1940). Density: Conservative estimate 49 coyotes ver township on 
San Carlos Indian Peservation, Arizona in 1941 (Presnall, 1948). Peak coyote 
population in Alaska about 1940 when 20,000 estimated; 1946 population about 
12,000 (Dufresne, 1946); Fall vonulation of Yellowstone National Park 400 
(Skinner, 1927); he thought that artificiol control removed the yearly
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& increase (ibid.); 400 would represent the minimum, but how many more hard 
to estimate (Murie, 1940); 7 years after control of coyote in Yellowstone 
ceased, 1935, there apnears to be a slight drop in nomuletion (Murie, 194). 
Travping: Trans recommended are double svring, offset jaws as Victor snecial 

No.-3 (Hall, 1945); 0. 3 “ewhouse (Dixon, 1920); essentials are a good bait 
or scent and a little-know “ow (Yall, 1946); in Mev. 50-mile trap lines run 
by car (ibid.); 105.7 miles and 94.6 sets ner coyote in San Renito Co., 
Calif. (McLean, 1934). Young more easily tranved than adults, certain wise 
coyotes very difficult to tray (Dixon, 1920). Age: One kept track of for 8 
years (Seton, 1929). Sex and age comvosition: From bounty records and assump- 
tions breeding age of 2 years, litter of 5, and breeding neriod of 10 years, 

computes annual increase of 2.3, adult yearling ratio of 1:1.3, and adult 
young ratio of 1:3 - use in calculation of estimated nonulation from nrevious 

year bounty, records. See sect. 10. 

17. POPULATIO*™ CONTROLS: Disease and possibly starvation acting as controls, 

most effective when vonulation is high (Murie, 1940); food scarcity may con- 

trol through killing or through reduced reproduction (ibid.); birth rate 
goes down with food supply (Grinnell, Dixon, Linsdale, 1937). See sections 
10. and..13. ..: : eae : 4 

18. KILL RECORDS: The large numbers killed by the Biological Survey, later 

Fish and Wildlife dent., and those tilled for bounties scattered through 
literature, 1914 -= 11,890, 1925 —- 37,255, 1938"-- 84,844 (various authors). 

& 1°. HUTING CUSTOMS: (1) still hunting, (2?) decaying, (3) coursing with 
greyhounds.or wolf hounds, (4)- shooting from vianes, (5) roving, (4) shooting 

from.car (illegal in many states), (7) shining (also illegal in many states), 
(f@) drives, (9) tranving,: (10) den hunting, and (11) poisoning either for 
control, bounty, fur,-or sport. (Hamilton, 1939; Hall, 1946; Young, 1946; 
Dodie, 1949; Grinnell, Dixon, and Linsdale, 1937; and:others). Bounty laws 
in all but 8 states in 1905. (Henderson and Craig, 1932); such laws subject 
to fraud (many authors); relation between price and number of bounties paid 

roughly inverse (Bennitt, 1948). See sections 15, 18, and 22. : 

20. ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION AND TRANSPLANTATION: Coyote raising for bounties 
at times “ore vrofitable than sheep raising (Nenderson and Craig, 1932); 

transplantation by tourists responsible for a lot of the sporadic occurrences 

in the Nast, (Hamilton, 19/3; and others). 24*coyote.pups released as red 
fox puppies in Alsbama by snortsmen (Young,-1946). See sections 16, 18, and 
oo é Y epee eee UN : 

21. REFUGES: Coyotes find refuge on national parks. ae 

22. ECONOMICS: Value dependent on the individuals outlook or occunation 

(Dalouest, 1948); raw furs with annual value of $1,000,000. in U.S. -(Maricley, 
1945), and $38,803 to $504,203 in Can. (Rand, 1948); ‘average pelt brought 
only $1.25 in 1920.to *12.00 in 1928 (Familton, 1939); scientific value, 
predation in the economy of nature; educational and sociel value as manifested 

by public interest and concepts of ecology; controlling influence on rodents; 

% economic. possibilities not yet discovered (Adams, 1925; Cahalane, 1947; Dobie, + 

1 1949; and others); value as a seavenrer in preventing pollution and in re- 

moval of diseased carcasses (Cahalane, 19/'7; Hall, 1931); value in maintain- 

ing alertness in game (ibid.); snort value (see sect. 19). On the other side 
of the nicture, coyotes destroy stock, annually about $50.00 worth per coyote 

(Henderson and Craig, 1932); 1-34 loss of renge sheen (Bailey, 1931); 10-15%
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from sheep raisers rule of thumb (Presnall, 1948), about 1% loss in cattle i 

(ibid.). Stock losses during rabies epidemic has occurred in the West in 
"1915, also veople were bitten (Henderson and Craig, 1932:; Gier, 1948; 

Fall, 1946; Dixon, 1920; Grinnell, Dixon and Linsdale, 1937). Control: 

Advocated by stock interests and opnosed by fur interests and biologists 

not engaged in the control work (Hall, 1946); exnense ner coyote trapped 

by government tranners, 9.93 with sale of fur deducted in Nev. (abide); 

$37.76 in Mo. (Samnson and Bennitt, 1947-48), extension trapping $6.99 in 
Mo. (ibid.). Poisonine generally considered most effective and economical, 
but many objections against its use (various authors). Poisons: Used in or 

about a carcass or "station" ore strychnine (Dixon, 1920; other authors), 

thallium (thalliun sulfate) and 1080 (sodium fluroacetate) (Pobinson, 1948), 
and "coyote-retter" a device for shooting sodium cyanide into the coyotehs 

mouth (Robinson, 1943). The characteristics of the noisons and the advan- 

tages end disadvantages are not dealt with here, and neither are the argu— 

ments for and egainst control advanced as such. See sections 12, 13, 19 
and 23. 

23. SUMMARY: Status of the coyote is excellent becruse of its great adap- 

tibility (see distribution may; Dobie, 19/9; Familton, 1939; other authors). 
Management vossibilities are removal of control (lurie, 1944); control 
limited to tranning for fur anc “*estruction of the "killers" by shooting 

.. vend the use of dogs or trans (Hall, 1945); extension tranpin- and elimina- 
tion of bounties (Sampson and Bennitt, 19/'7-4P; and others). If the money 
that thé governments have snent for control had been spent: in determining 

“needs and management of game and fur bearers or in the develonment of new 
uses for coyote pelts, something might have been accomnlished (Hamilton, 

' 1939). Unknowns include age criteria, whether or not males breed under 2 
years, what nercentages of females breed the first year and significance 

of first-year breeding in population, a strictly selective control method, 
a repellent for. live stock, and census methods. See sections 10, 16, 17, and 

22. ‘ 
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3. Artificial propagation 
Unsuccessful attempts at domes*ication were made in Iceland. Several 

animals were brought from Gre: iland, but all died of Giseases contracted 

from domestic species. (Stefansson, 1944), : 

St&fansson (1946) has proposed tiv introduction ofthe musk ox into 
Néw England as a eubetitute for cattle. : 

4, Migration and M)vement ; 

_ Tho musk ox is non~nigvatory. (Seton; Critchell-Zullock; Hone). 
Herds exhibit local movements in response to available food supplies ° 
and in search of shelter from sevare storms, but there seems to be no 

regular saasonal isovemont (Sot<:.; Hone). 

Bulls have boea- known to stayi thin v2 mile of a sheltered spot for 
an entire summer (Seton). Stefanscon (1944) says that a hord will not 
move more than to or three miles por month, o 

' 5. - Bibliography “ 

See attached sheets, ’ , 

s 6. Brooding and Mortality ee 

The rut occurs i> August and S:tenber (Seton; Hone; Bly et al.). 
i During the rut the bulls fight in the manner of rams and often kill 

each other (Setcn; Hone). The “lls are very jealous of each othor 
oe and ‘defend. thoir harems well, T..ere are usually only tro or three 

‘halos. for even ‘the largest herds (Seton). Calves aro born in April, 
May or June (Seton; Hono; Bly .c al; ‘Young):.  Prevle (1928) -says. that. i 
the. ner born cal” ‘is. buried in tre.,snow-by the female until it is ‘ ! 

able to run with the herd at about three days of age. The breeding 
gate: is lov In good years, a single calf is dropyed annually (Séton; 
Hone), but in year, of poirr focd supply and cold summors, calvos are 
born in alternate :ears only. The latter case seoms to be more common 

; a (Hone), “Calf:mortality is. hich due to predation by wolves and weather 
loss of calvos born early in the season, (Hono). Twin calves have 
-been reported only rrom*tho eas. coast of Groenland and ‘there only 
rarely (Horie), Goer abla Hye vauen lide 

he musk ox is gregarious, Herds forn during the breeding season (Seton), 
and the size of tho herds seem to vary’ 

| Gray, 2932 ~ 15-20, genorally 5 or 6 ue ae fi 
‘ Hone, 1934 = 3 to, 20. : i 

Seton, 1929 - "varius" 

8 i ; The hérds stay together until spring, when they break up and segregate 

by sexes. Bulls.rander off alone or in groups of three and four for 
the summor (Seten, 1929; Ely et al.). Herds in summer are usually \ 

family groups (Bly et al.). It is not Imomm if the female bears its 
calf alone (Setun) .
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Ely et.al. say that bulls mature at 4 years of age, while Hone says 
that bulls mature at from 4:to. 6 years and cows at 3 or 4 years. Young 

» concluded that in Alaska. females breed.at 4 yoars and calve at.5 years. my 
: The gestation veriod was found to be 8 months. In 1934, of nine 5-year ‘ 

old cows, seven bore calves; while four Leyear old cows did not breed. @ 

7- Census’ and Density i 

See Table 1 for a summary of recent population estimates. 

+ Anderson (1938) romarks that-it is almost impossible to watch imsk 
ox herds due to their romote habitat, but Critchell-Bullocic thinks 

that the airplane solves the census problom. 

Clarke noted in 1942el3 that "there has evidontly been a larger rommant 
north of Great Bear Lake than was recorded, and it has increased." 

11. Distribution 

See accompanying map for past and recent distribution. Distribution 
maps of living and fossil msk ox may be found in the following 
reforencos: Anderson, 1934, & 1938; Ely ot al., 1939. North American 

ranges of all forms have beon described by Hoaro;:Hones Seton; Ander- 

son, 1934b. 

The music ox was circumpolar in range during tho ico age, occuring 

in Siberin, R,ssia, Germany, Austria, France and England, but at prem 
sont is a relic of vast numbers that once were contomporancous with 

: tho mammoth. (Hone). ; 

: In addition to the Groonland coast and Canadian arctic islands, tho msk * 
, ox formerly occupied the arctic tundra (sce map) as far as Point Barrow, 

Alaska (Glovor). Records aro oxtant at one time or another for all the 

arctic islands oxcept Baffin Island. Anderson (1934) says tho msk 
ox is supposed to havo formerly occured there, and Soton roports ono 

doubtful records 

le. Economics 

Musk ox milk is usually good, though small in quantity. Hides are used 
for robes, and the wool is of oxcellont quality for cloth, although it 

has beon little used for this purpose (Hono). Stoffanson (1944), as 
do most other authors, reports that the moat is equal to beef both in 
taste and food value, although msky at timos. 

14, Food habits 

In spite of the almost universal bolicf among the early oxplorers that 
music oxon lived ontirely on lichens amd moss, recent studies have 

proven that theso plants aro taken as omorgoncy foods only. Grass and 
willow shoots scem to be the year around staple foods ovor most of the , 

present day rangee 

Several food lists havo been published by Hone; Ely ct als Palmor; 

and Younge 
& 

Palmor (1944) says that an adult msk ox woighing 500 pounds requires ; 
10 pounds of forage (ary weight) por day. 

i 
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Tho misit ox uses hoofs, horns and nose to dig for food buried undor the 

| Snows Reindoor and musk oxen will feed on the samo ground, but there 

is no intormixing of the herds (Hone, 1934). Hone also notes that in 

Greenland the oxen will eat shoots, leaves and roots of willow bushes 

if they are available, and also that they often descend to the soa ® 

coast in winter to feed on kelp and other saline plents. : 

15é Food and cover 

The available food supply determines the distribution of musk axon in 

most arease (Hono)e 
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Table 2 i 

Musk Ox Food Lists 

( Source: Hone, 1934. Source: Bly et al., 1939. 

Willow - Salix arctica , Summer food preferences; 
Marsh grass - Glyceria angustata willow twigs with leaves on, 
Other grasses and sedges Saxifraga oppositifolia 
Mountain Avens - Dryas octopetala Grass 
Mountain Saxifrage - Saxifragea oppositifolia 
Dwarf birch - Betula nana \ 
Anemone spp 

"Other flowering plants" 
Fetterbush - Andromeda tetragona 
Bearberry - Arctostaphylos alpina \ 
Whortleberry - Vaccinium uliginosum 

Crowberry - Empetrum nigrum } 
Cottongrass - Eriophorum sp. 
Rush - Juncus sp. 
Lichens and mosses 

Source: Hone, 193. Source: Palmer, 194}. 
Studies on the Alaskan herd, in Principal forage plants in Alaska 
preference order: f Willows - Salix spp. 

' Browse- Aspen - Populus tremuloides 
Willow Sedges - Carex, Briophorum 
Bifch i A Grasses - Calamagrostis, Agropyron, 
Ground birch Poa, Festuca, Phieum, Glyceria, 

( Blueberry Hierochloa 

Boss tea Woodrush - Iuzula 
aro Horsetail - Equisetum 

Highbush cranberry , Raspberry - Rubus strigosus 
Red currant Alder - Alnus 
Poplar and tops of spruce seedlings Cottonwood — 1 Populus 
are taken occasionally. Aspen is Birch + Betula 

never eaten. Ground birch - Betula 
Other forage plants- Blueberry - Vaccinium 

Alasken red top grass Lichens - Cladonia, Cetraria 
other grasses ee Nokia ne COE mak 
sedges 

Equisetum 

Fireweed 

Lamb's quarters 
Clover 

Source: Young, 1941. : “ 

Seasonal foods: 
Spring and fall - grasses and sedges 
Summer - shrubs 
Winter - cured grasses, sedges, lichens 

L Seton (1929) notes that grass and willow are staple foods and that music oxen will eat 
tips of pine branches in the southern parts of their range.
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19. History \ ; 

) } In 1800 tho musk ox and buffalo had approximatoly the same sizo rango, 
sete about \six million square miles, but thoro was no comparison in numbors. 

| Fifty million buffalo wore present to only one million musk oxen. In 

1929, tho musk ox occupiod a rina of one million squaro miles, and 
numbered porhaps fifty thousand individuals. (Soton),  fAndorson (in 
Hoare, 1930) thinks that this ostimate for 1800 is oxaggoratod.) 

Musk ox populations have decreascd alarmingly in the last 150 yoars. | 
Whore tho animals are not pursuod by man thoy soem to thrive. Eskimos 
were to Blame in part for the disappoarance in the interior of Canada, 
whilo the white man was rosponsible for ohe sane thing on Greonland, 

Ellesmore, Melville, and othor islands (Yarhan, 1941). The slaughtor 
on the wost coast of Greenland was done by sealers and whnlors, assisted 
by Indions (Hone) and there have deen no.oxén th that aroa since 1850 
(Hoare; Hone). | 

20. Hunting customs, laws, regulations 

Musk ox hunting is not a sport, duo to tho case with which animals may i 

bo killed. Herds refuse to fleo when attackod and form tight circular 
formations in which thoy face outward and will not movo fron this posi- 
tion, oxcopt for short chargos, even though their comrades aro shot 

down around them. Animals will so keep at bay until tho last of tho 
hord is killed. In such a dofo: sivo position the msk ox is practically 
invulnerable to attack by boars, wolves, and dog packs, but fall easy 

proy to tho man with the gun. (Hone, 1934). 
( ! 

i Hone gives figures on’ kills mado in onstorn Greenland by Huropoans 
capturing calves for z00 specimens: . Becauso of the defonsivo attitudo 
of a hord, the adults must first be killed before a calf can be captured. 

Fron 1899 to 1926 228 calves wero so tekon. Tho hords avoraged 7.1 
adults per calf, honce over 2000 adults woro killod. 

In 1917 Canada passed a law malting illegal any trade or traffic in hides. 
This applicd to both whites and oskinos. Aftor World War. I another law 
prohibited killing for any reuson, (Yarhanm, 1941).° Logal control in Groo- 
land is practically nonexistent, as Donmark foars antagonizing Nor 

wegian sealers on the Greenland Coast. The msk ox is a main source of 

food for theso hunters, and the situation scons to be at a standstill. 

(Hone, 1934). 

21. Kill rocords i 

In E. Greenland fron 1899-1926 ovor 2000 adult musk ox wore killed 
during attormts to capture calves for European zoos (Hono). 

22. Longevity : ‘ i 

Stefansson (1944) says that mask oxen are apt to dic naturally of old : 
age (if left alone by nan), or possibly bo Killed by wolves at an 
advanced age. 

by 23+ Phonology 

April-June: Calves born, Hords sogrogate by soxos, 
Mays Wool shod. :
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June-July: Hords usually form by fanily waits. Bulls apt to roan alone. 
August“Soptonbor: Rut. Hords roforn againe Much fighting for harons / 

among bullse 
Septonber-April; Herds remain intact ovor wintor until noxt calving 

SCAsONe 

26, Population controls ; 

Two rocent factors portond an increasc in musk ox nunbors: (1) Loessoning 
sovority of tho arctic climate in tho last sixty years, and (2) a 
€ocreaso in the munbor of wolves (Yarhan). 

Tho birth rato is low. Ono calf is born ovory yoar oxcopt in yoars of 

cold summers and. severe winters, in which case a calf is born only 
every othor years Tho calf mortality is always vory high due to a mre 
bor of causes (Hone). 

2{- Prodation : 

Wolves and bears aro tho only imown predators on the musk ox, but / 

there oxists a groat doal of difforonce of opinion about tho oxtont 
of prodation. ; 

In spito of control laws, wolvos aro proventing a nuncrical increaso 
in the nuribor of oxon (Critcholl-Bullocl:, 1930, p. 187) Tho sano 
author in the sano study, says on pago 191 that he doubts prodation 
by wolvos, ovon on calves}! 

: ( 
The msk ox is usually considered invulnorablo to attack by bears, 
although cases are known, Boars, including polar boars, aro scarco 

in misk ox. rango, howover. Wolvos attack single aninals only, and 

then im packs and with difficulty. Man is the chiof prodator. (Honof. 

Stofansson (1944) states that in Alaska, tho grizzly beoar is tho only 
predator of the rusk ox, although wolves aro apt to attack old and 
decropit individuals. 

28. Bohaviour : , ; ; 

Musk oxon usually ignoro hunans unless attacked, although bulls in tho 

rutting season are dangerous (Honc)e 

29. Refuges i 

Canada established 2 15,000 acre sanctuary for musk ox in 1929 along 
tho Tholon and Hanbury Ryvors (Yarhan, 1941). In 1929, accorting to 

: Soton, tho Canadian government also sot apart Southampton Island in 

Hudson Bay for stocking with mask oxon, but no subsequont information 
is available. : 

3le Sex and ago 4 

Critchell-Bullock reported in 1930 that of three herds seen in July 
and totaling thirty-fivo individuals, 30 per cont woro calves (northorn 
Canada.) }
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Hone gives a sox ratio of 1 bull to 5 cows as an average for several herds. 

Hone also gives figures on the number of calves per herd seen on various 

: arctic expeditions: 

3 No, of No. of % Calves 
Place Xear Adults alves per herd 

Greenland 1904 - ~ 40) 

_ Greenland 1870 15 4 27 

Groenland 1906 18 6 33 : 

Thelon Sanct» 1930 7 4 57 

Groonl amd : 1931 6-8 cows per 2 calves 

Arctic Ids. 1933 4 i 25 

- Arctic Ids. 1929 5-6 sdults per tro calves; this vas a 
good year. A good average is 5~6 
adults per single calf. 

Seton (1929) says that voung animals can not be sexed by horn characters 
alone until tvo years of age. In the third year, female horn growth is 

complote and the horns project downvard. Third yeer sales have incom- 

plete horns and the horns are nore straight, The male horn completes 

growth at 6 years of ‘age, at wich time the boss grows completely 
across the sill. Indians age bulls by the condition of the hornse 
Before the boss is counlete (ices, under 6 years old) the horns are 

soft and porous at the base and cen be cut with a knife. After the 
boss is complete, the horns are varde 

36. Transplantation ; 

_. Unsuccessful attempts vers mde to reintroduce the msk’ox from Greenland 
into Norway and Sveden. A succossful transplentation vas made to the is- 
land of Spitzbergen, Another successful transplontetion vas made from 
Greenland to Alaska by the U. S. Bureau of Biological. survey, In 1930 
fifteen males and nineteen females vere transpor ted to Fuirbanics, Alaska, 
by way of Norvay, Nev York, and Seattle, and released on a 7500 acre 
vasture at the Focerel reindeer station. By 1934 ten of the aicinal herd 
had died, but five nev calves raised the tote1 to 29. In 1935 two bulls 

and taree cows vers moved to No vivalc Island in the Bering 5,a. One cow 
died in transit. These four animals seemed to prosper, so in 1936 the 
remaining herd of 27 was moved to Nunivak. By 1939 tae number’had in- 
creased to more than 60. Subsequent censuses of the herd do not seem 

to agree? oe 

1940 - 90 animals (Palmer, 1941) " 
igio - 7o. (Stefanssen, 19!) 

* 1943 = 115 _ (Stefansson, 1946) 

\ 38. Water relations : 

Bodies of water ere a’ barrier to algration. Musi: oxen are voor swimners : 

and seldom will eross ice for any scason (Hone). ve
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; 39. Weights and Measurements 

The adult musk ox is about two-thirds the size of the bison. Average 

specimena, both bulls and cows, weight from 500-600 pounds, Due to 
favorable environment, individuals are apt to be larger in the southern 
part of their range than in the north (Seton, 1929). Stefansson (1944) 
gives the weight of bulls at from 700-900 pounds. 

A new-born calf at one or two days of age is approximately 55 centimeters 
high and 95 contimetors in length (Ely ct al). .The calf is able to 

run at age throe days (Hone), The horns start to grov at nine months, 

Ely ect Bs 
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( SUMMARY 4 

Ag may be concluded from the preceding pages, knowledge of the musk ox is 
deficient in too many respects. With a few minor exceptions, all availeble informa- 

tion today is the result of casual observations made ea good many years ago by travellers, 
hunters and explorers. There has never been a study of this animal made by anyone 
with an eye for management measures. Published works are comparatively old and in some 
cases inaccurate. Since 1935 only one paper, a food habits survey of the muskox herd 
introduced in Alaska, has been put in print, and before that date all information is | 
contained in compilations of scattered notes by arctic explorers. Distribution and 
food habits are the only items that come even close to being aguately known. Contra- 

dictions and differences of opinion are found throughout msk ox literature. These 
discrepancies make it hard to properly interpret what little information there is 

available. 

Some of the more important blanks in the knowledge of this snecies are: Turnover 

rates, mating habits, breeding age, survival rates, life equations, density, déseases 

and parasites, carrying capacity, relation to land use and plant succession, hunting 

yilds and success ratios, hunting studiés, vhenology, physiology, thresholds of 

security, cycles, breeding index, strife, affect of predators, nutrition, territory 

and home range, sex and age composition and criteria, relation to soils, trapping 

methods, water relations, growth rates and weather relations. 

( 

(
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(Not for publication) 

LYNX MANAGE ENT CHECK LIST 
: (Compiled by James B, Hale) 

(1946) 

Migration and movement 

Many trappers consider that the lynx is migratory’ in winter. Soper 
reports that Indians in the Great Slave lake region believe the lynx migrate 
to that area in early winter and stay until spring, when they disapvear. 
While searching for food lone animals often wander far north of the timber 
line, especially during snorshoe rabbit population lows, (Anderson, Scton), 
bat Seton thinks that any movement is of a local nature only. Several 

\ specimens taken in 1917-18 (a low rabbit yoar) on the arctic coast seem to 
indicate a genoral northward movement at that time (Anderson). 

Breeding and mortality 

Conflicting statewonts exist about the details of reproduction in the y 

lynx. : 

Tho mating season is: January-Fobruary (Burt) 
@ Jamary-March (Soper) 

Late winter (Lyon, Hamilton) 
First half of March (Seton, Warren). 

Small grouns are often found at this season, The males fight like tomcats 

(Seton). -” : 

A nest is made in a hole or hollow log and litters are born in: 

March or April (Burt) 
May or June: (Seton, Warren) 
Juno or July (Mair and MacFarland). : i 

Tho gostation period is: : : - 
gun . . 2 months (Hamilton, yon) 

: ; 3 months (Mair and MacFarland) 
60 plus days (Burt) 

; 60-65 days (Seton). 
Seton gives a contradictory figure of 90 days for lynx gestation ‘then com- 

paring lynx and bobeat reproduction in his bobeat life history. 

Litter size is: 
1 to 4 (Burt, Hamilton, Lyon) 
2 to 5 (Nelson, Warren) 
2 to 6 (Mair and Mac¥arland) 
1 to 3 or 4, sometimes 6 (Seton). 

The average number per litter is usually less than the number of embryos per 
@ nat The cause of this may be stillbirths or mortality of nowborn, young 

Seton). .
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A female bears one litter ver year (Burt, Hamilton). ® 

, The eyes of a lynx are: 
closed at birth (Spencer in Seton) 
partly open at birth (Mair and MacFarland) 

i open at birth (Burt, Merriam in Spencer) 
oven at 10 days after birth (Hamilton). 

Young are nursed for two to three months (Mair and MacFarlane, Seton). 

Fomales have four mammae (Seton, Lyon). Burt says on pp. 168 that females 
have four teats, but also says on p. 270 that six teats aro present. 

The lynx is thought to be monogamous, but there is no direct evidence 

(Seton), After the young are weaned a family travels as a group until the next 
breeding season (Nelson, Scton). Tho malo assists in raising the young, but ~ 

does not remain with his family,, although he may usually te found nearby (Miles 
and Spencer in Seton). 

In 1906-07 (a low yoar) few females were bearing young (Seton). 

Diseases and parasites ; 

The lynx is clean like all cats and is little parasitized, although it is 
known to carry a reddish flea (Seton). Fluctuations in lynx numbers are not 
caused by disease (Seton). Seton found pinworms, tapeworms and one ¢ase of 
diseased liver in starving animals. ; ® 

Distribution : i 

Maps of: distribution have been published for Oregon by Bailey; for castern 
United States by Cory and Hamilton; and for North America by Burt and Seton, 

The haunt of the lynx is deep forest and their habitat has receded as the 
timber has been cut (Hamilton, Seton), One lynx was killed in Ohio about 1828 
and Mather, writing in 1835, recorded none in the intervening years. Burt says 

there are possibly a few lynx left on Isle Royale, but othorwise they are ex- 
tinct in Michigan, However, the first. lynx.in 18 years was seen and identified 
by a conservation warden noar Gwinn, Michigan, in 1946 (Wis. Cons. Dept.). A 
lynx vas shot near Spring Green, Visconsin in 1946 (Vis. Cons. Dept.) 

Economics a 

Lynx flesh is palotablo.to Indians and somo whites in Canada (Preble, 
Seton), Pelts are used for furs and trimming and were vorth from ten to twenty 

@ollars each in recent yoars (Hamilton, 1943). 

: Food habits , 

The lynx is so dependent on the snowshoe hare for food that fluctuations 
in hare populations are the cause of siiailar cyclic behaviour in lynx numbers 
(Ail authors). Seton found many starving lynx in the winter of 1906-07, a poor 
rabbit yenr, In addition to rabbits, the lynx probably cats every animal it & 
can overcome, including snakes, frogs end insects (Seton). No vegetable matter 

of any sort is taken (Seton). Seton records an instance of a starving lynx 
eating another dead one. Deer, caribou, reindeer and even moose are killed 

by starving lynx (Maurie, -Soton). When a lynx is killing deer, it leapg to the
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@ deer's back, severs blood vessels in the neck and rides until the deer drovs 

: from loss of blood (Rhoades in Cory). Warren reports two adult mountain sheep 

killed by a lynx on Mt. McKinloy. The lynx has a woll developed storage habit 

in yoars of good hunting (Seton), 

The lynx is a deadly enemy of the arctic fox and is the chiof predator of 
the spruce grouse (Seton). Marmots and ground squirrels are taken by lying 
in wait at burrovs (Seton). Other food spocics, compiled from Bailey, Burt 

- Cory, Dixon, Hamilton, Lyon, Mair and MacFarland, Nelson, Seton, Taylor and 

Shaw, are: 

: ‘ Ground squirrels: ; 
uae Red squirrel 

‘ : Other tree squirrels 
ne Chipmink : 

Mountain beaver ; 3 
Cony 

Bog lemming 

; White-footed, red-bachked, meadow, lemming and 

‘ : other mice 

ea , i Ptarmigan j : 
. Other grouse . 
Ducks : : 

; Geese on the breeding grounds . 

White-throated (7) sparrow 
& Occasional beaver, porcupine or siunk 

4 oy eB) ; 
Stranded fish - : 

A male lynx was sliot from the carcass of a lesser yollow-legs he had just killed 

(Laing, et al.). ; : 

Man is tho only onomy of the lynx (Seton). 

"In one starved animal found along tho Athabaska River Seton found "... a 
picce of rawhide an inch wide and four feot long, ovidently a portion of a dog 
harness picked wp somewhere along the river. I wonder what he did with the 
bolts s See » eee : 

Hunting customs . { : 

Tao lynx is agile in tho woods, but is a poor runnor and can be run down by 
a man on foot on hard ground... When pursued it runs a cirele of about a mile, and 
then trees. A lynx can yalk easily on soft snow, but if it leaps, rather than 

: trots, it sinks and flounders and can be caught quickly: (Soton). 

Longevity : f ; 

Burt gives the life span as 10 to 15 years, In the Washington, D. C., Zoo 
an adult on arrival lived for 11 years (Seton). ‘ 

@ Psychology and behaviour 

The lynx is mainly nocturnal in habit (lyon), It makes a noise like a house 
cat, but louder (Soton). It is an adept climber and swims readily and woll 

(Dixon, Hamilton, Preble, Seton).
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Iynx usually travel alone, but sometimes band together in groups of, five & 
or six to drive rabbits (Seton). ‘ : 

The approach of a wolverine to a lynx feeding on a mountain sheep carcass 
caused the lynx to leave. "....Evidently the relation of lynx to wolverine is 
one of fear." (Dixon). 

The lynx is not dangerous: to man unless cornered or attacked (Cory, Seton). 

Population controls 

The much discussed 10 year cyclo in lynx numbers is measured only by fur 

returns of the Hudson Bay Company. The first recorded description of lynx 
periodicity was in 1820 when a company agent remarked that cats are plentiful 
only every cight to ten years and that rabbits are most numerous when tho cats 
are numerous. It was :lso noted that martons are plontiful in low lynx years 
and vice versa (Elton and Nicholson). 

The lynx cycle has. persisted over a large part of Canada for 200 years. 
It has shown no sign of dying out or changing rhythm in that time, Ovor trapping 

~ or other human activities might pull down the whole pomlation to a point whore 
no cycle would occur at ali. This seems to have happened to tho marten cycle 
(BZlton and Nicholson). Butler notes that rocent lynx peat:s are much lower than 
in the 19th century, and it appears to Rand that where lynx numbers are low the 

% cycle is less pronounced. : 

Nineteen complete cycles between 1752 and 1935 averaged 9.63 vears in length @ 
(Elton and Nicholson). Fur returns at the peak of a cycle are about ten times : 
as great as those of low years (Seton). MacIulich found a statistical georrela- 

tion between lynx and snowshoe rabbit eycles.,: He also found that the lags of 
lynx peaks after snovshoe peaks for eight cycles ranged from minus one to plus 
two years and averaged zero. No correlation vith hure-lynx and sunspot cycles 

’ (11.2 years) could be dotermined in-analysis of data from a 183 year period 
(MacIulich, Elton and Nicholson). Elton and Nicholson suggest, but do not define, 
the. possibility that some other climatic factor is involved in control of the 

lynx cycle. ‘ : z i 

The dependonce of the lynx on the snowshoe hure is tho main cause of its 
cycle, but it is also possible that the factor which keeps the lynx cycle in 
step over the entire area of Canada may have a direct effect through reproduc- 
tion rate or physiological conditions of other types (Elton and Nicholson). The 
nation-wide rate of increase: for all lynx cycles is 1-1/2 successfully raisod 

young per nair of lynx. In the Mackenzie: River district the increase rate is 

‘ 3. young per pair. Pomilations do not veak at the same time in all areas, hence 
the over-all cycle has a slower increase rate, (Butler) Deane 

' Butler takes issue vith the assumption of most authors that trapping results, 

when used to measure the lynx cycle, represent a constant vercentage of the lynx 
population, He says that this.is not truco due to indlucnce of temperature, snow- 
fall, availability of food and other factors, Under the constant nercontage 

s scheme trapning plays no part in a population decline, yet trapping is one of the 

most important reduction factors. Increased tranning intensity increases the.. ® 

percentage of the population killed, Trapping may not affect tho.eyclic decline, 
but does affect the cyclic increase by reducing breeding stock.to dangerous 
levels. A quota system and special regulations for low years are advocated to 
maintain lynx populations (See also Rand).
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S Investigation of snowshoe, cycles ",.,should provide a firm basis for 
forecasting the gonoral trends of some of the furbearing animals..." such as 

lynx and red fox (Blton and Svynnerton). 

Perritory and home range 

The lynx ranges to the arctic coast in summer, but remains in the woods 
during vinter (Ross in Preble). An individual lynx has a wide range. A female 
with young covers about 4 or 5 miles at most; in winter 10 times that distance 

is traversed in seorch of good hunting (Seton). 

Trapping : ; 

Many lynx are snared by the Canadian Indians (Preble, Seton). Lynx trappers 

usually do not begin operations until mid-December and trapping is best during 
the breeding period in late winter (Soper). 

Woights and measuroments 

Seton gives an average total length of 36 inches and yeights from 15 to ko 
pounds. Burt gives the weight range as 15 to thirty pounds and Hamilton says : 

the maxim veight is probably 40 pounds. ‘Yarren lists 37 inches for longth 

and says adults weigh up to 30 pounds. 
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4} Wildlife Management 179 
University of Wisconsin 

Aldo Leopold 
& (not for publication) 

t GAME MANAGEMENT DIGEST BOR THE AMERICAN BISON 
(compiled by D. Q. Thompson, 1947) 

1. Seientific name; Bison bison bison Linnaeus 

Vernacular names: American bison, buffalo, American wild ox 

Seton (1929) lists two other forms: 

3B. b. athabascae Rhoads, a large and dark form. 

T. 1. near Fort Resolution, llackenzie, Canada. 

B. b. pennsylvanicus Shoemaker, mich like athabascae, but apparently 
larger and blacker; many of the qld tlls being coal-black with 

grizzly white hairs around the nose and eyes; little or no hump. 

7, 1. Pennsylvania. (This subspecies was probably extinct by 1810.) 

2. Description: Burt (1946) "Its brown shaggy coat, large head with short curved 
horns, and high hump on the shoulders set it apart from other nammals." 

Dental tommitas ys f/ OnOi si Gi OnOe. iby 59 Mh Boe ame Ges 

3-3 I-T 3-3 3-3 

Size (approximate): Total length 11 ft. (male), 7 ft. (female); tail, 2 ft. 
(male), 18 in. (female); hindfoot, 2 ft. (males), 20 in. (female); height 

& at withers, 70 in. (male), 60 in. (female); weight, 1800 lbs. (male), 
1000 lbs. (female). 

3. Tracks and sign. 

Wallows were a conspicuous sign which persisted ofter the extirpation of 
the bison. An early photo shows an old upland wallow, still visible as a saucer 
shaped depression. 

Rubbing posts were another strilcing sign of bison range. On the plains 
these were often large woright boulders which became worn smooth from centuries 
of use. 

Bison trails were heavily worn paths which invariably traced the best 

route between any two points. These level routes were often used by early 
road builders (Soper, 1941). 

4, Molts and pelage. 

Hornaday (1887) says bison have one molt per year. New pelage is in place 

by October 1; reaches full length by November 20. 

‘ Calf pelage is wavy, rather long, and of a uniform brownish-yollow color, 
This coat is shed at the beginning of. August and is replaced with.a moro somber 
brown pelage by October 1. 

& Several authors refer to albinism in tho bison. This phénomenon was 
apparontly of very rare occurrence. Albino hidos were treasured as "great 
modicine" by tho plains Indians (Seton). (
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5. Distribution: See map on page 8. 

6. History. & 

A history of the bison is closely meshed with the story of man on the great 

plains. The primitive economy and culture of the plains Indian centered on the 

bison. Leather artificats, clothing and lodges were made from his hide; two 

staple winter foods came from his carcass: pemmican and jerky. 

The introduction and northwestward spread of the Spanish horse into the 
plains Indian culture revolutionized the lives of these peoples. They could 
now follow the bison and hunt him with greatly increased effectiveness. It is 

difficult to date the spread of this conversion; but Webb (1936) states that 
the most northern tribe, the Sarsi, were mounted by 1784. ‘The effect of this 
change on the vast bison herds is unknown, but it made little difference in the 

face of the catastrophic struggle which was soon to follow. 

In the early 1800's the bison and the plains Indian found themselves 
squarely across the path of invading western man. The bison was the first 
to fall in the decades of strife which followed; Indian resistance subsided 
as a direct consequence. The last of the great herds were shot into remnants 
by the mid-'70's. The last organized Indian resistance ceased in 1877 when 
Chief Joseph (Nez Pierce) surrendered in the Bearpaw Mountains of Montana. 

{. Aggregations. 

It is difficult to piece together a complete picture of bison aggregations; e@ 

what is imown is similar to herd behavior in-‘other ungulates. Most authorities 

seem to agree that the basic unit was the family clan, which probably retained 

its identity when it joined a herd. 

Seton states that while bands of a few thousand bison could be found at all 
seasons it was only during migration that very large herds (millions) were seen. 

There is also evidence that herding occurred during the running season or 

rut. 

Evidence of sex segregation is not clear, but Seton savs that bulls form 

their own grouns at the end of the rut period. They rejoin their respective 
clans by late November. 

The leader of each clan was called a "bunch"; this was usually an old cow. 

Old, ovtcast bulls (usually alone, sometimes in pairs) wore a common sight 
on the great plains. 

8. Movement. 

Soper found that normal daily activity and movement in bison was similar 
to that in range cattle; both being diurnal. The rut period was the exception; 

at this time bison were active at all hours. 

Historical evidence is incomplete on annual movement. Several references eS 
tell of northward movement in spring end southward drift in fall, but the extent 
and nature of these movements are not clear. 

—s
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£ Allen (1877) concluded that bison movement consisted of a northward and 
southward swaying of the herds ("never more than a few hundred miles") with the 
change of seasons. Hornaday agrees with this view. 

Seton studied the records of Hind's explorations in the northern plains 
area, and concluded that the Saskatchewan bison herd made annual migrations 

between summer range in Ilontana and winter range in Saskatchewan. This was 

in reversed direction to the usual record of bison movement. 

In Wood Buffalo Pari, Soper found a well defined spring and fall movement 
in relation to available forage. ovement was local, and not oriented as to 

elevation, climatic conditions, or compass points. 

9. Territory, home range. 

Seton offers this hint of territorial behavior in the bison: "Whenever 
a local band of Buffalo has been wiped out, their pasturage has remained vacant 
for years;". 

9a. Psychology, behavior. 

Hornaday notes a sharp change in the bison's behavior towards man. In 
the mid-1800's they scarcely recognized man as an enemy; individuals in a herd 

would stand stupidly while hunters shot down their neighbors on all sides. By 
1885, Hornaday's collecting party found that the few remaining bison had changed 

e@ their response to man. Hornaday described these scattered remnants as: "the 
wildest and most difficult animals to kill we had ever hunted in any country". 

Allen writes that cows are at all times more active and watchful than 
bulls. He adds that they (cows) generally take the initiative in herd movements. 

Apparently the protective maternal instinct of the bison cow could be 
overcome by grave danger. Hornaday concludes from Col. Dodge's observations that 

very young calves had to devend on the old bulls for protection. 

Bison and cowbirds: Friedmann (1929) believes that the cowbird's attrac- 
tion to bison was simply a matter of ease in food-getting. The foraging bison 
stirred up insects, particularly grasshoppers and made them more available to 
the cowbird. Friedmann doubted if the cowbird benefited the bison in any 
significant way. * 

10. Breeding. 

f Opinions of early writers ‘on the bison's mating habits vary fron monogamous 
to promiscuous. Seton thinks the evidence for polygamy is most substantial. 

Soper found no positive evidence of polygamy in the bison herds at Wood 
Buffalo Park. He notes that some bison groups are made up of an adult bull, an 
adult cow, immatures, and calves; thus resembling a family association.
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Breeding ages: 
Minimm - bulls mature in 6-7 years (Soper) ie 

- 3 years in cow (Hornaday) 
Maximum - "Domestic bulls continue to breed until considerably over 

a dozen years old" (Seton). Two cows in Goodnight herd 

calved when more than 28 years old (Garretson, 1938). 

Breeding season: 1 July to 1 October (Hornaday). 

Estrous cycles: In captivity - 3 weeks duration, all through the year 
(Asdell, 1946). ; 

Gestation: About 9 months (Asdell). 

Calving: April, lay and June, rarely as late August (Hornaday). 

No. Young: Usually one, rarely two. 

Sex-Age criteria: Allen describes the adult cow as: "mach smaller than the male, 

with a less elevated hump, mich smaller, slenderer, and more curved horns, less 
heavily developed beard, less shaggy head....but presents no essential differences 

inieolor, | 

Hornaday includes the following plate showing horn development in the male: 

Spike-bull / 
: Calf Yearling 2 yrs. old oe 

Qa ee a 
} ‘ \' " 2 

ee 
Spiie-bull Bull 
3 yrs. old iC. 4 yrs. old 

ae to} mi 
a e\ aA pny 
= % Aan pa 

Bull — 1 Seatsnorn ‘bull a 
ll yrs. old 20 yrs. old 

Ch 

Ty \ Ni) 
fad \i a y 

op iL \ 

After the third year, both sexes add an annual ring at base of the horn (Hornaday). 

Ageing by tecth is a possibility; no detailed information was found on this point. @
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11. Mortality. 

Predation: Seton thought wolf predation was largely confined to strays; wounded 

young or weak. Soper observes that calves seem to be fairly secure from wolves. 

No evaluation of bear or cougar predation could be found. An old Kentucky 

account of a cougar attacking a bison is included by Garretson. Seton gives 

by second hand account an Indian's story of a bear (grizzly?) attempting to pull 

down a cow bison. In his life history of the grizzly, Seton expresses doubt that 

these large bears were quick enough to prey on bison. 

Disease: The Lamar Ranch herd at Yellowstone National Park suffered from out- 

breaks of hemorrhagic septicemia on three occasions: Bang's disease was also 

prevalent at one period (Cahalane, 194). 

Old plainsmen recall infections of mange (scab) in bison as being less 

serious than in range cattle. Garretson states that mange was the most common 

disease of the wild bison. ' 

Accidents: In the summer of 1867, over half of a herd of 4,000 bison died 
in an attempt to cross the quicksands of the Platte River near Plum Creek 

(Hornaday). d t 

"Buffalo emasculated by wolves are often found on the prairies, where they 

ead grow to an immense size" (Hornaday). 

Garretson found early references to bison losses from prairie fires, 
blizzards and drouth. 

12, & 13.) Rood. 
Key Plants: (from Hornaday and USTS Range Plant Hendbook). 

Bouteloua gracilis - blue grama. The top bison forage plent. Widely ; 

distributed, characteristic of the short grass plains. 

Buchloe dactyloides - buffalo grass. Second in importance to blue grama. 

Stipa spartea - porcupinegrass. Valuable late fall and winter forage - 

formed the bulk of the bison's winter food in the Dominion. 

Other forage: : 

Bison also utilized a.wide variety of other good forage grasses: 

Aristida, Poa, Koeleria, Festuea, and Andropogon. 

When pressed they would browse certain sagebrush species, particularly 

Artriplex canescens of the southwest. 

Hornaday had no record of bison taking "loco" weed (Astragalus nollissims).
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Relation to plant formations: * 

Larson (1940) draws on historical evidence from the reports of Lewis, 

Clari, Hornaday, and Hayden in attempting to demonstrate that bison grazing 

exerted imch the same effect on the short grass plains as grazing by domestic 

livestock. He points out that primitive ungulate populations stocked the plains 

to carrying capacity and thus helped to maintain the short grass as a climax. 

15. Weather and water relations. 

Weather: Crinell (1910) records the winter of 1356 as being the worst in the 

memory of the Cheyenne Indians. "The whole prairie was covered with ice, and 

the Buffalo and Wild Horses could not travel on it, but fell down and could not 

regain their footing..." 

Seton found indirect evidence of bison destruction from severe winter 

blizzards. ‘ 

Bison were forced to fast for days, sometimes even weeks, following a 

heavy snowfall - if a snow crust formed after such a period - the animals 
were caught in a serious predicament (Hornaday). 

Water recuirements: Hornaday says that bison would graze day after day on the 

divides of the "broken" country in lfontana, Wyoming, and southwest Dakota 

Nuntil increasing thirst compelled them to seek water". 

16. Populations: See graph on page 7. ; s 

18. Kill Records. 

Seton estimates that by 1830, the olains Indians, aided with horses and 
rifles killed more than two million bison per year. : 

Baird (1852) is auoted by Seton as estimating the annual kills during 

the last decades of the great plains herds (Seton). 

1665028). 2,000,000 ISSO. Pies FOSO0G 
TELO ve raced OOO. O00 DRE ar et 60 000 
VET Os oe EEE OONCOO UBS200r\ Meie BSN OOO 
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Rae TP dg tee 500 , 000 ESSH le ie) 6 4h 5,-000 
S76". vei aie, BOOLGOD IESE tn ee OOO 
TOPE ate) 100 , 000 AOS Pe Ee 500 
AGIOS ell Meee 75,000 CESS Ni atiesi aig 350 
DSTO vse Mee 60,000 PESO av Mie 150 

Garretson believes that the last wild bison were killed in Park County, 

Colorado in 1897. These were four survivors from a remnant group of 20-30 

which had been protected by local stocimen.
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19. Hunting customs, laws. 

The early plains Indians used the "surround" and "pound" or "piskun" 
in hunting bison. To obtain a surround, the Indians would cautiously encircle 

a herd. As the bison became alarmed and moved to break through the enclosing 
line, the beaters would frighten them back until the herd began milling in a 
circle. The hunters could then drive their arrows into the outer flanks of the 
milling bison. Fire was used by the Indians of the Upper Mississippi country 
as an aid in creating a surround (Branch, 1929). 

There were several variations to the pound method of hunting bison. 
Some of the northern tribes would decoy and drive herds into a v-wing trap 
which led to the edge of a cliff. As they entered the trap, the animals 
were hurried into stampeding, thus plunging to destruction below. The 
Assiniboines used a similar method to decoy bison into a fence enclosure 
on the open prairie (Branch, Garretson). 

Snowshoe hunting was a successful winter tactic.
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e With the adoption of the Spanish horse, "buffalo running" became a 
. standard hunting practice. lances and short, heavy bows were used for this 

close work. Later the rifle was generally adopted as it became available, 

although many Indians continued to use the lance as a mark of superior 

hunting skill (Branch). i 

The professional hide hunter preferred to "still" hunt. He would cautiously 

approach a herd, and attempt to gain a "stand" by shooting the "bunch" or herd 

leader. ‘Vithout a leader, the herd would mill around in confusion while the 
hunter made a heavy kill from his concealed firing point (Branch). 

Laws: The great bison slaughter of the early "seventies" evidently aroused 
enough public indignation to prod congress into passing a mild »rotective bill 
in 1874. This bill never became law; it was "pocket vetoed" by President 

Grant (Garretson). 

The first protective law for bison was passed in 1894. It made the 
poaching of vee in Yellowstone National Paris punishable by fine or imprison- 
ment (Drury, 194%). 

20. Artificial propagation and transplantation. 

Livestock managenent »ractices were successfully applied to a nucleus 
of 21 semi-domesticated bison which were introduced into Yellowstone National 

Paric in 1902. This small herd thrived under intensive management and by 1935 
@ had produced a total of 2,279 animals (right and Thompson, 1935). 

With the safety of the species assured, official policy now points toward 
returning the herd to a natural condition. 

Transplantation: Nineteen bison from the National Bison Range were transplanted 
to the Big Delta region near Fairbanks, Alaska. The animals were given free 

range, and by 1941 had increased to a herd of over two hundred individuals 

(Jackson, 194). 

21. Refuges. 

A wild herd of about 22 bison survived in Yellowstone National Park in 

1902. Cahalane states that this remnant has increased without artificial aid; 

it was counted as 395 individuals in 1944. Most authorities agree that this 
wild herd has intermingled with the semisdomestic Lamar Ranch herd. 

The U. S. Government maintained sizable herds on eight areas in 1939. 

Prior to the recent war the Canadian Governnent maintained Buffalo National 
Park at Yainwright, Aloerta and ood Buffalo Park in the Slave River country. 

Regrettably there have been many hundred head of surplus plains bison trans- 

ferred from Wainwright to Wood Basin Bark. Interbreeding of these races threatens 

the survival of the Wood Bison as a subspecies (Seton, Sover). ‘the Wainwright 
herd was slaughtered in 1940 to make room for military training maneuvers on the 

: e Buffalo National Pari area (Godsell, 1940).
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22. Economics. . 

The Buffalo Wool Company was organized in 1822 and established in the Red 

River Valley. A few yards of cloth were actually manufactured and shipped to 

England before this shaky enterprise collapsed (Garretson). 

Hide bunting was a vast, ruthless business during the '60s and '70s. In 
the winter of 1872-73, about one and a half million hides were shipped eastward 
on three railroads. Bison hides sold for $2-4 apiece during the '70s (Drury). 

Bone picking was a valuable source of income to many of the early settlers 

on the great plains. In 13 years, two and one half million dollars was paid 

out for bones in Kansas (Drury). 

Hornaday says that the bulk of the bone shipments were converted to 
phosphate for fertilizer; considerable amounts were also turned into carbon 
for use in sugar refining. 

Bone pickers received 75 cents a pound for long face hair remaining on old 
bison heads. ‘The hair was used as stuffing in cushions and mattresses (Garretson). 

23. Summary. 

As a wildlife heritage, the plains bison remains largely as a semi-domestic- 

ated animal of confused geographical strain. This is the best that the preserva- ae 

tionists could have done with a very difficult situation. 

National Park Service policy now aims at returning the bison to a natural 

status. 

' The bison is definitely a manageable species, but the prosvects for his 

rostoration on open range are very questionable. 

Published information on the following points are incomplete: sex ratio, 

breeding ages, mating habits, aggregations, migrations, population densities 
and controls.
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University of Wisconsin 

@ Aldo Leopold 
(Not for publication) 

BLACK-TAIL DEER MANAGEMENT DIGEST 
(Compiled by R. D. Taber, 1947) 

1. Scientific Name: Odocoileus hemionus columbianus (Richardson) 

Vernacular Names: Columbian Black Tail Deer (Cowan). 

Coast Deer (Cowan). — 
Sound Deer (Seton). 

2. Description: A small, heavy bodied, short legged deer.* 

Weight: In California an averagé buck weighs under 125 pounds (Hall). In 
Oregon an average buck weighs 140-150 pounds (Carhart). See Yields. In 
general the average size tends to become larger northward and upward, with 

occasional bucks of. 300 pounds in northern areas(old burns) of excellent 
forage (Cowan). Does may run 50% lighter than big bucks and are less 

variable (Cowan). 
Tail: Terminal half of dorsal surface black, proximal half brown. This 

differentiates it from the mule deer, in which the proximal half is white 
(McLean). 
Metatarsal Gland: Blacktail - 2" long 

Mule Deer - 5" long 
& Whitetail - 1" long (Seton) 

Antlers: Branch dichotomously but perfect dichotomy is the excention. 
Numbers of points on one side seldom above five (Cowan). 
General: Blacktail: Small rum patch, dull facial markings, small ears 

not black margined. 
Mule deer: large rump patch, bright facial markings, large black margined 

ears (Cowan). ; 
The tail of the blacitail may be erected in flight; this never happens in 

mle deer (Ely, et.al). 

3. Tracks and sign: No data available. 

4. Molts and pelages: Summer coat rust-brown (red); winter coat gray-brown 

(blue). Spring molt: early May to end of June -- earlier in does than bucks 

and latest in the sick. Fawn - loses spots at about four months; molts to 

long, silixy juvenile pelage in September. General fall molt of adults: mid- 
August to end of September (varying with latitude) for prime bucks,: later for 
young bucks and does (Cowan). 

Antlers shed last week January to first week March, prime bucks shedding 

first. New growth begins in April; antlers full grown in August, polished 

during August and September (Townsend). ‘ 
Prime bucks lose their velvet before young or decadent ones do, and the 
velvet is lost before the fall molt (Johnson). , 

5. Distribution: See map. Generally the range consists of the humid coast from 
central California north to about Bella Coola, B.C., extending inland to the 

@ summit of the Cascade-Sierra-Nevada mountain chain but excluding the great 
interior valleys of California. The Sitka deer is found along the same belt 
northward as far as Juneau, Alaska end casually to Atlin, B.C. (Cowan).
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6. History: First noted by Lewis and Clark in 1805 (Seton). Very common 

(Calif.) during period 1850-1870 and before, the chaparral habitat being kept 
. at. optimum by recurring firos (Storer). » By 1880 there was a large traffic 

in skins (at fifty cents apiece); this continved until at least 1897 (Seton), a 
although does were given legislative protection in 1872 (Hunter).. 

7- Aggregations: At least in March frightened deer often run toward the herd 

rather than the nearest cover (Robinson). Up to 64 in one herd seen on 
Oregon winter range (Dragatt)..:Prime bucks form small groups in summer 

(Seton). ! 

8. Movement: 
Seasonal: In the portion of the range with mild winters there is no seasonal 
migration. On higher parts of range (mountain slopes) there is a. gradual 
altitudinal upward movement in April and May. The fall migration is more 
definite, following the first fall storms (Cowan, Seton). 

« The lack of shuffling in resident populations is demonstrated by the fact 
. that populations of different adjacent watersheds show different physical 
characters because of inbreeding (Carhart). 

‘Daily: Daily range small (personal estimate: under 1 sq. mile). Special 

trips are made to preferred forage or a lick. One buck killed 12 miles 
from cultivation had paunch full of alfalfa. (True). Deer trails to licks 

were one to three feet deep along a hillside, suggesting visits from large 

surrounding area (Seton). ) : ‘ 
General: On north Coast deer easily swim distances of ten miles or more to 

reach islands (Bly, et al). 

9. Home Range: Actual acreages not recorded; probably very small. Even when 

frightened they prefer to skulk within familiar terrain rather than escape 

across country (Roosevelt, et al). ae 

, 
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10. Breeding: 

Mating habits: Onset of rut late August in Central California and becoming 
later northward (Hall). It is earlier in young (one and two year old) than 

in adult bucks (Seton). 
Does come in heat about a month after rut begins, during which interval there 

is fighting among bucks. While they are in heat does desert their fawns but 
later rejoin them (Seton). The gestation period is % months (McLean). Mule 

deer gestation veriod is thought to be about 7 months (Dixon). 

Fawns are dropped in May or June (rarely July) (Seton). April to July (Hall). 
Does generally have a single fawn at first breeding and twins thereafter, 
with triplets »roduced occasionally (Seton). 
Twins occurred (Calif. area) in 20-30% of births (Orr). 
Doe-fawn ratio in both California species averages 1:1.5 at birth; 40% of 
population consists of breeding does (Cronemiller). 
Fawns start following does at one month and are weaned at about five months 

(Seton). ' 
Breeding Age: Does. Ina herd of cantive does, one in four bred at 15 
months rey ALL, 2, 37and 4 year old does bred, generally having 

twins. Bucks. In captivity can successfully breed at least until 8 years 

old (Ramport). 
Sex Ratios: Adult ratio: heavily hunted areas 1 buck::7.5 does 

unhunted areas 1 buck::1.7 does (McLean) 

Sex and age criteria: : 
@ 1. 4ntlers. 4A buck of 18 months (long yearling) is usually a spike 

(Cowan). It is generally believed that a two year old has 2 x 2 antlers, 

but there is at least one case of a 2 year old with 2 x 3 antlers (Ramport) 
. and older bucks occasionally bear 2 x 2 antlers (Cowan). “hereafter the 

points on at least one side are usually three or four (five »oints to a side 

is uncommon and six or more very rare) until decadence, when the antlers 

regress in number of pdints. A large, old buck with heavy forked horns is 
called a "Pacific Bucic'. (Cowan). 
The antler basal circumference, measured "above the burr, increases with 

body weight and perhaps with age. Accurate correlations to determine age 

not worked out. (Cowan). For management purposes these categories are 
used: .4- .9 (inches antler basal circumference) = immature and inferior; ' 
1.0 - 1.3 = fair; 1.4 & over = good and superior (Johnson). 

Bucks reach their prime at 6 years and antlers begin to "zo back" there- 
after (Bly,et al) Study of a tame deer shows that antler beam diameter con- 

tinues to increase with age only irrezularly and may be more closely assoc- 
iated with weight than age (Cowan). 
Angle between antlers increases with age, as does total antler length, but 

correlations are not »recise (Cowan). 
2. Dentition: + = temporary p = permanent 

Fawn (at birth) 0 0 Least 

y (He ae erupting 

6 mo. £ (22 - ()2 (fully erupted) 

& 12 mo. O (being o 1 
Y replaced) 0 : (tp ;
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Fawn 22-24 mo. 0 (ie 8 (being 3 (third molar 
Y‘P/O 3 replaced) 3 just erupting) e 

36 mo. OOS 83, 
biG s! 3 

As animal ages, the teeth are worn and flattened and the cusps ground off. 

At 7-8 years some incisors are often lost (licLean). Tooth-wear depends 
partly on diet, dust on vegetation, etc. 

1l. Mortality: Y 
Predation: Principal predators are: mountain lion (1 deer/wk.). Coyotes 
(10-30 times what mountain lions kill), worst in snow and on fawns. Bobcats, 
foxes and eagles also take an unknown number of fawns (Seton). Generally 

mountain lions are much reduced but other predators are still plentiful on 
heavily hunted deer range. 

Fawn mortality to October has been estimated at 50% (Seton). 
Starvation: Increasingly frequent from the 1920's to present, concurrently 
with fire control and predator reduction. Deer may starve on areas where 
preferred browse species occur but carry a low protein content (Zinarsen). 

Disease: In 1924 hoof and mouth disease spread to deer (including Black- 
tails) in California. Of 22,214 deer slaughtered to prevent spread, 2279 
were infected (Storer) (Seton). 
Blacktails are experimentally capable of carrying anaplasmosis, a disease of 
cattle, without showing symptoms themselves (Boynton). 
It is generally considered that the resident is more prone to epidemic than 
the nigratory population, but an epidemic not connected with malnutrition 
has never been demonstrated. & 
Parasites: Resident deer are very heavily parasitized by bot-flies, ticks, 
fleas, louse-flies and deer-flies, as well as internal parasites. In 1911 
deer that died in a widespread epidemic in the California coast ranges were 
found heavily parasitized by bladder-worms (Hall). 
It has been found that where a few dcer repopulate the site of a large burn, 
their immediate progeny are almost free of parasites (Hinarsen). 

Accidents: Importance unimown. Deer occasionally tangle in fences and 
die (personal observation). lay reach into a tree for browse and catch 
foot in crotch (Russ). 

l2. Food Habits: X ; 
Foods on southern Vancouver Is., 3.C., % by volume of each taken by deer: 
(Cowan). 
Food Harly Sept- Early Dec- mid Apr- late May- 

early Dec. mid April late May early Sept. 
Salal (Gaultheria shallon) 27% ae 5g Lig 
Alder (Alnus rubra) 254 - - 146 
Mushrooms 13% Ug - - 
Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga) aS 47% 2g, - 
Willow 8% - 21% 6% 

f Thimbleberry (Rubus painiflora) 8% - - - 
Lichen (Usnea barbata) Bi 36% - - 
Bracken (Pteris aquilina) - - 11% Ug 
Equisetum - - 12% - & 
Maple (Acer macrophyllun) - - Lg -
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(cont. ) 
Food Early Sept.- Early Dec.- mid Apr.- late May 

Ge early Dec. mid April late lay early Sept. 
Dogwood (Cornus nuttali) - - KA - 
Grass and sedge - - 5% 4s 
Blackcap (Rubus leucoderma) - - 94% - 
Misc. , 11% 5% 13% 25% 

Palatability lists: Oregon rain-forest margin, slash and burn, preferred 
foods: vine maple, red alder, fireweed, cascara, red elderberry, red 

hucitleberry, salmonberry, western blackberry, thimbleberry and mint 

(Binarsen). 
California: Oak-madrone (north slope) and chaparral (south slope) with 
some Redwood forest, preferred foods: canyon oal and unidentified grasses, 
also ate Ceanothus (3 spp), and madrone flowers. Salal and hucicleberry 
taken when others unavailable (Orr). 

Salt and Minerals: Natural licks used where found, deer coming considerable 

distances to visit them (Seton). Licks seem well distributed through at 

least some dser country, about one per thousand acres being found on 8000 
acres in Lake County, Calif. Salt placed for livestock is eagerly sought by 
deer (personal observation). 
On southern Vancouver Island, B.C., there are no natural licks, but the 
deer eat seaweed, like the salt rime on the seashore rocks, and eat bone and 
antlers when those have weathered. They also eat fresh wood ash and char- 
coal (Cowan). : 

13. Food and Cover: 
@ Plantings: In Oregon the re-seeding of burns to supply emergency food is 

practiced; the best species are: rye grass, orchard-grass, timothy}. bent 

grass and white clover (Yeoman). 
Food Yields: In Oregon the crude protein level of preferred foods varies 
with sunlight and available minerals (which are released to the soil as 
ash during a burn). Crude protein levels are highest in burns, next in 
logged areas and least in closed canopy forest. Levels are lower in winter 

than summer (Tinarsen). A completely burned area of rain-forest will form 

a closed canopy at from 10 to 15 years (Hinarsen). 
In California the crown sprouts from newly slashed or burned chamise brush 
(important chaparral constituent) are very palatable to deer, being high 
in moisture, protein and aromatic oils. Close browsing results in renewed 
sprouting, so that use prolongs usefulness. Other crown-sprouting species 

which may behave similarly are madrone, some Ceanothus spp, blueblossom, 

coffeyberry, snowdrop berry, chokecherry, and some manzanitas. These, 
with chamise, make up mich of hard-brush (chaparral) association of California. 

A newly burned or slashed area yields good browse for only 2 or 3 years 

(Reynolds and Sampson). 
Carrying Capacity: Oregon (cover types not specified) 1 deer / 74 acres = 

underutilized (167 section sample). 1 deer / 50 acres = varied fron spots 
of overutilization to undervtilization (794 section sample) (Yeoman). 
Vancouver Island pioneer forest 1 deer / 21-32 acres limit of carrying capacity 

1 deer / 16 acres shows overutilization (Cowan). 
Relation to land use and plant succession: 
Lewis and Clark (1805) reported - "sometines" inhabits woodlands but more 

& often prairies and open grounds" (Seton). For feeding, grassy clearings 

\
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and little meadows, around which the brush is browsed, are preferred (Orr). 
Found in chaparral of central and northern California and the heavy timber & 

of the west - facing mountain slopes from California into British Columbia. 
Prefers clearings and burns to dense forest (Carhart). e 
Generally where chaparral has been protected from fire it has become poor 
habitat and deer have added cultivated crops to their diet (Storer). 

Management for humid Douglas Fir forest (Vancouver Island, B.C.): clean cut 
in 1 sq. mi. blocks, leaving patches of fairly mature timber outside of 
logged area for cover. The clean cut will furnish food in such quantity 
that reproduction (at least 12,000 seedlings / acre) will not be injured 
(Cowan). 

-14, Phenology: January-March: antlers shed. Winter aggregations. \ 
April: new antler growth begins. 
May-June: spring molt and fawning 
July-August: velvet lost. : 

August-September: fall molt, hunting season, beginning of rut. 

October: rut. 

15. Weather and water relations: : 
Weather: The autumn migration of those deer using sub-timberline slopes 
in summer is precinitated by the first storms (Cowan). 

Water: On flats or plateaus water is used only sparingly, but in rough 
steep land the water supply is very important. This suggests water devel- 
opment as one of the greatest potential aids to better distribution (Einarsen). 

In summer (Vancouver Island) water is regularly taixen (Cowan). \ 

16. Populations: & 
Census: In 1940 there were an estimated 323,640 Blacktail in California, 
Oregon and Washington (Carhart). . 

Density: 1 deer / 90 acres is high } 
1 deer / 200 acres is fair * over large areas in California 
1 deer / 600 acres is poor J (McLean) 

The population of Curry County, Oregon was estimated (1920) at 1 deer / 45 
acres and was considered very high (Seton). 

‘ A California sub-optimum range on which some artificial feeding (picnickers) 
was practiced, supported 1 deer / 40 acres, not counting fawns (Orr). 
The Tillamook burn (Oregon, excellent habitat), supported about 1 deer / 40 
acres (Hinarsen). 
On Vancouver Island (optimum habitat) can support 1 deer / 20-30 acres (Cowan). 
Conclusion: 1 edult deer / 40 acres is a management possibility on good 
Oregon and California range. Carrying capacity in good northern range is 
higher, but not above 1 deer / 20 acres. 
Trapoing: No record of trapping Blacktails, but since Mule deer are readily 
trappable Blacktails should be also. ‘ 
Sex-aze composition: 40% of pomlation (all Calif. deer) consists of breed- 
ing does (Cronemiller). 

Adult ratio: Heavily hunted 1 buck::7.5 does 
Lightly hunted 1 buck::1.7 does (McLean) 

Survival: A buck in captivity lived 16 years (Cowan). In a field survey, 
10% more of superior antler classes appeared in population at rut than 
appeared in kill, showing higher survival rate of trophy heads (Johnson). @
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Life equations: Seton gives 20% / year as the natural rate of increase 
& in all deer herds. 

17. Population Controls: 
Irruptions: At least two California blacktail areas show evidences of 
irruption or incipient irruption (Leopold et al). 

18. Harvest Studies: 
A delay of five weeks in harvesting resulted in the following average 

gains: Small deer - 16 lbs., medium deer - 9 lbs., large deer - 13 lbs. 

The early season was tug. 1-16, the later one was Sept. 1-30 (Johnson). 
Kill records: It is considered that less than 40% of the legal bucks are 
taken in any one season (Cronemiller). The total Blacktail kill cannot be 
had, since it is lumped yearly with the mule deer kill in each state. From 

a@ seven year kill record for four heavily hunted California counties a 

fairly constant ratio of 60 forked horn to 40 three point (and over) bucks 
in kill was evident (anonymous). 
Trophies: Bucks bearing trophy heads have a higher rate of survival than 

other bucks, since the superior antler class was found to be 10% greater in 
the field than in kill records (Johnson). 
Trophy heads vary.as follows: 

Length of outside curve 30.5" - 18.25" 
Circumference main beam 5" - 3,25" 
Greatest spread 23.5" - 20" : 
Number of points each side 7 x 7 - 2 x 2 (Osgood) 

Success ratios: Wo available data. 
eo Percent Kill: Believed to be under 40% of legal bucks (Cronemiller). 

Illegal Kill: No available data. 

Hunting studies: Peak of hunting is on the opening day, resulting in heavy 
kills. If there are different opening dates in different parts of a state, 
hunters congregate for each successively, intensifying hunting pressure. 

In heavily hunted areas the younger age classes bear the brunt, with the 

result that quality and size of individual legal bucks diminish. This is 

especially true in California in the heavily populated central coastal area 
(Johnson). 
Hunters avoid game ranges of difficult terrain or cover. This leads to 

local overpopulations (Einarsen). ; 
When a sample of the kill passing a checking station is taken for weighing, 

it will be biased in favor of the heavier age classes because of the eager- 

ness of hunters to weigh large deer (Cronemiller). 

19. Hunting Customs, Laws and Regulations: 
Hunting Customs: Deer are usually taken by means of a drive, which may 

be an operation of almost military exactitude. Still hunting is less 

successful because of the heavy cover. One dog per hunter is allowed in 
California (personal observation). 
Laws and Regulations: In 1872 (in California) does and fawns were given 
full protection. In 1883 the buck season was reduced to 10 months (Jan. - 
Oct. inclusive) 1891, 2 years closed season. 1901, 3 buck limit. 1905, 2 

buck limit. Since then the season has been within period July-October, gradu- 

ally narrowing to tug. - Oct. In any one region it is usually 1-14 months. 

1907 first funds for enforcement. 1907 a $20.00 bounty placed on mountain 
& lions. Later this was increased to $30.00 for females (Hunter).
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20. Artificial Propagation and Transplantation: 
Transplantation: Deer were planted on Graham Island B.C., about 1900 and ~ 

attained a dense population (in absence of predators) in 35 years (Ifunro). 
Successful plantings have been made on Qneen Charlotte Island B.C. (1917) 
and others (Ely, et al). j 

21. Refuges and Public Hunting Grounds: 
Refuges: From 1910-1943, 4,200,000 acres in California were made refuges on 

the theory that deer would breed up and overflow. They bred up but did not 
overflow. Trophy quality may increase near refuges but kill in general 
does not. Refuges needed where: (1) visual recreation more important than 
hunting, (2) hunting is dangerous, (3) a migration lane mst be protected. 

Epidenics (? starvation) have broken. out on refuges and influenced nearby 

hunting (Cronemiller). 

22. Economics: 
Damage: Damage to orchards, vineyards, alfalfa, etc. continuously increas- 

ing. Locally serious. Due to (1) predator control, (2) restriction of 
; burning chaparral (Storer). , 

Control: A deer-proof fence must be adout 1-75 ft. high, made of hog-wire 

velow and barbed wire above with nosts 12-16 ft. anart (Storer). 
Repellents: Orchards: humid region -- spray made of decomposed blood or 

meat; dry region -- napthalene bags or creosote balls hung from trees. 

Vinevards: whale-oil soap, liquor cresolis soray (True). 

23. Summary: ; 
Status of specios: There seems to be a progressive deterioration of forage ee 
and buck-size near ponulation centers. Large areas away from-conters of 
population show spotty overutilization. There seems to be little danger of 
overhunting. : 
Management possibilities: Controlled burning to open up the useless dense 

chaparral and restore minerals to the soil is the most yromising management 

tool. Rigid fire suppression has the effect of rendering the chaparral 
increasingly unpalatable and inflammable. The result is periodic fires of 
an intensity unicnown in early times. Controlled light burning would remedy 

this and furnish needed deer food. 
Predator control will undoubtedly continue so the doe-population must be 
periodically reduced. 
Unknowns: Carrying capacity, turnover, effect of nutrition on breeding 

potential, percent of non-vroducing does, crippling mortality, and natural 
losses. 

a
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Wildlife Management 179 
* } University of Wisconsin 

Aldo Leopold 
(not for publication) 

' GAME ‘MANAGEMENT DIGEST FOR MULE DEER : 
(compiled by Charles Wallmo, 1947) : j 

1. Nomenclature. ; , 

Scientific name: Odocoileus hemiomus (Rafinesque). : 

Races F Common Name 

Q. hi hemionus Rafinesque Plains Deer 
‘0. h. macrotus (Say) Rocky Mountain Mule Deer 
0. ‘h. californicus (Caton) ~ California Mule Deer 
0. h. eremicus (Mearns) Desert or Burro Deer 
QO. h. inyoensis Cowan Inyo ifule Deer 

QO. h. fuliginatus Cowan Southern Mule Deer 
QO. h. canus Merriam Gray or Mexican Mule Deer 

Q. he virgultis Hallock Minnesota Brush Deer 

There is disagreement over whether the black-tailed deer should be set 
aside in the species columbianus or included with the mle deer in the species 
hemionus. Cowan (1936) made a thorough review and study of the Pacific coast 

- deer and placed the black-tail under hemionus. , 

2. Description. " 

larger and heavier than the white-tail with average bucks running between 

150 and 200 pounds and maximum weights exceeding 400 pounds. ars very large - 

9 to 10 inches above crown (Anthony). Metatarsal gland about 5 inches lone. 

Tail black only at tip or with a narrow, black, dorsal line. In the black-tail 

races the tail is black above, white below and mch more bushy (Dixon, 19344). 

Size variance in the subspecies is probably in this order: 
1. hemionus & macrotus, largest. 
2. inyoensis & eremicus ; 
3. canus § 
k. fuliginatus, smallost. ' 

Growth rates: ae 

| Average weight at birth (of 11 fawns) was 7% lbs. They double their weight 
in 15 days, quadruple it in 30-ho days. Yearling males weigh 115-140 lbs. (Nichol). 

New born fawn weights: 6 lbs. 2 oz., 6 1b. 4 oz., 6 lbs. 10 oz. Two month 
old fawn weighed 40 lbs. Four month old fawn weighed 59 lbs. (Russell). 

In northern Utah, mle deer weigh about 100 lbs. at the beginning of their 

@ second winter (personal observation).
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3. : Tracks and signs. @ 

Mule deer stand still while urinating, therefore, urine deposit is well 

forward of hind tracks in male, behind the tracks in does (Dixon, 1934). 

"Scrapes", small areas of about one square yard, scraped clean of grass ' 
and leaves are characteristic (Seton). 

4. Molts, plumages and pelages. : 

Adult: Two se,sonal pelages, the winter "blue coat", the summer "red coat" 
(Seton); or dark gray’ in winter, rusty in summer (Dixon, 1934). : 

The spring molt occurs in:May, the fall molt in September (Russell). Male 
deer in good health usually molt 2 weeks to a month earlier than does, but: barren 
does molt as early.as the males. Relates time of molt to physical condition 

(Cowan). ‘ : 

Fawns: The spotted coat of. fawns begins to disappear in August and their grey 
coat, with long, silky hairs not found in adults, is complete in late September 

(Russell). : ee 

5. Distribution. See map, page 3. 

6. History: ee 

Russell says first printed mention is by Edward Umfreville in 1789. 

Doman and Rasmussen: In the West the low numbers were reached 30 years ago; 

recovery came under enforced hunting regulation. 

Dixon and Sumner: In Utah there was severe depletion of the range by live- 
stock from 1862 to 1915 (and later) followed by deer »rotection. 

Hall: In 1880 one firm handled 35,000 hides from 3 California counties at 
average price of 50 cents.. Two men alone shipped 3,000 hides to San Francisco 
in one year. ‘ 4 

Boone and Crockett Club (Allan Brooks, pp 198-208): In early meat hunting 
days does were shot by preference. Seasonal and altitudinal migrations were 
mich less pronounced in early times. Mule deer were absent in British Columbia; 
now the northern limit is 55 degrees latitude. 

7. Aggregations. 

In winter there are commonly bands of .6-12 up to 70; in late winter bucks 

tend to separate or forage with. one or. two other bucks. In summer usually the 

doe is alone with her fawns; the buck is alone or with a younger. buck (Russell). 

| eo
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Hunting is said to have broien up the large herds reported by early 
explorers. On Kaibab in July herds of 5 to 20 common, usually either all bucks 

or all barren does and vearlings (Hall). q 

8. Movement. : , : 

Daily: In June and July (Arizona) few deor wander over an area of more than 2 
square miles (Hall). 

The daily range may be not over 1 mile in extent, and is smallest in mid- 
summer and mid-winter (Dixon, 1934). 

Seasonal: In California the summer range is in the Transition, Canadian.and . 

Hudsonian Life Zones (4,000 - 12,000 feet), the winter range is in the Upper 
Sonoran (1,500 - 3,000 feet) (Dixon, 1934). This is generally true in all parts 
of the range but altitudes vary with latitude. In the south they may not leave 

! the Sonoran. ) 

Seton: Seasonal migration is necessitated by snow. ‘here the snow is light and 

food plentiful there may be none. 

@ McLean: "... whether the first storm is early in Sentember or late in November, 
the mule deer start moving just before it strikes."
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Russell: Arrive on summer range as soon as food plants are developed sufficiently GH 
to attract them. Development of spring grasses may be the control factor in 

spring migration. 

Wright and Swift: Does and yearlings begin to move before bucks. Drop in 
temperature resulted in slowing the spring migration. (ees : 

Fawns: born at’ 4,000 feet or lower (Yosemite) evidently do not migrate 
(Russell). a Nae Me a Oe 

Migration routes: — a as ie ne 

Russell: Fawn follows doe on first fall. migration, sometimes accompanies her 

on succeeding spring migration, Migration habits may thus: be fixed in an 

individual deer. Mule deer rarely cross.a watershed divide in migration. 

Seton: Gives a 100-500 mile seasonal migration route in Utah, 

Average is seldom over 25 miles. : A bay) 

In California the daily range is about a square mile, the monthly range "not 
over one township", seasonal range 4 to 5 thousand feet ehange in elevation and 

Vi BO-(0 miles in distance (ixdny2NOR4) 603 ih wee tie Gal id 

9. Territory and home range. i Ree he 

Mule deer will die of starvation rather than’ seek out new range (Cliff). we 

The winter range of a mle deer "...is bit 5 or 6 miles across. During 
the summer I suspect they are satisfied with a still more limited home grounds." 

(Seton). .. i a ! 5 

Bucks frequent higher elevations than does.in summer and the home range is 

twice that of does (Russell). x 

They generally return to accustomed home grounds (Dixon; Seton). ; 

10. Breeding. GM Ee ae 

Mating habits: 

Nichol (on Arizona penned deer) ; j 
1. The earliest record of coitus, December 10. 

2. The oestrual period lasts 21-23 days. . t 
3. If unbred, does pass through 3 or 4+ periods then remain quiescent. 
4, The gestation period is approximately 200 days (récords: 193 to 205). 
5. Bulk of births occur during first 2 weeks of July or slightly earlior. 
6. Buck will herd 6-12 does in his haren. 

RPussell (on Yellowstone herd): ‘ 

The rut begins early in November and before most are on the winter range. The 

close of the rut is in December or January. Antlers dropped a few weeks after ee 
the breeding period closes. ._ : : :
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(on Yosemite herd): i 
Beginning dates of rut varied from Nov. 12 to Dec. 16; ending dates varied fron 
Dec. 31 to Jan. 25. Duration approximately 40-50 days. : ON 
Harliest fawns of year varied from June 4 to June 29; latest from dune 25 to 

July 17. ; 

Robinette and Olson (central Utah): Fawning period June 5 to July 10. 

Note that the breeding phenology of Arizona deer is later than that of 

other regions mentioned. Thus fawning time correlates with later rains and 

green season in Arizona. 

McLean: The gestation period of deer is about 210 days. 

Breeding age: 

Dixon (1934): usually:30 months, occasionally 18 months. 

Nichol: "The corralled mle deer bred when they were aporoximately eighteen 

months old." (ifichol). ‘ 

Sex Ratios: ; i 

r ) Robinette and Olson found fawn sex ratio of 50.7% males: 49.3% females; herd 
ratio of 17 bucks:45does:38 fans. 

In the Rocky Mountain mule deer range in California the ratio is about 1 

buck:3.6 does. In other parts of the State it varies from 1:1.62 to 1:7.5 
(licLean). 

Doe:fawn ratios: i 

Robinette and Olson: 1:1.4 at birth. 
Cronemiller (1943): 1:1.5 at birth. ; 
Stoddart end Rasmussen: dependant on quality of range and condition of deer. 
See 16, sex-age ¢omposition. 

Hybridization: 

Several authorities (Seton, Jackson, iichol) record hybridization of mle 
deer with blacktails and whitetails. 3 

11, Mortality. ‘ } 

Predation: 

Mountain lion: most important natural enemy (Seton, Dixon 1934). 

Coyote: important in winter, not in summer (Dixon, 1934). May be ruled out as 
@ an effective deer predator (Leopold, Sowls and Spencer). 

Coyote predation correlated with range conditions; for the most part they take 

weakened fawns (ifurie).
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Wildcat: Unimportant, but reports a 12 1b. cat taking a full-grown doe e 

(Dixon, 1934). 

Fagle: Listed after cougar and coyote by Seton. Will take fawns, but unimport- 

ant (Dixon, 1934). 

Bear: Black bear take fawns (Dixon, 1934+). He 
Personal comment from Mr. Rudolf Grimm, Yellowstone N.P,, that black bear 
range the meadows for hidden:fawns in spring. . i 

Starvation ‘ 3 

From 1924 peak to 1930 80-90% of Kaibab herd lost from starvation (Boone). 

Starvation in most areas is the largest decimator (many authors). 

Diseases ‘ i 

Necrotic stomatitis widely prevalont..: It was the "Modoc disease" in ; 
California, 1924 (Dixon, 1934; Cass). The most serious deer disease (McLean). 

Most serious epizootic was foot and mouth disease on Stanislaus National 
Forest, California. Twenty-two thousand deer had to be slaughtered in two years 

(1924-1926) to eradicate it (Dixon, 1934). 

Dixon also cites an eye disease resembling pink-eye. . & 

Parasites: : k 

Wood tick (Dermacenter spp.) and screw-worm fly (Cochliomyia sp.) only- 
important parasites in Nichol's Arizona experiments. ; ’ 

Iungworms, wood ticks, bot-flies, deer-tick flies considered important; 
round worms and tape worms less important (Dixon, 193). 

Accidents: . A 

"The loss from automobiles and trains cannot be minimized." (lfcLean). 

General: : 

Barly fawn nortality of 10.8 found on Fish Lake Nat. Forest total winter 
loss 10.7% (63% fawns, 28% does, 9% bucks) Robinotte and Olson. 

Generally, mortality highest in fawns, lowest in bucks. : 

12. Food Habits. 

Carhart (194) lists the following diet percentages in Colorado: 
Spring. Sig sagebrush, serviceberry, grasses, weeds and snowberry made up 85% 
of diet. i @
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* Summer. Serviceberry, 54%; chokecherry, 194%; scrub oak, 125%. 

Autumn. Serviceberry, big sage brush and mountain mahogany made up 45% of diet. 

Winter. Big sage brush, pinyon pine, juniper, rabbit brush, serviceberry, and 

mountain mahogany were used in the order stated; making up 93% of diet. 

Use of grasses 

Carhart: Spring was the season of highest utilization, when green shoots were 

12% of the diet. 
Hall: "... grass is seldom touched." 
Stoddart and Smith: "The consumption of grass, even during the most favorable 
periods, is less than that of other feeds. Stomach analyses indicate that it 
seldom makes up more than 10 per cent..." Heaviest grass consumption is just as 
the grasses begin growth. 

Dixon (1934): A very important constituent of mle deer diet. lake up as mch 
as 90% of total diet in May. In early fall green grass is important to weaning 

fawns. California. : 
Pussell: arly grasses (in late May) are very palatable. 

Artemisia (especially tridentata) ee 

Carhart: Winter diet as high as 90% big sage (Colorado). 
r Doman and Rasmussen: Used moderately but showed no evidence of over-grazing. 

Nichol found normal seasonal fluctuation in palatability of most species but a 
two week fluctuation in Juniper (J. pachyphioea). 

Salt demands : 

Ten deer will consume 1 pound of salt per month in sumer and one half that 
in winter (Nichol). : d 

13. Food and Cover. : 

Key plants . 

Key plants on the northern Utah winter range are juniper, mountain mahogany, ) 
bitterbrush, maple and sages (Rasmussen, 1939). 

i Key areas a 

' The winter range of deer is the svring range of domestic stock. This range 
| is also the poorest food producer, therefore, it .is the weak link (Stoddart and 

| Rasmussen). : 

L Quantitative forage consumption 

Winter maintenance ration is 3 lbs./cwt. or a little over 4 lbs. per deer 
e per day (Doman and Rasmussen). 

: 

.
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Average daily air dry food requirement for the herd average is 2.35 lbs. ~ ®& 
per ewt. ‘Three months pregnant doe requires 5-7 increase in food; 6 months 

pregnant doe requires 10-12% increase in food (Nichol). Laren 

Equivalents ; ; i Whale 

In weight of forage consumption 500 mule deer equal 1,000 sheep (Wichol). 

Based on herd-run weights 1 mule deer equals 0.17 cattle; 0.32 elk; lesa 

whitetails; 1.38 domestic sheep (Stoddart and Smith). ; 

Competition ; ne : 

In herbs deer compete strongly with sheep; ,in grasses "there is competition... 

between both horses and cattle." (Dixon, 1934). 

Stoddart and Rasmussen: 
1. Under proper stocking (in Utah) only half the species eaten by deer are 
taken by sheep; three-fourths of the species eaten: by deer are not talicen by 
cattle. A concept imown as forage overlap. 
2. At least half the range has no deer, therefore, no deer-livestock competi- 

tion. The area overlap in steep, timbered country is 50% with deer and cattle; 

75% with deer and sheep. eas : 
3. (area overlap%)X(forage overlap%) is a competition index. Then compare the 
number of animals and their weight equivalents. ; 

Relation to land use and plant succession e 

Usually severe misuse of land is due to either deer or livestock, not to 
their combination (Stoddart and Rasmussen). 

Heavy winter concentrations resulted in: 

a. Highlining of Juniper and Cercocarpus ledifolius. 

b. Hedging of Purshia tridentata, Cercocarpus montanus, Rhus cismontanus. 

c. Heavy use of unpalatables: Acer grandidentatum, Chrysothammus nauseosus. 
d. An increase in native grass cover. ; 

(Doman and Rasmussen) 

| 15. Weather and Water Relations 

Weather relations discussed under movement, no. 8. 

Water: In the Southwest deserts mle deer may get water solely from plants (Seton). 

In Arizona does with fawns usually remain within 2 miles of water (Hall). 

",.. ten miles is about the maximum distance that mule deer naturally forage 
from water and I believe that for best redults the ‘cruising radius! of mle deer 
should be less than five miles." (Dixon) 

Fawn mortality is correlated with water shortage and quality of water 
(Nichol). 

L
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In penned.mule deer water consumption varied from 1.2 cuarts in January 
6 to 3.8 quarts in July (Nichol). ; 

Sheep water requirements varied according to authors from 1 qt. to 6 ats. 

per day. In South Africa domestic sheep were grazed 3 years without free 

water with normal,weight and wool yields (Stoddart and Smith). 

16. Population. 

U.S.F.S. estimates show that by 1940, deer (mostly mile deer) on national . 
forests had increased over 350% of their 1921 level. 

Census i 

Porage utilization is the best: "census" method; it does not yield numbers 

but expresses relation of population to range. i 

Density ; 

Average densities in California: 

California mle deer, 4.5/ so. mile; Rocky Mountain mle deer, 5.8/ sq. mile; 
southern mle deer, 2.6/sq. mile; Inyo mle deer, 2.2/sq. mile; burro deer, 0.2/ 
sq. mile. (lMcLean). 

On average California range 5/sq. mile is a "fairly good population" (Dixon). 

Trapping see number 20, Transplantation. 

@ Sex-age composition 

Composition of entire herd, Fish Lake N. F. (Robinette and Olson) 

bucks - 17.2 : 
does - lit, ai 
fawns - 38% 

Of the female herd 
unproductive yearlings - 28% 
does with single fawns - 33%? 
does with twins - 22% 
nature does without fawns - 17% 

Study of mle deer in California totalling 66,000 observations (lehean). 
: Number 

Observed Bucks/Does 3ucks/Fawns Does/Fawns 
1933-34 9263 1/3.9 aye 2.6/1 ‘ 

BU-35 26473 1/3.5 1/1.8 2/1 
35-36 8928 1/3.9 Ut 6 2.4/1 
35-37 21517 1/3. WL. 4/1 

LL 1/3.62 La. eavese 

Fawn crop northern Utah, fair range, 75% of the female herd; southern Utah, poor 
range, 18.7%, based on early winter counts (Stoddart and Rasrmssen). 

Average annual rate of increase (in Blue litns, Oregon) before die-off, 1.20; 
e after die-off, 1.28 (Cliff; Kelker). ‘
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| "The breeding potential ... is sufficient to double the size of the herd @ 
| every two years." (Johnson, 1943) 

| With California's 500,000 deer, if composed of Low breeding does and a 

| birth ratio of 1.5 fawns/doe, the 40,000 legal kill mst be augmented by over 
200,000 mortality from disease, starvation, predation, poaching, to keep the 
population level (Johnson, 1943). 

17. Population controls. ; 

The primary "controller" of mle deer populations is the winter season. 
That is, irruotions are followed by winter die-offs. 

| Deer irruptions are not cyclic; they result from local abuse of normal 

population control (Leopold, et al, 1947). 

There are indications that with large populations and subsequent poor 

forage the fawn crop goes down; after a die-off and release of forage pressure 

the fawn crop goes up (Kelker; Cliff). 

In the U.S. there are at least 50 problem areas or border problem areas; 
5 in Arizona, 7 in California, 4 in Colorado, 6 in Idaho, 7 in Montana, 5 in New 
Mexico, 5-in Nevada, 2 in Oregon, 1 in Texas, 5 in Utah, 1 in Washington, 2 in 
Wyoming (Leopold, et al, 1947). 

18. Kill Records. 6 

Uniform methods of obtaining kill data lacking in most states, still de- 
pendant on hunters! will and disinterested checkers; lack of coordination be- 
tween agencies involved and researchers (Cronemiller; Johnson, 1939). 

Yields 

i On the Cache Nat. For. (1917-35) while the (estimated) buck kill increased 
64 times (9 to 570) the (estimated) population increased 15 times (250 to 3800). 
(Doman and Rasmussen). 

The quality and size of deer taken are inversely proportional to the hunting 
effort. Lack of superior males in crop due to taking too many immature males 
(Johnson, 1939). 

As success ratio increased weight of bucks decreased due to younger bucks 

being taken (Rasmussen, 1939). ° 

Success ratios : 

Hunter success, northern Utah, 1936, 32.8%; 1937, 40.23; 1938, 49~ 
(Rasmussen, 1939). 

Percent kill 

Hunting (Angeles Nat. For., 1935-1) removed less than 40% of the legal e@ 
males each year (Cronemiller).
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é Annual Kaibab kill (Grand Canyon Nat. Game Preserve) composed of 60% 

bucks, 40% does (Boone). 

Illegal kill - no information found. 

Robinette and Olson estimated 15% wastage from a ratio of paunches found: 
wounded left and carcasses left. } 

Hunting studies 

Mest thorough studies reported by Johnson (1939) in California national 

forests. ‘ 

Hunter distribution studies of Johnson (1943) set up 3 arbitrary "laccessi- 
: bility zones":- Zone 1, within 1 mile of road; Zone 2, over 1 mile but under 

15% slope; Zone 3, over 1 mile and over 15% slope. In an Arizona forest Zone 1 

produced 78 of the kill; in New Mexico, 65% and 85%. , 

19. Hunting Customs. 

Also see 9, History. 

In most mle deer states public opinion is opposed to antlerless seasons 

of sufficient intensity to stabilize herd. 

@ States in which mle deer are currently hunted: Arizona, California, 

Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Texas, Utah, Washington, 
Wyoming, British Columbia and Alberta. : 

Season dates vary from California's Aug 7-Sep 15 and Sep 16-Oct 15 to Texas! 
Nov 16-Dec 31. 

Duration varies from Wyoming's $1 days to New Mexico's 11 days. 

Hunter distribution determined mainly by density of stocking and availability 
of areas. Johnson (1943) describes 2 methods used to relieve hunter concentra- 
tion: 
1) "limited license and delayed season] use method"’- areas of heaviest concentra- 
tion opened only to special permit holders. 
2) "alternate allotment method" - 50 of licenses good for first half of season 
and 50% for last half; vice versa next year. 

"Much of (our gome legislation) has been passed without benefit of thorough 
field investigation, and laws have been repealed before the effects of good or 
poor management measures could be imoim .... The enactment of game laws without 
first being prepared to check the results accurately, seems fruitless." 
(Johnson, 1939). 

20. Artificial Propagation and Transplantation. 

No record of artificial propagation for that purpose was found. 

a ai) :
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Trapping and transplantation * 

Dixon and Sumer (1939): 110 trapped in Zion National Park and released in ~~ 
adjacent Utah areas at cost of $2.27 per deer. . 

Thomas and Allred: Uxperimental trapping and transplanting in Wyoming. Of 130 
deer handled 28 escaped and 11 were killed. Were baited and trapped in small 
corrals in winter. Spring-fall trapping necessitated building the corral in 
alfalfa fields and tremendous lead-in wings were added, Demonstrated that 
individual crating is not necessary for transporting. ( 

Russell: in 1929 and 1930 deer from the Merced drainage basin were captured 

and transported to the Tuolumne. : 

24. Refuges and Public Hunting Grounds i 

Johnson (1943): "... refuges have not increased hunting opportunities but have 
resulted in a reduction in the take approximately equivalent to their proportion- 
al area." They may be of value (1) where visual recreation is most important, 

(2) where shooting endengers human life excessively, (3) to protect specific q 
migration routes, (4) to protect deer in burned areas where escape cover is 
insufficient and deer concentrations are high, (5) for protection of specific 
herds. : b 

Refuges are an unimportant phase in mile deer. The most notable and 
notorious was the Kaibab or Grand Canyon National Game Preserve. e 

22. Economics. ; 

: Damaze by mule deer t 

Depredations on cultivated crops are much less than those of placktails 
in’ California (Dixon, 1934). 

Reference made to winter crop damage by mule deer by Carhart, Doman and 
Rasmissen, and Thomas and Allred. ae ; 

From 1931-1933 the State of Utah hired herders to keep deer out of privately 
cultivated lands in winter. Hay feeding program begun in 1934 (Doman and 
Rasmussen). 

d 23. Summary. i 

Status of species Mi 

In most areas populations are at or above range carrying capacity. And 
while hunting pressure creates demand for more deer wise management demands less. 

Management possibilities p : 

Population man-gement seems possible (1) by learning composition and pro- 
ductivity of herds and (2) from that information cropping the female adequately. 6 

i Hae :
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e@ Johnson (1939): "deer kill records, i.e., records of quality, number 
killed and hunting effort by definite areas, may be used by game administrators 
to ascertain the condition of the game on individual areas before harvesting ‘i 
methods are applied and to ascertain the effect of these methods on the game herd. 
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University of Yisconsin 

(not for publication) 

: Mins ae compiled by Keith L. White, 1952) = 

‘1. “NOMENCLATURE: Scientific name! Sciurus niger Linnaeus; 5 subspecies 

(Seton, 1929); S. n. niger Linnaeus (South Carolina), S. n- rufiventer 
Geoffroy (Mississippi Valley), S. n. neglectus Gray (Delaware), S. nn. .~ 
texianus Bachman (Coast of Louisiana), S. n. limitus Raird (Texas). Iyon 
(1936) lists 7 geographic races; Anthony (1928) lists 10. Most studies 
(e.g- Allen,1943; Baumgartner, 1943; Brown and Yeager, 1945) are concerned 
with the western fox souirrel, S. n. rufiventer Geoffroy. Vernacular names: 
yellow-bellied souirrel, big red-squirrel, red-tailed savirrel, banner-tail. 

2, DESORIPTION: Dental forma: z1-1 g/0-0 p 1-2 yp 343 ~ 29 
ee ; ne rt Tedar 0200): dale gt 329372} 

Sexes similar. Large tree squirrel. General fulvous color, mixes with . 

erizgled gray on back and sides, almost pure fulvous on belly, feet, cheeks, 

and around ears. Broad tips on tail hairs and tufts behind ears. Broad 
.tips on tail hairs and tufts behind ears are fulvous (Burt, 1948). Long 

_ hairs of tail banded alternately with black and orange (Seton,.1929). |. 
Weights: Allen (1943) says'99 weigh slightly more: than gv throughout year, 
poth sexes attaining yearly maximum in fall. Gives average fall weights 

for adults, 1 1b. 10: ozs) =) 2itbs.¢ spring Jvc, belb< 5 o2.. - 1, bn10..03,.5 

summer jv.,12 - 15 oz. - 1 1b. 6 oz. 224 ad. do averaged 1.7 los.; 189 ad. 

29 averaged 1.69 lbs. (Brown and Yeager, 1945). Heaviest found by Allen 
(1943) in sample of 4,000 weighed 2"lbs. 11.5 oz. Baumgartner, (1938), 

@ 1940), Allen (1942), Burt (1948); give Similar weights. Measurements: 

Author Sample Tieets H. F..- Tail 
: Baumgartner (1938) 26 535 74 2hdy 

4 Brown’? Yeager (1945) 224 adios! °528 aS 
"I 189. ad.2? 537 she bye 

Burt (1948) ‘ Po sovin 9500-565mm 62-80mm - 217-265mm 
Cory (1909) , ete’ 10533.5 73 Qeress 248. 2mm 

Growth rates: Youn* weich about one-half ounce at birth, 50-60 mm. in 
“length. “‘aked and helpless at birth. Nurse for ® weeks or more. At wean- 
ing, weigh about‘ one-half pound. Development of spring and.summer litters 
“similer (Brown and Yeager, 1945). Allen (1942, 19:3) believes fox savirrels 
not self-sustaining until 3-4 months old. : 

“3. TRACKS AND SI6NS: ‘5 toes on hindfeet,. 4 toes and stump of fifth on 
forefeet, vairs forefeet behind hindfeet when running and: ahead of hindfeet 
when foraging. Tail’ fever registers in tracks (Jaeger, 1948). .See Pearce 
(1938) for identifyin# tooth marks. SRG Ps 

4. -MOLTS AND PELAGES: Molt once a year. . Involves body vhase (from nose 
“to tail) and tail whase (from tip to base); requires 3-4 weeks. do’ molt 
vefore 92, begining in spring and concluding during summer. 9° appear to 
molt at any time between April and September, after last young of year 

have been borne (Browne and Yeager,1945). Baumgartner (1943).gives nine 
ee different color patterns —. melanistic, near albino, brown-tail, and varia- 

tions of black, red, “or rufous. ‘Summer and winter pelage practically same 
(Seton, 1929). quad ie LPG ais ‘ : 

Pc B Migs
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5. DISTRIBUTION: General: See Seton (1929) for range -map of ". A. species. 
lyon (1936) gives range as S. New England to Florida, and from Atlantic sea- ~ 

board west to F. S. Dakota and Texas. S. n. rufiventer more widely distri- 

buted than other subspecies, occupying the greater part of the Mississippi: 

Valley from %. Louisiana to S. Wisconsin. Extension of range northward, | 
eastward, and westward is attributable to changed conditions arising from 
introduction of agriculture (Trippensee, 1948; Allen, 1943). Wisconsin: - 
See Schorger (1949') for ‘range map, based on 1946 hunter reported kill. : 

6. “HISTORY: Kennieott (1856) ouoted in Allen, (1942, 1943) says the fox: 
‘gouirrel was originally a creature of the prairie edge.’ Partly.cleared 
farms in the heavy timber in the Lake States during the early 1900's created 
a prairie-edge condition and enabled a rapid extension of range. (Allen, 1942). 
Seton (1929) says the fox squirrel increased in Ohio from 1880 on. Schorger 
(1949) lists a note stating that fox squirrels were only seen occasionally 

at Racine in 1644. Strong (1883) found: them in oak openings and groves of 
“southern and ‘eastern Wisconsin in 1873-79. Compared with other species,':: 
were not numerous. Listed as injurious. Jackson (1908) said in 1908 fox 
squirrels not as abundant as formerly, when early settlers often saw 12-15 

carrying corn from fields. In 1908 were regularly; distributed over S, one- 
half of Wise., being more common in the central portion of ‘this area, be-" 
coming léss common alohg the shore of Lake Michigan and the southern tier — 
of counties. : : Pe eae Me 

7, AGGREGATIONS: Wot a gregarious species. Baker (1944) observe: a group 
of cight squirrels racing through the trees during the rut. Allen (194.3) 
says not uncommon to see grouts ‘of 3 or more chasing abotit in trees in pre- 
mating activity. vot Ge 

&. MOVEMENTS: Daily: Diurnal, seldom active before sunrise or efter sun- 
set (Hicks, 1949). Allen (1942) found no nocturnal activity. Baumgartner 
(1943) believes daily movement is limited to food getting and danger eva- 

sion. Baker (1944) found less movement following a rain or during windy 
weathers Kennicott (from Seton, 1929) records 4-5 mile daily movements 
across prairie between timber patches. Daily movement limited to 2-3 acres; 
141 Sevt. -- Dec. tagged animals moved average of 149 yards (Baumeartner,. 
“19h3).  Hiteks (1949) found most intense daily activity from 6°:- 9 A.Me,.:) 
11 A.M. - 1° P.M., and 6 — 7 P.M. 2rown and Yeager (1945) observed 336 fox 
souirrels during 716 hours of hunting in two years, seeing greatest number 
between 6 —~7 A.M. and 5 - 5 P.M. Seasonal: Baumgartner (1943) believes 
seasonal movement related entirely to mating instincts. Brown and Yeager 

(1945) state local movements caused mainly by food conditions, finding sea- 
sonal peak of activity during the mast season. Hicks (1942, 1949) ‘found - 
ereatest activity in fall, especially December. “Baker (1944) says drop in 
activity in winter correlated with decline in food supply; drop in activity 
after rut due to retiring habit of pregnant ??., Allen (1943) says increased. 
activity begins in late August, rises to peak in:Sept., and is over by early 
Dee., ‘so that winter is season of least activity.. Fall shuffle occurs mainly 
in Sept. ‘and Oct. “Baumgartner (1940) says fall shuffle. occurs between. 
Ausust'16 and: Sept. 15, distances traveled averaging ? - 3-miles.: He be+ 
lieves this movement’ is caused by intra-species intolerance (Baumgartner, 

1943). Emigration: Schorger (1949) gives observations of emigration of 
fox squirrels in 1883 near Appleton, Yisc.,-another in 1903 near Lake. Pipin, ey ( 

and another in 1944 near Lake Puckaway in Green Lake county. Hé reports . 
(Schorger, 1947) an emigration in northvestern Yisc. in autumn of 1946, due 

to shortage of acorns. He quotes a record of Bennett and Nagel (1937) of 

small but very definite emigrations in Missouri in recent years.
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9. TERRITORY AND HOME RANGE: Trapning records and field observations indi- 
cate individual fox squirrels do not assent exclusive rights to an area or 

@ range. Most-territorial reactions are restricted to the vicinity of the 

nest at the mrtieular time it is occupied (Allen, 1943). Allen (1942) re- 
ported a. female that used the same red maple as headouarters from Oct. 1937 
continuously thrmgh Dec. 1939. Seton (1929) gives 20 acres or less as the 
home range. Allen (1943). says in any one season fox squirrels use an area 
of at least 10 acres in extent, and on a yearly basis may use 40 acres or 
mores Concludes few fox squirrels are limited for any extended period to 
one woodland. Some evidence from Rosé Lake Experiment Station that males 
nove about more than females. : 

10. BREEDING: Mating habits: Seton (1929) auotes Audubon and Bachman as 
-saying sexes seem paired for life. Goodrum (1937) states they are monoga- 
mous, but at times promiscuous. Baker (1944) and Goodrum (1937) noted. 
year-round sexual activity in B. Texas. Baker says other observers have: 

found fox squirrels to copulate for periods of 30 seconds.to one minute in 
length. Allen (1942, 1943) gives two breeding periods for:Michigan, Jan. — 
Feb.- and May - June. Breeding age; Breed when 10 - 11 months old. in Michi- 

gen,. regardless of time of year they are born (Allen, 1943). Mest and dens: 

_sTerrill and Crawford (1946) state that during the first breeding season 
squirrels are largely dependent upon dons for rearing young, but during 

second breeding season a few litters may be born and reared in nests. Allen 
(1942) says the young arc born and pass the winter in either dens or nests. 
Apneared that any species of hollow tree was used, if entrance not large 

*- enough, was gnawed. Knot holes and rotted crotches were favorite nesting 

places. Leaf nests located at variable distances from ground and bole. Nest 
ee ' usually of leaves and cut green twigs from same tree. Most nest building 

occurs in summer. Winter-built nésts have outer criss-cross framework of 
twigs with dead leaves inside; summer nests are packed with layers of. green 

leaves an¢ are less bulky then winter nests. Baker (194)) says number of 
. leaf and twig nests partly correlated with type of habitat and number of 

- available hollow den trees. Stoddard (1920) gives detailed description of 
- neste Baumgartner (1938) says average size of den opening is 2.9" by 3.7". 

The opening is circular in outline, occurring on the tree trunk where:a 
branch died and broke off. Important factors in den formation are rate of 
tree growth, rate of tree decay, age of tree, and method of scar tissue 

formation. Maximum length of use of den probably never over 50 years,. and 
usually.10 - 20 years (Baumgartner, 1939). Gestation: Lyon (1936) says 

_ that from analogy with the gray squirrel, the gestation period is probably 
near 45 days. Allen (1942, 1943) gives 45 days. Litters: Adults bear a 
spring and summer litter and average 6 young ver séason, while spring year- 
lings, bear only a sumaer litter, and‘summer yearlings bear only a spring 
littor, both averaging 3 young per ? (Allen, 1943). :AYlen (1942): says 38 

. litters in 1939 averaged 2.95 young per litter.’ Baumgartner (1940). gives 
_ the average litter size as 3.23, Stoddard (1920) gives 3-4. Brown -and 

». Bellrose (1943) say 28 spring litters averaged 2.5 young per litter. Brown 
.. and Yeager (1945) state 71 first season littors averaged 2.49 young, and 14 

second season litters averaged °.57 young. Embryo counts, young in nests, 

-.,and placental sites for 170 Michigan litters from 1937-1942 averaged 3.02 
» young per litter. Rate of develovment is conditioned by litter size, Litter 

cared for by adults for 3 months. Idgss young produced in oak grub country 
.» in 1941 due to food shortage. More litters born in hollow trees than in 

@& leaf nests (Allen, 1943).° Longevity: Linduska (1947) records marked fox 
sovirrels living 5 yrs. 4 mos., S'yrs. 3 mos., 4 yrs. 9 mos,, 4 yrs. 8 mos., 
4 yrs, 3 mos. Greene (1950). records’ a 6’ yr. 6 mo, old fox squirrel.. Burt 
(1948) says maximum age attained in wild is approximately 10 years..
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Age criteria: Allen (1943) uses weights, nipples in 99, development and 

amount of fur of scrotum... States 9? more easily aged’ than do because. of* ° 
decline of testes after breeding. Jv. 9? never bred ‘have small, flat, un- ae 
pigmented nipples; 014 ?? have large nipples, vigmentiel' at tip. In Febru-' 
ary, summer ¢ yearlings' testes are abdominal ‘and scrotal:skin just begin-: 
ning to' pigment; spring yearlings' testes ere large and pigmented scrotum: 

is heavily furred;. adults have shed most. of fur from scrotum. “Spring year- 
lings sometimes confused with adults, so method not infallible. Brown.-and 

Year (1945) use size of Cowper's gland, size of uterus, body length, ‘tail 
shape, and color of tips of guard hairs. Petrides (1949) believes im-.-': 
natures may be separated from adults by noting whether or not distal evi- 

vhypes of radius and ulna are fused. ; a Beate 

11. ‘MORTALITY: Predation: Allen (1943)-says 2/3 of Nichigan fox squirrels 
die in ordinary’ year -- 1/3 hunters; 1/6 scabies, exvosurc, starvation 
weether; 1/6 accidents, predation. English (1934) and Errington (1933) ~~ 
record. occasional vredation by the larger hawks. HBrrington (1932) records 
predation by barred owls; Errington and Hamerstroms! (1940), great horned '- 
owl; Errington (1935), red and gray fox; Allen (1942), stray dogs; Allen. 
(1943), raccoons, housecats. Allen (1943) concludes no evidence that ’™ 
killing predators will pay cost in management of game savirrels in S. Mich. 

‘Brown and Yeager (1945) state predation is unimportant in Ill. fox squirrel 
povulation- losses. Starvation: Failure of ilich. 1940 acorn crop: caused 
winter starvation following winter (Allen, 1943). Parasites: Brown and. 
Yeager (1945) state mange mite is most prevalent varasite, occurring in - 

* 0.03 per’ cent of 722 handled fox souirrels in I1l~ Allen-{194'3). says mange 

was widespread during winter food shortage of 1940 in Mich.; believes mange 
not. a serious natural mortality factor. Ruhl (1941) “says mange easily checked Sa 

by ‘handful of sulvhur in nest or den. Goodrum (1937) found vrincinal para- 
site in summer was chigger -- flea in winter. ‘Only internal parasite found 

was tapeworm. Baker (1944) found fleas, ticks, cestodes, and nematodes. © 

Allen (1942) says the scabies mite caused loss of hair, and mortality: due: to 

increased vulnerability to predation. Pausch and Tiner (1948) list’ 14. para- 
sites from 94 specimens. 39 nonparasitized specimens averaged 702.1..¢rams; 
20 parasitized specimens averaged 743.5 grams. ee ; 

12. -FOOD HABITS: Palatability lists: Using 5 foods in a feeding experi-° 

nent, Baumgras (1944) found white oak acorns utilized most, then black’ oak 
acorns, red oak acorns next, walnuts. after that, anf corn the least. ' Poor 

quality of red oak acorns as food was shown by loss in weight or death when 

used as exclusive diet. Allen (1943) says nuts and acorns are ‘staples in - 

S. Nich.; buds are supplementary winter food; insects, ‘green shoots, fleshy 

fruits, seeds of elm and maple, and green ear corn are spring and summer 

foods. Baumgartner (1939) lists 41 vegetable foods.’ Goodrum (1938) -say's 
seeds of sweetgum and black gum eagerly sought. ‘Allen :(1943) says: the’ high 
tannin content of red oak acorns lowers their palatability for ‘squirrels. 
Brown and: Yeager (1945) found hickory nuts were most used when several’ foods 
were abundant. Feeding: (before stomach analysis’): Goodrum (1937)’ says’ ‘the 
annual food shortage in Jan. and Feb. causes more digging in the’ sdil at’ 

“. that time. Baker (1944) found that fluctuations in the food: supply caused 
squirrels to either become inactive or to. disperse in search of food. When 
small mast was eaten, squirrels ate in whatever position assumed to re&ch 
it; when large mast eaten, it was carried to a limb and animals sat upright ( 

::¥o ‘eat. Souirrels dropved a tremendous amount of food, vicking ‘it uv only Ce 

when the tree supvly was exhausted. Seton (1929) says fox squirrels.girdle 

sugar maples and lick ‘sap. Store food in hollow tree or pockets undér leaves 
or in the ground. Dice (1927) used a single fox squirrel in a feeding ex- 

|
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periment ;: ould. not’ find buried nuts by smell. Stomach analysis: Baumgartner 
(1939) found 2-36' animal matter in autumn and’ summer stomachs. Minerals: 

) Gis Beungartner (1939) says bones: dre used regularly as source of calcium and 
minerals. Minerals were also obtained by eating: soil. Brown and Yeager : 
(1945) ‘auote Coventry (1940) who states bones aré éaten, perhaps to obtain’ 
minerals. : a eee 

13. FOOD AND COVER: Key plants: Goodrum (1938) says grape and supplejack © 
; provide escape covers, Kennicot (1856) says pin oak important for winter . 

cover. Brown and Yeager (1945) say one elm and one mulberry tree per acre 
in pakk-hickory, or beech-maple types may mean the difference between perma-. 
nent or deficient habitat. The seeds and fruit are an important spring and 
summer food. Allen (1943) says black oak leaves are the favorite nesting 
material; white oak and beech produce the most and best upland dens, .and elm 

_ and maple the most lowland dens. Key formations! Allen (1943) says,oak- 
hickory woodland is Michigan's best fox squirrel habitat, but that a variety 
of tree growth gives more dependable year to year food supply. Baumgartner 
(1943) gives a list of key formations. Seton.(1929) says the best areas | 
are oak islands lying between forest and plains, and belts of timber skirt- 

ing prairie streams.. Winter-feeding: Baumgartner (1939) says winter feeding 
profitable in critical winters. He found 83 fox souirrels per 100 acres in 
winter fed woodlots, and 45 ver 100 acres in unfed.woodlots. (Baumgartner, 

1938). Allen (1943) recommends winter feeding when food shortages coincide 
with prolonged told and deep snow. Food yields: Alien (1942) found greater 

' weights in creek floodplain sauirrels than in upland oak-grub squirrels, te- 
flecting the relative fertility of the soil. Open grown oaks produced’ © _ 
larger and more consistent crops of acorns than trees in dense stands (Allen, 

a 1943). Carrying capacity: Ruhl (1941) says the fall population at Swan © 
‘Creek, Michigan was 3. per. acre in 1938, 2 per acre in 1939, and 1.5 per acre 
in- 1940. From 1937 to 1942, greatest abundance in oak scrub of Michigan | — 
was 1 sa. per acre; here squirrels were affected by mast’ yields because few 
foods other than aéorns were available -- thus make” oak’scrub only fair range 
because food supply not dependable. The° carrying capacity’ of oak-hic¥ory 
woodlands adjoining openings averaged 2 Sq- per wooded acre (Allen, 1943). 
Allen ouotes Baumgartner's year-round average for’ bee¢h=maple populations as 
one sq- per 2.5 acres, and for. oak-hickory as one Sq. per 1.5 acres. Beech- 

maple’ is‘ inferior to oak-hickery because of the alternate’ years’ of poor mast 
crop, The alternate-year fruiting periodicity of individual oak trees should 
‘not affect. the carrying capacity, since the forest’ should bear every year 

(Allen, 1943). Ternil and Crawford (1946) ‘state 100-150 trees heeded ber” 
vair of squirrels, of which 60-70 shouldbe hickory, oak, or walnut. 3 den 
trees needed for each pair of squirrels. Goodrum (1938) states that a 30%: 
cut on virgin hardwoods reduces the carrying capacity’ of the range in, EB. | 
Texas. Occurrence of large tracts of pure elm reduces. the carrying tapacity. 
52 litters in Missouri averaged 0.5.more young per litter on the more fertile 

“soils (Crawford, 1950);. Relation to land use and plant succession: Térrill 
and. Crawford (1946) found den boxes more attractive on,or near edges of large 
timber tracts. Allen (1943) says trees growing in dense. stands contain the 
most dens because limbs are freotiently shade’, die, and heal slowly, ver- 
mitting rot organisms to enter trunk, Baumgartner (1939) says continuation 
of vresent forestry practices means there will be no new dens available after 
present dens become completély decayed. Allen (19/3) says good forestry 

ee means cutting den trees because of heart’ rot, over-mature, etc.” Allen states 
f further that woodland otherwise favorable can support fox squirrels even 

though it contains no trees large enough to form dnes, but concludes that 

an abundance of hollow tree dens is a qualification of good habitat. Baler 

,
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(1944) says excessive’ logging- of food andvden trees in tiver forests of E. 
Texas has reduced the quality of the habitat. Good agricultural regions . 

are favorable to fox squirrels -- Clinton Gounty, Michigan is 93.2% farmed, hee 
and. in 1939 hunters killed one sa. per 3 acres. Good soil conservation lo- 
cates many woodlots on sides of narrow slopes and in small units; irregu- i 

larly shaped woodlots have vroportionately more edge than solid blocks and 

ate more favorable to fox souirrels (Allen, 19/3). Goodrum (1937) states 
that drainage of low bottom lands in Z. Texas increases sauirrel numbers. . 
Goodrum (1938) ‘says. overstocking forested land with any class of livestock 
is not conducive’ to natural propagation. Allen (1943) says grazed. Michigan 
woodlots support 2 sq. per acre, and ungrazed woodlots 1.2 sq. per. acre -- 

‘grazing favoring habitability of the range. Leopold and Hall (1945) and ~ 
Beker (1944) found fox squirrels outnumbered grays in upland timber. 

_ 1.4. PHENOLOGY: See Brown and Yeager (1945) for phenology of reproductive 
‘activity. ~ ‘ : : : 

15- WEATHER AND WATER RELATIONS: Hicks (1949) found fox.squirrels most 
__ active between 40-499 F.; and 50-59% and 80-994 R. H. Activity was inversely 

proportional to wind velocity and degree of cloudiness, increased with baro- 
metric pressure, and decreased with snowfall over 2 inchés. Allen (1943) 
says fox squirrels remain in nest during ‘blizzards and. extreme cold with deep 

light snow. Rain appeared to be no deterrent to activity if weather was. 
warm. Seton (1929) says fat sand well squirrels continue for, days in cold 

sleep without eating if severe cold weather. Allen (1943) says fat fox.” 
squirrels can remain inactive during unfavorable weather, while thin 

“souirrels must forage and may therefore succumb to exposure. Goodrum (1938) 
noted that severe winters: reduced the number of brerding females in BH. Texas, & 

' which was reflected in the small crop of young following continued cold of 
1936. ‘Allen (1943) quotes Bennitt and Yagel (1937) observing a marked re- 

_ Quction in 2? and suimméer juveniles during the severe drought of 1934, except 
along river bottoms ‘where water was available. Brown and Yeager (1945) state 

that water is apparently not ‘a reauirement of fox squirrel habitat. Terrill 
(1941), ouoted by Allen’(1943), described a sleet storm in Missouri. which, 

, Andirectly killed many squirrels by coating tree trunks with ice and pre- 
_ venting scuirtels from ascending ‘trees t6 their dens. i te 

“16. POPULATIONS: Census: Hicks«{1942, 1949) used a linear:count, tabula- 
ting. all individuals seen on'a definite route of known length and width, 
and. a spot count randomly selecting’ spots and tabulating all-individuals 

‘seen for definite periods of time. Goodrum (1937) used a nest-area count 
on,a strip 45' yards wide, and the number of souirrels a dog trees in limited 
times Baker (1944) used time-area count —-- 30 minute period,.measuring * 

_ average distance seen. Observed that actual populations,are more stable. 
throughout year than indicated, due: to inactive winter population. Allen 

' (1943)! says’ tiinc-area counts best: in large uniform units of cover.where all 
‘work done by one man, and that greatest value is as index.of relative um- 
bers. ‘-Baumgartnor (1938) used exhaustive trapping, spot counts, and leaf 
‘nest counts. Allen (1943) found nest counts unreliable for several reasons, 

“one ‘being that many leaf nests are never used. He says an accurate fall 
_ cerisus is difficult because of increased movement among squirrels at that 

f time. An-indice of density used in Michigan was the number of tracks séen 
* ‘on new snow when «squirrels were activ-.. Den box populations wore an aid in 

f census; also. Allen (1943) concludes that best census is exhaustive live & | 
trapping when availability of food is considered. Brown-and Yeager (1945) 
“stato exhaustive live-trapping best census on small areas. Density:
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give) Eyes Method. Fox sq./acre Year Author. 

@ -Serab.oak .. live-tran 0.16 1938 Allen, 1943 
_., Sepubsoels -5s- as! . live-trap 0.28 1939 Allen, 1943 

Serub..oak set (9/05); re.dbve-trap 220950 1940 Allen, 1943 
Sorab oak (+f ¢. 9 Se eest ran 1-00 194.2 Allen, 1943 
Oak-hickory =. | estimate '2.00(.5-3.00) '39-'42 Allen, 1943 
Beech-manle ,. live-trep ate, 1940 Allen, 1943 
Farm woodlots ia hee gl ivesurap te 173 8 1937 Baumeartner, '38 
Fann. woodlots live-trap? 1.50 1938 mtd! Pag 038 

_s Farm woodlots ; live-trap? 1.96 1939 We. 1938 
Oak-hickory, understory estimate 0.85 1941 Brown~Y eager '45 
Oak-hickory, park-like estimate 2.23 1941 “tt #945 
Black oak sand plains - estimate 0.52 TOMA Te. 7! "1945 
Farmed: black prairie estimate- 0.02 1942 by n "1945 
Polls Cos, Texas av. population 3.32 ¢ _ Baker, 1944 

Trapping: Baumgartner (1940) describes a successful treadle box trap. Allen 
(1942), use. 4-inch mesh, 16 gauge wire for traps, baited with.ear of corn. 
Markings. Linéuska (1942) applied numbered fingerling tags as tightly as 
possible to the basal joint of the outer toe of hind ‘leg. Cooley (1948) im- 

_ broved Linduska's method by using circular. bands with rounded-edges on the 

inner toe of hind leg, finding less infection. and fewer lost toes. Allen 
avs (1942) used toe-clipping, ear-notching, and ear tags. Sex ratios: Allen. - 

(1943) discusses striking year to year changes in.sex ratios in Michigan. 
. Believes more $f are vroduced when. the population trend is upward. Brown: 
and Yoager (1945) believe the acttial sex ratio is nearly equal, the more : 

ai active males influencing trapping,and kill data. Beater : 

’ Sex ratioss. ....,. Pen. ee BO Caer te fs 

Source . Sample size 2d | Year 00°, Author ‘ = 
Vitters: ac. 43 te D2 ee OG # Y: : Brown & Yeager, 1945. 
shot 1.~: 2,749 59.3 'hHO-13.. Brow ¢& Yeager, 1945 
steel trap 341 HO0 se OSH O Brown ?: Yeager, 1945, 
live-trape; -. 64... .:43.2 4. Tho 43 Brown & Yeager, 1945 

live trap B22 tere Aho Oren LOO : Allen, 1943. | bi 
live trap. Qu ae tes 0 ler 1940+ Allen, 1943 .. Sete 
live trap. . 134 sybae0. .. LOKI, Allen, 1943 ae 

live trap N92, 0200 192 Allen, 1943 : 
‘hive trap... GO0ino Bed Ot ee Allen,’ 1942 ie, 
live trap heck PhO Bee shee Baungartner ,- 1940 

sos aes 362...,. --48.89 ..Sept.-Jan. '36-38 Baumgartner, 1940 
hunting season 954 Ley see BOS in. a _ |; Baumgartner, 1940 
all, sa. handled oh bROOts ace. mre Baumgartner, 1937 

Age-ratios: Allen (1943) says normal fall age ratio is 60% jv. 
' Sample Mes Soping Summer, : 

Source size cube . ive jv. Year Author 
‘shot,steel trap (yr): 722 57 8% 26.75 15.5% ‘40-42 Brown-Yeager '45 
shot, steel trap | 343 42.6% 45.24 12.26 '40-41 Brown-Yeager '45 

bi (hunting season). 4 : ) re 
hunter bag - 36.08 1938. Baumgartner '40 

ee hunter bag ‘i Siete 1939. Baumgartner '40 

-furnover: Allen (1943) says, late summer maximum numbers are 2.5 times, the 

soring breeding stock. 1/3 of the fall vopulation survives es ‘breeding stock, 
1/3.4s harvested, and 1/3 dies of nataral mortality. ae ene
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17. POPULATION CONTROLS: Cycles: Ajjien (1943) quotes Baumgartner (1940) ag 

saying Ohio fox squirrels ordinarily fluctuate in an irregular cycle of from 
4.5 to 6 years.. ‘Allen (1943), Terrill (1941) quoted by Allen (1943), and Brown 
and Yeager (1945), say there is no evidence in their studies to demonstrate & 
alcyele for fox squirrels. Strife: Brown an? Yeager (1945) found ‘no epore- 
ciable degree of strife between fox and gray souirrels, although usually ..' 
‘only one species occurred in a given urban community. Comnetition: Allen : 

(1943) says white-footed mice and vrairie deer mice are probably imvortant, 
-.. Gormpetitors. Their chief competitors for dens are red squirrels, raccoons, 

a ‘flying squirrels, woodmice, screech owls, barred owls, wood ducks, starlings, 

~ and bees. . 

| 48. KIDD RECORDS: Yields: 245,100 fox squirrels killed in Wise. in 1945;° 
“922,628 in iich. in 1945 (Schorger, 1949), nearly a million’in 1942.in T11. 
_.. (Brom & Yeager, 1945). 1939 hunter kill reports showed harvest of one: fox 

scuirrel per 3 acres of farm woodland in Clinton Co. Mich. Southern hard- 

‘woods ‘of Nich. vielded nearly 19.0 squirrels per sq. vile in 1939, while it. 
_ lich. yielded only 5.5 squirrels per sq. mile. With hunter pressure nearly 
“equal, Mich. beech-maple tyves yielded 34.7 squirrels Der 100 acres of 
‘woodland, and ‘oak-hickory 47.6 (Allen, 1945). A club in Angeling Co.,: Texas, 
killed one ‘squirrel per 10 acres over 5,000 acres during years! 1939-41 
(Baker, 1944). Success ‘ratios: Baumgartner (1938) records 439 hunters. _ 
killing average of 3-47 squirrels in. 1937. Allen'(1943) reéords 1.4 ‘squirrels 
per liunter in’1939; end 0.95 per hunter in 1940 near Swan Creek, Mich. 158 
T1ll.- hunters in 1941- reported 18.9 souirrels. bagged per hunter per yeer,.1.1 
squirrels bagged per hour. (includes. both, fox and gray souirrel) (Brown & 
Yeager, 1945). “3 beech maple Mich. counties yielded 3.7 squirrels per - 
hunter in 1939, and 5 oal-hickory counties yielded 4.4 squirrels per hunter. 
Mich. hunting kill statistics give. average of 1939 to 1940. Kill in. 1940 of & 
4.49 squirrels per hunter was probably largest Mich. fox souirrel harvest 
(725,565), and this does not include unlicensed farmer kill. Michigan's 
best squirrel county in 1940 gave 82.4 squirrels per 100 acres and 5,84. 
savirrels per hunter, Per cent kill: Allen (1943) states 40 per cent kill 
not unusually large for heavily hunted sreas: Crippling loss: Brown and 
Yeager (1945) list-a crippling loss (ver cent of total k-own to have been 
hit) in fox squirrels of 12%, based on 158 hianter reports in 1940. Baum- 
sertner (1937) states that for even 100 Ohio’ souirrels killed, 5.2 were: 
crivvled. ‘ Hunting studies: Allen (1942) suggests some fall mortality. may 
occur among squirrel. broods orphaned in the shooting season. Goodrum: (1938) 
found good survival of breeding females due ‘to retiring habit of vregnant 

females and coinciding of hunting season with peak breeding season. Hunting 

season kill remains same throughout. season, so that an additional’ week in 
season mean. increased kill. An early frost plus strong winds increases 

hunting season kill, since leaves are shed and visibility is increased. 

Over-shot woods in Michigan are ovickly repopulated as a result of fall 
shuffles, which continue with the hunting season. Nest shooting accounts 
for an undetermined. loss in sauirrels (Allen, 1943). . lil at ‘ 

19. HUIMTING CUSTOMS: Brown and Yeager (1945) state that -squirrel;hunting 

i is primarily a'stalking and waiting game. They found 43 per cent of 158 

squirrel hunters used the 12 gauge shotgun, and 35 per cent the .2?-caliber 

rifle. Goodrum (1938) lists 3 methods used in Texas -- (1) still hunting, 
(2) dog to tree squirrel, cut down tree if squirrel in hollow;? (3). routing 
‘squirrel by pulling vines or throwing clubs into trees. Lats! First pro- Ge 

‘ tected in Mich. in 1897, with closed season but no bag limit (Allen, 1943). 
. HNost midwestern states have 20-80 day season, daily bag limit of 5, and 

. Possession limit of 10 (Brown & Yeager, 1945). Goodrum (1938) says many



shooting clubs maintain hunting with a dog encourages overiilling. Allen’ 
(1943) maintains closed. seasons do not allow population build-ups.. Mich. 

@ had closed season in 1938, yet there was'a steady population increase from 
1937 through 1940. Allen recommends closed season only if the pomulation 

has been decimated. Brown and Yeager (1945) calculate that 31.8 potential 
young are lost for every 100 squirrels bagged in the 111. July 15-Oct. hunt- 
ing season, due to killing of pregnant and lactating females. : 

20. ARDIVICIAL PROPAGATION: Can be born and reared, but seldom breed in 
captivity. Allen.(1943) says costs too high, and natural production is. 
sufficient to.stock the range, the population being limited by environmerital 
resistance. Transplantation: Successful transplant on Charity Island in - 

Lake ‘iuron; two pairs released in 1896, increased, and became nuisance ‘by 
1902 (Wood, 1911, quoted in Allon, 1943). Marshall (1941) mentions a ~-* 
successful stocking in Boise, Idaho, about 1917. ie gai 

21. RSFUGES: Michigan studies show clearly that refuge populations do not 

increase indefinitely. Allen (1943) concludes a better remedy than refuges 

for overshooting is to limit the kill. Private. shooting preserves: Goodrun 

(1938) states that vrivate shooting preserves are increasing in HB. Texas; 

in general, they handle squirrel resources better than others by reducing 

bag limit, and other restrictions. ; : 

22. ECONOMICS: Values: According to Goodrum (1938) 85 ner. cent of, the 
hunters in B. Texas hunt for squirrels. Seton (1929) says logging camps ‘in 

Missouri during 1900-10 employed hunters to ‘shoot squirrels for camp meat. 

‘Allen (1943) says squirrels were most dopendable source of meat for ‘early 
@ settler. Damage: Allen (1943) lists 3 kinds of corn damage -- digging up 

seed, opening green ears, and takine ripe eorn in fal]. Seton (1929) ‘says 
damage to corn seems to bé only while it is green. Schorger (1947) mentions 

*danage to.7.W. Wise. cornfields by large numbers of fox souirrels in 1946. 
Herbert (1945) suggests fox squirrels may damage forest reprodmction. . - 
Cahalane (1942) found 99 per cent use of cached nuts and acorns, and says 
when scuirrels are abundent they may inhibit reproduction of certain 
favored tree species. Yeager (1936) says severe barking of trees uncommon, 

‘‘ and only certain treos are attacked. Allen (1943) found extensive. damage 
..to hard maple by removing bark in Mich. in 1938-39. ‘Control: Fish and | 

Wildlife Service (1943) recommends 3 methods:  tranping with 0 or. Io. 1 
stecl-trans, shooting, live-trapping baited with nutmeats. Allen (1943) 
says woods can be kept nearly free of scuirrels by -operating 1 box trap per 

2 acres for 3 weeks in June and 3-4 days évery second week for the romainder 

of the, season. Revellents: Fish and Wildlife Service amphlet (19/3) says 
navthalene is often used. Allen (1943) says no good repellent found yet at 

' Mich. State farm. ae ; a 

23. SUMMARY: Status: Goodrum (1938) says 2. Texas squirrels and their range 
have been exploited and certain orcas now devoid of them. Allen (1943) gives 

.@ loss of habitat in Mich. from 1930-40 as-16% of farm woodlots. Management 
possibilities: Allen (1943) believes the management program successful if 
yicld of 1 squirrel per 3 ‘a¢res‘is maintained in.farm woodlands during fall 

-hunting season. To create large yiclds attention to range conditions is 
the important thing Since favorable’conditions for bearing. and rearing mean 

a -.: ahigh squirrel population almost regerdless ofthe number of breeders. 
Best onvvortunity for managing fox squirrels, on farms are in second and third 
class agricultural land, ‘orfe of Terrill end Crawford's (1946) areas studied 
in Missouri produced squirrels year after year unless den trees were present. 

Allen (1942) says leaf nest sufficient for survival of tho species although
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hollows preferred where satisfactory ones occur. Allon (1943) says provi- 

sion of tree’dens should be one of aims of management; avoid cloar-cutting. 
of farm woods, and retain some over-mature rotted trees. and stubs. Baum- 
gartner (1939) says it is important to girdle.limbs:to artifically produce 1) 
dens.! Allon (1943) concludes effectiveness of artificial dons in producing 
more. game has not been demonstrated. Baumgartner states that, if normal 

“gauirrel population of woodlot suppressed by over-shooting for a period _ 
of 5 years, most of the unused den trees would become scaled by tree-growth, 

decreasing production ability of the woodlot for fox squirrels. Allen (1943) 

says managing squirrels largely a matter of managing mast trees.. In wil@life 

plantings, bear. in mind that open-grown trees and shrubs bear larger and 

‘iiore consistent crops of fruit than dense stands. Goodrum, (1938) says. by 

judicially reducing competition for light in selected spots within dense P 
stands, the frequency of a normal mast crop might ‘be increased. Also sug- 

gests killing of wild hogs who compete for acorns. Goadrum believes. sclec- 

ted logging of not more than 20% where the vigorous middle-aged trees are 

taken as 1 cutting, would favor squirrels. Baker (1944) concludes regula- 

ting kill was most practical method for increasing squirrel papulation in 
‘B. Texas. Allen (1940 intimates that shooting into leaf nests may bc wasto- 
ful hunting. : Recommends winter feeding: only when food shortages coincide 
with ‘prolonged cold and deep snow. .Ynknowns: Cyclic nature; extent of : 
territoriality (Allen, 1943); satisfactory census techniaues (Allon, 1943; 
Brown and Yeager, 1945); simple infallible age critoria (Brow and Yeager, 

1945). : 
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.  GAMB MANAGEMENT DIGEST FOR THE WOLF 

(Compiled by W, A. Fuller, 1955) 

1. Scientific Neme - The name of the wolf is Canis lupus Linne, (Systema 
Yeturae, 10th Ed. 1758). Goldman (Young and Goldman, 1944) recognizes 23 
subspecies, four of which (beothucus, mogollenensis, monstrabilis, nubilus) 
are extinct or probably so. na 

2. Description - "About the size of a modern 'volice dog' but shaggier, with 
short ears and bushy tail ---- the usual color is a mixed black, white, and 

gray, giving a grizzled apvearance" (Allen, 1942). Weights and Measurements - 
Males T.L. 55-66", T.V. 13-18", height 26-38", weight 60-100 pounds (rarely 
to 170). Females smaller in all dimensions (Palmer, 1954). Measurements 
for each race (including sku1] dimensions) in Anderson (1943) and Young and 
Goldman (1944). See also Cowan (1947), Fuller and Novakowski (1955). 

3. Tracks, Sign and Voice - Tracks very much like dog or coyote. Seton 
(1929) distinguishes from coyote by larger size and tendency for central toes 

to be larger thon outer toes in wolf. Front foot 4 to 5" long by 3-3/4 to 
5" wide; hind foot smaller. Droppings resemble those of dog (Murie, 1954). 
Scent posts are characteristic features of wolf country. Usually trots, 
seldom walks (Palmer, 1954). MNever walks (Rowan, 1950). Seton (1929) des- 
cribes the rallying cry - a long smooth howl; the hunting song - higher : 
pitched and vibrating on two notes; the finish call - short bark and howl; 

and whining of young in the den. Stanwell-Fletcher (1942) describes the 
"love song". 

4, ‘Moults and Pelages - There is a great variety in the color of the pelage 
between races and even within a race. This is well summarized by Young and 
Goldman (1944). Tundra wolves tend to pure white. Gavin (194) states 
only one black per hundred wolves at Perry River, N.W.T. Preble (1908) found 
13 white, 2 nearly black and one pied among 16 he examined. Critchell- ~ 
Bullock (1930) thought tundra.wolves became whiter with increasing age. 

5. Distribution - Formerly over all of North America excevt the southwestern 

states which were without wolves and the Gulf States where C. lupus was re- 

vlaced by C. rufus (Young and Goldman, 1944). Now extirpated over most of 
continental United States but still found in Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota 

and some of the Rocky Mountain States. Bxtirpated from Newfoundland and 
Maritime Provinces, otherwise holding their own in unsettled parts of 
Canada and Alaska (Palmer, 1954). 

6. History - This vhase has been covered in great detail by Young (1945) 
ance. Young and Goldman (1944). Wolf bounties have been in existence for 

2700 years. The first bounty law in the United States was adopted by Massa- 

chusetts in 1630. The wolf retreated in the face of settlement and relent- 
less persecution and was extirpated first in the east, then the midwest and 
finally on the great vlains partly through the agency of the buffalo hunters 
and later in the livestock interests. The Newhouse no. 4-1/2 wolf tran was 
developed in the 1890's. The Bureau of Biological Survey was authorized to 
control wolves in 1914 and became active in 1915. By 1944, Young. considered 
that satisfactory control had been achieved in the continental United 
States. /
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7. Aggregations - The normal aggregation of wolves is the family unit, 
often with one or more excess adults, which may or may not be related to 
the parents (Murie, 1944; Cowan, 1947; Fuller and Novakowski, 1955). Seton 

(1929) thought that rarely two families might unite in one pack. Pack sizes 
recorded vary from 3 to 32 (Seton, 1929; Annabel, 1948; Stanwell-Fletcher, 

1942). More conservative writers revort 4-7 (Cowan, 1947); never ‘ore than 
9 (Gritchell-Bullock, 1930); 5 or 6 (Arnold, 1952); usually less than 6 
(Olson, 1938); 8 to 10 (Dunne, 1939). Soper (1942) states many packs in 
Wood Buffalo Park have 12-16, but this does not agree with the observations 

of Fuller and Novakowski (1955), who found 3 to 7. 

i 8. Movements - Wolf packs are generally believed to follow a more or less 
definite circuit. Supporting evidence is found in Banfield, (1951); Rowan, 

(1950); Cowan, (1947). Thompson (1952) and de Vos (1950) found no evidence 
of circuital movement. de Vos thought movements were controlled by topog- 

raphy, distribution of prey, and seasorial phenomena. Thompson (op. cit.) 
and others record use of roads and trails, i.e., following path of least 

resistance. Size of hunting area is discussed below (par. 9). Migrations - 
Tundra wolves migrate long distances into the woods in association with 

barren-ground caribou (Banfield, 1951). Wolves are recorded a day or two 
ahead of the caribou by Critchell-Bullock (1930). Swecial features - In 
deep snow a whole pack will walk single file and step in each others foot- 

steps (Seton, 1929; Cowan, 197; Kelker, 1943; Dunne, 1939). Dunne (1939) 
tracked packs of wolves for days and noticed that they kevt to high coun- 

try (for observation of surroundings?) during daylight and only exposed 
themselves on lakes and marshes by night. He also found them reluctant to 
cross a highway, but often following a snowshoe trail only two hours old. 

Stanwell-Fletcher (1942) also records wolves following a fresh snowshoe 
track. Some examples of long distances travelled by wolves are: 90 miles 

with a trap on one leg (Seton, 1929); 162 miles for an ear-tagged individual 

(Banfield, 1953). 

9. Territory and Home Range - Territory, in the sense of a defended area,. 
has been reported by Murie (1944) who records a stranger being driven from 
the area about a den by the owners. Seton (1929) records defense of a cache. 

Some estimates of the range of a family under different conditions are cited 

in Table 1. 

Place Authority Sq. mi./wolf ' Remarks 

Prince Albert National Banfield (1951) 40-83 Winter circuits 
Park 

Mount McKinley Dixon (1934) ~ 100-150 Pair foraging 
i , for young 

Baffin Island : Manning (1943) > 100 
Minnesota (7) Olson (1939) 10 
North America Seton (1929) Sel) 2 Primitive 

; f ; ( numbers 
Wood Buffalo Park . Sover (1942) 83 
Michigan Stebler (1944) 130 
Wisconsin Thompson (1952) 40-50. : 

10. Porlations - Seton (1929) estimated 2,000,000 wolves for 7,000,000 
square miles of range under vristine conditions. In 1929 he considered 

them extinct over half of their former range and reduced by 50 per cent in
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the remainder resulting in a total of 500,000. Clarke (1940) estimated 
36,000 for the mainland barrens of Canada. Fluctuations - Hewitt (1921) 

’ found no regular fluctuations in Canadian fur returns. Cowan (1947) has 
historical records of changes in abundance in Rocky Mountain Parks of Canada, 

and de Vos (1949) cited increased highway mortality in Ontario as evidence 
of increase in numbers. Thompson (1952) thought Wisconsin wolf numbers were 

remaining steady. Ontario bounty payments do not suggest regular fluctua- 
tion or steady trend (Omand, 1950). There apvear to be periods of abundance 
and scarcity in the Canadian Northwest, possibly associated with epizootics. 

(See par. 14). 

ll. Breeding - Wolves are considered to be monogamous (Seton, 1929, and 

others) thus implying a balanced sex ratio. Cowan (1947) found an unbal- 

anced ratio and many nonbreeding adults. Denning is in natural cave, hollow 

log or stump, enlarged burrow of a smaller mammal or a hole dug by the par- 
ents themselves (Seton, 1929). Sover (1942) recorded litters born in the 
open - under svruce trees. Critchell-Bullock (1930) said den sites must be 

in soil suitable for digging, in an area frequented by caribou. ZEskers 

along forest edge satisfied these conditions. Seven dens were found in one 

esker in a distance of 10 -‘milos. Where game was less abundant, dens were 
12 miles or more avart. Murie (1944) and others found a lookout point near 
the den. The nest cavity is never lined. Minimum age of breeding '- two ° 
years (Seton, 1929; Cowan, 1947; Asdell, 1946). Oestrum and gestation - In 

heat early January to mid-March or later, depending on latitude, Gestation 
63 days (Asde11, 1946). Young born March 9 to April 15 (gray wolf, Seton, 
1929). Born in June east of Great Slave Lake (Critchell-Bullock, 1930); 
June or July on Arctic Coast (Gavin, 1944). Wumber ‘of young ver litter - 
Wide variation from 3-13 (Seton, 1929). Average of 16 litters 7.6. Sover 
(194.2) recorded 5, 5, 4. 

12. Development of Young - According to Seton (1929) the young are blind 

until the ninth day. They suckle for about six weeks then eat food dis- 

gorged by female. Play is well developed carly. Venture short distances 

from den, following mother at three months. Learn facts of life by imitating 

parents. Juvenile Mortality - High according to Seton (1929) who cites fol- 
lowing.typical figures - Ordinary litter - 7 or 8; number to leave den - 5; 
number in winter bands 3 or 4; survivors in late winter -1. Suggested 

eagles, insects, disease, winter famine and man as-causos. Confirmed by 

Cowan (1947) and Fuller and Novakowski (1955) in absence of nersecution by man. 

13. Sex-age Criteria - Sex by external genitalia. Age (1) Weight will dif- 

ferentiate pups from adults until pups are six months o14 at least (Fuller 
and Novakowski, 1955). (2) Dental characters, especially wear on incisors 
and canines is a possibility. (3) The baculum should be investigated as an 

age criterion. (4) Female pups may be told by immature condition of internal 

genitalia. (5) Closure of tibial and femoral evivhyses takes place in dogs 
at 10 months (Schlotthouer and Janes, 1952). 

14. Mortality and Ponulation Controls: Juvenile Mortality - See paragraph 
12. Accidents - de Vos (1949) noted an increase in road kills in Ontario. 
Many authors have noted wolves crippled or killed in attacks on intended 

prey. Parasites and diseases - Table 2 summarizes records of parasites and 
diseases. :
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Table 2 - Parasites and Diseases of Wolves 

Condition : Authority 

Parasites: Mites (Mange) j Cowan (1947) and others 
Taenia krabbei - Cowan (1947) 

: T. hydatigena Cowan (1947) 
Echinococcus granulosus ’ Cowan (1947), de Vos and Allin 

(1949), Riley (1939) 
Diphyllobothrium.sp. de Vos and Allin (1949) 
Toxocara canis Cowan (1947) 

Diseases: Rabies Plummer (1947), Cowan (1947, 
1949) , Seton (1929) 

Distemper Cowan (194-7) 
Arthritis Cross (1940) 
Intra-oral: Cancer Martin and Holland (1939) 

Intrasvecific strife - Cowan (1947), Clarke (1940) and others believe 
that maximum populations are controlled by the amount of crowding the wolves 

will tolerate. See also paragraphs 9 and 11 above. 

15. Food Habits ~ Hunting Methods have been studied by Murie (1944), Cowan 
(1947), and Banfield (1951b). Parents may hunt individually while young are 
in the den, but typically gather in packs during winter. May travel in 

single file, or fanned out (Banfield, 1951). Usually pick isolated indi- 

vidual (of big game) and try to capture on initial rush combined with sur- 
prise. Hamstringing has not been seen by critical observers. Flanking, or 
seizing by throat and shoulder reported by Cowan (1947) and Banfield (1951b). 
Unsuccessful chases are frequent according to Cowan (1947), Dunne (1939) 
and Banfield (1951). Prey Svecies - Variety of small game in summer (Olson, 
1938; Murie, 1944). Large game in winter - deer (Olson, 1938); elk (Cowan, 
1947): caribou (Banfield, 1951b); bison (Fuller and Novakowski, 1955). 
Stanvell-Fletcher (1942) records gorging on spawning kokanee; Fryxell (1926) 
an encounter with a marmot. Annabel (1948) accuses wolves of depredations 

on waterfowl, but without proof. Amounts of food necessary - 12-18 elk per 
year (Cowan, 1947); 15 caribou per year (Manning, 1943); 6 deer per year 
(Olson, 1938). Use of carrion - Often stated that wolves kill wantonly and 

will not return to a kill. Cowan (1947) and Stanwell-Fletcher (1942) ob- 
served wolves cleaning up old kills. 

16. Weather and Water Relations - Being wide ranging wolves are usually 
able to find sufficient water. Crusted snows give the wolf an advantage, 
whereas deep loose snow favours the prey. { 

17. Kill Records - In most accounts wolf and coyote are not sevarated. 

Young and Goldman (1944) have kill figures, and Omand (1950) has a table of 
bounty payments for Ontario. From 1929 to 1948 inclusive the number of 

bounty claims paid fluctuated between a low of 1,146 and a high of 3,588. 

18. Hunting Customs - Bounties, earliest and most widespread, still paid 

although discredited by many authors, e.g., Cowan (1949), and de Vos (1949). 
Traps, poison (strychnine, cyanide, and recently 1080), snares, coyote 
getters, pitfalls, fishhooks, wolf hounds, shooting from air, extension
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.trappers. Paid government hunters, using traps and poison were most suc- 

cessful. Worthern Indians are suverstitious about taking wolves. Eskimos 
use (1) whalebone bent S-shape and embedded in frozen fat. When fat melts, 
whalebone straishtens ani pierces stomach; (2) knife with handle frozen into 
ground and blade covered with fat; wolf licks blade and usually cuts mouth 

or tongue, on tasting blood continues to attack knife and bleeds to death. 

19. Propagation and Transplantation - No attempts at propagation known. 
Krefting (1951) suggested re-introducing to Isle Royale to limit the in- 

crease of moose. 

20. Refuges - Cahalane (1939) attempts to show how the larger National 
Parks may act as refuges for large carnivores. 

21. Economic Relations - Formerly a serious predator on livestock; Loss 
$500 per wolf per year (Henderson and Craig, 1932). One wolf did $5,000 
worth of damage in six months (Seton, 1929). Effect on game: Generally 
considered neutral or beneficial by critical observers, e.g., Olson (1938), 
Stebler (1944), Thompson (1952), Cowan (1947), Leovold (1950). Cowan found 
little evidence of culling in elk (only 20 culls in 66 kills studied). 
Murie (1944) considered culling important in relation to Dall sheep. 
Destruction of fur in traps: May be serious in some areas. Oritchell- 

Bullock (1930) recorded a crippled wolf following the trapline. Quick 
(1953) found that wolves destroyed one-third of the marten captured on one 
trapline, and three fisher out of 26 captured in the district. Relations 

with man: Peterson (19/7) and Cowan (1949) have recorded unvrovoked at- 
tacks on man. Wolves also act as a reservoir for rabies and Echinococcus 
granulosus in the wild. 

22. Summary 

The wolf is a large, efficient predator which conflicts seriously with 

man's agricultural interests. It has, therefore, been exterminated from 
the settled pvarts of North America and hangs on only in the wilderness areas 
and the large National Parks. It is being versecuted in wilderness areas 
because of the alleged damage it does to big game species, although most 
critical observers do not consider the wolf to be a limiting factor for 
big game on a healthy range. Wolves have a highly organized family life. 
The parents are solicitous of the welfare of the young and the family hunts 
as a unit through the winter. In spite of this, juvenile mortality is high 
and seems to be an important mechanism for stabilizing vonulations which 
might otherwise get out of bounds. Wolves sre best controlled by paid hun- 

ters using poison, particularly strychnine and 1080.
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GAME MANAGEMENT DIGEST FOR THE LESSER SCAUP DUCK 
(Compiled by James G. Teer, 1954) 

1. SCIEVTIFIC NAME. Aythya affinis (Eyton) -- Lesser Scaup Duck. Verna- 
cular names: Dbluebill, little bluebill, little broadbill, blackhead, fresh- 

water broadbill, little bay bluebill, little grayback, scaup, scaup duck, 

nun (females only), blackjack, flock duck, raft duck, cottontail bluebill, 

creek blackhead, river shuffler, cold-shin, marsh blue-bill, and about 40 

others (McAtee, 1923; Phillips, 1925; Musgrove and Musgrove, 1943). 

2. DESCRIPTION. Scauvs, particularly males, can be identified in flight by 

their small size, chunky build, black head and neck, and white speculum (Mus- 

grove and Musgrove, 1943). Adult Males have blue-grey bills, black nail, 

yellow to yellow-orange eye, black chest and foreback, white back and scapu- 

lars vermiculated with blackish, greyish brown primaries, and white specu- 
lum. Adult Females have brown head and neck, conspicuous white area around 

face at base of bill, dark gray bill, blackish nail, yellow to brownish- 
yellow eye, dark brown back, dark brown scapulars, greyish-brown to dusky- 

brown chest and sides, whitish breast, greyish-brown belly mottled with 
whitish, greyish-brown vrimaries, and white sneculum. Juveniles sexes are 

alike in early fall and resemble adult female except white face-pvatch does 
not extend across forehead. By early February, the plumages of both sexes 
are practically adult (Kortright, 1942). Lesser Scaups may be distinguished 
from Greater Scauvs by their shorter wing stripe (white) extending out onto 

the primaries and by their purplish iridescence on the head (Peterson, 1934). 
Weights and Measurements: Ad. co - 1.85 lbs.; Ad. 9 —- 1.72 los.; Juv. do - 1.78 
lbs.; Juv. ? - 1.73 lbs. (Bellrose and Hawkins, 1947). Another source gives 
these weights: Ad. & -1 1b. 8 oz. to 1 Ib. 1402.3; Ad. 2? - 1 1b. 4 og. to 
1 lb. 10 oz. (Phillips, 1925). Ad. o& wing length - 190-201 mm.;.bdill 40 mm.; 
tarsus 37 mm. Ad. ? wing length - 185-198mm.; bil] 36-40 mm.; tarsus 35 mm. 

(Phillips, 1925). Both sexes have total length between 15 and 18 inches 
(Peterson, 1934). 

3. FLIGHT PATTERN. Fly in closely bunched flocks and the flight is erratic 

with many twists and turns, but when traveling, flight is steady and they 

move in a broad front or continuous line (Kortright, 1942). Very fast wing 
beats and air-resistance noises (whistling of wings) often heard. Often 
alight at almost full sveed, breaking their sharn descent only by the spread- 

ing of their wings and feet (Musgrove and Musgrove, 1943). 

4, MOULTS AND PLUMAGES. Lesser Scaups, like most ducks, have two moults 
each year. After completion of breeding duties in late June or July, adult 

males moult into eclipse plumage which closely resembles the nlumage of the 
adult female. The flight feathers are first lost, followed by the loss and 

renewal of the other feathers. This moult is the vostnuptial moult, and is 
normally completed in September. Drakes then begin the second moult, the 

prenuptial, in which the drab eclipse plumage is slowly replaced with the 

winter or breeding plumage. The vrimaries are not lost during the prenuptial 

moult. This moult is usually completed in December. Adult females begin 

their postnuptial moult normally after the young have reached flight stage. 

Females also spend a flightless period, and their entire plumase is renewed. 

After completion of the postnuptial moult, the vrenuptial moult is begun, 

and is quite inconspicuous relative to the drake's. This moult is completed 
during the winter months, about eight weeks later than the drake's (Yortright, 
1942). 
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5. TRACKS AND SIGN. Like all ducks, toes—in as it walks. Web and lobe of 

hind toe registering. Not good travelers on land as feet and legs set rather 

far back (Jaeger, 1948). Gait is a clumsy rolling walk and they are rather 
slow swimmers. Seldom leave the water during the autumn or winter, but on 
the breeding grounds, they do so often (Phillivs, 1925). 

6. DISTRIBUTION. Exclusively a North American snecies with a wide distribu- 
tion across the continent. Breeding range is the northern interior of North 
America to the west coast of Hudson Bay, as far south as the central states. 

Canadian provinces and territories having breeding birds are Manitoba, Sas- 

katchewan, Alberta, British Columbia, Yukon Territory, and the Northwest 

Territories. American states and territories having ext-nsive breeding 
areas of Lesser Scauns are North Dakota, Montana, Minnesota, South Dakota, 

anc. Alaska. Smaller numbers breed on refuges in Nebraska, Oregon, Idaho, 
and possibly Wyoming. Rare breeders in other northern states. Winter range 

of the species is Central America and southern North America as far north 
as southern Illinois. Winter as far north as British Columbia on the Pacific 
Coast and as far north as central New York on the Atlantic Coast. Some are 

found as far north as Admiralty Island, Alaska (Kortright, 1942; Musgrove 

and Musgrove, 1943; Phillips, 1925; and McClanahan, 1940). 

7. HISTORY. Species differentiated by Eyton in 1838, and Giraud was first 
American writer who noticed it. Older writers such as Audubon and Wilson 
failed to recognize it as a distinct species, confusing it with the Greater 

Scaup. Svecies has a long synonomy, having been classified under the gen- 

era of Anas; Fuligula, Marila, Fulix, Nyroca, and Aythya, its present gen- 
eric name (Phillivs, 1925). No recent intensive work has been undertaken 
on the species, and the bulk of the older literature is descriptive and of- 

ten incidental. Wo management research has been done on this duck as.a 
species. 

8. AGGRECATIONS. Extremely gregarious and commonly known as a raft duck. 
Rafts in large open bays where it feeds and rests. Rarely do they associate 
with other species (Phillips, 1925). Found also in small flocks of a few 
birds on inland waters (Kortright, 1942). Often migrates in very large 

flocks (Hochbaum, 1944). 

9. MOVEMENTS. Begin to move toward breeding range as soon as ice and snow 
begin to melt (Bent, 1923; Barrows, 1912; Packard, 1945). Considered a late 
spring migrant, beginning its northward migration in late February and March. 

Bulk of the flight vasses through the United States in Merch and April; most 
arrive in their most northerly breeding areas in late April and early May 
(Kortright, 1942; Phillips, 1925; Bent, 1923; Musgrove and Musgrove, 1943; 

and Cooke, 19065). In 1948 on the Texas Gulf Coast, 200,000 birds massed’ in 
one bay in late February before leaving for the north (Heit, 1948). Cooke 
(1906) gives the following arrival dates: Iowa — March 21 (13 years! obser- 
vations); Chicago - April 6 (6years! observations); Fort Simpson, Macken-— 
zie —- May 24. Scauv degin to arrive in Colorado by March 23 (Packard, 1945). 
Bulk of the migration passed through north-central Iowa from April 1 through 

April 20 during 1938, 1939, end 1940 (Lov, 1941). Scaup wintering farther 
north arrive in central British Columbia by early April, and migration 

reaches its greatest veak during the last of April (Munro, 1941). Begin 

their southward migration at freeze-un (Kortright, 1942); Hochbaum, 1944; 
and Phillips, 1925). Pass over the United States in October and reach win- 

tering grounds during same month or during November (Phillips, 1925). In 

mid-October the flight of scaup is the most spectacular of the year (Hochbaum, 
1944). Cooke (1905) gives the following arrival dates: Virginia - October 

~~
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12 (10 years' observations); Florida, Bahamas, and Lower California - about 
Yovember 18. Five-year average peak of birds migrating through Illinois 

River Valley was November 9 through 15, and the peak period was constant 

from year to year (Bellrose, 1944). Migrants have been observed in Port- 
land, Oregon as early as August 10, dbut majority do not arrive until mid- 

September (Munro, 1941). 

10. TERRITORY. Little concrete information known on territory and home 

range of this species. Territorial defense behavior appears less intense 

in Lesser Scaup and other diving ducks. Pairs, nevertheless, show a dis- 

tinct territorial spacing at Delta, Manitoba. Defense is usually on the 

water with no aerial defense observed. Seen on loafing sites and on speci- 

fic water areas day after day (Hochbaum, 1944). In favorite localities many 

individuals nest in close proximity to each other, so as to almost form a 
colony (Phillips, 1925). Males in attendance almost at all times when re- 
production is at height (Munro, 1941), but leave females at inception of in- 

cubation (Bent, 1923). 

11. BREEDING. Monogamous. Mating begins on wintering grounds and during 
spring migration (Hochbaum, 1944), and birds are mated when they arrive on 

breeding ground (Bent, 1923). Flocks of unmated migrants present along with 
meted pairs in early May in British Columbia (Munro, 1941). Courtshio - 

Males actively address and solicit females and the female takes part. Males 
bow heads, open bills, and utter a kind of "quack." Females respond by 

swimming toward and away from males, and by diving underneath them. Females 
give a peculiar rattling, vurring-call like "kwuh-h-h-h-h" while the male 
whistles in a low tone (Kortright, 1942). Parties of drakes seeking hens 

encircle hens with heads retracted and breasts thrust out. After diving, 

the circle is broken, and all rise and fly swiftly about the lake, finally 

returning to the water where the dancing is resumed (Munro, 1941). Westing 

Season - Among the late breeders (Munro, 1941; Phillips, 1925; Hochbaum, 

1944; Kortright, 1942). June 15 to mid-July is chief laying period (Phillips, 
1925). Majority of nests found in July and August in British Columbia, Ear- 

liest female flushed from nest was July 6, and latest was August 10 (Munro, 
1941). Nesting Site -Mests usually placed on dry ground, usually less, and 
never more than 50 yards from water. Islands in lakes and grassy edges of 

lakes preferred locations (Phillips, 1925). In vrairie vrovinces of Canada 

and north central states, nests found on ground near the marshy creeks, 

sloughs, and ponds (Kortright, 1942). In British Columbia, nesting grounds 

center avout a lake of moderate depth that has bulrush growth on shore and 
adjacent brushy coves. Those having abundance of amphipods and aouatic 
insect larvae supvort largest nesting populations (Munro, 1941). Clutch 

Size - Varies from 6 to 15 eggs, but usually 9 to 12 (Bent, 1923; Kortright, 
1942; Musgrove and Musgrove, 1943). Phillips (1925) states 9 to 15 eggs 
with average of 10. Incubation Period - 28 days (Muserove and Musgrove, 

1943). 2? to 23 days (Phillips, 1925). Westing Success - 15 of 18 nests 
hatched (Yessel, 1954). Care of Young - Much mixing together of broods and 

banding together of several fanilies. In one instance 7 females and 64 

young of various ages were associated in one group. Hens with broods react 

to danger by rushes on the water at threatening object while young escave by 

scampering over the water to cover or by diving (Munro, 1941).
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12. MORTALITY. Hunting is greatest single known source of mortality. Ex- 

treme cold caused death of hundreds and probably thousands of ducks in Mil- 
waul:ee Bay of Lake Michigen; however, only a few Lesser Scaup were present 

end died. Limiting of open water by hard freeze reduced feeding areas, thus 
causing ducks! deaths (Gromme, 1936). Some mortality of young may be due 
to Loons, Holboell's Grebes, and Coots, but this loss is casual or sporadic 

and does not revresent serious loss of production (Munro, 1939). Remains 
of 4 Lesser Scauy recovered at base of an eagle's nest-tree but these must 
have been infected or sick birds or birds stolen from other predators (Balda- 

win, 1940). Crows, Franklin Ground Squirrels, and Striped Skunks are nest 

predators (Sowls, 1948). Lead poisoning often serious because of diving 
feeding habits, but botulism not too serious since birds feed in deeper 

water (Cottam, 1939). 

13. FOOD HABITS. Content to feed on either plant or animal matter, and is, 
therefore, classed as omnivorous feeder. Birds sometimes become scavengers, 

feeding at sewer mouths and on slaughterhouse offal. Good divers, but usually 

feed in relatively shallow water, but at times may be found in water 15-20 
feet deep (Cottam, 1939). Kilham (1954). saw small flocks of 6-8 birds feed- 
ing on sand after tide had receded by squatting on bellies and feeding vig- 
orously around themselves at water's edge. Fed on whatever was abundant 

along the margins of the receding wavelets. Zimmerman (1953) examined 45 
gizzards and found 77% vegetable matter and 2% animal matter. Important 

foods were Najas, Potamogeton, Polygonum, Scirpus, Carex, Svarganium, Galiun, 

and insects. Cottam (1939) revorted on the analysis of the contents of 
1,051 stomachs and found the following percentages: Pondweeds - 18.36%, 

Grasses - 9.626, Sedges - 6.33%, Wild Celery - 5.17%, Muskerass - 2.57%, 
Water lilies - 2.08%, Coontail - 1.50%, Watermilfoils - 1.41%, Smartweeds - 
1.28%, Arrowheads - 1.01%, Miscellaneous plant food - 10.224, Molluscs - 

2.9%, Insects - 12.05%, Crustaceans - 1.34%, and miscellaneous animal 
food - 2.138. 

14. PHENOLOGY. See section 4 for moulting phenology, section 9 for migra- 
tion dates, and section 11 for breeding phenology. 

15. POPULATIONS. Wo information available on continental population size. 
Sex ratios - During svring migration of 1938, 1939, and 1940 through north- 
western Iowa, 2,808 oh and 1,282 9 observed, giving sex ratio of 2.19 ¢& to 
1.0 ? (Low, 1941). During months of December through April in southwestern 
Washington, 545 ¢ and 365 ? observed, giving ratio of 1.49 to 1.0. Little 

variation in ratio from month to month. Ratio at peak of migration in March 

was 1.56 to 1.0 (Beer, 1945). On wintering grounds, 5,761 ¢ and 2,595 ° 
trapped, eiving ratio of 2.22 to 1.00 (McIlhenney, 1940). On breeding grounds 

259 J and 165 ? observed, giving ratio of 1.6 to 1.0 (Furniss, 1935). Ratio 
derived from all ages of birds bagged at Delta, Manitoba gave figure of 46% 

males to 54% females from a samvle of 338 oi end 396 9. Juvenile sex ratio 
in bag was 46% males to 54% females from sample of 268 & and 310 9. Adult 
sex ratio derived from a sample of 70 ¢o and 86 ? was 45% males to 55% fe- 
males (Hochbaum, 19/4). Age ratios - 3.7 juveniles ver adult derived from 
sample of 734 bagged birds, and ratio of 6.7 juveniles ver adult hen derived 

from samvle of 664 bagged birds (Hochbaum, 1944). Brood sizes - Cartwright 
(1944) gave following brood count information:
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No. 9% with Total Av. 
Year Broods Young Brood 
1935 5,746 41,010 7.14 

1938 2,248 15,016 6.6 
1939 5,290 12,882 4.11 

1940 1,545 9,693 6.27 
1941 687 35959 5.8 
1942 997 6,450 6.5 

Kessel (1954), found average brood of 8.3 young from sample of 15 broods. 
Longevity - Oldest return band was taken from a female banded in December 

29, 1922, and killed during the fall of 1932 at Clearwater, Manitoba 

(McTlhenney, 1934). 

16. POPULATION CONTROLS. Hunting is major population control; however, they 
have lower proportional Irill in relation to their number present in the I1- 

linois River Valley than any of the other diving ducks (Bellrose, 1944). Lead 

poisoning and botulism have been control factors (Cottam, 1939). 

17. KILL RECORDS. Heavily shot in the early days of wildfowling (Forbush, 
1915; Phillips and Lincoln, 1930). Comprised 15% of the bag at the Delta 
Marsh, Manitoba, during years between 1938 and 1941 (Hochbaum, 1944). 

18. ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION. Have been hatched and reared artificially 

(Hochbaum, 1944; Leonold, 1922), but Leopold does not credit hatching or 

rearing of wild duck eggs a success. 

19. REFUGES. Refuge system of the United States used by the species, but 

no special refuges set aside for the Lesser Scaup. 

20. ECONOMICS. Wo damage to food crops of man, including shell-fish. Very 

few edible mollusks apnvear to be taken (Phillips, 1925). The flesh is quite 
acceptable and they are considered good table birds (Kortright, 1942). 

21. SUMMARY. Status - Greatly decreased in numbers since early days 

(Cottam, 1939; Phillips, 1925; Phillips and Lincoln, 1930; Forbush, 1916; 

Pirnie, 1935). Regulations authorized by the Migratory Bird Act of 1913 

and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918 have favored the Lesser Scaup as 
they have other species (Bellrose, 1944). Bell and Preble (193+) reported 
17 observers reporting an increase, 24 observers reporting no change, and 

38 observers reporting a decrease in the numbers of the species. Wo infor- 

mation on present vonulation size, but no immediate danger can be seen for 

the species. It is an important species in the bag. 
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1034 Sex rhythm in the rifled vronse (Gonase. Abel its tinny) and. other birds. 
%.aule 5YY2:150-199,  (Apr.) ae oe Brea Lo aie se 

Bezde’x, Hubert eee ole at beads 
igu Sex ratios end color “heases in t-o races of ruffed grouse, Jour, Wildlife 
Wamt “6:1:85-86. (Jan). ee rage ‘ a0 

‘ Bourhton, Rex V. 5 Sea 4 ‘ ais 

1937 Endonwrasitic infestationg i:. gromse, their pataozenicit* and’ correlation 
“ith Meteorotonozranhical cotidi tions. “Tech, Bul, lel (Univ: “ani.. ser. Wxp, 
Cee). i Se eae in Reh oe? 

Browne onarles Peo.) 10 "ae See AC ine : < ; 
1946 Pood of “laine rufved grouse by seacons and cover troes>” Jour. of “ild- 
live Memt., 10:1:17-28. (dan.) 

Buup, “Cardiner 
1933 The Nev Yor’: rufved grouse i vestigation nd its »ropagasio:. ork, Proc, 

Ne> Envland tame Coaverence, 

1935 Riuffed crovse in Ne- Yorlg stote @uirin tae perio’ of maximum abundance. 
Tras, 2lst Amer. Gane Conference, We~ Yor: Gity, (Jan.). pp. 364-369. 

1938 Analysis of certain cover requirements of the miffed crouse in Ne~ York 
& State, Trons, Tiird orth acer, “ldlive Gon’,, Balticore. p>. 818-82, 

1939 Some characteristics ov the peariotic Jluctuations in abundance of ruffed 
grouse, Trans, Uth North Aver. Yle@live Con*; Yetroit vp. U7S-Ush. y 

Claris, C,H, D, 
1935 Blood »narasites of rufxed crouse (Bonasa wibellus) and spruce hen 
(Canachites canadensis), -ith descrintion of Leucocytozoon bonasae N. sp. 
Canadian Jour, Research, 12:6U6-650, 

1936 Fluctuations in muavers os: rufied grouse, Bonasa wavellus (Linie), with 

special reference to Ontario. jolovical series vo, 1, University of To- 

ronto Press, : 

Ediainster, F. C. 

1937 are ecre refies worth hile? America: “ilalize 26:6:90-91. (Nov,-Dec.) 

1938 Productivity of the ruffed grouse in ev York. Trans, 3rd N. am, Wdlife 
Conf, Baltimore, pn, 825-833. 

Fisher, Lee William i 
1939 Studies of the eastern ruffed grouse in ‘Iichigan (Bonasa wabellus 
umbellus). Ifich, State College, Tech. Bulletin 166, U6 pp. Bast Lansing, 
(June) . 

Grange, VYallace 
1936 Some observations on the ruffed grouse in Tisconsin. Wilson Bulletin 

4gs2:10U-110, (June). 
Gross, Alfred 0, 

& 1925 Diseases of the ruffed grouse, Aulz 42:3:423-U31. (duly). 

1937 Food of the ruffed grovss, Gane Broodor % Sportsman 41:8:1U2-1u4 (ang,). 
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Roprinted Roosovelt /4lalizo Bull, 8:3:59-80 (Apr.). 
Leopold, Aldo ‘ q 

1931. Report on a gane survey of tha north central states, Madison, Wise 
: 299 pp., illus, Chapter 6, i < 

Nov York: Conservetion Department i 
i 1932 State of ile> York, 22nd Annu 1 Renort to the Iegislature for the year 

1932. J. B. yon Co, (Albany), ‘op, 285-340, us : Cop : 

1938 27th an;mal-renort for the year 1937. Legislature Document (1938), 
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Tripnensce, R. Ee : : se i 
1935 Hor many ruffed grouse can ve shoot? National “altonian, (Oct.) 
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REFERENCES ON BLUE GROUSE Not for Pyblication 

i (Compiled by James Beer, 1946) 

oe Anthony ; 

1903 Migration of Richardson's Grouse. The Auk 20:1:24-27, 
A. 0, Ue Checklist 

j 1931 pp. TS-19s 
Beer, James 

1943 Food habits of the blue srouse, The Journal of Wildlife Management 
ng 7:1:32-4i (January 1943). , 

Beer, James and Yayne Tidyman ‘ : H 

1942 the substitution of herd seeds for grit. Journal of Wildlife Mamage- — 
ae .ment 6:1:70-82° (January 1942), ; j 

Belding, L. | , i ete 
1892 ood of.the grouse and mountain quail of central California. Zoe 

3:3:232-233 (October 1892). UNE ae a 
. Bent i i 

Rho 1932 Life histories of North American gallinaceous birds. Smithsonian 

i . «Institution, U. S. Nat, Miseum Bullotin 162, pp. 91-120... 
Blackford; John L. . Bit Miia : 

: 194% .Birds that follow the first. Amer, Forests 49:11:526. 
. Brooks, Allen and Harry Swarth 2 a ie 

1925 A distributional list of tho birds of British Columbia. Pacific j 

Coast Avifauna No. 17, Cooper Ornithological Club pp, 46-“s. 
Harthill, Marion ‘, ‘ 

1935 Wotes on tha hooting of sooty grouse. ‘The Mirrelet 16:2:40, 
. ‘Judd, Sylvester. i j : , 

( 1905 The grouse and wild turkeys of the U, S..and their “sconomic value. 
G BN Biol. Survey Bullotin No. 24, pp. Wi-W4. ‘ 

‘Marshall, Villiam i TOM ake da natl 
: 1946 Cover preferences, seasonal movements and food habits of Richardson's 

grouse ond ruffed grouse in Southern Idaho. Tho Wilson Bulletin 58:1: 42-52 
' (March, 1946), i i 
‘McClanahan, Robort ©, f 

1940 Original ond prossnt brecding ranges of certain game birds in the U.S. 
Wildlife Leaflet BS-158, :p.- 12. : 

Murray, T. Be ue 

' 1938 Blue grouse. Tio Univ. of Idaho Bulletin 33:22:63+65. (The School - 
of Forestry Bul, No. 8). 3 

Stewart, Robert BL 
ig4u.* Food habits of tho blue grouse. Tho Condor 46:3:112-120, (May) ‘ 

Stokeley, Legon J. ; ; 
1927 Wildlife of New Mexico.. State Game Comission 212 pp. (Supp. 118-120),: 

Van Rossem - re ( 
.1925 Flight fosethers as age. indicators in dendragapus. The Ibis ) ; 

pp. 41l7-vee. Tale eg Nara! eee > Sats 
Wing, Leonard; James Beer & Wayne Tidyman 

194 Brood habits and growth of blue grouse. . The Auk 61:3:426-4u0 (July), 
_ Wing, Leonard,,Jamés Seor & Wayne Tidyman ea 4 i / 

1940 Grouse studies Manuscript. :
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(Not for publication) 

REFERENCES ON SHARPTAIL GROUSE 
q (Compiled by Harry Stroebe, 1946) 

Aldous, S, E, ce os ee ae 
+ 1943 -Sharptailed grouse ‘ix’ the sand dine ‘country of north-central North 
Dakota, Jour. Yildlife Memt. 741523631-Gan.)o “ces pe ke ; 

Anonymous . CRE NER EES) sa La 
1945 Grotise decline in Michigan.’ Pennsylvania Game News 16:5/23 (Aug.) 

1945 Unfavorable weather hits upland game birds. Mich, Conservation 1: 6:10. 
aur? o¢hane).- (VARA) a ey Oe Baia) ‘ 
Baumgartner, F. N, Loree ¥ j ines 

1939 Studies in the distribution and habits of the sharptatled grouse in 
+ <9 "Michigan, Trans 4th M.A. W1dlf Conf. Detroit -pp. 485-490. Pa HN ta 

Bent, A, C. hae Po ERASE SY net: 
1932 Life histories of North American gallinaceous birds, Bull: #62. Us, 

« Govt, Printing Office, : oe Doe 
Cartwright, B, W. ‘ ot oe fe ge Nady ei 

1944 The crash decline in sharptail grouse and Hungarian partridge in wéstern 
‘Canada ‘and the'-role of the predator. 9th N. A. Vildlife Conf. po. 324-330. 

Chaddock, T. T, Cas 
1939? Report of the ruffed grouse, pinnated grouse and sharptailed grouse 
crop invostigation, ‘Vis. Cons. Depte, Poynétte, Wisconsin. is : 

Criddle, Norman . oie 
* 1930 -Some natural factors govorning ‘tho fluctuations of growse in Manitoba. 

Canadian Field Naturalist Wi:4:77-81 (4pr.) a Ee a 
\ 2 Dery, De A, ‘ ; 

» "1933 . Preliminary ‘report on the migration in quebec of tho northern sharptailed 
Zrouse. Quebec Zoological Socicty Bull, #1, (March) 

Douglass, Donald VW. Se 
+> 1943 ‘Sharptail ‘stocking progress. Mich. Cons. 12:3!8-9 (Apr.) . 
Grange, YW. B. a : tage i i ‘ ; 

1941 Grouse research, Pittman-Robertson Quarterly-Viscorisim’ Conservation 
, Dept. Madison, Vibe 06: +: Put spa ‘ § 

Grinnell, Je, H.-C. Bryant, @. 1, Storer cus 
1918 The game birds of California. U. of Calif. Pross Berkely, Calif. 

Gross, A, 0. 
1930 Progress report on the Wisconsin prairie chicken investigation, Wise 
Cons, Dept. Madison, Vise 

Hammerstrom, F. N. Jre 
1939 A study of W;sconsin prairie chicken and sharp-tailed grouse. Wilson 
Bulletin 51:2:105-120 (June). 

Hammerstrom, F, N. Jr., M. Truax 

1938 Traps for pinnated and sharp tailed grouse. Bird Banding 9:4 (Oct.) 
: Judd, S. D. 

1905 The grouse and wild turkeys of the United States and their economic val- 
ue. U. 8, Dept. of Agr, Biol. Survey Bull. #4. 

Leopold, Aldo 

1931 Game survey of the north centrnl states, Amcorican Gamo Assoc. Wash. D.C. 
Leopold, A. and J. N. Ball 

1931 British and American grouse Management. American Geme, July-August, 
September-October. 

4 Ligon, J. Stokloy 

1946 Upland gamo bird restoration through trapping and transplanting, Now 
Mexico Gamo and Fish Commission, 77 pp. 
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REYERUNCES ON SHARPTAIL GROUSE 
: A apecie NO COMEDN Dian es : @ 

Marshall, W, H, and MN. S. Jonsen Pe alec 
1937, Wintor.and.spring studies. of tho sharptailed grousc in Utah, Jour, of 

Wildlife Maat. 1:3-4 pp, 87-99, (Oct.). ie 
Morgan, B. B. 27, N, Hammerstrom, Jr, i 

iguz Notos on tho endoparasites of Wisconsin pinnated and sharprtailed 

“grouse. Jour, Wildlive Memt,, 5:2:194-198 (Apr,) ( 
_ Sonndars, G. Be Nee ie 

1935 Michigan's studies of sharp-tailed grouse. Trans, 2lst Amor, Game Conf, 
New York City po. 342-344. (Jone) a SON : 

Schmidt,..F.. J. We Daas Saale i ste ies ev at “ 
1936 Winter food of the sharp-tailed grouse and pinaated grouse in Wisconsin. 
Tho Wilson Bullotin 'e:3:181"203,. (Sopt,) MO ere 

Schorger, A. 7, See : : 

1944 Tho prairic chicken ‘and sharptailed grouse in carly Wisconsin... Transe 
of Wis. Academy of Sciences, Arts and Lotters 35:1-59, Sy ea hee 

Schrader, 7. A, and A,B. Erickson 
| 1944 Prairie chickens and sharptails, Conservation Volunteer. 7:4:33-38 

(May-June) soo hae sed 
Seton, BE, E, T ne ? : Y f 

1885 Notes on Manitoban birds. The Awk 2:3:267-271 (July). - : 
Snyder, L, Le ‘ ee a 

; 1935 A study of the sharptailed grouse. Univ. of. Toronto series, .Biological 
Series No, 40, Toronto, Ontarioe!. 7.6 * 2%: 2 ia a 

1935 <A revision of the sharptailed grouso with a description of a new racee 
Royal Ontario Museum of; Zoology,, ‘Doronto,: Ontario. +. .:: } 

Swanson, Gustav j Ae Sage Men ne ae 
1940 Food habits..of the sharp-tailed grouse. by analysis of droppings, _ Jour, 
Wildlifo Memt, Us4;432-436, (Oct.), TA ae 

Hamerstrom, F. N, Jr. ‘etal a A aioe ” “ 
1941 Wisconsin prairie grouse studies; 1929-1940.. (Thesis, mimeographs, 
and reprints - bound). gy aie ASE ie aa Ea es aR amen
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oe References for Prairie Chicken 
Compiled by Antoon de Vos 

“Bmmann, George A.; 1944. 
Determining the age of pinnated and sharp-tailed grouses, Journ, Wildlife 

_Memt., 8(2):170-171, (Apr., 1944). 
Bennitt, Rudolf and Werner 0, Nagel, 1937 

A survey of the resident game and furbearers’ef Missouri, Univ. of 
iissouri.Studies, Vol. XII, No. 2, 215 pp., (Apr. 1, 1937). 

Bogardus, Adam H,, 1874 
Field, cover, and trap shooting, Edited by Charles J. Foster, J. B. Ford 

Coe, Te (1g 7s 
Davison, Verne, 1936 : : 

Report on the Arnett, Oklahoma, experimental quail and prairie chicken 
management project. U.S. Biological Survey Wildlife Research and 

Management Leaflet 3S-39, (March, 1936). 
~--- 190 : 

An &-year census of lesser prairie chickens, Journ. Wildlife Mgmt., 

4:1:55-62, (Jan., 1940). a 
Douglass, Donald 7,, 192 

a , A prairie chicken booming grounds survey in central Michigan, Wilson Bull. 
5u:3:171-172, (Sept., 1942). , 

Dwight, Jonathan Jr., 1900 

The moult of the North American Tetraonidae (Quails, partridges and grouse) 
Auk, 17:1-2:143-166, (Jan.-Apr., 1900). 

Grange, Wallace, 1940 

& A comparison of the displays and vocal performances of the greater 
‘ prairie chicken, lesser prairie chicken, sharp-tailed grouse, and sooty 

grouse, Passenger Pigeon, 2:12:127-133, (Dec., 1940). , 
Gross, Alfred 0., 1930 

Prosress report of the Wisconsin prairie chicken investigation, Wisc. 

Conservation Commission, (1930). 
Hamerstrom, F, N., dJr., 1939 

A study of Wisconsin prairie chicken and sharp-tailed grouse, Wilson 

Bull., 51:2:105-120, (June, 1939). 
Hamerstrom, F, N., dr. and Frank Hoplsins and Anton J, Rinzel, 1942 

An experimental study of browse as a winter diet for prairie chicken, 

The Wilson Bull, 53:3:185-195, (Sept., 1941). 
Hawkins, Arthur §., 1937 

Winter feeding at Faville Grove, 1935-37, Journ. Wildlife ‘igmt., 123-4: 

62-69, (Oct., 1937). 
Johnson, Charles Zugene, 1934 

Recollections of the prairie chiclxen and the sharp-tailed grouse in 
northwestern Minnesota, Wilson Bull., Vol. XLVI, pp.73-17,.(Mar,, 1934)... 

Lehmann, Valgene W., 1941 
Attwater's prairie chicken its life history and management, USD Interior, 

; No, Am, F una 57, 65 pp.s (194). 
Leopold, Aldo, 1931 

Report on a game survey of the north central states, lade for the 

Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers! Institute, Madison, Wisc., 

299 pp., illus., (1931). 
e Leopold, Aldo and John 3. Ball, 1931 

British and American grouse management, Am. Game, July-August, Sept.- 

Oct, (1931).
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McClanahan, Robert C., 1940 / oe 
Original and present breeding ranges of certain game birds in the 

United States, Wildlife Leaflet BS-15%, U. S. Biol. Survey, (Apr., 1940). 
Main, John S., 1937 

The dance of the prairie chicken, Wilson Bull., Vol, XLIX, No. 1, 

: Pp. 37-H2, (March, 1937). 

Morgan, B. 3B. and F, N, Hamerstrom, Jr., 1941 
Notes on the endoparasites of Wisc. pinnated and sharp-tailed grouse, 
Journ, Wildlife Mgmt., 5:2:194-198, (Apr., 1941). 

Nelson, Urban C., 1939 
Remnant numbers of prairie chicken in southeastern Minnesota, Note in 
Wilson Bull., 51:4: 22-3, (Dec., 1939). ! 

Schmidt, F. J. W., 1936 
Winter food of the sharp-tailed grouse and pinnated grouse in Wisconsin, 

The Wilson Bull., 46:3:181-203, (Sept., 1936). 
Schorger, A, W., 1943 

The prairie chicken and sharp-tailed grouse in early Wisconsin, Trans. 
Wis, Acad, Sciences, Arts & Letters, 35:1-59, (1943). 

Schwartz, Charles W., 1944 
The prairie chicken in Missouri, Mo. Cons. Comm,, Jefferson City, illus., 

(agul). 
wam-= 1945 

The ecology of the prairie chicken in Missouri, The Univ. of Mo. studies, 
20:1, 99 pp., Reviewed by Tracy I, Storer in Journ. Wildlife Memt., 
10: 3:283-284, (July, 1946). 

Yeatter, R. E., 1937 i a 
A prairie chicken management program for Illinois, Illinois Conservation, 
Mid-winter, pp. 9-11, (1937).
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Becker, George C. 

1940 Bear in Wisconsin. 26 pp. ms, (Aug. 30, 146) 

Bennett, Logan Je, P, F. English and R. L. Watts 
1943 The food habits of the black bear in Pennsylvania. Jour, Mammalogy, 
2:1:25-31. (Feb.) 

Ely, Alfred, H. B. Anthony, and R. R. M. Carpenter 
1939 The North American big game, A book of the Boono and Crockott Club, 
compiled by the Committee on Records of North American Big Game, Chas. Scrib- 
nor's Sons, New York, 533 pp. Chapter 21. 

Gerstoll, Richard 

1939 The growth and size of Pennsylvania black bears, Pa, Game News 10:8:U+7. 
(Nove) 

Grinnoll, Joseph, Joseph S. Dixon end Jean M, Linsdale 
1937 Fur-bearing mammals of California; their natural history, systematic 

status, and relations to man. 2 vols. Univ. of Calif. Press, Berkeley, 
1395-136. 

Murie, 0, J. 
1944 Progress report of the Yellowstone boar study. 13 pp. mimeog. roport 
(Feb. 25). 

j Seton, Eynest Thompson 
1929 Livesd game animals. Doubleday, Doren and Co, New York & vols, 2:1 

Skinner, Milton P, 

1925 Bears in the Yellowstone. A. C, McClurg & Co. Chi. 158 pp. illus, 

Stevens, C. L. 
1943 The black bear in New Hampshire. From the Granite State Forester #5. 
Yearbook of the Forestry Club. U. of N., 65 p. mimeo. 

Wright, William He 
1910 Tho back bear. Charles Scribner's Sons, N. Y. 127 ppo
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@O 22202502, R. Me. ; 4 
1934 The distribution, abundance, and economic importance of the game and f 
fur-bearing mammals of western North America. Proc. Fifth Pacific Science 

Congress, Vancouver, Canada, 1933, Univ. Toronto Press. p. O71. 

Anderson, R. M. : i 
1938 The present status and distribution of the big game mawmals of Canada, 
Trans. Third North Amer. Wildlife Conf., Baltimore, 1938, pp. 390-406. Maps. 

Critchell-Bullock, J. C. 
1930 An expedition to sub-arctic Canada, 192-25, Can. Field-Nat., (No- 

vember, 1930,) W4s83191-196 
Dixon, Joseph S. ‘ } 

1938 Birds and mammals of Mount McKinley national park, Alaska. Faune of 
of the National. Parks Series No. 3, 1938. National Park Service, Yashington, D. Ce ap ate 

Dufresne, Frenk BN a ; 

1942 Mammals and birds of Alaska, Fish ond Wildlire Service Circular No. 3, 
* Washington, <' Sips i 

HElliot, D. G. (with Thoodore Roosevelt et al) é ; 
1902 The deer family, Chapter: Tho Caribou pp.257-287. Grosset & Dun- 
Jap, N.Y. ; : 

Ely, Alfred, H,.E. Anthony, &R. R. M. Carpenter ; : 

1939 North Amorican big gamo. A book of the Boone & Crockett Club, compiled 
by the Committeo on Records of North American big gamo. Chas. Scribner's 

Sons, New York, 1939, 533 ppe 
Goodwin, George G. 

if 1936 Big game animals in the northoastern United States. Jour. Mammealogy, 
17:1:48-50 (February, 1936). 

Grant, Madison yh 

1932 Caribou. Chaptor in "Records of North American Big Game" (NJY. Zool. 

Soc., 1932), pp. 59-70. 
Hallock, Charles 

1881 The fauna of northern Minnosota. Bull. of the Minn. Acad, of Natural 
5 Sciences (Proc. of tho annual meeting, Jan. 12 & 13, 1881), 283:101e110 ~~ ~- 

(Minneapolis, April 1881.) ua 
- Hewitt, C. Gordon sa . 

1921 The conservation of the wild life of Canada. Charles Scribner's Sons, 
New. York. Illus. 344 pn. Barren zround caribou pp. 56-68; Woodland’ Cari- 
pou po. 67-71. 

Hornby, John ala 
1934 Barren.land caribou. From "Wild Life in the Thelon River Area, North- 
west Territorics, Canada," Can. Field-Naturalist, U@:¥sIO5-112...— seo 
(October, 1934) 

Ingstad, Helge f : ; 
1937 East of the Great Glacior. Alfred Knopf, New York, 1937. 269 pp. 

Murie, Adolph i 4 
1942 The wilds where the caribou roam, Audubon Mag. Whl:3-11 (Jan.-Feb.) 

194 The wolves of Mount McKinley, National Parks Founa Series no. 5, 1944. 
238 pp. i ; 

Murie, Olaus J, ; 

a 1935 Alaska-Yukon caribou. No. 54, North American Fauna Series, Bureau of 
Biological Survey. Government Printing Office, Washington. 93 pp. 

1935 Some observations in big-game studies. Colorado Forester, Colorado 
State College, Fort Collins, Colo. pv. 47-51. ai
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25:4: 49-54 (Feb. 194u) . ye j 
Porsild, A. E, : at : : : 

1942 Reindeer. md caribou grazing in Canada. Trans. 7th N. a; Wildlife 

Conf, 1942, pp. 381-391. s 
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; 1908 .. biological investigation 9f the Athabaska-MacKenzie region. North 
American Fauna Series No. 27, 1908. U. 8. Biological Survey, Washington. 

pps 135-143. 
Seton, BE. T. Hine : 

1929 Lives of samc animals. Doubleday, Doran &Co., New York. 3:1 Chap- 
ters 43 through 47. 

Shiras, George. 3d. \ 

1936 Hunting wild life with camera and flashlight. end Edition. Vo]. 2, fi 

Chapter 1. Natl. Geographic Society, Yashington D.C. 
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REFERENCES ON FOX SQUIRREL 
(Compiled by Alfred G. Etter) 

1946 

Allen, Durward Lo 
1940 A noint on fox squirrel management. (Shooting into nests in waste- 
ful hunting.) Mich. Conservation 9:12:11. (Oct.). 

1942 Populations and habits of the fox squirrel in Allegan County, Mich. 

Amer, Midland Naturalist 27:2:328-379. (March). 

ise 1943 Michigan fox squirrel management. Game Division, Dept. of Cons., 

Lansing, Mich. 40 ppo 
Baker, Rollin H. 

1944 An ecological study of tree squirrels in Eastern Texas. Journal of 
Mammalogzy, 25:1:8-24 (Feb.). 

Baumgartner, Iuther Le ; 
1937 A survey of the 1937 fox squirrel harvest in 27 Ohio counties, Mimeo, 
release #69, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio State University, 

Columbus, Ohio (Dec.). 

1938 Population studies of the fox squirrel in Ohio. Mimco. release 770, 
Ohio Wildlife Res, Sta., Ohio State University, Columbus, 0. (Fob. ) 

{ * 1939 Foods of the fox squirrel in Ohio, Trans, 4th N, A. Wildlife Conf., 

\ Detroit, 1939 vp. 579-5S4. 

1939 A survey of the 1938 squirrel harvest in Ohio. Mimeo. release #104, 
Ohio Wildlife Ros. Sta., Ohio State Univ., Columbus, 0. (Fob. ) 

1939 Fox squirrel dens. Jour. Mammalogy, 20:4:456-465. (Nov.) 

" 1940 The fox squirrel: its life history, habits, and management in Ohio. 
(an abstract of an unpublished thesis). 

1940 Trapping, handling and marking fox squirrels, Jour. Wildlife Man. 

Ur4s Wu-l5O, (Oct.). 

™ 1943 Fox squirrels in Ohio. Jour. W. L. Memt., 7:2:193-202. (Apr.) 

Baumgartner, Iuther L, and A. C, Martin 
1939 Plant histology as an aid in squirrel food-habit studies, Jour, 
Wildlife Wemt., 3:3:266-268 (July). 

Beumeras, Fhilip 
1944 Experimental feeding of captive fox squirrels. Jour. Wildlife Mgnt. 
8: 4:296-300 (Octe). 

Bonnitt, Rudolph and W. 0. Nagel 

1937 Survey of the resident game and furbearers of Mo., Univ. of Mo. 
Studies, 12:2:215 pp. 

*“*Brown, Louis G., and Lew E, Yoager 
\ 1945 Fox squirrels and gray squirrels in Illinois, Bullotin of the Ill, 

Nat. History Survey, 23:5 (Sopt.) 
4 Boulware, Jean T, 
‘ 1941 Eucalyptus trees utilized by fox Squirrel in California, Amer, Mid. 
. Naturalist 26:3:696-697. (Nov.).
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Cahalane, Victor H. 

1942 Catching and recovery.of food by the western fox squirrel. Jour. Wild- 
life Memt., 6:4: 338-352 (Oct.). 

Chapman, Floyd B. and Inuther L, Baumgartner 
ed Winter feeding of squirrols, Ohio Division of Conservation, Bul. 150, 
dG, 

Dozier, Herbert I. and Harold BE. Hall 

194 Observations on the Bryant fox squirrel., Maryland Consorvationist, Wine 
ter issue, Baltimore, 12 pp. 

Duck, L. G. and Jack B. Fletcher 

1944 A survey of the game and fur bearing animals of Oklahoma. Div. of 
Wildlife Restoration and Research, and Okla, Game and Fish Commission, 

Goodrum, Phil 
1937 Notes on the gray and fox squirrels of eastern Texas. ‘Trans. 2nd 
N. A. Wildlife Conference, St. Louis, (March) pp. 499-504, 

1938 Squirrel mgmt. in cast Texas. Trans 3rd N. A. Wildlife Conference 
Baltimore, pp. 670-676. 

“Hicks, Ellis A. 

1941 Some major factors affecting the use of two inventory methods appli- 
cable to the westorn fox squirrel, Sciurus niger rufivonter. Iowa State 
College Jour. of Science, 16:2:299~305. (Jan.). 

Linduska, J. P. 

1942 A now tochnique for marking fox squirrels. Jour, Wildlife Mgmt. 
{ 6:1:92-94. (Jan.). 

Lowery, George H, Jr. and “illian B. Davis 
1942 A revision of the fox squirrels of the lowor Mississippi valley and 
Texas. Louisiana State University, Occasional papers of the Museum of 
Zoology #9, (March). 

*Seton, Ernest Thompson 
1929 Lives of game animals, Doubleday, Doran & Co. N. Ye, Vol. 4 

*indicates referencos of more value. ; 
**indicates references of most value. 
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Allen, Durward 

1910 Nobody loves the 'possum, Michisan, Conservation, 2:4:1-4 (March) 
Atwood, Harl L., Jre 

1938 Results of the Clerk National Forest fur-bearer survey. Jour. Wild- / 

life Management. 2:1:20-26 (Jan.) 
Bennitt, Rudolph and Werner 0, Nagel 4 

1937 A survey of the resident game and furbearers of Missouri. University 
_ of Missouri Studies, 12:2:215 pp. (April) Chapter 15. 

*Brown, Louis G, and Lee EB. Yeager | 
1943 Survey of the Illinois fur resources, Bul. of the Illinois Natural 

- History Survey, 22:6:435-504 (Sept.) 
Burt, William i 

1946 The mammals of Michigan, The University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor 

pp. 81-83. 
Coghill, G. E, i 

1939 Studies on rearing the opossum, Ohio Jour, Scicnce 39:53239-29 

(Sept.). 
Dearborn, Ned 

1932 Foods of somo prodatory fur-bearing animals in Michigan. Univ. of Michi- 
gan School of Forestry and Conservation Bul. No. 1, Ann Arbor, pp. 20-26, 

Fish and Wildlife Service ; 
1941 Hints on the care of opossums, Wildlife Leaflet 187, p. 1-2. 

Grinnell, Joseph, Joseph S. Dixon, and Jean M, Linsdale - 

& 1937 For-bearing mammals of California; their natural history, systomatic 
status, and relations to man. Univ. California Press, Berkoley. Vol. 1, 

pp. 47-60. 
Hainilton, W. J. Jr. 

1933 Tae northyard spread of the opossum in Nev York. Jour. Mammalogy, 
14:2:151-152 (May). 

1943 The mammals of castern United States, Comstock Publishing Co. 
pp. 11-15 (432 pp.). 

1943 Birth in the opossum family. Pa. Game News, 13:11:4-5 (Feb.). 
“Hartman, C. G. . 

1928 The breeding season of the opossum amd the rate of intrauterine and 
postnatal development, Jour. Morphology and Physiology, 46:143-215. 

*Lay, Daniel W. 
te Ecolégy of the opossum in oastoern Texas. Jour. Mammalogy, 23:2:147-159 
(May). 

Ifllie, R, D, and E. Francis 
1937 The pathology of tularaemia, Bull. 167, National Institute of Health 

Bulletin, Govt. Printing Office, Washington, D.d. ®p. 183 (Feb.). 
*Reynolds, Harold Ce 

1945 Some aspects of the life history and ecology of the opossum in Central 
Missouri, Jour. Mommalogy 26:4:361-378 (Nov.). 

“Soton, Ernost Thompson 
1929 Lives of game animals, Doubleday Doran & Coe New York, § vol, 
55:2:104, 

& Smith, Luther 
c 1941 An observation on tho nest-building behavior of the opossum. Jour, 

Manmalogy, 22:2:201-202 (May). 
*Stuewer, Fredorick W, 

| 1943 Raccoons, their habits and mnagomont in Michigan, Ecological Mono- 
| graphs 13:203-258 (April).
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Stoner, Bayton : 
1939 Remarks on abundance and range of the opossum, Jour. Mammalogy 

~  2223250+251 (May). 
“Yeager, Ice BE, : 

1936 Wintor daytimo dens of opossums, Jour. Mammalogy 17:4: 410-411, (Nov.), 

1937 Naturally sustained yheld in a farm fur crop in Mississippi. Jour, 
Wildlife Monagomont, 1:142:28-36 (July). 

* indicates noferences of most value. : : 
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Cahalane, Victor He 
1943 Elk-food-and-winter. Outdoor America $:3:4+5,16, (Feb.) 

1943 El management and herd resulation-Yellowstone National Park. Trans. 8th 
N, A, Wildlife Conference 95-101. 

Case, George 

1938 The influence of elk on deer populations. Bull. #6, School of Forestry, 
Univ. of Idaho, Moscow 25-27. (Dec.) 

Murie, 0. J. 
1930 An epizootic disease of elk, Jour. Mama, 11:2:214-222 (May). 

Olsen, Orange A, 

1942 Managing Nobo's waniti. Trans. 7th N.A. Wldlf. Conf. 375-381. Also 
printed in "Blk belov, the writines of Orange A. Olsen", Stevens and Wallis, 

Inc. 1945, 

Preble, Edward A, 

1911 Revort on the condition of elk in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, in 1911, 
U. S. D. A. Biol. Survey, Bull, No. 40, 23 ppe’ 

Rush, William M, 
1932 Northern Yellowstone ell: study, Montana Fish and Game Commission, 

: 131 pn. 

1943 Two-way waste. Amer. For. 49:6:286-289, 318, 320 (June). 
Schwartz, John BH, II, and Glen B, Mitchell 

1945 Tho Roosevelt olk on the Olympic Peninsula, Washington, Jour. Wldlg, 

Memt. 9:4:295=319. (Oct.) 
Skinner, M, P, 

i Story of the whitebar elk; the lifo history of 2 Yellomstone clk. 

Reprinted from Natural Historye 

Swift, Lloyd W. 

12% A partial list of the elk herds of Colorado. Jour, Momm, 26:2:114-119. 

May, 
Young, Vernon A., and W. Leslie Robinette 

1939 A study of the range habits of elk on the Selvay Game Preserve, U. of 
Idaho Bull, 34316. 48 pp.
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REFERENCES ON ANTELOPE 
Compiled by A, Jackson, Jr. 19446. 

1851 Audubon and Bachman 
Quadrupeds of North America, II, pp. 193-205. 

1s77 Caton, J. De 
j The antelope and deer of America. pp. 21-65, Forest and Stream Pu- 

| blishing Company, New York. 
1886 Wingate, G, W. 

Through the Yellovstone Park’on horseback. pp. 211-213. 
: 1895 Committee of Boone and Crockett Club 

Size of horns in hunting in many lands, p. 429. 
1897 Ronsevelt, T. : 

Trail and camp fire, The book of the Boone ond Crockett Club.pp,»20e2ll,. 
1901 Roosevelt, T. 

American big game hunting. The book of the Boone and Crockett Club 

Pps, Legmhse. 
1901 Iydekker, R, 

The great and small game of Europe, Western and Northern Asia and 

America. pps 333-558. R 

1902 Roosevelt, T, 
The deor family. Grosset & Dunlap, New York pp. 98-130. 

1904 Wheoler, 0. Deo ean 
! The trail of Lewis and Clark, TI, -p.' 177. a i 

1904 Grant, Me De Pas ce 
Tho Origin and relationship of the largo mammals of North ‘Amorica, 

. Sth Annual Report of the New York Zoological Society, New York 

: 1905 Stone and Cram ; 
American Animals, ppe 54-57. : Oh 

1906 Hornday, WV. T. - | HT Re 
The Amorican natural history, py. 116-118. 

1907 Mearns, BE. A, ied 
Fanily antilocapridae, mammals of the Mexican Boundary of the United 
States. U. S. National Museum Bulletin 56, pp. 220-232. 

1908 Lyon, M. W,: : . FP 
‘ Remarks on the horns md on the systematic position of the Anerican 

antelope.’ Proc, U. S, National Museum, XXXIV, pp. 393-399. 
1909 Scton, Ernest Thompson © . mee : 

Life-histories of northern animals. An account of the mammais of 
Manitoba; Vols 1, pp. 209-246, Archibald Constable & Co. Ltd., London. 

1916 Nelson, E. W, aM giles 
* Tho larger: North American Mammals. National Geographic Magazine. 

pp. 452-453. ie 
1917 Nelson, BE. FW - Sein : . 

In the Proc. of the National Parks Conference, p. 201.’ (Jan. 2-6) ‘ 
1917 Jones, E. Sear ERE Nie . 

Future of the antelope. Proc. of the National Parks’ Conference, 

; pp. 205-207. (Jun, 2-6) 
1920 Bailey, V. y a 

Qld and new horns of tho prong-horned.antclope,.. Journal. of Mammalogy. 
py. 128-129 - (May) - : 

1920 Shufeldt, R. TW. ‘ . : Beis 
The American antclopo, American Forestry. pp. 745-754. 

1921 Grimoll, George : 
Shed horns of the Amorican antelope, Journal of Memmalogy p. 116 (May? 

1922 Skinner, M. P. ' 
The prong-horn.e Journal of Mammology 3:2:82-105 (May)
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1922 American Byson Society. Report for 1922-23 pp. Yu-64. 

3925. Deton, (Sy) Be 

The Nevada antolope, Off, Bull. Nevada State and Game Protection Leaguo, 
1:1:7  (Feb.) 

1923 Hatton, J. 
Colorado Antelope. Bull. of the Colorado Game and Fish Protection 
Association. 3:4:2-3. 

1923 Heller, 3, 

The vanishing race 9f prong-horns. pp. 5-10 (June) 
1923 Ulm, A. 

Our disappearing antelope. 2:23121-123 (Aue.) 
1924 Skinner, M. F, 

The American antelope. An account of thelife history and habits of 
Anerica's most unique animal, Roosevelt ‘ila Life Forest Experiment 
Station, Syracuse, N, Y. 3:2. 

1924 Millor, G. 
List of recent North American mammals. U.S. Nat. Mus. Bul. 128 pp.i93-'u. 

1925 Nelon, EV. + 
Status of the pronghorned antelope, 1922-24. U. S. Dept. Agr. Bulle 
No. 1346, Washington. (August). j 

1929 Seton, B, T. : 
‘ Livos of North American mammalse 3:2:413-467. Doubleday, Dorm & Co. 

(New York). ; : j 
1930 Heller, Edrand : t ; Ii ) 

The American prong-horned antelope, Bull. Wash. Park Zoo. Soc. 1:4 

(May-June) f \ Ws : 
1930 Quinn, Davis : 

The antelope's S.0.S. Emergency Conservation Coma, (New York) (Oct.) 
1936. Taylor, We - ! oe ( 

The prong-horned antelope in the Southvest, NAL Conf. (Feb.) pp.652-66 
1938 Hinarsen, A, Se \ By 

Life-history: and management of antelope in Oregone Trans. Third North 
Aner, Wildlife Conf., Baltimore pn. 381-387. 

1939- Jewett, Stanley G, 3 
Hart mountain antelope refugee Dopt. of Agr. Misc. Publ. No.355 (June) 

1940 Young, S. Pe 
The comeback of the antelope. Western Sportsmon. (Sept.) 5:4:7-8,23. 

1941 South Dakota Conservation Digest 
_ Antelope Census made by aoroplane. (Apre) op. 7. 

1942 Wyoming Wildlife — j 
Rehabilitating the pronghorn. pp. 1-3, 17. (June) 

1943 Allred, %. J. ee NG 4 ' 
Vyoming antelope-history and vartime management. 6th NAVI. Conf. - 
ppe, 117-122 

1944 Chattin, Join Be, Carlton M. Hermon, & Harold Kirby: 
A parasite from antelope in California. Trans. of the Amer. Microsco- 

pical Society. (Jan) 63:1:27-29. 
1944 Knipe, Theodore ; AO . 

\ The status of the antelope herds of northern Arizona, Ariz. gome and 
‘fish comm, Pittman-Robertison Project 9-R. 4O pp. (June). 

1944 McLean, D. De 
The pronghorned antelope in California, Calif. Fish and Game, 

30:4 (Qcte).
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1944 Beer, Je : 
Distribution and status of pronghorn antelope in Montana. Jour. Marm, 
25:1:43-H6 (February). 

1945, Bach, R, N. 
Annual antelope census completed September, 1945, North Dalota 
Outdoors 8:44:38 (October) 
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REFBRENCES ON MULE DBER 

ee (Compiled by Bruce Stollberg, 1946). 

Boone, R. P. i 
1938. Deer managoment.on the Kaibab. ‘rans Third North amer. Wildlife 

Conf., Baltimore, py, 368-3750 °°. ‘ 
Carhart, Arthur Haythorne 

1944, ‘hat deer oat. Amer. Forests, Aug. ppo 383-385. ive 
Cowan, Ian McTaggart : 

1936. Distribution and variation in deer (Genus Odocoileus) of the Pacific 
coastal region of North America. Calif. Fish and Game, 2233:255-2u6. (July) 

1943. Notes on the life history and morphology of Cophenemia jellisoni ; 

tor-nsend and Lipoptena depressa say, two dipterous parasites of the Colum 
bian black-tailed desr (Odocoilous hemiomus columbianus (Richardson). 
Canadian Jour. Resoarch, Vol. 21, p>, 171-187 (dane) 7933 

Cronemiller, F...P. 

1943, An analysis of the special de:r season in southern California. 
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PUTTING TH SCIENCES TOGETHER : i 

In the classroom, the sciences are assumed to be separate. ‘his is convenient , 

for professors, who have a hard enough time explaining even one science, but it 

AY doesn't help mach in the field, where you invariably have to put sciences to- ; i 

gether to explain even the simplest event. 1 

For example; this woroiee at 7:26, at a temperature of -2°, a cardinal uh f 

burst briefly into song at Kendall and Allen Sts. They sing rarely at this . 

pauene t have 5 records to date. Later they will sing daily. si How do I ’ ; 

explain? 3 ee 

: Looking up, I see 2 males fighting, with a hen on the sidelines looking on. 

I infer that one of these males trespassed on the other's territory; the tres- 

pass explains, the fight, and the fight explains the song. Ms tin) ruaus | ehuat~ as 

om Pe as not fight and sing in December? Because an internal ‘i 

endocrine change begins with the solstice on December 21, and is only now be- ; ‘ 

: ginning to make the male "feel his oats". This endocrine change moves him to 

Glin Gustin territory, bo fiahts and be wing: | Cold, ou the etkne uaa eee i 

presses him. He sings only when the endocrine stimulus overrides the hecvosatead 

fe This took place, momentarily, when his neighbor trespassed. 5 : cet 

By March the stimalus will be so «strong, and the cold so weak, that every : j 

Ctrreleroke ‘ ; : f 
male will sing every day. By May he will mate and nest. ne 

Here I have put together physiology, meteorology, and ornithology in the _ 

form of an hypothesis. To formulate hypotheses about wildlife, and to test a 

them for conformity to observed facts, is wildlife ecology. G fins evar An Outas 

2 vert nastart f da Aa RA pls AAA whe VTA fuck, ae pana ona ar for treselaliney agiprtheser, ! 

Rsdeleds Ret. Wa conrelous ies: ua oe thc , of wat fe f, : i 

oo | | .
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Iecture Outline 
: Wildlife Ecology 118 

1947 

(A) Plants, Animals, Soils, and Land-Use 

1. History of a large area: southwest Wisconsin, Z " 
2, Bibtex o2-G-omeli-sepe-a_spadside-comperen 1900-4940, Mabbat & bricks 
3. Plant Succession, flora, and fauna: habitat. 

4, Key Plants, Key Formations, Food Habits. 
5. Reading Landscane. : ‘ 
6. Test on Readings, A 

: (3) Population Behavior, General 

7. Biographies of population units. 
&. Annual Behavior, Territory, Home Range, Social Organization, 

/ Intolerance, 
9. Movements: local, migratory, irruptive. 

10. Distribution: spread and shrinkage. 

11. Fluctuation. Cycles, irruptions, extinctions, 

12, Test on Readings. ‘ k 

(C) Wisconsin Bcolocical Studies Som | 
ak ( ae Ww ’ 

13. Deer. Q det 

14. Bobwhite and Pheasant, : 
15. Rabbits, res, ‘and Grouse. ‘ 

16. Songbirdg Studies? ‘ 
17. Phenology. 

(D) Community Oreanization 

op ye 

18. Food Chains and Pyramids. 
19. Stability of Commnities. Pest Behavior. Exotics. Equilibria. hg 

: 20, Beology and Conservation. 5/) : 
21. Test on Readings. 

(2) Regional Ecology f 

22, The Canadian Prairies. 
23. . Chihuahua, Arizona, New Mexico. 

24, Central Europe. 

| 3 

\ si
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ulz3 5/2 PM " 
Suggestions for Projects “ay Pr S13 AN | 

Wildlife Ecology 118 Uf § Sis Pm 

ye 4Ia0 Jy AM 
‘Bach student will select a project. At the end of the semester, he will show me 

& summary of his findings and a bibliography of his readings on the subject. There 
will be a werbal quiz on both. She 

Students may work in pairs if the subject matter demands. o7 AM 

1, fensra. Phenology. Record the date of beginning of seasonal events such as 
the first song in resident birds, first arrival of migratory birds, first emergence 
of hibernating memmals, reptiles, and amphibians, breaking of ice in lakes, first 
bloom of p'ants, and beginning of agricultural operations such as plowing and seeding 
of specified crops.e Distinguish by asterigk between your own observations and those co 
contributed by others. 

2. Birdsong and Licht. Record the time of first daybreak song or call of some 
common bird such as English Sparrow, starling, cardinal, bluejay or robin. Plot 
as a curve in comperison with mnrise. Record the weather. Deduce effect of light 
and weather on time of first song or eall. 

3- Cardinal Territory, Record each day whether or not eng occurs on a specified 
terribory. Map the song perches and try to define the boundaries of the territory 
in relation to others of the same species, Find md date the nest if possible, 

U. Chickadee Mobility. Five chickadees banded red on right foot and two banded 
green on the left foot are using the feeding tray at the Wildlife Office, 424 

“) University Ferm Flace. Map their home range during the remainder of the winter, Find ' 
if they travel as a group, and whether they tolerate other groups within the home 
range, Find when the group breaks up into pairs, and whether they pair with out~ 
side birds, Try to locate nesting territories. (Binoculars needed for this project.) | 

| 

5. Browse Palatability List. What woody plants are browsed by cottontail? Mot | 
browsed? Apparent order of preference? Response of plant: does it resprout? Does 
browsing change its distribution or abundance? Parts eaten? (bark, buds, twigs.) | 

Size limit of stems browsed? When does browsing cease? 

6. Phenology of a Plant Species. Select some plant which blooms before May and 

in which individuals are recognizable. Mark a suitable mumber of individuals, and 

record date of first bloom in each, Distribute your sample individuals so that 
the resulting frequency curve will show @ither (a) the time~distribution of first 

Dlooms on a given site, or (b) the time-distribution of first blooms on a wide 

vatietyof sites. In a few species a comparison of (a) and (B) is possible. 

7» Boost Study. Census the population of some gregarious roost such as crow, 

sterling, or English sparrow, Trace the decline of the roost and the behavior of 

its members as the breeding season approaches, 

8. Phenology of a Hibernator. Make daily observations on emergence of some ‘ 

wimk selected hibernator in specified locations. Find out whether emergence, once 

it starts, is daily or not, and at what time of day it occurs. Deduce whether 

emergence is governed by current temperature, light, or some other factor.
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i University of Wisconsin 

: Farm Short Course, 1944 
LITERATURE FOR WISCONSIN NATURALISTS 

(A) Birds 

Handbook for identifying birds in the field: 

—S> A Field Guide to the Birds. Roger Tory Peterson. Houghton-Mifflin Co., New 
York. $2>¢& 463.50 tho newtacd caddie cAstSn UIQ) in AX cCOOoe tk, i 

| 

Reference book for reading life-histories. , 

Birds of Minnesota, Thomas S, Roberts, Univ. of Minn. Press, Minneapolis, | 
2 vols, Colored pictures. Out of print, but may be consulted in libraries, : 
Qudiation Gand Quis Hatton band Ban. Richard H Pou. Doubleday, &Co. we. . 

iS.y! a 
Joi sare SoS oshoee ohn tort . 

295--American—Birds,—Thonas.S+—Robertse— Unive-of Minne Press, Minneapotisy poe 

How to study birds. 

A Guide to Bird Watching. Joseph J. Hickey. Oxford University Press, New 

York. $3.50. 
(“fo Mura of yookeay’) 

Bird Magazines. 

Wilso lletin. Quarterly magazine published by the Wilson Ornithological 
Club“at Ann Arbor, Mich. Subscription $2 per year. 

weld Notes 
Audubon eae Bi-monthly magazine published by the National Audubon 
Society, 100@ Fifth Avenue, New York City. Subscription $2 per year. 

Passenger Pigeon. Quarterly bulletin published by the Wisconsin Society 
for Ornithology, State Office Bldg., Madison. Subscription $1 per year. 

(B) Mammals 

Colored pictures with brief popular life-historics. 

Wild Animals of North America. Edward W. Nelson. National Goographic Socicty, 

Washington, D. C. Ee Out of print, but available in libraries. 

Tochnical book, illustrated, with brief life-histories and maps of ranges. 

| The Mammals of Eastern United Statos. W. J. Hamilton, Jr. Comstock 

| Publishing Co., New York. $4, 

| (C) Plants 

| —>Spring Flora of Wisconsin. WN. C. Fassett, Botany Dept., Univ. of Wis. 

oe (iechuieal, Plants flowering up to Juno only. ) 

Field Book of American Wild Flowers. Schuyler Matthews, Putnam's, Now York, ) 

(Popular. Colored picturos. ) 

Forest Trees of Wisconsin. Fred G. Wilson. Conscrvation Dopt., Madison, 15¢. 

Michigan Treos, Charles Hubort Otis. Univ. of Mich., Ann Arbor, 80¢. 
(Technical, but illustrated for popular use. ) 

}
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University of Wisconsin Secondary Plant Quccesstons in Wisconsin (other than aquatics) ( — Aldo Leopold and Lloyd H. Skinners (not for sion)? 

Ko ahen Rees Ss = ee Ss Seo ae ao ee = = SS ate de ota TE ee eee) 
Ko = Se ee = = = = mortem Moconstn — — — — —— — > 

ee ee ee ee ee ee eee | 
lesser ragweed = | lossor regreed | water smrtweed | water smrtweed sandbur y 

= (yellow foxtail) © (yellow foxtail) (Lamb's quarters) sandbur poverty cate fn tcl 7 

(animals) horse weed daisy fleatane W | didens vernyard gress horse weed, } 4 
rough cinquefotl pepper grass Yermyart cress | lesser regweod = Pureh plantain { 

eontde Arabis lyrate “ \ ‘ 

(noary vervain) @ | (oak-hickory weets) | Ltatris pyonostachya| (sheep sorrel) (sheep sorrel) (ebeep sorrel) (white clover) 8 | (white clover) § r 
roe (milein) o | pr. goldenrea swamp loosestrife | evening primrose Liatris scartosa bracken, fire weed 7 | fire weed r 
(perennials | evening primrose pr. clovers mt. mint dirdfoot violet spiderwort (orange hawkweed) ‘ball thistle o Dracken r 
 bionnials) | gertanthas pr. asters rosin weed Pink _pensteson pin weed fireweed ¥ | Buropean nightshade | weet oicely | 

guteerens Sompass plant tall meadow rus marsh milkwood Monaria panotata pearly everlasting asters: | 

Dergamot rattlesnake master Mich. lily tall meadow rue flowering spurge $ cud wood goldenrots i 

ery bento white latyelipper | spider henry pascoon 4 
Grgntucyy biue- 9 | turkey foot (timothy) (reatep) Leptiloms wild tinothy ‘timothy )~ ‘ory | brome grasses 

‘GRASS quack grase Indian grese turkey foot Calamgrostis Soribner panic = S. Kala's brome (reateop) wood sedges 

(Canada bluegrass) prairie drop seed Indian gress manna gress pr. June grase Bt. rice Calamagros tis 

cide oats gram spartina sedges sand dropseed purple oat grass Cinna latifolia ) 
switeh grass cotton grass needle grass sedges 

sedges wireg: Carex pennsylvanion 5 4 

baselmt ‘lead plant prairie willows sandtar willow Fed dogwood 8 Smoot fern raspberry alder ‘Deaked hazel 

SERB wild plum prairie roses prairie roses Aly dogwood, a dog birch sand cherry dinokberry mt. maple 3B | mt. maple 3 
one siney) | umes prairie willow neadowswoot moadowswoot Leatherleat Yew Jersey ton «3B | harelmt Fed dogrood 3B | mepberry & 

wild grepe S| wow Jersey ton 3B ditterswoot Iabrador tea dowberry chokecherry raspberry 
blackberry . carrion flower (A) pete taured low juneverry 5 | Canada juneberry~S | bush willows 
thornapp o st moon seed. A * cranberry bash cranbe: & 

‘bur oak Q) s red birch sugar maple ‘tamareck Jeckpine white pine Arbor vitae 3B hemlock 3 

‘TREE or white oak LJ silver mple dasswood ‘ Diack spruce; (3) Diack oak W | rea (Norway) pine Delsan fir sugar maple 7 
OLTMAx Z Amor. ola Fed oak white pine Hill" oak W | paper birch ¥ | white spruce (4) | yellow birch oS 

shag-bark hickory W | without fire trends without fire tremis | swamp white oak white oak red maple edge var oak (shrub) aspen r red maple 3B ‘basswood o.% N 

red one 1 | toward cac-nickory | toward willoy, elm, | cottonwood white ash alder pincherry balsas poplar F | black ash velean fir wre ~~ 
biack oak ' ash, cottomwood red ash Aner. ola a , Jeckpine 7 | aspen 7 | white pine bs 

IN \ paper birch y | rea cae # 
‘eray dogwood 8 exay dogwood 8 | hop hornbeam Fa 50% ' Diueberry yew -  B | Fed-berried elder = a 

umperstorr | prickly ash o prickly ash @ | dlue beech alder ‘bunchberry currents hop hornbeam 
& GROUND May apple poison ivy arrowrood, chokeberry olintonia vanchberry ‘red maple 3 

covaR tok trefoil = mannyberry white trilliun Tex verticillate trailing arbutus storflower Leathervood, sir 
(see also wild geranium Tex verticiliata hepation shag wintergreen gold thread meplecl. viburmm- | . 
sireb) tall yellow ladyslipper ‘bladder mt ue anemone piteher plant Pyrola elintonia Canada honeysuckle B 

ood nettle maidenhair fora soccasin flower yo} Tycopodiune yew 2 
= ‘upland silt loaas ‘peaty meadow soils i ‘Trends WH without disturbance white pine Lycopodiuas | ; 
oy SOILS & a x Qh. Mie.) towart trends toward hemlook-bardwood Solencn's ‘coal. | 

EBOION without disturbance oak-hickory becomes southern hardwood. red pine ‘twinflower | 
When oxidized dae anti | 

(01a Carrington and | (Clyde, Bsnkeshe, (alluvial sands likely to fora Sandy soils (Coloma | Better sandy soils Woody peat white trillion 
related series) and related series) | derived from Colom ‘tussock bogs Plainfield & related (Vilas, Plainfield, maidenhair fern 

‘ 5.40, Mis. 5.5. Wis. and Plainfield series) (Carex stricta) weries.)Oent. & HN. Wie. related series) Bak, is. partridge berry | 
Cont. & H. Wis. ‘upland sandy loans 

Laom — (parenthesis) exotics escaped to the wild W especially valuable for winter food ‘VARIATIONS: (1) on gravel Knolls stands are hin, short. Red oak dreps out, red cedar, or. Juniper, & pasque flower come in. | and silt loans 
UBderlined characteristic species 8 . « "gamer food (2) om dlows and tree stage drepe out; Linaria cansdensis, Specularia perfoliata, Rudsonia tomentosa come in. (Kennan, Colby, & 
Dro ‘species iniuced ty fire 3 . "© winter brome * (3) Diack space drops out in southern Wisconsin related series) 
° species induced ty erasing (1s) on heavy poorly drained soils (Colty & Cable series) white spruce occurs with bardwoos ant balsas fir. 

Wore: This tadle omits many variations and minor types. We solicit suggestions for improvement. (5) river-dottom types are so variable that one is selected as an example. Ha. Me. p 
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! February 6, 1945 | 

; 

SYNOPSIS OF WILDLIFE ECOLOGY 

7 » 1. Changes in land-use during the historical period brought changes in the 

mumbers and distribution of animals. Some changes were reversible. We ) 

know from this that the feuna is an expression of the flora. 

2. Within its geographic range, the presence or absence of a species is determined , 

by the presence or absence of certain combinations of plants ("food and cover"). j 

3. The population level is determined by the equilibrium between gains and losses, ' 

which is in turn determined by the interplay of: , 

(a) Reproduction vs. Decimation 

(b) Social pressure. (Intolerance within the species) 4 

4. At this latitude a habitable combination of plants, or "niche",consists of 

places to feed, loaf, and sleep during the winter, plus a place to breed. 

This assortment of places must exist within the radius of mobility of the 

aa species. The utility of any combination is contingent upon many accidents 

S. 9 of weather, predation, and current farming practice. A winter niche is 

habitable when it offers many alternative combinations. 

5. Habitable niches represent the interplay of land-use and the plant succession. 

All plant communities, when undisturbed, tend to change toward a climax stage. 

In a forest, the successive stages are weed, forb, grass, brush, forest. ) 

The succession is retarded by cutting, grazing, plowing, burning, and mowing. 

It may be advanced by planting. The site may be changed, and a new community 

induced, by draining or deep burning. 

6. An unknown succession can be deduced from a known history, or an unknown 

history can be deduced from a known succession. "Plant X is here because 

condition Y obtains. Condition Y obtains because plant X is here". 

2” 
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Problem # 1. 

a (Due any time.) \ 

Give examples of the following, selected either from your reading, } 

i your personal experience, or your class notes: ; 

1. <A behavior and its releaser. " 

2. Limitation by sex, age, or season. y ; 

3. Innate vs. learned, 4 

4, Linkage with prior or subsequent behaviors. 

5. Relation to territory, aggregation, or habitat. 

6. Survival value. 

' You may cover 6 aspects of one behavior, or select 6 behaviors, 

or any intermediate combination. 

4 
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‘ Wildlife Ecology 118 

Reading Test, Avril 15, 1947 

(Ansver ten questions) 

1. Draw a rough diagran of the lynx and snowshoe rabbit cycles, showing the length 

of each and the time-relationship betveen then. 

2. “hy are the lynx and snovshoe rabbit cycles vetter supported by factual data 
in Canada than in “isconsin? 

3. Describe very briefly some flora and fauna of the barren grounds, What vlant 
community borders the barren grounds on the south? 

5. List in secuence the most important events of the vear in the life of the 
English robin, and indicate roughly in ~hat month each occurs. 

6. Discuss briefly whether song is an innate or a learned behavior| pott+ern: y g 

rm j ar - 7 

8. Is territory in English robin defended against one or both sexes? ‘tho defends, 

the male, the female, or both? 

, 9. Hor long does it tate for the English robin to build a nest? 
ge 

\/ 10. Discvss briefly differential sex and age migration in English robin, 
/ 

11. What is the releaser for attack behavior in territorial fighting of Snglish 
robin? Is a trespasser ever evicted ~ithout actual fighting? 

12. Classify the following for nationality, employment, and anproximate date of 

writinz: David Lack, Earnest Thoimson Seton, Preser-darhing, A. . Schorger. 

13. What change in the species composition of woody vegetation takes place on 

an irrunting deer range? 

14u, Why is winter feeding of vheasants different in its ecolocical effects 
from winter feeding of deer?
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LECTURE 2: Interpretation of, Case Histories 

ai Case 1: Roadsides ; 

woe i Mint 
K-98 Diagram Sell, dnethintele, bradowe rer, oo aia 

wae in en dltn aan gaat 

m berTen rvwelorcle» Unobatvbret dic debrushing. In equilibrium 
* 1077 PReto. Lend-use-none, except pert ie - oak-hickory. ; 
\ between 3 competing communities: pra foreground) $e) 

\ ms first stage (crak etc.) and exotic invaders (bluegrass, & 

#e%m Then back to a brush tangle, where they loaf. Then_tofeed.again—in-pem 

4 -Bhen-to-grassy—spot,—where..they roost...Andso--from-day..to..day. 

Bonn ad : 
~ 417 But when the road is debrushed, the brush sadecathesie 

r LA wskin vo luf 
7 1104 The covey ass: “Next’ spring you find the carcasses. | 

; The corn (dining room) is still there, but you have taken away the 

loafing spot (dormitory?). Species gone. Stampke Generalization: ‘ | 

J land-use determines plants, plants determine animals. nie ee 

‘ if ea oer? 

1135 But not all animals disappear: meadow mouse. His dormitory is under | 
(roms uw) the grass, even quack grass. He eats about the same food as bo sa (corn, | 

weed seeds, insects). He prospers: the more you debrush, the/more 
meadownice. He fills the quail's “nicht®."” Gimp generalization: we 

( yem exterminate species, but not the animal community; undesirable species 
simply usurp the "lebensraum" of desirable ones. 

18 FO, Sune Watley Aptnnt fe, wee ae. be dvbewn ober, meals na wl hve mr boven, 

estions (not practice): Se reece tinct a i 

* + fo ~ 
Doves, ¢ What animal, like bobwhite,; disappeared with the brushy roadside? / . 

Guess why. e | 
i . ff AL rptrcefebile 

i Wade tw =: What animal, like the meadowhouse, persisted? Guess why. . 

Case 3; Ragweed Patch 

. A glacial pothole of 8 acres, filled with peat. Diagram-geoly—-succesetori 

onboard, ~Show-concentric..rings. 

X-103 Notice water-moat on outside. Why? Alkaline drainage? 

441 What it looks like today. 

483 What it looked like before drainage. Notice rings of vegetation, wettest 

. outside. Tamarck trunks found in digging ditch for drain tile. 

\ j L 4 

\ 
\. i 7
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L.2-p.2 

Vv764 Interior of a tamarack stand 

f 819 Pitcher plants on a floating log. 

“456 Ladyslipper in sphagnum (center of pothole) 

— 672——Pond_lily_in_wetperipheral--zonee——- 

¥765 Pushing back by cutting 

v51l Pushing back by fire 

v1127 Then drained, dried out, and burned deeply. A deep peat burn. See 

original surface. 

321 Giant ragweed came up in ashes. (weed stage, one year) 

1132 Quickly followed by nettles (forb stage, 5-6 years) 

Also often aspen, as in diagram, if seeds fly during wet spell. 

ay Then aster-goldenrod, sedges, & red dogwood (present stage) 

In this case the flora and fauna shifted in toto; blackbird only species 

found both before and after drainage & fire. Now carries a fair population 

of upland species, which use adjacent fields for feeding. 

1936-7 1937-8 1938-9 1939-0 1940-41 ig4i-4e 

_/ Pheasant v4 28 3 3 13 30 

| Hungarian Part. 15 20 ? ? 25 22 

~~ Cottontail 15 21 26 ? 6-10 6-10 

_Fawety geht cna bonne ve pIamcl ofecun vr orar tlnblrobiet tere 3 
Case 4; Central Wisconsin Marshes 

(Read "Marshland Elegy" for story of how land=use affects animals via plant 
succession and modification of soils) 

Y X-192 How the marshes originated by drainage of Lake Wisconsin. If not familiar 
with this read Martin's "Physical Geography of Wis", pp. 323-358. 

VY X-104 One of the puddles in old lake bed, now peat-filled, by spe process 
as Case 3. 

355 1870 or "haymeadow stage" 

697 18961910. Map of Drainage Districts. Why drained at this particular 
time? 

696 It was not a wet period; on contrary rather dry. 

- 635 Peat fires began. Burned peat with "pock-marks" 

( os 

i as ule “ ie m a nace “a ee
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8-79 Burned roots off trees. Taken in big fire of 1930 

™ 356 Immense fields of ragweed sprang out of ashes. Stored seed? 

1128 Also smartweed. Stored seed? Tell story of ducks full of smartweed 
killed in sedge marsh. 

354 Aspen seeded on ashes 

7Ol Abandonment of farms 

553 Ditches dammed 

637 Long dykes built from hill to hill, resulting in large "flowages". 

. 638 Beavers replanted; damed old ditches 

Effects on Animal Life 

Beaver: extinguished, now rapidly increasing. Aspen & water. Same 
for deer and bear, 

615 Sharptail and P C: Incr. up to 1932 (weed beds following 1930 fires) 
Now sharply decreasing; too much brush, too little food. Quail same. 

| 1318 Breeding ducks; increasing (but flights badly overshot) More water. 
; Sandhill cranes: perhaps holding up. About 25 pairs. 

, ff
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CASE HISTORY "Picture-Questions" 

Cases 2,4,5,6,8, 1945 : 

518 nv. c/a The dig tree is a bur oak, perhaps 200 years old. The 

younger timber is black and red oak about 70 years old. The land-use 

is pasture. Location: western Dane Co. What story does this tell? rh 

S64 RLM These are young bur nea The twigs are encrusted with : 

cork. Does this tell why the. rst es were bur oaks? Do black 

and red oak have cork? Does this explain why they now surround : 

veteran bur-oaks, as in first picture? 

898 io. ;pecow Here a farmer has pushed his fields far up a slope. 

Remaining woods is pastured. Has this anything to do with the "wrinkles" 

( 96% o airy Wine eiks an tle Mey Nas of he rere, 
; 142g Behind these strips of timber is a flat ridge, now pasture. i 

? yy The oldest trees in the strips are about 60 years. At the foot of the : 

aes slope is a watercourse: 

, 1430 By which stands a 60 year old cottonwood. Can you piece out 

ay a story? Has the tree any relation to chinch bugs? 

1095 Prairie Chicken. b..: <‘y.— What has been the history of this 

species in northern Wis? Central marshes? S.W. Wis? Did you gather 

any reasons for increase or decrease? 

863 |. Jaetew Shooting star, a prairie wildflower. Most abundant on R.R. 3 

rights-of-way from here west. Can you guess why? Does fire hurt them? 

( 968 vw Bele, This stream is "ox-bowing". Can you tell why? Do you think 

. it carries trout? 

; \ 966 This is a larger valley in same region. Would it be safe 

: to stack hay on these meadows? 

aia opie sii eh phe te as an GaSe Sagging ee ada LS Wiad gg Sat dae
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enor | : 

. 0 2126. Cr Ue ~“- This ia a deep burn in peat. What is the first Slant to 

re-~invade such ground? What animals benefit? once 

| | 354 This is a deep burn in peat, second stage, What plant? 

\ What animal benefits? What animal is exéluded? What other tree spreads 

\ asa seme of fire? ; f 

| 1380 tet This is the striped spermophile, a prairie rodent. What would 7 

you guess is his recent history in Wis: is he gaining or losing aca en ‘ 

 €192 t-rex, Glacial Lake Wisconsin. Give a thumbnail sketch of its history 

since 1840. 

( 11610 /4elee. What does this mean in terms of animals? (@o:l feuce) 

L 1362 Northern Wis.’ equivalent of rail fence. (not in mimeog.) ’ 

poder (1123 Can you recognize thist — (Uenyt: Ady) : 

t 1163 Can you deduce the kind of fence here? (ici) Wht (Sark we sins 

, (1K69 0 P )achuumw What can you read in this Lhnas super ola What 

| ek ee he ee ee ie a 
1416 Cleared hillside a Where? : 

1419 Rocks in cow pasture \ What goes on? 

1418 Watercourse below hillside rae becko, Maat is dark line in 141g 

\ 1415 Field near pasture : 

| we 1421 Pato? ovataal ‘ghYmeteat. Basswood logs. Why? ete igs frre aibensle oe 

ate Ak} -peobaak-enousisai sniiiace dettabedcaneet— . 

WAT bn G/4/ This shrub is found on pine barrens and on prairie. (N.J.Tea) 

If you don't recognize it, but had to make a guess at its name, how would you 

go about it? : ; i i a 

‘ (Bring skins of star-nosed mole, gumping mouse.) Ask what relation to See ey



What I want you to get from this discussion 4 Mimeo +0 
a ae 

Habitat _and Niche rat 

1, All animals have a daily round or "triangle", which includes sleeping, hay 

eating and resting places, collectively called a niche. 

, 2. A landscape is habitable when these places lie close enough together to fj 

be teh ted daily. The number of niches thus depends on landscape pattern ~ 

and mobility. For any given species. Pattern thus determines both . , 

. habitability and density. Af 

3. Niches may shift in composition and location by seasons. Home range is : 4, 

i the collective total of niches occupied during the year by an individual. : 

4. Ageregations of individuals occupying niches varies by species, and also ; 

seasonally. : 

i 5. That part of the home range defendéd against other individuals or aggre- i 

gations is the territory. Most animals are territorial while breeding, 

. but some are territorial at other seasons also. 
/ 

Student Questions _ : 

Point™1. Amundson. Compare a student and a/cardinal as to elements _ | 

of a winter niche. As to radius or mob#lity. a 

Repeab 1627 Point 2. Butdach. If the species were pheasant, would the same difference _ 

exist between dscapes A and Why not? (More mobile, not territorial 

in winter). y i 

(same) Point 3. Jean Boulware. /*f the species is quail but the season is summer, 

would the same differesice st between landscapes Ae Bt Why not? ‘ 

(Cover & food then gkists ev here). : 

(same) Point 45, arlés Brand. The Winter aggregation in quail is the covey 

(10-20 birds)./ What is it in summe ‘ What is it in cardinal for winter 

Y } and sumer? , f Ne 

) / \ 

rn : ‘ ;
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; (same) . Clifford B a 41dson. In a year when one are scarce and coveys too 

“ond slides) few to fill B, what would happen? Would coveys be smaller? Would one 

| covey use 2 niches? a : He ‘ 

. Oscar Brynhildson. In a veriés of years of scarcity, ceelek niches 1 & 

> 2 are always inhabited, while 4 are not? What would that tell you? 

(Desireability, marginal niches). one 

; oe Claire Broullard. What elements constitute a winter niche for chipmunk? 

Frank Sie For crow? What is his daily radius? ; 

ay iS 
ri x 

‘ 

ue ag !
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Pen 4 : Revised IQNE 0 ce ae 

Lecture 5: Niche, Mortality, and Carrying Capacity ce ae 
, , (94 ve 

. the lectures so far may be summed up as follows: i ; 

1. Habitability depends on certain combinations (alternative triangles) e i 

: of food and cover. ‘ t 

2. These combinations in turn depend on soil and plant succession. a 

3. Plant succession in turn depends on land-use. i 

Thus the presence or absence of any given animal, within its seoventle range, . 4 

, depends in the last analyses on land=use. ] 

The biographies, which you have now read, now enable us to add: A 

4, “Popelation level depends on the interplay of land-use with social “ 

intolerance, weather, and predation. » 

cu Notice that three of these forces are external to the species; one is internal. : 

ao (A) Alternative Triangle for Quail 5 ‘ 
j gar’ 

720 Marsh=-grape-corn. Habitable; no mortality. a 

1368 Quail when roosting are in "rosette" formation. 7 

595 Droppings in a marsh roost. ; 

1336 Grape loafing cover. Not same as roost cover. WNeedn't be clear overhead. 

§-37 Cornshock combination broke down when corn moved. at 

. 724 Marsh-grepe-manure. Habitable. No mortality.. ie 

516 Manure spreader. ‘ 

1075 Fencerow used as "street". _ 2 a 

f 725  Mamre too far from cover. Na habitable because (1) Mortality by hawk, \ ~ 

: (2) covey harrassed by hawk, hence 

' 505 lost weight, became vulnerable. Weight loss and vulnerability develop 

a together. Quail below 4 oz. (5th profile) will freeze in subzero weather,



Z 2 ‘ ‘ a 

: "and are readily caught by predators (such as redtail) which can't catch 4 

; fat quail. ; : : Y 

‘ / ee 

723  Marsh-locust-marsh. Not~habitable—beceuse-food—tow-grade.- Vi 

1103 Locust ay , 
, wo py 

1825 Hating locust beans on snow. Neha Jamarwt ), De cuttas nudrebdans £ ovel f ” pune aoe 

Conclusions: will defer till through with pictures. . i 

i (B) Alternative Triangles for Pheasant aa 

Much the same as for quail, except that (1) roosting, feeding, and loafing A 

spots may be further apart (2) less dependent on cover for safe travel. ‘ 

1878 Pheasant trail from marsh roost to soybean stubble. 

1987 Pheasants feeding on soybean stubble. ‘ 

1067 Frozen creek used as a travel lane. (When snow too deep for foot travel, is 

pheasants fly to cover their triangle). Bre Debt we Whit pe forall tha | 
am Pueuer angt® bevner | s 

592 Down corn is readily dehusked.,  efer fii arcmiy Me rime nau tard. Oc cere, : 

110L Burdock seeds are threshed out, leaving mats of discarded burs. on 

737 In very cold weather, pines are often used as roosts. ’ i 
As Dome y or hers ntnt ofirncd acs ‘ 

1947 Pheasants, like quail, become vulnerable, Cooper hawk kill, Arboretum. 

A winter flock does not defend its home range as a quail covey does, es 
Brad tot oer ferrnet Mint corr Garete Aeliwdn yore filer ytern th of Covent a 

hence it isn't » territory, ole Hebd t9 pun OUD Tew mane toner ies bode hex alin 

362 But in late winter cocks begin to crow. About to appropriate a territory | 

for his (future) harem. ‘These form by April. C Comemelng Lina lank ol, he Mare canes 
We a ar olgcentrrper CoeamPoat first ae 

(C) Horned Owl : 

1496 3 horned owl territories mapped by Baumgartner. (How? Droppings, kills, 

and actually watching at. night for hoots and fights with adjoining birds). 

adielley 12 tle denise Aadattetvnn, é 

: ‘ '



‘ 7d i) 7 
i: 53 ‘ 

1991 What are the "makings"? Roost for daytime: a pine, grapevine, or leafy 

bom met Nmap pels - Why a leafy oak? Any warmer than a naked one? 

13862 An old crow's nest, or hawk host) or ledge on a cliff. : ; 

1856 A thicket for rabbits. Grassy ground for mice. Hh : 

1727 Biography speaks of a mskrat "wandering cross-country from a distant pond" 

i (from which he was likely evicted by too many rats or too little water. 

More later of this). : 

452 Young owls (short ears). (hese are of different sizes, and one egg isn't : 

hetched. _/ awry Coat Why not all hatch at once, like chickens?) 

1367 Food remnants at aH. 0. nest on ledge. : 

788 Young owl (earred) just after leaving nest. Prsrhewnel Rater buhay ste bhai ‘ : 
wrvlo eroffer te mey mrlobly guat ofles 

ce (D) Loss: gain Equilibrium — es) 

X193 The three biographies are hypothetical cases, but based ia ak research. 

i Here are the three population levels, plotted together on same ren. by : 

months. The spring survival (2 owls, 6 pheasants, 8 quail), if repeated 

for a series of years, is the OP of that 97m) ‘ 

A 1665 How closely does actual survival repeat? Here is an actual case, quail at 

Prairie du Sac (4500 acres) plotted as breeding gain (solid) and winter : 

loss (dashed). During the early 1930's the spring survivals were about 5 

: 300. During 1940's about 150. Here we had a ohaahe in CP, of which more 

diet Notice that when gain exceeded loss, trend was upward. When loss | 

exceeded gain, trend was downward. This "sawtooth curve" will be aiepnaues : 

i ee een cee ee 
V 1668 Here is the loss history of 12 coveys through the winter of 1941-2. 

Stippled zone was a bad storm. Notice that some coveys lost only slightly 

(good niche) others heavily (submarginal niche). The sprihg survival in 

7 +
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{ J BIOGRAPHY OF A FLOCK 

10 pheasants - southern Wisconsin 

JANUARY: Ten pheasants roost in the cattails of the marsh at A, feeding on 

cornshocks which have been left at B. They use the marsh as mid-day loafing- 

ground. 

The frozen ground offers good hauling, so the farmer finishes hauling the 
shocks to the farmyard. The pheasants now feed at corn shocks (C), walzing up 
the fence line and crossing the road. The ragweed in the oat stubble (D) 
provides supplementary feed en route. 

The neighbor hauls in the corn from C. The pheasants now feed on the 
soybean stubble (E), returning to the marsh to loaf and roost. 

: Snow buries most of the soybeans, which are lying nearly flat on the ground. 

There is no other food except the feedlot (F), which the birds try to use, but 
subject to interruption by the farm dog. The birds oat driod grapes from the 

vinos on the foncerow (G) and also pick up acorn crumbs from the squirrels in 
the woods, and a littlo ragweed remaining in the stubble. 

The neighbor bogins spreading manuro at H. Tho birds feod there, walking 
via fencorow (G) and the road ditch (I). 

' A thaw now crusts the snow, making travel oasy, and oxposing various widely- 

) scattored feeding grounds. Tho flock ranges a full mile each day, flying or 

walking from one fecding spot to another. Sometimes evening finds thom so far 

afield they have to fly back to the marsh in semi-dark, 

A blizzard makes an end of this, and even buries tho roosting ground in the 

cattails. They try roosting in tho willows (J), but a horned owl makes a kill, 
leaving 9. Two other birds loso their tails when a slect glues them to the 
ground. 

They fly nightly to the evergroon windbreak (K) to roost. The farmor has now 

cut wood at L, and they loaf in the cover offered by the brushpiles. They forage 

locust beans at M and burdocks in the fencerows. 

FEBRUARY: More snow comes. <A fox scores on one of the tailless birds who is 
slow in dodging, leaving 8 birds. Another neighbor spreads manure at N. The 

. birds fly to it, as the snow is soft and walking difficult. 

A horned owl discovers the roost (K) and scores, leaving 7. The birds are 

forced back to the marsh to roost in the willows where the owl scores again, 
leaving 6. 

A thaw uncovers the cattails and all the old manured fields. Times pick up. 

Our own farmer puts out manure at 0. Still better. 

( MARCH: Easy going but for occasional tomporary snows. 

APRIL: ae birds form 2 harems, of a cock and 2 hens each, ! 
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MAY-AUGUST: Ono cock claims a crowing ground on the marsh. His hen (a) nests 
ia tho marsh but her oggs aro flnoded, His hon (b) nosts in tho woods and 

- brings off a brood of 8, 2 of which fall to a gopher; the rest survive. The 

other cock crows in the fencerow; both of his hons (c & @) nost in tho hay and 

are caught in the mowing. Both lose their eggs, and one her life also. Hon a, 

who was flooded, now ronests in a fencorow, bringing off 7, losing 1 in a pelt- 

ing rain, and 2 whon the brood is scattored by a marsh hawk. Hen c ronests but 

is caught in the oats harvest. x . 

SEPTEMBER: Survival; 14 phoasants, 5 old, 9 young. sol marieaa ty, 

OCT.-DEC; Hunters get 3, and 1 dios a cripple. Survival 10, as of a yoar ago, 

Population Curve - 10 pheasants 
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Map for Biography of a Flock of Pheasants 
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ee re Aldo Leopold sae 

ey - BIOGRAPHY OF A HORNED.OWL TERRITORY a 

o ' Frances Hamerstrom Ma ale based ade a 

oe o ~ "December : rae bo dine a ke 

witht A male owl hoots from the woodlot at; every dusk and dawn. He has staked 
out the woodlot as his territory, and is warning other males to keep out. 

Having served due notice: on-the dusky world, he proceeds with his hunt. Bi 
There is :no‘snow,as:yet, and the. frosts:have thinned the ground cover, hence... 

mice are: casy meat... We know this: because: Decomber pellets show.mostly deermice, | 
even when’ meadowmice are more abundant. . . 4 ia 5 ae 

“Another owl, presumably his mate, cohabits the territory. ; ‘ A 

mye Toward Christmas, a snow maios mouse—hunting harder and rabbit-hunting 
easier, The pellets show this shift.: ? Bute Fae ak 

Tho pellets also show sevoral quail skulls. These the owls catch from ge a 
covey which, by reason of a good nosting scason, was evicted from good quail © © 

rango, and settled-in tho. owls' woodlot.... ; ; nee ane 

ee . - is : a ee . ‘ “ fs i. hag 

L496 The two owls have now paired, and roost by day near an old crow's nost’ a 

which they repair. One roost is a leafy, whiteoak, another a grapevine; both 

help scroen the owls from crows. Se 
CUL Bh iaee tim pairs s Bit Veet Oat BO an ey oui Oo SG La Seek ae Baie aie 

ais The-male dofends.tho-territory against.all. other,owls, of whatever kind. . 

~~ Rabbits are still tho staplo.food3. when- mice are, caught, itis'mostly ,..- 

deermice, for the meadowmico are now under the snow. A mousing woasol’is caught 

and eaten; and; tho: next. day: a snow-white.pollot lies. under, tha roost tree. |. 

As wintor progresses, the-fomalo -hoots after the male, fairly. "taking tho .. . 

words out of his mouth" with hor highor call of five or six notes. ‘They are ; 

now mating. fie 

sek The: first ogg is laid in the crow!s nest, and incubation starts at once. A. 
second and third egg follow. Tho farmer is now making. wood, and often, flushes. . 

the incubating femalo, but fortunatoly ho hugs the stove on very cold days. Bot. 

for this, the oggs would frooze. Pao 

V2 » A snow followed.by rain and cold. causes soveral roosting pheasants. to lose 

\\*' their tails. The owls score on a tailloss bird; also. on a muskrat. wandering . 
_ adaaidaate frome: distant ponde 24 2) -iesisy ge on 45} pi tod doe st
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ee tk is March 

U3 2 The young owls hatch, but not ©11 at once. Tho first to hatch has had a 
sovoral good moals of cottontail, and of mice now exposed by thaws, before the 
youngost emergos. At fooding timo the two older owlots-tramplo the youngest, 

é who fails to get his share and soon starves. His brother and sister oat part 
of his broast and head. CRO IVC ORESTE, | ETN 

Tho malo owl brings from the marsh a long-tailed jumping mouso, just out 
of hibernation. oe 

5 20% G2) aS CERES Sa alate AD rid: lhe Bat at: Reet Bs ee Kael 

ed Tho young owls, still in downy white, are growing fast, for the migrating 
birds furnish abundant: and varied fod. *Tayny juvenile feathers bogin ‘to: push 
out tho’ whito: @own,’ waléh floats: through ‘the’ Woods: ahd hangs’ on-evéry: bubhyi e26 
A naturalist, bird-1list ih’ hand, ‘ones stomping’ through Mho woodlot. “He seds oo: 

the down, but not its meaning, Nor does he: perceive tho’ cloud of flies" buzzing’ °: 
over tho nost, which is now smolly with bones, fur, foathors, and the dead owlet. 

iste oy, Ay) aetna SA RU REESAVE! SLCC RN ute CORO helen es, 

Among the flios arc some Protocalliphorids: which suctoed in'laying’ oggs® on’ ” 
the bolly of tho smaller owlut, Tic maggots hatch and eat through tho skin, 

making & ‘Soro. am aC . x o 2 it wk ; a 7 So : cc a ee Hea BD om { Ny 

The two young owis now loave vhe nest: and ate baught: to fly and! nant.) .. 00 
Thoir parents bring them less food. They are now bigger than their parents, but 
so clumsy that thoy soldom catch anything bigger than insects. Crows plague them ae 
by day, but aro too busy. with thoir own housekeeping to form largo mobs. Bi 

REG ce NEOUS DW RERES s)he Fano ih eo eos Se Ee % Ue eee eye 2 

|) )""““tne woods are now full of young unwary mice, rabbits, and birds, but despite 
this peak of abundance,' hunger often threatens the cluiisy ‘owlets.:’ The young male 
is hardest put, for the larvae under his belly-skin are large and plump with his 

: blood. They “energe’ just in’ time for him to’ ‘recovery 9° <'" «fie Ste trios 

The’ ‘busy parénts now relax ‘their patrol of the: territory,: nor are’ they to - ~ 
be found by day in their former roost-troos, for the whole woods is now heavy 
with groenery, and crows aro busy with ‘thoir own young, <7 7°Ct0 Ts soocie ba 

July ates ee ay) eres 

15F The parent owls, increasingly indifferont. to thoir young through Juno, now 
: become positively hostile, and drive thom away from their kills. A young owl, 

evicted by his parcnts from a noighboring territory, ‘onters the woodlot’ and” 
narrowly escapos with his life. *: ° Sf Aas GL ioe sha bilo bas padous 

August peeawraiog a ta 8 ds baaadle Mangas a: 

‘The parents now drive thoir young’ out “of the woodlot, and hoot overy ovoning, 
} porhaps as a warning to all wandoring ‘youths.: The farnior hoars them, and worries 

about his pullets which aro now ranging in the grain stubble and roosting in the oy 

| orchard. Some disappear, so pole-traps are set, Three evicted juveniles aro 
caught in a week, but the hooting continues. It doos not occur to the farmor to 

|



WW 3 | 
Aw" pen up his vulnerable chickens at night. Instead he gets out his gun and 

//é/2 succeeds in killing both of the old owls. | 

One of their young falls to the pole-trap; the other has wandered far. The | 

woodlot, though unguarded, is now owl-less. 

September-October | 

Two new owls take up their abode in the woodlot, for it is a good territory, 
and they find it empty. Unlike the former pair, they hunt not only in the 

woodlot, but also around the house and barn. 

November-December i 

14492 The cottontail die-off started this summer, so after the bird migration is 

past, the new owls fall back on mice, game crippled by hunters, and chickens. 
The former pair had never learned the knack of catching chickens, Not only had 
they let the chickens alone, but they had patrolled the farm against all other 
owls. They were watchdogs for the farm, but to the farmer all owls are equal. 

304 No quail are killed by owls this winter, for the nesting season was poor, and 
the few coveys stick to the bost food and cover, where they are not vulnerable. 

By January the new owls have built a nest in a high hollow stump. 
410K 
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BIOGRAPHY OF A COVEY (2 

15 quail - southern Wisconsin 

Di va 

JANUARY: The covey is feeding on cornshocks which have been accidentally left 
120 at (A), using several grape tangles (B) as daytime cover. They fly to the 

marsh (C) to roost. 

The ground gets hard so the farmer husks out the shocks and hauls the corn 

to the barn. His place is posted, and he is a quail-lover, but he is unaware 
that he is jeopardizing his birds. The covey falls back on the ragweed (D) in 

the oat stubble. (There is plenty of corn 4 mile away, but no cover, hence the 
birds can't reach it--being of short radius.) 

A snow buries the ragweed, so the covey begins to fly to the barnyard to 

feed. The farmor notes this, and feols a glow of hospitable pleasure over his 
. guests. But the farm dog and cats note it, too. The cats got one. Another 

dics of cold when the dog scatters them late ono afternoon, and the bird fails 
to rejoin the others. Motor traffic gets another during a sudden disturbance. 

Twolve lcft. 

The farmor by accidont bogins to scatter manure on snow in stubble at (F), 
This is mch better than risking the barnyard, so they feed thore. Using 
foencorow (G) as a street, thoy don't need to fly. 

{ 

FEBRUARY: Every day the manure-spreader moves farther from the fenco, while 
snow covers the noarby manure. A Cooper's Hawk happons along and catches the 
covey in midficld. He gots ono. Eleven left. 

So tho covey mst givo up the manuro. Watched by the hawk, it "holes up!" 
all day under the grapos, foodless for 2 days, They all drop from 190 to 170 

grams~--a large loss in speed and strength. 

So the third day they stay right in the marsh where they roosted, and find 
they can scratch up enough doddsr, jowol-woed, and smartwood secod to livo, The 
hawk gives it up and leaves. But now comes a really decp snow, hiding all the 

* marsh food. 

They sally forth, forced by hunger, to the locust trees at (H). This is 
poor food, and uses up nearly as mail aneieay as it gives, The average weight 

is now 160 grams. Once night a wandoring mink flushos tho roosting birds, which 

scatter in the dark. One alights in the open, where a horned owl picks him up. 
Two others die of cold. Hight left, weight 160 grams. 

MARCH: A thaw comes and exposes the old manuro near the fonco, The romnant 
eagerly resumes feeding there. But-the farmer now burns the marsh, forcing tho 

birds to roost under the grapo. Hero a passer-by flushos thom one ovoning so 
late the owl scores, Seven loft, but weight going up. Many migrant Cooper's 
Hawks this month, but on the snowless ground with educated birds they fail to 

P score. 

APRIL: Green alfalfa and waste corn has picked up woights, and the birds begin 
to pair on warm days, and look for nesting territorios, The unmatod cock 

whistles his disappointment, 

f i 
q 

j
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| MAY: The three pairs begin nesting, one in the alfalfa, one in the greoning 

marsh, another on the ditch. 

JUNE: The haymower gets the alfalfa nest (2), a rain floods the marsh nest (by 

but the ditch nest (c) brings off 13 chicks. Total 8 plus 13 = el. 

JULY: Hon (a) trios again in the foncerow, but hor incomplote clutch (3 eges) 

is abandoned when a stray dog flushes hor from tho nest, Hen (b) tries again 

in the cats field, and brings off 11 chicks, of which a cat gets 4, 

21 plus 7 = 26. 

AUGUST: A marsh hawk, a weasel, and a spermophile each get a chick. 28. 5) Rey 

SEPTEMBER: Easy going. One chick is hit by a car while crossing the road. 

Total ou. 
OCTOBER: The new covey cats ragweed and foxtail in the cornfield and oat 

stubble. A pheasaat hunter ponches 4. Total 20. 

NOVEMBER: Same. A rabbit huntor pots 2, Total 18. 

DECEMBER: A Conpor's hawk catches the covey in the open twico, and scoros cach 

time. A horned owl gots one. Total cn vp 1 is 15, same as a yenr ago, 
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Wildlife Ecology 118 

DEDUCTIONS FROM BIOGRAPHIES 

1. A winter niche is habitable to the extent that it offers alternative food 
and cover combinations, i.e. diverse food and cover. . 

2. A winter quail covey suffers only slight mortality from weather or predation 
when it has sufficient food and cover. Such a covey moves only within its 
usual triangles, and there is relatively secure. 

3. When a winter covey is short of food or cover, and must "stretch" its triangles, 

or seek a new niche on unfamiliar ground, it becomes vulnerable to both 

weather and predation. Which does the killing is unimportant; one or the 
other will kill. 

4. The worse the weather, the fewer alternatives, the poorer the food and cover, 

the greater the mortality. In “emergency winters" even the good niches fail, 

and wholesale mortality occurs, even on fat birds (as in 1935-36). 

5. Ina given habitat the quail or pheasant population ordinarily surviving 

normal winters is its carrying capacity, or "threshold of security". 

6. Surplus quail above carrying capacity cannot survive because it is evicted 

(by intolerance) into marginal niches, and there becomes vulnerable. 

| 7- Populations below carrying capacity normally survive with little loss because 

I they have their choice of niches. 

8. A predator like horned owl is almost immune to weather and presumeably 
always has food, but when evicted from his home range he is vulnerable, even 

in summer. 

9. Survival in a wide variety of syecies seems to be an interplay of social 
intolerance (internal) and environmental contingencies (external). 

Comment: There is a widespread coincidence between mortality and movement 
into unfamiliar terrain. ligrating birds are vulnerable to predation, 

weather, and accidents. Pheasants released on new range suffer heavier 

loss than those not moved. Why does a fox, rabbit, cougar, or bobcat, when 

run by hounds, always "circle" within his home range? Presumeably because 
he is at a disadvantage elsewhere. 

We assume here that movement into unfamiliar terrain is the cause of mortality, 
but it may at times be an effect, or else both may be the effect of some 
uninown sociological condition.



Wildlife Ecology 118 ; 
f Aldo Leopold 1942 © 

E TRACKS ; 
pe 

Rae / 588 Deer in soybeans ViUYUS Tunbr wolf Seob, 

ad v 
a “593 Pheasant and tree sparrow VHo 1 ARern a vesnelialy aveols 

Vis21 Fux vir Ate x 

“594 Quail in sorghum plot : a 
' i ; v 1§2b " ore” Anktat echo rw 408 

6 Grass "tracks" (Compass in wind a 
i m “— VID UT Refirch mot d nobbA, 
Be: Y 74 Deer on sa: beach . 
f oa Keoid VISUQ Mank 

~ 890 Muskrat. Franklin ground squirrel? VG Ga Un ueete a t 

¥v 889 Housecat Seo he bes : 

f ~ 891 Cat, mouse 7 Heth 5 clan Wnty an pele nek 

Y W-3 Deer trail in yard VIG BE Comm ane Webbie monies 
i, he aneelte 
: i Vv W-6 Raven (wing marks) 

: “954 Prairie chicken 

i ~ 965 Dancing prairie chicken cock ; 

V 1067 Pheasanta approaching a feeder, Riley 

( a VY 1066 PC roost under snow, entrance and exit ' 
be Re Bee 

7 Y 1098 Ruffed grouse roost in snow, shack 

v 1099 Rabbit tracks one regular, other simulating mink 
fm 

f V 1100 Pheasant in a hurry 

“1101 Pheasant tracks at a burdock ; 

\ Y 1135 Microtus (7) trip to ragweed (Deev mouse 2) 
¥ aya Pheasant take-off 
y 1140 Qneil 

; ¥ 1142, 1143 Skunk in February thaw | 

v 1144 Rabbit 

v 3435 Microtus (déermouse?) 

v1165 Pheasant in a hurry (on ice) : 

V1174 Mink trail to spring, Arboretum. Drags belly in deep snow 
v1175 Mink tracks in lighter snow 

i v 1323 Coon tracks in muddy road, Leopold shack 
2 v 1333 Quail tracks: count of 7 possible here. Faville Grove fencerow 
K ¥1335 Quail and rabbit tracks, Faville Grove fencerow 

‘}~# > Sv 1336 Mixed tracks leading to a grape tangle . 

: i ¥3-37 Okey bie cher affruen chny te Civrotoety, 

; owe 2 OS Ge Pk, 
a
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Aldo Leopold : 
( Seminar Feb. 7, 194 

é PHENOLOGY LECTURE : 

* Definition: Sequence of seasonal events. 

History: Work has been cyclic (better irruptive!) High in the 1880's; 

e Dean Henry 1881-82. Then declined with other "natural history"; 

: . "4m fact died out, save for migration phenology. Recently 

; revived as foundation for ecology. 

Acknowledgements: Work done by Lieut. Carl Leopold and myself, for pleasure. 

» Now wonder if not more valuable than some of my "research". : 

| Literature:._Will- review in connection with appropriate questions. : 

; i Objectives: 1. Sequence. Example: Cardinal always sings a week before 

pheasant does. : : 

2. Correlation. "Plant corn when leaves on osage orange are 
| as long as squirrels! ears". 

3. Weather Cycles. See Trelease vs. Leopold. Summation. 
Better than weather data. Cycles vs. dispersion 

xi between years. 

4. Comparing Regions, Years. New York Red Pines 10 days behind 
Wisconsin in 1943. Both a week or 10 days 

: Y behind other years. ( 

5. Seasonal Food Habits. Deer eat prickly lettuce in June. 
i Eat it again in August. Again in October. 

; Requirements: Fixed location. Periodic field trips. 

; s I. TECHNIQUE 

Slide : 

Feb.-Apr. Legend 

Sharpness. Compare cardinal and spring peeper. 

‘i See goose record; sharp but grows in volume, hence 4 

figures. Note zero. 

BPs What is flowering? See elm. Pollen or petals. 

| (821) Marsh marigold—-en ideal April item (4-22-43). Conspicuous. ‘ 
Nt 

Birds' arrivals. Compare field sparrow and Hermit thrush. 

(TE IGRIREIES SS ES TG BGS PREOM ORI | APR SRE AE Ree NCR ae SE ORES PEA EN a Tee MN I Ra TR oY MTR ORO RS MIT Pt creo



Phenology ~2- 

ts 362 What is Pheasant Crowing? Induced crowing Jan. 8, 1943. Spontaneous Jan. 22 

965 Prairie chicken leaves record of his"crowing". (4-12-39) : 

1242 First skunk out. A February item not here shown. f 

| May End of Bloom. See plum; neglected to get end. Too short, only 1 weekend 

(870) Amelanchier. Another short bloomer. Only 1 weekend. 

"Ripe" vs. "Falling". See elm and silver maple. Only "falling" y 

is sharp. 

Birds. Oriole an ideal bird, also nighthawk, wren, \hipyearwaian 

Nesting Phenology. See ruffed grouse. Only sharp dates first ege, : 

; clutch complete, hatching. 

. 452 Shortear. 3 hatched, 1 unhatched. May 27, 1936. 

, Tree Growth. See pines. Actual measuring sample trees. Notes no 

if goode : 

$22 Photographic phenology. Anybody want to read this? 

‘ June-July. Straggle. See columbine. 

Growth of leaves. See basswood, hickory. Should be measured. 

Figures can be entered above symbol. 

Crop phenology. Rye is ripe when turns yellow. Not very sharp. 

See peas: only 8 days between F.B. and cut. 

Probably different fields. 

. (929) Crop phenology. Pheasant killed by mower. 7-22-37 

(677) Corn damage by pheasants June 2, 1937. Economic importance . 

End of Song. See woodeock. Very sharp. later will show it has only 

\ 3 day variability. 

: s See bobolink. First to quit after woodcock (6/16) 

: Long bloomers. See pouncing Bet. Blooms till October. 

Bear's ' fanada thistle. Economic importance of bloom period. 

E 396 Photographic Phenology. 

{i 

|



; ' 

; Phenology 3 

Aug.-Sept. Prairie plants. Spring (pasque, puccoon, spiderwort) & fall groups. 

(1388), (1389) Puccoon and spiderwort. Early prairie plants (6/9) 

(1447) New Jersey tea. Late group of prairie plants July. 

(749) (750) Photographic phenology. Cutleaf silphiug blooms before 
prairie dock. First Liatris sometime (7-23-37) 

Ragweed. Hayfever charts (and sneezes) begin in July, but this is 
blown pollen. 

, Native ragweeds do not show pollen till Aug. 10. 

ia Stubble ragweeds still later; not good for phenology. 

Nut_and Acorn eating by squirrels is quite sharp. In hickory ; 
hulls peel Sept. 5, 15 days later than squirrels begin eating. 

When does fruiting end? Wild grape vs. elderberry. 

Fall color. Weed separate legend for color and falling. In 

poison ivy, color comes first. Will see opposite 

sequence l,ter. 

Fall crowing. 1943 was a late season. Nests also drowned in a 

July. Crowing a month late. Confined to young cocks? j 

Bucks with clean horns. A hard item to get. 

End of song. One of most difficult. Actual record shows only 

x marks, When they quit singing every day, rest is 4 

straggling song. 

MGS Dispersion between years vs. straggle. (at 

1093 Egrets. An August item omitted from this recordé. 

Oct-Nov Color and falling. Plum falls before coloring begins. ~ : i 

Basswood colors, fades, then falls. Also sugar maple. 4 

} Elder never colors. leaves shed upward. Tip leaves freeze off. 

; Deer Rubbing. Easier than clean horns, becstise you don't need to 

{ae : see the deer. Precedes rut and entail through rut.



fy ¢ x 

. 
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Dispersion Among Years. See mean values. ‘ 

Upland plover: dispersion small. Iyght only? 

Woodcock: dispersion large. Light plus weather? } 

! Status of 1943: Always late. va ; 

Status of 1938: Ahead of mean: 6 years. Behind: 1 year (spiderwort) 

| : Spring cankerworm: the "ideal" item. Tell why. : 

Misc. Short bloom. Only 1 weekend, like plum. Black locust same. 

Short and variable. Choke cherry. 

; Straggle vs. bloom, More dispersion in bloom. Summer heat ends straggle? 

Long and variable. Long bud period. Lilac at shack. 

Strageles before, not after bloom period. Flowering spurge. 

Deer eat bittersweet only when shoots young. Like eln. 

(643) Farliest fall color. Dutchman's breeches turn yellow June l. ; 

| Yearlong t 
| Phenology lEvergreens. Follow through white pine. ‘ , 

Fruiting shrubs and trees for food and iter improvement : 

Harebell. Second straggle just before frost. 

é Growth : 

of pines. Follow curves. Compare pines with cedar. 

(1632) White and Red pine leaders. 

Deer phenology. Physiology schedule. (Data too meagre) 

; (562) Horns just finished sheeding velvet. 

| Woody plants eaten. Arranged as a progressive series. : 

| Herbs eaten. Double period in Veronica, triple in prickly lettuce. 

} Never eaten. : 

Other foods. Data too meagre to plot as crosses. 

aioe xu 

bi , }



Excerpt from Joe Hickey's lecture notes May 24, 1943 ee for 

See Chapman, p. 223 é 

Bioclimatic Law-- 

Developed by Hopkins 

Theory: as one goes N. E. and up on a continent opening of buds and 
emergence of insects will come later in spring and close earlier 

: in fall. 
° 

4 aa: 1” latitude 

a 5° longitude 
400! altitude 

: especially useful in seeding dates of small grains in order to escape 
Hessian fly in Ill., Ind:., Kansas, etc. 

; lat. long. alt. 

She viz. Ithaca, N. Y. 43° 17° git 

Wooster, Ohio 410 830 1000! 

‘ Difference 2° 50 186! 

: Correction days. 
: f If Ithaca is May 10 <8 - +2 = ell 

Wooster should be April 30. 

Observed will miss it by one day over a period. : 

Works surprisingly well in general areas as in plains states or a 

continental climate. Not applicable west of Rockies or in Europe. ‘ ; 

)
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¥ ; ‘ Game Management 118 ‘ 

i U, of Wis, 1934-35 1 
: Ruffed Grouse Census ‘Aldo Leopold 4 

by ] 
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: ; Computation i 

228 = (20+UO+10+ 25+10+ 30+ 50+ 10+ 10+ 5+15+ 25+ 30+10) +14, average flushing distance. 4 
Wut = 22'x2, width of strip flushed, feet i 

Hu 5 = length of strip flushed, miles a 
42% =" (5280! x5aliit )-4-(528025280) 2100, per cent of section covered Ce 

332 = 14x(100+4.2), number of grouse on section Aa 
if 2 = GUO acres + 322 acres per grouse, density om 

( ‘Ay . 

a aa a ci 4



; Game Management 116 
: Aldo Leopold, 1937 

Bi / Summary of Food and Cover Surveys 

A North Central States 

Iowa Quail Cover Tally, (Game Survey of Iowa, unpublished) 

: In 1932, 631 townships vere crossed at least once. A strip 1/8 mile wide 

on each side of road vas tallied for mwuaber of habitable coverts (1-1/2 square 

miles per 36 sections, or 4% cruise). 
i 

| Classification of Townships for Coverts per Square Mile 

| O-2 2b WE 6410 Over 10 (sufficient) 

No. townships 306 150 1 91 7 
: Per cent of townships 49 ak le wy 1 

Iowa Quail Cover Shrinkage Tally. (Game Management, pp. 380-381) 

: In the above tally, vestiges of former coverts, lost in the last decade, 
and now non-habitable, were also tallied. These were fond to be nearly as 
numerous as those sirviving. Grubbed-out hedges were impossible to tally 
except where resprovted. The actual loss of coverts in the last decade was 

therefore larger than the present survival, 

Quail Habitability Tallies. (Game Management, pp. 378-380) 

. In 1931, 789 samples of range were tallied at 30-second (1/3 mile) 
intervals from a moving train. Each sample consisted of a 1/4-mile semi-circle, 
The position of the tally maric on a table indicated the combination of food and 
cover, and its color whether or not habitable for quail, 

Of the 789 samples (Missouri, Iowa, Illinois), 33% were habitable, 67% not. 

Of the non-habitable samples, 55% lacked food, 72% cover. 

Wisconsin Pheasant Habitability Tally. 

In 1932, 1180 samples of range were tallied at 1/2-mile intervals along 
highways in the southern half of the state, Each sample was a O-acre square, 
and may be considered to represent a farm. The tally system was identical in 
principle with the Iowa quail tally. Of the 1180 samples: 

15% had cover enough to winter some pheasants, but no food. 
16% had food to winter some pheasants, but no cover. 
41% had neither food nor cover enough to winter pheasants. 
28% had both food and cover to winter pheasants. 
25% were judged to be habitable. 

Wisconsin Quail Habitability Tally 

In 1934, 161 samples of quail range were tallied at 1/2-mile intervals 6n 
the highway -between Madison and laCrosse. Hach sample was a 40-acre square, 
and may be considered to represent a farm. Of the 161 samples: : 

72% lacked food enough to winter quail. 
25% lacked cover enough to winter quail. 

50% lacked both. 
9% were judged to be habitable. 

Ba



i : Wildlife Ecology 118 oe 

i "Explain This" Lecture (Practice questions) 
& i * 

S 

| : 

| Bde Leeens 857 Hedged spruce 

CE ers 855 (Maple seedlings in caterpillar tracks.) Tell "On a road in N. Wis." 
py Why the pattern? 

Y 

bo Witewookmeuh 56 Limb of young Norway, not broken but pulled. By what? 

: Qchuseteta 764 Why do tamarack roots lie in a plane? Would this be equally prominent 
a‘ if planted on upland, instead of in peat? 

' oe aa 740 1936 and 1937 growth on white pine. Why greater growth in record 
aor drouth year? 

; Qete SaQet, 737 Grass on left extends indefinitely down hill. Between grass and pines 

are forbs. Why? 
: - i ey ‘ 
‘ [oD Mt, Xx 717 This nest was mowed,yesterday. Rained day before yesterday. 

Was the nest deserted because of mowing? 

} 
Saray Resney ore 716 (Pheas. legs in nest). What happened here? 

Varbvr Pes 713 Did these eggs hatch? How do you know? 

; Godoure.. 701 This is in BE. Monroe Co. Tell the story. 

oe Fluo beatilews 683 Will these dank swallows nest here next year? ' 

ft wh Qoch 
- Cee 677> What Gasthis corat 

i John Fong tints 654 (Grass compass) Here is a wisp of grass, on a sandblow. What was 
: the weather like recently? ; 

; Choe hmm 517 Why are the weeds higher under willow? 

Wind uate 496 (Mudballs) These Hun chicks were found dead. Disease? é 

o : Hower !uex Yop (Shortear nest) Why didn't owlets all hatch together? Egg is only d 

S : pipped, others are a week old. : , 

Oi) Wekeh heels os Blane 
" Narchd Nut WYO Tamarack and red cedar in bég. How-come? (acid vs. lime) 

‘ Chu Fuets 367 What can you tell me as to the age of this gully? oe 

oe Eu Scwlax 354 There are acres of these aspens, on peat. Are—they-seedlingr—or 
a sprouts? Could you assign a probable date to this photo? 

i 

PY 
. Ba 

i. 
He
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\ SUGGESTIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS 

Students whose natural history is deficient should elect Option A. Other 

students may elect any project of the kind illustrated in Option B. Students 

may work in pairs on a single project if advantageous. 

Option A: Natural History. Decide whether you will work in field ornithology, 

field mammalogy, or field botany, Get a manual such as Peterson's "Field Guide 

to the Birds". Start field wor. By June be ready to show notes, lists, and 

readings, and take a verbal quiz. 

Minimum requirement for ornithology: chock off specics seen on "Dane County 

Bird List"; know the life history of cach species as given in Roborts! "Birds 

of Minnesota", A parallel procedure may be followed for mammals or plants. 

Option B: Special Projects. Students with sufficient advancement may clect 

any project which can be exocuted dy June, and which fits their available trans— 

portation. Reading parallel with ficld work will be oxpected, Student will sub- 

mit a report and undergo a quiz. Examples of possible projects: 4 

Bibliography for somo species, quostion, or locality. 

Biography of a Population Unit. Like "Biography of a Covey". ioe Qu 

Bone—Colloctions—intend—offico.coilection..of,.soLatad part seu OrLOAG md EL] Samo 

Lrappers.|..catcassosyorOtts 

Browse Studies for rabbit, decor, or mouse. 

Case History of homo county, home farm, etc. Similer to Cases 1-8. Should bo 

| 2 good enough for use in class. 

Consus of a specifiod animal or habitat. 

Chronology like "Wisconsin Wildlife Chronology" for some specified area or bt 

subject. 

Crow Banding (or starling, English sparrow, or other common specios). 

Development Plan (map) for ecological improvement of home farm or some area 

you iow. 

Distribution Study. Mep some species in state or home county, starting with date 

available in my office. y 

Bevkesicat PHOvOLPN pS HITT Dep POT ea O hy hi GANG Cd Abb OLnd Sr COnVinciagey 
Saad jaLinabod 

_-Beologicgl Exbibi , ' —- . ‘ . dood ne ] 

Food Chain Diagram for somo specified habitat. 

Food and Cover Tally. Must have car. Tally status of fencerows, birdhouses, 

woodlots, etc. on a specifiod aroa. 
“Ferien R jobs a . 6 lehad 4 lid 

Tadox Wildlife 2 Ld i 3 6 foe ane ) 

wv Pollet or Scat Analysis. Find your own. Idontify foods oaten. 

Phonological Record. Compile rocord of seasonal ovonts for some subject or area, 

\ Succession Studics. Deduce succession on a specified type or locality; relate 

| to animals. 

\ Track pictures and Measurements. Collect from litorature and in field. 

Tree Ring Studies. Age encroachment timber and veterans, deduce history, See 

| Case 1. j 

} .. = > $5 v - > 

: con a : ri id anennnemnnamemael pre bina 

| Miscellaneous Research, Example; What was the "clover" used by honey bees in 

| Cooper's novel "Oak Openings"? Search literature and weigh the evidence.
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Literature List C 
Exotic Species as Pests 

€ Barrows, Walter B. The English sparrow in North America... Bul,.1, Div. Hcon. 
Ornith. & Mammalogy, U.S.D.A., Washington, 1889, 405 pp. As2 adec Ke lmbbee te 

Cole, Leon J. The German carp in the United States. Annual Report of the U.S. 
Bureau of Fisheries, 1904, pp. 524-740. 

4E Sooke, May Thacher. The spread of the European starling in North America (to 1928). 

U.S.D.A.Circular No. 40, Nov. 1928. We Youelen of aproad 

Forbush, Edward Howe. The domestic cat. Econ. Biology Bul. 2, Mass. State Bd. of 

Agriculture, 1916, 112 pp. 

Hamilton, W. J., Jr... Rats and their control. Cornell Ext.. Bul. 353, Ithaca, N.Y., 

1936, 32 pp. 

Hill, R. T. The mongoose in Jamaica. Science, Vol. 5, No. 105, Jan. 1, 1897, 

pp. 15-17. 

ME Kalmbach, E. R. Economic status of the English sparrow in the United States. 
U.S.D.4. Tech. Bul., 711, June 1940, 

‘ Klemme, Marvin. An American grazier goes abroad. Desert News Press, Salt Lake . 
City, 1940. (See "Goats and cows in Hawaii", pp. 6-12.) 

lantz, David E. The brown rat in the United States, U.S.D.A. Bul. 33, Washington, 

1909, 54 pp. 

turpny, Robert Cushman. Oceanic birds of South America. Amer, Museum of Natural 
History, New York, 1936. 2 Vols. (See: Rats on Tristan da Cunha, te. 217, 
p. 481; goats on St. Holena, p..179; sheep on Falklands, p. 204, 206,) 

Stead, D. G. The rabbit in Australia, Watson's Bay, New South Wales, 1935. 108 pp. 

Storer, T. I. The muskrat as native and alien--a chapter in the history of animal | 
acclimatization. Cal. Fish and Game, Apr. 1938, po. 159-175. (Effects of 
muskrat in Eurove, ) 

Urich, F. W. The mongoose in Trinidad. Tropical Agr., Vol. 8, No. 4, Apr. 1931, 

pp. 95-97.
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LIST A: LITERATURE ON WISCONSIN WILDLIFE 

(Omits many publications which are technical, out of print, or not commonly found 

in libraries. Includes publications from other states when no Wisconsin 

publication is available. ) 

(I) Manuals for Identifying Species 

Peterson, Roger Tory. A field guide to the birds. Houghton-Mifflin Co., New 

York, 1939 Edition, 180 pp. $2.75. 

Rosendahl, Carl 0. and Frederick K. Butters. Trees and shrubs of Minnesota, 

Univ. of Minn. Press, Minneapolis, 1928, 385 pp. $3.00. 

Fassett, Norman C. Spring flora of Wisconsin; a manual of plants growing without 

cultivation, and flowering before June 15. Univ. of Wis., 1931, 174 pp. $1.00. 

Fassett, Norman C. A manual of aquatic plants. McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 

1940, 382 vp. $4.00, 

Tryon, R. M., N. C. Fassett, D. W. Dunlop, M. B. Diemer. The ferns and fern 

allies of Wisconsin. Dept. of Botany, Univ. of Wis., May 1940, 153 pp. 
$1.00. (Make checks payable to Botany Manual Fund.) 

Fuller, Albert M. Studies on the flora of Wisconsin. Part I: the orchids: 

orchidaceas. Bulletin of the Public iuseum of the city of Milwaukee, Vol, 14, 

No. 1, February 23, 1933, po. 1-234. 

Pope, T. E. B. and W. E. Dickinson. Tho amphibians and reptiles of Wisconsin, 
Bulletin of the Public Musoum of the city of Milwaukee, Vol. 3, No. 1, Apr. 3, 
1928. pp. 1-138. 

(II) Life History Reference Books 

Roberts, Thomas S, The birds of Minnesota. Univ. of Minn, Pross, Minneapolis, 
1932, Vol. I, 691 pp. Vol. IZ, $21 pp. $15.00 2nd Revised Bdition, \ 
$25.00 Do luxe lst Edition. 

Cory, Charles B. The mammals of Illinois and Wisconsin, Ficld Museum of Natura? 

History, Publication 153, Zool. Scries, Vol. XI, Chicago, 1912. 505 pp. (out 
of print.) 

(III) History of Wisconsin Wildlifo 

@hawiins, Arthur S. A wildlife history of Faville Grove, Wisconsin. Trans. 

Wis. Acad. Sciencos, Arts & Letters, Vol. 32, 1940, pp. 29-65, 

Leopold, Aldo. <A report on a game survey of the north central states. Sporting 
Arms «: Ammunition Mfgrs. Inst., Madison, 1931. (out of print.) 

Leopold, Aldo. Wisconsin Wildlife Chronology. Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, 

Vol. V, No. 11, Nov. 1940, pp. 8-20. 

* Required reading for wildlife ccology students.
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*Schorger, A. W. The great Wisconsin passenger pigeon nesting of 1871. Proc. 

Linnaean Society of New York, No. 48, 1936, pp. 1-26. 

Schorger, A. W. The range of the bison in Wisconsin. Trans. Wis. Acad. Sciences, 

Arts & Letters, Vol. 30, 1937, pp. 117-130. 
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Spread rate of populations, mechanism of spread 
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“ Required reading for 118 students
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a 'g INTERPRETATION OF CASH HISTORIES 

These Wisconsin landscapes, and all others elsewhere, have one mechanism 

common to all. In any given soil and climate: 

1. The animal community is determined by the plant community (food and cover). 

2. The plant commmnity is determined by land-use (farming, grazing, fire, 
drainage, lumbering, hunting, road-building, etc. ) 

Land=-use acts on two things: 

3. The Plant Succession (the sequence of plant coverings inherent 
in the soil, viz: weeds, forbs, grass, shrubs, timber) 

4. The Soil and Water System (fertility, runoff vs. infiltration, 

erosion, floods, etc.) 

The rest of this course is an elaboration of why and how this mechanism works, 

what causes it to get out of order, how it can be kept working smoothly. 

Note that the mochanism contains only one variable subject to human control: 
land-use. All other parts are fixed attributes of animals, soils, plants, and 

waters. Those attributes can be learned and used, but nover changod. 

What aro tho criteria of conservative land-usc, i,o., land-uso which avoids 
undosirable dislocations of the land-mechanism? Land-use is conservative when it: 

5. Preserves the fortility of soils 

6. Proserves the stability of wator-systems 

(s) {. Yields useful products 

3 8. Proserves native fauna and flora as far as possible 
\ 9. ‘Avoids the escape of discesos and pests 

ASSIGNMENT No. 1 (not over one page) 

(A)Draw..from the cases, or lectures, or your own expéricnce, 
specific oxamplos of 1, 2)°3,.4. TA | 

(B) Classify tho £ottewing human groups in relation to their TG 
comprehension o: 5,..0y"7, 8, & 9: vounty Agricultural Agent, Sportsman, ~ 

) Erosion Engineer’, Forster, Farmer. \ 

(If you are unfamiliar with any of these, substitute other groups of 
your own choosing.) a i “ 

| |
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(Revised 1943) 

Case 1: History of Roadsides 

X-98 

Stage 1: 1920. This is an unimproved country road. The right-of-way is occupied 
oy three competing groups of vegetation: 

Prairie Remnants Oak and Hickory (brush stage) Exotics 

Silphiun Hazel Bluegrass 
Liatris Sumac Sweet clovor 

Butterfly weed Haw Timothy 

Andropogon Crab 
Prairie clover Gray dogwood 

Shooting star Bur oak 
Wild rose Wild plum 

The roadway is occasionally debrushed, which tends to give the upper hand to 
groups 1 and 3. When debrushing is noglected for three or four years, group 2 

tends to shade out the others. These changes, however, are oscillations about a 
mean. The roadway is in equilibrium, and furnishes cover for a rich f..1na which 

finds its food in the adjoining fields. This fauna includos; 

Gamo Fur Rodents Songbirds 

\ Bobwhite Skunk Woodchucix Meadcwlark 
Phoasant Weasel Spermophilo Field sparrow 

Cottontail Chipmunk Indigo bunting 

ni ‘ Deor mouse Brown thrasher 
is Meadow mouse Catbird 

Vesper sparrow 

Mourning dovo 

Shrike 

There are 17 major plants and 18 major animals. 

About 1920 the road is slightly graded for bettor drainage, and gravolled 
against wot weatnaer. Tho limo leaching from the gravel increascs tho sweot clovor 

in tho ditches, but this has no advorso effoct on either fauna or flora. 

Stage 2: 1930. The road is widened to enable cars to pass, and debrushed oftener 
to prevent snowdrifts. The risk of drifts exists only in spots, but the wholo 
length is nevertheloss debrushed. To road crews brush is brush; thoy would not 

understand quelifiod instructions about debrushing. 

All_the prairie species except silphium aro extinguished by the gradings. 
Silphium is able to sprout from the severod root on the new cutbark, and hence 
persists. The woody species are reduced by the more frequent debrushing, and by 

the lesser area available. The exotic species are increased by the intrusion of 
ack grass on tho new cutbank. 

Bobwhite, deermouse, chipmunk, shrike, thrasher, and catbird go out with the 

brush. Thero are now 10 plants instoad of 17, and 12 onimals instead of 16. 
—
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f Stage 3: 190. The roadside is now "stres. lined" to permit of easy mowing, antl 
to facilitate mowing, the roadside is burne: yearly. “he steep cutbank is erated 
down to the angle of repose, and tle rordvay is grevelled. 

The stated object of these exnensive chanzes is "faru-to-narket" roads, but 

similar changes are made on blind roads anc cross-cuts on which no farm cepenfis. 
The real objects include the use of surplus relief labo:, an? the need of nore 
mileage to qualify for more maintenance funds. 

The remaining prairie and brush snecies are thus extincuishe’. The now Op wh&e 
. cutbank ig over-run by queck, which crowds ont even its exotic competitors, blue- 

grass ani timothy. The reveated demeation of the bank starts a gully in the 
drainage ditcr.. The bur oak, by reason of reneated defoliations by June beetles, 

is now dead, In its place, the landscape engineer in charzse of hichwoy beautifi- 
cation plants an elm. 

All game and fur species are now out, for there is no cover, The rodents 

are out except spermophile and microtus, which increase. 

The songbirds, excest meadowlark and vesner svarrow, are all out. 

There are now 3 major »lents (quack, bluegrass end sweet clover) instead of J 7 ’ & 
17. <All are exotics. 

here are now 4 anirels instead of 18, Tyo of ther are injurious rodents. 

v The roadway, instes of servine as a refure for a rich flora end fauna, serves 
\ as a refuse for animal an’. plant peets. 

Questions 

1. Assuming that the grading and mowing and burning are necess ry, what 

group of plants could have been used to "laniscape" the unmowable 
shoulders? 

2. On what woody plant was the shrike denendo-t in Staze 1? 

3. Why is quack grass a hazard to farming? 

4. Why do old highways following survey lines display move prairie remnants 
then new "relocated" hizhways? Why do railroad rights-of-way display 
more prairie remnants then hichways? Whet do you deduce is the toleranc 
of prairie plants to (a) grazing, (b) burning?
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Case c: History of a Prairie Coulec 

This terrain ropreseuts a typical farm in the unglaciated area of south- 
western Wisconsin, It includes a creek valley or coulee, and an adjacent prairie 
upland. The boundary of the prairie was determiaed by fire ond lies at the edze 
of the flat upland, ‘Two communities are included: 

Prairie Community Mixed Hardwood Community 

Plants Aninals Plants Animals 

50 grasses, prairie chicken white oak wild turiey 

herbs, and jackrabbit walnut pass. pigeon 

shrubs elk basswood ruffed grouse 
deer 

bear 

Between the prairie and the mixed hardwood lies a "tension zone" sorinkled 
"with large open-grown bur oaks. Under and between them grows an understory of 

a hagel, plum, crab, haw, grape and sumac. The distinctive animal of this border 
. 4 Bene is the quail, although it is used to some extent by tho animals of both 

" ~rhe adjacent commnitics. The bur oaks occasionally succeed in invading the 

€ -Apland, but in such situntions the underbrush is kept down by firo and roplaced 
-by grass. Such orchard-like groves are called "oak ovenings." 

a SE TT a NR ETA SRNR LITE mre 

/ Stago 1: 1840. Tho trappers who precodod the settler have cleaned out tho olk. 
The settlor has built his log cabin at the edge of o cloaring on the crook 

bottom, He raises corn in this clearing and wheat on the prairie upland. Tho 

low land along the creck is used as hay meadow, and the hay is stacked on the 

ereck bani, This implics infroquont floods. The creck is narrow and doop, and 
contains largo broek trout. Tho sottler's cattle run at large in the woods, but 
havo as yot not substantially altecrod its ocology. 

tie eine leciil As tila cle alle eae ald ips nc loonie lneca 

Stage 2: 1870. The clearing now extends half-way up the slope, thus constricting 
the hillside timber at its lower edge. At its upper edge, however, the cessation 
of prairie fires has allowed red oak to encrorch to the edge of the wheat field. 

This red oak is even-aged and dense. 

The animal life has been altered only by the elimination of deer, bear, 

wild turkey and passenger pizeon. These were "neat species" for the settler, 
and were large enough or gregarious enough to be sold, 

Floods are somewhat more frequent due to the continued raising of wheat on 

the upland. About 1878, howevor, the chinch bug forced the abandonment of wheat 
as a commercial crop in Wisconsin. 

Stage 3: 1930. The type of farming has now changed from general farming to 

dairving. Tho hillside tirber has been constricted to a narrow belt whieh is 
all pastureod. A silo has beon erected. Floods aro so frequent and severe that 
it is no longer possible to stack tho hay on tho creck bank. The channel has 

widened and oxbowod, and is undorcutting tho romaining bank timber. Tho creok
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; has cut a supplementary flood channel in the pasture. 

Tho depletion of the upland prairie soil has induced rapid run-off, which 
hes cut a deep gully down tho hillside. With cach hoavy rain this sully 
deposits rocks and debris on tho creek bottom. 

The flora has now been radically alteroc. The entire prairioc flora is 
gone. Tho plow got most of it, and the oncrouching oaks shaded out the romnants 

in the border gone. The rich forest undergrowth of the hillside is ‘replaced by 

blucgrass. The valuable saw timbor on the hillside consists of the oven-agcd 

red oaks which followed the cossation of prairie firos. 

- The fauna is likewise greatly reduced. Brook trout are replaced by brown v : r 
trout, and these are incapablo of natural reproduction because of the flashy 
charactor of the crook. Ruffed grouse are nearly gone, prairie chickens and 
woodcock are entirely sone, and the remaining quail ar. irruptive in their 
population behavior. Opossum has invaded the region fiom the south. 

Stage 4: 1938. The farm is now signed up as part of a so.1 conservation 

vroject.” A check dam has been built in the gully, The cisek bank hes been 

excluded from the pasture and replanted to willows.° The stesper parts of the 
hillside have been excluded from pasturing and planted to conifers. The 

acreage of corn and oats hus been reduced and tie acreage of alfalfa increased. 

These modifications of agronomic practice are stipulated in a sontract with the 

government. 

The only further change in the composition of the fauna is t.e addition 
of a few pheasants. No game species, however, with the exception <f fox squirrels, 
persists in abundance. 

Questions 

1. What is tho moaning of the torm "wheat gully." 

2. When a wetershed bogins to display floods and gullios, is the dotor- 

; ioration of the soil far advanced, or has it just bogun? 

%, Whon pastured woods are closod te grazing (stage 4), doos the ( 
original undergrovth reappoar, or do we get a new sot of spocics? Why? 

4. Was the wooded area in 1870 greater or less than in 18407 

| 

*Leopold, Aldo. Coon Valley--an adventure in cooperative conservation. 

American Forests, May, 1935. 

Fry, Jd. R,, Jr. Willovs for stroambank control. Soil Conservation, Vol. IV, 

No. 5, Novomber, 1938, po. 109-111, 12d.
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TREND OF VEGETATION AND ANIMALS, S. W. Wis. (Case 2) 
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Case 3: History of the Ragweed Patch, Faville Grove * 

The closed basin now called “The Ragweed Patch" is a glacial vothole of 
about 8 acres, filled’ with peat. 

RN I C—O 

_ Stege 1: 1350. Stoughton Faville's father, during the 1830s, kept a bout in 
this basin for the purpose of hunting ducks. Mr..Faville remembers that it 
contained open water and also a "quaking bog" in vhich pitcher plants grew. 
Probably it also bore tamarack, for tamarack logs were dug up in ditching a 

similar bog just south of this one. 

Like most potholes, the open water was probably peripheral, and the 
succession stages lay in concentric rings. The outside bonks bordered wheat 
fields, and had ai-vendy been reduced to grass and weed stages. The central 

3 floating bog, judging fron relics porsisting clsewhore, consistod of sphagnum 
peat supporting a flera of bog plants. In addition, the open water must have 
carried a rich aquatic flora. 

Ducks pre known to have nested, but the remainder of the fauna of 1850 

is not known. It may hnve included prairie chicken, woodcock, jacksnipo, red- 
backed mouse, long-carod owl, horned owl. About 1865 a flock of six sandhill 
cranes stopped at the bog and fed in the fiold which lios to the narth. 

1 Stege 2: 191]. About 1870 the water was drainod o1i through a ditch. This { 
drainage proved to be imperfect so about 1911 a drain tile was substituted. 

The farmer burned yearly the weeds following this drainage. In dry years these 

fires burnod into tho peat, especially the deop peats of the central flonting 
bog. The resulting ashos produced a dense jungle of giant ragweod (and in one 

spot, aspen). Whon we came on the scene in 1933 he had ogain burnod the 

ragweed, which formed a monotype over the ontire basin. : 

Thinking ragwoed to be good cover (it is when mixed in small patches) we 
erected a feeder, but no game could be induced to winter in the regweod patch. 

Tho flora: Giant ragwecd, with a fow aspen, rod dogwood, Carex, Spartina 
plants. The flora hnd beon reduced from about 60 to about 6 plant species. 

The fauna; Blackbirds (as a reost), meadow mouso, cettontail, skunk. 

The farmer was porsuaded to quit burning so that the natural processes of - 
plant succession could veriogate the vegetation. i 

*The known data for this area is summarized in "A Wilclife Histor, of 
Faville Grove, Wisconsin," by Arthur S. Hawkins. Pending publication in Trans. 

Wis. Acad. of Sciences, Arts and Lettors.
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Stage 3: ighe. (After four years of non-burning.,) Most of the ragweed has been 
replaced by forbs (nettle, aster, goldenrod). The surviving brush, tree, and 

3rass relics have spread, thus breaking up the ragweed monotype. 

The flora: These specias have come in; 2 asters, 1 goldenrod, 1 bidens, 
2 polygonums, 1 Thalyticrum, 1 Chelone, several grasses. Total gain about 10 

major species. 

Tho fauna; Apparently as a result of this onrichment of the flora, an 
increase in the mumber and kinds of animals has taken place. The winter consusos 
show: 

Spocies 1936 «= -1937,— («1938 )3=—s 1939 sgho Ss gha 

Pheasant 14 28 3 3 13 30 
Hungarians 15 20 2 * 25 ee 
Cottontail 15 21 26 7 6-10 6-10 

In addition, there are skunks, minks, woasels, ani moadow mice. The formor 
status of these mammals is unknown, but it is likely that the lerger ones movod 
in as the changes in vegetation made room for their prey. They are also known 
to don in the holes burned into tho peat by former fires. 

Sevore corn damage occurred in 1938 from blackbirds which used the area as 
cover. This, howevor, was probably also the case during stage 2. 

Cottontails are now so numorous that they have destroyed four successive 
plantings of white spruce made on the dry edges of the peat basin. 

| 

Questions 

1. Can the future stages of the plant succession in this basin 
be prodictod? 

2. By what process, and by reason of what property, do forbs replace 
weeds? What is the agricultural analogue of this replacement? 

3. By what process, and by reason cf what property, did the aspen 
patch originate? 

4, Speculate on the reasons for the low carrying capacity of pure 4 
giant ragwoed? 

5. What became of the central "quaking bog" of peat which once occupied © ; 
tho center of this basin?
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Case 4: History of Central Wisconsin Marshes 

Stage 1: 1840 (before settlement) 

type Vegetation Animals 

Water Acid aquatics Waterfowl, miskrat 

Peat basins Tamarack or Sandhill crane 
Black spruce or l Sharptail grouse 

Leatherleaf or Snowshoe 
Sedge & bluejoint 

Sand "islands" Oaics Sharptail grouse 
White pine Deer 

Fassengor pigeon 

Edges of islands Bog birch, alder Ruffed grouse 

White birch Snowshoe 

Bluffs Oak, Norway pine : Ruffed grouse 

Deer 

Because of the high water table, the marsh at this stage seldom if ever 
( burned, and never deeply. The exact extont of climax spruce and tamarack 

\ is not known, 

The fauna was rich in species but densities were low. There were 

probably no prairie chickens. Pigoons, in those years when thore was no 

beech mast in Michigan but abundant black oak mast here, nested in great 

numbers. 

Sottlers from 1850 onward cleared some of the brondor "sand islands" 

and the uplands adjacent to the marsh. This introduced grain ond weed foods, 

allowod prairie chickons to invade the rogion. Sharptails, cranes, and deer 

probably increased with the onhaneed food sunply. 

Stage 2: 1870 (aftor sottloment) 

The settlers had no alfalfa and rolicd on the marsh for hay. Most upland 
homasteads includod a smcll “hay holding" in the marsh, Teo facilitate haying, 
the marsn was frequently burned, and shallew drainage ditches were dug by hand. 
The water table remained high, however, so theso fires soldom burned into the 

peat. Thoy did, howover, greatly reduca the aroa of tamarack and sprucc. c 

| Later lumbering, in conjunction with fire, oliminated most of the pinos 

| from tho sand "islonis" nnd bluffs. Because of fire, much of the growing 
| sphagnum on the surface of the pont was roplacod by hay srassos: bluojoint, 

\ redtop, timothy, Prairic spocies invaded the pine slashings on the "islands." 

\ a Eh ‘ UNE up 4 

\ 
|
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The genoral reduction of timber, increase in grass and low brush, and 

invasion by agricultural plants greatly increased prairie chickens at the 

expense of sharptails. Oranes probably increased. Snowshoes virtually 
diseppoared and were replaced by cottontails. Quail entered the region. The 
provalonce of fire incroused blueborrics. 

This haymeadow stage represented a considorable modification of the original 
fauna and flora, but it was a stable self-sustnrining stage as far as the marsh 

is concerned. The light upland soils, however, failed to stand up undor docades 
of cultivation. Crop land began te gravitate toward the marsh. i 

Staze 3: 1890. Drainage and firo. 

The goneral land boom ond the availability of stcam dredges brought about 
a wholesnalo drainage of the marsh, which was divided into farms and sold to 
settlers at high prices. During the ensuing 20 years these farmors gradually 

succumbed to unsoasonable frosts, high droinege taxes, and loss of peat soils 

by fire. As tho farmors moved out, every drouth brought more and decoper peat 

fires, culminating in tho great fire of 1930. 

After a poat firo, a dense growth of ragweed, smartwocd, or aspon sprang 

up from the ashes. Tho oyclibs/Riak of 1932 coincided with tremendous temporary 
growths of weed foods following the fire of 1930. During the period 1932-1934 

prairio chickens and quail reached an all-time high. This was followed by the 
cyclic crash of 1936, which coincided with a killing winter and the wholesale 
replacement of weed foods by aspon thickets. The resulting decimation of wild 

life was suddon and severe. It has no countorvart in Wisconsin history, savo 

only the extirpation of the passenger pigeon. 

Stage 4: 1938. Reflooding. 

The 1930 fire proved that control of fire in peat is impossible except by 
reflooding. O©.W.A. funds became available in 1933, and were used to build dams 

in ditches. Later the Resettlement Administratien secured funds to move 
farmers out, and to reflood large parts of the marsh. These flowages had the 

effect of inereasing waterfowl and drowning part of the aspen thickets which i 
threatened to swallow up the whole terrain. f 

A radical shift of florn and fauna is now in process. The depopulation 
of farms and the spread of aspen scrub has increased deer and beaver and brought 

in bears, but nearly eliminated prnirie chickens and guail, The prairie flora, 
evicted from the southorn prairies, has invaded many abandoned fields and sand 

islands. The old haymeadows are nearly all gone. Many peat beds, wholly or 

partially consumed by former fires, now float in flowages or present a raw 

surface on which no useful plant can grow. Tho cranborry industry has prospered, 

and is impounding more water yearly. 

The net offects of the ecological overturn are as yst by no means cloar. 

Can one raise muskrats and cranberries in the samo marsh? Will the new flowages 
{ now productive of waterfowl romain so through future stages of the aquatic 

succession? What vegetation will fellow the aspen scrub? Can a permanent deer 
herd be maintained without coniforéus swaimws for wintoring? Can the cranes waa 
adapt thamselvos to their now environment?
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Wis, Geol. and Wat. Hist. Survey, Medison, 1932. pp. 125, 538. 

Quest Long 

1, What now eats the mast which once attracted nassen:er pi eon nestings? 

Did the mast which fed the 1871 nestin: for: in 1871? 

2. Explain in terms of plant foods the present scarcity of prairie chicens I + i E 
and quail. hy did sharptails fare better than chiciens? 

3, The Cambrian sandstones which feed the wells of wester.. VYisconsin out- 
crop here. Speculate on the probable effect of this history on the 

water supply in these strata. 

4. There is still some haying in the mersh, especially in dry years when 

upland hays are scarce, _In wet years few meacows are mowed, ‘This enables 

one to predict in what years sprins fies are likely to be set. How? 

( {
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&. Case 5: History of Northern Wisconsin 

seit thei mn else Ape pa pdb sds encoun 

Stage 1: 1880. This terrain originally presents three "types"; 

Type Trees Unders tory Distinctive animo’s 
(soil) 

cedar swamp white cedar, alder, berries woodcock, spcuce hen, 

(mick soil) white spruce brook trout, snowshoe, 

(uneven arsed) otter, red sauirrel, 
marten 

Norway pine Norway pine 

(outvwash sand) (even-aged groups) sveet fern, AE 8 

bearberry 

Fardwood maple, yellow birch, yew, striped pileated woodpecker oh d y & 

(Boulder clay hemlock, white pine maple 

moraino) (uneven aged) 

Tho fauna is rich in species but poor in donsity. Notice that the cedar 
swamp occupins the least arca but harbors tho groatest sumoer of charactoristic 

& animal spocics. 

Notico that tho forost typos diffor in age-composition according to thoir 

shade-tolerance. 

Stage 2: 1900. Pine Logging 

The white pine is the first tree to ucauire commercial value. It is cut 

end a@riven dorn the creck. To do this, the creck is cleared of boulders, logs, 

and sharp turns. 

The Norway pine is cut next. This creates a large "slash," which burns 

ropoatodly, thus proventing reproduction. A settlor ostablishos ». honestoad on 

\ the slash. This is poor sandy soil. The bouldor-clay upland is much bettor 

\ soil, but more expensive to clear. Tho scttler has poor crops, but ckes out a 

living by working in the logging camps. Saar 

The settler, combined with fire, grazing, and cultivation, introduces many eA 

new plants: white clover, bluegrass, agriculturnl weeds. These in turn are ee 

followed by new animals: sharptail, cottontail, and feral house cats. Buffed 7 

zrouse increase because of the white clover and brush growths. : a cae ee cole 

The settler, by his trapping and huntin,;, eliminates several mammals: 

bear, marten, fisher, otter, lyux. Decor decrease, despite the increase in 

| e decr foods, by reason of the settler's poaching activities. 
| ce er a eres 

(In some localities, where wider areas are cleared by fire and cultivation, 

| the shift in feune is mor? radical. Prairie chickens become the principal game 

bird; doer and ruffod grouse disappear. ) oe 

| 

st
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Notice thet the colar svemp ond the hardwood normine romain virtually 
intact in both flora and fauna. The exploitation of thase trecs is not yet 

profitable, and tho only animals romoved from these habitats are the mobilo 

and salable fur and door. Tho decrease in decr pressure au.ments undergrow 

palatable to door: you and striped maplo on the moraine; codar reproduction he moraino; codar reproducti 
in the swamp. 

Stage 3: 1920. Hardwood Logging. 

The hardwood is now slashed, and likowiso the cedar posts and spruce pulp- 
* wood in the swamp. The piloated woodnecker disappcars with the hardwood; the 

spruce hen with the swamp timber. 

i The settlor holds out as long as he can work in tho lozging camps, but 

“after all commercial timber is gone he becomes cither a bootlegger, commercial 
poacher, or a rosort employee. In any case he no longer needs his homestead, 

' so it rovorts for toxes and springs up to aspen, birch, and pinucherry scrub, 

This scrub, plus the sprouting hardwood stumps, plus the accumulated 

rosorves of deer food resulting from the proceding nearly deerless period, plus 

the extermination of wolves and the bounty on cats and coyotes, jointly produce 
an "irruption" of deer. Every November the scrub swarms with hunters. The 
Conservation Commission is pleased with the effectiveness of its deer pelicy. 

Stage 4: 1938. 

C.C.C. truck trails havo now made this area accessible to fire-fighters, 

hunters, fishermon, and wardons. 

Fire protection closes the canopy of the scrub growths and suddenly shades 

out deor and grouso foods, Sharptails disappear. The decor have caten up the 

reserv-s of yow, striped maple, and young cedar. The near-oxtinction of all 

carnivores further increases the disparity between deer population and deer 

carrying capacity. The buck law distorts the sex ratio. Almost without 
warning the dcer bogin to starve in wintor, to harbor "pneumonin" and parasites, 

to decrease in woizht and antler dovelonnent, ond to exhibit abnormal dispersion 

of ruttinz and fawning dates. Yow and youn: codor disappear, and the deer turn 

to young pines for food. 

Meenwhile tho snowshocs, waxing unduly abundant in thc continuous scrub, 

develop an oxaggerated population cycle. With the help of tho doer, they 

extinguish all palatable undorgrowth. 

The vholesale spread of scrub allows re-invasion of the terrain by bear 

and beaver. The depopulation of homesteads allows: of re-invasion by otter. 

The otters, however, are kept at a low level by fishermen, who, having fished 

out the original brook trout, have stocked the stream with exotic trouts. The 

stream now depends on artificial stocking and heavy predator-control to sustain 

even a poor fish population. 

Broadly speaking, there is not a valuable plant left on the landscape. 

The remaining land animals are either violently cyclic, subject to winter star- } 

vation, or held at low levels for their alleged predation, or for their fur 

value. The fish fauna is artificialized, unproductive, and dependent on arti- 

ficial restocking.
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Questions 

1. What game bird is still wninjured in the 1938 stage? Why? Uroesdheccth _ 

2. Whet plants account for the re-invasion by beaver in the 1933 stare? QMé@enaspon 

Geared. 

3. If fire follows the hardwood logzing, what deer food is decreased instead 

of increased? P yous, aGuped map oo 

4. “het game species benefit by the introducticn of white clover? Yen 

5. Speculste as to why there is no comprehensive wblished account of 
northern Wisconsin ecolovy, when it affects the welfare of half the 
state? 

6. What harm and whet benefit would result from the reestablishment of a 
limited number of wolves on this terrain? 

7+ To convert an overstocked deer renze from Staxze 4 to a healthy condition, 

what criteria of health voule you suggest (a) for the ranze? (b) for 
the deer? 7 

8. Why aiy the abuse of land in Case 2 result in erosion, but not in this 

( case x hears nothine of erosion? 4 as 

y y x 
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Descriotion f 

Beaver Dam. Built mostly of alder sticks, not mich decayed. - 

Pond. Has a sandbar at inlet on which a mskrat has opened mussels. The shells a 

are thin and can be crushed in the hand. 4 dead snag of white cedar, killed by on 

the impounded water, stands in the pond, In the S.E. corner is a marshy spot grown \ 
( to smartweed and containing a dead aspen, killed by too mich water. An under- ie 

b water beaver burrow enters the north bank. 1 ; ay 

North Bank. Near the dam the bank is nearly vertical, 3! high, boulder cley, A 
protected against sluffing by a surface layer of tree roots. Bank contains a ‘ it 

kingfisher burrow. At X a white cedar leans over the »vond and shows a "plimsoll ‘ i 
{ line" 8! above pond level. In the woods above is a hollow oak. (Y). The opening ae 

is 6" in diameter and the cavity is nearly horizontol. , ‘a a 
SN | 

South Bank. Shows a clearing by beavers in alder thicket. Stumps have dicd. On \ Wi 
edge of clearing is a young white codar (2) formerly shaded, now with plenty of 1 
light. Deer have not browsed it much. te 

i) 

East Bank. Bears an oven-aged aspen thicket on a hillock in which beavers have mea 
cut a clearing, but some live aspens remain. ia 

Problems a 

(a) Describe two ways to tell the genoral age of the beavor dam, ag 
(b) Describe two ways to tell the exact age of the veaber dam. ¥ in 

(c) What bird nests or mammal dens might be looked for in the hollow oak? ' if 
(a) A spotted sandviper feeds on the sandbar. Was he always a member of the local 

fauna, or is ho a recent addition?) a 
(e) The kingfisher uses the dead cedar os a perch to watch for fish. How would a 

you ascertain whether ho is catching chubs or trout? et 
(f) Does this pond freeze over in winter? How do you know? iat 

‘ (g) Are the soils of the watershed above this dam nrobably suitable for acid- y) 

; loving conifers? ee 
i 

f 
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Case 6: Evolution of tho Foncorow 

Stage 1; 1840. Log Fonces. 

The first foencos woro built to keop the stock out of crons, rrether than to 
confine the stock in pasturos. In wooded country those fences wore built out 
of wholo round logs rather than roils. Tops and brush wero often usod to roin- 
foree the structuro. : 

Such fencorows wero often 30! wide and included a gonorous "turn nround" 
of sod on each side. Tho flora and fauns included practicaliy all but the most 

shade-tolcrant species of vlonts, and all but the wildest specios of forest game. 
Even wild turkeys used such fencerows as travel lanes. 

en eee 

Stage 2: 1660. Rail Fences and Hedges 

Split rails were substituted for round unsplit logs. Even the rails, how- 

ever, loft triangles of uncultivatod ground, which could not be burnod without 

losing the fence, and which could not ba mowed oxcopt by hand and after 

laborious debrushing. 

The flora and fauna remainod as in Stago 1. The rail-~fence stage of 

{ Amorican agriculture saw the richest prefusion of small wildlife over recorded - -| uv 

on this continent. ee ee ees 

Noxious weeds had little chance to gain a foothold during ocither Stage 1 ie 

or Stago 2 foncerows, Tho vigorous competition of native shrubs, herbs and 

grasses largely procluded veeds. 

In prairie country the osage orange hedge took the place of tho rail nai 

Its cover valuoc for wildlife was at least ecual to the rail fonce. 

acc asians nienmle ain Loess AUD nc as Sit iy alin cael iil cele enone tye 

Stage 3: 1900. Wire Pences 

Barbed wire boga1 to replace split rails as straight durable timbor became 
scarcer and cheap wir2 became more abundant, The first wire fonces in Wisconsin 
came in about 1380, Galvanized wire, both barbea and woven, came in about 1900. 
A boom in land valucs accompaniod the change, and encouraged tne clearauce of 

brash and the narroving of "turn-arounds." The abandonmont of rails also 

facilitatod the use of firo for clearing fonces, although woodon posts still 

proventod firing during vory dry woathur, or whore posts were very rough or 

partially decayed. 

During the barbed wire stago, tho wildlife cover valuc of fencerows was 
grontly reduced. ost foncerows lost tieir usofulness as winter covor and 
became usable only for nesting cover aud as travel lanes. Tho radical narrowing 

( of the foncerow gavo the posts a new value as observation stations for ogg- 
hunting crows. 

The foencerow fauna and flora wero sgrcoatly reduced. Noxious weeds had a si 

lesser width of row to grow in, but they had a bottor cheneo to got started 

by reason of the more froquert and com lote disturbance of competing vegetation,
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| Stage 4: 1925. Motel and Concrete Fonces 

Metal posts began to cone in about 1915 and wore widely used by 1925. 

Concrete posts came in at about the same time. 

Non-burnable posts gave the final and complete release to firo as a tool 
for cloaring fonces. This encouraged grasses and discouraged brush species as 

fencerow cover. 

This stage coincided with the wholesale oxtension of quack grass and sweet 

clovor in fencorows, a further decrease in width of foncerows, and a furthor 

shrinkage in floral and faunrl lists. 

Metal posts increased the "mobility" of fence lines. A temporary fonco 
implics that the foncorow, if on broken ground, will be o:cupied by weed stages 

of the plant succession. 

Stago 5: 1938. Electric Fence 

Electric fonces cane into Wisconsin in 1935 ond are non widoly used. Thoy 
are often employed to bolster up tottering wire fences, and +o this oxtent thoy 

“widon" the foncerow and benefit wildlife. Ultimately, however, electric fonces 
mean the completo subjugation of fencerow growths. No irind <«f cover can be 

tolorated in an electric fence because of snort-circuiting duving rains. 

Pe et eet 
Summary of Wildlife Ecology o* Fencerows \ 

Stage Kind of fence Usual width Could fire be used? 

1 log 20-30 foet no 
2 rail or hedge 20 foot no 

4 wire 5-10 foot partly 
4 metal and concrete 5-10 foot yos : 
5 electric zero yes, if posts are metal 

Questions 

1. Why do English farmers, who neod sercago worse than we do, contime 

to use hedges for fence purposos? 

2. Were rail and leg foncos a good refugo for prairie flera? 

3. Why are rolics of proirie flora usuelly confinod to railroads and 
highways?
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Litorature i eee eee 
{ 

ilthcugh fencerows tre rientioued in hundrods of publications on wildlife \ 
management, Shere his been no ccologicnl oxperinentation *o measure thoir 

effoets on animale. The bost pnpor is: 

Bdninstor, F.C. Whe farm fonco in wildlife manngomont end 

erosion control. Trans. Third Yortn Amor. Wildlife Conforcnce, 
y 1938. pp. 563-591. (Roprinted in Ponnsylvanis, Gene Nove, 

March-April, 1933.) 

Thore is a largo litoraturo oa windbroais. Tho oxtonsisn sorvicos of 

‘4sconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, and also the Illinois Naturol History Survoy, issu? 

farnors' bullesins on thom. Also seo: 

Betos, Carlos G. ‘ihe windbrosk as a farm assob. U.S.D.A. Farnors* 

Bul. 1405, 1975. 

The winabroaking cffects of fencerows can ba inferred fron: 

f Aust, F. A. Effecvs of trocs on wind velocities, 15th Annual 
Mooting MWighwsy Research Board, 1935, pp. llé-lel. 

.
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Z ) Case 7: History of a Tussock Harsh 

This terrain is a spring-fed swale characteristic of glacial drainege. Such 
swales are found between drumlins, alon sluggish creeks, or round marshy lakes. 

The soil is muck, possivly representing decayed peat. 

Stage 1; 1890. The marsh is a monotype of Carex stricta, which has formed tell 
tussocks* or hummocks by the risiug action of its brace roots. The cvarse “ress 
on these tussocks forms a canopy which lergely shades out other vegetation, In wet 
seasons the tussocks are flooded. They form perfect cover but bear no food and 
support few animals. 

The spring meanders through the tussocks in a series of pogls grown to Qur 

reed, wapato, cattail, and sedges. In the cold water near the spring is cress 

and trout. 

Around the edges of the marsh is a fringe of red dosvood. 

The animal community depends larzely on the pools rather thar on the tussoclhs, 

The birds include 2 ducks, 2 rails, 1 grebe, e blackbirds, muirsh wren, and swemp 
sparzow. The characteristic marmal is the jumping mouse, which inhabits the 

tossocks, and supports two shrews. iuskrats inhabit the pools and support minks, CBR Bee Eee yh ie er ere. Oe ete a ea oe 

Stage 2: 1910 The marsh is now grazed but not drained. The grazing and tramp- 
{ ling of tussocks hag killed part of the sedze an¢ renlaced it with red_tov, which 

sods over the tussocics as if it had formed ther. ‘Tue mddy trails between the 

tussocks now support jacksnize. These trampled areas have admitted two annual 
weeds, Bidens and amartweed, both <oo¢ bird foods. Prairie chickens, forced down 
off the upland by intensive cultivation, use the partly-onpened tussocks as winter . _ ’ = 

roosts, The cattle have eliminated the cattails in the pools snd hence the we 
yellow-headed blackbirds, bat the new short-7rass pasture on tre edzes of the 

' marsh has sdmitted meadowlark, bobolink, and cottontail. With the combination 
of cottontails and mice for prey, weasels have followed. 

The partial disturbances of Sta.e 2 heve raised the mamreals from = to 7 

species, and the birds from 9 to 11 species, These gains come from bresalcine up 
the _monotyve of Carex, 

¥ 

Stare 3: 1920. The marsh is now drained and grazed. “he aquatic eormunity of 
the pool is gone, save only for water cress, which is protected from cattle by 

| the steep new ditchbank, an’ has followed the swift-reunning water dom from the 
spring. 

The complete accessibility of the tussocks, plus the lowered water table, has 
nov allowed the cattle to kill all the Corex, Hed-top covers the wetter and eS Se ee nannies 

*See Costello, D. F. Tussock meadows of southeastern Visconsin, Botsnical 
( Gazette, Yol. 97, No. 3, Larch, 1936, po. 610-648,
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{ }bluertrass the Cricr nal o* tae marsh, ‘The old tussock, however, still jocalize 

" the tisnbling by c:tile, an? this produces abuniant annual weedn, including 

Bidens, sr-ctveed, and in dry years vervain an. lesser ragweed, All tyne lines 
have moved downhill, but they still os@ililate wo ane. down hill with vet and dry 

yeors. 

Jacksnipe now visit the marsh only as mivrants and only in wet years. 
Prairie chickens no longer fin’ roostin, cover, but visit the marsh occasionally 
to eat reed see’s or loaf. The sugeric: denning facilitics o fere’ by the ditch 
banks have acmitted skunks, HMezdow mice have replaced junping mice, and the 
dry=lanc.. sparrows the svamp-land sparrows. 

The mammal list has now fallen fror 7 to 6, the distinctive birds from 11 
to 6, 

i Stace hy 1930 Contimed grazin: anc dryins have further movec all tipes down- 
hill, Regweed now grows yearly in tne cattle trails, instend of y curing 
roan rs + ~ 
drouths, The slut “ing bans of the citch have allove’ the cattle to clean out 

* Tia Heal aeainne Gan teet oe i hy en ee eT 
the cress, which is revlaced by smartreec., ee 

Pheasants are nov intorduced anc use the moxsn for summer nestin:, anc for 

feeding on ragweed and smertveed in .inter, EZiliceer, meatonlank, snd the siort- 

gress sparrows have become abuucsnt, The meacor mouse is replaced by the prairie 

deer mouse, 

’ The maaial list has fallen fro: 6 to 4, the bird list risen from 6 to 7. 
The fauna and flores, however, are that of the upland »nrairie, Save for the \E 
tombstone-tussocks, it is no lonver & morsh, 

Questions 

1. Is tussock marsh a climox tripe? If not, what succsecs it? 

2, If the black mck is cdecnyec pent, what arrested the process of vent 

formation? 

3. Phat atece of the plant succession in tussock mersh supoorts the 

richest fauna and flora? “hy? 

4, frees in drained tussock morshes frequently occupy the tons of pedestrls 

or reised mounds, “hy? 

] { 

y 

5 

+
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; fh -Oase %: History of Gilbert Creel, ‘Dunn Gounty, Wis. hee 
, Coat ae by Irven 0. Buss) : f 

F Stage 1: 1920 OM : 

A fertile creek bottom is covered with alder thickets and woods of ash, 
swamp oak and elm intersnersed with small grassy meadows. <A cold stream 

meanders eastward toward the Red Cedar River. The farmer does not use the 
bottom, for it is too wet for cultivation. His firewood is cut from the 
adjoining hillsides, which produce tall, straight pignut hickory, red oak 

and hard maple. 

The diverse flora and topography suvport 15 mammals and 15 brooding 

birds. The overhanging banks, whirlpools, sandy bars and rapids of the 
deep stream provide an oxcellont habitat for brook trout. Common suckers and 
erayfish are plentiful. 

Stage 2: 1925 

The farmer clears the woods bordering the stream and turns his cattle 

to greze the meadow snd sleshings. Tho swamp oaks aro cut into fence posts 
which are sold to pay for new machinery. Tho slopes are still being cut 
for fire wood, since hard maple and hickory furnish excellent fuel, and 
red oak is easy to split. Tho large elms cut from the bottom are loft to ‘ 

rot--they are too difficult to work into wood and do not bring a high price 

for lumber. 

Romoving th.. woods climinates the coyote, foxes, 11 four spocios of 
squirrels, chipmunk, and deer mouse, Grazing drives out tho star-nosed ‘ 

mole and the jumping mouse, Raccoons are decreasing; only those living on 

the wooded slopes come down to the stream at night to feed. Removing the 

wogds has caused the ground to bocomo drior, thus _boenofittin, kunis, 
rabbit ond weasel. The badger moves closer to the stream. Tsar the ond 
of_this stage, the ground becones dry onough to allow th? prairie mols to 

live in tha meadows. 

Modifying the flora to this extent has reducod the dvird faunn from 15 

to 3 species, and the mammals from 15 to 11 spocies. 

Removing the shade from the watcr has caused it to dDccome warmer. 
‘Brook trout can no longor oxist in it; thereforo brown and rainbow trout © 

are planted as substitutes. 

| Stage 3: 1930 

Tho farmer has burned the slashings; increased grazing has neerly 

exterminetod the Carex, which is replaced by Bidens, smartwoed, and June 

grass. The odges of the strenm are croding as the roots of the alders and 

Carex are killed. The warmer water now contains carp which have "run" up 
the creek from the river. The carp begin destroying the remaining vezeta~ 

tion.at the stream's edge, thereby making it wider and incrensing its 
temperature.
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Dy _¢. , ; The’ munber gf species remains the same, but the donsity of ull 
“ mammalian specics except striped gophers and prairio moles has been greatly 

reduced. Bird populations remain ebout: the same. 

Stege 4; 1938 

The farm:r has removed necrly all the trees from the slopes of the 
valley. The spring rains cause floods, which run red vith the clay of tho 

slopes. Each year thu bottom is covered with a leyor of silt which annually 
ronows the crop of giant ragweed, smartweod, and nettle. Since most farsors 

on the watershed heave "improved" their ferms in the same way, there is a 
sharn increase in the frequency and intensity of flyods. 

The stream is now so shallow and warm thiut it contains no trout; carm 

have increased; bullhesds live in every pool; turtles (including Blanding's 
turtle) are common and use the sloping banks :.s ecg depositories. 

Most of the remaining mammals have become scarce; the woodcauck nnd 

badger have moved to the plateaus above the valle’. Pheasants are increasing. 
The starling has invaded the rogion, The avian fauna now insluczos 8 specins 
instead of 15, the mammalian fauna 9 species instead of 15. 

( 
q 

\
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History of Gilbert Croek, Dunn County 

: (cempiled by Irven 0. Buss) : 
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Game Management 118 
Aldo Leopold 

BIOGRAPHY OF A COVEY 

15 quail - southern Wisconsin 

JANUARY: The covey is feeding on cornshocks which have been accidentally left 

ab (a), using several grape tangles (B) as daytime cover. They fly to the 

marsh (C) to roost. 

The ground gets hard so the farmer husks out the shocks and hauls the corn 

to the barn. His place is posted, and he is a quail-lover, but he is unaware 

that he is jeopardizing his birds. The covey falls back on the ragweed (D) in 

the oat stubble. (There is plenty of corn + mile away, but no cover, hence the 

birds can't reach it- 

A snow buries the ragweed, so the covey begins to fly to the barnyard to 

foed. The farmor notes this, and feols a glow of hospitable pleasure over his 
. guosts. But the farm dog and cats note it, too. The cats got one. Another 

dies of cold when the dog scatters thom lato ono afternoon, and the bird fails 
to rejoin the others. Motor traffic gets another during a suddon disturbance, 
Twolve left. 

The farmer by accident bogins to scatter mamure on snow in stubble at (F). 

This is much better than risking the barnyard, so thoy feed there. Using 
foncorow (G) as a stroct, thoy don't nocd to fly. 

FEBRUARY: Every day the manure~spreader movos farther from the fenco, while 
snow covers the nearby manure. A Cooper's Hawk hanpons along and catches the 
covey in midfield. He gots ono. Eleven loft. 

So the covey mst givo up the manuro. Watched by the hawk, it "holes up" 
all day under the grapos, foodless for 2 days. They all drop from 190 to 170 

grams--a large loss in speed and strength. 

| 
So the third day thoy stay right in tho marsh where thoy roosted, and find . 

they can scratch up enough dodder, jewol-weed, and smartweod socd to livo, The | 

hawk gives it up and leaves. But now comes a really doop snow, hiding all the | 
marsh food. | 

They sally forth, forced by hunger, to the locust trees at (H). This is 7 

poor food, and uses up nearly as much energy as it gives. Tho avorage weight 
is now 160 grams. One night a wandering mink flushos the roosting birds, which 

seattcor in the dark. One alights in the open, where a horned owl picks him up. 
Two othors dic of cold. Hight left, woight 160 grans. 

MARCH: A thaw comes and exposes the old manure near the fence. The romnant 
eagerly resumes feeding there. But the farmer now burns the marsh, forcing the 
birds to roost under the grapo, Hero a passer-by flushos thom one ovoning so 

late the owl scores. Seven left, but weight going up. Many migrant Cooper's 

Hawks this month, but on the snowless ground with educated birds they fail to 
score. 

APRIL: Green alfalfa and waste corn hal picked up weights, and the birds begin 
to pair on warm days, and look for nesting torritorics. The unmated cock 
whistles his disappointment,
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MAY: The three pairs bogin nesting, one in the alfalfa, one in the greoning 

marsh, anothor on tho ditch. 

JUNE: The haymower gets the alfalfa nest (2), a rain floods the marsh nest (b), 

but the ditch nost (c) brings off 13 chicks. Total 8 plus 13 = el. 

JULY: Hen (a) trios again in the foncerow, but her incomplete clutch (3 eggs) 

is abandoned when a stray dog flushos her from the nest. Hen (b) tries again 

in the oats fiold, and brings off 11 chicks, of which a cat gots ly 

21 plus 7 = 28. 

AUGUST; A marsh hawk, a weasel, and a spermophile each get a chick. 28 ~ 3 =25, 

SEPTEMBER: Easy going. One chick is hit by a car while crossing the road. 

Total el. 

OCTOBER: The now covey eats ragweed and foxtail in the cornfield aad oat 

stubble. A pheasant hunter poachos 4. Total 20. 

NOVEMBER; Same. A rabbit huntor pots 2. Total 18. 

DECEMBER: A Cooper's hawi catches the covey in the open twice, and scores cach 

time. A horned owl gots one. Total cn ri 1 is 15, same as a year ago, 
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Wildlife Hcology 116 
Aldo Leorold 

Biography of a Great Horned Owl Territory 

Frances Hamerstrom 

September - Horned owls hoot in the ravine beyond the woodlot. At this 

season three-fourths grown cottontails and migrating birds form the 

chief articles of food, The grass at this season is either too 
short for mice, or too tall to allow of mouse hunting. 

: October ~ A young screech owl drifts into the orchard and catches two deer 

mice. One of the horned owls catches him and eats him at dawn. 

The horned owls eat more rabbits, and also get several crinpled 
pheasants lost by hunters. 

November - One of the farmer's turkeys is flushed when the car back-fires 

at dusk. He roosts in the honey locusts, where a horned owl picks 

him off and makes a meal. Before daylight a fox picks up the scent 
and foasts on the carcass. 

Fox tracks near the carcass stert the farmor off on e fox hunt, 
A short-eared owl, migrating southward, is shot during the hunt. 

December - A thaw just before Christmas puts a heavy crust on the snow, The 
quail covey, accidentally night-flusked by the farmer's boy, is unable 

, to hide and the owls got one. 

Jamuary - Rabbits are still the staple food. The owls show interest in an 
old crow's nest in an clm. A weasel is caught and caton, and tho 

noxt day a snow-white pellet lies under the roost tree. 

February - The first owl ogg is laid in the crow's nost ond incubation 

starts at once, Soon after anothcr egg is laid and finally a third. 

A heavy snovstorm is followed by « thaw and then a cold snap. 
Two starving pheasants are taken by the owls. The owl mst incubate 
almost constantly lest her eggs freege. 

March - The young owls hatch, but not nll at once, The first to hatch has 
had several good meals of cottontail and mouse before the youngest 

emerges. At foeding time the two older owlets tremple the youngest 

in the nest. He gets only a morsel now and then, He grows slowly 

and dies on the tenth day aftor hatching. His brother and sister 

eat part of his breast meat and head. 

The male owl brings in a jumping mouse which has just come out of 

hibernation, 

April - The young owls, still in downy whito plumage, are growing frst. 

The bird migration is oa, and thoir diet becomes more varied. Their 

tawny juvenile plumage begins to form and particles of white down 

float about in the air near the nest. A warm spell attracts many 
flies to the acest, which by now has a strong smell, The carcess of 

the dead ovlet lies buried in a littor of bonos, fur, feathers, and 

shreds of decaying meat.



Horned Owl--2 

May - Among the flies are some Protocalliphorids which succeed in 

laying eggs on the belly of the smaller owlet. The maggots hatch 

and work about under the skin, making a sore. 
The young owls leave the nest and are taught to hunt. Their 

parents bring them less food, so they mst learn to shift for 

themselves. The owlets are now bigger than their parents, but they 

are clumsy and seldom catch anything bigger than insects. 

June - The peak of abundance has come for the meat-eaters. The woods 
and fields are full of young micc, rabbits, and birds, clumsy and 
unwary. Despite the abundance, hunger often threatens the owlets, 

for they are clumsy end slow. The young malo is hardest put because 

the Protocalliphorid larvae are large and plump under his skin. 
They suck his blood, but at last they pupate, and he has the good 

fortune to rocover. 

July - The parent owls are not mersly indifferent to their young; they 

have become positively hostile and drive thom away from thoir kills. 
A young owl, evicted from a neighboring torritory, comes into the 

ravine and is promptly driven away. 

August - The parents now irrevocably drive thoir young from tho territory. 

The old owls, which have been very quict all summor, now hoot overy 

ovening and the farmer hears them. His pullets are ranging in the 
grain stubble and roost in the orchard. Some disappear, so pole- 
traps aro set. Three ovicted juvenile owls are caught in a weck, 
but the hooting in the ravine continues. It does not occur to the 
farmor to pen up his chickens at night. Instead he gots out his gun 

and succeeds in killing both of the old owls. 
One of the surviving juveniles is caught in a pole-trap. The 

other has travelled far, The woodlot is now owlless. 

Septomber - Two new owls take up their abode on the farm, for it is a good 
October ~ territory and they find it empty. Unlike the former pair, they 

hunt not only in the woodlot, but also near the house and barn, 

November - The cottontail die-off started this summor, so after the bird 
December - migration is past, the owls rely on mice and chickens, The former 

pair of owls had nover acquired the knack of catching chickens. Not 
only did they lot the chickens alone, but they did their best to 

keop out all other owls. They were watchdogs for the farm, but to 

the farmer all owls aro equal. 
No quail are killed by the owls this winter, for the nesting 

season was only fair and the quail were not vulnerable, 
By January the owls have begun nesting in a high hollow stump. 

a 

Reading: Errington, Paul L., Frances Hamerstrom, and F, N, Hamerstrom, Jr. Tho 

great horned owl and its prey in the north-central states. Research 

Bulletin 277, Iowa Agr. Exo. Sta., Ames, 1940, pp. 759-850.



Game Management 118 
Aldo Leopold 

BIOGRAPHY OF A FLOCK 

10 pheasants - southern Wisconsin 

JANUARY: Ten pheasants roost in the cattails of the marsh at A, feeding on 

cornshocks which have been left at B. They use the marsh as mid-day loafing- 

ground. 

The frozen ground offers good hauling, so the farmer finishes hauling the 
shocks to the farmyard. The pheasants now feed at corn shocks (C), walking up 
the fence line and crossing the road. The ragweed in the oat stubble (D) 
provides supplementary foed en route. 

The neighbor hauls in the corn from ©. The pheasants now feed on the 
soybean stubble (E), returning to the marsh to loaf and roost. 

Snow buries most of the soybeans, which are lying nearly flat on the ground. 

There is no other food except tho feedlot (F), which the birds try to use, but 

subject to interruption by the farm dog. The birds oat driod grapes from the 
vinos on the foncerow (G) and also pick up acorn crumbs from the squirrols in 
the woods, and a little ragweed remaining in the stubble. 

The neighbor begins spreading manure at H. The birds feod there, walking 

via foncerow (G) and the road ditch (I). 

A thaw now crusts the snow, making travel casy, and oxposing various widely— 

scattored feeding grounds. The flock ranges a full mile each day, flying or 

walking from one fecding spot to another. Sometimes evening finds them so far 
afield they have to fly back to the marsh in somi-dark. 

A blizzard makes an end of this, and even buries tho roosting ground in the 

cattails. They try roosting in tho willows (J), but a hornod owl makes a kill, 

leaving 9. Two other birds loso their tails when a sleet glues thom to the 

ground. 

They fly nightly to the evergroon windbreak (K) to roost. The farmor has now 
cut wood at L, and they loaf in the cover offered by the brushpiles. They forage 

locust beans at M and burdocks in the fencerows. ' 

FEBRUARY: More snow comes. A fox scores on one of the tailless birds who is 
slow in dodging, leaving 6 birds. Another neighbor spreads manure at N. The 
birds fly to it, as the snow is soft and walking difficult. 

A horned owl discovers the roost (K) and scores, leaving 7. The birds are 

forced back to the marsh to roost in the willows where the owl scoros again, 
leaving 6. 

A thaw uncovers the cattails and all the old manured fields, Times pick up. 

Our own farmer puts out manure at 0. Still better. 

\ MARCH: Easy going but for occasional temporary snows. 

APRIL: The 6 remaining birds form 2 harems, of a cock and 2 hons each.
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MAY-AUGUST: Ono cock claims a crowing ground on the marsh. His hon (a) nests 
( in the marsh but her oggs aro flooded. His hon (b) nosts in the woods and 

brings off a brood of 8, 2 of which fall to a gopher; tho rest survive. The 
other cock crows in the fencerow; both of his hens (c & d) nest in tho hay and 

are caught in the mowing. Both lose their oggs, and one her life also. Hon a, 
who was flooded, now renests in a fencerow, bringing off 7, losing 1 in a polt- 

ing rain, and 2 when the brood is scattered by a marsh hawk. Hon c ronosts but 

is caught in the oats harvost. 

SEPTEMBER: Survival: 14 pheasants, 5 old, 9 young. No mortality. 

OCT.-DEC; Hunters get 3, and 1 dios a cripple. Survival 10, as of a yoar ago. 

Population Curve ~ 10 nheasants 
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Wildlife Ecology 118 
Aldo Leopold 

Definitions of Food Chain Relationships 

/ Exploitation 
The upper member consumes the products of the lower, but without ordinarily 

killing it. Thus plant-eating animals consume the leaves, stems, fruits, or buds 

of the plant and the plant grows new ones. Over-exploitation, of course, may kill 

the individual plant or even wipe out the species locally. 

Predation 
The upper member kills and consumes the individual lower member, but ordinarily 

without wiping out the species. Hunting is a form of predation. 

Predation and exploitation occasionally operate jointly to form the link between 

two species: thus the farmer exploits the cow for milk, preys on her product, the 

ealf, and ultimately preys on the cow herself. 

Interpredation: two species. which prey on each other, as the owl and the crow, 

Such cases are not uncommon,: but they are usually highly conditioned; thus the 

crow is vulnerable only at night; the owl only as an egg, or when attacked by a mob 

of crows with no cover to hide in, 

Services (noletionalsa.s nek UnareQeremay~ heed) 

Symbiosis: An exchange of services for which cach member is dependent on the 

other. Thus alfalfa "houses" the nitrogen-fixing bacterium in a nodulo grown for 

the purpose; the bacterium fixes nitrogen from the air for the alfalfa, and thus 

eventually for the soil and the rest of the biota. degadmpathmorebhpaimiierssthe 

woudchuckaagainshopasdaborssotheawoedchucikxdtous ose th rabbit aerines—bothepradakegs 

ank wea tedr. 
Cropping Symbiosis: An «xchange between a farmer and a race of plants or animals, 

The farmer preys on the individual but renews and protects the race (viz; all annual 

( crops and most livestock.) 
Human Symbiosis: Tho inter-human exchanges of labor, goods, and advice, usually 

operating through the common denominator of money, are, of course, an elaboration of 

symbiosis. herune, 

Buffer Servico: An animal stands between prey and predator, with the effect of 
shielding the ster, Thus tho mouse buffors the quail from the fox because the 
mouse is easier to catch. At times buffer service may be reversed: in deep snow 
the mouse is housed in a mighty fortress, while the quail is vulnerable. 

Farasitism 
An oxploitation in which the upoer momber (parasite) resides in or on the lower 

member (or host) and consumes his products (or food, or tissues) without killing. 
Example; tap-werm in rabbit or flea on rabbit. 

Disease; A maladjusted parasitism in which the parasite becomes lethal to his 
host, and thus lethal to himself (as an individual, but not necessarily as a race. ) 

Vector: An animal which transmits disease between two other animals without 
itself being affected. Example: tick transmits tularemia from one rabbit to another, 

or from rabbit to grouse, 

Conditioning Un Roce of Gone, 
A limitation on the effectiveness of a link in a food-chaing Thus: 

Fox preys on quail..... ......+..+,.-in winter whon mice scarce, or as juveniles 

Dog preys on rabbit.................,.as juveniles, or in deep snow, with warm weather. 
Alfalfa exploits soil.....,.. .......when alkaline and innoculatod 
Ragweed exploits soil,............+...when competing sod is broken 
Mouse buffers quail,........ «...+...except in deep snow 

\4 Tularemia paralyzes rabbit...........when tick (vector) transmits it 

a . 
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(¥) CALCIUM-PHOSPHORUS CHAIN 
OR RED DEER 

: Aftet F.Frasier Darling: Phenolo, 
"A Herd of Red Deer" 1937 mR 
"A Naturalist on Rona" 1939 
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(B) AGRICULTURAL FOOD CHAIN Wildlife Ecology 118 

Southwest Wisconsin Aldo Leopold 

(See Case 2, Prairie Coulee) 
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(C) MARSH FOOD CHAIN (food relations only) Wildlife Ecology 118 
Central Wisconsin (Case 4) Aldo Leopold 
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CHAIN OF A S. WISCONSIN MARSH Wildlife Keology 118 
se Fefore cat After Drainage Aldo Leopold 

(See Case 7, History of a Tussock Marsh) Ba ise x fron 
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University of Wisconsin 

Aldo Leopold 

PYRAMID OF NUMBERS, 1940, FOR 
DELTA RIDGE, DELTA, MANITOBA 

LYLE K. SOWLS 
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UNIT WEIGHT, GRAMS a WRIGHT, GRAMS NUMBER roan BY oh bok hr ot wai econsin 
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UNIT WEIGHTS WBIGHTS , (GRAMS) NUMBERS SPECIES, COMPOSITION i 
(GRAMS PER INDIVIDUAL) ONE SQUARE MILK 4 

(TERRESTRIAL VERTEBRATES) 

RED 4,450, GRAY 4200 4,400 F FOXES 1 0.7 RED, 0.3 GRAY 

HORNED OWL 1,800, REDTAIL 1,350 (FORBUSH), 3,400 HAWKS AND OWLS 5.7 1.0 HORNED OWL, 0.7 REDTAIL, 
SCREECH 175 (KENDEIGH) 4 SCRBECH 

RACCOON 8,000, OPOSSUM 4,500 8,500 |°".°.*] RACCOON AND 1.5 0.5 RACCOON, 1.0 OPOSSUM i 
ff -| OPOSSUM % 

fs a eee at 1 
We-NCHUCK 4,000 Be or 140,000." =.) woopcHUEK Hl 10 10 wooDCHUCKS y 

fa en en Pe 1 
SKUNK 3,140, WEASEL 168, [I2 coo coli +. 149,900- 605s] MUSTELLIDS 14 11 STRIPED SKUNK, 1 WEASEL, 
BADGER 6,300 MEMES! SEUSAS 2 eat hae Fa mT ale me | ivan 

Reg faa i 

SCBAHITE 190, KUFFSD GROUSE 600, 12,400," “|| GALLINACEOUS 30 20 BOBWHITE, 6 RUFFED GROUSE, 
PHEASANT 1,250 oo) ee 4 PHEASANT 2 

pace ~ os ~ @ 

FOX SQUIRREL 768 (ALLEN p.371), HaeR cu ipeeta neat aah e 

GRAY SQUIRREL 500 (GOODRUM p. 17), ete ,24,100° "1 ) SQUIRRELS 35 25 FOX SQUIRREL, 10 GRAY SQUIRREL, a 

FLYING SQUIRREL ? Hosa oe Pe ie ay ) ? FLYING SQUIRREL = 

; Pua epee 3 

SPERMOPHILE 200, FRANKLIN GROUND SQUIRREL 500, 9,90b" .” ¢ .'| GOPHERS AND 50 45 SPERMOPHILE, 1 FRANKLIN'S GROUND 

CHIPMUNK 100 helo. CHIPMUNKS SQUIRREL, 4 CHIPMUNKS 4 

_?-soPTONTAIL 1/150; JACKRABBIT “2,600 -+°).'+ "i % \-.- 198,500. *.;] RABBITS AND HARES 150 150 COTTONTAIL. OCCASIONAL a 
REG in eg a i i Sa aS CaS an co daar JACKRABBIT. : 

Nearer pee Feel ees Late te io St fg: oe aes Diy Dorey 6 ss’ se .e en “4 

PRAIRIE MOLE 85 bi 'g8,500°-7 5] MOLES 15 ''sbor 300? PRAIRIE MOLE a 

eee eS SUMMIT ee Ls oS SUMMER. |": *) 84 JUNCOS, 17 CHICKADEES, 
57 SUMMER SPECIES, Ji ') eet ete Tare | SONGBIRDS TLD ae preps] Ft. (SEB FIGURE 3) 3 

Ae Beste R Och crip adie! gli Soe Se. SPEC 3 

si forus 40, PeRoMyscus’ 16,000 008 20S 146,000 "0c ) Rage, MCR, AND ‘ 
<s HedSE MOUSE 15, BLABINA BB. SHRBIS 3 
Be hc oy we ice settee Suan ea sa at a ne * 

7,000 50,000 25,000 12,500 800 1,000 2,000 04 

AVERAGE 81 GRAMS 606,000... «+ + - TOTALS. . . - « -5, 054 a 
: (IN WINTER) ¢ 

NOTE: DASHED LINES INDICATE GROUPS ENUMBRATED : 3 

SY ESTIMATE RATHER THAN BY CENSUS. : , 
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1l cats 9 99 TR caTs 1 TR 33 110 “a 
' 1 BOBCAT 230 

4 

1 HORNED OWL x 4 7 
HAWKS AND OWLS ™ 7 $0.7 REDTAILx 3 © q 

; 4 SCRERCH OWL x 0.4 : a. 

\ i 
0.7 RED FOX x 10 ‘ s ‘ 

4 poas 3p 140 0. | DOGS AND FOXES | ™ 10 {3:3 GRAY x 9 an 3. 0:08 SOM ea 
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‘ 1 = 
11 SKUNK x 7 3 

BADGER x q ‘ MUSTELLIDS, 0.1 128 4 0.8 Raccoon x 18 a 
: RACCOON, ETC. 1 oposmu x 30 

3 

7 PIGHONS 0.8 6 TR PIGEONS ‘TR 70 100 PASS, — 
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' 0.7 “a 
' a 

8 x 0.4 3 
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Jamary 21, 1943 

Wisconsin Deer Committee 

Outline of the Deer Problem 

1. Many other states have faced the problem (Oregon, California, Utah, Ariz., 

New Mex., Colo., Texas, Pa., N. Y., Mass., Conn., N. H., N. C., Ga.) 

2. <All follow same sequence: local damage spots, widespread damage spots, 
starvation, deterioration of herd. In severe cases, the herd loses capacity 

to recover its numbers oven after food recovers. (Kaibab) 

3, No state has so far taken decisive remedial measuros before deer and range are 

damaged, despite 5 years' warning in somo cases. 

+. Problem arises from those characters of decor and deor food plants: 

(a) Deer, unlike other gamo, starve rather than move. Hence 

starvation is always spotty. 

(b) Over use by deer eventually kills their winter food plants. 
ver use by game birds does not kill their winter food plants. 

(c) On over used range, over usod valuable plants are oventually 
crowded out _b ,» oither directly by 

browsing of the valuable plants, or indirectly by browsing 

of their reproduction. This gives worthless plants a 
competitive advantage. 

(4) Artificial feoding of decr intensifies a, b, andc. Artificial 
feeding of birds carries no known penalties. 

(ce) Malnutrition reduces weight and antlers, but not rate of 
reproduction. It is alloged to distort sex ratio, but this 

: is not proved. Malnutrition increases diseases, parasites, and 
predation. It_kills young deer first. 

5. There are no records of excess deer previous innings of organized 
predator control (1910), nor previous to organized refuges combined with 
buck laws (Pa., about 1915). 

6. There aro no American records of excess deer where these measures are absent, 
evon on good deer range (Mexico). 

7» The deer problem has been extreme in parts of Europe, where prodator-control 
is extreme, but buck laws and refuges are absent (Germany, Scotland).
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EFFECT OF PROMPT VS, DELAYED REMOVALS ON CARRYING CAPACITY FOR DEER 

(A) George Reserve, Mich. aor Probable trend without 

j 250 1200 acres (fenced) i | removals : | 

(Hickie, Paul / | 7 

Mich. Conservation / Removals | 

200 7T:3:6-7, 11) My \ 

/ \ Probable starvation without 

160 - \ removals 

150 Damage \ 

? recognized aon wa 
i 

% 

100 
\ Capacity level 

~ 5 : “is 
50 eo 

Probable lower capacity level My ah aes y 

tment mr 

Ca a Sa a ae ae 

Herd A is enclosed, and has no predators. The arca was stocked in 

March, 1928 with 2 bucks and 4 does. Eotween 1928 and 1933 it 

increased at the full potential rate. The 1933 consus showed 49 bucks, bh 

4g doos, 69 fawms. Since 1933 tho hord has bocn held at 75, “AS Tiaee it 
AT = tdeen eer (6 Serko w 

456 

100,000 (B) Kaibab Platcau, Arizona 
100 000 1,000,000 acres 

(Rasmisson, D, I. 
Ecol. Monographs 4 

60% starved 3 3229-275) 
» 1924-26 

5 
é 

ay ee \ Probable capacity if removals 
@ 40.000 rie c 

Damage 20 /000 my had started in 1918 

ro ized ee a a 20,000 i“ 
i te 

eet eae 
46 yrs. a 

in bi A tale 

i 1915 1925 1935 1940 

Romovals. 

<—— 60 —xK— 74 — —— Wye ——_————__ Cougars 

——————— 30 ——_————> : Wolves 

<————— 3,000 ——— x ————._ 4388 Coyotes : 

fo 1B ORfa ee Deer 

Herd B is "enclosed" by deserts and the Grand Canyon, Tho eonsus points 

aro ostimates. Tho carrying capacity in 1939 was half that of 1910 when 

the herd was of the sama size (about 10,000). 

|
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(C) MICHIGAN 1/6 yards in good shapo o 
Estimate 1,172,000 decor 1938 
Starvation, "buck shortage" 

\ Inersass with Deerrase with Firn control / 
early lambsring market hunting Refuges Vv 

Law onforcoament 
t ey Bs ie i Rete efrheo® ys 

Y at a n Hit bottom 1915 

-7°100,000 shipped from 4 Mee ¢ 
UP 1882-—t» Die aire ee ee erin 
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(D) PENNSYLVANIA 

i 00 , 000 
Slogan: Don't be yelloW@fd kill a doo 
Starvation begins ¢ 

¢ftuating of deor 

Warning givon 400, 000 

Buck law ty 6 er 

Refuges 00, 000 

i“ Average buck 
1 i now 115 # 

eee stimaterd capacity 250000 instead 150 + 

ITeTN AON i eV Lah sinc lesisdanenenle 

1915 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 | 

(B) PISGAH N. F., N.C. Range distrass, doos oprned 1932 ) 
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4600 
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{ eee 
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Wildlife Ecology 118 

Aldo Leopold 

TYPES OF BROWSING 

Barking: Gnawing off bark (cottontail-apple) 
Girdling: Barking all the way around (Microtus-red pine) 
Budding: Eating buds without cutting stem (deer-hickory, grouse-aspen) 

Eating catkins, without cutting stems (deer-hazel, grouse~hazel) 
Eating buds off stem after cutting (cottontail-blackberry) 

Leaf-browsing: Eating green leaves (deer-basswood) or dead leaves (deer-apple, 

ruffed grouse-oak) 
Pithing: Cutting stems to eat pith (cottontail-goldenrod) 

Eating pith without severing stem (cottontail-sumac) 

Summer-browsing: Hating new succulent growth only (deer-elm) 

Cutting: Severing stems to eat some part (see budding, pithing)’ 
Severing stems just "for exercise" (cottontail-red pine) 

EFFECTS OF BROWSING 

A. Inhibits reproduction of palatable seedlings, thus modifying composition, 
(cottontail-oak, deer-white cedar, deer-ground hemlock) : 

B. Causes resprouting and accelerates spread. (cottontail-wahoo, blackberry ) 

C. Thins over-dense stands of secdlings, thus promoting growth, (Snéwshoe-jackpine) 

D. Thins stands, thus releasing suppressed species, (Cottontail thins bog-birch 

and releases small white ladyslipper. ) 

BE. Prunes trees, increasing clear longth, (Deer-white cedar, deer-hickory. ) 
F. Reduces fruit buds, thus reducing fruits, Rare, (Ruffed grouse-apple) 
G. "Hedgos" plant, which spreads until centre is protectod and produces a leador. 

(Cow-thornapple, cow-spruce, deer-spruce. ) 
H. Degrades tree by admitting fungi or leaving scars, (Rabbits probably admit 

fungi to oaks. When red deer bark spruco boles, a "catface" results, ) 
{ a I. Enhances palatability. Repeated browsing may make the regrowth "sweeter", 

"Both deer and cattle often prefer heavily browsed plants to nearby unbrowsed 
plants.) : 

PALATABILITY OF BROWSE VARIES WITH: 

Age: Young plants or new shoots are usually preforred. 
Vigor of Growth: Fast growth is usually preferred. 

Soil: Door prefer red dogwood previously treatod with nitrogon fertilizor. 
(Mitchell and Hosley, Black Rock Forest Papers 1:5:24-27) 

Exposure: All grouse prefer to bud on open-grown trees. 
Snow-storage: Submergence in snowdrifts seems to enhance palatability. 

Season: Most browsing is limited to certain seasons, 

Previous browsing: See I, above. 
Disease: Rabbits prefer red dogwood infected with oyster shell scale, , 

PALATABILITY LISTS 

Cottontail—proof Both cottontail and mouse-proof. 
red cedar wild grape 
wild plum Virginia creeper 
gooseberry honeysuckles 

jackpine dogwoods 

Very palatable to cottontails To mice To both mice and cottontails 
sumacs black cherry wahoo 

rose wild plum blackberry 

wed=raspuerry” gooseberry . apple 
. ¢rab apple oais
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Wildlife Ecology 118 | 
Aldo Ieopold | 

POPULATION MECHANISMS OF DEER AND QUAIL 

Meee 

Character Deer | Quail | 

‘ 

i ! 

1. Winter food habits | Eat mainly twigs and reproduction Eat mainly seeds 

———— ee 
ew 

2. Ratio of summer to Only part of summer range habitable in winter, hence both species mst concentrate’ ! 

winter range fei Ee A aiee SOD Deel Wine aks ote NU a0 seas ele eae Cte Se De 

: ee 
3. Responses to crowding | | : 

i | 

Internal pressure | Stay put. No intolerance of deer Disperse to marginal locations. High 

| for deer | intolerance of covey for covey. q | 

Food Plants | Weakened by overbrowsing; replaced by Not affected, Replacement occurs only | 

| non-palatable plants. | by plant succession, 7 

| . | 

Predation | Original predators probably dispersed ' Predation loss not affected by kind or 

concentrations. Present predators got | number of prodators, Only marginal 

i only starving deer. loss dependson | coveys are vulnerable. Sum of 200d 

! kind and number of predators. ' ranges thus constitutes a "threshold 

| | of security", below wiich only nomiml 
t les Ss. | —— 

Physical deterioration! Antlers and weights stunted by | Stunting doesnot persist; bird dics 

| malnutrition or thrives. 

4. Responses to human | Logging (down tops) feeds doer, but is Artificial fecding not oxpensive. 

activity ! not dependable. Artificial feeding is | Docs not affect natur foods 

i oxpensive. It prolongs and intonsifies| 

| damage to natural foods. 

5. Reproductive success | Rate of gain apparently not affected by| Rate of gain inverse to density of 

| density of brecding stock. Population | breeding stock, Population is 

i not self-limiting. | self-limiting.
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DARLING'S THEORY OF i 

: MINIMUM POPULATION 

: How survival is influenced by spread of breeding dates ina 

colony of gulls. (From Darling, "Bird Flocks and the 
. 

Breeding Cycle," 1938, p- 70.) Species surviving at 

ae low population levels: 

; Volf 

i 
Otter 

; Fisher 

T | ee large colony | Marten 
Desert Sheep 

| a small colony eccieebub Kirtland Warbler 

2 | : i ‘i Trumpeter Swan 

. | i Spruce Hen 

th ea Wild Turkey 

8 oe Surminacr swan ten 
a pf ss ae ‘ 

ee eS etre ie! fy VTE ng Ea ae. Rectimans Warksom 

Bo Me PCR es Le Np Sedation uth Osa had “Tarn 

ee ee eS ore os 
Ay Le BR LS ae BOR ce Steal a Ee Ne. aoe ae oy Species recovering from : 

LO Siienngeereecnnacstatiaekevennea ‘ low population levels: 

PAIN | seme : Boaveor : 

‘ x : . Decor (in many states) 
¢ e : Black Bear 

Extinct spocics belicvod to Bare spectes prokehhy fot Fo~ ; Antolope 
conform to tho Darling thoory: : cover (ron low population levels: Wood Duck 

: ; pia Upland Plover 

Passonger Pigeon Grizzly Bear : is 

; Heath Hon 4 Bighorn American Egret 

: Condor 

ss . Ivorybill Woodpocker 

‘ Whooping Crane 
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: Map the land-use of the above area, or as much of it as you can find evidence 

for, previous to its conversion to campus and city. Name one characteristic 
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< cats snow x oats x road- x town road x roadside xX corn > 
fence side i 

Landscape: 

A. Mamured but rather poor oat stubble bearing low lesser ragweeds. Some of the ragweed stems are bitten off about 1' high. 

B. A "living snow fence" 4! to 6! high. ‘The trees are spaced 6' x 6'; some bluegrass has come back around them. 
C. Oat stubble bearing ragweed somewhat larger than those in A. A dead Hungarian partridge lies in the stubble. 
D. A roadside strip carrying bluestem (Andropogon furcatus) except at the base of the pole, where there is some bluegrass. 

The pole is only 15' high, having been reset several times. Near it lies a pink granitic boulder. 
B. A town road. The drain ditches bear ragweed and sandburs of last summer's growth and some older smartweed stems. On the 

edge of the road lies a rabbit carcass flattened by traffic. Up the road lies a dead snow bunting. 
F. A roadside strip carrying bluestem, a silphium with broad basal leaves now black, and a sumac bush consisting of one live 

atalk, forked, and one dead stalk, somewhat decayed and showing tooth marks. A fence post carries a faded cardboard 

sign, "No Hunting". Wear it is another pink boulder. 
G. Corn stubble, the hilis spaced 34' x 34", each hill containing four rather poor stalks. 

Questions; pLeadas ths 

1. What month is this? 2. In what county or counties? 3. Was last/summer drier or wetter than the preceding summer? 

~}y-How-long-ago.was-thelast-hard winter? 5. What sex is the rabbit? 6. About what year were the pines planted? 

. 7. Which blue grass grows at the base of the telephone pole and in/the snow fence? 
8. Why is the ragweed in C larger than in A? 9. Is the roadside(mowed in summer? 10. What killed the Hungarian? 
11. What snow,;depths occurred in the stubble A this winter? 12. Are there likely to be corn shocks in the corn field G? 

13. How long ago was’ the road ditch last cleaned out? 

(Answer as many of the questions as you can, citing your evidence for each answer. Also rate each answer as certain, 

probable, or hypothetical. )
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Problem 3, Phenology. Due April 10. | 

A farmer is spreading manure on a cornstubble. He hurries lest the 

| ground soften before his task is done. Spring peepers and red-wings call 

from the marsh. The red-wings are all males. A late pheasant crows from 

the willow- thicket, 

In the lower field in the lee of the woods a black butterfly with 

yellow wing-margins hovers in the pale sunlight, and a thrush with a 

brick-red tail flits silently into the thicket. As the farmer spreads 

the last of his load along the fencerow a pai@ of bluebirds flutter around 

an old post, and a small mammal ducks into a hole, emitting a shrill 

chatter. A flock of plovers with red rumps flush from a puddle near : 

the barn, 

‘ta Questions: What time of day? About what date? Identify the butterfly, 

the thrush, the mammal, the plover, What would you guess is the condition 

| of the fencepost. If you walked down to the marsh, what waterfowl might | 

you expect to see? 
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VA Counties Reporting Kills in 19}0* 
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Counties reporting kills in 1940* 
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Whitetail deer : 

oA Counties reporting kills in 1940* 
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- Wildlife Ecology 118 ( | 

Aldo Leopold | 

y (Not for publication) 

Spring Phenology of Dane and Sauk Counties - Ot 

Month. ten. 4940! 1941! 1942! 1943 Month. Item. | 1940! 1941 | 192 | 1943 | | 

ist at ithe erin ocean ine 
Jamary | \ : | Alder pollen, } 4/12) 4/13: i 

Cardinal singing | | 1/20, You |, | | 
R picking at moot | 3/30 I White pine | i 4/25 | | 

February i 1 ' candles start | : 1 | | 

Pheasant crowing | | 1/28) || Aspen pollen | 4/12 | | | 
| | i | j { . 

| | || Elm pollen | 4/23 | | | 

‘March as i atl Gea ) 
ore in | ae 3/23) sfa H Mary og nce | Alas coo | 

Leopard frog out | | 3/29| 5/3 | Field sparrow | | 4/12 | { | 

' i \ ‘ | , 

Snow fleas out | 3/2 | || White-throated 4/1 | | 

Rod - coma Wa teary har > | uy || sparrow ' | | 

@ Spring canker worm 4/4| 3/28) 3/21) 4/4 || Furple martin | 3/31 | 4h 

ascends i | | I | ' 

| | | Brown thrasher | | 5/19 | | 

Woodcock peenting| 3/30] 4/5 | 3/30} i | | 
| | | | Wilson snipe | 4/20) 4/12; 4/2 | | | 

Canada goose i 3/291 3/6 13 || winnows i i ! 

| \ | | ww |) Quail bobwhi ting 4 fer | 5/2 | 4/23 

Robin 3/23) 3/7 |3hy |; @aecdrwer =| > Stas |\0vn toQhour | 
i | | 1 Hepaltcn | | \ a ‘ 

Killdeer | ' | 3/6 Bay || Dereham recctaeo | Se es 

aie || May Ce Lees | 
Blue bird | —> | 3/29; => hy |, Birdfoot violet 5/12 | i /30 | 4/25 | Alas | | 

Caxibined : Sue Hp a FY il | | | | | 

7 cre | | ee Iban toi titnn 5/16 | 5/2 15/1 | | | 
i | \ : 

Lake Mendota opens — —|-> ge | Anemone canadensis | 5/23 5/30 | | 
A petdee ere | i i | Lh | 

Spermophile out jj 3/12) | Spiderwort | 5/23 | 5/30 | | 
YeWlour- LeOlard On ea ee ae 
vend Kesc Se a ie | Blue lupine 5/9 | 5/17 i 
April | 1 | | 
Mourning cloat Tee ye | Columb: | | ning ‘ oaix y) | /12 en | olumbine : | 5/9 | 5/9 | 

Cabbage butterfly | 4/25) 4/18 ;Saeep sorrol = 5/25 0 | 5/23 | 
Pi _ | fF ) . | 4/a 1 / | 5/3 | 5/ | 

\ ||Phlox pilosa | 5/26 | 5/23 | 5/23 | | 
Pasque flower 4/a7, 4/19] 4/12|4 24 |! | 

| || Phlox divaricata! 5/26, 5/9 | 5/1 i | 
Marsh marigold | 4/27! 4/22) 1| i i | | | | 

| || Wild geranium 5/18 | PBT | | | 

Hoary puccoon 15/121 4/25 | 5/1 | ; ' | 

| | | | | 
_ Wild plum | | 4/25) | eaenotae pollon | | 5/1 | 

Silver maple | 4/12 4/3 | Choke cherry 5/2 | 5/1 | 

pollen | | | pe | | 
Hazel pollen | | 4/22] 4/3 | || Wild grape p/25)( 5/283 

| : | \ | |



-2- 

Month. Item. [1940 1941! 1942, 1943], Month. Item. jugho 1942 | 192 | 19h3 
PTAA TICLE Mee Reh UDA ea a | ( dmelanchier 15/12. | 4/ely || White pine | | 6/15 | | 

| \ | || growth ceases | | 
Nannyberry 16/1 , 5/18; 5/23) | | | / | | a | Woodcock peonting | 5/30! 6/1 | 
Wild rose | | 5/18| 5/, 1 ends | | | 

\ | i | i \ ‘ i | i | i Black locust | 5/23, 5/30 ' i 
| | | First alfalfa | 6/25 | \ 

| | cut | 
|| First peas cut 6/15 | \ | ' \ 

House wren | | 5/e | 4/22 | | \ | 
Crested flycatcher | 5/e | 5/1 | | 

Poe 
Baltimore oriole | | 5/2 4/29 | | | | 

i | 
Rose-breasted t i P5Ad | 

grosbeak i | s | 
Scarlet tanager | 5/16 ' \ a | Indigo bunting | | 5/9 ee 

| I Desiderata in Phonology 
| 

| | | f Balance. Get a good representation 
\ ' | | of cach class: birds, mammals, woody 
; | ! | ,Dlants, herbs, insects, roptiles and 

June | | || amphibians, agricultural events, 
Fireflies | | 5/30| 6/T | | physical ovents (such as break-up of 

i | lake). 
| | | i | Definitive Items. Itoms differ 

Harebell | 6/7 | 6/7 | 1 greatly in (1) sharpness (2) deponda- 
| | |; bility. Thus the ascent of tho spring 

Marsh blueflag 6/7 | 6/5 if canker worm is absolutely sharp, and 
i | i , cannot be missed if you have tanglefoot 

Spatterdock i | | | 6/5 on an infected elm. On the other hand, 
| | | F first bloom of dandelion is sharp, but 

Yarrow 6/7 || radically affected by the warmnoss of 
| |;the site, First bloom of apple is 

White clover by) 6/4 ||worthless because different varieties 
| \|}bloom at different times, but first 

Fleabane rove, | 6/7 | bloom of one apple tree is sharp and 
| | |, dependable. Ripening of all fruits is 

Quack pollen | | 5/30! 6/15 hazy, but first pollen is sharp. 
| | || Beginning and Ending. In many events 

| ' the ending is just as important as the 
| | | | || beginning, but much hirder to record. 
| i | || Most lists are deficiont in ondings. 

| | |, Local vs. Distant Events. Arrival 
Gray dogwood 6/7 | [lof birds may reflect the weather where 

| ! || they come from, rather than where they Silky dogwood | 6/7 | 6/7 | arrive. In this respect all resident 
| | i |jorganisms are superior for phenology. 

Wahoo 6/7 | 6/7 | i! 
| |; 

| ea | 
| 1 { Vy
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i Aldo Leovold 
: Miscellaneous Censuses, Univ. of Wis. Areas - Wildlife Eeolosy 118 | 

| 

Lad + irae. Ly CME oo soem Rg | 
i \ Ma \ \ \ be) | 
i \ / ‘ \ \ ne ue | a bel : \ \ 316 i ez | 

300 ee 339 Pegi Rie 138 | F Ce we ane ee 
o. / eat 288 \ ) \ x ent 213 

Bi *8i \ i \ \ 200 27e } 163 | \ \ aA j Oe aia a \ ehh 
pee ean y 245 o 1L3R : \ bl iL-§1 
ae BN en .3 iff a 100| *-¢_ Prairie du Sac iy as \ Dia | 

/ ie 3200 acres ° \ r , S ~ | 
/ : 19 NER ge | 

a o4/ 

049304. 1932929321 19330 1931. 1935119351 193712933 119391 1940, 194 | 
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o 38 \ ie) Ns as 

20 Hed eons gee ean Z Nae seul 9 9 - Sy — 

10 ° o Om 9- G0 ~ = 6-9 ~ = 

CeO Cee Tae nT Wii co ene moti e RUNE Ru, a ea 
z ~ 
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ie aldo Leonold 4™ 
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Wildlife Ecology 118 
Aldo Leopold 

Wildlife Food and Cover in Terms of Plant Succession 

Generalized Peat Sand Oak- Northern Agricultural 

stages svamp "island" hickory Prairie hardwoods counterparts 
AOR sou ms ee acme nice eerste anaes eet 

WEED snartweed sandbur ragweed « —_ —_»ragweed fireweed (GRAINS) | 
giant ragweed (foxtail )<— -—>(foxtail )<— - —» foxtail (ANNUAL 
felse buckwheat tickle grass LEGUMZS) | 

FORB #& goldenrod<—.. (sheep sorrel )_/ Gmallein) ; goldenrod «~_ bracken (ALFALFA) ) 
waster a goldenrod <— vervain lead plant a ee (SWEET CLOVER) 

Joe-pye +. horseweed > enter = —- >) abkeris goldenrod (WHITE CLOVER) 
nettle Reena Em stn pasque flower 

GRASS ° Carex panic grass (bluegrass) <—~ bluestem : (bluegrass) (PASTURE 
bluejoint bluestem <-——~-° (quack grass) (blucgrass,etc.)« (white clover) GRASSES ) 
(redtop) Indian grass (timothy) 
(canary) (Canada 

bluegrass) 

BRUSH * red dogwood sandcherry hazel rose raspberry (RASPBERRY ) 
epoison sumac pincherry plun prairie willow red & mt. (BLACKBERRY ) 

bush willow sweet fern haw maple 

; hazel <——~ sumac aspen 
blueberry grape white birch 

blackberry 

CLIMAX etamarack black oak ~~ wh. & red oak bur oak sugar maple (ORCHARDS ) 7: | 

jack pine ‘sblack oak (edge) yellow birch “7 

white pine hickory beech 
hemlock 
basswood 

ALL coat 3S cons ib ceanl,r,b cons |, L CnacS 

Note: Intrudod exotic species which have escaped to the wild are in parenthesis and underlined. 

Cultivated species, mostly exotic, are in parenthesis and capitals. 

The bracket under prairie indicates that the three stages coexisted as a climax. a 

# Vite Doar (Cremuc. Getrum) tase Aguowt un (Fold ond Mornens durarune usutex Hand 

|
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A yILDLIFS ECOLOGY 118 Hs 
a 
a Grant Cottem : 
aM ; 

| a Spring Semester 1946 : 

i Instructors Aldo Leopold ; : 

i 
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a cae 
ae 
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Lecture Outline 
: f 4 Wildlife Ecology 118 : 

f 196 

t ’ ) 3 

i A. The Plant - Animal Community : 
f ; | 

; 1. Pladvt Succession, Flora, and Fauna. Habitat. ‘ ‘ 

| 2. Interspersion, Soils, and Land use. Landscape Patterns. a 

3.. Key Plants and Key Formations. ; ; . i 

7 i, Interaction of Animals and Plants. Food habits. ‘ 

5. Summary. Reading Landscape. Phenology. 

3B. Population Behavior ; ae 

6. The Animal Mind. Behavior Patterns. 4 
: “7. Territory and Social Organizetion. : : ‘ 

f &. Movenents: local, migratory, irruptive. Mme ue : 

i °Q, Distribution. Spread and Shriniage. , . 

f 10. Fluctuation. Cycles, Irruptions, Extinctions. : : 

11. Summary. : oF 

i : C. Population echanisms . « 

le. Deer. ‘ ‘ ' 

13. Bobwhite. 
. 14. Pheasant. a ! 

_* 15. Horned owl. i 

16. Summary: Types of ilechanisms. Mortality Rates. Turnover. 

D.: Community Organization © eae : 
t oe ‘ Rey Ae i 

17. Food Chains and Pyramids. ' \ ; a ‘ ‘ f 

18. Stability of Communities. What is Balance? ! , 

19. Summary: Ecology and Conservation. " 
' ; ‘ B 

i : ' HE.  Rogional Heology ts F 

20. The Worth Woods. E 
i 21. The Western Range. : on : ; : 

22, The Canadian Prairde Marshes, Woctarye | ' : 

, at Chihuahua, Arizona, and New iiexico. I : : Pe E 

i . @4, Central Burore, mk : i tei : 

‘ Fs tes ‘ ‘ { ey . ; ci 

| a - d es F
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| : +. A-Agriculture ( 

{ EYicsure ein < ; B-Biology aan ; 

as : 
' Required Reading for Lectures ; bi 1 

‘oe WE dlife Ecology 118 *" roi 
g 1946 : 

Tor Lecture No. oF ' Reference & Library Where Found : 

125 __, Schafer, Joseph 1922. A History. of Agriculture in Roe 

; ti 18" “T4 seonsia. | (Read Chap. ‘5 .- “Wheat Farming") A. 

pe 1-5 _ Hawkins, A. S.°1940. A Wilflife Wistory of Faville : ; 

/ i ”  G¥ove, Wis. Trans. Wis. Acad. Sci. Arts & Letters ; 

: tone 32:29+65. Piet an eT NAL BAe.’ 

Gate Se» Lack, “David 1943. ° The Life of the Robin. Witherby, : 

i Ge pe Ge London. 200 pp. Le eee BeAe 

728° Buss; ‘Irven 0. & A. S. Hawkins ‘1939. The Upland 

<< Wuaaneretsh Plover at Faville Grove, Wis: ‘Wilson Bull. 51:4: 

Cua Th ae) eipepepags 8! a Be 
; eee 8 +’ Bificolny F. Cy 1939, ‘The Migration of N.A, Birds. 

hereto at Het E gg pp, “(Read Chap. °3)i0 6 1° TBs As 

j - 296% 5 Leopold, "Aldo 1940, Spread’ ofthe Hungarian Par- 

4 yao eo) tetage in Wisconsin, -Trans. Wis. Acad. Sci. Arts 

: wi Se lechettard! $2:5-285 0 te 8 BeAs ‘ 

1O 8 Schorgery A. W.-1936.- The Great Wisconsin Passenger F 

. : . Pigeon Nesting of 1871. ° Tras. Linnaean Soc. 

Ne US:1-26. GER Be 

i, ‘ 10 Elton, Charles 1942. Voles, Mice, and Lemmings. } ' 

eo Saree (Read Chap. -X-"The Lemming") °° > “Bebe : i 

5 12 “Leopold, Aldo 1943. Deer Irruptions. Wisconsin 

Bett ee : Conservation Bull, $:8:1-11. e eB : 

Lo PME 8 Leopold, Aldo'et: al:1943.: Populatién Turnover on’a** : 

i | eB uiihaae Wis. Pheasant Refuge. Jour. Wildlife Management , ; 

f _ -734:383-394. ‘Ay 

18 Soars, a 1935. Doserts on the iiarch, (Read Chap. : 

} ‘ 24645 A. 

20 Holbrook, Stewart H. 1943. Burning an Empire. : 

229 pp. (Read Chan. 6,7,8) fake : 

‘ . Ole al Leopold, Aldo 1941. Cheat Takes. Over. ‘The Land 

ais 1:4:310-313 hy : 

i ; We OO Hochbaum, H. A. 1944. ‘The Canvasbacic on a Prairie ~ 

March. 201 pp. (Road Chap. 2-3) ; : B.A. ; 

| . *Roprint will be given students. pt d 

| ae i
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Ha : eo eee AeAgriculture > 
| a eos ‘ B-Biology 

| By fi sa 
| a | Suggested Reading for Projects 

aw : '° Wildlife Ecology 118 | fad rah 

I ; For Project No. . : Reference 

| ea 1,2 | Schorger A. W. 1931. Birds of Dane County. Wis. Acad. 
i PUNE S -" (Set. 2h:457-498, 26;1-60, 0 Bede 

if aa wae (22. | Leopold, Av Unpubl. MS. ‘‘A Phenology of Sauk & Dane Co., i 
Pie He ies gree toe  Weeo ons in. 4 aeecueces ‘ ' 

oe ee perc thy ~ "Leopold, A. Unpudl. MS. ‘A Wisconsin Birdsong Study. : 
ree 4 a Sy wc Allard, H. A. 1930. (ROP satiny Song of Some Birds 
1 Gee Ber _ in Washington; ‘Its Relation to Light. Amer. ; 
4 ere ina . Naturalist 64:436:469.: ° ; B ‘ 
1 es 3 . Nice, Margaret M. 1943. Song Sparrow II. .Trans. 4 ; 
4 icc pests Linnaean Soc. Vol. 6. (Read Chapy.8.) jl Be ap ; 4 ac. Nice, Margaret M. 1937. Song Sparrow I. Trans. 
nae ats : ie _ Linnaean Soc. Vol. 4. (Read Chaps. 6 & 7) . Be 
1 -4s5 +... Tinbergen, N. 1939. The Behavior of the Snow Bunting ; 
a3 Pah, voit Goes cp dn Spring. Trans, Linnaean Soc. Vol. 5. B i 

ae 5 Thomsen, Hans P. 1944, An Ecological Survey of the : 
a Dy fe mde »s University Bay Region, Spring 1943. Passenger 
a} a ata Pigeon Grd i213) 4 ; B. ‘ 

; ; Birds . Hickey, Joseph J. 1943. ° A Guide to Bird Watching. j 
t : ‘ Oxfdrd. 262 pp. ert ey : A. ; 

a _.. Mammals  * Setan, E. T. 1929. Lives of Game Animals. (Read 2 
| a ; edt SelAves sy ny ies ‘ : R ; BeAs t f Wises yy Ne oe boat " vrais We as: Pees | 
‘3 : nt Mn teh ten ene ved. cee ae : ! q £ a *; : as ‘ a “ . oe : : : } 

i oS ea ! | 

| | . 43 \ 

4 3 : : \ S uy pe 

1 7 | 
4 | : : ‘ j 
j :
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: a Suggestions for Projects : : 
\ Wildlife Feolosy 118 Q 

1946 

Mach student will selact project. At the and of the semester, he E 

| Will show ma a summary of bis findinis and a bibliography of his’ 
readings on the subject. There will be a verbal quis on: both. : 

Studonts may worl: in pairs if the subject mattor domands. 7 

l.. Ornithology Got a mamial, such as Peterson's "Field Guide to the : » -£ 
Birds". iiren 3 specics is identified in the field, look un its life 
history in Foberts* "Birds of Ifinnesota" or Zent's "Life Histories", 
At the quiz be wrepared to give disting:ishin, marics, habitat, ‘ E 

distribution, misratory sintus, nesting havits. 2 

A sarnllel procedure may be followed in mals, out this requires } 
trapping. ; : ‘ 

2. Fhenology As the spring season progresses, record the arrival of ES 
migratory birds, the bloom of nlnnts, the emergence of hibernating * 

nammals, reptiles, and anphidians, the openins; of lakes, and the - 

beginning of sensonal faiming operations. Compare the comleted 
record with avernce dates and with the weather record, and summar- ( 
ize the character of the spring with resvect to earliness or : 
lateness. . Mie Gea tk aan: Bee emu ese 

\ 
, 3. Birdsong Study ‘Record the first daybreak song of two local birds : 

for at least three days each wack. Plot us a curve in comparison j F 
- withisunrise. Deduce effect of season and wouthor on time of it 

first song. ! ‘ P 

j 4, Cardinal Son» Study Fecord each day whethor or no song occurs in ‘ ‘ 
; a selected cardinil territory. Map the territory and the song é 

perches, and if vossibls find and date the nest. | Commare with : 

woather record. Deduce vffect of season and voathsr on song. 

_ §. . Redwing Torritorm Study Continuation of stud; by H. P. Thomsen ! ‘ : 

: (sce Passensor =igoon 6:1:3-13, 1944) on University Bay Marsh. oy : 
, Requires sone knowledge of behavior. Best 2 students talking turns. | : 

‘ ry : i vf E 

6. Bibliography Prevare an annotated bibliogranhy on the ecology of i F 

Be eres) i some species or zea. Approved only.if circumstances prevent i Ep 

field work. j : , 
: ; : 3 

‘ ‘ yates | ay . 

1) tik \ 3 | J | Sef ; 

: a . , m
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* Exterminated Ser snfermalion Aldo Leopold, 1941 3 

| 
| GAME AND FUR SPECIES OF WISCONSIN 

Weleae Gane Binds Cyclic Migratory Captive Breeding Range : 

| ett gis or chicken=like birds) ‘ 

| Budders 
/ i 

f Pinnated Grouse ) Prairie X x Lae $e counties ; 

| Sharptail Grouse) Chicken X N. half 

| oruffed Grovse x q Not in S.E. counties : 

' Spruce Hen x Remnants in N. 3 

; Grain-eaters (non-budders) 
: 

i Bobwhite Quail 7 x S. W. half 

k Ringneck Pheasant x Statewide 

i Hungarian Partridge x S.E. counties 

i “Wild Turkey x S—connttrs;repranted d 

| Waterfowl 
; 

(only principal breeders listed) 

Mallard x x Stateside : 

Black Duck x Xx Statewide j 

Bluewing Teal x Statewide F 

i Wood Duck x x Statewide : 

} Jacksnipe x N. half F 

Woodcock x Statewide : 

Sandhill Crane, x Central counties E 

| . 
. 

| Game Mammals 
* 

Cottontail Rabbit x Statewide : 

| Snowshoe Hare xX N. half ; : 

Whitetail Jackrabbit ? w, half 

Whitetail Deer x N. half and S.¥. 

*Elk x Replanted in Vilas 

*Moose 
N: counties 

| *Woodland Caribou N. counties f 

i Blac, Bea: x HR. counties t 

| $ Gul fobo 
i Fur Mammal 

4 

| ' Beaver x N. Half : 

| Mink xX Statewide ~ : 

Weasel \ ? Statewide cE 

| O otter Scattered ; 

Milarten x H—eounties : 

*¥ Fisher xX Hott SF —corntres C 

¥ Wolverine Breer nties 

| Raccoon x Statewide F 

| Opossum x S. counties ; 

| Skunk x Stateride ‘ 

f Red Fox ? x Statewide : 

i Gray Fox . 2 x Statewide : 

j Coyote x Statowide 

| © Wolf 3 ? x N. counties 

} Muskrat 2 x Statowide 

| Badger x Statewide
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LITERATURE FOR WISCONSIN NATURALISTS 

| (A) Birds 
Handbook for identifying birds in the field: a : 

| A Field Guide to the Birds. Roger Tory Peterson. Houghton-Mifflin Co., New : 
| York. GOV Tbe ; : 

Reference book for reading life-histories. 

Birds of Minnesota. Thomas S, Roberts. Univ. of Minn. Press, Minneapolis. ; 
2 vols. Colored pictures. Out of print, but may be consulted in libraries. ; 

Bird pictures in color. No text. | : 

295 American Birds. Thomas 8. Roberts. Univ. of Minn. Press, Minneapolis. $2. : 

How to study birds. ; 

A Guide to Bird Watching. Joseph J, Hickey. Oxford University Press, New : 
York. $3.50. 

Bird Magazines. : a 

Wilson Bulletin. Quarterly magazine published by the Wilson Ornithological : 
Club at Ann Arbor, Mich. Subscription $2 por year. ! a 

Audubon Magazine. Bi-monthly. magazine published by the National Audubon | 
Society, 1006 Fifth Avonue, New York City. Subscription $2 por yoar, Q rf 

Passengor Pigeon. Quarterly bulletin publishod by the Wisconsin Socioty : 
for Ornithology, Stato Offico Bldg., Madison, Subscription $1 per year. i 

(B) Mammals : 

Colored pictures with brief popular life-historiocs. : 

| Wild Animals of North Amorica. Edward W. Nelson. National Goographic Socioty, E 
Washington, D. C. $3. Out of print, but available in librarios. a ; 

Tochnical book, illustrated, with briof life-histories and maps of ranges. i ; 

i Tho Mammals of Eastern United Statos. W. J. Hamilton, Jr. Comstock : 

Publishing Co., Now York. $4. : F 

(C) Plants if ; 

Spring Flora of Wisconsin. N. C. Fassott, Botany Dopt., Univ. of Wis. 4 
$1. Notas Plants floworing up to Juno only.) : 

Fiold Book of American Wild Flowers. Schuylor Matthows. Putnam's, Now York, ; 

(Popular. Colored picturos, ) 

Forost Trees of Wisconsin. Fred G. Wilson. Consorvation Dopt., Madison, 15¢. 

Michigan Troos. Charles Hubort Otis. Univ. of Mich., Ann Arbor, 80¢. 
(Technical, but illustrated for popular use. ).
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WILDILFS Noowcy : 

| Habitet - The natural ebode of a plent or animal, esnedially the particuler : 

j i location where it naturally grows or lives, as the seacoast, desert, etc. 

| Habitat is the most fundamental single factor in ecologye Elements of a habitat : 

are the various areas frequented by any animal at any one season. : 

: Mobility - The characteristic of animals of going from place to place for food, : 

| brooding, resting, playing, roosting, etce Animals usually follow a triangular F 

course in their daily movements. 

| Interspersion of types - The way land is broken up into grassland, cultivated : 

| land, woodland, etc. The interspersion of types determines the pattern of : 

movement of an animal. It also determines the suitability of the hebitat. : 

Animals with limited mobility require a good interspersion of types to provide 

their need for freas of feeding, roosting, etc. Poor interspersion of types : 

will render the area unsuitable as the hebitat of an animal of limited mob- E 

j ility. 

| Territory - A territory is e defended arene A territorial animal is one who : 

| defends his own area against others of his own kinde A territorial animal [ 

| possesses social intolerance. : 

| Cover Food Mobility Territorial ’ 

; Eng Sparrow Vines, eaves Seeds, grass 1 no : 

Cardinal Evergreens Seeds, grass iL Yes, after January i 

Chickadee Noodpecker'd holes seeds, insect 1 no, except during 

| 
errs nesting - April : 

Cottontail Porches Bark, buds, shoots in no : | 

| greens : 

Shrew Burrows mice, insects 3 no _ 

Above animls are among those which can be observed on the campus in 4 

j January e 

: Deer ohaeve farther in winter than in summer ~ food requires a greater 

! searches In summer eats pricj}ley lettuces aleo erts it in spring end fell. 

| Eats elm and basswood shoots as they are produced



| | 
Why is the deer triangle longer and more uniform in winter than in 

| summer? ; : 

Food J F M A M Jun JulAb § O N D_ Months available 
' 

Hazel catkins moe oe xox x 6 : 

Apples Soe x x 4 ' 

Acorns x Se Rae 5 

Com Seok Rie 5 er 

Rye Lee Soe Rk ree eS 8 

A Average months available - 5 months ; 

' Bittersweet ane 1.5 

| woodnettle = Zoo ys 3 

Spurge x 1 

| Ela Rie Y 2 

i Hawkweed ; x Z 

| Veronica ; x x 2 c 

wahoo Re By ee eee he 5 . 

Solomon seal xs 2 

Average months available 2 months 

The diet in sumer is more variable, and each item is of short duration, : 

, causing the deer to change feeding places often in summere In winter the same 

food is available almost all the time and no great change of route is madee : 

Another reason is that cover is better in summer and the deer can go more : 

places without exposing themselves. 

The ranging habits of the mouse are similar to:thoge of the deer and are f 

governed by the same principles, except that it ig all concentrated to a radius of 

about fifty tout Individual plants are like groves of trees to a mouse 

| 
eT — _
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Définitions. ; 

Mast acorns plus nuts. : 

Forb el ee perennial herbs. 

| Quail roost in rosettes. The droppings from one roost are in one pile. 

When a cock pheasant crows first in early spring, he is either laying 

out his territory or has already laid it out and is defending it. 4 

| Harrassment = coopers hawk will cause death of quail by scattering them or by stand- : 

watch over them and preventing them from feeding. : : 

Interplay of population, habitat, and land usee : 

Land and land use Habitat Animal ; 

soil Contents Mobility 

Topography Interspersion food and vwover 

Kind of farming. Pattern Social tolerance | 

Plent succession " Niehes Enemies (predators) : 

| 7 ‘ | 

Alternetive triengles are necessary for emergencies. The number of al- — 

ternative triengles determines the amount of variation of the dey to day route. ; 

! Plant Succession = In Wisconsin the normal succession on ordinary soils is 

first ragweed or other annuals. The regweed comes up from seeds that are elready [. 

present in the ground and tmt germinate when favorable conditions present 

4) themselvese In the fell of the first years forbes come in under the ragweede : 

They grow under the ragweed the first fall, and in the very early spring of 

the next year, continue their growthe They crowd out the ragweed. At the end of 

about three years grasses take over from the forbes» crowding them out by their : 

great root density and sod formation. Shrubs (sumac, dogwood) appear after 

| about five years and mature shrubs are present et the end of ten yeerse At E 

the end of fifteen years young oaks arepresent, and eventually matures This is 

i
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| i 
i not the true climax, howevere Eventually the oaks will lose out to basswood, 

| sugar maples elmy hackberry, which is the true climaxe The oak-hickory is the 

gub-climaxe 
t 

Shade tolerance. 

Rules of thumb. (1). Most weeds are intolerant. (2). Juvenile plants ere more 

i tolerent than mature plants of the same speciese (3)On any type of soil, each 

i successive stage tends to be more tolerant. (4). Poor soile tend to bear in- 

| 
t tolerant species. 

i Shade tolerance of woody vlants ; 

Highest Medium Lowest ; 

Sugar maple Hazel Plum E 

{ Silver maple Grape Smooth sumac ; 

| Basswood Blackberry Aspen i 

i Grey dogwood : Raspberry Bog birch g 

} Prickly ash Red and silky dogwood Tama rack ; 

i Poison ivy Red», white, bur oak Red pine ' 

I poison sumac Bitternut Jack pine ; 

Alder Hickory Black oak 
i Red birch Cottonwood ; 

} White ash 

} Elder 

\ Thorn apple 
: 

| White pine : 

| Mechanism of successions 

| Advance ; 

| Tolerance of seedlings ; E 

Perennial roots and rhixomes(forbs) succers (shrubs) « : 

; Deep roots (trees) or dense roots (god) 

Superior height (shrubs, trees) 

Artificially by planting 

Regression 

Cutting, mowing, burning, grazing, browzings insects end diseases, killing 

j by droughte — 4 : 
{ / 

ni eee ~- -
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j | vatverstty of Weconsta Secondary Plant Successicns tn Wiscossia (other than aquatics) Aldo Leopold and Lleyé H. Shiasere (n08 for pudlication)® 

SoS Sas Tene eet SS SS SS SSS SS aS Te Be SSS Sa Senter ned equate — SS = > 
hy plas eare St ia <= = SS SE HS ee = = meets Moconsta — — — - ~- 

| oe ee ee ee 
lesser ragweed | lesser racroed oF | water caartweet | water smartrent 1 didens sandbar poverty eate 

: = (yellow foxtatl) © | (yellow foxtatl) (laad's quarters) sanddur water smrtveet © | poverty onte 

q (somale) horse weed daiey fleatane F ‘Widens warnyart gress ' Giast ragweed r horse wood 

4 Tough ciaquefotl pepper grass Dargyard grese =f | lessor rageeed ' Pare plantais 
eenida é Arabi lyrata 

peer sata _| prada sarolintens eae = 
(hoary vervain) 0 | (oak-hickory weeds) | Liatris pyonostachya| (sheep sorrel) stinging nettle oF | (sheep sorrel) (sdeep sorrel) (white clover) 5 | (shite clover) 3 

ne i | (mtteta) @ | pr. goldenrod ewaxp loosestrife evening primrose , fire wood vy | Liatrts scartosa Yracken fire wood P| tire woot , 7 

(perenaiais | eventag prisrose pr. clovers st. miat Dirdfoot violet Thea disturbed Joopye wood spidervort (orange hawkweod) bull thistle O | bracken ’ 

4 Diennials) | geriantius pr. asters rosin weed Pink penstenon the cak-hiekery pin weed fireweed 7 | airopean nightshade | sweet cicely 

gelseareds compass plant tall meadow me marsh atliweed stages cose in Monarta punctate pearly everlasting asters 

Dergamt rattlesnake master =| Mich. Itly tall nectow rue flowering source S| cad wood goldenrods 

grey headed coneflower] white ladyelipper apidervort per eee. Beata apertcen 

Centucyy vlue oO turkey foot (timothy) Seribner panic s (redtop) Leptilown wild timothy (timothy) drome grasses 

] omss quis pnee Tadina gress turkey foot ewiteh recs calamgrostio Sertbaer panto =S | xala's brose (redtep) ocd ‘selicse 

(Canada dlusgracs) Prairie drop seed Indian grease Agrostis hyemlie manon grace Pr. June grace at. rice Calamagrostis . 

side oats gram spartion edges sand dropesed purple oat grass Clone latifolia 

eviteh grass cotton grass noodle grace sedges 

eedces viregress Carex peansylvaaton fe 

harelmt eed plant prairte willows sandtar willow y Fed. dogwood 3 | sweet form raspberry alder Doaked hazel 

sam wild plus prairie roses prairie roses Bibiy dogwood dog Direh sand cherry ‘Diaekberry st. maple 3 at. mple 2 

Ss wumce prairie willow neatowswect neadowsroot , Leatherleat Yow Jersey ton «3 |hazelmt ret dogwood 2 | raspberry 

3 wild grape S| New Jersey ton 3B Ditterswect Labrador tea dewberry chokecherry raspberry 

q blackberry carrion flower pale learel low jusederry © S_ | Canada juseberry” # | bash willows 

4 thorsepplee @ i 1 moon seed. greaberry highbash 

ay oak @ 3 iF ‘rea birch agar maple tamarack Jackpine white pine Arbor vitae B | hemlock 3 

TREE or white oak ’ silver maple Yanswood Diack spruce = (3) ‘Diack oak , red (Horeny) plas Wales fir sugar mple 

CLIMAK < Amor, ela red cak ' white pine ‘Bill's oak ' paper birch r white spruce = (4) yellow birch 

dhag-bark nickory W | without fire trends | without fire trends | ewmup white oak white oar W | red mple edge var oak (shrub) aspen 7 | rea maple 2 | meerood 

/ red oak W | toward onk-bickory toward willow, ela, | cottonwood white aah alder pincherry Daleas poplar =F | black ash walean fir 

4 » Diack oak . ash, cottomwood red ash Aner. elm aspen 7 Jncxpine F | aspen y | white pine 

as) paper Dirch y | retor 

ery dogwood 3 rey dogvood 8 | bop hornbeam poisoa sume ' Dlueberry Diuebderry yo 3 Fed-berried elder 

UwpgesTomr | prickly ash ° prickly ash @ | dine deeeh elder Yearderry, banchberry carmaate hop horstens 

4 6muD May apple poison ivy arrowsood, chokeberry reindeer moss elintonta machberry red maple B 

q COVER fiek trefotl ' mannyderry white trilliaa Tex verticillata moccasin flower trailing artatas starflewer leathervood 3 

(00 also wild gorantan Tex vertictliate depation spbagman prrela wintergreen gold thread Belel. viburos 

j oo tall yellow Ladyslipper Dadder mt rue anemone piteber plaat Indies! todacce prrola cliateata Canada Boamysuckle B 

‘i wood _nattle maidenhair fora secensia flower Lycopediues Lycopodiune : Pd 2 

. 
upland silt leans peaty meadow soils ‘upland loase ‘woody peat ‘treats amen aE — ‘aloaeed :: 

SOILS & (a Me.) toward Setemits sock 

4 mmIon without disturbasce oak-hickory decoses southern hantwood. ret pine winflever 
oes Wen oxidized Low violet 

(ast and related (014 Carrington and | (Clyde, Weakesha, (Alluvial sands (iient and likely to fore Sandy soile (Colom | ‘Detter sandy soils Woody peat white trillius 

sertes) related series) and related series) | derived from Colom related series) tussock bogs Plainfield & related (Vilas, Plainfield, mideshair fern 

sav. he. 8.8%. The. 5.2, Me. and Plainfield series)| 3. 4. Tis. (Carex stricta) sortes.)Cent. & H. Wis. related series) hak me. partridge berry 

2 Cont. aH. Me. welsad (oanty Assan 

3 Tun (pareathesis) ezotice ecoaped to the wild eepectally valuable for winter food ‘VARIATIONS: (1) on gravel Knolls stands are thin, short. led onk drops out, red cedar, cr. Juniper, & pasque flower come im. | and silt louse 

aderlined characteristic species 8 . © ® sumer foot (2) om Blows and tree stage drops out; Limria camdensis, Specularia perfoliata, Rudsonia toseatoss come in. (Kenma, Colby, & 

: ’ epectes intuced by fire 2 : © © winter browse (3) Diack spruce drops cut in scathern Wisconsin related sertee) 

\ @ species induced by grasing (4) on heavy poorly drained voile (Colby & Cable series) white spruce occurs with hartwoods and balsas fir. 

5 sore: Thie tadle outts many variations ant ainor types. We solicit sugcestions for tmprovenent. (5) river-vottom types are co variable that one ts selected as aa example. an me 
\ 

a 

=
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Effect of Birds and Mammals on plants. : : ; 

- Birds end manrale are classified into three groups as to their effect OB 

plants: (1) Browsers, grazers, budders, and cutters, (2) planters, (3) fertilizers. ; 

| The effect of browsing depends on the ability of the plant to re~sproute 

| Rhus glabra resprouts readily and i« not greatly effected by brwosinge The 

| Honey locust is intermediate in sprouting ability and cen be harmede Such plants 

as the pine are poor resprouters and are often killed by browsing. t 

Girdling - stripping the bark completely around the trunk of 8 trees 

| Browsing effects reproduction. The young seedlings of plants are often destroyed f 

| as fast as they come up and the plant is unable to reproduce itself. The ; 

ground hemlock never gets ebowe the level of the winter snow in areas that are 

overbrowsed. Pitch pine is another plant thet is unable to reproduce. As a 

| rule the conifers are more seriously effected than other plants. Palatability 

degermines which plants will be able to reproduce. The plants thet are palatable d 

| are eaten down until they are often destroyed, while the unpalatable species are 

| untouched and are able to reproduce. If such a condition is allowed to exist for ; 

long periods, the palatable species on which the animals depend for food will be 

| exterminated in all places where the animals can refch theme This is demonstrated t 

by such plants ae ground hemlock that are able to exist on the tops of glacier ; 

| deposited boulders in relatively poor soil, while they are completely absent %r, : 

| places where deer and other browsers and grazers can rea ch them. In Northern 

| Wisconsin the Alder, white birch, and Popple are not palatable and exist in large : 

| stands. The black oak is the lexst palatable of the oaks and is often replacing 

the more palatable Gsacien? It is not uncommon to see a forest of white oak with : 

black oak juveniles on the forest floor while the white oak seedlings are absent. 4 

| The white oak seedlings are eaten by animals before they can get started. : 
\ y 

‘
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Identification of browsing. : 

Porcupine = works high on the tree. It is the only browser to eat tamarack. : 

: Deer ~ hight of work is about eight feet - the height that a deer cen reach by : : 

standing on his hind legs. There is a definite browse line in over stocked areas : 

3 where all palatable species are trimmed to the height of eight feet. The deers : 

when he eats a twig, breake it off, leaving a ragged end on the tree or bushe 

. Meadowmouse - trees girdled by meadowmouse have a deposit of corky berk well 

9 mixed with meadowmouse droppings at the base of the tree. ‘ £ 

: Squirrel - has characteristic tooth marks. Tooth marke are a good criterion for 

ica telling which animal has been at work. : 

S Browsing in summer produces hedging - the perenniels ere trimmed like a | 

iy privet hedge. This is one way of telling when the depredetion occurrede Deer | 

i do not eat elm in winter, but do eat it in summer, and elm bushes can be seen 

‘ in areas where deer have kept the elms from assuming their usual shepee Plots 

i. have to be shade tolerant to stand hedging because there must be two or more layers : 

on of leaves and the bottom layer must be able to photosynthesize in the absence of 

tel direct sunlight. . 

ay Planters - Birds and manmals eat juniper seeds. They cannot digest the t 

ee boeds themselves, only the putiy portions of the fruit, and the seed is deposited 

oF in the manure, where it sprouts and grows. Animals such es badgers and woodchucke f 

oo | throw up loose spoil which vrovides a good germination place for seeds. 

me | Fertilizers - this is shown by the abundance of vegetation under trees 

*" | where there are babbit pellets. It is also shown in abandoned kangaroo rat , 

of | burrows, where the rats have fertilized their home. The vegetation on these ; 

poy | burrows is much more abundant than on the surrounding soil. ; 

ey Palatability - in this area red dogwood is a favorite, bag birch is next, F 

| Elder and willow are barely touched, goosberry, aspen end alder are not touched at 

alle ae j 

|
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f WISCONSIN WINTER DEER BROWSE PREFERENCE LIST 
a W. S. Feeney* 

1 } & 

Trees — Conifer Trees = Deciduous Shrubs 

E ' il 

Yew Mt. Ash Wintergreen / Pe ucualy Cran- : 
; ' | Cedar 3 Red Maple Dwarf Dogwood i  borry E 

i «5 Hemlock Choke Ghorry Altornato-leaved | Ribos ; ' 
7 i y White Pine Black Chorry Dogwood Lr LbOx j 

© Worway Pine Hard Maplo Red-ozior Dogwood Loathor Loaf 
| ~  dack Fine Basswood Mt. Maplo | Swamp Laurol 
i $ Balsam Fir Black Ash Eldor Labrador Toa : : 

j } 4 White Spruce Red Ash Sumac ; Andromoda i 
i * Black Spruse Yollow Birch Juueborry / Blackberry ; aa 

; ' é Tamarack Pin Cherry Swoet Forn / Gray Dogwood i 

' 5 Bur Oak Honeysuckle j Bog Birch 
) ‘ a Red dak Hazelnut j Prickly Ash : 

| Balsam ,Poplar Leathorwood i Roso : 
% ' Trembling Aspon Nemopanthus ; Buckthorn a 

| Large-toothed Aspen Nannyborry / Alder 
i Blue Booch Arrow-wood i Raspborry 

| Ironwood Willow / Spiraca t 
aS | Whito Birch Sweet Gale / Hardhack 

| American Elm Blueberry / : 
ob Cork Elm Noh : 

Slippery Elm 4 
ns | Hawthorn : 

resi i f 

t (In 55 stomachs of starvod doer, 1943) 3 

‘~ Balsam : Bluo Booch : 
rth Ne Aldor Mountain Maplo . 

¢ White Cedar Willow : 
Hemlock - White Pino 

© Black Spruce Red Maple : 
ean ~ Whito Spruco Hazel ‘ 4 

; Jacicpine Raspborry 

ne \ Hard Maple Tamarack . E 

Birches Grassos 

iid | Ironwood Oak a 

| Aspon . 

yew * publishod in Pittman-Robortson Quarterly 4:4:175 (Oct. 1944) i 

SEO: 4 ; 

| 
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Browsers» grazers Planters F ertilizers 

i Budders Cutters 
| rm aT TES Sere eee ; 

| Deer Squirrels Rabbits 

| snoeshoe Many birds Gophers 

| cottontail Woodchuck Woodrats 
\ Meadowmouse Badger Starlings ; 
| Squirrel Wood peck er Crows 
| Porcupine Sheep (in wool) Heron 
| Grouse 
i Beaver 
j Cows : 

Effect - retard advance modify : 
{ modify A 

| : 

| Short grass animls encouraged by grazed woodlots. : 

Spermophile 
robin : 
vesper sparrow : 
flicker F 

killdeer ; 

| meadowle rk 
jack rabbit 
fox squirrel 

Brush species discouraged by grazed woodlots P 

j : 

i ruffed grouse : 
| oven bird E 

| towhee 
ay bobwhite : 

i wood thrush 
| gray squirrel : 

; Hibernation ~ E 

(emerges) ; 

Farliest Average Latést : 

Complete hibernaters 

| Woodehuck 2/4/43 3/8 3/28/41 
| Franklin ground squirrel 4/21/38 5/4 5/12/44 

| Spermonfile 3/12/42 4/3 4/23/39 E 

| Neadowmouse 1 ? z 

| Irregular hibernaters 2/10/46 3/4 3/19/38 

I gray chipmunk 
f brown bat ? 4/2 4/22/37 

Incomplete hibernaters ~ skunk, raccoons possume 
:
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| The Cow in Wisconsin Woodlots 

| Johnathan Carver - English army captain who crossed Wisonmnsin in 1763. Had a i 

journal that is very illuminating. 

John Muir - Story of My Boyhood and Youth] j ; 

Harés and rabbits were rare in 1850, but multiplied ravidly. Young oaks 

grew up after grass fireg wore kept out. Oak openings became oak thickets. F 

Reasons wheat ferming wes abandoned in Wisconsine ; 

Rust, Hessian fly, cinch bugs, s0il depletions onening of new land in Towe, whia E 

made wheat farming here uneconomic=l. Wheat farming ended here in 1878. It was ; 

| succeeded by dairy farming in 1886- ; 

Dairy farming called for a heavy investment in barns, equivment, trans- 

| portation. The farmer added to his cultivated ground to make up for his increased 

| costse He graged his woodlots, and cultivated higher on the hills. We also : 

dreined his marshes. i : ; 

| Oak openings were not always bur oakss though thie wes the rulee There 

| were some white oak openings. The oak onenings came up into black and red 

oakse It is believed that the reason is that bur and white oaks eremore valetable 

and seedlings end sprouts from old oak stumps were grazed off and treampeled 

| before they had a chance to growe Other reasons for the loss of the oak ; 

openings are: Compaction = the trampling of the ground by the grazing animals. 

This keeps seedlings from getting a start. It is not as injurious to grase 

as it is to trees. Compaction and removal of the undefstory accelerated 3 

erosion. ae 

A landscape with grazed woods is uninhabitable for many animals. 

{ 

ae 

L : 
j : 

| x 
;
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F Caso Tost ~ Raffod Grouse ’ ‘ 
: ' 

January I find a pile of ruffod grouso droppings undor tho rod cedar C. They 

| contain grapo soodsy scalos of aspon buds, and tho "coros" of torminal buds of : 
| jackpine.\“Thoso plants aro available at tho spots marked G, A, and J, but thoro : 

| aro no tracks connecting thoso spots with cach other, or with tho roost C. The 

| jackpinos at J aro a plantation, : 
i Ono morning I find tho grouse oating grapes at G, but tho supply of driod E 

. | grapes scems noarly oxhausteod. : - 

i I find where a horned owl has killed a rabbit noar'J, and lator I find 

| pellots half a mile away. Thoy contain only rabbit and mouso. Many fox tracks. 

| February Tho now droppings at C now contain bittorswoot socds, but no grape. 

Thoro is a bearing bittorswoot at 3. Thoro aro fowor now droppings at C, but I = 

| find a now roost, with droppings, at 0, whero a boc-huntor last Soptombor follod ' 

i na red oak, to which leaves adhero. Tho groustis roosting at loast somo nights in 4 

| this down top. Still no tracks oxcopt ot 0. 
| Another rabbit kill, apparontly horned owl, noar A. Fox tracics a11 ovor. 

; Yarch No new droppings at C, still plonty at 0. Thoy now contain bittorscot : 

} soods, codnr seeds, aspen scalos, roso scods, and jackpino buds. Thoro are codar 

| borrios at C, also at C-1. Roso hips (fruits) aro now oxposed in many placos by 

i | tho melting of tho snow. 
Some new owl pollots show more mouso and loss rabbit. I find whoro a fox 

5 has regurgitated mice. I guoss he got too many. 

if April No droppings at oithor O or C. I hoar a grouso drum. ‘ 

t aS : 
i ) 
t QUESTIONS ‘ q 

: 1. What proforence list can you doduco for wintor grouso foods? ; 

Fy f ; ; ! / : 

2. Did tho grouso covor his wintor trianglo on foot, or by flight? F 

; 3. ‘How did land-uso (or farm practice) affoct the grouso! chanco of. 2 

ad : wintor survival? ; 

ce 4. How did snow affect tho risk of prodation on grouse? On rabbits? 

a 5. What roughly was the size of the wintor triangle for thse grousc? 

2s 6. How might this grouso have influonced the future plant succossion? 

8 t 7. Do you sco any "odgo-offoct" in this caso history?” : 
f 

- 

t ‘ 

‘ : \ : | 

j i ; 

4 , 
|
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i ; ‘ Game Management 118 ae : 4 
' 3 ica ; ‘ Aldo Leopold * 

| “BIOGRAPHY OF A COVEY 

| 15 quail = southern Wisconsin He : 

| JANUARY: The covey is feeding on cornshocks which. haye been accidentally left , 3 
} at (A); using several grape tangles '(B) as daytime cover. They fly to the : 

5 | marsh (C) to roost. i i 5 

The ground gets hard so the farmer husks out the shocks and ‘hauls the corn ; : 
} to the barn. His place is posted, and he is a quail-lover, but he is unaware : 

} that he is joopardizing his birds. The covey falls back on the ragwood (D) in 

: i the oat stubble. (There is' plenty of corn % mile away, but no cover, hence tho 
1 birds can't roach it--boing of short radius. ) 7 

| A snow burics the ragweed, so the covey begins to fly to the barnyard to : 

+ foed. The farmor notes this, and fesls a glow of hospitable ploasure over his Ir 
}. guests. But the farm dog and cats note it, too, The cats got one. Anothor F 

| dies of cold whon tho dog scatters thom lato ono afternoon, ‘and the bird fails ; 
; to rojoin tho others. ‘Motor traffic gots another during a sudden disturbance, iF 

| Twolvo loft, tansy : te : , é he 

Tho farmer by accidont bogins to scatter manure on snow in stubdle at (F), ‘ 

' This is mich better than risking the barnyard, so they feed there.' Using F 
+  foncorow (G) as a stroot, thoy’ don't nocd to fly, . . f ‘ 

| FEBRUARY: Every day tho manure-sproador moves farthor from the fence, while : 
| snow covers the ncaroy manuro. A Cooper's Hawk hanpons along and catches the : 

covoy in midfiold. He gots ono... Eleven lcft. 56 

i So the covey mst give up the manure. Watched by the hawk, it "oles up!" ip 
} all day under ths grapos, foodless for 2 days. They all drop from 190 to 170 ie 

- | grams--a largo;loss in spoed and strongth. ie 

So the third day they stay right in tho marsh whero thoy roosted, and find ; 
| thoy can scratch up onough doddsr,.jcwol-wocd, and smartwood scod to liva. The 

| hawk gives it up and leaves. But now cqmes a really decp snow, hiding all the ~ Ik 

; marsh food, Nb ‘ ip 

; | They sally forth, forced by hunger, to the locust trees at (H). This is 3 
; poor food, and usos up nearly as mach energy as it gives. The avorage weight . 

| is now 160 grams. Onc night a wandsring minic flushos the roosting birds, which 
| scatter in the dark. One alights in the open, where a horned owl picks him up. 
i Two others die of cold. Bight left, weight 160 grans. 

| MARCH; A thaw comes and exposes the olf manuro near the fonco, Tho romnant 
| eagerly resumes foeding there, But the farmer now vourns the marsh, forcing tho } 

| birds to roost under the grape. Here a passer-by flushes thom one cvoning so 
{ late the owl scores. Sevon loft, but woight gcing up. Many migrant Cooper's 

| Hawks this month, but on the snowless ground with educated biids they fail to : 
t score. ; : ; F 

- 
{ APRIL; Green alfalfa and waste corn has picked up woights, and tho birds-tegin 
i to pair on warm days, and look for nesting torritcrics. The unmatod cock 

I whistles his disappointment, y ‘ ;



| bis i , ; . 

| i MAY: The three pairs bogin nesting, one in the alfalfa, one in the grocning 
a tt marsh, anothor on thn ditch. 

bad : 

: } JUNE: The haymowor gets the alfalfa nost:(a);:a, rain floods the marsh nest (; 
iq but the ditch nost (c) brings off 13 chicksy” Yotal 8 plus 13 = 21. 

| JULY: Hon (a) trios again in the fonecrow, but hor incomplote clutch (8 ezzs) 
i is abandonod when a stray dog flushes her from the nost. Hen (b) tries agaiz 

( in the cats fiold, and brings off 11 chicks, of which a cat gcts 4, pits 
ty ‘21 plus 7 = 28. ye th oe Pata rs um eel cava 

| AUGUST; A marsh hawk, a weasel, and a spermophile each get a chick. 28 » is =2 

“j SEPTEMBER: Hasy going. One chick is hit by a car whilo. crossing the road. 
Total oy. ; pease HAREM em Nee eign yin ee 

iq | OCTOBER: The new, covey cats ragweed and foxtail, in the cornfield and oat 
i. stubblo. A pheasant hunter poaches 4., Total.20. 9. 9... |. piety oi 

4 NOVEMBER: Samo, A rabbit. hunter pots 2, Total 18. : Saeed 

| DECEMBER: A Cooper's hawk catchos tho covey in tho opin twice, ‘and scores. cack 
time, A herned owl gots ono. Total ch Jan. 1 is 15, samo as a year ago. 

iD [ : wit ; oer) ey : ; ; 
| g : 

a | t Aa og ca 

1 - r ay at 4d tet 4 : (a) be ; euatiaees a ‘ 
au ane Panetta E 5 af Bs 

| 5 y ea) ; , .* | Lea } ' Ai | \e7 marsh hawk ee 

: : Ee ss aos i | «~ weasel Ecce 
eet f a Pee ve spermophilo - -; : 

| ( 25° t | ion ; 
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riot Map for BIOGRAPHY OF A COVaY 
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10 pheasants ~ southern Wisconsin .0 vi." eas | 

JANUARY: Ten pheasants roost in the cattails of the marsh at 4, feeding-on ta 

cornshocks ‘which have been left at B.... They use the marsh as mid-day loafing- 

| ground. Uy oa yere le: ai 

t : The frozen ground offers good hauling, so the farmer finishes hauling tho 

| shocks to the farmyard. The pheasants now feed at corn shocks (C), waliting up 

| the fence line and crossing the road. The ragweed in the oat stubble (D) : 

{ provides supplemontary feed en route. Say ; 

; 3 wits : 

Tho neighbor hauls in the corn from G. The pheasants now feed on the 

soybean stubble (BE), returning to the marsh to loaf and roost. 

} Snow buries most of the soybeans, which are lying nearly flat on the ground. | 

| here is no other food except tho ferdlot (F), which the birds try to use, but 

| subject to interruption by the farm dog, Tho birds cat driod grapes from tho iE 

| yinos on the foncorow (G) and also pick up acorn crumbs from the squirrels in = =: i 

| the woods, and a littlo ragwood remaining in. the studble. : 

The noighbor begins spreading manure at H. The birds feod there, walking \ 

via foncorow (G) and the road ditch (I). : : ; 

A thaw now crusts tho snow, making ‘travel easy, and exposing various widely- 

scattered feoding grounds. The flock ranges a full mile cach day, flying or 

| walking from one feeding spot to anothor., Sometimes. cvening finds. them so far ; 

afield they have to fly back to the marsh in somi-dark. : 

x ; ; x : 

j A blizzard makes an end of this, and evon burids the roosting ground in the i 

} cattails. Thoy try roosting in tho willows (J), but’ a horned owl makes a kill, : i 

: leaving 9. Two othor birds loso their tails when a sleot gluos thom to the ‘ if 

| ground, ye 5 

I They fly nightly to the overgreon windbroak (K) to roost. ‘Tho farmor has now © i 

} cut wood at L, and they loaf in tho cover offcrod by the brushpiles. They forago ~ | 

' locust beans at M and burdocks in the ‘fenccrows. 
k 4 ; 
‘ 

5 

| FEBRUARY; More snow comes. A fox scores on ono of the tailless birds who is 

| slow in dodging, leaving 8 birds. Another neighbor spreads manure at N, Tho 

| birds fly to it, as the snow is soft and walking difficult. 

i A horned owl discovers tho roost (K) and scores, leaving 7. The birds are © ‘ ; 

| foreod back to the marsh to roost in the willows whero: the owl scores again, : 

| leaving 6. oe cet napaes ee 

} . 5 

| A thaw uncovers the cattails and all the old manured fiolds. Times pick up. 
t 
i 

5 

| Our own farmer puts out manure at 0. Still bettor. . 
t 

‘ 

é 5 
MARCH: Easy going but for occasional tonporary snows. ee a 

‘ a 
| APRIL: tho( 6) romning birds form 2 harems, of a cock and 2 hons oach, I ‘ 

| Lo uri ay ( 

Marth we oe Ot { ; 
| 4 C Tu" he : i
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| i _MAY-AUGUST: Ono cock claims a crowing ground on the marsh. His hen (a) nosts 
it _-" in the marsh but her oggs aro flooded. His hon (b) nosts in tho woods and 

1 } brings off a brood of 8, 2 of which fall to a gopher; tho rest survive. The 
| ii other cock crows in tho fencerow; both of his hons (c & da) nest in tho hay and 

r are caught in the mowing. Both lose thoir oggs, and ono her life also. Hon a, 

: who was flooded, now renests in a fencorow, bringing off 7, losing 1 in a polt- 

4 | ing rain, and 2 whon the brood is scattered by a marsh hawk. Hon c ronosts but 

} | +, is caught in the oats harvost. 

1 SEPTEMBER; Survival: 14 phoasants, 5 old, 9 young. No mortality. 

a | OCT.~DEC; Hunters got 3, and 1 dics a cripple. Survival 10, as of a yoar ago, 

4 f : ‘ 
i \ 
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Map for Biography of a Flock of Pheasants t 
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| Be Wildlife Ecology 118 
| 5 (Revised 1943-4) : 

1 Raising) sven aa ‘ . ~* Aldo.;Leopold. as : 

| Segted .. «BIOGRAPHY OF A HORNED OWL-TERRITORY..:.) «2 |. by ae 

! Frances Hamerstrom dee Neo fut (ae Va noe 

' ; ; December ay ey sf wader ee ; 

} A male owl hoots from the woodlot at: every dusk and dawn. He has staked 

| out the woodlot as his territory, and is warning other males to keep out. 

Having served due notice: on; the, dusky world, he. proceeds with his hunt. - : 

| There is ‘no snow.as yet, and the frosts have thinned the ground cover, hence :- 

| pice aro-oasy meat. We know this: bocause: Decomber, pollets show.mostly doermico, 

i ovon whon meadowmice aro more abundant. re : ares ye ain 

| Another owl, presumably his mato, cohabits the territory. a: Ha 

i Toward Christmas, a snow makos mouso—hunting harder and rabbit-hunting 

' oasior. Tho pollets show this shift, phan tana : suit tha df aa 

| Tho, pollots also show sevoral quail skulls. Thoso tho owls catch. from a 

| covoy which, by reason of a good nosting scason, was evicted from good quail 

rango, and settled-in tho: owls' woodlot.-., ee BiG Leer tal EA Cg yee ees 

I fk Saeco as January - oe sn a be a : ‘ 

The two owls have now pairod, and roost by day noar an old crow's nest 

| which they ropair. Ono roost is a loafy. whitooak, anothor a grapovino; both 

holp scroon tho owls from crows. aids 

: . Tho male dofends: tho territory against.all. othor owls, of. whatovor, ising. aus 4 iF 

| Rabbits aro still tho staplo-foods, whon-mico are: caveht,: it is.mostly 
| deermico, for the moadowmico aro now undor the snow. A mousing woasol is caught 

' and eatonj:and: the next. day: a: snow-whito, pollot lies. undor. tho, roost treo... : 

} As wintor progrossos, tho fomalo hoots after tho nalo,..fairly.. "taking. tho .;, | 

words out of his mouth" with hor highor call of fivo or six notes. Thoy aro 

| now mating. ao : 

Hines ea) Ria tere Aang Re fanned cena A ae » Fobruary SES Te pee ae NT ; 

‘the first oge is laid in tho.crow!s nest, and incubation starts.at onco.. A. 
socond and third egg follow. Tho farmer is now making: wood, and.often.flushes.. . ; 

tho incubating femalo, but fortunatoly ho hugs the stovo on vory cold days. But 4 

| for this, tho oggs would froozo. eee a. ) . 

A snow. followed by rain and ¢old..causes sovoral roosting pheasants to. lose 

| thoir tails. .Tho owls score:on a: tailloss bird; also on;a, muskrat wandoring |: : 

| cross-country from a distant pond.» : Prag ib Suet SL ose aera bak 

| ‘ Uses ede Bors ot : Pore ae tes mittace: SIE. ato 

|
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{ Ss March . 

bua Tho young owls hatch, but not ell at onco. Tho first to hatch has had 
| soveral good moals of cottontail. and of mico now cxposed by thaws, boforo tho . 

we youngest emergos. At fooding timo the two older owLots.tramplo the youngost, 
1 | who fails to:get his sharo and scon starvos. His brother and sistor oat part 

’ 1 of his broast and head. ae Pe ety 

4 

‘ ut Tho malo owl brings from thc marsh a long-tailed jumping mouso, just out " 

ee: of hibernation. Be Ea 

4 ot SUS Ee a eget Cea eee : April. tsibons Bele eee Thiet lesan a tise 

i Om] ee ‘ i et Ve SrA esau act fo Bae ti TAG i PIE: Dah ea ee ee de. 

‘| Tho young owls, still in downy whito, aro growing fast, for the migrating 

HE birds furnish abundont: and variod ‘food. .Tavny juvenile feathers bogin to ‘push 5 

| | out tho white down, which floats through tho’ woods ‘and-hangs’' on ‘evory. bushy... | 

| A noturalist, bird-list in hand, ‘comes stompitig through tho woodlot. .He soos ~' | 

: tho down, but not its moaning. Nor does ho ‘perceive ‘the: cloud of 'fliss buzzing 

t i over tho nost, which is now smolly with bones, fur, foathors, and tho doad owlot, 
A arate heer uty sa oo SP chanetaen) Vase eM ahha Oy Ole gangs oaerer © Ge Log On y hiias t 

i a Ma; 

i s Among tho flios aro some Protocalliphorids which succood in-laying oggs ‘on 

pag l an tho bolly of the smallor owlct. Tho maggots hatch and eat through tho skin, Fi 

! | maine) a orgy cos et i eases cre i iima Paste s es Galante aha ee . 

i | Tho two young owls now loavo tho nest ‘and:atro taught to fly and hunt... ~~ 

ia Thoir parents bring them loss food, Thoy aro now biggor than their paronts, but 

| so clumsy that they soldom catch anything biggor than insects. Crows plaguo thom / 

; i by day, but aro too busy with thoir own housokcoping to form largo mobs. i 

a | Page sh nee te oak AUN: Mee ge ANS een Ct i aireie aor cri Pen eres. Gata (GAR 

: Hes wt ORAS Rt é t Jano * 4 Una ont nes eeeny h iee ad 

bag The woods are now full of young unwary mice, rabbits, and birds, but despite 

i this peak of abundance, ‘hunger often threatens the i¢lumsy'owlets. ° The young male 

i is hardest put, for the larvae under his belly-skin are large and plump with his 

| . blood, Théy“enierge just in time for him to recovers’? 235 0805 | eee 

‘ The “busy parents now relax ‘their patrol of the torritory, nor are they to ~ , 

i " be found by day in their former roost-troos, for the whole woods is now hoavy = | 

i | with groénory, and crows ‘aro busy with ‘thoir: own young. W708i e by sate oe } 

ia July mini} a | 

i The parent owls, incroasingly indifforent to thoir young through Juno, now i 

i 4 become positivoly hostilo, and drive thom away from thoir kills. A young owl, i 

t ovictod by ‘his paronts froma ‘néighboring territory, “éntors the: woodlot and” f 

ig narrowly oscapos with his lifo, © ese ee ae eee 

i] August Baar Blaeet ae ca 

| ~The parents now drivo thoir young ‘out’ of the-woodlot, and hoot ‘ovory ‘ ovoning, 

porhaps as a warning to all wandoring youths. “The farmor hoars thom, .and worries 

about his pullets which aro now ranging in tho grain stubblo and roosting in tho - 

| orchard. Some disappoar, so polo-traps are set. Throo ovictod juvoniles aro | 

| caught in a weok, but tho hooting continues. It doos not occur to the farmor to | 

i i
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| | j pen up his vulnerable chickens at night. Instead he gets out his gun and i 
j succeeds in killing both of the old owls. 

One of their young falls to the pole-trap; the other has wandered far. The 
| woodlot, though unguarded, is now owl-less. 

September-October f j 

Two new owls take up their abode in the woodlot, for it is a good territory, ; 
and they find it empty. Unlike the former pair, they hunt not only in the : 

| woodlot, but also around the house and barn. 7 
! ; 

November—December 

The cottontail die-off started this summer, so after the bird migration is : 
| past, the new owls fall back on mice, game crippled by. hunters, and chickens. 

The former pair had never learned the knack of catching chickens. Not only had j 
they let the chickens alone, but thoy had patrolled the farm against all other f 

a owls. They were watchdogs for tho farm, but to the farmer all owls are equal. : 

te No quail are killed by owls this winter, for the nesting season was poor, and ; 
the few coveys stick to the bost food and cover, where they are not vulnerable. 

By January the new owls have built a nest in a high hollow stump. i 
pe a 1 

References} | 
, |Errington, Paul L., Frances Hamerstrom, and F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. The great 

Re: horned owl and its prey in the north-central states. Research Bulletin 277, 
5 Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta., Ames, 1940, pp. 759-850. 

1om | Baumgartner, Frederick M. Territory and population in the great horned owl. 
| Auk, 56:274+282. 
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Wildlife Ecology 118 
} . : Aldo Leopold ik 
t y 2 (Revised 1943) _ { 

_ Case 1: History of Roadsides - : 

me X-98 

Stage 1: 1920. This is an unimproved country road. The right-of-way is occupied : 

by three competing groups of vegetation: A 

Prairie Remnants * Qak and Hickory (orush stage) Exotics ; : 

| Silphiun Hazel Bluegrass . ; 
Liatris i Sumac Sweet clovor : 

Butterfly weed Haw _ f Timothy ; 
Andropogon Crab : ee : 

: . Prairie clover Gray dogwood : i E 
Shooting star Bur oak ‘ ; : : : 

, Wild rose Wild plum We ; 

The roadway is occasionally debrushed, which tonds to give the’ upper hand to 
groups 1 and 3. When debrashing is noglectod for three or four yoars, grou; 2 
tends to shade out the others. These changos, however, are oscillations about a ; 

' mean, The roadway is in equilibrium, and furnishes cover for a rich fauna which 3 i 

finds its food in tho adjoining fields. This fauna includes: : | 

Pa Gamo Fur Rodonts Songbirds i ; 

Bobwhite Skunk : * Woodchucis Meadowlark \ ; 
Pheasant Weasel Spermophilo Field, sparrow ' : 
Cottontail ; Chipmunk Indigo bunting 

eae Docr mouse Brown thrashor 4 
( “Meadow mouso Catbird j 

Vesper sparrow 

Mourning dovo F 
Shrike E 

There aro 17 major plants and 18 major, animals. \ : 

About 1920 the road is slightly graded for botter drainage, and gravolled 
against wet weather, Tho limo leaching from tho gravel increases tho sweet clovor : 
in tho ditches, but this has no advorse offoct on either fauna or flora, 

; Stage 2: 1930. Tho road is widenod to onablo cars to pass, and dobrushed oftener : 
to prevent snowdrifts. The risk of drifts oxists only in spots, but the whole 
(longth is nevertheless debrushed. To road crows brush is brush; they would not 

: understand qualifiod instructions about debrushing. E 

\ All the prairie specics oxcopt silphium are extinguished by the gradings. ; 
Silphium is able to sprout from the severcd root on the new cutbank, and honce : 
persists. The woody specios are reduced by the more frequent debrushing, and by E 
‘hao lesser area available. The exotic species are increased by the intrusion of ; 

minck grass on tho now cutbank. 

i Bobwhite, deermouso, chipmunk, shrike, thrasher, and catbird go out with tho t 

prush, Thero are now 10 plants instoad of 17, and 12 animals instead of 18. - E 
‘ 

| 

eee Lee eee Tear Te Reena eae eee
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| t . : Case 1 - pase 2 

{ Stase 3: 1940. The roadside is now "stresslined" to permit of easy mowing, axl esate att ca : ys Py Sy 
t to facilitate mowing, the roacside is burnes yearly. “he steep cutbank is crated 

th down to the angle of repose, anc. the roadway is. gravelled. ; : 

\! The stated object of these ermensive chanzes is "farm-to-merket" roads, but 

similar changes are made on blind roads anc cross-cuts on which no farm cepents, 
; The real objects include the use of “surplus relief labor, an? the need of more 
’ mileage to auelify for more maintenance funds. i : : 

| E The remaining prairie 2nd brush species are thus extinmishe’?., The now ex 
ie cutbank is over-run) by quecck, which crowds ovt even its exotic competitors, blu 

grass ani timothy. The repeated Cemdation of the, bank..starts a gully in the 

Pa drainase ditch, The bur oak, by reason of ‘reveated defoliations by Jume beetles, 
i is now dead, In its place, the lenéscape engineer in charze of hishwoy beaitifi. 

: 4 cation plents an elr. : 

4 All game and fur species are now ‘out, for. there isino cover, -The rodents | 
: j are ovt except spermophile anc microtus, which increase. 4 Seana 
Bae a { y, . wore BTS eye bf 

i F The songbirds, excens meadovlurk and vesver, svarrow, are all out. } 
i se; m aE} ‘ : / 

ia here are now 3 major plents (auack, blvegrass and sweet clover) instead of 

pag a 17, All are exotics. ¢ fee on re viS 

4 Ghere are now 4\anivals instead of'18,, Ovo of them aré injurions rodents.) 

i '/ Phe roadway,.instewi of servine as a refute for.a rich flora ant fauna, ser 
as a refuse for animal and plant vérts, a es 

; } ‘ i . ‘ ans fitted 4 . } » 

q f 1. Assuming that the gracing. and nowih!: And burning ave necessary, what. | 
group of plants could have been used to "lamiscape!" the tinnowable | “ 
shoulders? he ea LST a i ne eed UP eU NS: ree 5 et 

a 4 i 26 On.what yoody plant wag.the slirike Teneudent in Sage 1? : 
f gS \ Clee ee 

| Sy. Why is quack frass a haart to farming?) 9 oc eh REN he eg 

i) | Why do old highways following survey lineé.2isplay move prairie ‘remnant: 

i Fea nin then new "relocated" hishways?. Why to railroal richts-of-vay display 
: ales : sare Nepean Th ft sas 2 

12 f ‘ more prairie remnants than hishvays?’ “What do you decuce is the toleraat 
i } of prairie plants to (2) geaaing, (>) burning? Mae ey ee ee ae 

tf ; ‘ 

i ee : 

Pee ‘ ' 
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; Prog ress on the Prairte ms 
; : Mamnals : 

: : ¢ = 5 PAF 7 . Bare : : Bobvhite heyy he 1920 a oa Stoank 
oy) Aa ‘) f | ae pa 

A Pheasant i Cy ip ee Boek fh { Bur $ _ | Weasel : 

B Meadowlark tt Vy, NY Seek M4 Cac, Cottontail 
eed ee ee g, fa) 4 fa-% a \ eS z 

. Field sparrow Hye = - Butter Fy Ve ees | woodcruck 
Indigo bunting } ae 4 ne Wey it oy OX - rc - | Soermophile se ; Lee es) : : : 
Brown thrashor Liat iS oo id f oa ¢ Caiomant: 

K a H ' : 7 Enea Mourning dove - ees } : oh io ty Deermouse 
Se Siiphium ‘ : cee. | | Meadormouse : 
Vespor sparrow Surmad ee Sy 

3 3 s 
. 

: ; ; fi i93C es | ey : 

Fea iee i Lua as ‘ ' Sur Ze { Cottontail 
ee ta erat NG a Sweet Say | Foodchuck 4 

‘ , Sire vey Clover. Heuston Pa aa j 
Indigo bunting Hazel 7 hs ht 4 ey 3) Spermophile 

Pate eae Mid cia ae eee \ jj .\ Wa. \ 2 
liatris- BE aiigadeere cn arene ct \4 ! ees G Mourning dove i ho a Se tN Ley anaes 

Se letoiae ef ‘ ees Tacos A tr | Seadowmouse ~ 
Silpriuty ‘ \ Sa eee ; 

Vesper sparrow . : : : x he : 
PES ES Qusek uk so : 

[i . 1940 éim | 
: i : j j | + 

; 1) fe S ‘ ; Moadowlark once if p ; 

‘ as fete aes \ Sueet i: 
Quel <i Oo b Clever ae 

™ Bas nk eee =< Z | {Spermophile 
; : e 7 ma es ‘ Boe cea Tie oon ‘ : # 3 

Mourning dove Sizeet Clavers. oa ee f i i 

: : , Sd |, 
s Lae th _. | Meadovmouse ip Set } 
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We Case 4: History of Central Wiscensin Marshes i i 
i Se ip 

| Stage 1: 1840 (before settlement) ; if 
| er ee le 

type Vegetation ‘ Animals 

i fiater Acid aquatics Waterfowl, mskrat 

Peat basins Tamarack or ‘Sandhill crane 

Black spruce or Sharptail grouse 
Leatherleaf or Snowshoe 
Sedge & bluejoint : 

t Sand “islands" : Oaks Sharotail grouse é 

i : White pine Deer 1k 

| : j : Passenger pigeon 

j . : ; 
, Edges of islands. Bog birch, alder Ruffed grouse ye t 

White birch ‘ ; Snowshoe | 2 

f Bluffs ; Oak, Norway pine Ruffed grouse . 
i ‘ : _ Doer ‘ : i 

\ Because of the high water table, the marsh at this stage seldom if evor 

burnod, end never deeply. Tho oxact extent. of climax spruce and tamarack 

is not known, , : 

| The fauna was rich in species but densities woro low. There wero : 

probably no prairic chickens. Pigoons, in those yoars whon thore was no F 

} beech mast in Michigan but abundant black oak mast hero, nested in groat 

| numbers. : ; ; | 

| Sottlors from 1650 onward cloarad some of tho broader "sand islands" 4 

and the uplands adjacent to the marsh. This introduced grain and weed foods, 

| allowed preirie chickons to invade tha rogion. Sharptails, cranes, and deer 

- | grebabli increased with the onhanced food supply. ‘ 1 

i} 

Staso 21 13/0 (aftor sottloment) : 
E 4 

The settlers had no alfalfa and relied on the marsh for hay. Most upland ‘ : 

homesteads included a smell "hay holding" in tho marsh. Te facilitato haying, 

tho maysh wos frequently burned, and shalle! drainnge ditches were dug by hand. 4 

The water table romainod high, however, so these fires soldom burned into the 

poot. They did, howover, greatly reduco the rea of tamaracit and spruce. - 

| Later lumbering, in conjunction with firo, oliminated most of the pines 

from tho sand “islanis" nnd bluffs. Becnusc of fire, much of the growing : 

sphagnum on the surface of the peat ws replaced by hey grasses: bluojoint, 

j rodtop, timothy. Prairie snocios invaded tha pine slashings en tho "islands." EF 

ee 
| yt 3 ‘e ‘ ey : eA # ei 4 r 

t 
‘ . a! ‘ : cc 

k ;
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ai The general reduction of timber, increase in grass and low brush, and 

i invasion by agricultural plants greatly increased prairie chickens at the 

part expense of sharptails. Cranes probably: inereased. Snowshoes. virtually 

ja | disappeared and vere replaced by cottontails. Quail entered tho region. Tho 

‘ provalence of five’ incroasod vluoberries. : ito 

This haymeadow stago representod a considerable modification of the original 

fauna and flora, but it was a stable self-sustaining stage as far as the marsh 

ia is concemed. The light upland soils, however, failed to stand up under decades 

i of cultivation, Cro» land began to gravitate toward the marsh. 

| i : 

i : 

j Stage 3: 1890. Drainage and fire. ste 

The general land boom and the availability of steam dredges prought about 

a wholesale drainage of the marsh, which vas divided into farms and sold to 

‘ : settlers at hish prices. uring the ensuing 20 years theso farmors gradually 

{ succumbed to unseasonablo frosts, high drainage taxes, and loss of peat soils 

| be vy fire. As the farners moved out, every drouth brought more and deeper peat 

ae fires, culminating in the great fire of 1930.. — ; pot 

2, 5 
} 

4 i After a peat fire, a dense, growth of ragweed, smartwood, or aspen sprang 

/ _up, from the ashes. The cyclic grouse high of 1932 coincided with tremendous ; 

: i temporary growths of weed foods following the fire of 1930. During the period 

i | i 1932-1934 prairio chicizons and quail reachad an all-time high. This was followed 

| by tho cyclic crash of 1936, which coincided with a killing winter and the whole- | 

| | sale replacement of weed foods by asp mn thickets. The resulting decimation of ' 

. 4 ; wild life was sudden and severe, It has no counterpart in Wisconsin history, 

! i save only the extirpation of the passenger pigeon. 

| ; Stage 4: 1938. Reflooding. 
t , 

| The 1930 fire proved that control of fire in veat is impossible except by 

| reflooding. C.W.A. funds became available in 1933, and were used to build dams 

i | in ditches. Later the Resettlement Administration secured funds to move ,. 

| farmers out, and to reflood large parts of the marsh. These flowages had tho 

{ effect of increasing wtorfowl and drownias part of the asoon thickets which 

| threatened to swallow up the whole terrain. ( 

; A radical sbift of flora and fauna is now in process. The devopulation 

i of farms and the spread of aspen scrub has increased deer and beaver and brought 

i in bears, but nearly’ eliminated praivie chickens and quail. The prairie flora, — 

i evicted fron the southern prairies, sas invaded many nbendoned fields and sand 

} islands. The old haymeadows are nearly all gone. iiany peat beds, wholly or 

; : partially consumed by forme» fires, now float in flowases or present a raw 

1 surface on which no use*ul plant can grow.” The cranberry industry has prosyered, 

i { ‘and is impounding more water voarly. 

: The net effects of the ecological overtumm are as yet by no means clear. 

i \ Can one raise mustcrats and cranberries in the samo marsh? Will the new flowages 

| ' now productive of waterfowl remain so through future stages of the aquatic 

: succession? What vegetation will follow the asyen scrub? Can a yormanent deer 

i herd be naintained without coniferous swamps for wintering? Can the cranes 

i adapt themselves to their new evnironnent? 

; \
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i Cnse 4 = pase 3 
f . | 

Litorature | 

I For a literary descri,tion of tie ecolovical. nistogy cf tiis region, sce: 

{ x Teovold, Aldo. U“arshland elesy. American Forests, Yol. UZ, to. 10, He 
} Cetoder, 1937. 21. 472-U74, : : 

} L ' For technical papers sec: : 

' Aine : 
t Fanerstro:, FT... Jr, £ stacy of Wisoo.:sin preirie chicken and shoarptailed | & 
{ grouse. Wilson Bulletin, Vol. 51,: io,.2, June, 1939. ‘pn. 105-120. 

ak Hamerstrom, F. N. Jr. and James Blake. Winter movorents and winter foods of B 
whitetailed deer in centval Wisconsin. Jour. Hamna.Losy, Vols 20; "Oe cy | 

; Nay, 1939, pp. 206-215. ‘ Ais ; 

Hamerstrom, 7. %. Jr, anc Janes Bleke. Contval Wisconsin mustrat stuly, 
American Hidland Bat-ralist, Yol. 21, “o..2, March, 1939. xp. 51-520. \ 

; 1 

Schorger, A. 7, The great Wiscorsin wassenurer ~igeon nesting of 1871, Proes" . 
Linnaean Soc. of New York, Yo, 45,'1936, i+¥ Yors, 1937, Pa i 

Schmidt, F.J.W. Winter food of the sharv-triled grouse ant vinnated grouse : \ 

in Wisconsin, , Wilson Bullesia, Yol, 48, “to. 3, Septerver, 1936, ro. ; 
186+203. ‘ : ; 

ed Leopold, Aldo. : The Wisconsin. river marshes, ational Waltonisa, September, : 
c- L934. j ‘ : 

For ceolozy of thi rexion see; ie 

Hartin, L. The physical seogrophy of Wiseonsin. (2nd edition) Bull.. 36 F 
Wis. Seol wand Fat. Hist, Survey, \iadison, 19324. po. 125, 338... 

; estiong : ie : 
Ss : bo a : 

1.. What now eats the mast which once sttracted passenzer pi eon nestings? 

Did the mast which fed the 1871 nesting for in 1871? Wasp lr les } 
mest aiet oso a beinde? sertd Sslawds: Claaned of 0 ah 

2. ‘Explain in terms of plent foods the present scarcity of preirie chic’:ens 
and quail, Why did sharptails fare better than chickens? #+p-~ Recrroved 
all Che wete ds. ue 

fab 3. The Cambrian sandstones which feed the wells of wester . Tisconsin out- : 
14 crop here. Specuiate on the probable effect of this history on the i 

1 water supply in these strate.’ . 

4, There is. still some haying iu the marsh, especially in “ry years when : : 
red, upland hays are scarce. [a vet vearg few meadows a-e mowed, This‘ énables ; 

4 one to predict in what years surin. fies are lixely to be set. Fov? . 

| 66 TL bes 1B cue AAW a¢ adours ev br ean Mhey a ae a ‘ : 

I Dry Yar es bwimg WMerowing: OF otis adows  ¢ frre 
ges | é : | 

Pas ris 

Or f ‘ ee, 

; 4 Cal
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~ | 1640 Meme Morais Leather leof Bagorcin Nowuacy Pine. 8 S tank “1 

Otter te oe : : cae.’ yf Sharptail grouse 
- t Pme-ee< Fornoracke -" (Black Spruce, where sop ee Pee 

Muskrat | 4, 0 <2 ie : ; biatch ae Fuffed grouse 

: bees oR oe water Geis SAY poem se Ee a 

* Minit eee et 4 : N GHOO Ty ae 7} Waterton : 

Snowshoe \ Fe ALI LE EEL OL! CLEA Sg eBisteh too: pheces 

“Talend” - fe Rs : “Melon 2 Sign i . 
| ; * Peak" oClajsea? : ; as | : 

ie Rosateeg ‘ : *: Reps r : = Side a 

’ nies e i ee Beas 
& Z i : te ‘ Soe Sandhill crane 

: : f IBIC Hes meade Stage, i : . wate 

h ‘ Muskrat Pe Te eat eee 5 4 z é t --y Sharntail grouse 
a : F ieee ; oe 

. si otras $ : aad ditch, pe Pa yet ore 
' : Mink 4 eC: os ae Bang ie uae he | Prairie chicken 

sree ae ey mays ee Sorrel et? sg ae | (near farms) 
: ; Nib 93 p77, i ee iar, el ee aan ee, | 

: : * : LLL EP PTS eG PLLT EET AEF UTE fous 

! ; : LUT pT A TELE LEE* 4 Z | Ruifed crouse 
q > ‘s % en aS LE pa ap he nth wns Smt ELE ot a = : 2 os 

, : ry an : : mips : : See isis un +. | Waterfork 

: a ae a rae ges | 
: : S : f Prair hicken | 

Cottontail {R90 Bramade, !GRC Fire. : t : ke rairie chicken 7 

Secure = : is ite turck y 5 Grett 

is 
& re nec . 2 \ 21. 

. Muskrat oak ; : : - i ee ‘ ciack pine. oF 7 £ 

Ese Assen thicket  \.* { aoe Cee aie Ne ian : 
otisr ne 5 1 che: a ? : : Os Srarptail grouse 

oe. % ; ‘Eos : ‘eg 
pee eee erga es : ev P Pe Sa ore eect er nee Ruffed grouse 

’ GL TaN et te $ : Jin Gender => 

‘ : LIEV LEEDS Bde eee ; | 
pene et mae : ; | Sandhill crane | 

eS 
P . % 

. 

: ‘ ‘ees Dower ch teh ie - | 

: : : ieee : : ., ,-| Snarptail grouse 

: Deer 1938 Refloding : ' a Ovk a § mpteil = ; 

Yh = t oy : , : $4) Vaterfovwl 
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Case 5: History of Nortrora Wisconsin i 

ee ho 
i Stase 1: 18é0, This terrain originally prosents three "types": 

a | | 
} Broa Trees Understory Distinctive animals F 

7 | (Boil) ; ; 

} cedar swann white cadar, alder, berries ‘woodcock, spruce hen, 
} {rue soil) white spruce brook trout, snowshoe, \ 

(uneven aged) otter, red squirrel, i 
° marten | 

; y ‘ ‘ i 

f Norway pine | Norway pine ‘ I 

(outwash sand) (aven-aged groups) sveet fern, : 

GN bearberry : r 
/ 

& | Eardwood maple, yellow birch, yew, stripod pileatod woodpecker : 

Yi (Boulder clay hemlock, white pine maple 

yf noraino) - (uneven aged) oe ' a mye 
Q |} ae Bice : 
i Ly ' ” ; uf 

= Tho fauna is rich in species but poor in donsity, Notice that the cedar k 

~ swamp oceupios the least srea but harbors tho greatest numdor of charactoristic E 

2 animal spocios. ; i 
a) } ; 
9 Woes , : 
S; Notico that the forest types diffor in agerconposition according to thoir 

f, | shade- tolerance. ; 
x | 4 t 

i 
S i - e t i: 

SQ} Stage 21.1900. Pino Logging 
i | oe | 
: GI The white pine is tho first trae to-mcawire commorcial value, It is cut : 

‘| O } and driven down the crock. To do this, the creck is cloared of bouldors, logs, t 

NH and sharp turns, " Hees f 
yt ' ‘ i f 

() The Norway pine is cut next. This creates » large "slash," which burns 

Ch} ropeatodly, thus proventing reproduction, A settlor establishos a honestoad on 

| the slash. This is poor sandy soil. The bouldorrcliy upland is mech botter 

+ seil, but more expensivo to clear. Tho settler hes poor crops, but cokes out a . 

living by working in the logging camps. ‘ Po 

‘ | The settler, combined with fire, crazing, and cultivation, introduces many 4 

Bie } new plants: white clover, bluegrass, agriculturnl weeds. Tiese in turn are 

Bi | followed by nev animals: shayptail, cottontail, and feral house cats, Euffed t 

5 grouse increase because of the white clover and brush srowths. 

& tx) 
i 

Gis | Tha settler, by his trapping and hunting, elininatos severe], mammals: |: 

Poy | dear, marten, fisher, otter, lynx. Deer decreaso, dassito tho increase in ; 

iH ; descr foods, by reason of the settlor's ponching activities. vit ga : 

3 f ‘ gigks F 
w } Va cece tae ee i 

s | (In some localitios, where widor areas aro cleared by fire and cultivation, 

the shift in founa is more radical. Preirie chickens become the principal same : 

; dird; doer andeuffod crouse disappear. ) vs 

TT 
LT 5
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| i 1 ro Notice that tho cedar swamp and the hardwood mnorajne remain virtually 
i i \ intact in toth flora and fauna. The exploitation of these trecs is not yet 
Be } - profitable, and the only animals romovod from these habitats are the mobdilo 

| : and salable fur and door. “Tho decreaso in deer prossure’ au,ionts undergrowths 
i i pelatuble to door; yow and striped maplo on tho moraino; codar reproduction 

re in the swamp, 

: Stago 3: 19207 | Hardwoed Logging. 

i ; The hardwood is now slashed, and likowiso the ceaar-posts and sprnca pulp: 
' * wood in the swamp. Tho piloated woodpecker disaporars with tne hardwoed; the 
i spruce hen with the swamp timber, 

iy NR The settler holds out as lonys as he can work in tho lowging enmps, but 
| ‘aftor all commercial timber is sone he bocomos either a bootlesger, commercial © 
14 poachor, or a resort omployec. In any case he no loner noeds his homestead, 
i * so it revorts for taxes and springs up to aspen, birch, and pinchorry serud, 

4 ae 

4 This scrub, plus the sorouting hardvood -stumps » plus the accumulated 
t ‘ resorves of doer food resulting from tho proceding nearly deerless period, plus 
} AB the oxtoymination of wolves and the bounty on cats and coyetes, jointly produce 

j a an "irruption" of deer, Every November the scrub swarms with hunters, The 
i bara Conservation Commission is pleased with the effoctiveness of its doer pelicy. 
' He : ei nave eels Pee ie: meme ge a = 

i Stage Ur 1938, 

| f ++ 0,0.C, truck trails havo now mede this arer. accessible to fire-fighters, 
i 4 hunters, fishermen, and wardons. i ; 

i Firo’protoction closes tho canopy of the scrub growths and suddenly, shados } 
it out deor and grouse foods, Sharptails disappear. Tho doar have eaten up the | 
; ' roserves of yew, striped maple, and young cedar, The noar-extinetion of all 
i carnivores further increases the disonrity betweon door population end deer i 
{ carrying capacity. The buck law distorts the sex ratio. Almost without - 
i warning the deer bosin to starve in winter, to harbor "pneumonia" and parasites, 
i to decrease in woight and antler dovelopment, and to oxhibit abnormal dispersion 
| of ruttins and fawning dates. Yaw and young. cedar diseppesr, and tho deer turn 
i ‘to young pines for food. ‘ “7 : ; 

i Moanwhile tho snowshoes, waxing unduly abundert in the continuous serub, 
14 dovelop an oxaggerated population cycle, With the help of tha deer, thoy 
i extinguish all palatable undorgrovth. | 
i « : i 

3 The wholesale spread of scrub allows re-invasion of the terrain by bear 
4 and beaver. The depopulation of homesteads alloys of re-invasion by otter. 
| The otters, however, are kept at a lev level by fishermen, who, having fished 
| 1 out @he original brook trout, have stociced the stream with exotic trouts. The 
; | stream now depends on artificial stocking end heavy predator-control to sustain 
i] ; even a poor fish ponulation, : 

Broadly speaizing, there is not a valuable vlant left on the landscape, 
4 | The remaining land animals are either violently cyclic, subject te winter star- 
‘ vation, or held at low levels for their alleged predation, or for their, fur 

i value. The fish fauna is artificialized, unproductive, aud dependent on arti- 
4 ficial rastocking. 

| 
i 
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Questions on LN Ee DN ah A 

: \ : ; q 

_ Ll. That gpre bird is: still uninjured in the 1939 stave? Why? 
Ruf Fe & grouse - qohita clovtnn dvs “evou'llig ; j 

- \. Whet plants account. for the ré-invesion by beaver in the-193%3 stave? - : 
Arps *y Revetes< : i f 

3. If fire follows the hnrdwood log ing, what deer foot As Cecreaser. instead / , 
. : ' of increased?  @atevrnr YW; they toe My) Meg le SOE wpa. ‘ u i ie ef 

4, “hat! game species benefit, vy the introduction of white clover? 
} * Mu Fite Geter ‘ 

5... Speculste as to why there is no comprehensive yublished account of f | 
aes ,northern Wisconsin. ecolozy, when it affects the welfare sf half the, i 

state? | : i , ; i 

16, “hat harm end what benefit would result from the reostabiishment of a i 
voy limited number of wolves on: thie tesrainn: ql dees 8 mets fees, Segue 1s : alse AeeP CThun aumiwmels: ou cores 

, aces r) 
3 Te To convert. an overstocked @eer.ranie from Stare 4. to = heslthy condition, { i, 

what criteria of health would you suggest (a) for the renze? (b) for ie 
: the deer? a- vo brews’ 1EM Bie AMVC WF byouns) COd ee  CUwmArm? “bain” | 

‘ Meaattuy det eof rae Above anes ; 5 : ‘ 
Bee 

Ay 8, Why did the abusevof land in Casé 2 result in erosion, but tot in this ' 
; .case where one hears nothing of efosion? We sfere  hitls + Raper i 

i i. ef biveh fais Me d OW Aa = ALB Ly ee it s+ Te Wred's eG 
fe c Lite ( Odie : ag Mia : 5 ; ; 
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RR Deer, benr 1880 : : Yi :Ruffed grouse 
‘ | : : re 

Snowshoe ; Bemis: Hane | . 

Red squirrel } ae ‘ ; Spruce grouse 

; Ctter, marten, Deca eee ee nee ii ae od copie 2 my = E : 
é ace A Lew Ada | Pileated woodpecxer 

fisher, beever : 
aay ees tA i 

Lynx, bebdest iA AA kh a Ae EB Bad Meee ele ee ey aie 

__tysx, vodeot | Dag AM t ahh EF PPonre Pan Po Taor se ee 
P dolverine, wolf }<* 1 ey Cte ee i : 

7 
So a a a “ t 

= p Deer 1300 Pine Lansing _ | Sberptril grouse 

Snowsi oe, cottortail Se : { 

: Z é : fRuffed srouse 

Red squirrel . Scorn : a i 2 
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t ‘  Mildlife Ecology 116 t 
: ; \ Aldo Loopold We i i 

ie wre" Cnse 6: Evolution of tho Foncorow ( lf 
GING ayy Loa Pen ee meets ’ i £ 

f 

LL CC CCC CL A CC eC eR tn eta t 

: Stage 1: 1840. Log Fonces. ee pau i 

The first foncos wore built to keap the stocl: out of crons, rethor then to 
confine tho stock in pastvroeg. In wooded country these fences woro bulit out 

* whole round logs rather than rails. Tops and brush woro ofton usod to rein- * 
foree the structura. 

. } E 
Such foncerows wore often 3C' wido and included a genorous "turn round! ; i 

of sod on onch sido. Tho flora and fauna included prnctically all but tho most | 
| shado-tolcrant species of wlants, and all bat the wildest snecias of forest gamo. y 
| Hven wild turkeys used,such fencerows as travel lanes, i Brkt ; 

a ' Sere ae er A NNR ET EET OPTI 87 penne eet ol tt eee SE STS arenes f 

<1 Los % Ci Prag RReL NEN Biter 
et Stage, 21600... Reid-dunsesemnd Hedgoas + scent cre tne 

vy : ‘ . rf x . 

cy Split rails wero substituted for round unsplit logs, Even tho rails, how- Hy - 
‘) aver, left triangles of uncultivated ground, which could not, be burned without. it 
«'| losing the fonce, and which could not ba mowed oxcept by hand and after ; ' 

| laborious debrushing. : ; : i. 
Kt ‘ : fae : ie 

| The flora and fauna remainod as in Stage 1. The rail-fence stage of ~ MW | 
| Anorican agriculture saw the richest prefusion of small wildlife over recardod.. -- 

| on this continont. ( eos Precis Rae hohe min atures 
| : i : 

| Noxious weeds had littlo chance to gain a foothold during oither Stage I. 
} or Stago 2 foncerows. Tho vigorous competition of nativo shrubs, herbs and : 

f frasses largely procludod woods. ' ‘ 

In prairie country the osago oranga hodge took the place of tho rail fonco. : \, 
Its cover valuc for wildlife was at least equal to the rail fonce. . 4 | 

ae ON Re ee ee 
7 ‘i “ i i 

Jt Stage 3: 1900. Wire Fencos : Z | 

i) Barbed wire bogan to‘roplaco split rails as straight durable timbor becane 
|G scarcer and cheap wire became more abundant. ‘The first wire fencos in Wisconsin i 
i = camo in about 1880. Galvanizod wire, both barbed and woven, cane in about 1900. t 

eal 4A voom in land values accompaniod tho change, and oncouragod the cloarance of f 

i brush and the narrowing of "turn-arounds." Tho abdandonmont of rails also P 

! fecilitatod the uso of firo for cloaring foncos, although wooden pests still t 

| i provonted firing durimws -vory ‘dry woathor, or whore posts were very rough or i | 

partially decayod. a ‘ a3 j 

i During the barbod wire stage, tho wildlifo cover valuo of fencerows was 
' erontly raduced. Most fencerows lost their usefulness as winter cover and i 

| became usable only for nesting cover and as travel lanes. Tho radical narrowing i 

| of tho foncorow gavo_tho posts a new valuo as observation stations for of¢- 

hunting crows. ‘ i I 

1 x Be taana-h Deer i 
| Tho foncorow fauna and flora woro groatly rodicod. Noxious weeds had a i 

} lessor width of row to grow in, but they hud a better chrneo te got started 

| by roasen, of the nere frequent and compote disturbance of competing vegetation. | 

| ; j
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i ie . : ‘ Case 6 - page 2 

4 i i é 5 saesSeineaaaiy 

t 
yO Stage 4: 1925. Metal and Conerote Fences. i 

4 Metal posts bogan to come in about 1915 and wore widely used by 1925. 

4 j Concréta posts cane raat about the PWME CG UM Ue er Sr cit ntact he tears oe 

¥ i B . i » . 

' Non-burnablo posts gave the final and complete release to fird asa ‘tool 

iq for cloaring fonces. This oncouraged grasses and discouraged brush’ species as 

i fencerow cover. sta! ; a 

: This stage coincided with the wholesale oxtension of quack grass and swept 

| clovor in fencorows, a further decrease in. width of foncorows, and a further > 

| shrinkage in. floral ond faunal lists. eieiheler, 

| Metal posts ‘increased the "mobility" of fence linos. A temporary fence 

; ' implics that the foncerow, if on broken ground, will be occupied by weed stoges 

of the plant succession. 

| Stage 5: 1938. Bloctric Fence ; : ‘ 

i _ Electric fonces cane into Wisconsin in.1935 dnd aré now widoly used. They 

| nl are often employed to bolster up tottering wiro feuces; and to this oxtont tho; 

i “widon" the-fencerow ond benefit wildlife, Ultimately, howover, oloctrice foxce: 

i a nean the complete subjugation of fencorow growths, Wo lcind,of cover can do 

{ tolerated in an electric fence bocause of short-circuiting during rains. 

| | Se eet TT ee Tey een an 

a Summary of Wildlife Ecology of Foncerows - i 

; } Stage Kind of fence Usual width Gould fire be used? 

a4 age Pe aed ean ee Piaget ate i 

Ee | ic log 20-30 foot “no : : 

4 4 2 es rail or hodge 20 foot no i 

i] Ae > ck 03 : wiro 5-10 foot partly ise 

i | 4 “otal and concrete ~ 45-10 foot yos é : 

{ i Boe wwe ae CLOCEREG we : zero . yes, if, posts are motal 

1] * 4 al Quostions .. x Boa Seen 

| ‘ 1, Why do English farmers, who noed acroago worse than wo do, contine » 

' _ to.use hodgos for fence purposes? = N«tp drarvnnly Thr Paver! ys | 

2. Woro gail and log foncos a good refugc for prairie flerey — Alo ~. et 

3. Why: are relics of proirie flora usunlly confinod to railroads md 

{ highways? Bounced cleat oF 5 hvu bavy iB : ha ; 

} uae ‘ ‘ i ety at rhea ee < 5 x : 

1 
\ os
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i Crse 6 - page 3 i 
t ' | 

. aa s Literature : ; ; i i 
\ ; | 

although Tencerovws »re monticued in mundrods of oublicntions on wildlife | 

managomont, there his beon no ecological oxperiacntation to measure thoir ' 

effocts on aninale. The bost prper is: F 

Sdninstor, F. C. The fara foneo in wildlifs manngonent end 
erosion control. Trans. Third Nortn Amor. Wildlifo Corforcnco, : 

F 1938, pp. 5d5e591, (Roprintod i: Ponnsylvanin Gene Nove, 

Sa March-April, 193%.) 

Thore is n lorgo litoraturo on windbrdnics, Tho oxtonsion sorvicos of 

Visconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, and aiso the Illinois-Natural History Survey, issuo 

farnors' bullotins on thom. also seat _ 

e fei, Batos, Csrlos G. Tho windbronk «so farm asset. U.S.D.A. Parnors!, 

Bul. 1405, 1936, “ : 

The windbronking effects of fencorows can be inforred fron} 

i : Aust, F. 4. Effects of trocs on wind velocitics. :15th Annual - Ve 

\ Mocting Highway Rosearch Board, 1935, pp. lle+lel, Le 

‘ * : ‘ | 

—. f a ‘ xd 4 : ‘ > ‘ ; 
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j ' Alfio Leovold ue 

1 ' : : it 
Case. 7; Eistory of.a‘Tussoch uersh. - lt 

ee if This terrain is a spring—fed swele characteristic of ¢licial drainege, Such if 
"9 lt svales are Tount. between drwalins, alom; slugzish creeks, or round marshy lakes. ' 

|! Tae soll is muck, possinly representing decayed pent. : 

| | a net f 

\ Stause_l: 1850. The marsh is a monotype of Carex stricts, which hos formed tall > 

f sJsa0es* op hanmocks by te visine action of its brace roots. hie coarse -rass . : 
ib on these tussocrs forms a canopy which lergely shades out other vegetation. In wet 
|| seasons the tussocks are flooded. They form perfect cover but bear no food and 
if support few animals. i 

pM Tho spring meanders throuch the tussocks in a series of pools grown to pur : 
£ reed, Wapato, cattail, and sedges. In the cold water near tie spring is cress 
i ana trout. : 

be r | Ayounc the edges of the narsh is a fringe of red.dozvood. |: Ae 
le ff ; , : ; 
vere The animel commmity cepends larzely on the pools rater than on the tussotks, 
ays f The birds inclxde 2 ducks, 2 raile, 1 grebe, 2 dlackbirds, marsh wren, ira) 

an sy sparrow, The caaracteristic marmal is the jumping mouse, which inhabit , i ; 
Doel. | t.xsocks, and supports two shrews. Muskrat¢s inhabit the pools and support minks. it 

LONE’ | . | Soe 2S Pha ess . “AE 
rie Staze 2: 1920 She marsh is now crazed but sot drained. The grazing and tramp~ : — 

| Ying of tussobks has killed part of the gedze ao replaced it with red top, which i 
\ s0és over the tussocics as if it had formed ther, Te imddy trails between the faints 

| tussocks. now support jacksnive. These trempled areas’ have admitted two annul 
weeds, Bidens and emartweed, bothi ood: bird foods, Prairie chickens, forced down ~ 

: off the upland by intensive cultivation, use the partly-opened tussocks as winter 
roosts, The, cattle have eliminated the cattails in the pools and hence the 

i yellov—headed blackbirds, but the new short-2rdss pasture on tre edves of the i 
j marsh has admitted meadowlark, bobolink, and cottontail. With the co:vination i 
} of cottontails and mice for prey, weasels have followed, | : 

‘i | The partial disturbances of Sta:e 2 nave raised the inaavals from 5 ta'7 [ 
species, and the birds from 9 to 1l species. These Zains come from Drealting up 
the monotype of Carex. : ‘ ; Q 

ices sere oy f dole sy 

Stace 3: 1920. The marsh is now dreined and grazec,, The aquatic cormunity: of 
tse pool is gone, save only for water cress, which is protected fron cattle by 

‘ tne steep new ditchbank, an has followed the swift-running water dom from the \ 
soring. ey : : i 

» i S y jl 

2 The complete accessibility of the tussocks, plas the lowered water table, has : 
‘| nor alloved the cattle to kill all the Carex. ked-top covers the wetter and 
Beis eer ee er ela aE eee nM ke aera aN OL Un Ar eon! 

f “See Costello,: Dd. F. Tussocl: meadows of sovtheastern Wisconsin. Bot»nical 
= ‘anette, Vol, 97, Yo. 3, March, 1936, po. 610-648, 
: E C f 
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i i pluesrass the rier pri” of tie marsh. The olt. tusscets, hovevev, still Toor} 

i t the tcsnpling by ¢ tile, anv. thig orosuces abun want annual weed, irclu int 

Bidens, srevtveed, and in ary years vervain and lesser racvecc, Al’ type Lines 

; j ' hove moved downhill, but they still oscillate up ant, Gorm nill with vet oar dry 

4 \ years. i 

i Jacksnipe now visit the marsn only cs minrcnts and only in vet yeors,. 

Prairie chickens no lonzer fin’ roostin: cover, but visit the marsh occensiouwy 

i tc ent veed sees or loaf, ‘the suveric: denning facilities o fere*. ‘by the city 

i banks have samittec slants, Hexdow mice have replaced juwnsins mice, amd the . . 

_ dry-lané sparrows the svamp-lend sparrows. 

‘ 
~s, 

Tre mamanl list has nov fllen from 7 to 6, the Aistinctive birds. from tl ov 

i tor oy ! 
v 

i 4 
. 

i i 
i abe 2. — 

Lo 

r 
B So lie 

oa 5 rt git 

% Stace |: 1930 Continuee groziny anc. oryiay heve fur her movec. All types Cown- 

3 
: wae 2 

¥ . . + s ” . : ok 

i hill. Ragweed now grows yeorly in tue enttle trails, instend of only curiny 

4 drouths. The slut Jing banks of the Gitch heve xllovec. tre eattle to clean out ; 

{ ‘i the cress, which is replaced by smortveet. 
y 

iq i 

i Pheasants sre roy intoréuced, sy we the moran Sor sumeér nesting, anc Zor) ) a 

i feeding on ragweed and snertvead in vinter, “‘illieer, meofovlirtk, anc the 3 anf 

, grass sparrows have become abunient. Whe meacow mouse is reclacec. by the prviri f 

deer mouse. ; Aas 

1 
: hy 

! 
: o 

. . + re , 

{ Tie mamcal list has fallen from 6 to 4, the bird list risen fron 5.to 7s. pf 

ba The fauna and flors, however, are that of the upland yreirie, Save for the 

: tombatone-tussocks, it is no lonyer ~ morsh, 
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i4 
or Questi-ns 
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Questi ee 

% 

; 

| 1, Is tussock marsh 2 ¢limix tripe? If not, vhat succeeds 1t? 

i part Coty So op We Blac We Sprece~ Ghely pews 

ee 2, If the black mck is _decnyed pent, what arrested the process ¢ | pent 

14 } formation? ov ¢2 lth. - Prebelly ram lr clrerme? ute 1 ag 

44 ' 
\ pli 

5 Bs 
6 3, Want stage of the plant succession in tussoc% mersh supoorts the 

i aeneee faunsvand flora? yt: Seen en ee Supine aa Crs 

ey aurtwrlypt 1 Trectirernr olurrne Joe - Nor tot tuvtzh bo mien 

' ‘ : 4, @rees in drained tussock norshes frequently occupy the tons of: pedest"! 

i] -or reised mounds, “hy? “het 97%) yl Ae Cray lr d > bi tly 
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j Wildlife Ecology 118 . Ve 

i ; ; Aldo Leopold : if 
k 

} 

: , : ik 
Caso G:° History of Gilbert Crock, Dunn County, Wis. iE 

{ : Coompi ted oy Irven 0. Buss) . 

a 
} Stazo Li 1920 ; 

i A fertile creck bottom is covered with alder thickets and woods .of ash, 

ot swamp oak and elm-interspersed with small grassy meadows. A cold’ stream ; 

1 meanders eastward toevard the: Red Cedar.River. ‘The farmer does not use the’. 

, dotton,for it is.too wet for cultivation. His ‘ftrewdod is cut: from the . ; 

} adjoining hillsides; whch produce tall, straight’ pignut hickory, red oak if 

| and hard maple. : " 

‘The diverse flora 6nd topography .swoport “15 mammals ‘and:15: breeding .. q 

birds. Tho ovérianging banks, whirlsools, sandy bars:and raoids-of. the: : 

: deep stream provide an oxcellent habitat for brook trout. Sommon suckers and 

: crayfish’ aro pléntiful. ue at SURES Me nan oer Ny 

| ue : ; . : PNP SAT NSS BERR a ie 
Bistezoe:  19An ete Ben a Ne auiiecstn oleae ie oan enon | 

“ i | 

' The farmer clears the woods bordering the stream and turns his cattle 

} to graze the meadow and slashings. The swamp oaks are cut into fence posts | 

} which are sold to vay for new machinery. ‘The slopes are still being cut E 

| for fire wood, since hard maple and hickory furnish excellent fuel, and 

' red oak is easy to split. The large elms cut from the bottom are left to : 

| yrot--they are too difficult to work into wood and do not bring a high price 

* for lumber. ( 

i Removing the woods eliminates the coyote, foxes, all four species of : 

be i squirrels, chipmunk, and deer mouse. Grazing drives out the star-nosed : 

, mole and the jumping mouse. Raccoons are decreasing; only those living on ‘) 

| the wooded slowes come dovm to the stream at nisht to feed. Removing the \ 

: k woods has caused the ground to become drier, thus benefitting the skunk, | 

| rabbit and weasel. The vadger moves closer to the stream. ilear the end 

Be | of this stage, the ground becomes dry enough to allow the prairie mole to 

| live in the meadows+ ; 
' s 

i lodifying the flora to this extent bas reduced the bird fauna from 15 , E 

' to 8 species, and the mammals from 15 to 11 species. 3 

| Reaoving the shade from the water his caused it to become warner. 

+ Brook trout can no longer exist in it; therefor. brown and rainbow trout : 

| are planted as substitutes. ; 

' i 5 

| Ne SN a SES EG A OS ae a : 

p Stpgeg:) 1950 

i The farmer has burned the slashings; increased grazing has nearly : 

| exterminated the Carex, which is replaced by Bidens, smartweed, and June 

| rass. The edges of the stream are eroding as the roots of the alders and 

| Carex are killed. The warmer water now contains caro which have "run" up ae 

, { the creek fron the river. . The carp begin destroying the remaining vegeta-~ 

i tion at the stream's edge, thoreby haking it wider and increasing its , ’ 

fF temverature. 3
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i as ° " The'munber gf species remains the samo, but the density of ull: re 

nt " Tonmalian species except striped gophors and prairie moles has boon grontly me 

Wa ; reduced. Bird populations remain about: tho, seme. 

| A eR : 4 

Stage 4: 1938 Eee 

, The farmor has romoved neerly all the trees from the slopes of the : ye un 

' valley. Tho spring raias cause floods, ‘whicn run red with the clay of the... 3 

slopes. Hach-year thu bottom is covered with a layer of silt which anmially «Dy 

; renows the crow of giant ragweed, smartweod, and nettle. Sinca most farwors mee 

on the watershed heve "improved" their farms in the samo way, there is a Bk 

sharyn incréase in the frequency and intensity of flwods, ‘ : 

The stream is now so shallow and warm thut it contains no trout; earn ‘ 

have increased; bullheads live in every pool; turtles (including Blanding's  .)- 

: turtle) are common ani use the sloping banks «.s ecg depositories. : ae 

Most of the remaining inamnals have become scurca;. the woodchuck nnd , : 

i ‘badger have oved to the plateaus above the valley. Pheasants are increasing. .. 

ie he The starling has invaded ‘the region, The avian fauna.now ineludes 8 species’). 

« instead of 15, the. marusalian faunn 9 species instead of 15. cua ae 
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History ef Gilbert Creck, Dunn Ceunty 

‘ , (cempiled ty Irvea 0. Buss) : d ' 

i Tn ee a #. Rg x qf 
: { Raa Uceaiam a CU tan ea Vase Dobie MO RU SCeunoN eta tre MNT e UU  MeL A M i 

, | 4 squirrels F420 SN Fea? | maffed stokes 
y F eacooon : se Pee cae 24 Maal (winter) : 

ee eye SL eee) Woodcock : | 
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a Se ee CU Swamp svarten 
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me eee on 
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wildlife in a bog. ; 1 

{ spruce Grouse - lives within the peat boge Its entire triangle is in the | 

bogs Food is spruce buds», spruce needles, cranberryss clintonia. It has e@ short 

« | yadius,y possibly not over 100 yards. i : : vs : 

Deer - eats water lillies. It is a transient in the boge In winter it may live 

: theres A bog is a good place for food and shelter in the winter. F 

: Muskrate Lives off water willow in the bog. The weter willow’sends runners 

into the water and provides a good refuge for the muskrate . \E 

Wire grass, leather leafy cranberry, pitcher plent are some of the plants 

that make up the flora of the bog shore. ; 

Beaver - gets aspen on hillside and brings it to the ponde 

Porcupine - comes to the pondy but lives on the hill. In winter it has a very \F 

| gmall triangle and may spend a month in a single tree eating the bark. In summer 

he ranges for a considerable distance and eats a variety of ehrub end tree berk. 

Ruffed grouse - will use peat bog for cranberryse It feeds on the perimeters 

of the hemlock hardwood forest and is often found along roads through the foreste 

Deer summer brouse the basal sprouts of basswoode It eats mountain maple in 

summer and winter. \ 

The trees in the bog are larch and black sprucee Behind this is a white 

! a cedar swamp with a few balsam in it. Higher up is the hemlock hardwood forest. 

; | Spruce bad worm and larch saw fly periodically kill off the spruce and larche | 

Buffers - the risk of predation on any species is conditioned on the presence of | 

| other foods The risk of predation on grouse is lessened while snow is on the : 

| ground by mabbits, and after the snow is melted by mousey who is exposed by the 

melting snows 

| | | 

| 
: |
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| Key plants and key formations. it 

| Topography and plant succession are the land characteristics that determine 

key plants and formations, combined with the mobility and cover requirements of 

the animale 

shadscale (SW We Se) has cover value for scaled quail. The relation between the two 

is very intimates This is true only within certain altitude limits. In the juniper 

pelt the quail have other cover and are not dependent on the shadscale, so it loses 

t its key value. : : | 

i Osage orange = Midwest - provided cover for almost all of the quail populetion. 

' since hedges have been removed, the quail population has been reduced. 

lesser ragweed - key plants for quail in soutn Missouri where the original cover I 

{ has been killed by "deadening". The reason is that it is the only food. | | 

Bullrush - canvasback duck builds its nests in hard stemmed bullrushe It is used | 

; only for nesting and is probably not a key plant. The canvasback also uses other ' 

formations for nesting. : 

Me | Marsh milkweed - The alder flycatcher used it for hesting materiel. The key it 

{ relationship is not universal. The bird lives in places where the marsh milkweed 

does not growe ; 

Sage = key plant for sage grouse. | : 

; fs Jack pine - The Curtland warbler - a rare bird not reported for Wisconsin - uses the : 

at young jack pine for nesting. Tt only uses the young pine, and does not seem to 

: 4 use it for foode But it is found only in young jeck pine goovese | 

i | Gravel - essential for mallards. The mallards nest in the mershess but spend their i 

| tine between the gravel beach and the wheat fields. This is true for all gallinaceous i 

lbinta, ducks and geese, and some shore birdse In winter the forest gallinaceous | 

(dirds get their gravel from upturned stumps. 

| : 
| | . 
| | 1h ee Tee SER aS See enna RP |,
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8 salt - buffalo, doves and pigeons, grosbeaks, finches, all undulates require salt. \| 

pust - most birds and many mammals use dust. Theory is that it protects then 

{from ectoparasites. 

cavities -cmany birds and mammals use hollow trees for nestse Partly uprooted | 

troes do the same thing. This is one case where the life of animals is dependent | 

on digeasee Root disease causes the trees to become uprooted. | 

! purrows - many marmals and the bank swallow. The animels show a remarkable selection 

‘ sf goil type for their burrows- The soil has to be sandy enough to digs but nat | 

so eandy it will cave inl | 

ool caves - bobcats, mountain lions, end mountain sheep use cavese The sheep use 

{ » eaves in summer to protect them from excess water loss. 

: Ledges - horned owl, duck hawk make nests on ledges. The duck hawk will roost on | 

itt. 4 the ledges of skyscrapers and live on the city pigeons. 

NE F Oven spots in forested regions --deer, etc. use the open speces for relief from | 

oot biting insects. : 

en ennees of erosione 

nt dal a Plowing. 2. Overgrazing and compaction, 3. Loss of orgenic matter end nutrients. 

its a The first written record of severe erosion came in the 1860's. The first | 

a plowings were in 1840. ' 

: ‘ If overgrazing alone caused erosion it shauld not have taken place until ; 

net dairy farming was well organized - about 1890. There was heavy ence in the | 

» 5 Hits 1870'se 

tay If loss of organic matter was the cause, erosion should heve occurred in it 

cog on fhe 1870%86 | 

ry a bplloidal seale Organic matter absorbs waters Soil without orgenic matter does i 

; : bt absorb as much and there is an increased runoff. Rain falling on depleted | 

| 
;
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i 
| goil becomes muddy water, which makes a colloidal film on the ground end prevents vf 

| 
| ¢urther absorption. ' 

ee | The fundamental cause of erosion in Wisconsin is loss of organim matter 

mo | and nutrients combined with overgrazing and compaction. 

| sechniques for determining past history. i 

| Journals of early travelers. 
‘| Gounty histories : 

| Diaries j 
1% | transactions of old organizations (Trans. Wisc. Agre $0c~ 1878 on increase of oaks) 

| surveyors notes fi 

8 |) Timber cruisers notes j 
| Newspaper files. } 

Miscellaneous dating criteria 

concrete - 1870 to presént i 
evec) Gide pine boards - 1840 to 1810 \ 

| silos - 1920 - present i 
| Galvanized wire - 1900 to presént ‘ 
_ Barbed wire - 1874 to present : 
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THE ANIMAL ISIND i 

The crowing of male pheasants. The crowing is a songe It begins in February and i 

ceases in Junee This behavior is due to endocrine secretions, especially from : 

hy | the sex glands. 

I A species is not - single entity. It reacts differently 

: i at different seasons. | 

i | ‘he cock crows at a definite light intensity in the early morning, and again 

ie in the evening. He will also crow if disturbed by shof$ or loud noises. 4 

ne i Behavior is teleased by a certain light intensity or by 

; disturbance. 

ay Areas without a large ponuletion will have crowing beginning later, of less 

- intensity, and less easily set off by disturbance. There eae to be a cor= 1] 

‘ | relation between male density and crowing. | 

Stimulis Light intensity i 

f Disturbence 
Pooulation density (male) 

Crowing is not evidence that the cock is beginning to breede Crowing end sexual 

development are two phenomena thet are parallel, and each stimulates the other. 

Temperature is not the primary releaser of these behaviors. It is the amount ij 

of Light - not the total amount of light, but rather the increasing length of 

days 

Grouse = prairie chickense The males congregate on a booming ground and go : 

through their courting behavior on it. The booming ground is divided into ter- 

ritories, but the territories are much smaller than those of the pheasant. In 

march it will be 29-30 ft per bird. In April it. will be less, about 10 ft. ; 

This is not fully understood, though it takes plece in other species as walle 

| The hens do not build their nests on the male's territory. | 

The »rairie chicken dance early in the morning end in the evening. Disturb ance 

will not provoke them in the middle of the day. There is a faint recrudesence | 

_ of this display in the fall, but there is no enlargement of the sex glands. | 

| 
pT
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there is no explanation for thise It may be confined to young males of the yeare i : 

eas redwing blackbird. The males arrive here in a flock vrior to the arrival of 

fe the females and do not sing until they start splitting off from the flock and ; 

: defending their territories. Each territory must have a singing perch and reeds» 

| cattails and rushes for the female to use as a nesting sitel The females do not : 

arrive until about one month later. The male is just marking his territory and 

; | defending ite In bad weether the males again assemble in flocks and break up : 

it when good weather occurs. This is true with many birds. The males fight when ; 

their territory is violated by another malee Males flying over a territory ( 

on their way to feeding grounds are not molested. Females trespass with impunity. 

iBT The establishment of territories takes place in late marche Later redwings es- 

TH tablish territories in upland regions. These may be young males who have not | 

te fas | sexually mtured in March, or it may be defeated ae | 

| Four misconceptions : : ; 

1. A species is constant. Each stage of growth has its own behavior pattern end | 

eI0 | each season of the year has its own behavior vattern. 

2. An animal thinks. Patterns of behevior account for most actions of animals. : 

t 5 Inherited patterns are overlain by learned patterns» I 

3 | 3. An animal has an awareness of the future. There exists in our minda an i 

seus awareness of the future that does not exist in lower animals. _ : 

eaor 4. An animal has a sense of right and wrong. This is a crockshe | 

| : | 
tie| : : 
| | | 

| |
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Sensory apneratus of animals. i i 

Almost none of the birds have good smelling avparatus, but mammals are 

usua Ly very keen at smelling. Some birds end mammals have very keen 
i 

vision. 

a It takes less lignt to activate song in the middle of the breeding season 

| than before or after. The bird's light sensitivity increases *s his endocrine : 

| system prepares him for breeding. | 

Behavior patternse ‘\ 

| Insect - the common tick bites anything which smells of butyric acid and has | 

; a tempereture of 37°C. i 

Cukoo = parasitic on the nests of other birdse When the young cukoo | 

43 | hatches in the nest of its foster parent it hunches its shoulders and thrusts the f 

| true young out. Parents will not try to feed the birds thet fall out, but do | 

| feed the cukooe Parents will not feed birds thet ere put back in the nest H 

until they are warmed up and gape. The prrent bird feeds birds that gape - 

: it is the gaping that sets off the balaving satierh rather than any emotional : 

: attachment to its own offspring. Changing the color of the inside of the mouth 

| and throat of nestlings is sometimes sufficient to make the perent atop feeding ‘i i 

Ps the birds - this slight variation being sufficient to stop the behavior pattern. i 

Parent birds will remove objects from the nest - leaves, etce They will 

if throw out eggs that differ in size or color from the majority of eggs in the nest. 

| If all of the original eggs but one are removed and a new end different set 

put in, the pxrent will remove the one odd egg - its own. The parent reacts 

| to something strange and different rathen then any knowledge of its owm egge | i 

Crows will gang up for a fight. They will fight a piece of black cloth F 

waved in their vicinity, showing that stimulation may be very ctude ans still 

evoke the behavior pattern. 

Tinbergen - the snow bunting and Phalarope. Mayr - The homing of birds. ; 

Lorenz - the companion in the bird's world. Nice - Song sperrowe | : 

| i 
name eee TT
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Lecture by Bruce Wright. tis 

| Fur seale Population in 1943 was 2,700,009. It was less than one million i 

when the department of conservation st»rted working on theme The department ' t 

controlled the teking of fur seals. It stopned pelagic sealing - the shooting | 

of seals in the ocean during breeding seasone At that time the bull seals 

remain on shore guarding the harem and the females go out to get food for i 

the pupse The females are perpetually pregnant, and in eddition to the pup 

on the shore, are carrying next year's pupe The shooting of a female seal at ¥, 

this season causes the loss of the pup on the shore and the next year's pup 

f in addition to the female seal. 

| The breeding ground is in the Pribiloff ishnds. The bulls arrive in 

April, May, and Juhe.e The females arrive one month later. During thet month i 

the bulls set up territories and defend them. Their fights ere feroceous. 

The bull weighs 700 lbs, the femle only 86. Each bull hes from 40 to 100 cowse . ‘| 

| The habitat is usually a rocky shore with a high suff. Tidal pools , 

' are necessary on the habitat to teach the young pups to swim. They cannot swim 

when they are borne 

The females breed in the second yeer and the pups are born beginning with 

the third year and every year thereafter. The young males do not breed uhtil : : 

| the fourth yeare Until that time they are bachelors and go ebout one helf mile | 

i inland and have a bull session. They are of no value so far as the perpetuztion ) 

of the seals is Sonbadaeds Since every bull can take care of from 40-100 cows, 

i and the sex ratio of the young is about average, these bachelors are in 

numbers greatly in excess of the number required to replace the old bulls who hd 

| dies A proportion of these bachelors are the seals that are taken. They ere : 

cenguged and marked by the Aleutsy and egqch year's crop is given a distinguishing 

marke The allowed number is then taken. The old bulls are useless for bur 

| because the fipnts they have defending their territories leaves them heavily 

scarrede The bulls do not eat or sleep while they are = | 

| may lose 50%o0f their weight. They sleep for two weeks before migration startse | i 
} f '
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| i "| lack ducke Uses the Atlantic flyway, which is divided into two parts, the i § i cecare sa UM RATuREr ie 

eastern and the western. The western is the largest and uses the marshes i 

| in the central US and Canada as a breeding ground. The eastern flyway 

: group uses the Laurentian area of Quebec as breeding ground and winters elong 

the new Inglend coast, from Long Island sound northerst. They migrate by 

‘ two routes, one up the St Lawrence river and the other up the coast. Both 

routes merge at the mouth of the Ste Lawrence, end the birds fly north along 

the coast. They arrive at the latitude at which they breed before the interior i Y 

is freed from ice and wait there until the interior is thawed. The old birds 

are paired before they lea e their wintering ground. ; 

| The breeding area is quite free of predators and is almost entirely 

i free of humanse The one difficulty is lack of marshes. ‘he earee is not fi 

broken up like the marshes of the west and the birds nest only eround the mar- | 

ginse The present problem is to meke the mershes more diversified so thet 

they can handle more birds. Trtnadiiedine miskrats is one solution. They break ' 

‘ up the marsh and provide a valuable fur animal for the farmers on whose lend 

i the marsh is located. 
: 

Another problem is the excess kili on the wintering ground. The kill has i i 

increaged with dense settlement and now there are only a few pairs of ducks oy ' 

i the breeding ground where tnere used to be thousandse i 

| | 

i 
; 
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i Dre Leopold's report on the North American Wildlife Conferencee i 

j if 

i Ducks in North America 
i 
| 
i 
j 

i es 

33 34 35 36 °37- 38 39° 40 40 42143 43" 45 
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} —dry————>_ +*——- wet ——"" ¢ dr y > weather nod 

The ducks were in very bad shape during the grought, and since then have built } 

i up - until 1943, when they again took a drope In addition to regulation, the con- 

servation program has been to restore marshese Since many of these marshes are i 

in Canada, and government money cannot be used to restore the marshes of another ti 

country, an organization of sportsmen called Ducks Unlimited was formed. They ' Hod 

got their money from sportsmen and their policies are naturally weighted towerd 

those things that will please sportsmen. Théir work against predators has f 

been especially good. But they are a propaganda outfit and lull the » ortsmen 

: | 
into believing that all they have to do to get more ducks is to contribute. 

“This creats a complacency in the sportsmen and a leck of understanding of the ‘a 

real problems, which is bad for the ducks. 

River ducks have shown the best recovery. The deep water ducks show 

the least recoverye There are two réasons for thiss 

| The geep water ducks are late nesters end slow growers. They do not nest i 

{ until June and the ducks do not reach flying age for 8 or 9 weekse The hens : 
f bi) 

| do not moult until after the young reach flying age and consequently it is late ‘ 

in the season before they regain thekr feathers and cen fly egeine Some of 

| them are still unable to fly well when the season opens in September and 

they are the ones that are easiest to hit. Consequently the sex ratio is j 

i f 

distorted. There are only 30-35% hens. The excess drakes are of no use so ; 
t 

i F 
| far as perpetuation of the race is concerneds and their presence and disturbance | 

t 
ily



| at 
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during the breeding season may be detrimentale Also, due to their late breeding Hi! 
iit 

and slow growth, the deep water ducks cannot nest as far north as the river | 

duckse The season is not long enough in the northern areas, and the southern : 

marshes are the ones that have been most heavily drained. 

The other reason is that the deep water ducks do not mate until after 

they reich their breeding groundse They are highly traditionel and alweys return 

to the same breeding groundse The river ducks mate before they leave their 

i wintering grounds, and since they have a different mate every years and two “ 

Mole 
| ducksAwho were raised in different parts of the countrys, one of the pair is 

| always pioneering. This makes them less traditional than the deep water ducks. 
i 
: They have a better ability to pioneere So when a new marsh is opened up, it 

F j is usually the river ducks that break with tradition and inhabit ite HH is i, 
i 

: 
probably just as important as reducing the kill to make efforts to establish | 

i, new populations of deep water ducks in newly created marshes. 

Mississipni_ goose population 

i Horseshoe lake goose population 
' 

| 

an ee 
i 

i 

f 
i ae oe : 

| fi 
i \ 
f 42 43 44 45 

| The Horseshoe lake refuge is located at the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi 
' 

rivers in southern Illinoise The geese that winter there come from the north 
; é 

| and northwest, down the Mississinpi River flyway. The geese used to winter all 
t - 

up and down the lower Mississippi, but since the esteblishment of the refuge — | 

they all wirt er there, and it is a very small refugee | 

i - ; 
| ! |] 
| i
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, 
i The refuge is surrounded by cormercial shooting clubs. The farmers have it’ 

pits dug as close to the refuge as the law allows and ®s close together as the ~ [i 

law allows, and rent them out to hugterse The geese have become very teme and : 

| foolish, and expose themselves unnecessarily. A great number of geese is taken 

there every year. The geese are very traditional and return to the refuge 

every yeare They are in danger of extermination. 

There are three proposals as to what to doe 

1. Close an area two miles wide around the refuge. He 

2 Close the whole county 

| 3- Close the entire flyway. 

The first and second proposals are not food because the farmers get more 

i income from renting their goose pits than they do from farming, and if this i 

area is closed, the farmers are likely to sebotage the program by planting | 

: vulnerable crops close to the refuge and suing for damages. They could cause i 

a great deal of troublee The only possible solution seems to be to close the : 

é entire flyway, and then by all means possible break up the refuge so the geese | 

will again spread out along the entire river and not be such a concentrated 

targets This is one case where the establishment of a refuge has almost ex- fh 

terminated the bird they were trying to protect. 

‘ 

j 
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| Peenting of male woodcockse i | 

i The woodcock requires an open area in the trees for its peenting ground | | 

‘ with a spot bare of vegetation in the center. At a cetbtain light intensity 1 

in the evening the woodcock will go through his peculiar courting gyrations. | 

: He flys to the bare spot in his peenting grounds postures for s while, and 

makes a few sounds know as peentse This posturing goes on for an indefinite 

: | length of time. Then he springs into the air, flying rapidly upward in bf 

4 | spirals until he is almost out of sight, emitting a sound known as a twitter. | 

ay He then falls to earth with great rapidity emitting a sound known as a warblee | 

; | This warble is repeated only once or twice on the way down. When he approaches | 

the earth, hé may make one s*iral just before he gets to the ground, or my \ 

Cs go directly back to his bare spot. In either case he sterts posturing again a 

and making his "peents". After a while he will again fly upward in spirals | : 

| and repeat the whole processe This bahavior lasts about an hour, but it is 

controlled by light intensity and may go on all night on bright moonlight 

nightse He peents again in the morning, ending at about the same light 

intensity at which he started the evening before. The time of ending in the 

ae morning is a little darker than was the time of beginning of the evening t | 

ue before. This is probably due to exhaustion of the bird. Peenting begins : 

one week after the first arrivals and continues until the eggs are hatchede 

| Woodcocks begin peenting before they arrive at their summer homee | 

t The location of the female while this courtship is going on is not | 

knowne Occasionally there will be two birds on the peenting ground, but it ‘| 

is not known whether one of these is the females or just a competing male. | 

The female does not nest on the peenting ground. She may nest in the | 

| brush surrounding it, or may be some distance aways The wondcock is-@ 7 | 

double territorial bird, requiring one territory for courtship and another 

for nesting. oe | 

i 

; ‘i 
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| i i Geographic distribution (Range) th 

Snoeshoe hare ~ receeding northward. Colonies have been disappesring. The it 

probable reason is that it inhabits éeder and tamerack swamps end agricultural 

| improvement has removed the habitat. | | 

No boundrry is ever static. 

| White tailed deer - require somewhet the same hebitat as the shoeshoe hare, ' 
f 

but they are advancing. They use the bottomlands of the Mississippi and | 

| Wisconsin Rivers and are edvancing down these rivers southward. Hi | 

| Jackrabbit - “lere. scarce before 1912. Cory reports them absent before 1912, 

| but this is in error. They were present in the western parts of the stete, 

but were rare. They now cover all the western parte of the stete and heave ad- 

vanced almost to Lake Michigan. The probeble reeson is thet they require i | 

i & prairie habitat, and farming hes made the country much more prairie like i 

than it was before. First records in the southwestern pert of the stete | | 

are in 1888. They have advanced naturally and by plenting since then. i 

Advancing species generally leave no dying colonies ahead of the : 

| general «dvancee Retreading species are marked by dying colonies in front of 

: the general retreat. ‘ i 

Ruffed grouse - retreating. i : 

‘jungarian partridge.- A newly introduced species. All plentings were confined 

to a single locelity, the Pabst farm. Between 1908 and 1929 5000 birds 

| were planted there. They have spread in ell directione, but stopped end 

i mushroomed sideways when they hit the sandy soil at Poynettee In the areas 

| first occupied the partridge is dying out. : 

i There were three mechanisms of advance of the partridge. (1) slow ed- 

vances. A shuffle tekes place every spring end fell during whith the birds 

locate new territories within the same general areal where they heve lived 

veforée As this tubes place, the boundary is pushed farther away from the 

centers (2) Outpost. A pair or a wovey will leave the general area and 

advance as mach as 40 miles - sparksv- and will spread concentrically from ; | 

Cia) 
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i their new territory. The reasons why these sparks fly is unknowm. (3) 4 

| Salient. A long salient of birds consisting of thousands of them, moved out i : 

i in the middle of winter North toward Green Bey in the winter of 1935. 

The tip of the salient died, but a sizeable advance in renge was still made. 

| Game birds reised on a farm have warped behevior petterns and cennot 

| compete with healthy wild birds. ‘hen plented in e new area, these farm birds 

may survive, but when planted in an area with a native population, the ferm 

birds will disappear. Hy F 

Arkansas kingbird - is out of its range here, but does show up occasionally. 

i The sparks phenomenon again. 

Magpie - Also here once, a single bird. It's nearest range is Western Dekota.e 

Since then the bird had died. sparks. i, ! 
| Deer - Occasionally visit Madison. Have been here half a dozen times in the 

last dozen yearse Sparks. { 

| Muskrats - ™nhabit all empty bawie as soon as they have veen trapped to 

extermination. Believe these inhabitants. are evicted males from nearby ponds. i 

| Wild Turkey - range in 1600 from green bay to Preirie du Chien. At the time 

of settlement. the range had retreeted south to about Milwaukeee In 1852 i 
i 

turkeys came into Widconsin from Tllinois. Schorger thinks that the boundary 

flugtusated north and south with weather cycles, the cold winters killing off 

the northern birds. Bobwhite quail, cardinal, and possum fluctuate in the 

same mannere The cardinal was not present here 30 years ago but it is almost i 

to lake Sunerior nowe i 

Ducks - Most ducks breed in the center of the continent between the Laurentian | 

shield and the Rocky Mountainse Believe the oe for a to - a Shey i 

| Ae ah rbeteg a Tie FAS PMS RIE TE TENS cil ewe ROR TE 
| Turkeys in Missouri and the Ozarks survive mostly on Clarksville stony loam. 

This type has svots almost bare of vegetation caled "belds". Tt ee } 

that the presence of these balds is necessary for the turkey in some way = i 

| |
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completely understood = possibly for relief from cold damp weather in spring - fas 

ve 
and that the sterility of the soil is the factor enabling them to remain. ‘| 

Hungérian partridge - Studies have been made showing the climate in the { 

natural European range of these birds and the climate in the areas where they { 

have been introduced on this continent. Deviations from the natural range in 

: the direction of cold dry winters does not seem to effect the birds, but a 

hot wet breeding season seems to be limiting. 
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i Movements i 

f All movements seem to be a result of endocrine drives. All are innate behevior ‘i 

:terns and function in some way to verpetunte the race. ¢ 

| ser mice = a colony inhabits a fixed territyry during the winter in the same i" 

Es ier ag a covey of quail. Wight mice lived in a brush pile on Lake Mendoat one 

| ater and could be ceught end recaught within 50 ft of it, but no other mice were | i 

L rsoped in that area. In the spring new mice entered the area and some of the old 

Lice left. This is an example of triangle movements and shuffles. i 

feolden plover - Seen here only in spring. Migrates to heli for breeding. In 

' ¢ autumn they move to Labrador and eat crowberries. They then migrate overwater 

, south Ameriea. In the spring they move to Panama end up the Mississippi valley. 

ret - Breeding range all around Gulf of Mexico. In summer of each year they diss ! 

er war most of the United states (Shuffles) they are juveniles. Whether or not 

is shuffle is oriented is unknown. By fall the Birds return and migrate to 

| esi where they winter. (Migration{ 

| oreupine - In New Mexico and Arizona they migrate down the mountains in une winter 

, the juniper belt and back again in spring. They seem to follow definite migration 
3 

ty . 

leutes (Altitudinal migration) ; 

varptail grouse - MacKenzie valley. In 193? there was en overpopulation and an I 

stuption. The birds moved south in thousends. They never went vacke ‘hey died | 

‘fin about a year. (Irruptive muvenents; These irruptions could be caused by | 

jeficiency of vitamine A. And it is possible thet the mass migretion of these | 

‘rds in which they all died was a method of perpetuating the ones who were left | 

ind. 
xi 

Polrrels - Irruption. The ordinary deily movement of a fox squirrel is only 

b toy hundred feet. The annual movement usuelly does not exceed one miles In 1903 

p: two weeks there were thousands of squirrels swimming the Mississippi at the 

bth of the Chippewa flyer. Squirrels were abundant in general that yeare In i 

he of 1944 a similer but much smaller movement was observed on the fox river. ibe | 

bine drowned squirrels were recoverede They were all males. ( |
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Kinds of Movements in Birds and Mammals __.__Wilalife Feology 118  (i9h4) 

jiimMovemant= J) ms sliSpecteg 0) Un time oe WeSoetai: Uitte a Specifications or Titerature: 2 
{\ "Triangle" AIL Daily Various Sleep-food-loaf-food-sleep 

5 Migration Migratory birds Spring & fall Various Usually N &S. See Lincoln 1939 Migr. F.A. Birds 
(oriented, semi- Some bats £ Individual N&S&S, See Allen 1939 "Bats" Chap XVI 
anmual) Barren Gr. caribou " Band Any direction, See imrie 1935 N.A. Fauna 54, p.57 

© Altitudinal Blue grouse Sprinz & fall Flocks Up in fall. See Wing Amer. Forests Feb. 1943 
migration Porcupine " Individual See Taylor 1935 Scionce Bull, 3 Univ Ariz p.144 

- Mule deer f Band Move as far as 150 mi. Sce Seton 3:333-334. 

\ Shuffles Bobrhite Spring & fall Covoy Soo Loopold, Gamo Survey, pp. 49-51. 
(Shifts, usually aAmorican egret July-Sept. Juvenals Northvard wandering after breeding season, 
unoriented) Canvasback August Adult males Gather on certain lakes for flightless period. 

See Hochbaum, 194%, Canvasback, po. 114-119, 
Ruffed gr. "crazy flight" Fall Individuals (parasitized?) Wot understood. See Bent Ball .162: 158-159 

|” Irruptive movements Sharptail grouse fall ef 1932 Flock - See Snyder, 1935, Bull. 6 Ontario imseum, pp.135 
(mass shifts, unor- Gray squirrel Always fall Hass See Seton, vol. 4, po. 14-20 
iented, sporadic, Lemming Summer & Fall (lass See Elion 1942 Mice Voles & Lemmings, Chap. X. 

no ens Siberian nutcracker Fall Mass See Formos of 1933 Jour. An, Ecol. 2:1: 70-81. 

Y Circuit Timber wolf Every 2-3 weeks Pack See Olson 1938 Scient. Monthly XLVI:323-336 

Cougar Irregular Individual Up to 50 miles, See Seton vol 1, p. 69 

1) Pioneering spread Starling in U.S. Winter Flocic Seo Cooke, 1928, Circ. 40, UiS.D.A. 
Hungarian part.,Tis. Fall, vintor? Covoy Sco Loopold, 1940, Trans. Wis.Acad.Sci .32:5-28, 

: Cardinal in Wis. ? ? See Young ct al, 1941, Pass. Pigeon, 3:1:1-. 

Eviction Muskrat Drouth, overcrowding Old males,juvonals Soo Errington 1943 Iowa Res Bul 320:822-828 
(unoriented) Horned owl Jniy Juvonals Scc Errington 1932 Wilson Bull 4:212-220 (16,17) 

Cal. ground squirrel Sumer Javonals Sco Grinnell 1928 Univ. Cal. Chronicle Oct:4e9-50 
Buffalo, mt. sheep Fall rut 01a males See Garrotson 1938, Amor, 2ison (p.37) 
Black bear Fall ? Moved south in fall at lyr. intervals. Schorger, 

unpub, 
: Bobwhito Vintor _ Covoy Sudden starvation. Soo Errington, 1936, Research 

Bull, 201,(p. 313) 
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Caribou - Migrates, but there is no comnass orientation to the migration. 

A given herd will follow the same migration route for years, but there may / : 

be other herds going at anproximetely opnosite directions at the same time. i 

; i, 

| The distance travelled is often hundreds of miles. In general the fall I 

i ' 
rie 

: movement is toward the woods, and the spring movement is toward the tundra, if 

and the caribou often cross mountain ranges going from one fevored spot to i 

a 
another. bh t 

Sanvasback - After incubation starts the males leave the hens and go out i 

to the middle of Lake Manitoba and other lakes, where they loose their tf 

feathers. They stay there until they have a new set of feathers end can 1k 

\ 

: fly again. They do not rejoin the hens, but follow a different route south. : ty 

mo 

They go to the finger lakes in New York and then south. The females go | j 

down the mississinni (moulting shuffle) | i 
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: : . A | Social organization We | 

Formulas: Aggregation, plus territory plus movement equals sociel aggregation ae | 

——— winter ——_——-s pring —--—-summer fall ny | 
‘ 

. i Species, Crow | 

i T it Novenent | 
Apgrepation Territory nm | 

single pO Cee) _-triangle | Oe ee me a mtration | 
fanily-——— Fw NOSting pair—— , oost flight ae 
mixed floc group shuffle eh | 
sex flock circuit ; | 
age flock eviction | 

Species: wolf 
| | 

single none _—triangle i pair. male ' we migration f 
family net ann esting nains<~ ei roost flight ate | 
mixed flock¢—= POUps— shuffle 1 
sex flock ~ oi rouit i | age flock eviction Lo 

hit Crows In winter, aggregation.is a mixed flock with no territory and no move= 

ment except the roost flight, which is an exagerated triangle | 

T™m early spring(Feb,) the roost flight starts to break up into pairs, | 

and by spring the pairs heve a nesting territory. Movement is then a simple 

triangle 
( 

In summer, when the young have fledged, they wander in families and begin 
q 

roost flights 
i 
t In fahisthe roost flights migrate. li 

| Wolfs In winter the aggregation is a peck, which may be a family or a lerger i fe 
fi unit. They have a group territory and make a circuit looking for food. It may i 

wii A 
take a week or two to complete the circuit. By spring the pack breeks up if 

into pairs, who seek dens, the movement is then a simple triangle. In summery a! 

after the pups are born, the eggregation is a family, the territory is the den, { 

; novenent is e trdengle. As the pups get older, they begin to move with the i 
i : t pack, which is the situation in the fall. ee li 

po | 
a en ee RR
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Caribou: In winter the eggregation is a mixed group with no territory and either it 

| a circuit or a simple triangle. In spring there is sex segragation but no | 

territory. ‘Movement is then migration. In summer there is sex segregetion / | 

but no territory, Movement is then a triangle. In fall the aggregetion is | 

still sex groupse Mvement is migration. 4 4 | 

Yungarien pertridge* In winter the aggregation is a mixed group, with a group | 

- territory and a triangle. There are elso arruptions when the populetion is high | 

In spring they pair, with nest pair territory and a triangle. In simmer the tie | 

aggregation is a faimly with no territory and a trienglee Jn fall the ag- | 

gregation is a mixed group (covey) with no territory. In the fall there is a | 

shuffle, when the family groups break up and wander the countryside, eventually | 

forming new coveys in different territories than the old ones. i | 

Pheasants: Sex flocks in fall end winter at times. There ere also mixed flocks | 

| with no territory. Movement is a simple triengle. In spring the eggregetion | 

: is a harem with herem haveiioey and a triangle. | 

| 
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| 
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Wildlife Ecology 118 

| Examples of Territory and Social Organization * \, 
een ap ern neegerenene penetra nro 9 et et eae ni enn een een acpens it 

t ‘coties, Date Social Unit, Phenology Territory itl i 

)RNED OWL (Frances Hamerstroi) Wisconsin. ; 
| o-dan Pair, Nest built in Jan. ‘Male sings, establishes territory, 
bon Eggs laid, incubated /which is defended against all | 

P jaren- apy | Pair with nestlings \owls of all species. } 
§ aj-dune Pair with flying young Territorial dofenso rolaxoes | 
i Ly Young noglectod, drivon from kills. Yi 

F ccust Young ovictod, wander. Pair remains. ,Song resumed, Warning to wander- If 
i t.-Doc. Young wander, thon pair? (evs? Wandering young drivon oif. if 

20 of torritory: 2-4 on 4500 acros at Prairio du Sac, 1930-1944. 1000-2000 A. ouch.) : Od I RPUIPREG 7 8 SE GTI i US VN a Saag aR ARIGT TU 28 GTN eR Oc OA AN EE SOA lf 
")£ SQUIRREL (Durward L. Allon, 1943) Michigan. PoC 
‘an-Fob Old squirrels and spr. yoarlings ;Thore is no territory; homo rangos tl 

broad. ; of individuals overlap and shift i 
r-Apr Spring littors \ seasonally. At any one season i 
y-duno-July Sumnor yearlings brood; oldor { each squirrol usually uses 10 i 

squirrels breed again, ;acros, but ina year UO acres. i} 
ust Sumner litters. Survivors of ; Home range shrinks in winter up ik 

t spring littor may stay with @ Zs to point of starvation, when meee 
| ptombor Maturo young disporso; immature | long forays aro made. : fi 

young of summor litter ofton | Each squirrel uses soveral j i 

wintor with fonalo. | dens or nests, but without Pose 
there is no pormanont pairing; brooding malos ; oxclusivo possession. Mature ‘ (ood 

| aro drivon from littors. Young dopondont ; squirrels seldom don togethor in i| 
}months. Avor. per fomale (1-6) 3.) \ groups, but fomalos with young ii 

\of 2 ages may do so. {| 

# XUGARIAN PARTRIDGE (Robert A. McCabe, unpubl.) Wisconsin. . lk 
yedan Covoy on winter torritory. sAt Faville Grove 100 covoys on If 
fob-Mar Chasing and pairing’ Within ‘the (25,000 acrosy eve," ; li 

covoy. Hi 
{or Pairs disperse, claim nost torritorics. At Favillo Grove 27 nests on in 
vy-June Eggs laid (15-20)17, incubated 31800 acros, avor. 66 acres i! 

i : ‘por nost. H 
hhno-Sopt. Family groups, pairs with young, Probably do not stay on nesting’ if 

territorios. i 

“stobor Family groups combine to form Probably a fall shufflo of covoys, ' if 

wintor coveys (5-25), Aver. 10 followod by ostablishment of tk 

wintor torritorios. + i 

“IWASBACK (H. Albort ‘Hochbaum, 1944. Manitoba) lt 
rril 12-23 Arrive in flocks of 4-20, consisting of pairs accompanied by excess ti 

males, Prenuptial courtship. Bt ee 
y Pairs form by May 15, set up territory, begin nuptial display. i 

Eggs by May 5, aver, clutch 10. if a 
Territory consists of nest near a "waiting territory" for drake. Hod 

; Earliest nosts incubated by mid-May, after which drake deserts hen | 

i and territory ceases. iY 
j iseduly Drakes gather in large lakes in separate flocks. Broods hatch 

from late June through July, soon become mixed, are abandoned by ; ih 

‘ hon beforo they fly at 9-11 weeks. if 
i -ly-dug Drakes molt and aro flightloss in flocks late July to late Aug, } 
j hens molt singly mid-August to mid-Sopt. : : ff 
: ‘tobor Drakes migrate south from molting lakes. Hens with young migrato t 

i south from breeding marshes by mid-Oct. Some segregation persists . ip 
i through wintor. ‘ : { | i
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cacies, Date Social Unit, Phenology : Territory ti 
AY OR TIMBER WOLF (Adolph Murie, 1944) East Fork Den, McKinley Nat'l. Park. i 

ur - Pairs breed while still in winter vack. } 
y { Pairs segregate to dens, pups born.Group hunts a radius of 10-15 ti 

i Several non-breeding wolves, miles from done Al1(?) mombers 

i porhaps former pups, may livo 1carry in food for pups and mother. ' 
i with pair. Mothor stays at den. Mothor begins to leavo pups at 

g 00 Pups omorgo from don; mothor now |, night to hunt with group in oarly 

i hunts. Junes ; 
(br Aug. Pups leavo don carly July but do | Pups 5 mi. from don in late Aug. 
; not yot hunt with pack. Hunting rangos not oxclusivo; Cver 

| pe» Pups probably hunt with adults, Pups 20 miles from don, lap 
' hunt mice "on thoir own", entiroly dotached from don 

i locality. i 

fist-liar Young still with group Mar. 17. 30 miles from don of previous i 

: Family groups may combine in yoar Mar. 17. ‘ 
' wintor to form larger packs. Avor, Hunting torritory of group 50 mi. 

6-10, max. 20. across, probably not oxclusivo. 

ILD TURKEY’ (A. S. Leopold, 1944) Cancy Mt., Ozark Co., Missouri 

bove. "Fall shuffle" Wandering up to 4 miles. 
bsoe-Fob Flocks. cn winter range consist of Flock ranges ovorlap, are not 

(1) gobbler flacks (2) mixed flocks defonded territorics, usually i 
i of both sexes, all-ages. .. . 2-4 sq. miles. 
i; r-Apr Gobbling bogins’ carly Mar, soxes ft ate | 

; sogrogito into: # 

j (1) Single mituro molos “Mature males stay on a fixed | 

; (2) Small groups of non-breeding j brooding range, but whothor they 

é young males ;d@ofend it is uncert ; 

i (3) Sm2ll hen groups {Broed as many hons as thoy can 
i oy-July Nesting (clutch 10, peak of Ne. coll ups : 
i hatchings June). Hons ronost if 
j first clutch lest. 
frasctatd Fomily groups of hon with brood. Probably some shifts of location. 

{SLE DEER (J. S. Dixon, 1934) Yosomito Nat'l. Park, Calif. 
|an-Fob Deor in mixed sex and ago Usually under 4000!. Groups 

groups on winter rango non-torritorial but localized, 

ofton to a squaro mile. 

fob Antlors drop Oldor hornloss bucks ofton 

| gathor in friondly groups. 

far-Juno Door sproad up mts. to 10,000! Max. movemont 50 miles 

uly Does isolate, drop fawns; Other door continue in mixed 

i Fawns of provious year leave mothongroups, again localized 

Kept. Fawns woaned, but still follow mother; 

| : f Bucks shed volvet (4 days cach) Polage now "wintcr bluo" 

Ect-Nov Fighting among bucks. Dominance detcrmined by thoso ‘ 

i fights, but no chango in groupings. 

‘ce-Jan Rut (Gestation 7 mos.) Dominant bucits "run" pre-oestrous 

; does till mating occurs. 

Cept-dan All deer move back down mts. © Move by mixed groups, and more 

i to winter range rapidly than in spring. i 

3 

' ‘ (over) it 
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f i SNOW BUNTING (N. Tinbergon, 1939: Bast. Groonland) | 

| | Species, Date Social Unit, Phenology ) Territory f 

| Mar 20 Males arrive in small flocks. Feed on grass seeds near houses f 

' Apr 20-May 15 Males complete breeding plumage, Isolato themselves on territorics | 
bogin to sing, drivo off other at first 600 yds. across. Return | 

i ; malos. to flock part of day. Food now | 
| insects. } 

Apr 20-May 5 Females arrive, flock with non- 

torritorial males at first t 

Early May Fomales detach. Torritorial male Territorics shrink by pressure i 

first threatons, thon displays, makes to 100 yards. } 
courtship flights. I 

Mid-May Mating occurs, song stops, femalo Male looks for cavity in rocks, 
fights off othor fomalos. fomale starts nest. Foathors 

brought from outside torritory. i 

_ Early Juno Egg-laying begins 1-2 weeks aftor Malco. rosumes somo song. Femalo i 

: first copulation, clutch 6, : (but not malo) somotimes tros~ | 
Copulations coaso with first egg. passos outside torritory. i 

Mid-June Incubation by female begins 1 day Malo again in full song. t 
after last ogg. ta j i 

Late Juno Young hatch, are fed insects by Torritory bogins to break down f 
‘ ‘ ‘both parents but brooded by ‘whon parents sook food for young j 

Payer t ‘fomale only. Nost cleaned of outside. Singing males, howover, | 
‘ focos by prrents. Young nuisy.* aro drivon off. 

3 Lato Juno Nost no longor cloancd, young Young scattor boyond torritory, | 

: chango call, lenve nost, scatter. begin foeding thomscolves 4 days i 

: es fe ’ after fledging. ' 

Early July Young fly 12 days. after fledging, Second broods from new matings | 
* form mixcd flocks. sometimes occur, but nevor with | 

i some moto. 4 ; 
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4 i i Cyclic fluctuation i 

i Populations fluctuate. The fluctuation will seldom get above a i i 

certain cieling or below a certain floor. When the fluctuation shows a Y ay i 

| definite periodicity, it is a cycle. The amplitude is the departure of the i 

cycle from the average. 

There apnreers to be a syncronism in date between snowshoe hare, ruffed i 

grouse, and quail. The cycle appears to be about a ten year cycle. It has 

tows in 1927 and 37 and a high in 1933. The cycle manifests itself almost ‘ i 

simultaneously in different areas. 

Kill reports as indicators - not too good. “The season always is closed ik 

i | when populetion gets low. Rabbits ere not killed ‘in their former numbers | 
& 

} 

vy, because of the tularemia scare. aH 

| The gray fox seems to peak inversely to the other enimels. The red fox | i 

shows no indication of a cycle. Kill reports are not good for miskrets | i 

L because of economic stresses. ‘Yhen the nrice of muskraets is high, they are i 

more thoroughly tra»nned out ‘ i 

The sun spot cycle and fur production cycles do not seem to be related. | 

Both have a similer cycle, but one is slightly longer than the other. At i ! 

times the peaks comncide, but at others, they are directly opnosite. H 

The lynx and rabbit are related, one being a two year lag after the H 

other. This is a predator prey relationship. The lynx increases when the ! 

rabbit is at the peak, and then dies off from stervation two yeers efter 1 

| the rabbits decline. i 

Violence of fluctuation | f 
i density at high 

ratio of high to low acres per head HER 

| Preirie chicken, .Okla Seas a 15 | 
i “affed grouse, Minn 10s 1 248 
; ‘uail, Wis. . 2 ea ee g 

Snowshoe hares Minn 3 : : : 1 

stages, ie 2 ea 1/228 | 
: Snoeshoe hare, Wis 5 ? i i 

| | 
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| ‘Yisconsin's deer problem i 

The cause of animel cycles is unknown. In most cases some inner mechenism ih 
t 

i usually kills off the animal after he has reached the high point in his cycle - i 

disease, migretion, ete. Deer seem to have no inner mechanism to regulete the 

i size of the herd. They are regulated only by starvetion. It is probable | 

that the deer were dependent on wolves and other predators to maintain an | 

appropriate population. Now there are no wolves or cougerse i | 

waen “isconsin was first settled the centers of abundence of deer was on ae 

the prairie forest border. Since then it has moved northward, except that they 

have moved south on the Wisconsin River bottoms. They followed the loggings 

northward, where the plant succession increased the amount of deer food. 

Chronology of the herd. : it 

Refuges established 1915 
Yolf control LOLS 
Buck lew 1920 : 

First starvation of fawns 1936 
Deer research begun 1940 
Wolf bounty suspended 1943 ‘ 
Reduction - open season on anterless deer 1943 

50,900 toes 
54,000 bucks 

Winter feeding begun 1944 
} Yard purchase begun 1944 

Wolf bounty reenacted 1945 

ant Starvation phenomena aré most common in winter. Deer yards are a meze 

- |. of trails. The dder cannot get off the trails in winter without foundering in 

; the deep snow and must eat whet is available near the trail. The deer likes 

white cedar and will survive on it. When the cedar is gone it shifts to 

balsam, but cannot get enough nourishment out of balsam to survive. The i 

browsing of balsam by deer is a danger signal in itself. Alder is worse than { 

balsam, as ws white birch. | 

t Dying fauns fed on milk do not recover. They have degeneration of the | 

i : | 
_ kidneys, possibly due to some toxicity in the balsans. | 

; ; 
i The effect on the forest is the worst result of deer overpopuletion. | 

Artificial feed ing does not reduce the browsing. The deer browse anywey, wm { | 
i ili. 
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; Wildlife Ecolory 114 
Aldo Ieopold 

POPULATION MECHANISMS OF DEER AND QUAIL 

{ Character | Deer Quail 

1. Winter food habits | Eat mainly twigs and reproduction l Eat mainly seeds 

2. Ratio of summer to Only part of summer range habitable inwinter, hence both species mist concentrate 

winter range | 
| as : 

3. Responses to crowding | 
| 

' Internal pressure Stay put. No intolerance of deer | Disperse to marginal locations, High 

| for deer | intolerance of covey for covery. 

Food Plants Weakened by overbrovsing; replaced by | Not affected, Replacement occurs only 
non~palatable plants. | by plant succession, 

| 
Predation | Original predators probably dispersed | Predation loss not affected by kind or 

concentrations, Present predators get | mumber of predators. Only marginal 

i only starving deer. loss dependson | coveys are vulnoradle, Sum of good 
| \cind and number of prodators, ' renges thus constitutes a "threshold 
| | of security", below wiich only nomiml 

| loss occurs. 

é Physical deterioration! Antlers and weights stunted by | Stunting doesnot persist; bird dics 
, j malnutrition | or thrives. 

er ee PO ee ee ee ee 
4. Responses to human | Iogging (dorm tops) feeds doer, but is; Artificial fecding not oxpensive. 

activity | not dependable. Artificial feeding is | Dozss not affect natural foods 
j expensive. It prolongs and intonsifios| 

\ damage to natural foods. 

5. Reproductive success | Rate of gain appareatly not affected by Rate of gain inverse to density of 

; density of breoding stock, Population breeding stock, Population is 
| not self~limiting. i self-limiting. 

By 
aes : re fi S |
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' Quail | 

Errington, Pe Le Some contributions of a 15 year local study. Ecol Mono jt 

i 15: 1-34. 1945 

| Schorgers Ae We The quail in early Wisconsin. Trans Wis, Acad. 36: 77-103. 1944 

i Hanson, He Ce Small mammal census near prairie du Sace Trans Wise Acade Scie 
i Arts and Letters. 36: 105-126. 1944. 

: | There are two phases to the study, the reaction of the individual, and i 

| the reaction of the population as a whole, to itself and to its environment. | | 

Prairie du Sac, where mna+ nf the oni? etudies were mede is glacial ‘ | 

i outwash with bare terrain, juniper mats, grazed woodlots, old notholer thet i 

used to contain tamarack swamps, but now contain willows and giant ragweed. i 
i 

The usual method of taking a quail census is to count the tracks of i 

the covey inthe snow. This way the loss of each covey may be determined. 1 | 

The covey locations were numbered and grouped and a complete talley of them | 

was kept at all times. : | 

A careful account of the weather was kept. The winter of 35-36 was ) 

bade 42-43 was also bad, but not as severe as the winter of 35-26. The high ; | 

mortality of quail in winter takes place when there is deep snow accompanied \ 

by very cold westter. Summers with severe droughts occurred in 33, 34, and 36. i 

There are two types of covey population corves. One shows a drop in i 

mid winter and flattens out before spring. The other continues to drop up until i 

nesting time. When a covey sustains no further loss after the worst part of 1 

the winter (tho first curve) it is considered secures Coveys that continue } 
tf 

to drop are not secure and indicate an excess of birds for some reasons and } 

continued vulnerability. 
} 

Carrying capacity (threshold of security) The census hes proven thet from 

| 1931-1935 the security threshold was about B00 birdse From 1939-1942 the 

i threshold was just above 100 birds. The method of determination was to 

chech the ability of the individual coveys to straighten out their loss - li 

curves toward spring. ; 

| I 
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i A quail in full flesh (200 grams) requires a very severe winter to \, 

i kill him. He can withstand cold and is also strong enough to keep away from " 

| predators. Yrom there down to 125 grams the birds become increasingly al 

j vulnerable to cold and predation. 
i 

| Too many quail result in the thrusting out of coveys into marginal land 

i where they are less able to get food, and consequent loss of weight and poorer 

| cover result in increased death by predators and cold. Hee] 

} Hach winter the fall population is cut down to the level of the threshold | 
i } 
: of security. In emergency winters the loss is much greater. 

| Loss of carrying capacity is due to loss of cover and food. This loss i 

i is due to clean farming, widening of roads, etce 
a 

a 

| Summer ~ Populations gain from 450%to 28% during the summer months. The everage 
a | 4 } 
i clutch if 14 eggs and the potential increase is about 700% The greatest gain i 

' is less than half the potential. The lower the population, the hégher the 

; rate of gain scored - Inversity - The summer gain in percent is is inverse ! 
i 

| 
| to the breeding density that produced it. A cyclic species shows inversity 

f half of the time but not at all the rest of the time, which produces the } 
f i | 
i cycles. 

i Summary i 
; deer quail | 
+ Ceiling Starvation inversity in surmer | 
i vulnerability of surplus 

i Floor Threshold of security - winter i 
| Inversity - summer. | 

i Mechanism of inversity tt 

Possible improbable impossible 

| intolerance » disease food and cover Te 
{ weak renesting predation clutch size | 
' spilled eggs non breeding | 
/ aberrant sex ratio infertile aggs | 
_ nutritional deficiency 
3 

} 
: I 
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Carrying capacity is the level to which an ordinary winter will red- Lt 

uce the quail population by spring. An emergency winter kills quail no mt- hi 

' ter what condition they are iny and produces casualties far greater than 

those thst would bring the population down to its carrying capacity. 

i Carrying capacity and inversity alternate with each other in maintaining 

| the quail population. 

In deer the approach to carrying capacity is based on avsilable food, | 

not on statistical deta such as is available for quail. The deer continue to i | 

increase until the strain on the forage makes food unavailable. In the first | 

| winters after this stage is reached only the fauns die- In subsequent winters, | 

and especially in hard winters, the adult populetion is killed off far below 

the former carrying capacity. The injury to the forage merkedly decreases te 

the carrying capacity and the ponuletion never reaches its former level and | 

remains healthy. ! | 

Quail are intolerent and mobile. An intolerant animal follows oa | 

uniform distribution. When population is heavy, this intolerance forces the | 

excess population to occupy marginal lands, and they are the ones that are most 

readily killed off. This is not true with deer. They stay bunched together a 

| and starve, even though there may be plemtiful browse a short distance away. | 

| They cannot be driven from their usual haunts, no matter what the starvation | 

| pressures Experiments at driving or baiting deer to better ranges have 

failed. 

Pheasant. 

The populaton turnover is five years. 70% are killed the first and | 

second winters, the third winter has a percentage kill of 80% of the year classe | 

The turnover rete is about half the length of the usuel population cycle, though | 

the significance of this is not explained. | 

Hen pheasants begin to gain waight in march, cocks not until April. There | 

is a characteristic weight for a given species for a given yeare | 

| | 
Bae i
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: Common denominators in ponulaton mechanisms i 

1. toler: nce Hr 
i 2. vulnerability to enemies mod 
i 3. relation of the animal to plents and to havitat - cover and food. my 

Examples: 

' Deer have a high tolerance but no predators. They increase beyond the ; 

| carrying caprcity of the range and then starve or are killeb dy disease and ~ 

paresites. The predetors probably used to keep the deer ponuletion within the ; 

limit of the range. 

Quail have low tolerance end many predators. Their food end cover are : 

| highly contitioned - by weather, etce Predators trim off the surplus which 

has been evicved to marginal territories because of intolerance - threshold 

of ‘security, carrying capacity. 

Inversitye Explainations are all theories. This phenomenon is known to Ailton § i 

exist, but its mechanism is not understood. It may be due to an endocrine é 

breakdown which weakens the urge to renesting. The fall population is one 

half survivors of the first nesting and one half survivors of the renesting 

of birds that had their first nest destroyed. Failure to renest would cut dow 

| the year's crop by about one half. Predation is another explenation. An ex- 

i ample of the kind of predation that would effedt inversity is the Cooper's hawk, i 

that has a habit of waiting in an area where a nest is known to be and pouncing ' 

| on the quail eny time they come out. This method of hunting would be practical : 

only when there was a large quail population, and would therefore cause inversity. E 

A third explanation is non-breeding. It is thought that excess males, who are el 

' known to attach themselves to mated pairs, might disrupt thé breeding process. a | 

i This is also called Distortion of the sex ratio. There is also the factor of ; 

compensatory breeding, which is known to exist in foxes, where the foxes 

i seem to produce a large fall clutch if the spring crop wes small. | 

i 

i ) 
i f 
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Improbable explanations include clutch size; disease, and possible nutritional a bit, 

deficiencies. 

Muskrat - have a low tolerance. There vulnorability to predators and 

relationsto plerts is highly conditioned by the water level. Low water in- 

creases density, creates a surplus, and increases vulnerability. If the water 

i level goes down in winter, the pond may freeze to the bottom and meke food un- 

available. Fighting among males creates wounds which become infected and | 

result in the death of the muskrate ao 

Mass behavior natterngse The population es an entity hes behavior patterns. i } 

i They probably have a tremendous influence on the survival of the species. | 

Cycles 

Evictions 
: Mass fighting (jackdaws) i 

Deer érruptions ‘ i 
Lemming migrations : 1 

Ecology broadens Darwin's theory of natural seleétion from consideration i 

of individuals to consideration of populations. Irruptive behevior is a 1 

defense against extinction of the populetion left behind. | 

Run_away ponulations (pest bahavior) A very complex phenomenon | 

European rabbit in Australia - introduced in 1787 and again in 1791. They sur=- | 

| viveds but there wes no exhibition of ~unsway behavior until 1859. The initial 

behavior of any introduced species does not correctly foreshadow the ultimate | 

behavior of the species. It could be that Australia, at the time the rabbits 

were introduced, did not have the requéred grassland that the rabbit needs. | 

The present range of the rabbit in Australia is not homogeneouse The rainfall ly 

varies from 7 inches to 75 inches in the areas the babbits occupy. It is i 

estimated that the present rabbit population is the equivalent of 20 million i i 

: sheepe The ecological effects are equévalent to deforestation and overgrazinge i 

The spread of plant pests, blackberry and prickley pear interlocks with the 

spread of the pane: All possible means of extermination have been triéd. 

Poison food and water, gas, shooting, disease, predatorse Fox was introduced 

and became & peste ' ‘ | | 

Hu 
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Aldo Leopold 

SOME RUNAWAY POPULATIONS IN WISCONSIN Be pte 
(A) NATIVES Damage Control Research Periodicity 

Snowshoe hare") 
Plantations 35,000 acres per yr. x 6 yrs. vulnerable = 210,900 acres 

210,900 x 10% damage x $9 replacement cost- - - - - - - - - - - - -$180,000 0 $5,000 7 10 yre. 

Deor'1) A 

Crop damagse paid 1943-44 - - - - - - ------ = = $ 25,000 

Plantations 35,900 acres per yr. x 10 yrs. vulnerable 350,000 acres 

350,000 x 10% damage x $9 replacement cost- - - - - -$315,900 : 

$340,900 -- --$340,900 0 $15,900 Contimuous since 

June bestle - white grubd 19h0 

600,000 acres x 25% damage x $4 rental per acre 1 year - - - - ~ ~ $600,000 ? Ue BLD OOO hes Sayers. gh lane 

(B) PERHAPS NATIVES : 

Oak wilt 

1,700,000 acres oak x 2% damage x $5 wood value- - - - - - - - - = $170,000 ° $ 1,000 Contimous 

spittle Bug - burn piignt (2) : : 
Plantations 2,900 acres last year x $15 replacement cost - - - - - $ 30,000 - $ 7,000 Recent outbreak 

(C) EXOTICS 

{ White pine blister rust - - ------------- === - - = $3,000,900 $71,000 $ 5,000 Recent invasion 

i Norway rat 175,000 farms x $10 per farm --$1,750,900 

1,700,000 city persons x $2 3,400,000 ; 

$5,150,000 - - ~ - ~ ~ $5,150,900 ? ? 

German en, 

Lake Waubesa produced, 1934-39, 278# carp, 17# game fish per acre. : 

j Carp replace 1/3 their poundage in game fish ‘ 

278 # + 3.x 10¢ per 1b. x 590,900 carp - infested water - - - - - $5,428,000 0 $ 5,900 

(1) The damaze to forest other than plantations is larger, but impossible to estimate. 

(2) Mississippi River and Great Lakes excluded. : 

: | 

San ; ~~
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Food chains | 

All food chains have their roots in the soil and proceed from soil to 

| plants to harbaceous animals to predaceous animels to perasites. Along all 

steps of the food chain, loss occurrse Part of the food is used up as : 

energy, part is returned to the soil in the form of excretions, dead bodies, 

| etce The chain is very complexe The enimals themselves ere not completely 

herbaceous or predaceous and parasites work on the organisms in ell stages of 

the food chains, but the food chains have a very definite structure and are 

subject to modification by man or other causese The four min types of | 

relationships are exnloitation, predation, services, and parasitism. | 

They are subject to shangesution by man. Examples of changes that have 

been made by man are: | 

| Substitution - cow and alfalfa for the buffalo and prairie grasses 

Intrusion = Honey bee; which has been introduced without a specific 

extinction of some other speciese 

| Extinction - passenger pigeon, wolf, etce 

Near extinction - Graney prairie chicken | 

| Effects of modification. | 

Many substitutions seem to occur without difficulty. In the northern f 

forest elimination of the martin end fisher seem to heve had no effect. | 

Others do cause economically important disturbances. The elimination of the 

wolf has resulted in deer irruptions and a great increase in snowshop hare. 

: These have resulted in the reduction of palatable vegetation. Modification 

of food chains sometimes produces structural changes in the food chains 

which may be of economic importance to man. Draining of the tussock marsh 

has modified the system to one of upland pfeirie. The effects of such 

modifications are ameleorated as long as the modification does not occur : 

in all of the casese As long as some of any type of vegetetion or ankient a 

remins, there is the possibility of reproduction and reversion to the 
i 11 
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| i, 1 original type. : (! 

| Red deer of Scotland - lives in an area where calcium and phosphorus defic- | 

iency is marked. These requirements are met by eating ashes from burns and 

the new vegetation that springs up on the ashes, when the calcium and 

phosphorus is more available than at other times. The dder also eat birds 

eggs and frogs, which live in swamps which are natural storage areas for 

calcium and phosphorus. The deer also eat bones and cast antlers. 

Calcium and phosphorus deficienty, ss well as other deficiencies, may occur ; : 

on much of our own soil. We may be exporting the fertility of our soil in 

| the form of crops, cattle, ete, and not returning it to the soil as was the 

| case prior to the introduction of the modern habit of transporting crpos far F 

{ away from the plece where they were grown. Our western ranges especially ' 

are subject to this type of deterioration. In aregs such as Wisconsin there : 

are ample quantities of these minerals. 

Food chains in geological time. 

All meterial moves downhill in the course of time. It is delayed by 

storage in the soil by humus. It is also delayed by long food chains. The | 

general tendency of human occupation is to shorten the food chain and increase i 

the rate at which material moves downhill. If the material moves to lakes i 

4 or ponds it is stored there and is used by the marsh plents and animels, which } 

| provide food for the upland animals and reduce the effects of the loss. If it | 

moves to rivers, it eventually winds up in @ceans and is largely lost until i 

| geological disturbances raise areas formerly underwater and starts the whole 

| process over again. Wisconsin has a lerge amount of sedementary rocks, which 

i were formed from this downward movement of nutrients to the ocean and at M 

| present has an ample amount of these nutrients. 

| : i ‘ ; 
| in 

- | 
j 

j 

| 
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(B) AGRICULTURAL FOOD CHAIN Wildlife Ecology 118 ANY 

i Southwest Wisconsin Aldo Leopold \ 

| (See Case 2, Prairie Coulee) 
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Wildlife Ecology 118 

j Aldo Leopold 
i Definitions of Food Chain Relationships I, 

| Exploitation til | 
j The upper member consumes the products of the lower, but without ordinarily ' 
| killing it. Thus plant-eating animals consume the leaves, stems, fruits, or buds 
| of the plant and the plant grows new ones. Over-exploitation, of course, may kill 
| the individual plant or even wipe out the species locally. 

Predation 
' The upper member kills and consumes the individual lower member, but ordinarily | 

| without wiping out the species. Hunting is a form of predation. | 
| Predation and exploitation occasionally operate jointly to form the link between 
| two species: thus the farmer exploits the cow for milk, preys on her product, the | 
| calf, and ultimately preys on the cow herself. i 
| Interpredation; two species which prey on each other, as the owl and the crow. 
i Such cases are not uncommon, but they are usually highly conditioned; thus the 
{ crow is vulnerable only at night; the owl only as an egg, or when attacked by a mob 

| of crows with no cover to hide in. 

| Services { 
' Symbiosis; An exchange of services for which each member is dependent on the | 
| other. Thus alfalfa "houses" tho nitrogon-fixing bacterium in a nodule grown for 
; the purpose; the bacterium fixes nitrogen from the air for the alfalfa, and thus | 

} eventually for the soil and the rest of the biota. Again; the rabbit buffers the ky 
| woodchuck against predators; the woodchuck housos the rabbit against both predators 
i and weather. ‘ 
| Cropping Symbiosis: An exchange betweon a farmer and a race of plants or animals. 
i Tho farmer preys on the individual but renews and protects the race (viz: all annual i 

i crops and most livestock. ) 
j Human Symbiosis: Tho inter-human exchanges of labor, goods, and advice, usually 

i operating through the common denominator of money, arc, of course, an elaboration of 
| symbiosis. So i 

i Buffer Servico: da animal stands betwoen prey and predator, with the effect of 
i shielding the . Thus the mouse buffers the quail from the fox because the | | 

mouse is easior to catch. At timos buffer service may be reversed: in deep snow \ 
| the mouse is housed in a mighty fortrass, while the quail is vulnerable. 

Farasitism if 
| An exploitation in which tho upper member (parasite) resides in or on the lower | 
| member (or host) and consumes his products (or food, or tissues) without killing. | 
i Example: tap-verm in rabbit or flea on rabbit. } 

Disease; A maladjusted parasitism in which the parasite becomes lethal to his i 
: host, and thus lethal to himself (as an individual, but not nocessarily as a race. ) i 

i Vector; An animal which transmits disease betweon two other animals without | 
| itself being affected. Example: tick transmits tularemia from one rabbit to another, lt 

i or from rabbit to grouse, if 
I 

Conditioning iT 
| A limitation on the effectiveness of a link in a food-chain. Thus; it oA 

Fox preys on quail..... .............in winter whon mice scarce, or as juveniles i 

Dog prays on rabbit..................as juveniles, or in deep snow, with warm weather i 
Alfalfa exploits soil........ .......when alkaline and innoculatad | 

| Ragweed exploits soil........+++++++.whon competing sod is broken tH 

| Mouse buffers quail......... ........except in deep snow li 
{ Tularemia paralyzes rabbit...........when tick (vector) transmits it | 

| 
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| (¥) CALCIUM-PHOSPHORUS CHAIN | 

: | FOR RED DEER 
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(C) MARSH FOOD CHAIN (food relations only) Wildlife Ecology 118 
Central Wisconsin (Case 4) fue Aldo Leopold \ 
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i Pyramids 

A pyramid is a visualization of the decreasing numbers of animal species | 

i as the food chain prohresses. It indicates the magnitude of shrinkage in a | 

food chain. Hach area will have a characteristic pyramid for any different | i 
t 

| year. It is one way of indicating changes made through the influence of man. } 

| 
The pyrimid is a device invented by Elton. { 

| Wild Prairie Du Sac pyramid 1940 i 
| | | + Square mile \ 

Weights Animal nunbers | 
| fox L 

| 8000 grams coon; possum died 
} . hawks, owls 5e7 , 
| 40,000 wood chuck 10 ‘ 
} 47,000 skunk, weasel 14 } 
| 12,000 : Gallinae 30 it 

24,000 squirrel 35 | 
i 9,000 gophers 50 i 

172,000 4 rabbits 150 
25,000 " moles 300 

| 50 5000 song birds 336 winter, 1412 summer | 
146,000 rats, mice shrews 5000 f 

| Condit ioning i 

| All relations age limited or conditioned by the following factors 

j , if 
parasite flea parasite f a Nir D 

q D W 
owl fo redtail ularemia ' 

WD c ce y> : el Ww I 
j mouse uail abbi woodchuck i 

corn———_—_—__ alfalfa i 

soil li 

| D- density V - vectors ; i 
| B =~ buffers A - alternate hosts ' 
j FO - food and cover N - nutrition f 
i W - weather : S - seasons 1p | 
i I - immunity re i 
i i 

| 1 ; ii i
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| i 
Ecology and conservation : Nt 

| Conservation —- preserving the health and structure of the biotic system. 

| ils 6 state of "land" health. i 

A degree of disorder is implicit in the economic use of land, but 

this disorder is much greater than it needs to bee Northeast Eurpoe is the 

only region that has retained a modicum of land health in spite of use by man. | 

Some pests have been introduced, but on the whole the native flora and fauna 

ramain. Their example indicates that it is possible to preserve land health 

in spite 6f intensive use. 

| Examples of "violent land use". 

i 1. Discarding species (wolg, crane prairie chiakens, white cedar, bog flora) 

| Discarding one part of the food chain causes others to be discarded. 

In the case of the wolf, its absence has caused irriptions of deer and shoewhoe 

hare, which has resulted in loss of vegetation and virtual loss of white cedar 

in the deer yards. 

2. Overdrawing soil fertility (qualitative nutrition} 

A soil deficient in nutrients transfers that deficiency to the crops. 

Plants grown on soil lacking phosphorus deficiency will themselves have a | 

phosphorus deficiency and will t#ansmit that to the wildlife eating theme 

| The bones of cottontail vary in size, strangth, and color depending on the fert- 

| ility of the soil from which the rabbit gets its food. Feeding cattle shows 

similar results. Cattle getting their food from undepleted soil showed 30% 

| more gains than cattle whose féed was grown on depleted soil. Quantity of 

| food was the same in both cases- Quantity is not sufficient ss a measure of 

crop production. It is necesstry also to measure quality. 
| 

3. Use of poisons. 
i 

; Insoluble poisons accumulate in the soil and enter the vegetable pro- 

| ducts in the soile Use of poisons may also be damaging to the microflora of 1 | 

the goil and effect rate of decomposition of matter returning to the soil.
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4. Daming and Diking rivers regardless of their value as was. (Columbia river) i 

d 5. Unneceasary liberation of exotics by (a) escape, (bv) planting i 
j ] 
i 6 Reckless predator control (wolf and cyote, hawks, owls, others} i 

7. Reckless drainage (new ditch in Jefferson county) i 
j 
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HAWKINS, A. 5. 1940. A Wildlife Yistory of Faville Grove, Wisconsin. Hy 

Trans. Tis. Acad. Sci. Arts & Letters 32: 29 - 65 ! 

A study of the chenges in flora snd fauna that have taken place in | 

' Faville Grove, Jefferson County, Wisconsin from 1638 to 1938. | 

| Forests ~ 1838. lms; Ashy Basswood, hickory, black welnut, black cherry, 

Oaks, soft end hard mepley ironwoods asnense 

; Oak Openings - 1836. Bur, White, black omk, hickories, red cedarse 

1838. Area east of browhiat Riv er was forest - Reasons, river was a barrier | 

for fires that swept prarie end oak openings to the west. aks can withstand 

prarie fires. Oak onenings would be convert ed to forests were it not for fires and | 

| grazing. 

| Prairies - Low (marsh) prairies - have not receded as much as o#k openings; | 

Reason, farmers have not molested them to the degree they have oak openings. 

because they provide good feed during dry years. Part of the low prairie wes : | 

| once flooded by a dam. Grasses» sedges, willows, aspens, which gained a foothold | 

| when the area was flooded spread rather then retreated - possibly due to mowing | 

of the prairie - which is done except in the wettest years. Canada thistle is in 

the nermenent pastures bordering the low prairie. It is 

a source of innoculation for nlowed ground in the vicinity, but does not get | 

started in the areas which are mowed but not plowed. Farmers have introduced | 

red top, timothy, and canary grass in the hey meadows. These compete with the | 

| native plants. Drought years seem to favor introduced speciese Wet years | 

favor the native srecies. 
| 

| Tamarack swamps - reduced by cutting and drainagee One area, which was an | 

open pond with a floating island wes drained, end the temarecks came ine At | 

| present maples and other trees end shrubs are encroaching on the temaravks« 

The water table was lowered by drainage end small weter areas disappearéd. 

An acid bog turned into a ragweed petche Ragweed and nettles followed drainages 

| | 
ae ; , 4 A
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i 
Burning these weeds made them more numerous. Since 1934 this area has been ' 

protected from burning. Goldenrod and aster have repleced the ragweed. Now grass 

and shrubs are replacing the goldenrods and asterse Pheasants and quail and : 

; rabbits are moving ine 

i The Crawfish river is wider, shallower, and muddier now. It was 18 ft deep. 

It is not four to six féet deep. Wild rice grew on the banks and is now goney | 

Farmers think the introduction of carp did this. Benk erosion is common. { 

| Economic activities responsible for the changese | 
| i 

Milling - sawmills cut most of the trees. ii 

Agriculture - &0%of thelend now uncer cultivation. ! 

| Yunting and fishing - for food, snort and profit have depleted the 4 

wildlife. ; | 

| Changes in Plant Life - 

Bluejoint -(Andropogon and Celamagrostis) about gone. ‘as numerous on low prairie. 

Wild Rice (Zizanis) - gone ; 

Orchids - denleted i | 

Pringed gentian (100 in 1934. Gone now. ' 

Scarlet painted cup - gone (Castillija coccinia) i 

Berries (Vaccinifm, Gey ldeavet a, Pekes ria) Rubus) Blueberries almost gone. i 

Strawberries raree Others gone. i 

Gravelly Knolls. Anemone patens and Viale pedata gone. _ 

Weeds. Rhus toxicodendron heg greatly increased. ‘ood nettles spreading but 

were common in 1900. Morning glory (Yonvolvulus sepium) and Canada thistle it 

| (Cirsium aevense) going strong. Creening dard (Convolvulus arvense) and I 

4 penny cress (Thlaspi arvense} are newly introduced specios. 

| 
Animals - é . ' 

Greatest gains have been made by the English Sparrows ore? 

| Norway rats, and house micee 

| i 
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Quail - losing ty 

Prairie Ghickens - on verge of extermination 

Ruffed grouse - gone 

Hungorian partridge - introduced in 1910. In Faville Grove in 1922. There is 

now an excellent stand. 

| Pheasant - Introduced to Fnville Grove in 1929 and ere now increasing. 

waterfowl - reduced in all ceasese Total daily count now is never more than 2000 

birds, helf of which are lesser scaupse Seasonal bag for one hunter in previous 

years was often as many as 2000. 

White pelican - gone 

Egrets - increasing 

Passenger pigeons - extince since 1580's 

i Invaders 

: From North = anpear only occasionally - Crossbills, grosbeaks, siskins, northern / 

shrikes, snowy owls. These sneckes have been known since 1887. 

| From South and West - Dickcissel - appearance is erratic. Seen sire e 1900 

Cardinals - since 1918. Now live there all yeare 

Tufted titmouse end Red bellied woodpeckerv- rares 

The worst invaders are English sparrows and sterlings, which are now pests. 

| Vammals —- 

Elk - gone before first settlers camee 

Deer - scarce by 1855 west of Crawfish river, but were still common Eest of the 

» River. There are none now. One report of a pair in 1938. : 

Bear - last seen 1665. 

Cougars - none after about 1851. 

| Lynxes - none after 1868 | 

Bobcats - none after 1892 

Otters - never common. None after 1863. ‘went when dam was teken oute % 

| |
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Beavers - once present. No record since settlemente | 

i Yolves - abundant 1838. Gone since 1926. 

| Foxes - rea foxes once common and prays sctrcee Since 1900 the reverse is true. 

Possum = One record in 1€80. “he next was in 1928. They ere now common. 

Skunks - abundant. 

| Muskrats ) increased slightly since they have been protected 
Mink ) 

Weasels ) 
i Raccoon ) No increase since protection 

Badgers ) 

Squirrels ) increased since protected. 

Rabbits  ) 

| Fish 
Present in early days: Red horse, Northern pikes perch, Wall eyed pike, lerge mouth 

| black bass, sunfish Rock bass, eels, bullheads, buffalo, suckerse There were no 

catfish or carpe i 

| The carp were first seen in 1887. They are now the most common fish and 

are presumed to heve caused great changes in the river. Suckers, buffalo and 

catfish are also common. The former snecies are rarée 

| Rewhil ee - The rattlesnake was commin in 1850, but has been rare since about 

| 1863. Only svecies now seen are the garter sndke, which is common, and the milk 

snake of which five were seen. Snapring turtles have decreased due to hunting. 

| Amphibians - Bullfrogs and green frogs were Runted for food and are now rarée 

| A few salamanders are present 

Clams were once comion but are now raree Bees have been present since before 

| sbtt loment 
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Buss; Lee & Aco Se Hawkins. The upland plover at Faville Grove, Wise 
Wilson Bulle 5l:4s 202-220. 1939. ; 

The upland plovers are confined to river bottoms in Faville Grovee 

i Nearly half of the range is in pasturee lost of the rest is in corn or small 

grain. The rest is ungrazed prairie. There are three soils, clyde silt loam, . 

Miami silt loamy peate The plovors use Clyde silt loam and peat. They do not 

use the Miamz silt loam, whether from acidity of soil or because of vegetation 

on it is not knowne Elsewhere in SW Wisconsin, plovers are not confined to river 

| bottoms. 

Population - Plovers were common from 1870 to 1690. They were rare from 1895 : 

| to 1920. They incréased slowly from 1920-35. From 1935 to 39 they have increased 

from 8 prs to 22 prs in spring and 24 to 80 birds in fall. : s 

| Pre nesting wriod - Arrive from 13-22 April, and continue to arrive for about 

two weeks thereafter. They pair soon after arrival or before arrival. Nesting 

territories are usually grouped. The birds assemble in large groups in stormy 

weather 

Courtship - there are 4 call nobves, two of which are courting calls. Both male and | 

female give both notes. There is a flutter wing beat during couttship and the f 

we sting season, contrasted to a long wing beat the rest of the timo. _ 3 

Nesting - begins 15-20 days after first plover arrives. When this occurrs, whistling 

decreases, the birds become more wary. Nesting is spread over about 2 months. — | 

If the female is flushed she flutters thirty fect away and gives the short call. i 

the male flys over the mst and gives the long call. ; | 

| In 1938 the first egg was laid May 8, hatched May 292 The birds begin nesting 

almost in unisone The total @ read of hatching dates in 1937 was 20 days, in 

1938, 31 days. The plovers do not desert in spite of flushing. Some birds flush 

at 6 feet, others refuse to leave until touched. Damage to an egg causes | 

desertion. % | 

i ; i 
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Nesting density varies from 14 acres per nest to 15 acres per neste 

Early nesting f*ilures causes some but not all of the birds to re-nest. 

Incubation period is 21-24 days. Average nest mortality is 34% 

Nests - on ground in tufts of grass. 4-5" in diameter, 3" deep. Lined with 

i dry grass and well hiddene The egg is 45 x 3265 ume Weight of bird 200 gme i 

The egg is very large compared to the size of the bird. There are four eggs to | 

a nests, rarely fivo. 

Fertility - 101 of 104 were fertile. The egg is pipped rerallel to the major - 

| axise Cap is absent. Shells are fragile and the first shell is carried away by f 

ha the mother bird. Eges do not pip or hatch simuletneously. there is 18 hrs to 

three days from first pip to last hatch. i 

Nesting sites - june grass, timothy, quack grass, ungraxed pastures i 

i Territory - lodfing site plus nesting end feeding sites. Overgrazing, standing 

waters manuring, will Q11 cause the sites to be non acceptable. Birds shun 

o-her areas for no apparent reason. The loafing ground is usually pasture with 

low tussocks or hayfields with opens patches. It must be adjacent to nesting site. 

The birds are not very territorial. Nests are sometimes in groups with a common 

| loafing ground. 

| _Poat nesting neriod - birds weigh 14 grams at birth and reach mature size in 30. i 

dayse The young seem to gather into gw uns for training for the fell migration. | 

This occurrs about. the first of July. Migration begins in the last of July and 

may continue until the 25th of Sevtember. : : ‘ i 

| Food habits ~ mostly animal mtter - grasshoppers, crickets, wéasils. The i 

vegetable matter is button weed, foxtail, sand spurse The lovers eat wheat 

| auring migration. 

j i t 
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ECOLOGY OF THE MARSHES OF THE PRAIRIE PROVINCES OF CANADA. Lecture 22 : 

} The marsh under study os 36000 acres on the shoth shore of lake manitoba. 

The lake is a relic of Lake Agassiz. 

The flora in chronological order beginning at the lakee 

Beack - width depends on direction and duration of the wind ‘ 

Ridge = tree covered. Boxelder, green ashy bur oak, black cherry, service 

berrye Flora not complicated. / i 

i White top associes = in marsh behing ridge. Flaminia festuca?— 

Grass is 18" high in summer, is bent to 6" high in winter. é 

Phragmites - yellow cane. 6=8' high in dense stands. They lie generally 

i behind the white top, but come to the ridge along old creed beds. 

Cattails and bullrushes - along edge of creeks and in bays inland from the 

| beache J 

| Duck station - at one time marsh was grazed by cattlee A plutocrat from yAnneapolis 

bought it and used it for a duck hunting establishment, lodge and all. He then got 

the wild idea that he should hatch ducks, which he dide The hatchery was build in 

1928. Eggs were collected from the marsh and incubated, hatched, and the young © 

birds released. The loss of the eggs was no loss to the total wild ducks raised. 

the ducks went ahead and renested. “he station hag had banding returns from all 

over the country. In 1938 the plutocrat decided he should subsidize researchs 

| so he dide Hence the present lecture. He has had good success with raising diving 

ducks, which is hard to doe : 

| River ducks nest in the drier parts of the marsh - mallardse 

Diving ducks - red head, canvas backs ruddy, nest in the bullrushes 

The Red heads are not very particular ab ut this, however. 

There is a colony of Franklin gulls at the marshe They build nests without 

down and eat flys. The ducks line thoir nests with down from their own breastse
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Population of Delta Ridge in 1940. | | 

Mice and shrews - 57 per acrée Red backed mouse & white footed deer mouse 
Small birds - 34 nests per acre = yellow warbler and robin | 
Franklin ground squirrel - 14 per acre. predator on duck eggs - 10% of nests | 
Show hare = 2 per acre ‘ : | 
weasel - 1 per 3 acres | 
crow nests - 1 per 4 acres | 
woodchuch 1 per 5 acres 

i Hawk nests - 1 per 9 acres 
j mink - 1 per 10 acres 
] owl 1 per 18 acres 

, 
| skunk - 1 per 25 acrese An 

Since the time this census was taken, there has been quite a chenge in the 
j 

i wild life. Skdnks have increasedy Franklin ground squirrels have decreased. | 
i 

i reasons not givens { 
i ey : | ' The Richardson ground squirrel does not inhabit marshes unless they get 

i too dry and are a good criterion of the condition of the marshe 

Phragmites is invading the hard stemmed bullrush. 

i | i : 
§ 
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Schorgersy AW. The great Wisconsin passenger pigeon nesting of 1871. \ 

Transe Linnaean Soce 48: 1-26. 

The length of the nesting was 75 miles. It wes from 10 to 15 miles 

wide and had an area of 850 sauare milese The birds characteristically nested 

en masse, but several nestings occurred each yeare Huge nestings were the _ I 

| exceptions. Food supnly controlled the size of the nestines and their diatri- i 

bution. The breeding areas were usually in long linese i 

| The birds moved in over the western 2/3 of the state from the Mississ*npi _ j 

| to the Rock River welleys. The flight continued for about 2 months, from 6 March 

to 6 May. ; 

| The nesting was located from Black River Fells to Kilbourn to Grand Rapids» 

in the Central Wisconsin Scrub Oak region. There were *t least 136,000,000 I 

birds end 1,200,000 were killed : i 

The birds atergrain, wheat, oats, pigeon grass, corne They lived mostly 

on acorns and beechnutse { } ? pas carga 

A pair of birds would usually ley one eggs sometimes 2- There was no second I 

nesting in 1871. j ‘ " 

The males fed twice each day, at daybreak and again ‘in late afternoons — | 

| the females fed when the males were not feeding - from 10 to 2e The birds had a 

| cruising range of SO to 100 miles. ~ ; I 

Incubation period was 14 dayse The young tere fed for 14 - 16 days ard 

were then abandoned. ; 

The pigeons departed about may 15. 

| 
| 

| 
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| Lincoln, Fe. Ce The migration of Ne A. birds. Chap 3, Mechanics of migration. 

i Structure of birds. | 

i Bird feathers are light, strong, elastic, and provide good insulation for the ! 

bird. The bird ig also structurally adapted for flight, with hollow bones end ( 

air sacse Bards have a high temperature, which explains why they are the quickest 

and most active of all animals. 

Speed of birds. f 

The speed of birds has been overestimated. It is doubtful if many of then 

can fly much faster than 60 mph. The normal flight of ducks is 40 to 50 mph. i} 

Hawks», herrons,; shrikes, horned larks do 15 to 34 mphe Mourning doves do 35. } 

Swallows, 24-31 and up to 466 Crows, 20-30. Starling, 31-445 humming birds, 55. } 

Golden plover, 60-70. Homing pigeons, 60. Swifts and dick hawks are fasteste i 

Swifts are estimated at 100 to 150 myhe Diack hawks at 165-180. : i 

Speed of migration. i 

Migration is usually performed in a leisurely mennere Birds stop every few 

housse Migration is usually performed at the normal rate of speed, not at high 

speeds Mallards usually do under 200 miles per days The lesser yellowlegs does up 

to 385 miles per days Momrning doves do only 20. Shore birds average around &0 j 

mpde Small pexching birds do only 35-60. There is a correlation with temperature i 

changese The Canada goose follows the 35° isotherm northe Most birds wintering | 

south of the U. S. wait until the season is well advanced and then catch up with hU 4 

it. Change in the migration rate may be correlated with the speed of seasonal ; 1 

changese The speed of advance in the interior of canada seems to be much faster 

than the speed up to that timee The season advances more rapidly in that ssme area. } 

The cliff swallow is a dey migrant and does not cross the Gulf, but rather goes 

around ite This is because it feeds on insects on the way and does not fly i 

where the insects are absente 

| 
i ee 

If 

| | 
it
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Altitude. ~ 

Birds generally migrate at below 3090 feet. The usual altitude is below 

200 ft. Occasionally birds have been recorded flying at 8500 ft - the lapwing. : i 

| Birds do fly over the Himalayas at altitudes of 20000 fte An exvidition at Mt 

| Everest reported birds of the crow family following their camps to 27000 fte 

Orientation. 

There is no complete explanation of the phenomenon by which birds are able 

| to fly the great distances they fly and arrive at exectly the same place year 

after yeor. There is no positive evidence that birds have a magnetic sense. 

| Other explanations are that they have an inherited migretion instincé and that 

| they possibly fly by landmarks utilizing their unusually keen visione None of 

these explanations account for all the facts. Birds fly at night and in the fog. 

young birds migrate unaccompanied by their parents in some casese The Shearwater 

spends 6 or 7 months on open water and makes its way back to its breeding ground. 

| Young birds do not seem to have the homing instince until t ey get a home of their 

owne They do not return to their natal site, except for birds tmt live in 

coloniese After their first breeding season they do have a homing instinct. 

The homing instinct also seems to operate in the return of birds to winter quarters 

| and to resting and feeding places en route. There is some evidence that migrating 

birds have their migratory instinct only during the normal migrating period. Birds 

| who have overstayed en route because of unusual weather often do not move at all and 

starve in their summer locations. 

| Energy expended. 

, Birds do not arrive exhausted after their migratione They lose little weight 

on long flights. They do not land immediatly upon sighting lend after a long 

| overwater flight. Even the poorest flyers seem to be able to make long overwater 

: flights without exhaustion. This varies, of courses with the condition 6f the bird. 
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| Leopold, Aldo, et al. Population turnover on a Wise Pheasant refuge. ha 

Jour Yildlife Management 4%: 383-394. 1943 R i 

Average turnover period i§ five years, with the percentage survizal as 

a Eo anes a, OF 
oliewa 1003 Oh RO Lid Cee ee \ 

Age compositions t I 

1/2 year vale § 
1-1/2 a 217 | 
2-1/2 year 6% ' 
3-1/2 yerr ig | 
4-1/2 year 0% | 

The average mortality of any age class is 70% per yeeare There is 

1 no clange in the rate of turnover with age. 

Traps yield a lower precentage of cocks than the census figures indi- i 

cate. i 

The turnover for hungarian partridge, California quail, and showshoe | 
| 

hare is about the sama ad for pheasant. ' 

Weight - Both sexes reach a weight peak in December and then decline until i 
i 

springs The cocks are still declining in April, but the hens start gaining it 

| 
weight in April ' 

| Birds of the year in early winter vary in weight as between years, and | 

these weights are characteristic of the year. | 
| s 

The weight drop from December to April is only 4% {i 

Life Equation i 

Cocks Hens Totels ti 

| Old birds 10 20 30 if 
j Birds of the yeer 30 40 70 i 

| 40 60 100 i 

Among old birds there are few or no cocks beyond the second winters I 

| i 
| but some hens in the fourth winter ; i 
j | 

; 78% of hens will succeed in bringing off a brood, with the average lk 
! 

| chicks of nine per successful hen , | 

| ; | 
The mortality of chicks between birth and winter is 84% i 

| i 
i 
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i Wildlife Ecology 118 i 
j | 

i \ 

j Summary of Changes in Wisconsin Ranges of 
Non-migratory Animals 

} EXTINCTIONS i 

i Passenger Pigeon........Last one killed at Babcock, Wood Co. ,1900. (Schorger) i 

| Carolina Paroquet.......Wandered into S. counties. Last killed Waukesha and | 
i Rock, 1844. (Kumlien) 

| -BXTHRMINATIONS i 

| Wild Turkey.............Once in S.E. and S.W. counties. Last killed in S.W., i 

i 1872, 1894? (Kumlien) 
| Buffalo...............-.Once in W. & S. counties. Last killed Trempealeau i 

River, 1832. (Schorger) 
i BLK ices saesiccencdse cee On@@ gonerel. Laat milled aay River, 1863 (Ho). t 

i Reintroduced in Vilas Co. f 
Mooso....+.seeeeeee+-++-FOrmor range uncertain. Straggler in Burnett Co.,1928. i 

i Caribou........+..+e+++eFormer range uncertain. At La Pointe up to 1440. i 
| Wolverene..............eformer range uninown. At La Crosse up to 1870. tk 

COUZOP...sevetseeeenssscOhC@ goneral. Black River up to 1863, Marinette up to | 
19097 (Cory) f 

| LYNSs.00cscerecestesseeeotarus uncortain.  Stragzler in Sauk Oo. in 1907. i 
Pisher..........s++++.++-Status uncertain. Floronce Co. up to 1900. (Cory) is i 
Martone... ccc tg eeees Status uncertain. I 

j E 

| INTRODUCTIONS (wild) 
i 

English Sparrow.........Introducoed at Fort Howard & Sheboygan in 1875. i 

(Schorger) Now general. | 
Starling..............+.-Invadoed Wisconsin 1923, Dane Co. 1928. Now gonoral. i 

(Schorgor) ‘ |! 
Ringnocied Pheasant.....Plantod in Waukesha Co. 1910, all countios since 1928. | 

: (Leopold) Hi 
| Hungarian Partridge.....Plantoed in Waukosha Co. 1910. Now goneral in S.E. i 

counties. (Leopold) ti 
i Carpi......seeseeeeeee+-Plantod in 1879, locality unknown. Now genoral. (Cole) i 
| (Also Rainbow Trout, Brown Trout, and other gamo fishes.) I 

INTRODUCTIONS (somotimos foral) | 

| Dog, cat, Norway rat, house mouso. 

| INVASIONS i 

Cardinal........++++.+.+-Rare or absent before 1900. Now in southern half of it 

| : stato. j 

Opossum..............-.- Originally rare in extrome south. Now in southern half i 

i of stato. 
Jackrabbit.............-Adsent in 1912 (Cory). Now east to Adams,Dano, Walworth. 

EXTERMINATIONS THRUATENED 
oe it 

| Spruce grouse, sandhill crane, ravon, bald eaglo, duck hawk, timber wolf. if
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Elton, Gharles: He Voles, Mice, and Lemmings, Chape 10. 1942 ' 

{ The lemming inhabits the tundra of scandinavia, and the mountainous | 

i regions farther south. It lives in Lapland, Sweden, Norway, Russia. It in- 

habits low willow regions with dwarf birch, juniper, grasses, sedges, and 

moss. The golden plover and whimbrel also live there. The lemming is a small 

| rodent like mamma; with a beautifully colored pelt. 

The authority on the lemming is Robert Collett. Occasionally the | 

lemmings will leave their usual home in the far north and move southwerd, 

or rather downward, into southern Norwey in greet droves, eventuelly meking 

their wey to the sea, where they jump in and swim away, eventually drowning. 

Those that survive eventually die out anyway. This migration is connected | 

with an unusual incfease in numbers. Mirretion pressure is usually greatest 

| in summer and autumn. ‘he lemmings probably do not move ep a flocks; thourch 

| the large numbers apnesring together make it apnear that they do. They always 

travel downhill and get concentrated in the valleys, down which they sweep to 

1 the sea. ‘ 

In certain years there are strong migretions of tundra lemmings, though 

| it is not as well defined as to direction as the migration of the Norwey lemmings i 

that live in the mountains farther south. 

The lemmings are not going any perticular plece, but rather going awey i 

! from their plece of origin beceuse of unfavorable conditions caused by the | 

{ increased population. Invrease of numbers may take plece without migration | 

| setting in. Direction seems to be downward end is not oriented as to direction. : 

Cycles - Migration usually occurrs every four yearse There are also fluctuations ! 

. of other mouse hike rodents and their predators, and-also the willow grouse. q: 

These mirgations are cotreleted. It is not the lemiuings alonek but all mouse 

: ; t 

like rodents. - 

The number of foxes brought for bounty in Norwey is cyclic just like the > | 

lemmings, but with usually a one year lag. 3 | 

elie a ia ea eae SUS ae aerial
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Some predators seem to visit norway only during the lemming yars. Some 

‘ follow the lemmings down to the lowlands. Fish, snakes, and domestic enimels | 

i i 

also eat them. i 

i The willow ¢rouse has the same fluctuation yeers as the lemming. 

Factors limiting fluctuations 

Predator prey relationship - Bounties have dépleted the predetors, but 

i the cycle continues. | 

i Disease - The lemmings carry tularemia during the peak years 

Climatic i 

Enigretion 

Adults migrate first, but in the fall young of the year migrate - this 
results in the removal of the replacing generation. | 

| 
| 

; 
| - | 
| | 

i | 

a | 
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| THE GREEN LAGOONS. . . -\re 
ute 

By ALDO LEOPOLD ren | 

Drawing by H. Albert Hochbaum . ‘ 

tle, t 
y at 

‘IT IS the part of wisdom never to re- widgeons, and teal sprang skyward in brown a kettle of. quail, and warm the jcle, | 
visit a wilderness, for the more golden alarm. As the birds took the air they shins of man and beast. When you haye jrth li 
the lily, the more certain that someone accumulated in a small cloud ahead, ladled a shovelful of mesquite coals jllowe 
has gilded it. To return not only spoils there to settle, or to break back to our under the Dutch oven, take care not to jeir ré 

a trip, but tarnishes a memory. It is rear. When a troop of egrets settled on sit down in that spot before bedtime, |Next 
only in the mind that shining adventure a far green willow, they looked like a lest you rise with a yelp that scares the |y in 
remains forever bright. For this reason, premature snowstorm. ; quail roosting overhead. Mesquite coal bugh, 
I have never gone back to the Delta of' —_ All this wealth of fowl and fish was have seven lives. poset 
the Colorado since my brother and I not for our delectation alone. Often we We had cooked with whiteoak coals {r it h 
explored it, by canoe, in 1922. came upon a bobcat, flattened to some in the cornbelt, we had smudged our ly, br 

For all we could tell, the Delta had _half-immersed driftwood log, paw poised pots with pine in the north woods, we ail. 

lain forgotien since Hernando de Alar- for mullet. Families of raccoons waded had browned venison ribs over Arizona outh 

con landed there in 1540. When we the shallows, munching water-beetles. juniper, but we had not seen perfection + to | 

camped on the estuary which is said to Coyotes watched us from inland knolls, until we roasted a young goose with id-air 

have harbored his ships, we had not for waiting to resume their breakfast of Delta mesquite. Pate 

weeks seen a man or a cow, an ax-cut mesquite beans, varied, I suppose, by an Those geese deserved the best of pat q 
or a fence. Once we crossed an old occasional crippled shorebird, duck, or -brownings, for they had bested us fora uns §| 

wagon track, its maker unknown, and quail. At every shallow ford were tracks week. Every morning we watched the jt lay 

its errand probably sinister. Once we of burro deer. We always examined cackling phalanx head inland from the [Mor 

found a tin can; it was pounced upon these deer trails, hoping to find sign Gulf, shortly to return, replete and si. ¢mbli 

: as a valuable ut_nsil. of the despot of the Delta, the great | 
Dawn on the Delta was whistled in mottled jaguar, el tigre. , 

by Gambel quail, which roosted.in the We saw neither hide nor hair of him, 
mesquites overhanging camp. When the ‘but his personality pervaded the wilder- 
sun peeped over the Sierra Madre, it_ ness; no living beast forgot his poten- 

i slanted across a hundred miles of lovely \ tial presence, for the price of unwari- 
desolation, a vast flat bowl of wilderness ness was death. No deer rounded’ a 
rimmed by jagged peaks. On the map. bush, or stopped to nibble pods under 
the Delta was bisected by the river, but a mesquite tree, without a premonitory 

i ‘in fact the river was nowhere and every- sniff for el tigre. No campfire died with- 
where, for he could not decide which of out talk of him. No dog curled up for ‘ 
a hundred green lagoons offered the the night, save at his master’s feet; he ~ 

| most pleasant and least speedy path to needed no telling that the king of cats 
! the Gulf. So he traveled them all, and _ still ruled the night; that those massive 
j so did we. He divided and rejoined, he paws could fell an ox, those jaws shear 
j twisted and turned, he meandered in off bones like a guillotine. 

awesome jungles, he all but ran in By this time the Delta has probably 
i circles, he dallied with lovely groves, been made safe for cows, and forever a 

he got lost and was glad of it, and so dull for adventuring hunters. Freedom a 4 ei 
were we. For the last word in procrasti- from fear has arrived, but a glory has : Zp Teste . ; 
nation, go travel with a river reluctant departed from the green lagoons. y 
to lose his freedom in the sea. RU EPA ae i 

“He leadeth me by still waters” was When Kipling smelled the supper ale et 
i only a phrase in a book until we had ‘smokes of Amritsar, he should have goo oe 2S 

nosed our canoe through the green la- elaborated, for no other poet has sung, P58 Ore ae BES EY 
goons. If David had not written the or smelled, this green earth’s firewoods. i 
psalm, we would have felt constrained Most poets must have subsisted on an- : 
to write our own. The still waters were  thracite. 
of a deep emerald hue, colored by algae, On the Delta one burns only mes- 
I suppose, but no less green for all that. quite, the ultimate in fragrant fuels. 
A verdant wall of mesquite and willow Brittle with a hundred frosts and floods, 
separated the channel from the thorny baked by a thousand suns, the gnarled Pa 
desert beyond. At each bend we saw imperishable bones of these ancient “= A 2 SPE Fas 
egrets standing in the pools ahead, each trees lie ready-to-hand at every camp, 1 be aS 
white statue matched by its white re- ready to slant blue smoke across the twi- ie sites 

flection. Fleets of cormorants drove _ light, sing a song of teapots, bake a loaf, 
their black prows in quest of skittering 
mullets; avocets, willets, and yellowlegs The snow geese were gobbling gravel in the 
dozed one-legged on the bars; mallards, lagoons—gravel worth forty miles of flying eta 

| ) i 1 
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. hen the Delta of the Colorado Was a Blank Spot on the Map : 

. What rare provender in what ing through the blind, listening to the The dried-up mud flats bore an annual 
on lagoon was the object of their small-talk. Those geese’ were gobbling grass, the grain-like seeds of which | 
st? Again and again we moved gravel. As one flock filled up and left, could be scooped up by the cupful. li 
ip gooseward, hoping to see them another arrived, eager for their delect- There were great patches of a legume } 
le, to find their banquet board. One able stones. Of all the millions of peb- resembling coffee-weed; if you walked 
-at about 8 a.m. we saw the phalanx bles in the green lagoons, those on this through these, your pockets filled up j 

the -le, break ranks, sideslip, and fall to particular bar suited them best. The with shelled beans. | 
ive_th like maple leaves. Flock after flock difference, to a snow goose, was worth I remember one patch of wild melons, | 
als lowed. At long last we had found ‘forty miles of flying. It was worth a or calabasias, covering several acres of 
to ir rendezvous. long hike to us. mudflat. The deer and coons had opened I 

ne, \ext morning at the same hour we Most small game on the Delta was too the frozen fruits, exposing the seeds. 
the » in wait beside an ordinary-looking abundant to hunt. At every camp we Doves and quail fluttered over this ban- 
als ugh, its bars covered with yesterday's hung up, in a few minutes shooting, quet like fruit-flies over a ripe banana. 

osetracks.. We were already hungry, enough quail for tomorrow’s use. Good We could not, or at least did not, eat 
als ;ithad been along tramp from camp. gastronomy demanded at least one what the quail and deer did, but we 
yur : brother was eating a cold roast frosty night on the stringer as the neces- shared their evident delight in this milk- i 
we ail. The quail was half-way to his sary interlude between roosting in a and-honey wilderness. Their festival 
yna outh when a cackle from the sky froze mesquite and roasting over mesquite. _ mood became our mood; we all revelled 
ion to immobility. That quail hung in All game was of incredible fatness. in a common abundance and in each 
ith d-air while the flock circled at leisure, Every deer laid down so much tallow  other’s well-being. I cannot recall feel- 

ated, hesitated, and finally came in, that the dimple along his backbone ing, in settled country, a like sensitivity 
of vat quail fell in the sand when the would have held a small pail of water, to the mood of the land. 

r ; as spoke, and all the geese we could _ had he allowed us to pour it. He didn’t. Pen TRANeT: 
thy :lay kicking on the bar. The origin of all this opulence was Camp-keeping in the Delta was not 
th More came, and settled. The dog lay not far to seek. Every mesquite and all beer and skittles. The problem was 

s|. mbling. We ate quail at leisure, peer- every tornillo was loaded with pods. water. The lagoons were saline; the | 
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river, where we could find it, was too Once we had a plan to portage from here that we saw pearls in the sky. Vj, | 
muddy to drink. At each new camp we one green lagoon to a greener one. We were lying flat on our backs, soaking uy 
dug a new well. Most wells, however, knew it was there by the waterfowl hov- November sun, staring idly at a soariny 
yielded only brine from the Gulf. We ering over it. The distance was 300 ' buzzard overhead. Far beyond him jj, 
learned, the hard way, where to dig for yards through a jungle of cachinilla, a sky suddenly exhibited a rotating cir, 
sweet water. When in doubt about a_ tall spear-like shrub which grows in of white spots, alternately visible and jp, 
new well, we lowered the dog by his _ thickets of incredible density. The floods visible, A faint bugle note soon told y 
hind legs. If he drank freely, it was the had bent down the spears, which op- they were cranes, inspecting their Del 
signal for us to beach the canoe, kindle posed our passage in the manner of a and finding it good. At the time m 
the fire, and pitch the tent. Then we Macedonian phalanx. We discreetly ornithology was home-made, and I ya 
sat at peace with the world while the withdrew, persuaded that our lagoon — pleased to think them whooping crane 

; quail sizzled in the Dutch oven, and the _ was the prettier anyhow. because they were so white. Doubtls 
‘ sun sank in glory behind the San Pedro Getting caught in a maze of cachinilla they were sandhill cranes, but it doesn 

Martir. Later, dishes washed, we re- phalanxes was a real danger which no matter. What matters is that we wer 
i hearsed the day, and listened to the one had mentioned, whereas the danger sharing our wilderness with the wilde 
: noises of the night. we had been warned against failed to of living fowl. We, and they, had foun! 
i Never did we plan the morrow, for materialize. When we launched our a common home in the remote fastness, 
} we had learned that in the wilderness canoe above the border, there were dire of space and time; we were both bag 
i some new and irresistible distraction is predictions of sudden death. Far huskier in the Pleistocene. Had we been ab 
é sure to turn up each day before break- craft, we were told, had been over- to, we would have bugled back. their 
: fast. Like the river, we were free to whelmed by the tidal bore, a wall of greéting. Now, from the far reaches of 
{ wander. : -water which rages up the river from the the years, I see them wheeling still, 
i To travel by plan in the Delta is no Gulf with certain incoming tides. We Sees ote 
i light matter; we were reminded of this talked about the bore, we spun elaborate All this was far away and long ago! 
i whenever we climbed a cottonwood for schemes to circumvent it, we even saw it I am told the green lagoons now rai 
i a wider view. The view was so wide as_ in our dreams, with dolphins riding its canteloupes. If so, they should not lat 
| to discourage prolonged scrutiny, espe- crest and an aerial escort of screaming _ flavor. 
‘ cially toward the Northwest, where a gulls. When we reached the mouth of Man always kills the thing he lov, 
\ : white streak at the foot of the Sierra the river, we hung our canoe in a tree and so we the pioneers have killed oy 
i hung in perpetual mirage. This was the and waited for two days, but the bore wilderness. Some say we had to, 
i great salt desert on which, in 1829, let us down. It did not come. that as it may, I am glad I shall neve 
j Alexander Pattie died of thirst, exhaus- The Delta having no place-names, we be young without wild country to 
j tion, and mosquitoes. Pattie had a plan: had to devise our own as we went. One young in. Of what avail are forty fr 
i to cross the Delta to California. lagoon we called the Rillito, and it is doms without a blank spot on the map! 

: 

| ‘ , 

: x Reprinted from 

} : August, 1945, issue 

i Y of ' 

i AMERICAN FORESTS ca 

{ the Magazine of 
} ‘ The American Forestry Association 
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nd hy Problem 3: Phenoiogy. Due Anril 1. 
Nd ual if 
Delgl it 

1 } 1. <A farmer hears the first cricket frogs calling from his marsh. How . tf 
i long will. it be, in an average spring, before he can seed his oats? If 2G cles, f 
} ‘ he hac. no calendar, how olsc covld he tell when scoding time has como? iH; a | 
On : 

" 2, Docs the arrival date of blucbird fluctuate moro, or loss, than that j 
| or robin? set men ths ; | ae tM — i 

n 7 ri = : es . ° + t 
j 7, What aro the odds for or ageiast tho wooduchuck souing his shadow on | 

ae tic Jest of Pobruary? f 
‘iy fhe ¢ | 

sa 4. ¢ Does the woodcock have earthworms to eat when he gets here? if 
] . 

| 5. What is the average, maxinum, and minimum interval between the ai- ' 
ing vival of the Piost Canada geese and the breake-wo of Lake dicndota? 

i | t x a 
| o. If you. found a pasque flower in first bud, would it be safo to . t 

loveg predict first bloom within 5 days? { 
d ou , 

¥ 2 4 a : + t 
hod {+ In the average year, hox mach later is the Sauk Station tran the | 

‘oH Dane Siation in March? Is tho average Avril difference greater or less? i 

: fred ‘ i 
map &. Does Item 25 allow you to make any doducticn about a possible it F é . : 

climatic cycle? Why is it amy moro reliable for this purpose than other it 
i itoms in the table? * Mais i 

| . : 
| 9. The spring arrival dates of 53 species of sigratory birds ara } 
i ' vecoried in the tables. Thimis about what per cont of the nossible i 
i total oicd arrivals for Dane County? (You need not count a Yemmad, Tho - i 
{ Palos alan f aed baat ¢ . i 

total is given in the Literature handed you.) Migareend it 

ik 

i 10. Old farmers say, "Plant your corn when the cak leaves ore as long as if 

sovirrel's ears." About what date was this in i$! and 1945? : iE 
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Wildlife Ecology 118 

18 March 1946. ' 

Browse Study. . 

Observations for this problem were made during the period 1 Feb. to 

17 March 1946. All work was done in the University of Wisconsin arboretume | 

The procedure was simply to gurvey the area, noting the degree and kind of I 

browsing encountered. Identifications of the plants were made by the use of 

winter keys, and through the assistance of members of the Wildlife Mane gement 

and Botany Depertments. 

The area in which the observations were made is diversified in vegetation. 

It conteins oak woodsy swamps, marshes, synthetic bogs, open areas recently | 

i cultivated, plantations of jack, white and Norwey pines, end relic prairies. | 

In the arboretum is represented most of the types of vegetation found in the 

{ county, and most of the stages of succession characteristic of this pert of the | 

| state. : 

| Rabbits are abundant in the arboretum. The presence of mature shrubs of 

Rhus glabra unmarked by brévaiap while younger shrubs of the same species are 

heavily browsed indicates that the rabbit population has increased during the : 

past few yearse Mice and squirrels are also present, though there is much | 

| less browsing that can be definitely attributed to these animals. A large majority f 

of the browsing found was rabbit browsing. 

Plants browsed by rabbits. I 

Smooth sumac - heavily browsed in ell habitats. All browsing observed 
i occurred on young shoots less than one inch in diameter. The wood 

| wes eaten down to the pith, and the pith itself was often chewed i 
i oute ‘tH 

Blackberry - Stems usually 1/4 inch or less in diameter were clipped. i 

i The bark of slightly larger stems was eaten. Stems were sometimes i 

{ girdled. i 

Wild creb - Bark on tree trunks 24+ inch in diameter wes e*ten. Trees i 

i were sometimes girdleds New sprouts were clinved i 
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Nak species (Bur, white, swamp white) - Bark of trees of less than one 
inch basal diameter was eaten. Small twigs were clipned. 

Black raspberry - Small stems were budded and clivned. { 

The following snecies were much less heavily damaged. Damage, unless other~ } 
wise indicated, consisted of small portions of bark removed from stems less , 
than one inch in diameter. Stems were not girdlod or clinned. 

| Black cherry - Small sprouts barked. Lerger trees not touched. 
! Pussy willow - Tender shoots eaten 

Elder ‘ 
Nanny berry if 
New Jersey tea | 
Mulberry i 
Red dogwood | 
Gray dogwood i 
Witch hazel it 
Hazel i 
Jack pine - small twigs clivned. No evidence thet they were eaten. i 
Tamarack i 
Aspen | 
Maple * | 
Hickory 
Wild lettuce - only herbaceous specieg found thet had been eaten in | 

winter. Dried parts of the plant are eaten. | 

Palatability list i 

Heavily browsed Moderately browsed Lightly browsed 

Smooth sumac Black cherry Red dogwood i 
Blackberry Pussy willow Gray dogwood 
Wild crab Elder Witch hazel } 
Oak snecies Nanny berry Jack pine ' 
Black raspberry New Jersey Tea Tamarack 

Mulberry Maple : ' 
Stag horn sumac Hickory 

Hazel ‘ f 

Aspen f 
é . if 

Browsing by meadowmouse ik 

| Only two cases of browsing that could be definitely attributed to ' 

meadowmouse were found. This was probably due, at least in part, to lack 

of experience on the part of the observere The cases observed were stems H 

of blackberry and elder about 1/4 inch in diameter and were so surrounded by | 

other stems that they would have been impossible for rabbits to reache i} 

In both cases the browsing occurred within four inches of the ground and the i 

stems were completely girdled. i 

: ii
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Browsing by squirrel 

No instances of browsing by squirrel were found. Several cases i 

were found where honeysuckle bushes hed hed the bark stripped from stems of 

up to two inches in diameter and to heights of five feet. There was no 

indication that this had been used for foode i} 

| Effects of browsing on plants. i 

Only those plants listed as heavily browsed were injured sufficiently 

to cause direct injurious effects. The young stems of smooth sumac were ' 

usually killed, but the plent propagates vegetatively, and sends up many ! 

new sprouts each yeare In areas where old plants are established and are beyond 

the age where they are browsed, the colony should continue to survivenin | 

spite of the present hilling of all new sprouts until the rebbit population | 

decreases or the old plants die of old agee New colonies propagated by i 

seeds, however, are raree Blackberry, in spite of the fact thet it is 

| heavily browsed, is one of the most abundant shrubs in the arboretum and 

seems to be in no danger of extermination. Crab sends up basal sprouts i 

when injured, but these sprouts are also heavily browsed, and some plants 

are killed by browsing. The oak seedlings were seldom killede There were 

few cases of complete girdling and the trees seem to be able to survive the 

period during which they are peletable without being permanently injured. tf 

It is possible that very young seedlings are being killed, but this was not 

observede The species that are only moderately or lightly browsed seem to 

survive without difficulty. Many of the plants that heve grown too old tr he \ 

palatable bear scars of browsing in previous years, but are growing normally. i 

The present observations do not indicate that browsing will result in any 

marked change in the vegetation of the arboretum. However, the rabbit population 

seems to have increased in recent yearse A continued increase, if maintained over I 

a long period of time, would probably result in marked changese The trees and i] 

ea ee See me
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shrubs thet now reach mturity bearing only scars from browsing could be kiiled i 

by girdling were the rabbit population to reach and maintain a high density. ik 

Such species as wild crab, oaks, bleck cherry, and smooth sumac would probebly 

; decline in density, and asnen, hickory, birch, and maple would increase. H 

| The degree to which animals browse any plant is not dependent alone | 

on the palatability of the plant. The location of the plent with respect to | i 

cover, and the presence of more palatable enecies in the same area determine 

the degree to which it will be eaten. Palatable species loceted in the center H 

of open areas remain untouched while those located in or near cover arecheavily 

browsede The observations made for this problem are insufficient to determine 

an accurate palatability table since they cénsisted only of making tabuletions 

of what was actually eaten. In order to arrive at an accurate paletability 

table, controlled experiments would have to be conducted in which the various 

plant snecieg are exposed in plied ine amounts, under similar conditions of cover | 

and predation to an identical population. Another criticism of the present i : 

problem is that no effort is made to correlate the plents browsed with the 

relative densities of ‘the plants in the erboretum or with the locations of 

| these plants in the veried habitats offared by the arboretum. It is also im- 

possible to say with certainty that such plants as honeysuckle, aspen, hazel 

and hickory, which were hardly touched, are in actuality unpaletable. At I 

present they are not eaten because of the presence of other plants preferred [ i 

| by the browsing animals. ; 

| Bibliography it 
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PROBLEM ITIs PHENOLOGY Ff 

1. The average time interval between the first call of the cricket frog and 

j the planting of oats at the University farm (which is taken es the correct i i 

tame to pliant oets) is 26 days. Tf the farmer had no celenaery a good , H 

phenology item to use as en indcicetor thet the time for plenting has come i I 

is the first blooming of the Dutchman's Breetches in Dané County e 

2. The arrival of the bluebird fluctuates more than the arrival of the robin. 

| The ten year fluctuation for the bluebird is 20 deys, that for the robin is i 

13 days. i 
32 The odds against the woodchuck's seeing his shadow on the first of February 

I 
are very groat. His average date of emergence from hibernetion is the 5th of I 

Marche With the exception of one years 1943, when the woodchuch emerged vw : 

\ on 4 February, the woodchuck has not been recorded as emerging earlier than | 

28 February. 
| 

4. It is difficult to say whether or not the woodcock will have earthwofms i 

to eat when he first srrives. Data for the three years previous to this one ' 

a that are recorded in the phenology table combined with this year's deta show 

that the woodcock was seen first in two yeerss, and the earthworm was seen first 

in two years. Additional complications are presented by the fact that the i 

average difference between the two phenology items in any one year is 13 days, 

while the average dates of arrival and emergence, considering this year and 

the three previously recorded years, are the same (March 19). There is also 

the possibility that the earthworm is not a good phenology item, and emerges ed 

~ time there is a short period of warm weather renee by 2 warn veins 4 wet? | 

| | 
[ t 

f
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Se The average time interval between the arrival of the first Cenede Goose 

and the break up of Lake Mendota is 21 deyse The maximum recorded interval i 

; is 43 dayse The minimum recorded interval is five dayse 

| 6. It would not be safe to predict bloom of the pasque flower five days | 

i after first bud. The four years in which dete were recorded for Both bud } i 

and bloom of pasque flower have spreads of ll, 7, 1, and 1 days. The average chant 

of these four is five days. Based on these data, the chance of bloom eppearine } 

within five days is 50% However, the great variation in time combined with 

: the smell number of records renders these figures of doubtful statistical 

significance. : 

, 7. The Sauk station averages nine days leter in March and 8.5 days later in | 

Aprile ‘The April averege is slightly less than the March average. i 

8. The breakup of Lake Mendota has occurred slightly earlier during the last 

ten years than the 1853-1940 averkuns This indicates that the climate is H 

slightly wermer at the ek “dhe hens the 87 yeer average. Wing states 

that early records show a long period terminating in the 18'70's thet wes | 

much colder than the average, and Miller's list of the ten coldest winters i 

includes only one winter since 1900, both indicating that the present warmer 

period may be the upswing of a cycle that had its low point around 1870. 

Matthes' report on glaciers shows a general recession beginning after the 

middle of the last century, which indicates that this fluctuation is worldwide. i 

The break up of Lake Mendota is more reliable for the purpose of studying 

climatic cycles then other phenological items because it is dependent almost ; j 

entirely on climatic factors over a relatively long period. Depth of freezing 

and consequent amount of heet required for thawing vary with the coldness of i 

the winters The large amount of heat required to convert ice to water makes l 

4 it impossible for a short warm spell to break up the ices and makes the date i 

I 

i 

; 
i
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on which the lake is cleared an expression of the total temperature conditions i 

of both winter and spring. The blooming of planta is not ®s good an indicator 

because they are less effected by the coldness of the winter end because 

topography and changes in the surroundings of the plant may influence time of 

blooming. Arrival of birds or emergence of other animels from hibernation is 

not as good an indicator because animel behavior is influenced by other factors | 

as well as climate. 

9. The nercentege of spring arrivals listed in the phenology table is 20.97% of 

the total spring errivals listed in "Birds of the University of Wisconsin 

Arboretum". ‘ 

10. The phenology table states that leafing begen with the first catkins. It 

also states that pollen developed 4-6 deys efter the catkins anneared in 1944 

and 3 weeks after the catkins appeared in 1945. Based on the assumption that 

the leaves attained the length of squirrel's ears at about the time pollen became 

ripe, the leaves were as long as squirrel's ears on 13 May in 1944 and on 20 April 
I 

in 1945. However, the young leaves of the oeks-were destroyed by frost in | 

1945 and leafing was not comnleted until June in some cesese Data are not 
{ 

given for the length of the oak leaves at the time they were killed by frost. 

If they had attained the length of squirrel's ears prior to that time, then 1 

1945-would heve two detes, one the date given, and another about one month i 

later. If the leaves had not ettained the length of squirrels before they 

were killed by frost, then the time they attained that length would probebly H 

be about the middle of vay. 
i 
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Wildlife Ecology 118 

Problem 1: Browse Study. Due March 15. 

(a) Cottontail. What woody plants are browsed? Not browsed? Apparent 
order or preference (palatability) of browsed species? Parts eaten? | 

i Parts not eaten? Size limits of stems browsed? Response of plant: 
does it resprout? Are forbs browsed in winter? Are they caten? | 

(b) Meadow-mouse. If you can find any browsing, cover as above. I 

(c) Squirrel. If you can find any browsing, cover as above. ; i ero ee \ 

(a) Effects of browsing on the species-composition of plant communities. i} 
5 

} 
j + : . ’ f Remarzs. Tho purpose of this problem is to devolop your nower of ob- | 

| sorvation, and your ability to present data, with deductions therefrom, f 
in a brief clear manner. - | 

Suggestions: i 
} | 

1. Do your data show by whom, where, when, hew and 
what was’ seen? f ‘ | 

2. Do deductions distinguish gradations of certainty? ; I 
3. Did you find any literature? : s 
4, What residual guestions remain in your mind? 

. ' | 
i 

Problem 2; Animal Mortality. Due April 15. | 

What to look for; Fur, feathers, bo carcasses, pellets, scats, 
blood, traciss, or other evidence that an animal has died or been killed. | 

Outline for observations: | 

1. What was killed? : tf 
2. By what? ' } 
3. When? ¢ | 

How? : it 
5.  Whero? | 

: : 6. Why was victim vulnerable? 
7. <Any secondary scavenging or 

moving of evidence? ; 

Report: Cover each of the 7 questions, stating whether or no, you aro HH 
able to deduce an answer, and with what dogroce of certainty. | Lk 

ti 
Romarks: This problom is dosigned to tost your avaroness of what can ani ij 
cannot be learnod from a given sot of ovidence. s I 

If you are unable to find any winter kills, you may report : I 
later on nest or egg mortality. i 

tf 

i 
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Grant Cottam 
Wildlife Ecology 118 | 
18 April 1946 

Problem II. Animal Mortality. | 

Hen pheasant ; i 

Descriptions Found on 9 Feb at the fish hatcherye Pheasant was in an open | 

field near a fences .Snow was present only in sheltered places. No snow or H 

ice was on or under the bird. | 

Discussion: This vheasant was probably not killed by a large animal since it 

was not badly torn apart and showed no evidence of having been moved. The 
| 

bones were not crushede The most probable killer was a goshawk known to be j 

in the vicinity at the time, though it could have been any large bird. 

(3) Date of kill is not knowne At the time there was little snow on the 

ground and none on or under the bird. Since the weather was cold and had not 

been appreciably above freezing for any length of time previous to the discovery, 

and no snow or ice was under the bird, it is vrobable thet the bird had been ! 

, killed since the snow melted, which would place the dete in early February or 

‘ late Januarye (4) Unable to deduce an answere (5) There ee 44 evidence 

that the bird had been moved to its present location by the predator, but ti 

there was also no conclusive evidence that it had not been moved. If the theory H 

that the bird was killed by a goshawk is correct, the bird was probably killed i 

at the spot where it was found. (6) The victim was found along a fence that i 

did not have any cover, though there was cover on the oppogite side of the H 

fences The bird was probably unfortunate in being caught just as it was H 

crossing an open area and was vulnerable for that reason. (7) There wes no | 

evidence of secondary scavenging or moving of the pheasant. 

Cottontail rabbit. d 1 

Descriptions Found 17 March in the Lost City sector of the University Arbor- i 

etum, under a large white oake Fur was spread over an area four feet in - i 

diameters No large portions of the carcass remained. | 
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Discussions (2) Since the rabbit was completely broken up and all edible parts i 

of the carcass were missing it is probable that the rabbit wes killed by a fox 

or a dogs or was at least subjected to secondary scavenging by a large mammale i 

(3) The fur was on top of the oak leavese There was no snow on the grounde | 

The water soaked and degraded condition of the remains indicated that it had 

been dead for a long time and had been subjected to repeated wettinge It 

was probably killed in the late fall or early winter. (4) There were insuf- | 

ficient remains to indicate how the animal had been killed. (5) The presence 

of what: appeared to be most of the fur of the animal indicates that it was 

either killed where it was found or was moved to its present location im- i 

mediately after being killed and before being eaten. (6) If the victim | 

was killed where it was found, it was vulnerable because of laek of cover. 

The ground under the oak tree was bare of cover from a lend animal, though 

it was covered fromthe air. (7) Since nothing remained but the fur of the 

animal, it is quite certain that parts of it-were moved before being eatens | 

Whether this was done by the predator or by a secondary scavenger cannot | 

be ascertained from the evidence. 

Hen pheasant. : 
j 

Descriptions Found in a red pine plantation on the University of Wisconsin i 

Arboretum. No carcass remained. Feathers were clipped rather than picked oute ( | 

Discussion: (2) The presence of feathers that had been clipped indicates thet | 

the kill was the work of a foxe (3) There was no snow under the pines phase | 

the carcass was found and though the condition of the feathers indicated that 

the kill was not recent, it is impossible to arrive at any date as to when the | 

kill oceurrede (4) Unable to deduce an answer. (5) Since the evidence indi- i 

cated that the pheasant was killed by a fox, it is impossible to say where 

it was killede The fox could have moved the carcass to its present locations 

which was a well covered hiding place for such an animal, in order to eat it i 

i 

i‘ 
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at leisuree (6) In the absence of any large portdon of the carcass and also i 

of definite data to indicate where the animal was killed, it is impossible 

to determine why the pheasant was vulnerable. (7) The absence of the carcass i 

makes it possible that the pheasant, or parts of it, were moved either by 

&@ predator or by a secondary scavenger. 

Hen pheasarnte 

Description: Found in a Jack pine plantation of the Arboretum on 24 Febe Bones i 
| 

and feathers were present, but no meat. Tendons were attached to the bonese | 

A few of the feathers were clipped, but most were note 

Discussion: (2) Presence of bones and tendons, with most of the feathers t 

picked out rather than clipped indicates that the bird wes killed by a hawk or i 

owle (3) Some of the feathers were found under the pine needles; indicating ; 

that the bird was killed in the fall. (4) Unable to deduce an answer. 

(5) The fact that some of the feathers were clipped indicetes that a large mam 

mal with strong jaws possibly ate part of the carcass, and could have moved its i 

but the presence of most of the remains in one place together with the fact : 

that the pheasant was probably killed by a bird, is fairly conclusive evidence 

that it was killed where it was found. (6) The pheasant wes found at the fringe 

of a pine plantation under the pines, but not sufficiently well under cover 

that it could not be seen by a bird or by a ground animel, and was vulnerable 

by reason of lack of cover. (7) The présence of some clipped feathers makes i 

it possible that the carcass was subjected to secondary scavenging.
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Illustrate by example the meaning of five of the following ccological li 
concepts; j i 

| 
1 

1. Niche 29+ Oair-oponing I 

2. Social tolerance 10, Lag (in cycles) i 

3. Rolcasor ll. Koy-plant and koy~formation it 
if 

2. Inversity 12. Pulsating boundary it 
“en ie t 

: + -f yp deni wee Be it 

5. Intersversion ¢il3e. Shuffle +97! Cie Pa . if 
n —_ ty 

zc Varlartn abt Pe i 
Be Ausilabitit-) (of prey) it, Turnover i 

if kk | 
wie Currying capacity 15. Ensrevcireuit {| | 

a Ewin glen 
: 

8. Substitution (in browse) 16. Territory i | 
’ / 

y7ile Shade tolerance } : 

Advice to students: Wherever appropriate specify species, region, season 
of year, authority, and whether the reason as well as the fact is known. ‘ | 

Please boil down your writing; it will be graded for conciseness of i 
* o nang: : + * + 

expression, Show your comprehension of the principlo, rathor than your 3 

nemorization of tho facts. | 
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a Ecological Society 
Chicago 12/31/47 

@ ROUND-TABLE DISCUSS ION 

Game and Fur Population Mechanisms 

Introduction by Aldo Leopold 

This discussion is intended to illustrate three facts, more or less new, in 
population research. It is confined to game birds and gare and fur mammals, 
not out of lack of interest in other groups, but because time does not suffice 

i to cover a wider bracket. Heb 

The three new facts are: ‘ ; : 

1. Species seem to shift in their population behavior patterns. 

2. Reproduction and mortality are often best'measured indirectly. 

3. Sex and age composition promises to yield new clues to population 
mechanisms. i : 

Shifts in Behavior 

A decade ago we had our species neatly classified into cyclic’ and non-cyclic 
groups. Grouse, rabbits and hares, and some fur bearers were cy¢lic, others 

not, A few species exhibited irregular pesks called irruptions. ‘These three 
Ge types of behavior (cyclic, flat, and irruptive) came near being considered - 

as species characters. What saved us from that error was the fact, even then 
visible, that grouse and rabbits were cyclic at high latitudes but not at lower 
ones. : ret 

Today these neat categories are all but shattered, and it is the animals them. 

selves that did the shattering. I cite some cases which look likes shifts in 
pattern. ‘j : ’ IgE Saran er ane 

The Pheasant Low. During the last three years the bottom has fallen out of ~ / 
this hitherto "flat" species. The decline was simultaneous in timing and almost 
transcontinental in scope.’ Even the fabulous Dakotas have felt the pinch. What 
are we dealing with? . 

Sportsmen say foxes. The decline did coincide in time with a transcontinental 
high in foxes, but the fox hypothesis is seemingly ruled out as a major cause 
by the fact that pheasants declined on foxless habitats heretofore supporting 
excellent stands of birds, such as Pelee Island in Lake Brie. 

Some local researches ascribe the decline to agricultural changes, such as high- 
speed mowers (which are destructive to nests), or too mech new plowing for grain. 
It appears to me that agricultural changes would produce a spotty abundance map, 
rather than a monotone of scarcity. Thus new plowing for grain would damage 
habitats which are short of cover, but improve others which are short of food. 

@ The most reasonable hypothesis dealing with visible factors is bad nesting 
weather, but lethal weather would hardly hit with continental uniformity for
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three years running. lioreover it would have to hit several times each year, for * 

the vheasant is persistent in renesting. 

The remaining possibilities are two: either the pheasant has become a cyclic 
bird and is sharing the present low of the ten-year cycle with the grouse, or 

else something drastic and fundamental has destroyed the recuperative capacity 
of the pheasant population. 

A heavy population in western New York collapsed in 1936, in tune with the 

grouse, but has never recovered. This suggests that both of these conjectures 

may be true. 

To sum up: the pheasant may be becoming cyclic in tune with grouse, but some 
lows versist and suggest either a skipped high or a permanent recession. 

The Fox High. During the last three years an upsurge of foxes, nearly trans- 
continental in scope, has occurred in the northern states. Both species are 
involved in various mixtures, ‘but reds predominate in most states. The peak 

population is now dying off, but in a spotty pattern. I say dying off because 
dead foxes were dug out of their dens, and sick ones were cantured, at pupping 

time this spring, by a Wisconsin research workers. 

Local upsurges of foxes have occurred before, but a transcontinental high is 

either new in the United States, or else failed to be detected. A red fox 
cycle of 10 year length is believed by some to -have existed in Canada since 
1900, but. others do not construe. the Canadian fluctuations as a cycle. The eg 
last two highs in the Canadian cycle (if there is one) have not coincided with 
the grouse cycle, but have lagged behind it as’ the lynx lags behind the hare. 
In Wisconsin grays dominated the high of 1935 and reds the high of 194u., 

To sum up: a fox cycle common to the two species seems to be developing 
and moving southward... . ’ 5 : 

Waterfowl Low. During the past two years a sudden drop has occurred in all 
ducks except those of the Pacific coast, and perhaps also in coot. The drop is 
especially severe-in the black duck, which breeds in the Maritime Provinces 
where no drouth or botulism exists. ~Overshooting is the only visible cause for 

the decline in ducks, but there is no visible cause for the sudden decline in 
coot. 

It seems premature to postulate a waterfowl cycle, but there is a bare possi- 
; bility that one is developing; it seems no more improbable than a pheasant cycle ; 

would have seemed in 1942, : 

Prairie Grouse. One of the most baffling recent population behaviors is that 
of the prairie grouse (Pinnated and Sharptailed) in the Lake States. This is 
a zone of overlap between the two soocies. The main range of the sharptail lies 
to the northwest, where it is normally cyclic. The main range of the pinnate is 
to the south, where it is now too scarce to give a clear record. 

Both species have been invading the cutovers of the Lake States, the sharp- 
tail moving eastward and the prairie chicken northward. Within this new range e
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es both exhibit instances of collapse and recession similar to that alroady des- 

eribed for phoasants on new range in New York. In northern Wisconsin, both 
collapsed efter a high ending in 1933. In the Upper Peninsula of Michigan the 
prairie chicken collapsed to the point of noar-extinction after a. high ending 
in 1941. In neither case could visiblo cnvironmental factors have changed as 

rapidly or as yniformly as the birds did. itust we postulate a new "collapse! 
category characteristic of invaders? 

Jacksnipe. In 1940 there was a collapse, evidently sudden, in the continental 
population of the ‘ilson's snipe or jacksnipe. A federal closed season for the 
ensuing 7 years has failed to bring more than a small degree of recovery. This 
bird was less heavily shot than the ducks, maites less use of the drouthy prairies 
for nesting, and as far as I imow, is exemst from botulism. 

Here then are four shifts in population behavior, which are difficult or 
impossible to explain in terms of imown environmental factors. None of these 
changes were foreseen; management offers no remedies or controls other than 
rules-of-thumb. 

One imst conclude that we really know very little about population behavior, 
and that we are unable to manage wild animwals until we imow mich move than we 
do now. Conscrvation then, as well as ecological science, demands a renewed 
effort to solve the problem of population mochanisms. This offort ust dig 
deeper, mist uss more potent tools, and must expect to progress more slowly 
and patiently than any made in the past. 

@ A New Approach to Populations 

Such an effort is already under way, and this round-table is an attemot to 
describe and define it. I myself was not fully conscious of its newness until 
challenged to organize a presentation of it. I can see now that our failures 
of the 1930's have led gradually and almost imperceptibly to a radical revision 
of the fundamental techniques of wildlife population research. 

Let me say at this point, before going any further, that the "new approach" 
is not really new; it is morely a new combination of ideas previously evolved 
in widely diverse fields. 

The basic point of departure is the conco»t that a population is not merely a 
nuiber, but an aggregate of sex and age classes in which the sex and age ratios 
portray, with nathematical accuracy, the current equilibrium of reproduction vs. 

: mortality. ‘estern cowmen used this concept to census their "invisible" herds 
of feral cattle. They computed, from a imown tally of calves branded and steers 
shipped, not only a census but a mortality rate, and they imew, without finding 
all the carcasses, at what ages and in which sex the nortality occurred, and 
this in turn enabled causes of mortality to be deduced, and one habitat or range 
to be compared with another for productivity. Such computations had sufficient 
precision to enable bankers to loan cold cash for the purchase of herds which 
had never been seen in their entirety, and never would de. 

@ The Forest Servico later used this identical technique to compute the size of 
"invisible" herds, the owners of which were reluctent to pay full grazing fees. 
Many a court sustained or reJected suits which rosted entirely on empirically
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determined ratios between steer shipments (available in the freight office) aw 
and the herds which produced then. 

Still later, when problems of excess deer and elk arose on the National Forests, 
the range managers in charge of both livestock and game quite naturally employed 

the same approach to the computation of censuses, the determination of sex and 
age compositions, and the computation of removals necessary to balance the herd 
with its available forage. I suppose these ideas migrated from big game to ly 

small game and fur field here discussed, but I offer this as a conjecture rather 
than as an assertion, for an idea cannot be banded like a pheasant, neither does 
it offer a bursa or a molt pattern for determining its age or previous condi- 
tion of servitude. Ideas do not even conform to a taxonomy of species; like i 
Topsy, they just grow up. So here is this one; let's see what it is good for, 

and how it differs from the older ideas which have failed to explain population 
j behavior. 

A Comparison of the Old and New Approach 

The standard method in the past has been repeated censuses, plus special studies 
of factors suspected to be the cause of trouble. The limitations of this old 
method are best described, and the new method is best defined, by a direct 
comparison of the two. 

If mortality in nests or young was suspected, we laboriously followed nests, 
candled eggs, counted broods, watched the menu of tethered hawks and owls, or 
learned the table-manners of egg-eating sinks. Such work was invaluable in ae 
identifying what decimators were at work, but the sum of all the deaths found 
never equalled the total which mst have occurréd. In short, the old method 
identified decimators, but failed to weigh them. 

Today we measure the age-classes in the population resulting from the repro- 
ductive season and get a correct collective weight of all the decimators, with 
only one "if": movement. With banding, we can allow for that (or by using 
islands as study areas, eliminate it). We of course get no identification of 
the decinators; identification still depends on the old techniques. 

One of the enigmas of a decade ago was: how many females reproduced at all? 
Today we pinot, Moca tise | or placental scars and read not only whether, 
but also roughly how much, reproduction occurred. 

The central theme of the new a»proach is age-classes. It is a recurrent source 
of amazement to me to see how much can be deduced from a few years of aging of 
a sample population. In most cases censusing and banding are also necessary, 
but aging is the foundation of the new technique. Today aging includes not only 
the classification of the grow animals into old and young-of-the-year, but in 
gallinae the sub-classification of the young, by molt criteria, for date of 
birth. This yields a frequency curve which, when compared with the known breed- 
ing phenology, often reveals the vulnerable veriods. 

The speakers who follow will describe eramples of the new approach to population 
questions. oo
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Clues to lMochonisms 

Zven after the new approach has revealed how many individuals breed and dic, 
and at what stage, there will remain the final and ultimate question of what 

they die of, and why. Our trouble heretofore has been that we lacked clues to 

narrow down the possible causes. 

I will illustrate this by one example: cycles. In past years many possible 

causes, varying from sunspots to parasites, have been postulated. Sut does a 

"crashing" population really die, or is the crash merely its failure to re- 
produce? Age-classes will show wiat young survived in comparison with normal, 

and ovaries will show what females reproduced. With such clues, the remaining 
experimental tosts to verify the nature of the cyclic mechaniss will be vastly 
simplified. 

The speakers who follow will now describe examples of the new approach to 
population probleus, and the techniques which had to be worked out before the 
new approach could be tried. In order to reduce tine, each speaker presents 
not only his own findings, but those of sevoral others who have cither published, 
or generously consented to the use of their data. Let me emphasize that this 
yound-table presents not a finished piece of work, tut a beginning. Our hope 
is that critical discussion here may strengthen the work still to be done.
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oe a Re te Gene Mensgeneit 179 . et: 

? q i : hi a 
} ‘ . White Tail D : : a 

: I assume that class has read: aCe 3 

oy : Ieopold: Wisconsin's Deer Problem, v 

- a) ‘ Leopold, Sowls and Spencer: A ‘iiees of Overpopulated Deer Ranges. - 

This lecture omits all merely descriptive mterial, and tals with the puzzles, os 

: deadlocks, and techhical implications of modern dave management. = - : : a 

(A) Public Relations end legal Problems —— 

: Authority to Reduce Theorétically, states fall into.2 categories: = 

. (1) Those with Regulatory Powers: Wis., Mo., Utah and most western states. 3 

: (2) Those without: Mich., Minn., Pa,” : 7 

7 Actually there is little difference, because regulatory powers can't be used ae | 

without public sapport hadbetad of reprisals. Thus in 1945 Legislature defeated 7 

two fo#estry bills, 1 park bill, out of anger over 1943 reduction, In 1946 it om 

defeated 1 forestry bill, attempted a "200,000 raid on conservation funds, “ae us 4 

; f barely defeated a bill to abolish the Commission. I was told in person that a i ; | 

raise in Director's salary depended on my silence on deer. : ig aie Na 

; Legality and Lend Ownership. While Wisconsin has broad regulatory powers, there on 

: is one big omissiont to regulate tnd}teenses to be issued per area. This athe : 

: a is implied forsethe state's own lands, but not elsewhere. Hence the options are a . 

Ae (1) to open does to all hunters (as in 1943 "slaughter") : 

(2) to open does on state lands (as CWCA in 1946). ' (Necedah refuge added in 1947 

because federal, with delegated authority to state.) Be . 

Illegal Kill. The standard rebuttal of opponents of reduction is that "the ‘ 

deer are not increasing in our County", This is often true. Why? Because the 4 

“4)legal kill of does, spikers, and fawns is holding them in check. 

= A . 3 eo Sees
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1740. Legal kill in 1943 made only slight reduction, assuming a herd of 500,000, : 

y  Nawd should have bounced back to 500,000 tn 5 years (or sooner, Sonthaniae ae 

mild winters since). Has done 80 in only a few localities. Deductio nt the ae 

/ annual removal of does has continued illegally, as abandoned carcasses and 4 

, summer meat Icille. . : a 

8 __._ Evidence of Illegal Kil] : Very hard to get. Necedah refuge Ague killed : 

: ¢ 1637 does, 304 spikes and 14 bucks picked up, 1/5 of legal kill. 836 illegals is 

in central Wisconsin alone, 1702 in state, Timber damage survey now tallying 1 

carcasses on strips; general estimate tnlegal kill is Wos of legal. f i fia 

’ Conelusion: oe ~~ 6 legal deer nly m : 
es ; Be ey \ 2 ba ed oe 

oe ee Pred oot a 7 tho Ure, sues 5 os 7) =e 

x ee 2 

; _ (B) . Technical Problems 

i a Effects on Other Species Pa. insists that the deer irruption did serious 

a to the ruffed grouse through the elimination of green briar (Smilax). i 

; It is widely asserted (but unproven) ‘that snowshoe hares cease to have. ‘ 

cyclic highs on overbrowsed range. 1932 high 631,000, 1942 high 173,000. : 

Possible effect of tularemia scare? Coyote irruption may have been aggravated ~ 

, by deer carrion: 4100 bountied 1945-6, highest previous figare 2300 in a 

1935-36. 3 ac 
( : : Replacement of Palatables: / : - 

: 5 pid | : 

: : : ‘ ) : i ne / ; 

é . . : ; \ ae i ;
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1606 Red maple (1 1/2 ' high) competing with alder 4. y 

1796 Mt. Maple, Vilas Co. Big stem will die, as allshrubs do, but root sprouts 

will be unable te replace it. Hence some worthless shrub will. 

y 1795 Basswood, Vilas Co. Within two stones throw of an finhabited house. Seedling 

reproduction has little chance. 

. 1800 White Cedar, Vilas Co. How much chance h s cedar reproduction here? ) 

1877 Elm sumer-browsed by deer, Sauk Co., 1945, Whie bush, as result of 1943 _ ; 

: reduction, now has an emergent 6' stem and will make a tree. f . 

1926 Hard maple. Fossible benefit from thinning understory. oo 

eat 19738 Chambers Island. 250 deer removed, 1945, : : 

1973a Ho replacement in extreme overbrowsing. Chambers Islend. ~ : i 

‘ 1973g Pine seedling being replaced by grass, i 

1973£ Hemlock seedliggs now showing recovery. : 

1600 Theory of replacement. (diagram for woody plants) : ; 

1973e Replacement also occurs in forbs, Milkweed de-podded by deer. Chambers 

Island. Effects little studied, little know. a 

Prolongation of Highs by Cuttings ‘ j 

1973h A well developed buck from Chambers Island, Fed by continuous logging in 3 

poor years? (Plus acorns in some years.) . : 

"1575 Aspen pulp tops. Bayfield Co, 3943. ; i 

1607 Starved fawn, same cutting, but here balsam pulp. 

1572 Hemlock made available by ice storm, A natural form of "cuttings" on a 2 

much smaller scale. . a 

; 1573 Yellow birch knocked dowm by same storm. See stripving of catkins up to ; 

: plimsoll level. ’ E | 

(end of slides) cay 

“ ; 2 ; ° é 

: ; 2 .
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Closure 

2006 Young trees accelerate in yearly height growth, : 

(later) 
(2007) 5: 
1477 This later declines and finally ceawes. A flat-topped WP probably 75 

years old, ceased growing at 50 years. " 

i 1658 en also accelerates. It later not only ceases, but decreases before : 

(later 
height growth has stopped, Here is Norway pine, 30 years old, already 4 

decreasing in density but. still growing in height. 

1768 White pine, 20 years old, still bare of ground cover. 

1184 ‘The age when decrease begins varies with shade tolerance of species; Here : g 

is white pine about 60 years old, just starting to decrease. (see repro., 

Partridge berry coming in) ; 

1762 Clintonia comes in under WP at about same age - 60 years, : 

& “ é 

1806 Here is hemlock - yellow birch - hard maple, up to 200 years old, and just ae 

starting to open. (Hard maple coming in) : 

(end slides) 
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Fire protection in N. Wis. became effective about 1925-30, 15-20 years ego. 

Hence we are now in the shadiest stage of closure for white pine, and even 

intolerant species like jackpine and aspen produce’ little foot for deer. : 

1921 Here a winter herd in 20-year aspen, already dependent on openings or cut- 

overs for browse. , ; : 

1923 In virgin forest of tolerant species (hemlock hardwood) only a sprinkling 

of deer can exist, and these depend largely on bogs (as here)clearings, 

roadsides, end birns for food, especially winter food. Oe eae 

(end slides) j 

Hence we may plot carrying capacity (back to diagram) as falling vertically upon 

closure, and rising slowly after complete closure ceases. It never regains the SS 

pre~-closure level. 

Deductions % 

1. Closure and replacement of palatables are pulling CP dom. . 

2. Cuttings are postponing gturyeh ine and intensifying overbrowsing. Dangerous 

‘when they cease on an overstocked range. Good when they * not cease ( as 

in a regulated forest) and when a reduction has terminated overstocking . ‘ 

3. Fire in moderation has same effect as cuttings: stimulates sprouts within . 

reach of deer, uations opening of closed stands. 

4. Deer habitat is good in proportion to the diversity of its soils (and plant 

associations) and the diversity of its forest age-classes. 

Forestry tad Diversi |
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d (5 nanplr) Sept. 25, 19 He. hs 

s af Check List Summary for 

‘ ANTELOPE 

\ 4 (The omission of a number means either irrelevant, or nothing known) 

Aldo Leopold and » 1946 

1. Aggregations. Skimmer (p. 14). "Combine in large bands (mixed?) during 

the winter months, All through the spring and summer I find couples 

and small family parties, the bucks living peaceably with their wives 

and families." McLean (p. 229) "Most of the year the old bucks tend to 

remain by themselves, either singly or in small groups. Only during the 

rut are they found with does." Skimer (p. 15) "Sometimes I find old 

(superannuated?) bucks off by themselves." "Younger bucks mingle with 

bands of does and fawns the year around." 

3. Artificial Propagation. Seton (p. 464) “rarely live long in confinement." | 

Nelson (p. 19): Kids can be bottle-reared. 

4, Migration and Mavement. Home range: (Seton p. 419) "Iwo miles across 

seemed ample range for a herd of 20", Skinner (p. 8) "individuals remain | 

within a few hundred acres". 

Migration: McLean (p. 226-7) "a band moved 60 mikbs in 11 hours, --move 

over definite routes-~highways are well worn-~~-" can be distinguished 

from deer trails because they avoid brush, Migrate in April. Skimer 

(p.S): move 30 mits in 3 days. “during the migrations, a dée leads", 

Migrate in April. Seton (p. 420-421) "Upper Jackson Hole band travels 

150 miles", Hach band has a fixed route, but routes have no compass 

orientation, 

5. Bibliography. See separate sheet. ! 

6. Breeding and Mortality. Mating Age: Nobody specifies minimm age, 

Probably breed first at 11]2 years. (1 and 1|2 years). Breeding habits: 

~ See Aggregations, also phenology. Gestation: Skinner (p. 15): “a little 

ever i@ mouthe", Mbtean (py 826)3 *7 to 20 daye longer than that of deer, 

cl
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which is 210 days", Fawns: Seton (p. 456) commonly 2, rarely 3. May 

or early June on Yellowstone", Mclean (p. 228) "Most are born during the 

\od first 20 days of May", 1, 2, or 3, average 1 and 3|4, Skinner (p. 15): 

“usually two", 

ae Censuse Density, Original pop: Nelson (p. 4)2%30-40 million, possibly more. 

Far more abundant than buffalo". 1908 estimate by T. S. Palmer (Seton p. 247) 

17,000 in U. S., 20,000 N. of Mexico. 1922-24 Census, Nelson (p, 3): 

US 26,604, Canada 1327, Mexico 2395, N.A. 30,326. Recent censuses by states: 

see separate sheet, Stanley Young, est. in Western Sportsman, Sept. 1940 

(p. 31): 200,000 in U. S, 

Density: Knipe (p. 26) Aver. acres pr antelope, Ariz. 90-1200 acres. 

Census method: Airplane counts now general (McLean p. 235-236, also S. D, 

Conservation Digest April 1941 p. 7) 

9. Damage. to crops mentioned McLean 238, Knipe p. 14, but details not given, 

/ Damage to range: Knipe (p. 10) "Sheep and antelope have the same preferences 

10. Diseases Seton (p. 451). In summer of 1873 a fatal epidemic swept upper 

Missouri, killing all sexes and ages. Mortality 9 out of 10. ? 

11, Distribution. See attached sheet for copy of Nelson's map (p.2), original 

and 1922 range. For state maps see: 

Montana, 1944, Beer, Jour. Mammalogy 25:1:44, 

Northern Arizona, 1944, Knipe, p. 17. 

N. E, California, 1944. McLean, p. 238. X 

All states with herds in 1922-24: Nelson, pp. 25-64. 

Q |
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| Aldo Leopold 

i 
Digest by 

Aldo Leopold of 

Nels ward W. Status of the P omed Antelope, 1922-24. U.S.D.A. Bull. 1346. 
AUge > 192 De ppe 

B. 3 Census Summary: Areas Antelope 
U.S. 264, 26, 604 . 

Mexico & 2 
| 286 30328 

pe 4. Onee more numerous than bwffalo. Estimate -------- 30- 40 million 
Horns. Outer sheath shed yearly after rut. (Nov.-Dec. in Yellowstone). 

p. 8. Summer Movement. In 1880's learned to follow cattle to 8000! alpine plains 
in White Mts., Arizona. 

Hunting Laws. Closed in all states except Wyoming, which issued 300 permits 

" inm925. 

p- 9. First Transplantation. Trapped stock moved from Yellowstone to Wichita, 1911, 
bat died. Also to Natl. Bison Range, Montana. This built up to 64, then destroyed. 
by predators. Other cases described. 

{ j 

pi 11. Antelope Conference held Washington D.C. 1923. 

Pe 1¥18. History of refuges and transplantations. 

pe 18-22. Trapping, feeding, crating. 

p- 22-64. Census by states, with state maps and comments: Ariz. 650, Calif. 1057, 
Colo. 1233, Idaho 1500, Kansas 8, Mont. 3000, Neb. 187, Nevada 4200, N. Dak. 
225, Oicla. 5, Oregon 2000, S. Dek. 680, Texas 2400, Utah 670, Wyo. 7000, 
Canada 1327, Mexico 2395. | 

\, 
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Management Check List 

Dane ey lng Lethe lh then, (Mie eae y 
1.’ Aggregations Buchs apante e¢eft lerrung ante 7 
2. Accidents 1 

A ‘Artificial Propagation VW oviers . : bbs Daaly mememntutern ally 
- Banding, migration, movement hy b nts 71 Gat Hang bela ws Oy wie DE Car a) 

5. Bibliography Uf guvd rust pape detin Ul tet ytntrnl acevradt 

6. Breeding and mortality: mating habits, breeding age, nest studies, turnover rates, 
survival rates, life equations, | fasion 22p> 7 hubrdy enye ‘ 

Jo Gensus, density Se fu e-Gift. Svo-Vovn an dug. (Reifr) A fbautn, See Renn rminag, 
8 Crippling loss  Gwkevw, i s 

9. Damage (ee rewtty wrnny cmnfloute 
10. Diseases and parasites : 

: @ ll. Distribution Qew hele ore hiner 1422. f 

12. Economics : i 
us Fire, relation to 9 7% Gower! 
14. Food habits: palatability lists. Pellet, scat and dropping analysis. 
15. Food and cover: key plants, key formations, feeding, plantings, food yields, 

j surveys, carrying capacity, relation to land use and plant succession, . i 

16. Grazing, relation to twwuwal paolo 
17. Grit 
18. Hibernation 4 
19. History %eed cum miny om Uetuws i f 

20. Hunting customs, laws, regulations cor«tliel Aut. 
21. Kill records, trophies, yields, success ratios, mre? kill, hunting studies 
22. Longevity bvthin, uoens “ : A. Bas ALE rrcl, Me Bam ‘ 

\ , a Phenology — 6 uu wr lens gait ey } 

24. Physiology — hetlng Kvown: wilehelie vinlar 7 

25. Poisons — fuev? ¢ 
26. Population controls: inversity, thresholds of security, cycles, irruptions, 

variable breeding index, strife S rams ne then Aterrmelein — 
27. Predation, predator control, compensatory predation, vulnerability CoyeG, enpl- 

28. Psychology, behavior patterns Telf.g, Glitin & foling & fet nts wth: Meters 

29. Refuges, public shooting grounds x ’ ) 

30. Salt, minerals, vitamin nutrition. : ay, 

° 31. Sex and age: composition, criteria oll. : 
32. Soils, relation to { 

33. Starvation - fuput, wut Bolreith. Wyet 14n-12 yp 1TMe-17 : 
a Territory, home range he Tins Hewit aungt Orr he, Crnede onmuuel of whine fricnteees 

35. Tracks and sign 

36. Transplantation ducal, 
37. Trapping Curfalrner, olrmveng eels tering paves 

38. Water relations Cun Cri Suembence ‘ od Oho kee 
32° Weights and measurements, growth rates Su. fwty (UM dove 6 TEE Maye ewe l@-1) 

- Weather relations ho greet Curtatee 
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COMPUTING CENSUS FROM REMOVALS (SAMPLE) 
{ 

Crore te Drvppreny (Record: YoarLings Z2years Old Cows =Total 

Shipped 1945 38 1 9 45 

1944 30 5 7 he 

1943 ho 4 10 iy 

iste 5 ike 
Total 140 15 35 191 

Aver. 35 4 9 4g 

Computation;  Yearlings shipped... ..-.-~  « . P(e G4AH_- 

(as of Jan. 1) Plus 10% loss as calves ..... 2... es } 

4 #9 = 13 replacements......... 13 yearlings not shipped 
( ~\ 

. 

" if Fayw renters obrct 

Calf crop producing 48 yearlings 52 = 60% of cows 

Bi ie 200h of com © AR x 52... ws os 5 86 come on tance 

Replacements, yearlings LS 

Holdovers (4 steers) eS 

103 cattle on range 
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10/29/46 

SLIDE QUIZ ON BIG GAME . 

2008 Deer Irruptions op. 

Stollberg: Does this map mean that Wis.-Mich. area has 100 times gs mech 

damaged range as Colorado? Why not? How about Texas vs. 

. Wis.-Mich? 

Stroebe: What is the difference between an irruption and an ordinary 

winter-kill? h 

2011 Tony: Interpret this map. (Howlin deeuttt Delon, Bio ve) 

_ 1973> Tony: fhis is Chambers Island. After 1 year of reduction, hemlock ; A 

seedlings are said to ve visible (very small). Would you infer — 

that hemlock is eaten yearlong, or only summer, or only winter. 

1926. Hale: ( Maple-Birch. ) That winter browse do you see here? What other 

species would you look for on such a site? i \ 

1923 Halazons Bog. What winter deer browse would you look for in this bog? ‘ty 

1921 Jacksons (cutover, HALL.) Can you guess what these deer might be eating?’ 

1887 Stroebe: » What is the daily consumption of grain per deer at such a station? : 

1877 Beers Browsed elm, Sauk. Is this summer or winter work? How guess? i 

f 1757 ———-___. Same _ summer, ; 

1819 Etter: Basal sprout, basswood. If you found this next winter, how would 

you identify it a summer work?’ ae 

1816 de Vos: that ‘did this? Cw Cretan ) ! 

1807 Kabat: Spatter dock. . What moose food do you see hoset 

1800 Kabat: Do you see ny evidence here of low or high deer density? (Crdm boas) 

ne ; :
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Game Management 179 ‘ 

Octeber 31, 1946 is 

German Deer Management 

lea Map of 1935 trip. No up-to-date data ; 

Species of Ungulates 

35, 251 Red deer : i 

36 ©Fallow deer (Asiatic, impérted about 1600) : 

115 "Elch" (moose) ; ; 

(no slide) Roe deer ‘ 

125 . Wissent (bison) 

é (no slide) Aueroch (Wild ox) Exterm. about 1100. 

‘i Population Trends 

284 Long-time trends. Little agreement except: : 

“ (a) General increase in late 1800s ~ World War I a 

(b) General low in 30 wears war, early 1700's, & revolution of 145. 

283 Shorter trends. See incr. in 1800's to World War. 

281 Generalized. Management began 1400. (Followed by big hump) 

A downward trend, based on modern ecological ideas (Dauerwald) began about 1935. 

frends in Environment (Altitude diagram) 3 

(Cont, Slashing, Sa and burning prevalent around 1700. Forestry began, converted 

; eS woods from hardwood to conifers. 

282 Some sample conversion in Saxony. 3 

“3h Mhat the hardwood looked 1ike : 

250 What hardwood converted to spruce looks like (Old trail to Leipzig) 

256 What natural spruce looks like 

say 166 What planted pine looks like. i 

. 114 What natural pine looks like. :
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A. J QUESTIONS FOR 179 LAST PERIOD JANUARY 22. \r° wt 
a” i 

\ ‘i 
(Refer to Species Check List handed out at start of course) , 

Big Game 

ya | 

al 1. Classify the species for (a) going up (b) level (c) going down. 
a 

Rom 2. Which species eat (a) mostly woody browse (b) some (c) little. : 

ow 3. Cite a case in which illegal kill has recently changed the slope of a deer 

population curve. What is the evidence that illegal kill has increased? 
’ - 9 i 

How can it be measureddw Ah alate OF fag nh Kath, : 

4 view 4. Which species suffer from hybridization? Where? How?. (Bupp ale, ioeeq, tumbou ) 
arawnk aw wealen igorbonge brew ? 

- In a range tally is it safe to distinguish deer Tawns frem-yeerlings? cuel dete, we 5 i A 9 : 
; i 

won? 6. How effective is the coyote as a deer predator? Evidence? (Racketr ) 

qh In what big game species is livestock competition important? unimportant? ' 

ALL harm, A 
( mote B= Name three species (a) certainly cyclic (b) possibly cyclic (c) not cyclic. " 

(Gaal i 
9. Name a group in which compensatory mechanisms limit predation loss, and a va 

oat (dom) ~ / 
g in which they do not. What is the evidence? 

uw 10. To what extent is sex ratio distorted in deer, pheasant, quail, and mallard? é 
Towhet oy ent ore Ms ee 4 
With-what consequences weve % ~ 

Volt” 11. What percentages of possible kill are characteristic of (a) deer (b) pheasant 
wong) 

(c) quail (a) etait In what group is the percentage unimown? ( diver i. fayrowe ) 
Afhiwn cre op Tere ons 9 

wor 12. What eT characteristic turnover period for pheasant, quail, & deer? f 

, % 
ju 13. What effects of high prices are visible in game management? if 

i 
yet 14. What proportion of game funds are spent for artificial propagation in i 

; Wisconsin? i 

qret5, What assumptions are necessary to convert age composition into turnover é 

period? Turnover into age composition? ‘ 

{ rN 16. What fields of research do you consider most neglected? i 

v fi a 

pi i eg bi bi Bi
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1947 

Lockley, Rel, Eettere from Skokho1lm 
. J,M.Dent, London, 1947. Chapter XI. 

Pets Kill record 3120 rabbits, from 3 named islands, winter of 1387-&. I can't 
find any earlier instance of a kill record. Can you? 

pe 49 Kill per acre (yield) 3120 rabbits ¢ 970 acres (3 islands) = 3.2 per acre 
oa | in 1388, 7035 rabbita # 970 acres = 7.6 per acre in 1928. 

7 Opinion: are the decimals justified? 
Compere with some American yields of cotton tails. 

Pe49 Cover Improvement “an the old dayspe. none of the present stone and earlit 
. banks and hedges" had then been built; Increase in yéeld is ascribed to 

Ve this. Cite an American equivalent of “Banks and hedges" used by a burrowing 
mammal » 

Pe50 Black Rabbits Cite a parallel melanism in an American rodents 

A be 52 out Ratio lIeckley’s estimated kill ratio was about 66%. Compare this with 
the known or estimated kill ratio for some American small=game mammal or bird. 

oan /P e 52 Saturation Point Iockley's estimate is 10,000 rabbits in 1936. What evidence 

ite is there whether this was identical with, or higher then, sustained carrying 

. capacity? 

foams Pe 55 Breeding Index lIockley alleges thet low density enlarged litters. Can 

Wo you cite a parallel allegation fxm for any rabbit? Cen you cite a seeming 

refutation fer any rabbit? 

Pareshol of Securtuy Do you see any parallel in Skokholm's rabbits for 

(Qeaptard Tington's " threshold of security"? To what extent is the parallel a 
valid one in your opinion? 

O Abe.
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f The Critical Approach to Wildlife 

Modern science has saddled us with many vicious ideas; so many that it seems 

to me to have become a doubtful honor to be called a scientist. But science has also 

made one contribution to culture which seems to me permanent and good: the critical 

approach to questions of fact. : 

; Today I will try to define the critical approach in terms of the atinats we are 7 

now sveditae To illustrate the discussion I shalt use the outlines you have submitted. ; 

i Case 1. Standards of criticism rise with time. Thus Ralph King said of ruffed 

grouse in 1937: "There is evidence to indicate that only those birds born 4, 5, and 

6 years before the "crash" have sufficient stamina. and reserve strength to carry them over 

the decline". j 

{ Bruce: How did King identify a Yeyear-old grouse? How could it be identified? 

Are these morphological criteria? Did he have any banded birds? What is the chance 

Rie of a return on a Y+year-old? Did Bump have such returns? / ee 

Don: How many Yeyear returns have you & Bob McCabe had on pheasanta? ‘ 

Cyril: How many 4-year returns on quail? 

Tony: How many did Hamerstrom or Schmidt have on prairie chicken? 

Dick Taber: What are the statistical conditions necessary to make such returns 

valid? Z j 
oath oo t-rypnn afarm Ors (earneven rend be. Wr tues Yt bade 

Bruce: ,What is the actual probable turnover rate in ruffed grouse? What figure 

in the literature would enable you to guess? (48% young in winter (Bezaer| as against 

60-70% in Arboretum pheasants, 12% in Rose Lake Pheasants. 1? turnover is 5 years in 

pheasant, would it be greater or less in grouse? Could there then be 4-5-6 year grouse?) _ 

Harry: Do we know what "the crash" is? How then does King know that "stamina" 

has anything to do with survival? Supposing it is disease: do diseases always fall 

lighter on "stamina"?



x . = ; i 

. Conclusion: King made an uncritical assertion. If he had labelled it as a hunch, 

a speculation, a suspicion, se even a belief it would have been proper. 

idee ae (Rhackbearcd) ; 
Jim Beer: #-wili-read the statement; will you reword it as a hunch? i 

My ow writings doubtless contain equally uncritical assertions as of 1937. 

But we cannot exempt old work from new standards of criticism. : 

Case 2. A paper says of prairie chicken, artificdal propagation: "Can be executed 

successfully". On the same page it says " (these) grouse fluctuate rhythmically". 

Tony: Do you see any inconsistency? What cyclic bird has been propagated art- 

ificially? On any scale? . 

\ Conclusion: There certainly are authors who would say this (not cited in paper). 

If they ata, ememiat uncritical from evidence so far available. Propagation & cycles | 

seem inverse. : 

Ease of Prop. Degree to which cyclic 

Pheasant N. tier of states? Alberta? 

Quail N. tier of states only | 

_ Hun : N. tier of states perhaps. Certainly in Canada 

Ruffed grouse Everywhere . 

: Prairie chicken N. tier & Canadas; Missouri? Illinois? 

Sharptail N. tier & Canada certainly 

» Case 3. A paper, quoting Carhart on Sagehen, says "Nesting density in North 

Park aes) was determined to be 20.32 acres per nest on 1280 acre area. The average 

number of éggs per clutch was 7.43". 

Peppers Please critici,e. What is the first question one should ask? (No-nests 

found 63. "A large majority were found" author says. Say he found 90%. No. is 63 

(+6?) = possible 69. 1280 + 69 = 18.5. Has the 2 “iny moaning? Has the 3 any meaning? 

How sued Carhart have worded his assertion? ; 

‘ ° ‘ 

Pe : at : re 0 

}



Conclusion: Carhart overclaimed his evidence by 2(or 3?) decimal points. I do 

: not imply a student must check every author's arithmetic. I do imply one mst copy 

decimals with a skeptical eye. 

x f
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: ea 

! | , Big Game’ Policy 
a 4% Ke 

Classification of species by groups: 4 

. _ Need control: all 3 deer, elk : 

j Need building up: mt. sheep, ies, musk ox, caribou . 

Control in some localities; building in others: antelope. i 

Threatened with dilution: caribou, turkey 

Threatened by disease: mt. sheep : ‘ } 

Trends in species. needing control. f eee 

: Trends visible: controlled hunting by sex and no. Abandon buck laws. 

a ‘I Federal intervention in lieu of state action. ; 

: ; tit Public ownership of winter range. _ ae 

: Trends need hase of managed predators for control 

u Qualitative criteria of herds (antlers, weight, fat, percent kill) ‘ 

? { _ \ M@ Differentiation of herds by breeding age (latitude?) 

' Ui Consideration of illegal kill. What governs it? : 

‘ g UM Lengthening seasons to reduce crowding. a 

: I. CONTROLLED HUNTING 

Legal basis of controlled hunting. Two kinds of legal structure: 

(a). Legislature decides everything (Michigan) : 

: (b). Commission has oeentaeniy Gabeee (Wis.) General principle: ‘ 

May restrict but not Guede a ince set by legtalatire, Powers 

. needed: (1). Limit ibs licenses for an area (lacking in Wis.) ma 8 

(2). Issue permits for removing excess (0.K. in Wis.) 

4 Ny : (3). May remove excess directly (0.K. Used Chambers Island) 

se ie ’ 
% Read ex racks Pp 1S; 4 WE CaP ie we
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(4). Specify sex, age (0.K. in Wis.) 

. (5). Changing bag limit or license requirements (lacking in Wis.) A 
6 

Practical limitations of controlled hunting. Wat ; 

: (a). Areas can't be too small. Reason: border patrol. Enforcement. 

( (b). ’ Can't be too large to post or patrol (unless lines coincide with 

i a county or other lines kmown to public). A 

(ce). Tag system mst segregate deer killed by distinctive tag. j Ne 

i , (a). In case of over~application, must reduce by lottery or other 

impartial device. : - nate 

(e). Parties mst be handled as units. ' 

; (b & ¢ usually handled by checking stations. Depends on design of road | 

, system). ; | 

' Popular objections to controlled hunting. 

: 1. Don't want to be told where to hunt. Valid. 

| 2. Fear of overkill. (Experience just opposite: under kill). i 

3 Fear of ani uen eae Commission's powers. (Answer: specify full plan 

f in legislative bill. Denger: throw regulation back to Legislature). ; 

, 4, Impracticability ‘of exempting fawns from other antlerless. | 

(Answer: fawns killed now, left in woods)’ 

(Experience with Necedah reduction: a controlled hunt on federal land). 

; 200k _ ~~ .~-Practical necessity for reduction, either by controlled hunting or l-deer 

: law. (Other than ecological arguments). one: ; s 

\ (a). Possible damage claims from private forest lands. 

: (b).. Watering of "collateral" for Forest Crop Law "Loan" ($195,000, 1945-4@ 

Be (6). Mounting damage claims from farmers. ($50,000 in Wis, 1945-H6), 

(a). Mounting cost of feeding ($77,000 in Wis., 1945-46). as 

; 2%, FEDERAL INTERVENTION : 

; Federal veeons as landowners. Authority under their own regulations to
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control game. Can use this if states fail to act. When they do or threaten _ 

to do, this there is always an exblosion over "states rights". Cases: 

Kaibab (Ariz.) Pisgah (NC) Necedah Refuge pentk: have been another case. 

III. PUBLIC OWNERSHIP OF WINTER RANGE 

Wisconsin. ie uae of 1944 (after the "split season of 1943") made a i 

special appropriation for deer feeding (opposed by Obamt union) and purchase 

i of deer yeards (app"d by Commission). Budgets: i : 

IMG 1gé-Wy : 
: Deer feeding 77000 32,000 dl ‘ 

Yards purchase 54.000, 32,000 : 

K 131,000 65,000 d 

¢ This over and avove public shooting grounds ($300-100, 000 per year). 

Western States. Many are spending their P-R money for key land for big 

ie game, mostly purchase of private holdings used for livestock mt needed fie 

for wimter game range. (Couldn't find amt.). f 

‘ : 

I¥. USE OF MANAGED PREDATORS 

{ (Tlinstratea by cases) ' 

1495 Kaibab. Rasmussens graph of history 1906-1938. Note heavy removals of 

lions during period of deer increase 1907-1917 (60 per year, 1 per 20 d 

sqe mi.). In 1917, with deer at 30,000 level, this removal was 1 lion per 

500 deer. The lion population, if twice the removal, would be 1 lion 

per 250 deer; hardly a lethal density, for each lion ah 1 deer per week : 

would hardly eat the increase if 25%. Increase probably greater than that. 

i , Conclusion: (1) Management of lions to maintain the 1917 level would 

: ; have prevented the irruption until such time as hunting was organized to ' 

ch take over the regulatory function. (2). The ruin of the herd and the ;
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range is directly chargeable to blind federal predator-control. 

Notice that livestock was being reduced anyhow (both tame and wild). 

: Notice coyotes had no effect on deer. Wolves exterminated by 1926. 

} 1559-Wisconsin. Wolves cover only a fourth of the deer range, end could not be ( ‘ 

expanded mach without damage to livestock. Assuming 50 wolves, and half 

of 500,000 deer on the wolf range, we have 1 wolf per 250000 fe 50 = 5000 j ; 

deer. At 25% increase, each wolf would hare to eat 1250 deer peryear, or ) 

25 per week, to control the herd. . i 

3 CLS - Conclusion: the wolf at present levels is only a supplementary "governor" ie 

, oe ‘of deer density. (Here too the upsurge of coyotes since 1943 has had no 

visible effect.) Nigie ’ 

| V . QUALITATIVE CRITERIA 

: Still in the "telking stage". Two questions: quality of kell; ratio of f 

: hss Whkw: to. DLAs thbuberelaked preoleme: ‘i 

358 — Trophies. Such heads are getting scarce, probably due to i 

j : 1. Malnutrition 

2. Gléeer killing of prime bucks. 

1353°-First step is to prove they are getting scarcer. (Schunke & Buss, Jour. ‘ 

: WL Memb. 5:3:333-336. July, 1941). Note decline in both tines, weights, 

and age~classes. ; 

; 1973-How mech malmutrition? lHvidence puzzling. Good head from Chambers Island. 

Can be ascribed to age-class alone? Answer lies in detailed Kailas of 

1945 removal, not yet published. Effect of loggings? 

19738 ‘Even on browseless range ACORNS are a confusing factor. Deer lean in 

[ August, fat by October. In Lake of Woods, NW Minnesota, Ipdians seek 

) their meat for winter from islands in lake. Why? - 

i ' a 

| ( : 

; * 
: 

:



C In acornless year 1946 many Wis. bucks were: lean. } ‘ 

1229 Browse-feeding’ expts. in pens are not the answer due to i 

; 1. frequent disturbance by weighings. : 

ao) an unknown quality of browse fed (little selection) 

vi Herd size and kill ratio. I suspect that the equality of yield as between : 

ie Wis. and Minn. is due partly to vetter productivity per doe in a herd : 

mi where range is good and sex-ratio normal. t = 

: Wis. : Minnesota ° 

Legal kill 1942-1945, 37000 bucks = = -—«- 35000 tucks oe 
per year : : 

. 35000 does 

Say VI. Breeding age (see Morton & Cheatum, breeding by fawns) ‘ 

¥ VII, Illegal kill (see Missouri paper) . 

VIII. Lengthening season * 3 4 

(  y 1945 Open seasons (bag limit) Wisconsin Bavaria oo Rey 

Red deer*, bucks Aug. l-Jan. 31 (1) we 

Roe deer*, bucks : May 15-Oct. 15 (3) 

: Virginia deer, bucks “ Nov. 2-28 

5 days 5-6 months re 

(* Does formerly open Sept. 16-Jan. 31; now temporarily protected by : 

military governnent.) i 5 

1558 ‘Trend of Wisconsin seasons constantly shorter. Three-day season now ‘ x 

: i discussed. As well force peophe to eat dinner in 5 mimes and then 7 : 

complain of ‘their table manners. Such "sport" is self-destructive. 

f 
@ iy 

ee } : : 

By saci hv@isue Lhe i ; t Mn



‘ ; ' : : 

Possible ways to begin an opposite trend: . } 

Ls Controlled’ hunts. (Tagged bag from a patrolled area same principle 

as shooting preserve, where a 35 mo. season has successfully f 

replaced 2 week season). : 

2. Installment season (license numbers drawn after licenses sold.). en 

Thus, license numbers ending in: 

rede CA Nov. 5-12 

7 (3) Nove 13-20 7 

aes 8-0 (3) "Nov, 21-28 eM 

Objection: breaks up parties. Requires advance sale of licenses. j 

Remedy: parties apply as a unit. Give residents of County 

full period? ; i : 

3. Organized areas based on land owmership. Objection: would soon 

: change. Hard to patrol. : | 

My Onesdeer law. 

\ 

: 

* 

\ * 
; 

Bi ( }



oo bob: | | Rotary Club | 

’ Oo | 11-5-47 | 
\ | { : | 

| | | | 

| , WILDLIFE AND FARM LAND-USE 

| | (30 minutes) 

1. Drends in Wildlife & Farming in S. Wis. (Game and fur only, farms only) 

| State Game & Fur Farn> $290,000 Drainage | | 

Public Shooting Grounds (50 cent 210,000 Stream-straightening 

| license) . o 
Refuges and Nurseries 20,000 Grazing woodlots Ju eee 

Winter Feeding | 6,000 Fencerows and roadsides | 7 

| Warden Service $500,000, 3 farmsP50 ,000 , (ehemical sprays, mech. mowers) 

| | 2. + was (ifr & . YO, ecD . . . | 

Research “&. "O™ ant tare) | 60; 008 Storing corm in silo instead | 

| | of field. 

Overhead (3 of 50,000) 25,000 _ - | 
, (favorable) manure spreader | 

we —. $881,000 | . 
ay . | »000. oe 

poe oo - Erosion (moving plowlands) © 

2, «What Produces Wildlife? | | - 

 Interspersion of food (fields), cover (marsh, woods, fencerows), smi open — | 

| land, and water. | : | 

| Wildlife @s an edge product, Crop proportional to miles of edge. 

oe Even grazing and cutting favor wildlife if not too extreme, 11(--4 Wy cut cdo. 

| | "Jungle" ackbyebe needed in winter but worthless in summer. /)00a«s+ en Ck- 

| Arboretum pheasants 50% young, 70% on farms. | | 

| | — quail 7 -, $0% on farms. oo 

| — On my own "farm breaking jungle by firelanés and plowed patches. 

| Artificial prop. no remedy. Survival in competition with wilds. 

| Bird in hunting coat costs $5.00. License $1.50, 10 days, 2 birds 2/c0 

3. Who is the Umpire? We: spatsmen magnify our role. We pay the cash, but are 

powerless to res tor@igha t interspersion of food, cover, open land, and water 

which produces wi ag nerease—- ere ne-enrt tren mrs pena viro rT snr rete 

4. What is the Issue’ Fen idea that choice is between wildlife and no | 

wildlife. Choice] Pen a desireable diversity, or wildlife consisting |



| . | 2 

| of pests (field mice, gophers, English soarrows, starlings). Plants are 

| going to produce birds and mammals, and the poundage depends on the kind of © - - 

plants and fertility of the soil. Our choice is between a rich assortment of OS 

| | kinds, and a poor assortment, mostly nuisances. | 

5. What does it Take? | | 

(a) Personal skill, interest, and sympathy of the farmer. He can be aS 

| proud of his wild crops as his tame ones. a 

(b) Security from uninvited trespass. No farmer will produce what Tom, Dick 

and Harry can walle away wi thivi thout his consent. (On the other hand, 

- / privilege of inviting guests of his own choosing is one of strongest | 

. in gentives to produce. | | | 

| a ! (e) Acreage. This varies greatly with kind of wildlife. Most farms have ~ 

yo i 5-10% waste land anyhow, and this goes long way if rightly used. 

| (4) Groun organization. A group of farms can croy more efficiently than a 

7 single one. axample : snoasent sabe. Of 3 farms, one may have the 

marsh for winter, one the woodlot, one the strategic position for tres- 

pass. Control of trespass much easier in groups. | | 

; Farmer-sportsman Groups: Riley. 5 town members, 11 farms. Town members | 

| pay cash expense, farmers dues are land, all write the rules to divide 

| | the shooting. Decide each year how many pheasants can be harvested; 

| equally divided, enforced by Journal record and tags. | 

Acreage of 1700 acres _ | | , 

: 17% is fair weather cover (grazed marsh, woods, etc.) 

. 31% is foul-weather cover, natural (bogs) 

_ 1% is foul-weather cover, plantations (pine).



y 

Kill in normal years 50 cocks + 16 members = 3 each | 

(But half the farmers don't hunt. Actual kill about 6 each) | - 

5. Incentives to Production. = | 

| Paid shooting. I once believed this was answer; no longer do. : | 

Furs most wildlife can't be called profitable, mat fur is An exception. | _ 

A good muskrat pond or marsh will yield more in fur than in corn. = 

Subsidies: I am no believer in subsidy, but there are some cases where logic 

: ; calls for then. Example: Farmer with last marsh or pond in a neighborhood. : 

| Whole neighborhood uses it to hunt, fish, or trap. Ovmer has the chance to / / | 

| drain profitably, ‘but is willing to forego. Shouldn'; the neighborhood ~ 

| | | help him carry taxes? How can they? Either by organizing group, or thru | 

| Cons. Dept. (part of that million). Danger: getting bogged down in red tape. 

Xarned shooting ; most powerful incentive. | | a 

Seasons are short (10 days) on most game. | | - 

| oo Neither farmer nor city hunter can always take time off. | 
| pw Unvan entnts 

| | No need of short season where total kill is regulated by tags (Riley). | 
| on rus bees 

: State could grant long season where earned, which would mean Leeare wo uk G gu ids wh 

1. Group organization of pestle (their business if any bettors) 

SO | 2. Regulation of total kill by tags including | | 

/ | | a enforced register of all kills (illegal if not) | 

| Be ‘Cover liaprovenent » | acceptable to | | : 

| | ) Cons. Dept. and . 
: | 4, Winter feeding where needed ) sore county boardg pararcodones doral fradbe, 

«5 Hoodlot fencing > | 

| , | 6. Renewal of license subject to satisfactory performance. |



| eter vue eo 
Leth Ys 

ov 
| WILDLIFE AND FARS LAND-UBR \* 

- : (30 minvtes) | 

| . 1. ) frends, ath. Wid ddd. 2, & Jaxte ne. ab i is , ig , (Game and fur only ‘ farne only) | 

State Gane & Pur Farm | $290 , 000 Drainage 

Public Shooting Grounds (50 cent 210,000 Streamstraightening 
oe ; license) - .. 
Refuges and Burseries | 20,000 Grazing woodlots 

Winter Feeding 7 by Fencepows roadaides 

Warden Service $500,000, % faxmg250,000° (whemtoal sprays, mech. mowers) 
Research _ 80,000 - Storing. com in silo instead 

. — a (favorable) maumure spreader 

| = | Rrogion (mowing plowlands) — 

Interspersion of food (fields), sover (marsh, woods, feneerows) and open 

land, and water. | | 

Wildlife as an sedge product, Cron >ropertional to miles of edge. | 

Swen graging and cutting favor wildlife if not too extreme. | | 

‘jyuncie a Little needed in winter but worthless in sumer. 

Arboretum pheasants 50% young, 70% on farms. | 

quail =” . Boe on farms, 

On my own "farm" brealing jungle by firelande and plowed patches, 
Artificial srop. no remady. Survival in competition with wilde. | 

| Bird in hunting doat costa °5.00, Idaense $1.50, 10 days, 2 binds. 

3. Tho ia the Umire? We spabemen magnify our role. Ye pay the cash, but are 

powerless to restore that interspersion of food, cover, open land, and water 

7 which produces wildlife, Inerease in hunters and their misbehavior in Meld 

| apreads posting. | | 

| 4, Wat ia the Tame? Mistaken 4dea that choice is between wildlife and no | 

| wildlife. hoice is between a desireable diversity, or wildlife consigting |



og pasts (rield mies, gophers, lnglish sarrows, starlines). »lants are 
going to produce birde and mammals, and the poundaze depends on the kind of 

plants fertility of the soll. Our choice ie between a rich assortment of 

| Kinds, and a poor asgortment, mostly nuisances. : 

5. hat does 1 Spicer OO 
(a) Personal skill, interest, and gyouathy of the farmer. He can be as : 

* _ proud of his wild crops ag his tane ones. 

ee (b) Security from untavited trespass. ilo farmer will prodies what Tom, Dick 
and Marry tan walic away wi tijwi thout his consent. (On the ather hand, 

privilege of inviting gueats of his own choosing is one of strongest 

| in pentives to produce, | | | | 

a (e) Aereage. ‘This varies greatly with iind of wildlife, Mos¢ farms have _ 

Se LOS wagte land anyhow, and this goes long way te rightly used, 

ee (a) Group orgenigation. A group of farms can crop sore @fficiently than a 

| single one, Amample: pheassnt mrsh, Of 3 farms, one moy hawe the 

marah tox winter, one the woodlot, one the stra tezic positien for tree~ - 

| pass . Control of trespass mich easier in groupa. | 

| | Tormer-sportsman Groups! ailey. 5 town members, 11 farns, | Towns me nbers 

| pay cash expense, farmers dues are land, all write the rules to divide 
| the shooting. Decide each year how any pheasants be harveated; | 

7 | equally divided, enforced by Journal record and tage. 

a Aer-age of 1700 acres | 

a L7® 40 gai weather cover (greased marsh, woods, etc. ) - 

| | 1% is foul-weather cover, natural (hogs) : | 

| | 1% 4a foul-weather cover, vlantations (pine).



KAll in normal years 0 cogks & 16 members = 3 aach , | 

| (Sut half the farmers dont t buat. Agtaal kill ahout 6 each) 

| Paid shooting. : I once believed this was answer; no longer do. | 

Buri wet wildlife can't bo called profitable, but fur ta a exception. 
| | A good mations > pond or marsh will yield more in fur than in gorm, 

~~ Sabsidiess I am no believer in qubsidy, but there are some Gases where logie 

Qalis for then, teanplet Farner wl th last marsh or pond in a | neighbo rheed, 

| Whole neighborhood ugas it to hunt, fish, or trap. owner has the change $e 

drain profitably, bot la wiliing te forago. Sheuldn! 4 the nelshhorhood © 

help hin carry taxes? How can they! Bither by organi ging group, or thru | 

Gens. Deot. Goart of that million). Jangert getting bogged down in red tape. 

most powerful incontive, 

| Seasons are ghort (10 days) en uost game. | | 

: either Parner nor city hunter can always take tine off. . | | 

‘Ho need of short season where total idl) is regulated by teas (Biley). 

State could grant long aeanon vhero eamed, which would moan 

1. Group organization of farmerg, (thelr bueiness if city bonters) 

| 2, Regulation of total kAll by tase including 

| enforced register of all idlis ( {egal if not) , | 

%, Cover improvement — ) aseeptable to ) 
| ) Cons, Dept. 

te Santer feeding where needed ) som county boards . | 

5. Woodlot fencing —_ 

6. Renewal of license gubject to satisfactory performance.



oO ON LAY As 

| ‘ 161 Wildlife Techniques 
| December 19, 1946 

: STEPS TO PUBLICATION 

| : Aldo Leopold : 

A. Formulating Stage. Written Plan. What, who, how, where, when, why. | 

B. Gathering Stage. | 

| Specifications and Criteria : | 
Cumlative tabulations and maps; relation to field notes. Standard 

legends. 

Looking up the Literature (Don't postpone), 

C. Testing Stage 

Writing the paper "as if" to be mblishede | 

Sentence outlines vs. outlines 

| Graths and Tables, Limits of Accuracy. Drawings, photos. 

Dispensing with colors | 

| Getting Criticism. | 

Is structure sound? Finding the loopholes, Checks and tests. 

Is presentation clear? "Cut and Try." | 

Statistical Analysis. Use "Statistical Service." 

D, Finishing Stage | - 

Completion of data ~- gathering, | | 

Selecting an audience. Researchers, Administrators, Laymene Yriting. 

Selecting a Journal, Specifications for length, style, references, © 

tables, graphse | 

: Estimate of writing-time. Multiply by fours 

Critical Readinge | | 

Editorial critics. Minimum knowledge. | | 

Technical critics. Maximum Imowledge. | 

Redrafts. Cooling Periods. Usable units df time. 

| Handling the Manuscript | | 

Editors and Editorial Boards. Proofs, Reprints 

Reviewse



| Steps to Publication _ 
Example of Sentence Outline 

AGE-CRITERIA FOR COTIONTAIL 

| . Sentence Outline — 

~-  L, Game bird populations canbe classified for age by bursa, molts, but 

2, Cottontail cannot. Need a test apphicable to | 

(A) Parts hunters can send in. | | | 
(B) Dead rabbits in bags. | | 
(Cc) Live rabbits from trapse | 

3, Weights of lightest old and heaviest young overlap by hunting season, | 

| Gonads can't be seen in live rabbits. | | 

4, Epiphyseal cartilage tried. Steps? | 

| (A) Banded 100 young in summer. | 
, (B) Retrapped and shot in winter, Found that’ 

oldest young lost cartilage in January. 

| - largest young in Marche 

5e Deduction: Satisfactory criterion through January of: - | 

(A) 5 men agree on 20 bones. Tried this on | 
Frozen polished bones Score 1006 

| Stained wet bones " —- 90% 
| Stained dry bones " 70% 

6 Summary. Frozen polished bone satisfactory up to January 15. | 

Outline 

le Need of criteria for mammals. 

2. Conditions criterion must meet, Dead and live rabbits, 

4e Weights and gonads as criteria 

| | 4, Epiphyseal cartilage as criterion 

Procedure: marking young rabbits. | 

| | Recovering marked rabbits. 

: Dates dependable, 

5. Tests of cartilage criterion. | | 

6. | Summary e |
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| | Green lake ke. 

9413 |46 Yi 

| | THE WISCONSIN DEER PROBLEM 

| 1973 i In October of 1945 the wardens of Conservation Dept. shot 250 deer 

on this island and shipped them to charitable institutions as meat. Why? 
ry acts Be 

1973 a, b, c, d, e, f, fl Let's take a look around. Est. maybe 75, killed 250, 

100 left, total 350. 500% error. 

Ok Everything edible, incl. young trees, eaten by deer, 

Deer had been 1. Totally protected. 
2, Deprived of predators (wolves) | 

| 3, Increased, eaten themselves out of house and home, 

1575. Why didn't they starve long ago? logging tops. (aspen-like wintering cow 
| on marsh hay) 

| 1607. No ‘Gemma’ on island, This is why (Balsam) (awur elanuid sacly nmrler « 

| 
ae ee 

1559 ‘The deer range of Wis. ( ec 20 Ba Abr nant vs wetute } | 

, C18 The condition of the deer yards (wintering areas). Red marks : 

| are yards in condition of Chambers Island 5-10 years ago. Deer herd is | 

| - gpproaching oo ndition of Island. | | 

1973 h Why? Wirst, because we shoot only bucks (le gally) Tyly Gp ann oaans 

| 1911 Second, deprived deer of predators. (Coyotes do not guffice) wn 

(tracks) Ci nmured Gut An wolf take lug on har 4 ede - Lean ney rbatvn, 

| Third, many deer have been kept alive on overbrowsed range by logging refuse. 

, otan 
| 1887 And by artificial feeding. (Feeding is not sound policy when we have 

| | more deer than the woods can support. Qrdered by Legislature). 

| kK 

1581 How far along the road to Chambers Island are we? Fawns starved in sous wilin 

| | . yards as early as 1936. 

1576 In 1942-43 we had large losses.j..—~ at navntiir, | , 

1577 Some fawns weren't dead when found; failed to recover, even on milk. Coberfy A 

Kidneys broken down from poor food. | ) 

am 1AUS 
1610 Starved deer had full paunches, but of what? Balsam. : 

1601 When balsam is high-lined it's last call. |



| | Green lake 2 

1800 Cedar is high-lined before balsam eaten at all; the herd should have been 

: reduced at first sign of overbrowsing in cedar, A doe-season in 1943 took 

| 100,000 does, but herd "bounced back", end range continues to go dewn,. Now 

| worse than ever, | | | 

Hie ok 9 | 

561, 562, 563 Malnutrition as well as starvation, is one of the penalties of 
, excess deer, 

1754 Another is grave injury to the forestry progfam (White pine) 

1602 Deer are destroying young trees faster than we plant then, yl tharet Atte rag? rh : 
| Cbatenm) trbadebe baer cow Antrsng clreasel out, 

| end of Another penalty is crop damage - now exceeds $100,000 pr year) 
| slides | 

am eh 

Why reluctance to trim herd? 

1. Hunters, Like easy hunting | | | 

2. Resorts. Like to show deer to tourists. 

How trim herd? | | 

Commission has authority to open season on does, ALi av aw I%4G 

7 Lacks authority to regulate no. of hunters (controlled hooting.) 

What have other states done? | 

. Of 200 irruptive herds, most have been reduced, but like Wisconsin, too little 

end too late, 

What are we headed for? 

Lota of deer till next hard winter. 

Then deeades of scarcity, and continual injury to young timber,



| | - Kumlien, 10-19-43 

| | Birdsong Phenology — 

Period 1938-1943 —— | | | 

, a | Morning Song, 6 birds a 

Method. Limitations after May; early, loud, or near. | 

| _ Order of Singing.. | a | | 

Blackboard. Intervals up to 5 min. ‘Span 30 mimates. Crepusculars disregarded | 

| (Woodcock, jacksnipe, whippoorwill). Night singers: Indigo, 

| field sparrow, meadowlark can be distinguished. | 

_ Figure 1. Explain dots and sunrise curve. “Meager data for June: mosquitoes. 

| Need another year. | : | | | 

| | Characters: i. Duration (Dove o.k. Meadowlark doubtful) — 

- : 2. Convergence or divergence. Light threshold. - | 

| 3. Dispersion vs. alignment. Vertical disperston | 
by weather. Upper dots are best weather. 

_ Field Sparrow. 6 territories, loud, early. | _ . 

| | Duration o.k., but only for daybreak song. Sings weakly by | 

day in August. | oo Oo 

a Diverges but does not converge. | 

Alignment remarkable up to May 10. | | | 

| Robin. 3 territories, loud, early, but am uncertain about June. (duration) 

| Diverges (upper points) in perfect parabola. a 

| | Alignment: some dispersion, seems to increase gradually. a a | 

| E. Meadowlark. : 5 territories but not near. | | 

- _ Duration: am uncertain about June. Maybe drowned out. a - 

| | Divergence clear up to June. | | | | os 

Alignment: Some dispersion throughout. Weather. | |



| : 2 

| M. Dove. 6 territories, early, easy to hear. | | - 

| | Duration: am sure is correct. Longest of 6 species. 

Diverges up to solstice, then converges. 

7 | Alignment: Some dispersion throughout. Weather. | 

/ H. Wren. 4 territories. loud, near. a | 

Duration; shortest oe | | 

Caps sun curve with parabola, diverging and then converging. | 

| | | Dispersed only in May. Weather. oe 

| Pheasant. 35 crowing grounds. Begins in Feb., but here shown | 

| only from April. Duration: 4 months. (Again Sept-Oct) 

Diverges, but dispersion so great that it would be hard to a 

7 oo draw a mean curve. | 

Common Characters: | 

| 1. As season advances, less and less light to release SOnz. | 
| _ (All six diverge) a | | 

| 2, Dispersion (weather) is greatest in May. (All but dove.) | 

Oo 36 Convergence follows the solstice (3 of the 4 which sing. 
| a Exception: field sparrow? ) : | | 

| | H, Dispersion small after June. (All 3 of those with | 
July-Aug. song). Settled weather? : 

- Interpretation for light, temperature, endocrines not in proper 

| scope of this study (Blanchard-endocrine. measurements). | 

a : | — Woodcock - 7 | 

| Figure 2. 18 territories, 1-3 observers. Each dot first peent of a territory. 

| Duration April 10-June 1. (Precision of June 1 date: 5 days, 5 yrs.) | 

Dispersion. Partly weather. Cold or wind retards, warmth, or : 

| fog advance, rain stops. (Examples on board. )



| | 

' Partly individual. (Example on board) : 

| Do not always peent on arrival, but peent en route. | 

|  Post-peenting evening flights. Territorial.? — | 

: | Duration of Song Period | a 

| Figure 3. Each dot last (or first) song in a year. Schorger's arrival _ a 

. dates. | | | - 

| Potal duration: 47 days woodcock, 140 cardinal (solid line) | 

| | Barly cessation: thresher, B. oriole. 

_ September songs disregarded: (wren, warb. vireo, song Sparrow, 

- - whippoorwill, robin in 1943)



| 
| re Aye | 

| Friends Native landscape Ka 

| | 3/26/46 

7 7 Wilderness Conservation 

| | | (A) Definitions , 

Entirely different from forest or wildlife conservation, or parks. | 

All these need roads to take people in or get things out. : a 

Meens wild: | — - 

| lands plants | swamps Loe 

| | lakes and rivers travel routes deserts clown ond dvdel 

| animals | ' ghorelines wilderness skills ~ ~ | - 

. . 
™ ln tr tle 4 Crmol/ 

As far as possible from: — | 

: | improvements mechanizations (Caw, mln bent, pfs ) , 

: | . - comforts — (or sound, smell or trace of such) 

Oe People not objectionable if: : | / 7 

| : : They have to get in and out by their own muscle and - oe 

Oe skill. © °° | | pe bP 

. Not too many. | | ge 

| | | Know how to behave. a | JO 

| yo 7 - | | 
ew * we | 

| a History if Oe 

= brawl | : | | | 
: Wilderness playe& out with "good roads" movement between 1915 and 

| | : 1920. In S. W. had 6 areas of million acres each in ois’ One left in 

Chronology in N. ro | | | | 

| | | 1921 First paper "The Wilderness and Its Place in Forest | | 

| 7 , Recreational Policy" | a | | 

gk «4922 ON. Mex. @Pa! recommends Upper, Gila be held roadless. Oo 

| | | 1924 Gila withdrawn by F. C. W. Poolew, District Forester. oe 

a 1929 Sec'ty. Agric. Reg. I-20, authorized F.S. to set aside 

| \ ;  Uprimitive areas", 
| 

. \ a . . 

Neer eeemamamaamtinng, wet toned ae ie SOAR AE ‘of, frou paectey. CUR : 
| 

| : - Lore, dt ae " Agey prvorn ps " 
: | 

. bw M+, Crawley Sarr’ fray | | . a |



| , a 

a 1939 Sec! ty. Agric. Reg. U-1, Unc, defining permissible uses 

| | grin | | 

- and classifying by size (over 100,000 twilderness', under © | 

' —'100,000"wild".. «ss "Roadless areas" subject to cutting. ) 

- (Largely the work of late Robert Marshall ) 

: 7 1940 28 wilderness, 42 wild areas, 2 roadless areas. | | 

| chronology in N. P ae : | 

Oo Never committed itself to reserving definitely delimited areas. 

Tourist craze. "Turn and honest tourist" Newton Drury. Harold Ickese | 

| . Horace Albright. | | ; | 

| slide | a CO | 

| 1976 Present N. F. system. Com hinkufe 240 vp Re cteasn, O10 of Me Wibedlar comel Eel & 

| Dacha tl ef OF Mattectt, Briel any am cattle ville = mast = bo olin off rans | 

oe unction: As ILlust: vated in Sierra iadre a 

ss x#180, Region (Ariz., N. Mex., Chihuahua). Difference Mexico vs U.S., | 

| Indians, roads. Hane ae cab amaltaione weve Land, a | 

| y-l3l1 life zones | | —_ 

| | MLS The Lower Sonoran Valley (irrigated) Re 

| | | M-le, Mele, M-l1 Scenes in the valley | | 

a a unt Dry lake. Once 50 miles long (laguna Guzman ) | 

. | M27 Lower sonoran 'Wesa". crandhay once cut here. — 

| — We28 ‘Transition. Oak on N. slope; grass on S. | | 

. We23 ~ The Rim between transition and Canadian zone. (Here enter 

a | wilderness) : | | 

W-16 On top - Canadian - Aver. timber. © | 

ap Ne 

| wid M34 Best timber - Gavilan Canyon 

M=-37 Overall view of Canadian Plates. | |



| | . 3 | | 

| Uh . | 
| Fauna & Flora we yan , 

| 7 v Lon — Lf. i . 

: Mell Prickly Pear, ( M-+6 Madrond} M-39 Mescal. Hot 5. slopes. 

: a > MR 35 Merriam Turkey | 7 | 

| Wwe | | } | | | - 
Ne Weg Live oak. Top of mesas. > diet) a 7 
pO M= 1019 frweper 4 | $ | a 

| M-53 Mt. Mahogany, deer food. Many deer but never too many. | | 

: : | M-50b Why? Horse killed by cougar. : | | | | 

a 1911 = =Wolf ‘track on top of ours every day. , | 

| | | (Lesson No. 1: need of predators to regulate deer and other oo 

| | _ herbreries. )- | 
Oo | oe arte | 7 a | 

Human History ; Oo — | 

M51; M-56, M@59 Prehistoric check dams ) mo 

| | oO oe : )no grazing animals, no 

| M-58 Prehistoric dwelling on wall of canyon.) damage | —— 

- M~20 Mormom Settlement. | | : - | 

7 Mea, M-7>, Maik, M-65 "Resettlement" homesteads. 8 
. ( Perorw Nod: Dt an Us cour (and thavp ) Athan Uren (an oan anche, wry hn tert heel, thy MO 

Conditions of the watersheds : - , 

| M55a We left the last gully just 1 mile beyond the last settlement. 

| M30 Gavilan barely milky in heaviest rain. Moss on sycamore. James — | 

‘ a So | a | 7 a 

| M=36b, M-36c, M48 More Gavilan. Oth ancl How, | | Oo 

| x-76 Same kind of a streem in erazed range; New Mexico. | ae 

(Lesson .8: we no longer realize what our Mts. were like before 

| | abuse. Wilderness is a "gold standard" of biotic stability and | 

-— order.) . | | an 

a ) ss Function: As Illustrated on Flambeau | 

- | 1482 Man. Power flowages above and below. oo | 

| * -AL77 Quiet water. a oo . 

OS 1480 Nearing rapids. :



| ‘1457 In rapids. | : | 

L467 Out again. Note cottage. Being bought out. | 

1468 Another cottage area. — 
| ~ fe OR | 

| 1472 Most of the region is cutover. Colla berry at lh deavben, : | 

; 1471 Logging camp. | | 

. 1798 But there is one big bleok of uncut hemtock-hdw. State Land Com. _ | 

1806 Has large yellow birch. | 

| | 1925 And basswood ~~ | | a 

| 1478 Flanibeau is still a clam river (mskrat platform) | | | | 

| 1464 Too many deer. Much re ro. browsed. Gur UO ww Te hey, < | ’ 
| v | | B “T v ¢ vrudagad th Marr ce 

1462 Reachable cedar all gone. — : a | Oo 

LB aherwed up, dv Heong = aporbane -~ secebvsee. ae aay. - ee well thernecl why ree one ong = aptrlers api \ Onrkfrcrabginy wrlellafer, ar 
: nip faa METS oo. a _ . | te Outlook for Wilderness in N.A.\ hut | ne dem per pant of lis 

| Canada | | Lope ~ prance of! tartn edegtnn, 

Alaska Road - | - oe | a 

| Arctic Mining Camps ; served by hydro~planes. | 1 eaten of R +. ae 

- "Operation Muskox't Orcke Qiltuh, Strtmmnu hf ree atntl loin Pobbhlt 

ss Mexico & Central America — OS . - 

| Inter-American highway. Mexico's bid for tourists. Roads. - 

7 : Mexican Land Policy. Erosion losses. | : | 

: Lack of Administrative Agencies, Public Reservations. | | 

7 United States - Bad news. an a | | 
roe | Fund aw bl faq Wnha/ | | 

- . Quetico = Superior Hydroplane resorts. {rua land purchases. State- 

| | federal fight. OS oe . 

| | Power & Irrigation Dams will demand storage sites. | | 

. | Examples: Missouri Ozarks | | ve 

a . LupPeeult bafreter ua lB mocler lion 
| - Missouri Valley Authority _ ” oo : » 

| | Arkansas Valley Authority / |



5 a | | 

. Drainage Projects. Scamps like Okeefinokee. 

Possible Work Camps. Splitting the Salmon River Area. | 

United States - Good News | | | 

Porcupine Mt. purchase by Mich. | ; | | 

| Flambeau purchase by Wis. | : os 

Appointment of Olaus Murie as executive of Wilderness Society. 

| Growth of the Society. 1gho Mintwood Places Naw murah lh, frawmrel, 

7 hate mime intrnleredud org, | | | 

, Feel Uns dadute no cliepdy muel ahve phy Unt ful aww felbrot faytt; 

_  Cuncks wre atavheel a4 nut ne, bt ca" crete be aeleh i. x pot rp be 

| | | frat feo oe Apartunt brew = bs witel bho eso uh ho tut, |
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OO 7 | Orientation Lecture a 

fey re . , ee fF nas ey ZAae ef tue t voth Fr eshnen Engineers — | 
| | February 1, 1946 , 

Tee tung) Clete) are dare , lex ye My oft, | | 

SOME WISCONSIN WILDLIFE PROBLEMS | 

| I Deer - A Problem of Too Many 798 

| | | Lowe Pane | 

, In 1840 far more deer in S. than in N. ; View a | OO 

foo few rather than too MANY 1832-33 Indians at Portage. | 

| Barly lumber camps hunted for meat. Scarce. | | 

1740 Lowest point 1900, kill 2000. Picking up since. Causes on slide. 

1599 | Mich. & Pa. had same increase, game causes, same results. - 

618 Result, 194+: 60% of winter yards saten out, deer starving. | | 

7 What_is a Yard? | 

: W-3 | Series of trails | : | : 

| ¥=5 | Eat what can reach. . 

a W-1 _ If nothing, die. | | 

- What is Browse? | 

1757 Elm = summer : - : 

1796 Mt. maple - yearlong . | good foods. Palatable . 

1462 White cedar ~ winter } | 7 

1569 Young balsam | a 

1601 Deer line - balsam \ Shoe leather". Eat when good food gone. | 

| 1606 = Alder yo, . : | | 

1973¢ Pine ) . | | 

197 3a Deer line. All gone. No forestry possible. - 

| | How Starvation Progressese 

ayy Fat deer is lazy (pine). | |



a | a 26 

| (1581 Fawns die first. | 

| 1352 Bucks reaching. Die last, 1 or 2 hard winters later. = «© 

1576 Wis. fawns died since 19344, , 

1575 | Stay alive on pulpwood tops, as aspen (shoe leather). | | 

1607 And balsam. | , Oo | 

1609 When brought in, do not recover. | | 

1610 _ Adult deer began dying in 1943, Full of balsam. (Not everywhere, but | 

in most congested spots. Killed 50,000 does, but only temporary relief. ) 

| | Why Not Fed? = | 

| W-}, Hay alone not enongh. a 

1887 Hay & grain 0.K., but such deer eat as mich browse as if unfed. Hence | a 

no relief to natural foods. Feeding 0.K. after reduction. | | 

Deterioration | | 

561, 562, 563 Exper. bucks. , - | oO : | 

| | Chambers Island (2500 acres). | . 

| 19730 Guessed 50-150 deer. Food gone after 10 years overbrowsing. oe 

19732 Took out 250, perhaps 100 left. Always under-estinate mumbere | | 7 | 

' :1973h Research area to measure recovery of vegetation: and deer. | | 

1966  Irruptive areas in U. 8. _ | : | :



- 
U. of Chicago 

December 3, 1945 ; Coe 

| Irruptive Deer Herds — 

A New Problem in Applied Ecology | 

nail Chambers Island - 2500 acres - Hemlock Hardwood (climax on sand). Maple - 

beech - oak. 2 miles out: no recent movement. 
| 

Deer irrupted after abandonment as a summer resort. 10 years ago? | 

Estimates of 1945: 75 - 100 (One man 250). 

| Removed by Dept. Oct. 1945: 250. Left: don't imow. 1007 | | - 

In August: emaciated. In Oct: fat. Acorns. ) : 

Very few yearlings, plenty of fawns. 
| 

Simple example. Raises the question: where and when has this happened before? 

| What circumstances permit of what deduction as ‘to cause or nechanisn. | 

| G- 18 Wis. Irruptions. 475 "yards" last winter; red (overbrowsed) 46%. This despite 

70, 000 does Legally killed in 1943. (Come back to this). ; 

—C U. S. Irruptions. No map exists (medical analogy). Drew one. 35 of record 

| in a brief surveys Many more. : - 

“Notice dates: 1924 Kaibab -:1938 Texas . | 

1928 Fa. 1941 Utah | : | 

| 1930 N. Mex. | 1942 Wis. Wyo, Fash. ) 

| 1932 N. 0. 7 1945 Colo., Anticosti, 8. D. — 

Any earlier than Kaibab? Can't find. | a 

Forner Status of Deer? = a 

1673 ~ Joliette & Marquette Green Bay to Miss. | a 

1679 - La Salle mo Green Bay - Prairie du Chien 

| 1763 ~- Jonathon Carver | Mackinac - Miss. ~- Brule 

1776 - Father Escalante Santa Fe - Salt Lake |
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1832 = John Work Ft. Vancouber - Marysville 

1849 - Capt. Howard Stansbury ¥t. Leavenworth - Salt Lake 

1870 George Sluras None N. shore, migratory 5. shore 

| Conclusions: (1) Many irruptive areas originally deerless or nearly so. 

| (2) A few had deer (Pa.) Bearing of this later. 

| | | The Wisconsin Irruption - 

V 1921 ‘In mild weather deer range at large. In deep snow resort to yards. | 

oY eS What is a yard? Series of packed trails. — . | 

ss: Deer mist eat what he can reach from trail. . 

VY 1604 If he gets off trail he founders in snow. | 

V Sn “If weak he stays foundered. 

V/V Fee Z And ends up as food for coyotes and Canada Jays. : 

Vv W6 Fagles since 1936, have regularly wintered on starved deer in N. Wis. 

v 1h62’ - First stage: browsed cedar | | 

| good foods 

| | mt. maple, red dogwoed 

| V1800 | Second stage, cedar gone : | 

vo 1601 — balsam eatei a | 

\ | : "shoeleather"® foods. Starvation begins 

ow NA Qflaw = jackpine eaten first hard winter. = | 

Vv ee > alder eaten | . - . 

4 1575 | Looging & pulping keeps deer alive - tempowarily. | | 

v 1352 Fawns die first; can't reach. Adults later. i | - 

v 1576 First wholesale death of fawns in N. Wis. was 1942-43. Some since 1936. 

VY 1609 Fawns put on milk failed to survive. — Kidney injury: Bags of bones. | , 

Hades brittle. | |



/ | 3. 

| | / 1610 About second nara winter after fawns die, adults die. All starved deer are 

| full of food. That food? Balsam, aspen, alder. | | | 

v no1-f-3 Upshot: (1) Under=developed deer. | | 

| (2) Very few of them. Oo oe | 

Y 1814 (3) Elimination of all palatable trees, shrubs, wildflowers. 

= | Yarge trees secure, but they can't reproduce. | 

| (4) Wreck of forestry program. Deer eat more trees than can be 

. a | planted. | 

¥ 1090 (5) Deterioration of habitat for all other wildlife. RG in Penn. 

| (Of these 5 penalties, all but No. 2 are invisible to layman). (Perhaps 3) 

1887 The inevitable questions why don't you feed? | | 

The answer: (a) Yes, at $2. ‘per deer per winter. | 

: | | (b) Bach deer eats just as mach browse as if unfed. , 

| 4 | (c) Ultimate result: a wholly artificialized herd and forest. | 

| (a) Wholly different from feeding birds. Seed eaters. 

wee Feeding is good after a herd has been reduced to what ranges will carry. 

There is the rub. Public won't let you reduce. They learn what score | 

_ is after heré & range has been ruined. | | 

‘The Wasatch (1941) Kaibab (1924) as seen in 1941. | : 

“1598 Kaibab diagram. Notice gov't. predator control. Notice low level. | ' | 

“1205 — Cowania, Kaibab A Afauutin. Rar Ak aefree 
v 1232 Cowania, Wasatch, open to deer | : 

“1234  Cowania, Wasatch, in exclosure | | | 

VY 1201 Juniper, Kaibab | hoa - ada wud . he ave. : i | | 

“1193 Juniper, Wasatch | ,
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1233 Sagey-Hasetet ~~ | | 

“1312 Aspen, Kaibab 

| / 19h Aspen, Wasatch, inside & outside exclosure. | 

Vv 1191 Bones still visible, Wasatch. Kaibab, bones gone. oo 

“1197 Sumer range, Kaibab. Notice deformation spruce. 

| 1225 : Sumer range, Wasatch. 

1209 Winter range, Kaibab. | | 

V 1230 Deer pellets on winter range, Wasatch | | | 

\ 1226 Winter range, Wasatch. (Purrowing for flood~control). | 

Interject at this point . | 

| 1. Spent great sums getting water into soil being devegetated by deer, | 

1235 } 2. Erosion induced by deer plus livestock. 4" soil lost. 

isis 3, Two areas in sight of each other. (Bearing later). | 

M1229 Uy Fillmore Expt. Fence. Carried 1 deer per 2 acres. (Bearing later). , 

| (end slides ) a | | | 

| / A Theory of Irruptions ) 

I. Sequence of events. | | 

(a) Deer overbrowse their winter food planis. 

| 1. Non-sprouters are killed (Tams) or reproduction inhibited 

a | (Cedar) - oe 

| | 2. Sprouters contime, but ao not suffkce. (Sumac). 

| 3e "Worthless" plants usurp the space vacated by good ones. 

(alder, white birch). | 

a | (bd) Deer suffer malmtrition. | | | 

. | (c) Deer starve in hard winters, fawns first, adults later. 

(a) Fellings and feeding defer these effects, but intensify them. 

| | (e) The end result is few deer, little food, and a distorted plant 

community, forestry is largely inhibited.
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II. Predisposing events. common to all irraptions. 

oy (£) Predator-removal, complete or partial, (cougar, wolf. Not coyote). 

xX (g) Buck law or equivalent (as in Minn. State Parks. Large refuges). 

| (Law must be partially enforeed). 

(nh) <A nearly deerless period for accumlation of palatable browse. 

| - JI. ‘Predisposing events common to eastern irruptions (dense forest). | 

(4) Prior logging 
| 

x (§j) Fire Control 

LY. Physiology of Irruptions. 
| 

| (x) Mineral or vitamin content of browse is probably stimlated by _ 

overbrowsing. (see bh’ & @) | 

(1) This in turn may stimulate proportion of twins or per cent of | 

preederse 
— | 

V. Psychology of Irruptions. All this depends on the deer's lack of social 

; intolerance. Most other game species have internal regulators. Deer 

depended. on external predators. |



| THE TREND OF EVENTS IN AMBRICAN WILDLIFE | | 

Events of 2 kinds _ | : - : | 

A What happens to wildlife | Will mention 4, describ 

| B. What happens to people's minds in respect of a nention 2, describ 

Premise: To preserve the American soil, fauna & flora is as important as to | 

| preserve Amer. culture. Each footless without other, and both are more 

important than ciphers in the census or bank account. The latter are 

means only, the former are ends. | | | . , 

Oe . A. What is Happening to Wildlife | | 

1. INVASION OF WILDERVESS BY ROADS AND PLANES. oe 

| Threat of Planes worst in Canadian Arctic. Mining camps served by | 

hydroplanes now dot the land of little sticks. Musk ox, caribou, barren 

ground grizzly can hardly survive. In Ungava fox trappers now operate by 

plane, and use poison. (See no remedy). — 

A Planes in Superior, Private holdings used for hydroplane resorts. | 

| WRC now studying regulations. (Possible remedy). | 

Me35 Threat of roads worst in Wexico. Many species survive only because | | 

7 Mexicans had no guns, lack of roads kept others out. (See no remedy). 

| | 2 THE DECLINE OF THE LARGE CABNIVORES - gray wolf & grigzly. | 

B a - 
| Gray wolf In 13 states in 1915, 6 states in 1941 (Young & Goldman) 

: a Grizzly In 10 states in 1927, 6 states in 1940 (Leopola) 

| In Wisconsin, one of the largest wolf ranges, we have less than. 25 

| wolves; Michigan about as many, some counted in both states. Coyote 

high of 1944. | |
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No wolves in National Parks. When Wyo. and Mont. cleaned of wolves, 

why wasn't Yellowstone restocked? Too late now. | 

| 3. ‘THE CONDOR, WHOOPING CRANE, AND IVORY BILL. 

Becont. 43 Condors, 1940 cptint. Holding their own. 

| | 66 Trumpeters, Red Rock Lakes, 1939 - 

| 106 " Yellowstone (but only 4 young) | a 

| : 00 4 British Columbia | 

Gr | 
300 cranes, 1938. Shrinking. | oo 

4, EXCESS DEER AND ELK Too many vs. too few. | 

Cc Here are 35 spots, varying in size from a township to half a state, in 

: which (1) deer have increased to the point of kibling their winter food pla: 

(2) 6nce the preferred food plants are killed, they eat inferior ones. 

| (3) Malnutrition sets in, as evidenced by reduced weights and antlers. 

| (4) Fawns starve. 7 | | 

| ) (5) Adults starve. Upshot: few deer, little winter food, range 

| 7 occupied by inferior (non—palatable) plants. 

| a This map shows less than half of the "irraptions". Many "hushed up", 

| All happened since 1924, when the Kaibab died off. Previously unknown. 

| oe Elk, likewise have irrupted, but not here shown. 

| Meaning? © ) | | 

| | 1673 Joliette & Marquette Green Bay to Mississippi | a 

1455 1679 La Salle | Green Bay to Pmairie du Chien "Yisidt cent 
, ( repeat CG ) : | . Cc tea Looe ce eae if 

1358 1763 Capt. Jonathon Carver Mackinac-Mississippi-Brule | : | 
(repeat C) - a : | | 

1204 1776 Father Escalante Santa Fe - Salt Lake 
(repeat C) 
1266 : 1832 John Work Ft. Vancouver - Marysville 
(repeat C) , _ , | 

1225 1849 Capt. Howard Stansbury Ft. Leavenworth - Salt Lake | 
(repeat C) — | 

1653 . 1870 George Shiras _ None north shore, migratory S. shore.
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Conclusions: (1) Few or no original deer on many irruptive areas. 

1471 (loggers) (2) Lake States deer followed loggers northward. 

1599 (Mich. herd) (3) Did not become abundant until volaters, fire and doe 

| killing ceased, predators controlled, buck laws adopted. 

1598 (Kaibab herd) (4) In west, prior logging not requisite. No logging on 

| | Kaibab. 

1224 (Wasatch) | . Reason: forests open, plenty of feed. 

C=18 Inventory of food in 475 yards last winter. Red (overbrowsed) 46%. | 

i921 In mild weather deer range at large. In deep snow resort to yards. 

W=3 : What is a yard? Series of packed trails. oe | | 

Wed | Deer must eat what he can reach from trail. | 

1604 ' [Tf he gets off trail he founders in snow. | - | 

| Wel 7 If weak he stays foundered. | vy | 

W-2 | And.ends up as food for coyotes and Canad, Jays. | | 

W-6 Eagles since 1936, have regularly wintered on starved deer in N. Wis. | 

1462 «First stage: browsed cedar — \ ; | 
| , good foods —_ | 

| 1796 Mt. maple, red dogwood | * | 

1800 | Second stage, cedar gone . | | OO 

“1601 — ‘balsam eaten ~\_ 
| : -  “ghoeleather® foods. Starvation begins 

175$3 jackpine eaten first hard winter. 

16066 } alder eated : oo a 7 

1575 | 7 Logging & pulping keeps deer alive - temporarily. | a | 

1352 Fawns die first; can't reach. Adults later. 7 | 

1576 First wholesale death of fawns in N. Wis. was 1942-3. Y nee Ramee 1634. 

1609 Fawns put on milk failed to survive. Kidney injury. Baga of bones. 

‘Hides brittle. | :



oe | db 

1583 Sometimes hard to find = get snowed over. : , 

1610 About second hard winter after fawns die, adults die. All starved deer 

are full of food. What food? Gatun, arfun, aleler, 

561-2=3 Upshot: (1) Under-developed deer. | | 

(2) Very few of them (Kaibeb30@)- | 

1814 | (3) Elimination of all palatable trees, shrubs, wildflowers. 

| , | Large trees secure, but they can't reproduce. | 

co (4) Wreek of forestry program. Deer eat more trees than can be 

_ planted. | | | 

1090 | (5) Deterioration of habitat for all other wildlife. RG in Penn. 

| (Of these 5 penalties, all but No. 2 are invisibbe to layman). \Gev), afi29 ') 

1887 The inevitable question: why don't you feed? 

The answer: (&) Yes, at $2. per deer per winter. | | | | 

| (>) Each deer eats just as mich browse as if unfed, | 

| . (c) Ultimate result: a wholly artificialized herd,and forest. | : 

| | (a) Wholly different from feeding birds. Seed eaters, 

Wel | . Feeding is good after a herd has been reduced to what ranges will carry. 

a There is the rub. Public won't let you reduce. They lear what score 

| is after herd & range has been ruined. | 

| CAUSES OF IRRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR. | . | 
1205 oie Leng de¥rless period (as in Wasatch) or nearly deerless (as in Wis., 

Pa., Mich.) during which highly mutritious food plants accumlate. 

(Cortanta or cliff-rose, 2/3 of all vegetation). 

1740 Co Follovwi by predator-control, buck lew (no females killed), refuges 

(cease slides) Population then "explodes". |



| 5. | 

| B. What is Happening to People? (2 events). 

5+ EXPLORATION OF ANIMAL BEHAVIOR. Animal Psychology. - | 

"Instincts" has been dropped from vocabulary. "Behavior Patterns", 

What is a behavior pattern? Story of bathing suit - Lorenz. | 

| Pattern | | | | 

a Releaser | | 

a Examples (Chronological) | | | 

Behaviors When Activated Released by | Perversion | 

| | Following Hatching : First living object Man, cat, dow | 

Rating 1 day old Moving object ; a 
| Feeding | Hatching | Color of throat Dying 

| Flight | When grown | | Voice, posture a . | . 

a Feigning | After hatching | Intrusion 

(Also sex behavior, incubation, brooding, fighting, etc.) | 

1h Brairie chicken booming on man's wrist. 

: | "Trustful" "Dame" No eood. 7 

| ; "Following" behavior perverted from natural parent to man. 

| | . Sex behavior later followed some: ‘abortive channel, | . 

Animal psychology pioneered by Dutch, (Tinbergen) Germans (Lorenz) British 

: (Howard ) and Americans (Nice). Interrupted by war. I hope will now resume. 

Enables us to think intelligently about many phenomena formerly fogged by 

| meaningless words, : _ 
CR 

6. POPULATION MECHANISMS | 

1368 Studies in bobwhite quail | 

1665 Semi annual census of a 4500 acre area at Prairie du Sac. | 

| Sawteeth: summer gain, winter loss. | | a 

. sugmer gain expressed not only in numbers, but in percent. |



| | | | 6. | 

1667 Inversity- Plot percent gain against size of pop. which produced it. ‘Birth- 

| | control mechanisn (only it is survival which is controlled, not birth). | 

No idea what behind this - some kind of social intolerance of quail for quail. 

Fundamental discovery. | ay . 

huntea bie, | 

1. What makes game birds "heritable". | 

2, Departure from Darwinian theory - Malthusian doctrine. 

| "Population increases up to its food supply". Doesn't. Increases 

up to its own ‘limits of social tolerance. This limit usually 

| operates long before starvation occurse “ | | 

| 1581 Whg do deer tolerate Hsiums" and starve? quail na St eer eed: ou 

| intolerance. Deer seém fundamentally different: they depended on wolves & 

cougars to do the disperciee. When we removed these, we took on their job, 

| willy-nilly. | But we didn't , hence they have to starve, obedient to Malthus | 

and Darwin. | | a



OS GETAWAYS 
: | March 17, 1945 

| Aldo Leopold oe 

| | TIMBER WOLF is poe 

Recent Events in Wisconsin 7 | 

1930 Wolves considerably reduced. = | 

1935 Deer began to starve (Increased till 1943) 

| 1940 Feeney warned of impending extermination of wolf 

: 1942-43 General starvation of deer _ 

1943 Antlerless deer opened, 130,000 deer iilled (half antlerless) 

1944 Bounty lifted. Feeney says less than 50 wolves left | 

| 1944 Coyotes increase greatly. Conservation Commission accused of i 

|  Wraining deer herd, then feeding remnant to wolves". | , 

/ 1945 Bounty re-enacted by Legislature, including foxes. : oe 

| Present Issues in Wisconsin 7 . | : : | 

| l. Would it be best to have (a) a few timber wolves in wildest counties? 

: | : (bd) no timber wolves? / | Oo | 

. | 2. Do a few wolves help regulate the deer herd as to | 

| | | (a) mmbers? - | | 

| | | | (b) distribution and condi tiont | / 

" 3e Would a few wolves unduly reduce deer on the wolf range? . 

— a? Do a few wolves have any esthetic value? | | : a | 

(A) Cruising Radius of Wolves. Bearing on present hue and ory: 

i. Coyotes mistaken for wolves. 7 of 7 

2- Do not kow of circuit type of range. 

Seton: 10 miles in summer, 100 miles in winter (Arctic wolf) 

- up to 70 miles (gray wolf. Smaller in summer) | | | 

Murie: up to 50 miles (p. XVI) | | 

Sig Olsen: up to 50 miles (p. 328) | | |
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| | 4 Extension (Natural Resources) 
| | March 8, 1945 

an | | | yell? 
on | 

. . The Deer Problem of Northers Wisconsin \\A9 ae 

— Aldo Leopold qe 

Poo Many vs. Too Few. Don't know how to act. Buffalo-Heath Hen. iwmeas. 

_Potential always there, __Mouse-vs:—elephant—(bleckbeard}s—— | 

| | History | | 

Mrs. Kinzie, Waubun, winter of 1832-33, at Ft. Winnebago (Portage) 

| Mild winter, no tracking snow, Indians starving, issued rations to prevent 

| | uprising. Inference: depended on deer. | | 

: Shiras, Wildlife of Lake Superior (1921) | | 

S +1870: deer on N. shore, few near S. shore.- | . | 

| = 1879-1881: 806,000 deer killed each winter, mostly within 10 miles of 

| ‘ . | Superior. Spread north with early loggings. "Since that time (1880) | 

| Ss : there has been a gradual and steady decline (to 1921, when he wrote) | 

| - Low Point. Bartlett says 1910 for Mich. | Wis. will estimates indicate 1915 . 

yo and again 1925, when we were killing under 5,000 bucks per year. 

‘Slides | . | . | : 

1740 High Point. About 1940, when we were killing 40,000 bucks (8times the 1925 ici 11) 

| —) gwents - 1920: ‘buck lew | ; | | 

- oo 1925: alternate years only 

“ | 1927: refuge system | began | | | | 

| | | 1930: wolves and coyotes reduced : | | 

| 1931; good fire protection. Hunters reports required. | | 

| _ | 1936: alternate years changed to anrmal . ee 

a | 1935-36: hard winter. Fawns begin to starve | : 

7 | 1940: research started | | 

: | 1942-433 Severe starvation. Mostly fawns | | 

| , | 1943: Season on antlerless deer. 140,000 killed, half antleriess 
oe Bounty lifted on wolves. Feeding starts. | 

1944; Bucks only; don't know kill. |



| The Deer Controversy. The Changes. (blackboard) | 

1. Starvation in hard winters is normal, | | 

2, Could be averted by artificial feeding. | | | : : 

3, Overbrowsing a myth (cult. by long-haired professors from swivel chairs) 

«4 Reduction of 1943 has ruined nerd, spoiled tourist attraction 

He Feeding remnant to wolves (which swarm in the north, endanger children) | 

6. Evidence from other states irrelevant; Wiscona problen. ; 

7- Need closed season to restore herd. 7 | : | 

| | What Can We Learn From History? 

1598 Kaibab. Refuge. Predator Ssatctien beg. 1914. Could have been saved - | 

by reduction. . | | Ce | | 

| 1599 Michigan asked for doe season, legislature refused. Reduced by starvation” 

| Pennsyviania Commission tried to act; public refused till too late. | 

: 1751 Other States | Disregard detail. Not all: others in Calif., Oregon, Cole., | 

- fexas, New York, New England. None in Canada or Mexico. | | 

| (oes) Europe. | Known for 500 years, bot damage dates from 1820 when 

J | - le Predators were gone, deer overprotected. : - 

: | 6-93 . 2. Level kept high by artificial feeding. Natural foods ignored. 

(Strausberg) | (Natural browse foods gone: Emphasis en quantity vs. quality. 

. _ (Bush is a white birch, worthless for deer food) | | 

| | | 1740 Geuses in Wisconsin: Buck law, nefuces “Eich protection examiner, 

| (repeat)”  s—s—s—CS " te a 
a : predator removal. | | | - 

| | oe | Wisconsin Deer in Winter | | : 

| 1559 Deer Range. Yard only in N. $; ‘only in deep snow. | - | 

- W-3 What is a yard? A maze of treils, usually in &@ Swamp. — 

1352 Eat whet they can reach. De andl Gy 4 We Cds ony , 

1754 Fat deer is lazy, seldom lifts head. | |



we? 1463 Good, foods: mountain maple, dogwood, white pine, red maple (See mimeog. list) 

be wk 1753 Poor foods: | Jackpine, "aspen, white birch, red pine, alder. _ 

1747 Secaits differential pressure. Good foods killed (if small) er pruned 

up to a deer line if large. Can't reproduce. Substitution. : 

S01 No hemlock reproduction in Wisconsin today except on Indian Reservation. Deer? 

‘ (So with yew, white cedar, mt. ash, and other no. l species on list.3 

Fartl rien 1601 When good foods gone, poor are eaten (balsan) First spestiwe deer-lined. " 8 

“a : 1602 Then repro. Killed (Rollewing-pictures—in_famine-19h2el3_)- | | 

1606. Alder. Like explorer eating his boots. 7 os , | 

(566 Rea maple dead oF sprouting weakly=) 7) - 

1572 Hemlock windfall cleaned day it fell. (Likewise twigs cut by squirrels.) | 

1575 Aspen pulpwood tops. | | - 

157i Deer-line in & swamp. ae . 

1573 Yellow birch eleaned of catkins day after it fell. 

| 1607 Dead fawn on balsam pulpwood. | | 

a - 1581 Dying fawn. | | | | 

1583 Buried fawns, later dug out. oo — oo , 

a 1577 , 1609 fawn rescue. | Usually die, even. on milk. | 

| 1576. Dead fawns collected. Flay 9 onl (Sug peel D0- | | | 

oo 1608 45 in a pile, 34 fawns Tpit Rute V Das : | —— | 

| 1610 Doe cut open. Full....of balsam. | - | 

W-2 Upshot. Deer dead and winter range ruined. Even poor foods damaged. a 

tenn ade pov by prrhate 4 ff, : 

_ a Utah and Arizona Deer - oe 

- 1232 Cliff-rose — | 

1230 Sage ( good foots a 

| - 1201 Utah sates | 
|



1191 When these dead, deer were dead. | | 

1203 In west aspen is good, but sprouts kept down 

1311 Exclosure proves deer kept them down 3 4 proves de ep | | 4 el 

1194 Aspen inside and outside deer exclosure. This convinced even the sportsmen. 

-1598\, But too late to save range. Kaibab irruption repeated in Wasatch. 

(repeat ) a 
| | 

1215 Within sight from Kaibab, but people don't learn. : 

, : ‘Why Not Feed? | | | 

Felt Hay alone won't keep deer alive, even good hay. 

1584 Grain or cake must be added. Byt deer browse just same. 

1229 Feeding tests show browse needed, hence feeding on over-stocked range | 

. notural b cede c | | 

| saves deer at expense of their own Saturre. | | | 

| 1636 Different from feeding quail and pheasants. Also costly--up to $2 per 

, | " deer. Different intolerance and dispersion. Wisconsin is feeding, 

| but only to hold surplus over until fall when it can be harvested. 

| | Physical Vigor | , 

561, 562, 563 Pa. yearling bucks. | Wal ruler / 

(other - Lease) | | 
| 1353 ality of Wisconsin bucks declining. Partly malnutrition. 

| “Feeding Deer to the Wolves". 7 

acl tune > 1559. Timber wolves in 8 counties, deer in 35 

: (repeat ) . | 7 | | | 

ruaws605 No.of wolves 50, deer hunters (normal year) 100,000, ratio 1:2000. , 

4a CWolf bed) about to disappear, no right to exterminate a species. - 

a = ° ee ~ . ce eed ntermm eet ca sam natin ee ‘Dee rand Forestry 
— mtsaiepe tae ica a eninie HRB — ecb agp anmae 

1768 A pine plantation 20 years old that paid all accumlated costs in a 

pulp thinning and left a growing forest to boot. | | 

- 1168 We want to plant. hundreds like it, but deer (up to the reduction) wouldn't | 

; let us. , |
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695 (Public Forests). All county forests, and all forest crop lands, are | 

| being subsidized (partly tax exempt) with a contract for omer to pay 

back out of the harvest. There will be no harvest where deer are too 

plentiful. | oe | 

. (end | | 

slides) © | : | 

| gery | | 

| This is my side of the story. There is another side. (Discuss. | | 

Refer to "Save the Deer Club". Plausible if (a) one loves deer, - 

(b) knows nothing of what they eat, (c) Doesn't know one bush from another. | | 

‘The woods is still full of "brash", |



| February 17, 1945 

Plant Patterns: Interspersion Theory; S hi a 

| We have seen that (1) Land-use produces a variety of successional stages. 

| (2) Animals alter their composition and may sometimes | | 

| change the stage also. | ( Grvvmnls 9 omelets ch omg ale |! Moots 

Oo a . (3) Soil determines the plant community or "type" — 

| | within which the stages occur. Soil also determines / 

, | the erops substituted for the wild flora. | oo 

| Soils oceur in patterns élosely related to topography. Any soil map 

| has a pattern characteristic of the locality. (Show soil map of Dane County.) 

Stages occur in patterns. Succession rarely advances, or is retarded, . —_ 

to the same degree over a wide area. | Ste | 

| | Crops occur in patterns, set in part by the rotation and in part by 

the soil. (Diagram of corn-cats-alfalfa rotation with pasture) | , | 

@ These three patterns (soil, stage, and erops) are superimposed to form 

a a complex of wild and tame plants, growing up on @ topography. This a : 

‘complex determines the number and kind of niches available for animals. : 
i ne nD 

| A Recognition of Niches / | . | 

| _. We seldos stop to think that one of the outetanding mental" feats of 

a a wild aninal is ite ability to recogni ze a niche suitable for its use. We | 

- don't know how this recognition occurs 3 we do know that the penalty of a 

mistake is death. Mistakes are rare, but they occur. Thus migrating ducks 

. | may alight on an Ley road mistaking it for a stream. If they are deep-waters,. 

a they may be unable to rise, and hence die. Many animals ni stook the asphalt 

: pits of Rancho la Brea in California for water. Their bones record the error. 

Herons and hawks mistake power-lines for a tree, and are electrocuted if 

© they defecate on being flushed. Most traps imitate some element in a niche, 

/ | (food, den, bridge), but they mst be set with care to maice @ catch.



| When we say a person is a good camper, we mean he recognizes an almost- , 

- complete human niche which he is able to complete with what he carries 

(matches, axe, food, etc.) | | | | 

| | Skill in hunting, fishing, or trapping deals mainly with the recognition 

of animal niches. Without this skill, success depends wholly en chance 

| encounters; and henee is likely ta score zero. os | | 

| | An ecologist is a person who recognizes niches and studies animal | 

- yesponses to variations in them. | | 

| A wildlife manager is a person who improves niches, and thus regulates 

popula tion. ( | | | | | | | 

| | The main difference between an ecologist and a woodsman is that the | 

_ woodeman thinks mainly of the immediate interaction between an animal and a | 

niche; the ecologist is interested in the long-time interaction as well. | 

| The ecologist uses records and scientific teols and deliberate experimentation; . 

| | the woodsman his memory and accidental experiments. | 

Both mst learn to "think like an animal", The proficiency each may | 

acquire is very great. | | | : | , | . 

| | Stories: George Ruegger and the "blind set" for a wolf, 

- Southwestern Cowman and the niche of a cow. What is "riding 

| | the range"? Individual identification. Past history. 

| - | Why is she here? How 1s she feeling? (Gaining or losing)? 

| | ‘What are her troubles (disturbances, insects, wounds, etc.)? © 

| How is her calf? What is she eating? What will she do a 

| next? What can he do to improve her condition or control | | 

her actions? "Cow sense" ——- | | : |



‘ide 1853 ) Pheasants at Shack in 1944. Poor season. Disappearance of cocks | 

| | after opening day. Listening for crowings. Hypothesis: hidden in 

_* marsh jungle, but eating what? Need for openings. History of potholes. 

e Alisna and smartweed in carex suécession. Test of hypothesis. Survival | 

of cocks, | : : | . | | | 
oe a I know of only: two generalized ideas which help one to recognize and | 

ae | stuay niches. (a) Interspersion Theory (B) Key Plant Theory. The two | 

ideas overlap to a considerable extent. — | 

| | | (A) Interspersion Theory. (Chapter V, Game Management ) 

1627 Here are two landscapes containing equal areas of four stages of the oak-hickory 

| | succession: woods, brush, érass, and crops plus weeds. They are alike in | 

: composition, bat different in pattern. One (B) is well interspersed , | 

i.e. finely divided. fhe other (A) 4s poorly interspersed, i.e. its component 

stages occur in solid blocks. The component stages in both areas offer the | 

elements of a niche for quail: roosting grass, feeding weeds or crops, | 

loafing brush. But there is only one spot in A where these elements occur 

/ | Close enough tozether to be reached daily, Wonce there is only one covey. 7 

Bat there are mimerous spots in B where this is possible, hence there are 

mumerous coveys. (Pattern A would de all right for pheasants, deer, or ce | 

- horned owls.) a 7 — | a 

Deduction: A species with low mobility requires high interspersion : _ 

in order to have numerous habitable niches. | Oo . 

Query: Why don't the mumerous coveys all move to the centre of Pattern Ar | . , | — — — - |
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. Comparison of Wren and Tern | 

| Perch CP. | 

Nesting habitat for Yr TTT TTT EGR 
Wrens (17 = 50!) ON. ) | | | 

» ! X-----7 7 -f]------ “Q 09 
- ~ | oo, G2 | | | co ey 

‘ 4 . 

| est b se f | 22 | nv ox {] C 2 | + 

Good Pattern 7 Poor Pattern ———~ 

Why: Short radius of mobility. Carries food to young 1 trip per mimute, sings 

between trips. | | | 

| | Very territorial: Defensible boundaries (preferably open space) _ 

After nesting: no need of perch or box. No longer territorial. : 

| Nesting habitat for | 7 
. fern (1¥ = 4 mile) aN 

/ - Ses TO | | a loaf m4 bon | | | 

| oN oOLT i 4 \ / la Ke. ° | | | 

a \ Bo A , ; , \ | \ , > NX et mi o if 
| cS ~ S /. ~~ ee = st S > hoa ls I 

i | ee 8 ~ ee | STN , 

This is a good range, but any other with same composition would be good. . 

| Interspersion doesn't matter, because the bird is very mobile. | 

Little intolerance: territory of pair is a few feet around nest. 

| | After nesting: no need of bog, but still needs shoals and bar. | - 

. . 5 | . —_ 

Summary of Deer, Mouse, Wren, Tern  Celitat | 

1. Most, but not all, habitat requirements are stages of plant succession. 

| (Thus singing perch for wren is; loafing perch for terns is geol. formationj; 
were Arce Lote Ar frre ol bw, on othnn Cte tetentet iL ) 

2. Pattern mst fit mobility. The less mobile the animal, the greater the 

need for interspersionys ballet atymmnrewt . ot | 
Hotty LS ~~ wire whe ov vn wlben of Atrinck olen phone Ce vba wbx v4 Of Atpprnrtwetende, 

Be A mi ni mam of alternatives is likely to exist in winter, or during breeding. . 

| | Un cw 5 
| - Mobility is also least at that-season. Hence they are critical seasons. 

| 4, Habitable patterns often depend on agriculture, either directly in the | 

form of crop residues (corn or rye for deer) or indirectly as successional | 

stages (travel lanes, renewal of succession, etc. |



| ) q 

5. Missing elements ina pattern can sometimes be supplied by management 

(house for wren, raft to substitute for tern bar). | | 

7 Sone Examples of Good and Poor Patterns. a 

' 149° Good interspersion artificially created (Renueis, Silesia) | 

_ 224 Good interspersion for roe deer, Saxony. | - | 

233 Very poor interspersion for anything, Erdsgebirge, Saxony. | 

1512 Good interspersion for turkey and deer, Ozarks. "Balds" (equivalent to our | | 

red cedar type) needed for good stand of turkeys. _ 

| 1286 Good interspersion for mt. quail, Oregon ; | 

_ 1283 Same : Oo a 

1266 Gooa interspersion for antelope, Oregon | ne . | 

| 1260 Same (need timbered draws for storm pratection and browse during deep snow). 

1272 Good interspersion for ducks, Malheur refuge, Oregon | 

1225 Good interspersion on summer deer range, Utah. | oo 

- 1224 Same | | | a 

1211 Poor for grouse, 0K. for deer, Kaibab. (V T Park) | | 

920, 921, 922. Good interspersion, Delta marsh. a | oe | 

| 927 The Ridge, Delta Marsh. Importance of open road to ducks, skunks, ground 

—_ squirrels, deer, hawks, etc. | | |



Seminar 1-10-45 - 
a Hee 

J 
, | | Distribution of Wisconsin Hares | 

| Aldo Leopold | 

YA Azrck Xf bere . . 

"By product" Investigation. Since 1928 been recording on county maps. 

Sources: Wardens, 118 students, short course students, sportsmen, old- | 

, timers, Seldom literature. | | 

, Precautions: Cross- question on: ( lio 4a hiss g arvtate vas ) 

1. What kind of place; Make him classify as brushy swamp, open fields, ete 

| 2. How big? What color? What month? How abundant? | a 

3. Did he kill one? Or road kill? (Close examination) | | 

| Example: Tamarack and cedar, Kewaunee Co., white, Dec. = snowshoe | 

| | | | Same, brown, July = snowshoe — | 

| ’ , Same, gray, Dec. “© cottontail | 

- NO ss Gorn stubble, Rock Co., white, Dec. = Jackrabbit 

Sometimes stumped: Trempealeau, winter, white, 1876, large, “hopping - 

| | \ with rabbits", can't pin down as to cover, cover changes. ends Fuse D9. 

| | (Not reliable: Black-tipped ears,» | | | 

| frend: Jacks spreading EZ. Snowshoe shrinking N. Sample of jackrabbit | 

map up to 1944, Now cireularized boundary counties, trebled no. of stations. 

Slide 1. | Jacks. Note arrival dates. Plantings. Questionable stations. | a 

Jide ee Snowshoes. Note disappearance dates. No plantings. Question: survival at. 

4 southerly stations. a a a 

4 a Jackrabbit. (Lepus compestris) | 

| | Cory WNot mentioned. Read p. 265. Must have been scarce. | | 

fo: | | : | | 

OG Anthony . | | 

| Hamilton Not mentioned. Miss. his boundary. | 

— : : (eae | 
. —_ ae Ae 

Kf Or 
| 4 OP hres |



a , | 2 | 

| Origin of Stock 

| 

Only sure criterion: Indian middens. | | | 

3 possible origins (1) eastward spread, (2) Spread from residual colonies 

| (3) Plantings. Probably all three. | | 

DQalis uf Crrveval | | a 
Slide l. pod od getend. examine dates. 7 

Slide 3. Plantings. Waushara - data published : 

- Kewaunee~isolated range, all details known, spread te Brown Co. | 

| | Motive for plantings: “gomething to shoot". All private. 

| gels Cache Pbint anrectitimn T Ginas afer | ; 

Slide 1. Reasons for Spread. Must divide range into 2 zones} prairie and cutovers. : 

- de Prairie Zoneé dleuue Devin ferns ) | f— hue” : 

1840-1900. Encroachment of woods due to cessation of prairie fires. | 

| | 1900-present. ‘Intensive dairying. Pasturing woodlots. 

| | Drouth | Oak disease | | 

| Corn=berer | Electric fence | 

| | | | Roadside clearance Marsh drainage. | a 

| (couldn't spread till 1900.. Maybe explains Cory.) | 

: 2, +Catover Zone. a | | 

| 1880-1930. lumbering, fire, agriculture aut buch accion 

- 1930-present. Fire protection. Will restrict jacks te farned areas. | 

(Couldn't invade until prairie zone crossed. Will go down with fire 

| oe protection. } | oe — 

Populations. Very sparse, perhaps 1-2 per farn. | | | 

| | - Snowshoe . | | | | 

Slide 2 Originally to Chicago? Kennicott, in 1855. (Cory, pe 264) , _ 

Lack of records in &.E. counties. Aztalan rabbits. hese vetdf pre rrrelclew. ( berhey / 

Shrinkages: Follow 4 on map. | | 

Reasons for shrinkage: Drainage. Cutting. . 

| | Still shrinking: Searles, Wood Co, case. |
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| Young Ag Club 12/5/44 

| | Runaway Populations 

Aldo Leopold | 

In Darwin's concept of species: | | 

| Behavior was an attribute of the individual. 

Population level externally conditionkély mainly by food and predation. 

| | (Counterpart in Malthus: pop. increases up to food supply) 

| Ecology has: added two new concepts; they do not displace, but supplement 

. Darwin. | _ | 

| 1. Populations, like individuals, have behavior patterns not visible 

| in indivaédual. | | 

2, Some of these patterns constitute an internal control of population 

level. | | 

. Population Behaviors and Controls | 

What is meant by population behavior? 7 a 

a | Sparrows - Chirp at & a.m. But if. many at 7:50 Bete 

| | Cow -. stampedes both as individual and as herd. Oo | 

- Mob - requires density. Not visible in individual. — : : | 

xX114 Rabbit Cycle. Nothing in hare behavior or morphology to indicate cyclic 

- | population behavior. Yet here are 3 regions exhibiting it. Importance. 

| ; Is control internal or external to population? Don't know. Probably both. 

| 956 Muskrat. Environment may shrink or expand 10-fold in a year. How does 

—— | popilation behave? | . a | 

| Expand: no mystery. "Go forth and replenish". Many litters. Exempt | 

| | from predation. a . | | 

Goose Lake. Shrink: From over 1300 to dozen in 15 mos. ean’ : 

: | 1. 550 trapped — Nov. 4, sight. brecifte gain, Epizootic 

2. Mink - winter 5. 200 trapped, 200 disease, fall 

5. Fighting and dispersal - Apr. 6. 350 Epizootic & predation, early 

" aoe | winter, 

Points: Vulnerability to predation was internally conditioned by fighting. 

Runners” 7 oe



| One disease internally conditioned: wounds from fighting. | | 

: These acted in advance of starvation. (With single exception of - 

. deer, controls ‘act in advance of starvation. ) 

1739. Muskrat Cycle. There is also a 10-year cycle, at least in Canada. Don't | 

know if external or internal. | 

(1665 Bobwhite. P. du Sac census, fall and spring. Per cent loss and gain. - 

1674. Winter loss, by coveys. Partly weather, but perhaps partly a "threshold 

_ of security" (see right) Internal: do not shove each other out. 

. 1667 Summer gain: Clearest case. 16 summers - diverse weather, predation, food, , 

| | | cover. Yet gain was regulated by his own density, iC. internally. | 7 

Inversity. (Social intolerance of some kind). | | , 

1162 Hawks and Owls. P. du Sae census. No enemies except parasites and farmer. 

Has never varied: 1 pair H. 0., 1 pair redtails per 2 sq. mi. Control 

known: eviction of grown young to vulnerable habitats, where they fall 

victim to gua, trap, crow, (or starvation?). co , 

| a | Basic Mechanism: social intolerance. : | 

| | | | | The Wild Community: Fauna. : | 

1678 Pyramid (Cjasses). ki as a stable composition or lstmeture",. 

| Numbers and weights maintained 3 ways: - — | 7 

Interaction among species: mouse: fox =| | 
| | Organization | 

oo Interaction with habitat, incl. weather (external); physiology 
| | | — \ fanction — 

| Internal controls (Intolerance) : 4 , 

| 1680 Pyramid (Species) Break up Classes into species: still atedle comp. or structure 

| ( C wtiert f "n ) Runaway Populations. : 

We've been talking about normal (or healthy?) behavior of fauna. But we have | 

abnormal. a | a |



3 | 

358 Kaibab bucks | . | 

1598 Kaibab Pops | | 
a preceded by pred. removal, buck-laws (lumbering) fire control 

1599 Papop, | 

1740 Wis. deer. Fear is repeating Kaibab. | | | 

1229 Begin with a stored reserve of woody browse capable of wintering a deer per acre. 

| 1232 Soon stripvz=ed to a Naeer line (Cowania) ; | | ) 

1233 Then dead a | oe : 

1191 Of course the deer are déad too. Range has lost its carrying capacity. 

1243a When such a range has “been through the wringer" it has no repro. | 

of good browse. | | : : | 

1197 Species worthless as food (spruce) have been pruned to fantastic shapes. 

1462 Wis. counterpart: cedar gone | | a 

| 1601 Balsam high-lined. Fawns began to die. a | | 

1603 Hard woods snubbed off a | ; 

1464 Plantations deformed; sometimes kblled. oe | | 

; 1607 Logging slash stripped night after felling; deer too weak to disentangle legs. 

1610 ‘Paunches full of worthless food (balsam, aspen, alder) | —— | | 

7 1576 Deer dead. (Further details in reprint; copies on hana) ae - a 

New slide. Other Runaway Populations. Restricted to those I know something about 

Some are exotics, some natives, some don't know. | | a | 

| Damagelfl estimates; skeptical of value, but no other way to. show collective . 

a ‘importance. _ | ; | 7 | | 

Ingenious damage estimate: carp. | | - a 

| Deer damage: crops, plantations. Real damage to forest repro. 

| New runaways: Spittle bug burn blight (Oconto Co.) Bug is native.
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| }-l par Fla ek, ces rere er eu ae eu 
| 

Conee-ef Runaways. | 
Pant * at Kae erm ¢ oy elt» £ erate 

Hare: Cycle. P What—is—eyete? Perhaps | iner. in violence and spread. south: 

| ne A tow dd woerlyer , foxes, pheasants, grouse. | _guateprn ee A ) btn 

Deer: Superficially pred., buck laws, lumbering etc., But why all since 19007 

 ‘Rarliest irruption (?) Pa..1750. Peter Kalm. Wo such thing till 1905. No 

such thing now in Mexico. Universal in Europe. | . | 

| | : | ) | arid 

end Disappearances. Passenger pigeon, heath hen, prairie chicken, spruce grouse, Grayling? 

slides | | 

| Am omitting tropics: Noland did not see a native bird in Hawaii. | | 

Rabbit in Australia: displaces 20 million sheep. Prony wets fereen che affrannm y, 

Sum up: The community, heretofore stable, becomes unstable. Members disappear | 

without visible cause. Others become pests, incl. natives herétofore "well-behaved" 

: 7 (Bigression: While this is about animals, other components of the land community 

show parallel behavior. We have more vilent floods and erosion, partially explained 

by superficial events, but not wholly: Why are they so much worse in America than 

Europe? (Gentle rainfall?) Why are Ariz., N. Mex. , and Utah so mubh worse @if. than a 

 Calif., Colo., Wyo? Underlying causes not known. a . ' 

Background. Wis. land appears to have been stable up to 1840, - We have: | 

—«-350 birds ‘174 fishes 20,000 insects | 
| : 22,000 species 

90 mammals 72 amphib. & reptiles 1,500 higher plants 

Stayed intact 20,000 years since ice.) Shifted north and south. Soil gained in | 

fertility, hence probably in,vol. of life. How shall we appraise present tendency 

toward instability? | BS a 

Land Health. When structure or function of a cow or alfalfa plant breaks down 

we say it is sick. We treat the lesion if we can but we look for an underl@ying cause.



| > 

| When a, human community develops "runaway" essed croups we go to war, but 

| we also search for underlying causes. | | 

When an animal or plant species displays runaway behavior, we very properly | 

| "treat the lesgion"; contro! work, We have to. But do we look for underlying 

 causest Or are we content to apply mustard plasters to the sore spot? 
| Deane ety by cundref wurnannrte! Prater avdtuts, | 

| | It seems to me probable that a collective view of runaway animals, plants, 

solls, and waters indicates “disorgant zations, malfunction, sickness, of the 

| ‘whole biota. We can't possibly understand the inner workings, but we think 

intelligently about lots of things ne can't understand. — | 

| Examples. If the land was stable before it was modified by agriculture, - 

| then isn't it common sense to make those modifications as gentle and moderate 
| tha awe Hint Ln Walt arr ta olaakocetrnn 7 | | a, 

as we can?) Still scientific agriculture does just the opposite. 

1. We are tending to abolish, in Wis. farm country, the woodlot, the marsh, 

| | the bog, the natural strean. We have already abolished the prairie. | 

| - (I concede we had to reduce their area) 7 | 

2. . With eaeh of these 5 biotic provinces, we abolish the mammals, birds, | 

and wildflowers that are native to them, and replace them with | | 

| crops, and with wild species at hone anywhere: weeds, starling, | 

| sparrow, pheasant, carp, meadow mouse. : | | 

In forestry we follow a parallel course: Se | 

3. We are content with any tree wh ch will produce celtulose. — | 

4, Only near-universal failure prevented Scotch pine from becoming - 

_ . our "state tree", | | , oo oo | 

| 5. We are content to lose white cedar, tamarack, hemlock from the future 
, \ dene | \ | 

| woods. bratethey, ee 7 |



| | In engineering there is even less thought of gentle land-use: | 

| 6. We "cure" floods by dyking and impounding rivers, accvadt rad b bre toss be rlinsdupl, | 

oe | 7. No river is "developed" except by steel and concrete. " | 

: | (Upper Miss., Columbia, Now Missouri,Arkansas. ) | 

I am not saying these violent changes in structure and function of 

Oe land are all wrong or all unnecessary. I am saying their merits are not | 

| weighed in the light of their probable effect on land-health. | 

I have no illusion that gentler land-use can cure the disorders already | 

| upon us. I do think it might prevent them from becoming as serious as 

they will if lend-viclence continues. a : 

. 
eo 

: 
wo | . 

| | . ) ao



. Aldo Leopold 

SOME RUNAWAY POPULATIONS IN WISCONSIN Wildlife Reology 118 

(aj NATIVES Damage Control Research Periodicity 

Snowshoe hare’)? : | | : | 
Plantations 35,900 acres per yr. x 6 yrs. vulnerable = 210,900 acres 

210,900 x 10% damage x $9 replacement cost- - - - - - = = - = - = -$180,000 0 $5,000 ? 10 yrs. 

Deer‘) | 

Crop damage paid 1943-44 - ----------- = = $ 25,000 

Plantations 35,900 acres per yr. x 10 yrs. vulnerable 350,000 acres 

350,000 x 10% damage x $9 replacement cost- - - - - -$315,000 | | 

$340,000 -- --$340,900 0 $15,900 Continuous since 

June beetle - white grub 1940 

600,000 acres x 25% damage x $4 rental per acre 1 year - - - - - - $600,900 ? _$ 9,900 3 years 

(B) PERHAPS NATIVES : 

Oak wilt 

1,700,000 acres oak x 2% damage x $5 wood value- - - - ~ - - = - = $170,000 0 $ 1,000 Continuous 

Spittle Bug - burn blight ‘1) : | | a 
Plantations 2,900 acres last year x $15 replacement cost - - - - = $ 30,000 ? $ 7,000 Recent outbreak 

(C) EXOTICS | | 
White pine blister rust --------+----+-+-- ~----- $3,000,900 $71,000 $ 5,000 Recent invasion 
Norway rat 175,000 farms x $10 per farm --$1, 750,000 | 

1,700,000 city persons x $2 3,400,000 

. $5,150,900 - - - - = - $5,150,000 ? ? 

German carp‘@? 

Lake Waubesa produced, 1934-39, 278# carp, 17# game fish per acre. 

Carp replace 1/3 their poundage in game fish 

278 # + 3 x 10¢ per 1b. x 590,000 carp - infested water - - - - = $5,428,000 a) $5,000 

a 

(1) The damage to forest other than plantations is larger, but impossible to estimate. 

(2) Mississippi River and Great Lakes excluded. |
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: K ar os | | 

howe II. Hours of Song | | 

- Previous lecture deals with seasons, this with hours and light thresholds. 

| What is a threshold? | 

. FC 
uo r a 

| SR Of : 

2D L —_— — — — wall Veste QOCFS Csr 

| | | | 
10 b | 

—|eH We LOFE EC Serre orremel red nek) 

MISS 150 | 

| Fig 6 | A photometer measurement of light for a typical day, with hour of first | 

ae -. and last song. "Wiggles" are passing clouds. | SO 

ee ~ ' IF the sky on the next day were very cloudy, the wren's threshold might | | 

werd gl 4 . . 
Ce aks . | } | | oO 
aa - not be reached until 10 or 20 minutes later. If a succession of days were . 

oe : | | — _ Jaane gencion Leh) oe oo | 

plotted as a curve of time on date, one gets this: _ | __ | 

| Fig. 4 Wren, Catbird. Sunrise has been added, also days of song-failure | | 

a (a) at daylight (b) no song at all. | oe : | - 

Ke glut Thasat hed Cobbend ang? eartren, | | | | 

7 Degree of Fluctuation, Turbulence. Catbird more turbulent than wren. . 

: Both turbulent at solstice, checks of por,ur bt © Cant Ett. 

| : Other characters.  Catbird arrived silent; in May had 2 very early days. . 

: Moon? Nightsong? Depressed days in both species cloudy or windy except | 

_ in wren 2 august days depressed while clear and calm. : Ex ery veer) cg neetlean rf tetethes 

7 Fig. 3 Dove. Turbulent not only at solstice, but throughout. Few failures to sing. | 

: | No moon effects or nightsongs. Notice "sudden jump" of 1 hr. on Apr. 6. 

Discuss later. - | | oe



| | 2 

Fig 2 Gardinal. Like dove, turbulent throughout. Many failures. No moon effects, 

but a "nightsong" on May 9. No sudden jumps that are clear, but. maybe one 

on March 10. | | - 

Pel. Failures most notable feature. Territories est. only 2 at each station. 

Cardinal is reported to be silent at certain stages (Johnson). If the 2 — 

| | pairs were partly synchronized, tpatches" of failures would result. 

_ Fig 2 Robin. Turbulent at solstice--reason obscure in all species. Moderate ruler f 

[ ‘) failures: those on May 21-22 ccincided with first fledgings. Causal? 

-Implies 10 synchronized territories. Moon effect Apr. 7-8, May 10-12, 

- but robin and cardinal not on same days. Sudden jump of l hr. March 25 

but date meagre. (Nice's robins jumped 50 min. 3/29 one year, 3/17 next, 

Oo .f£ifst in cold, sécond in warm weather. Meaning? Some endocrine change?) 

a Stations. After 6/1 curve is Madison only. Discuss later. 

Common characters. Divergence. Convergence. Robin gets higher above. sun 

| - end : than wren, How compare? Smoothing to express general trend and position. 

slides | : | | . | 

| o wrten nN prt | | : 

: | | a | | 
: h a 

(fe : 

Fig 5 Superimposed Normal Curves. 5 species plus English sparrow — 

. 2d. Divergence and convergence more visible. ; - : 

Ce Curves eross each other. (Robin crosses cardinal in late March; again



ae eal | a 
Meaning: Thresholds building up (accelerating) at different rates. 

| , . then falling off (decelerating) " Al it . 

| 3. Curves are furthest apart at solstice. | 

| 4. All are "above"(before) sunrise; furthest above at solstice. ( Yi T- Vaee tt } 

| ‘Givil Twilight Need a datum earlier than sunrise for comparing curve 

| - Added C T (6° below horizon). First used by Allard in 19303 explained 

| by Nice. (Light 0.3 Fh). Curve of equal intensityen je0% we ablar, 

| | 5. Cardinal in March below C t, by April above ite Stays above till mid-_ 

: eo August, quite while crossing. His threshold has been changing: in 

( ie spring it took lees and less light to make him song. After solstice 

: \ i oe ol it took nore and more. | | 

| Oe , - Sang shifts obtain in other species; also many others here omitted. 

Photometer Check. Readings taken mid-July to mid-August. 

| Slide J Wren & Warb. Vireo showea dt déo00k more and more light, as Fig. 5 would 

0 Gmdicates | , 

a Fig 6 (repeat) 1.. But most species sang at zero reading; instrument too 

- a | insensitive | — | | | 

oo 2. Nine species sang at zero at daylight, but only 4 ceased at zero : 

: (thus wren). Difference in noraing and evening thresholds? 

de Order remains about same (only 6 crossed arrows out of 22), | - 

| All cross downward (Same as 2 - begin in less light than they quit 

a gy tehky? Comma baok B ube ) _ 

Human Rye. Seasonal shift in threshold, also lesser sensitivity at 

evening: : a | a 

| Light needed: Up to wren in June - - | 

| No light needed: After wren in June - | Litenpat one 

| | | | All epring and midsummer songs | | rag ® | 

| Repent S | | | All evening songs, incl. June. / a



Fig $ Order of Singing: Bird Clock. Vertical sections give different orders. 

(continue) | 

Table 1 May and June Average. Total spread: l hr. before sunrise. Rate: 1 per 

oO e min. | 

Other localities: order holds, but not time (time zones, latitude) 

, | not good for other months. a 

Slide K Cloudy Vs. Clear Days. 3-16 mimtes. Cloudy earlier in cardinal. All 

| sparrows show lew difference? ( E9654 Spas ) | | | 

Fig 7 Evening Song. Fig 6 indicated diff. in eve. and morning threshold. Ocular — 

| | comparison 4 species. Takes less light to start song than to terminate it." 

(Discuss dates, weather). Fatigue factor. Goes back to Allard, 1930. | 

. Table 2 Photometer Check. Aver. 30 times higher. ; | 

_ - Nice: 10 times higher (mine made 7/18 — 8/14) . | 

Arranged ascending order, daybreak. Eve. not a descending order. Differential 

a fatigue? Diff. deceleration? | | 

| . Fig 8 Crefsculars: woodcock. | Projection by flights. Twitter continues. : 

| | Warble does not (2 exceptions, both Oct.). Peents do not (2 exceptions, | 

- a July, Oct.) ( Analogy: Autumn winnow of jacksnipe. = wet pat ) - 

| | we Lvoud cette 

Slide L Disparity, Sunrise vs. sunset. : . | 

Rule of thumb: in April & May woodcock quits when field sparrow pefnes 

| (0.0 light) ” a | | 

a Whippoorwill? ts : | 

Fig 9 Calls. (Whitethroat). When not in full song, call is a more relisble = 

indicator of threshold than song. Less turbulent. —— 7 a | 

| WT call preceeded song « « « « 6 mimtes (morning) oo | 

gong sparrow (Nice) .....- ++ 1-2 mimtes (evening) : 

Fig 5 English sparrow: Acceleration and deceleration. Crossed about 5/1 (?) 

(repeat) | | | | | : - 

| : and again about 8/11. Lacks downward pitch characteristic of songs. |



III Difference Between Localities 

Slide M Date of First Songe A vs. B, Cardinal and Pheasant. Rxnectation 1.7 days. 

| Dates for 3 other years, but not both stations. Feeding at B? | - 

Table 3 Hour of Daybreak Song. Matched days, half vefore, half after. All averages 

, consistent except robin. Expectation 1 mimite. 7 

. (Pheasant and cardinal earlier in year at Madison, earlier in morning at sha 

| Table 4 Density Effect in Robin. Matched days. Note revival of song during 

| a trespass 7/4=5. | Oo : | 

| Discussi on | 

| Little new in this paper. | | | 

| | 1. Crepuseular to prove fatigue. — . 

| 2. Possible difference between localities over and above geog. position. 

; | | | Cartwright: importance of renesting. 

| - Ronesting = song = endocrine -tone. X factor? 

- OS Might be key to diff. in "productivity" of naqirna. oe | 

a | Greatest of all enigmas-distribution. | | 

- | | Technique | : . | | 

Can't cover 40 acres May and June 7 | . 

7 | Recording daybreak vs. Evening (Blackboard) 

| Photometer sensitivity SO | | | | 

. | Individual ears (I'm weak on whippoorwill, grouse, cardinal) | 

Territories must be known to 1. find song | | | 

oe | 2. make negative recrods good. | 

7 Pitfalls: starling. Okaree (insect) Brown bat--chippie. Insect --chippie.



1. Light thresholds accelerate to solstice, then decelerate. oo 

| 2. Fatige raises the threshold at evening. (Morning in crepusculars) 

| 3, There is no fixed order of singing (diff. rates of acceleration) 

4. Density stimlates season and intensity of song in robin. | 

5. Localities differ in season and hour of song by some X factor.
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I Boge (1) Plant-animal Correlations 
— 1688 (Ap ril) Soft maple - woodcock No relation ) | 

a Soft maple - hoebe Insects | \ oh — Ae Han > qe Oh 4 

| Pussy willow - jJacksnipe No relation | C WAP ere de Gante | 

| Hermit thrush - blood root No relation ) 

(Characters: Dates sharp, coincident beginnings. Causal relations unusual. . 

| Query: Will coincidence hold through a period of years? 

1689 (May). But endings are just as important, though less sharp and harder’ to reco: 
_eanctaverpely — “ End of pasque - Arr. éndigo, whippoorwill, woodthrush. No relation. 

Some events ao not coincide, but probably do have a causal relation: 

Elm seed - grosbeak, Seeds eaten before they begin to fall. 
| | - Query: Are there grosbeaks on elmless habitat? What is substituted? 

| | A problem: a , 

. 870 'Juneberry | | a 

Slide A Juneberry=Ortole-Cankerworm oo 
| , | (Query: Will the song be prolonged in years when cankerworms 

ae | defoliate nest?) | | : 

| Oo | Another problen, local to sandy regions : | | 

1770 : Panicum scribneriamum. Bears a large grain-like seed. — 

976 Flowering spurge | 

| pong ohorts ~ Slide B Dove-Panic-Spurge ROT we el — J, bac Ae | 
| Main idea3; seasonal succession of foods during nesting (song) season. 

| Slice C Pheasant-Wapato-Frost | | : 

| Main idea: interplay of gunpowder, frost, and 'succossion/: Curent Cocks, 

— Query: What will birds do when dam goes out, or cattail succeeds 

6 - Wapato? : Oo | |



| | | 5 

| (2) Variability of Dates. 

So for (cbHerol ar ag chokes ck oh not aran, frome ys cig le yt an 

1692 revised. Total Spread: Ordinarily -tese=tian-15-days. Small in plover, 

| . spring peeper; large in cankerworm, woodcock, firefly. 

Early and Late Years. | | 

| 1938. Early in all species up to June (spiderwort, B. &. Susan) 

| — 1942 - Early or fairly early in everything till June, then 

latish. } 

7 1940 = Late everything all through ( everphonal ye oa ) 

| a 1944 - Late in March and April items (except river ice) 

- :  ‘Barlier than 43 in some May and June items. Hot in May. 

| ) Climatic Cycles. Prof. Henry kept (phenology 1881-52, Pammel and Perki 

: - Sdide D. 1883-5. All their dates are later. Cycle? ) 

| - (Wing's. paper, 1943, says Mendota, Monona, Wingra opened a week | 

| leter than average 1881-1883, and were closed 10 days longer. seme—per 

Pony ~ Kon wlAL ’ Cy cleo, PL rt dele Rraprrren | 

| (3) Song Seasons — . , : | : 

Fig. 1. Definitions of Tune-up, full, fadeout, and autumn, Grwwol, Report 

‘Covers only 1944 (Some data since 1938). Mixes 2 stations, Heft! 

Slide Del. Territories at 2 stations. (Rokr : brace ew rly ) Oo . 

oe 4 Cans eA bn ® Gur Col ot aang ht, | 

(Fig. 1) Order-of-Patinre. 1. Evening, 2. Daybreak, 3. Daytime. 

. J! Exception: Autumn song of WI, song sp., redwing, & pheasant does 

oo LUge pe | not occur by day. | | | a 

oan yré | Other possible exceptions: Catbird? Woodthrush? 5. B. Marsh wren? 

| Henslow? Bluebird? - | 

, | _ | | Leet 

7 (Fen! E. - Yearly variation. Do terminal dates vary more than beginnings? @arbsob 

| Frc | . | a 

aa) ) | Winter Song. Do winter singers nest early? No. | 

: ( Fag] ) : | 

Slide G. | Silent Arrival | | | 

Robin silent 11 days, Female after 13 days | 

- Mowhee silent 22 days, Female about 22 days
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| Redwing arr. singing. Terr. after 17 days, female after 25 days 

Woodcock: silent week 5 out of last 7 years. . 

| Pitelka! s paper. Also records 4 days silence. Lag in sexest 

| (Nice: Res. male song spar ow sing on est. terr., before arr. 

(En, ) | of females. ) | | , 

(cara nal Regularity of Song. Failures not traceable to weather: cardinal 5%, 

\ Robin robin 44, dove 2%. | | | _ 

| Dove | 7 

, (Fig. 1) Cessation of Song and Nesting. . 

(Slide H) Nesting ana song end together in most of these species. — 

(Fig. 1) But not inali. 1. ‘Thresher quit 6/22, but McCabe found Hatching 7/14, 3 wrote 

| 2) | oo, 
| we wet? (One may compute this from Burns data) a 

| | ge ete we 5 Bobwhite quit 7/19 at A, 8/4 et B, but on 9/21,I found 

| oo  & young brood. Errington found 2 Sept. nests out of 3. 

pee a 3. Dove quit 9/3. Found no Sept. eggs this yr., but often 

| aw? have. McClure found Oct. eggs in Iowa. : 

Oo (Fig. 1) puration’end Number of Nestings. Theory, Burns paper. Only good in © | 

| short singers. er | . | | 

| Slide I. Woodcock nesting cycle and song period. — 7 Lo | : - 

(Fig. 1) Prothonotary. Walkinshaw: 1 brooded in Mich. 51 days. _ - 

| | Bobolink. Forbush: 1 brooded. / | oe - | 

| oe | B. oriole. Forbush; 1 brooded | : | | 

| (Fig. 1) Autumn gong. Recorded in 25 out of 35 species. | | - | 

Varied from 1 song (cuckoo, ecatbird, bobwhite) : | / 

) to month of daily song (redwing, song sp., robin, pheasant). | 

Separated by silent period? | | 

/ No: Henslow, warb. vireo, field spar., dove. | 

| | | : Yes: Redwing, song spar., pheasant :



| 
| , 

- bral? | 

Meaning of silent period? In song sp.: molt (Nice) | 

Did others have no molt? Synchronization. | : | 

Quality of Autumn Song. | Oo 

362. Pheasant. Hote wing whir. Such crowing stopped Sept. 45. Resumed 9/19, 

oe without whir. Daily till Oct. 17, when whir again was heard, and 

| Fig. 1 contimed to Nov. 2, but some still crowed rithout, Meaning? | 

| | I here assume cackles are young cocks, considered as calls in Fig. l. | 

| | Territorial? | | - | 

| Nice's song sparrows occupied terr. & sang in fall. 

| oe Hours of Autumn Song of 2 categories. | | 

| W.T. Daylight and Eve: W.0., Song SD.» redwing, pheas. : 

| | Daytimet robin, neadowlark, grackle, starling. | | 

| Motives for Autumn Song. — : | | = 

(Fig. 1) Oriole-sparrow Aug. 13. | 

Robin - Bl. cherry. Early. Sept. 

Robin - grackle. late Sept. 

| Redwing = ail flocks. 

| | 7 Ruffed grouse - pheasant. Challenge? | : 

| Meadowlark - cars. | a | 

| Could be territorial: Song spar., Pheasant 

| | Could not be: redwing, grackle, starling, white-throat. | 

| End. Age of Autumn Singers. 7 | _ 

: | | Robin -.7/10/44 spotted breast sang (McCabe) | 

Pheasant - Seen’ §/ 1/10. But no notes en quality) 

One killed 11/5/44 from crowing gr. with 3.6 cm. bursa. | 

Raffed grouse-Repeatedly shot drummers with bursa.



| SUMMARY 

1. The over-all song period varies from 1 to 11 months. Its yearly 

| variation at both ends is as high as 15-20 days. | 

| ee Few seasons remain consistently early or late, either in plant or | 

animal phenology. | 

36 Phenological data show climatic fluctuations, but plant data are ; 

| ‘probably superior for this. | | 

4, In each species the stimulus which starts,song is some combination - 

| of territory, females (ana weather) but the species differ widely. | 

| Species differ in regularity. — : | . 

5. Duration of song in spring and ‘summer (but not in winter) is a rough - 

| measure of duration of nesting effort, but mamber of broods can be 

| deduced from song only in very short singers. Some species finish 

nesting in silence. 7 | | | 

6. Autumn song is little understood, but mch of it involves challenge 

or combat. Some is territorial. Some is gven by birds of the year.
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Seven Prongs of the Deer Dilemma 

“1. States Do Not Learn from Hach Other ©’ = 
beta fe ves Sein of Kaclal- ~ : 

| 1188. Location of Kaibab and Wasatch herds. t-san_Hesateh-range—in-191.— 

1215 You can see the Wasatch from the Kaibab Yau. Lal? a Beye, 
RN Sonat | 4 

1232 Cliff-rose - squivalent to our white cedar - was browsed out 

Ane trad ed , 

: 1192 Juniper - equivalent to our betsam but better food - was high-lined 

| | on all S. slopes. , , | | 

1193 Some young junipers totally gone. -- chow Hy | 

| . | | Ay , Lewers: 

| 1234 Cliff-rose reproduction non-existent except inside oxdisgures. 

| 1230 Droppings in S. slopes looked like a sheep corral. 

Lectin a oes Gi ; 

1225 So far all winter range. Summer range higher on Mt. SO mo 

1203 Aspen stands bere of sprouts. Aspen in West is feed. | 

1194 But inside exclosures plenty of sprouts — - 

- 1197 Spraces hedged down in Mt. parks. 

1229 In one inclosure, supposed to have been emptied, there was a deer per 

| 2 acres. Technical deer men, equivalent to Feeney, had for a decade a 

been begging the Utah sportsmen to reduce. | 

| 1191 ‘They got around to it, just about 10 years too late. - 

a | 2. Recovery of a Browsed-out Range Takes Decades. | 

I visited Kaibab in 1941, 18 years after the big diewoff.+ 1421) | 
| | | ete | 

1209 Deer winter on the S. slopes. See maze of trails. — | 

1204 Can't winter on N. slopes. (Snow too deep). Summer on top. | | 

1205 Zome cliff-rose showed vigorous resprouting in reach of deer. | | 

1206 But some, while healthy, was not yet producing feed. | | 

1243 Cliff-rose reproduction very scarce. : 7 

1211 On top, on summer range, deer pick weeds (but not grass) from open | 

| parks. This made quite a show for tourists - 400 deer have been seen | 

| ss in this park.



| 2 | 

Park officials did not want herd reduced any more than sportsmen did, 
but starvation did not consult either the park people, the sportsmen, 
or the deer. Does this remind you of anything? 

1218 Forest reproduction just beginning to recover (white fir) 

, 1312 Aspen sprouts again visible. Hucidi gece hi, | 

| 1598 But there is only one deer where there used to be 10. If reduction | | 
had been made in 1920, the Keibab might have 30,000 deer today instead 
of 10,000. : 

| | 3e The prompter the reduction, the less severe it need be. OS 

635 I hear many say: "Let's go slow and wait till the public is convinced", | 
: or "Take it easy and first make sure of your facts". My only reply is: | 

"That's no way to talk at a fire." Deer irruptions are in fact a 
| biological fire, and we who have had our fingers burnt are morally 

7 obligated to say so. Irruptions are a slow fire, like those that burned 
in our peat marshes in 1930, and like them, they burn all year and 

| without fuss and feathers, but they do a thorough job. 

Let's examine two cases representing prompt and delayed attack. : 

1015 Looking N.W. from the Kaibab, one sees a small mt. ranges: the Dixie Forest. 
This did not irrept until the late 1930's. Unlike the Wasatch, it was 
promptly shot down 50%, and I am told the range and the deer are in 
good shape. Isn't this preferable to starving down 90%? | 

| 1087 An extreme illustration of the penalty of delay is the northern elk herd 
of Yellowstone Park, which stood at 37,000 in 1915. Twenty years of 

: artificial feeding and starvation shrank the herd to 14,000, and at 
SO last convinced the state of Montana and the Pari Service to begin a 

belated reduction by shooting. The herd is now shot down to 7,000, 
and 4,000 is an optimistic estimate of what the ruined range can carry. 

7 ——- Procrastination, in short, cost 89% of the herd in the long run. , 
While elk are not deer, and there are complicating factors in this 

case, it is nevertheless certain that prompt shooting down in 1915 

| would have vastly lessened the ultimate loss. : —— 

| 1740 The question confronting us is: do we want to take a heavy less now 
or & ruinous one in the future? Let it be clear that no one, certainly 

| not I, pretends to predict how heavy a loss we mst take. The sole | 
answer is the condition of the browse. When any county can go through 
& normal winter and "live within its income", i.e., keep its deer alive , 
en no more than the annual growth, then it's time to quit reducing. 

| | 4. No reduction of less than has cured an irruption. 

1740 (cont) The size of deer herds is never mown until after they have | 
| boiled over, and then only roughly. We will know, in 1950, whether our 

| present “oefficial estimate® of 500,000 was high or low, just as 
Pennsylvania now knows that its official estimate of 1,000,900 was 
about right. | | LC ; 

| wee TB ng “9?



. 3 | | 

| Meanwhile the only importance of the estimate is to help | 

| visualize the problem. Reductions, as I have said before, should go > 

| by brewse,not population estimates. | | 

1751. Nevertheless we can learn something by comparing known reductions : 

with estimates corrected by hindsight. Good data are searce, for 

| conservation departments which have allowed calamity to overtake 

| | their herds are at pains to conceal the figures. This map includes | 

| ten cases, which are only a fraction of the irruptions to date. It | 

| includes elk irraptions which are as bad or Worse. 

| Notice that there are no completed reductions (hatched) except 

one (Pisgah, North Carolina) which got busy on controlled doe-killing 

at the first Sign of trouble in 1932. Its range condition is still 

doubtful. — | . | 

| It is interesting to note that Pennsylvania, in order to reduce 

its 1,000,900 herd to 500,000, had to kill not 500,000 deer, but 

. 494,000 antlerless deer, over and above many bucks and the unknown clit aun 

reduction by starvation. ) : | : 

Seth Gordon told me in person that despite this reduction of | 

| : 504, one cannot yet pliant white pines in Pennsylvania deer country. 

. : he says one can get. by with Norway pine, in spots, whereas in 1928 | 

| one couldn't get by with either. | : | 

If we arbitrarily apply the Pennsylvania ratios to our "official 

estimate" of 500,000 we shall have t@ kill 250,000 antlerless deer 

in the near future. We killed 62,000 last year. This, of course, is 

| no exact guide to policy, but it does confirm the verdict of the browse 

in most of our counties: we are still overstocked. | |
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| 5. Delay deteriorates the physical vigor of the herd. 

1353 In 1936, when we had got cured of alternate~year seasons, but were 

still hoping to feed our sky-rocketting herd on atmosphere, two enterprising 

young technicians, Buss and Schunke, began to measure and weigh every | . 

buck they could lay hands one Here are their findings up to 1940. 

The "average" head moved down one prong during this period, and 

| the average weight declined 30 pounds. ‘It's too bad guch checks have 7 

not contimed. | a | , 

How mach of this was malmtrition, and how much just a shortage of 

| prime bucks? There is no way to tell. | | 

( 561 Malnutrition and irruption of course 0 hand in hand. Here is a 

| - yearling raised a pen on an overbrowsed range in Pennsylvania. He has - 

d\ buttons, but no spikes. — | oo, 

| 562 Here is his counterpart raised on fair range. His spikes are good, but 

| | his velvet is not all off. | | | 

563 ‘This one grew on good range. He has 3 and 2 prongs, and the horn is | 

. clean of velvet. Good feed always hastens geasonal processes in the 

| body, and tends toward uniformity between individuals. Rutting, getty 

| fawning, horn-shedding, and horn-cleaning dates scattered all over a w _ 

/ month and a half of the calendar are in themselves evidence of nalmatrition. 

358 Backs like this rut, shed, and clean simultaneously, and are not grown 

- ona balsam ration. 
| 

- —— Ente Fooling without oauct! on +e ance me coe wesin conn ae 

6-99 I do not know of a herd (except western ones accessible only by | 

| peck train) where winter feeding has not been tried, nor of one where 

it has been successful as a substitute for reduction. As an adjunct | 

| to reduction, i.6. as a means of holding over for human use deer which
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ss would otherwise feed the coyotes; that is just common sense. 

| @3% To see the ultimate effects of feeding overstocke’ ramges one must go 

_ to Europe, where this has been dane for a hundred years. There is no 

| natural winter food here. 

i-2- ° 
Gg . When you want to replant a cutting, you mst first fence it. | | 

e262 You mist alse fence the forest boundary from the farms. | 

G5O The deer leak out anyhow, so you mast build trap gates to let them back in. 

| G84 Inside, the vitamin-hungry deer chew bark off the trees. | 

G79. So you wrap tens of thousands of trees with sticks to protect then. : 

G115 Needless to say, this is not true everywhere. In parts of Bavaria and 

: Rast Prussia, and Bohemia, you see natural forests with unfed natural game herds. 

rin nee tein nee snnarsneentn att +. the i ne lan Gan you plant pine ~ ce ee ~ ve genet usages 

1747 It takes some expertness to read from browse whether deer are "living 

i within their income". During reduction, one mst distinguish new from 

old browsing. | | | 

1464 But anybody can look at goine pines and. tell whether they are being | 

chewed up by deer. 7 | | | 

Jac Shr 136 Where young white pines, planted or natural, are getting by on deer range, 

| no reduction is needed. — | 

| 1642 But many a northern county is till in this fix: a Norway pine five or 

| ss ix years after planting. | | | 

1661 One hears the argument: the forest is growing up in spite of the deer. 

| I would asks; forest of what? Are white birch and popple a forest? | 

- Of course the argument is specious, for most of our forest got above 

| 800 the deer before we had an irruption, and its shade is one cause of the | 

irruption; our feed is declining. | 

a a . — a



| To sum up: I am convinced that we mst reduce further if we want 

. to retain a permanent healthy herd in a natural forest. The question | 

this Congress can help decide is: where are the counties that need _ 

reduc tion? ‘Where are those now normally stocked? Where are those overshot 

| last year? Where are those overshot along highways and undershot in 

the hinterland? We have all four kinds. The Commission needs the : | | 

| combined judgment of the technical deer men, the wardens, the ranges, 

the foresters, and the sportsmen on these difficult questions of local 

statusouck Laenl. wwetin aclu, - |



: S.A.F, Milwaukee 

| 7 | March 25, 1944 

| Forest Browse Problems 

beng eet Rat ree Phish § cae kde, 7 | | 

Low Status in Lake States. . | 

Small published output. -Range-mansgers. | | 

Narrow compass. Deer, snowshoe, porcupine vs. cottontail & meadowmouse. 

- Scarcity of neasured exclosures. | 

Lack of positive proposals other than reductions. = a | a 
rs population lechantene | 

Imposed _ vs. inherent controls. = | | 

1665 Inherent controls in bobwhite--Prairie du Sac census | a 

Floor: threshold of security from predation. In deer? — 

| Ceiling: Social intolerance, predation. In deer? | 

‘1668 Bobwhite: the "floor" in terms of coveys. - | 

| 1667 Bobwhite: Inversity. In deer? (no) Mice? Rabbits? (next slide) | | 

1672 Rabbit and grouse cycle: another control. Varweiny LU os pth , 

—1669—Apperent—inversity in rabbits and grouse. ~~~ | 

oe 1599 Historical Studies. What controlled deer to begin with? (Wis. & Mich. deer c 

| a How much? | Were there cougarless wolfless spots? Were there irruptions 

we previous: to predator control? What history of preferred foodst — | 

| ” (Fish and Wildlife Service and Forest Service both said couldn't be done | 

in war. Eltcn's book) | Le 

pao 799 Example: Taxus canadensis, understory of Hemlock-herdwood, only W.P. cut. 

Tiel 

. — B23 Searched at Huron Mt: only seedlings | 

802 Or on top of boulders. Cruisers - shin tangle. | | a . 

| Conclusion: cleaned up by deer. | : 

Ly 1683 Census of Sample Areas< Example; pheasant on Arboretum. 

| George Reserve. Should be done by Lake States Sta... . | 

Preferably on an island, ecol. or physical. Sex & age classes, Turnover.



1136 (Pheasant) Feilure to do this is like being too broke to pey insurance. 

In game birds tried to avoid this labor: blind alley. 
ae coset nee an, mnt de Brovatne Injury ae 

| (A) Recovery Versus Restoration | | 

1598 History of Kaibab. Die-off in .192h. Visited 1941. : 

| 1232 New Kaibab at peak in Wasatch. Cowania. Could see crash & 20 years later. 
| Note dead stems. | 

| 1205 Recovered Cowania | | , 

| : (1206 Partially recovered Cowanta | | | | . 

) | 124 3a But very little reproduction to replace dead Cowania. - 

1233 Dead sage on new Kaibab | | | a 

l2le@ Recovered sage on old. But little restoration of reproduction. - - 

: 1218 Recovered white fir, but little new reproduction. | oe 

| 1197 Recovered spruce, but little new reproduction | 

119% Dead Juniper | | | | | - 

1311 Cleaned aspen — | | | | 

L312 Recovering aspen | | an | 

1194 Exclosure (aspen) on new Kaibab | | 

1191 Conclusion: an irruption kills part of browse, injures part. Recovery of ; 

injured browse is not restoration of lost browse. Comes first and easiest. 

: Recovery is an easy matter. | 

1569 But restoring lost reproduction is quite another matter. 

Palatable browse is of four categories--ascendine order of risk. | 

1203 (1) Aspen: strong sprouter with mature crowns above deer. (Red maple another) 

1131 (2) Sumac; strong sprouter, all within reach. (Upland willow, dogwoods)
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1462 (3) White cedar: Non-sprouter with crown above. (White pine, hemlock) 

Bae (4) Yew: Non-sprouter fully exposed (Class by itself) 

1606 (Hardwood browsing). While forest is overstocked we get a selective. . 

| , | | | adel afriar Ouck ne 

survival of non-palatables, such as alder, with grinding down of red maple. 

1600 (Subst. diagram) After a reduction is made we get a recovery of red maple 

| and sumac class, but the grinding down of white cedar class and yew class 

continues. | - 

| 1576 We end up with an inferior unbalanced range, with low carrying capacity, - 

: where hard winters still bring trouble, and where planting or natural 

| reproduction is difficult. . | 

, 1201 In the west such unbalance is expressed by more and better grass and no 

| | ‘browse. | 
| | : 

_ pri lobt | | 

93 In Europe one sees the end result: No ‘browse. no wildflowers, little 

| reproduction, artificial feeding. — | | . 

. ' Seasonal Preferences 

: X-132 Paldatability list, Germany. I've done my share of these. Mean little. 

: | 1696 When eaten? (Phenology diagram) Elm and bittersweet, spurge; prickly lettu 

| Many foods strongly seasonal. | | | | 

1464 White pine: all fall, winter, spring on crowded range of N. counties | 

1529 Only spring and fall in Sauk Co., where deer winter on corn. | 

1487 Effect of deer on wildflowers also seasonal, --usually blooms. In case 

: | of orchids this is fatal. No data. Scores with WOMEN. | | 

| | 1352 (Deer reaching up). Administfators have dest chance to gather seasonal . 

data--in woods daily. } | | ;



a 
| . , 

| Browse and Cycles 
| 

1591 Damage is the expression of numbers. Thus mouse girdling every years. 

(Elm - Feb. 1943) | , 

1361 But is that whole story? our rabbit bandings this winter show half the 

usual number, but browsing is less than half, (Rabbit trap). 

94g Could browsing at peaks represent a vitamin hungert Squirrel-=-box elder 

| barking suggests this. 1939, 1943. Not all trees taken. | ) 

be sha Rabbit cycle and red oak. 80% mortality 1937-1943. | 

1642 Does a snowshoe low allow pines to come through? Doubt it. Respite too 

short. — | / oo, a 

| Summary | - 7 

| 1. Fundamental researches neglected. - | 

2, Contributions by field men overlooked. Lots of fun. 

35 Concept of damage not differentiating as it should. | 

4. Browse may express physiological hungers as well as numbers.



MALCIL [9 2777 

- | Garden Club 

|  ‘Land-Health in S. W. Wisconsin . 

Land History as seen by & "land-doctor". 
| 

1660-1832. Tur Trade. Trapped hard, shot out buffalo (1833) & elk (1866). 

| Furs exhausted after 150 years, but no other symptoms. Analogy: lost some 

' fingers, but not sick. | | 

| 1750-1850 Fire Epoch. Overlapped the Fur Epoch. Winnebagos drove out 

| Sioux. Used fire for hunting. Results: | : 

Quote Carver (1766), pe 24. 
| 

Quote Beltrami (1828) Marks p. //7. | | 

| 1648 How far B. did these fires run? Crawfish R. E. of river woodlots contain 

| | sugar maple, and trees are of mixed ages. 

823 Ground flora different: trillium, maidenhair etc. | 

703 West of Crawfish trees are of 2 ages, over 100, and around 70. Latter came 

in after fires quit around 1850. | | | | 

63 «Ground flora is prairie: shooting star, pasque, Jacob's ladder, etc. | 

1697 Conclusion: E. to the dashed line prairie fires, set by the Winnebagos, 

| | burned for a century before 1850. | 
| 

— ‘Symptons: Changed vegetation to prairie, but no sickness: 7 

oe Analogy: fire singed the land, but left it healthy, mimis only young trees. 

end-indiens. Ae tame, Ho olen pesak Lfecglar, he Baginn pln of ug wrt. olvalneaa, 

N 1832-1873 Wheat Epoch. Blackhawk War over 1832. Settlement spread E. and H. 

_. from lead mines (cash market). 7 

| 946 Only timber was toak openings". Large open-grown oaks mostly bur oak. 

When urs. Kinzie rode horseback from Portage to Chicago in Warch 1832 she 

nearly froze ina blizzard (no wood for campfire). When just south of
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Madison, she says: "Sometimes the elevations (in the rolling prairie) were 

covered with a thicket or copse, in which our dogs would generally rouse up > 

one or nore deer". (p. 103, Waubun) , 

1358 Perhaps the prairie looked like this (1f field were erased, and grass taller) 

| By 1850 the prairies were a welt Field. Wheat-farming was a bonanza, vty wb. bmer 

| alates own evaa Boy helene. ” a | 

1846 McCormick reaper a | | 

1849 Wheat shortage in America and England 

1857 B.R.'s reached Mississippi | | 

1860 Civil War demand. ' | 

1589 Even if there were no history books, the wheat-boom is recorded on the face 

, of the land. Architectural succession. (Boom collapsed in late 1870's: 

(1) chinch pugs, (2) competition of Iowa, Minn. , Dak., (3), Soil exhaustion. ) 

1428 How do we know? History written on land. Wheat gullies, (e...d baw, 

967 More clearly written on water courses. A dale. ‘Hote no channel. | 

1430 Old dale below the wheat gallies. Cut to cottonwood during wheat epoch. | 

The henterls hme wt soc Cleranganey 00 Corthery Yer tenbirl tot | | | 

Conclusion: Over-wheating produced lesions (erosion) in the land which | | 

) - had withstood over-trapping and over-burning without sign of organic 
. | | ay eleanel Garg Cg ht mo tn Bared wary Bud . oo 

disorder. The lesions healed when over-wheating searetwns linn pene fy dren 

1872-present. Dairy Epoch. | . - 

1422 Modern dairying calls for expensive buildings, machinery, transportation. 7 

To reduce the overhead, farmer adds cows, hence needs more grain and pasture. 

898 This he gets by moving farm uphill, i.e. on to steep slopes. | | 

| | iy12 Fields moving up, gullying hea hcl alas Cn ofa, 

| 970 Field on gentle slope safeguarded by strip cropping. Can be done in moderation. 

1416 Pasture moving UDPe 75% slope cleared for pasture | | oe
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1419 Steep pasture dumping rocks _ 

| 1418 Subsoil dump and gully at bottom of steep pasture | 

1417 Neighbor's farmstead threatened by same gully. | 

1425 after steep fields are worn out, they are turned to pasture, fu ler Zot, riakls , 

716 Gallies creep up a pasture claly, | | | 

1634 Cows in the woodlot prevent regrowth of trees 

Pastures can be moved up in moderation, if kept out of woods and renovated. 

968 Oxbowing creek lower down. (was originally a narrow trout stream). — 

| Conclusion: Sidehill farming has reopened and extended the lesions of 

| | wheat farming. Iand is sick. It is an organic sickness of the kind which _ 

| can be cured only in early stages. Later may be too late. | 

, | Discussion. . 

Here then is a land which has seen hard use for 300 years, and has 
Pauw: Uns banat abhnncver Ubu Lune ar coven’, we ore tu balan, Cut h canny aLael, 

twice been 111. The present illness persists. We can't "put it to bed", 

but we can improve land-use; use it more gently. Techniques are mown. —\ 
. . \ 

CCC era. 1933-1939. Subsidize better land-use. 

Cons. Dist. era--1939-1944, Asks farmers to write community rules. 

| (a) No rules written. 35 counties now organized. | ; 

(b) Much progress-but topsoil entering Mississippi increases. yf 

| 2 steps forward, 3 backward". | Sf 

(c) What can you do? Alibi: "public opinion not ripe yet™ 

| 1. . Backlog of intelligent critical opinion. ~~ a 
| . a | a anuet 7 , 

2. Let your farmer (and banker) friends Know your expectation. 
: | \ . 4 

| ny - , M tat vet, ’ BALAN Cc yetrute S ork C rrneUiras whe ina f - ° 

-, _ \ a Lary funn ° Cur Ut Bann ’ 

Uae nandlr)e La ae ners ha witiats » Cat, . o 

| “ ‘ a = how C pur “L A cri ol ea: 

. Unewm, ak {e 3 Uae. BAEZ WO f . ate af , € ff , ; . ob 3 7 § bees ? Poet. bray Raw C hg rune Araet 

| b) Tutus , Cum ovat of tere ee, J ban nner an G flix 

| My heh wetey woth ~ Teta cosy out of wovels 
| , ir tu alten Aba but wrdey wn 

| 4 rhea fey vet, o. tr ltr RPE AL as,



Dane Co. Sportsmen 

- February 28, 1944 

Pheasant Cover in Dane County | | 

1. Pheasants have been increasing 

1300 in 1932, kill 

465,000 in 1942, kill 

2. Winter cover has been decreasing. No figures. Drainage, grezing, fire. 

3. Survival of game farm birds has been decreasing. : 

| Buss report about to be published ~ - 

| Of 100 birds put down in summer : 

34 survive till fall - 

| | : Fall to fall survival only 

7 3 survive till April 1 out of 34 = 3% | 
wild 6 out of 16= 40% 

) a 1 survives till second fall ) | | 

4, Survival of early plentings must have been better. © | 

5. Conclusion: Winter covers are overcrowded. This explains poor oe 

survival of planted stock: competition of wild birds. No more 

increase till we get more winter cover. | 

| , x | 

1681 How far do phease nts move winter to winter? (Map of Arboretum-Hatchery Area) 

ae ad 384. banded at hatchery, 3 winters a, a 

un / | only 2 birds shifted one to other 

OO $34 banded at Arboretum, 6 winters . | | 

1682 How far winter to spring? Neste of 141 hens found, 179 hens on area. | 

: Farthest nest 14 miles. | | 

_— hie phat This hen got caught in mower oo, | 

Conclusion: winter cover ought to be 2 miles apart. ©



| | > 

7 Deep Snow Cover 
335 What is winter cover? ‘Marsh with bushes best. Pussy willows (non suckering) 

330 Red dogwood good in sphney marshes (non-suckering) _ : 

| 1144 Sandbar willow good, but suckers. : | 

— «546 How get? fence, don't burn. | | 

| 945, 549, 1530 Without fencing, no hope. Tree grazed out marshes. 

| oo | Fair Weather Cover | 

«596 Cattail | 

| 1133 3-square. | | ! 

—1134 Phragmites or "cane" | 

765 Temarack good 1f bushy underneath. 

650 Aspen good when young | : 

OO No Good Cover 

1132, 681 Nettles.Usually follow fire. | | | 

: | | Upland Cover 

: 1336 Grape tangles in fencerows, 0.k. everywhere. 

1621 Norway plantation. Only on acid soils | . 

__740 White pin '" " 4 " 

Vg et Red cedar " Onily where no apples. a 

975 Spruce. Only when too large for rabbits : | 

911 Gully plantings . | | | 

1163, 1077, 712 -Fencerows | | | | 

1157 Grazed vs. ungrazed woods. oo 

908 Creekbanks. Willowed. — | | 

- ~1067 Creekbanks. Bare | 

Fenced areas will tend to lose food as they gain cover. Weeds crowd out. 

Ont, far ding net olrs crramel | | | 

1128 Water smartweed



foo. | 7 3 | 

jo phate Ragweed (lesser) , / 

1101 Burdock | \ | . | | 

Follow plowing. Fence enougn for a 

—1129 Pigweed : \ plowed patch, or leave standing corn. 

—1055 Hemp J 

1360 A plowed patch bearing water smartweed = | 

1528 Dog pointing pheasant in smartweed | 

516 -Mamure spreader. Only modern trend favorable to game. 

| | Program | | 

| 1. Fence out marsh areas 2 miles apart. | | 7 

2, Fencerows, plantations, and woodlots as travel-ways between 

oe 3. Feed. | | 

_ Who will do this? Conservation Department? Clubs? Farmer? — | 

Maintenance of plantings, food, and fences. Can't be done by absentees. — | 

gh] in design, location, species selection. Be 

Inducement for farmer (don't mean cash) 

Public shooting grounds no answer--they need the best cover. | 

- ee | - 

Ta hen eo Reenreudda ations : | - .



February, 19uy 
Aldo Leopold 

STEEP FARMS IN S.W. WISCONSIN 

(A synopsis of findings of a survey made for the State Soil Conservation Committee 

by Aldo Leopold and Joseph J. Hickey, 1943) 

(a) 348 farms in southern LaCrosse County were examined in 1942. 

— (bv) Wh of these, or 12%, had less than 30 acres of safe cropland. The owners | 

Ww are cultivating unsafe slopes to make a living. 

| wv ay 
- 

| 

| ya 
° 

e 2 

yy = (c) As erosion progresses, the percentage of problem farms will increase. 

: (a) The avorage problen farm values its land at $1600, its buildings at $1400, 

| 
total $3000. 

. 

| | = (e) It would cost $10,000,000 to buy out the problem farms of S.W, Wisconsin, 

=» (f) It would probably cost moro not to buy thom out, bocauso they aro; 

. 1. Fooding silt and floods to other farms, highways » otc. | 

2, Thoir oxistenco prevents adoption of land—uge rogulations 

a. applicablo to normal farms. 

(2g) Of the Wy farms, 30% are isolated, 25% aro in pairs, 45% are grouped. Only 

| the groups could be pought as County Forests or public hunting grounds, 

bocause administration of small units costs too much. 

(n) Such lands would yield wood if replanted, but tho gamo yiold would be small. 

| (4) Wo recommend that the larger groups bo bought by the Stato Consorvation 

Department as forosts and public hunting grounds. 

«<(j) The remainder should be gradually pought, partitioned, and resold to 

| adjoining land owners subjoct to land-use contracts specifying safe 

uh ory land-use. This will keop thom on the tax-roll, but will entail a 

lass on the farm buildings. | 

cz, (k) No organization and no funds oxist for this purpose. The first move is to 

Nfocl out" the practicability of this procedure on a small scale. 

a (1) Itis hoped that somo counties or Soil Consorvation Districts will procced 

| | oxperimentally to this end,



- a  Frosion slides 

. | Dodgeville 

| Feb. 2, 1944 

| | 
, we . GF , Li ae af bs 

1412 Cultivation of unsafe slopes. This "strip cropping" is not erosion OO 

control. Slpe too steep, soil ruined before it began. Hence rills. 

1426 Same. Rills crossing strips. | | 

1440 Pushing pasture up the hill by clearing woodlot. Steep upper slope 

ae in timber already grazed. : 

Coes 4339) Same. Lf-a farm-on-ridge, same~invasion-also proceeds-downward. — 

- : 1427 Former pasture fenced out by CCC now used again. Gate open. | 

1425 Worn out field converted to pasture, but soil too far gone. Cutting. 

1416 75% slope newly cleared for pasture. Note new gully. Cow can barely 

climb this hill. | | 

| 1418 Gully lower down. Note subsoil deposit. 

7 ‘1419 Rock dump at foot.of hill, = 

1417 This is where the gully joins creek. This is not the man who cleared 

the slope. It's his helpless neighbor. He will lose his improvements. 

Yan who cleared slope will lose his pasture. lHverybody loses. — 

1429 Soil "creep" blocked by a fencerow. : : 

| ‘1428 Wheat. gullies formed in 1870's. Now healed, but soil spoiled. | 

— 1430 Recutting of a wheat golly : : 

| 1400 Most of the small drainages originally had no channel. "Dales" - 

967 Another dale. Run-off very slew. : 

1398 Dale deliberately ditched. Profitable for individual, but hardly 

, for the neighbors below. Rushes water off. Floods. 

: 968 Oxbowing in larger creeks. All new. Originally a troutstream. 

i tou | 
| — 14Os | | | 

. / /G4O06 | oo , 
) y 10 “da Y sf a ose 

7) Li be yoruelle Pull buy 4, 
,



— , | : | Short Course 1pzpay 

| | Slide Lecture on 

Animal Tracks : | 

588 Deer in soybeans. (lion't use them for food patch on a deer ranges ) 

745 Deer on sandy beach 

| #3 Deer trail in winter yard. Whet is « yard? 

1461 Seer in mddy road | 

1645 Deer salt lick. Who puts out salt? Against law te salt deer. | 

593 Pheasant and tree sparrow 
| 

594 Pheasant in sorghum | | a | 

1067 Phessants approaching ® feeder. Also rabbit. What made the strealcsT 

1100 Fheasant round trip. In a hurry. her mind. | 

-3202 «= Pheasants at burdock mat. What doing? 

1137. Pheasant take-off | 

1165 Fheasant takes a tumble | 

890 Muskrat on dusty road. Aleo housegat. How do I iknow 4te a rati 

91 Housecat, mice. | 

954 Prairie chicken | 

965 Prairie chicken dancing. What month? 

1066 Prairie chicken roost under snow. See landing anc takeoff. 

5-93 Prairie chicken day-roost, a | 

| g-98 Prairie chicken landing 

1323 Coon on maddy road. 

WE, sean . | | 
1143 Sieank in fe ry W 

|



sragks Lecture s. 

S180 Puffed grouse rocet, entrance and exit. | | 

$181 Raffed crouse budding a willow. Straddled it. 

1098 Ruffed grouse dropeings in snow roost. 

1547 Raffed crouse in soft snow. Also rabbit. — 

1135 Mouse trip to ragweed ani back, ‘Microtuc or deer mousel 

| 1550 Microtus (meadew mouse) tunnel. | 

1638 Corn ina melted meadow muse tunnel. | | | 

1551 Fox, I think gray | | 

1521 Fox viciting island to hunt rabbits | a 

8-37 9 wnll approaching a eornshock (the best feeder). 

1140 «wail in soft snow, dispersed for counting. §& in covey. | 

| 1333 Quail (7) slid down o drift. 

1335 Quail and rabbit. Ko good for cont of covey. | 

| 1336 Quail tracks entering a grape tangle. het fort | 

1099 «Rabbit tracke, 1 regular, 1 #imlating mink 

| 1144 Rabbits following hollow ice : | 

| 1526 “Raised” rabbit tracks on ice. | | 

oe 1174 Mink in soft snow, dragging belly. Visi ting epringhole. 

| 1175 Mink in lighter Snow. | | | a 

| 1549 = Perfeet mink track. | | | 

| 1445 Timber wolf bed. : 

#6 Raven take-off -



- | Seminar 12/6/43 ; 

| | Oo 9 BO 
| i 

| PRAIRIE DU SAC QUAIL 1929-13 | | 

| | _ Research in Population Mechanisms 

Field: interaction between population and environment. | 

Human populations studied first (economic-ecology) | 

1798 Malthus observed pop. in America. 80,000 migrated, 1,000,900 pop. 

| by 1800. Conclusion: Pop. increases geometrically, subsistence 

| arithmetically. There must be a limit at which pop. curve crosses 

subsistence curve and produces starvation. (Mech. deduced) 

1803 Malthus observed that people failed to reproduce as rapidly as 

they could. Another fact. Deduced mechanism: birth-control, | 

hardship, and disease increase with crowding. | 

| "Law of Diminishing Returns"--double the fertilizer or labor does 

| not double the crop. (This was an elaboration of the mech. behind © 

: the arithmetical nature of subsistence. ) 

| 1J7Z Anderson had already observed that the best land is used first. (fact) 

| | Declining quality of new land further limits expansion of subsistence. — 

1836, Malthus: New means of subsistence traises no. of demanders" by 

' -pop. increase. | | | oe | 

| Ag Final ceneralization: step curve of human pop. Titeraction between 

-. ° expansive force (repro. pot.), internal checks, and external checks. 

| ‘Notice that: 1. At no point is the whole theory igiéy subject to proof. 

oe 2. No. of known factors increases as theory grows. 

| 3. Grows by continuous process of comparing pop. behavior, 

often on small samples, with environment and with previous 

| | hypotheses. ssw | 

| em |
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| Jumping @ hundred years, we see three groups at work on animals: | 

| Laboratory: Few factors, simple species (fruit fly), pop. 

behavior unnatural. - | 

Mathematicians: , | : | 

| Field ecologists: many factors, complex species. What factors 

ee have changed? — | 

Name has changed from Economics to Ecology (if subject is animal or plant. 

1368 ‘Thespectes (quail) 

1356-8-9 The area (landscape) 

| 1333 ‘The Methad. Track count (and flush count) Oct.-Apr. since 1929. 

. | S=37 Food appraisal (cornshock) | 

| 1336 Cover appraisal (grape tangle) _ | 

; 1142 Predator appraisal and census (skunk). Also horned owl, red tail, 

| fox, etc. / | 

«1135 «=: Buffer appraisal (rabbit). Also mice. . 

1137 Competition appraisal (pheasant) Counted as in quail. | 

7 — (Errington 1929-33, Gastrow 1933-43. Hanson 1941, Kabat 1942.) 

A The Raw Data. Quail, Eoffed Grouse, Pheasant. Actual behavior. = ”™” 

| a - Objective: to deduce principles. To explain mechanisms if possible. | 

| | Foxess—Gray-high-1937;~red29l2-43.—Horned-owls-always-2-3-pairs, 

resident. | 

: fhe Environment | 

Cs Drouths in 1934, 1936 nesting seasons | 

D Hard winters in 1929, 1935, 1939, 1942. 1935-36 worst. 

O-] Cover. Not recorded. Losses and gains since 1937. : 

| Invisible changes possible. Slow changes hard to record.
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| 1357 Slow: Encroachment of unpalatable shrubs (Juniper). Prickly ash. 

1634 Slow: Decrease of oaks. Reproduction eaten by cattle and rabbits. 

654 Invisible: decline in soil fertility (Albrecht). Sandblows increasing. 

1360 Possible (1) Changes in plant succession, especially vigor and 

yield of weeds (smartweed) 

(2) Changes in chemical content of foods and qualitative mutrition — 

| _ of quail. | | | | | 

: 
we | 

| The Findings. Inversity and Threshold. Clear and mddied. Both | 

important. Neither understood (1.9. mechanism unknown) 

_ repeat A Inversity. Go back to raw census. Breeding gains in per cent. | 

- Plot against pop. that produced them. | 

E . Gain inverse to population. 4 depressed years. Potential 700%. 

| Meaning: Highest year 1937 | 262% 5e2 young per pair instead 14 

oO Lowest " 1933. 28% 0.5 young per pair " | A 

| (With great variations in weather, probably predators and buffers, | 

| size of breeding population controlled in all but 4 years, where 

something else tpalled down harder". Notice all departures 

are minus; very important). | 

F Does Inversity hold elsewhere? Holds for pure quail on 4 areas, 

| _— pure Ro G. on 1 area, possibly for mixtures on 2 areds. Notice _ 

| | Faxed areas) never score as high as pare, nor grouse as high as quail. 

G Threshold. Flattened and non-flattened covey curves. A threshold 

| | | 48 a level at which a covey stops losing by predation. This winter 

12e survived, and half the coveys were still vulnerable. So we 

say threshold is under l22. But not all winters come in SO neat 

| a package as 1941-42. Killing weather usually all mixed with 

_ killing owls and foxes. |



| | , 

fable Threshold idea originally arose from consistency of covey survivals 

| in the field. Often we had to classify losses into "emergency" and 

| "predation". This is an act of judgment, and lowers the objectivity 

of the research. oe : 

| Up to 1935 P.L.E. was in field. Parentheses are his judgments as 

. | to what would have survived, barring emergency. | 

Most territories consistent. 

RepratA Some n not rane) eat a threshold for area of 

i n "lethal" > chreshola Mes cuppoced to be ae ae a © | pp ood and 
| | | cover") | 

| Tébte Since 1935- We can't classify losses covey by covey. Some winters | 

- _ were diagnotistic, others not. | | 

| / 1935-36: Pop. high, loss high, mostly emergency. Up to Jan. 330 | | 

threshold seemed to obtain. | a | 

| 1936~37: Pop. low. “Winter mild, but ice storms. 125 threshold? 

os 1937-38: Crisis in Jan., but losses very light up to then. Threshold hi, 

X a 1938-39: Mild. Pop. low, loss low. Inconclusive. . | | 

| ra Lo 1939-40: Pop. high, winter severe; but all in Jan. Survival up a 

| | to Jan. shows threshold 2507 | * | 

: 1940=441 ; Mild. Pop. high. Loss high. Threshold 159? _ | 

/ 1941-42: Already shown. Heavy loss. Threshold under 122. 

| mn 1942-43: Cyril has described. Severe: Threshold perhaps as low as 70. 

\ Conclusion: Threshold jumps around too much to be determined mainly 

| by food and cover. Have to look for other factors. 

: “gisaae Pheasant. Present in mumbers only since 1936. Summary. 

©-] (But summer cain is depressed) | 

| | | | ah |
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| Interpretation of both thresholds and gain. 

Food and Cover. bi ras lost from threshold since 1937. Accounts for 

| half, but not for the jumpy thresholds in recent years. | 

Would not affect summer gains. | 

Predators. Do not affect threshold levels. No change except in foxes. | 

Pheasants. Can't be it. Many units show depressed threshold before pheasants 

| arrived. Hunt City area has none, but had depressed gains. 

| Cycle. See blackboard. | oe | | . 

a H 1936 and 37 were trough in all cyclic species. | | | 

I Depression in gains 1s the eyele in King's R.G., and perhaps in Green's hares. 

| A Summary. (Best possible at this time) | | } 

1929-1935. Threshold 330. Gains normal. : 

1936. Cyclic depression and hard winter hit simultaneously. 

| 1937-1938. Gains and thresholds both depressed by cycle. | | 

1938-1943. Gains normal. Threshold lowered to about. 150 by food & cover | 

deterioration; perhaps by soil decline. | |



| Nov. 19, 1943 FO 
For Arboretum dinner meeting 

| | WIA BE -Brroepe 
Band & bring pheasant trap 

| ARBORETUM PHEASANTS | 

Plantings a | ) 

1923 (or 47) ? pheasants planted by Frank Schultz, IWLA 

1925 - g Ed Lloyd | . 

1927 | we Sam Chase - 3 . Ya 
| | [Qa 

1932 : 222.9 Wd 8S Loh 

1933 26 Frank Schultz, I.W.L.4s, Sept. 10 

, 19 total initial plantings | 

| Censuses | 

1929-30 6 Errington - . | | 

1 952=353 30 Jd ° G. Dickson, West marsh only 

| 1933-34 75 Larsen & Leopold, dog. Mast of present area. 

| 1934—35 7 No census | | | | | 

1935-36 170 First CCC drive, Mar. 13, 1936. 25 men. Ellwood Moore 

1936-37, 179 coc - | 
| 1937-38 260 CCC Nov. 30. Later trapped out 127, leaving 133. W. Fee 

—————— ———  — ———;.e_OOOOUDO 
| | | | At that point study begins. 3 anmal chores: ; 

: 1. Census Drive. 15-70 men, as soon as marsh frozen. Units. 

a3 Lp tip Ole 2. Trapping. 16 traps all winter, 2 rounds per day. 

1554 3. Weighing. Each bird weighed and aged by bursa. Banded if not al 
fu q Vu preny 2 ohy carrying a band. | 

Ly Five winters of this. (Now have a 6th, and shortly a 7th) 

Point out census, catch (new and banded). Untrapped residue. | 

A Same thing tabular. Point out survival history of year-classes. 

| | Point out correction for untrapped residue. Corrected series. Avera 

Repeat 1444 Graphic correction and average.
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)UUdUs Conclusions (from 1671 catches) 

| 1. Each year-class is wiped out in 5 yrs. (3 score and 10) Turnover period 

2. The turnover rate is a regression (704 per year. No advantage in age). 

De ee he chet thew Contin Cerne 

1. Banding history says 70% of pop. young of the year. Any check? 

wee ta) 2, Bursa~-young lose it in December.  Probed 70 and found 60% young up to 1/1 

Discrepancy 10%. Now know some old birds retain vestigial bursa, perhaps 

ran too far into winter. _ a 

venoms Gonelusions o.k. only 4f no shift of winter range. — 
Map 38 birds trapped at Fish Hatchery; no Arboretum bands. | | 

birds at Arboretum same period; ks Fish Hatchery bands. 

Conclusions: Little or no exchange. LO 

| B . There is an uphill movement in spring. Fish Hatchery nests. | 

| | Bands found on dead hen 1d miles S.£. a 

716 Tis banded hen was thus killed by a mower. | 

| Conclusion: Pheasants radiate: from marshes in spring, but return in 

= oe | | | winter. Contrast with quail. (How fart Telescope work, 

. | | | colored bands. ) , | | | 

Sex Ratio | : a 

| : CY | 7 1. Census tallies show a higher per cent of cocks than the traps do. 

| tebe J This means that cocks are harder to trap ‘han hens. | 

. \ 2. The per cent of cocks on the Arboretum has been decreasing (now 29% 

. 7 a However, the ratio in Dane County is 15% ia winter. | 

— Teh LE 3. Hens live longer than cocks, te. suffer a higher nortality, even 

on a refuge. This reverses the rule in quail. Cause unknown. 

(end of | | 

| | slides) | 

ne rt eR I I CT IE LN I tt A A a
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| | kB cabehss Antf actucds ; eat nls pad recente omelon 42" ReLranes wot be 

| fen mT en an nge of Blrnte s | 

| Weights? 1. Different summers produce pheasants of different weights. 

Heaviest birds in 1938. ( “%* gover rot ) 

| | 2. Weights fall after December, despite feeding, in both sexes. 

| However, the average fall is only 9 per cent. : 

3- In March hens start to gain, bat cocks do not. This is 

| physiological preparation for breeding, and has been noted 

. in red grouse, quail, and song sparrow. 

| - | Conment | 

| | 1. Have opened up a fundamental research on population mechanics. Must keep 

| it going. First publication is out (nand out reprints) | 

| 2. The Bunn Fund is welcome insurance that researches will not be cut off ale 

funds, either in birds, mammals, fish, or plants. | 

- 3. The Arboretum offers opportuni ty for many parallel ventures in. many 

| species. | | a 

| 4. The greatest handicap to research at present (over and above lack of men, 

which can't be helped) is lack of equipment: extfa truck, tractor, plow, h 

| : | This is most serious in plant research and administration. Research funds 

- shouldn't be spent for equipment partly used in administration. 

5. Friends of the Arboretum think of it as a wild park, rather than 6 
- | Bring ackrnrk, vated on ot Nudoorselor 

laboratory. | Hence the newsletter, which tries to give the research news, 4 

: bor RO an Ube eelrrnnrityadiat new» |
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LAND-HEALTH IN S.W. WISCONSIN : 

; When the flight of a bullet or the gallop of a giraffe are photgraphed 

| | and viewed as slow-motion pictures, we gain new now | edge of these | 

| | otherwise invisible phenomena. Such an inquiry magnifies the time-scale. | 

| When botanists photograph the unfolding of a flower over several 

pene SS _ days, and then project the process in terms of mimtes, we gain new | 

A knowledge by shrinking ‘the time-scale. | 

é such manipulations of the time-scale have been used by historians | 

to analyze the behavior of Homo sapiens. Thus De Voto, in his "Year of 

| Decision" has taken a slow-motion picture of the year 186 in America. 

H. G. Wells, in his "Outline of History" has photographed the unfolding — | 

of the so-called human face from Cro-Magnon to the Jazz Age. | 

Strangely enough, these: techniques have not often been applied to 

| the behavior of land under the impact of mechanized man. Marsh, in | 

his "Barth as Modified by Human Action" gave a masterly world-view of 

this phenomenon in 1873, put mechanization at that date had hardly got 

started, and the new science of land ecology had not. been born. Most 

| ‘contemporary work is restricted to’ only a single land resource (such 

as Bennett's Soil Conservation") or to a short time-scale, or else the 

work is of a popular nature. | 

| Local land-studies, viewing all aspects of land from a long time-scale, | 

are especially scarce. There is one outstanding work: Webb on "The 

Great Plains". I here present some notes on a parallel study of southwest 

| Wisconsin. | | | a 

| What is land-health? digas ) Uy beni) Watt pret wat cones arbelee Mot ores nvenly dass 

sine - Circulatory System . “chammbyef fire ue fred eh mons 

| Peed sheine, @ownhill wash. Wash should balance decay of rock. | 

| 
|
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If it does not, we have a mitrient deficit. Such land is sick. Also 

sick when fauna or flora shrinks or water regimen gets out of order. 

Definition: Land is sick when soil, fauna, or flora decline by failure 

| of normal self-renewal, or when water system is deranged. 

£ buel a2 w uf MWA CL toneh mick, ela aw fre lar ee fant by adhe tretel e 7 

| Example: Wisconsin pine. Over cut. Exploitation, but | 

7 not sickness. This released fires, which burned 

| oe pine, soil, and reproduction, left grassy scrub 

| which burned repeatedly. Sickness. | | 

Time Scale: Phenomena visible in decades, or centuries. 

| Examples: dustbowl (decades). Acute sickness. 

| OF 8. w. Wis. (century). Perhaps a chronic sickness. 

| | | | | oe a ; 

Map Sid c Will talk of five overlapping epochs: fur, fire, wheat, dairy, CCC. | 

| | Fur Epoch 1680-1832 a 

| 1673 History begins. Joliet & Marquette descend Wis. | | | 

7 1680 French fur traders operating. Qe peal ew wraps Ruscubech by Taewata, 

1683 Traders quarrelling. LaSalle complains to Gov. Frontenac: 

| "But if they (Duluth's traders) go by way of the Ouisconsin _ | 
when buffaloes are hunted in summer...they will ruin the | 

. : trade on which I alone rely, owing to the great mumber of 

buffaloes killed every year which is greater than one 

can believe. " a | 

1698 Fur overproduced. "Furs in such quantities had reached France that 

there were enough beaver skins to last a decade, and prices were low." 

1698-1714. Posts evacuated. America's first encounter with "economy of abundance". 

~ 1760 English took over the trade (after French and Indian. Wars) | | 

| 1800 Peak of trade. Some going out via St. Louis. Pr nbe 12.5 yrs flnalaats Garel nraurel prorloee 

, 1832 End of Blackhawk War. Onrush of settlers, end of fur epoch. |
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Appraisal of Far Epoch | 

Fur mammals withstood heavy exploitation for 125 years. No record of any 

| derangement other than plain over-use. The fur mammals all outlasted the 
| pp aan’ 

fur trade, and some "bounced back" when relieved of pressure (beaver). 

Some persist today at very low densities (otter). Some became extinct, 

—— but not until physically extinguished by human pressure: 7 

Marten: 1925 (Douglas) Wolverene?+—1i670—(Lea¢resse}.—teter—in-nerth. | Va 

Fisher: about 1920. | | a 

Wolverene: 1870 LaCrosse, 1918 (St. Louis Co., Minn.) 

| , ‘Meat Mannals withstood heavy exploitation almost as long as fur dia: | 

repens Buffalo 1700 French at Mankato, Minn. Killed 400 at one post (Schorger) 

: | 1767 Still abundant at Prairie du Chien (Schorger) | 

! 1769 Still abundant on Chippewa (carver) | | 

| 1815 Nearly extinct &. of Miss. (Schorger) 

| | 1833 Last buffalo B of Miss. (Trempealeau, Schorger) | 

: Blic covered whole state, but most abundant on prairie rivers of W, Wisconsin 

| 1769 "On lower Chippewa" larger droves... than I had observed in 
| any other part of my travels" (Carver) 

| 1800 "Disappearing rapidly from S. Wisconsin" (Schorger) 

! 1834 Officers at Ft. Crawford kept dogs for running elk, but | 
i | "had to travel quite a distance to secure them" (Schorger) | 

| ——-1837 500 seen at Lake Pepin (Schorger) : | : | | 

| | 1860 Still common on Chippewa (Schorger) | - 

: 1866 9 out of 12 killed at Menominee. Last certain record (Schorger) 
4 of ated ba orm we ola, | | 

Appraisal: No evidence of any "illness" except straight gunpowder | 

| General Conclusion: Neither fur nor meat mammals show any evidence of | 

| . | derangement, or ‘répercussion following their demise. | 

| | / \ / | 

|  Btbheut \ ont uel 
: Corticbrpe Ae
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| — Fire Epoch, 1750-1850 

One reason for dwelling on the fur epoch is that it was half over 

| | when a new kind of "land-abuse" was intensified in W. Wisconsina Tlw wae 

| . poy, tf te | 
deliberate prairies sires. | | 

‘In 1750, just a century after start of .the fur trade, Winnebagos drove 

! : | caper hot 77 | 
| | Sioux out of the river counties. They, used fire for hunting Un. Be Srey 

In 1766, 16 years after the Winnebago conquest, J. Carver was an | 

overnight guest at "the great town of the Saukies". He wrote: 

"Whilst I staid here, I took a view of some mountains | 

{Blue Mounds| that lie about fifteen miles to the southward. 

I ascended one of the highest of these | the intervening . 

fifteen miles is disregarded as an afternoon's stroll), and 
had an extensive view of the country. For many miles 

| nothing was to be seen but lesser mountains, which appeared 

: at a distance like haycocks, they being free from trees | 

_ fetalics-minel Only a few groves of hickory, and stunted Oo 

oaks, covered some. of the vallies? Ortatut arene i bangrty Conbenel, | 

Beftremi, in 1828, wrote) NE Lora, prot oppondt 5 wy bot} | 

"The vigorous fertiljtyof these countries imparts such | 

strength to the ... [ass and the brushwood, with which 

they are overspreed, that they obstruct the march of the , 

Indians and in spite of every precaution produce a rustling 

which awakens the wild beasts React in their coverts. 

The Indians...set fire once a year to the brushwood, so | | 

| that all the vast region they traverse is successively | 

| consumed by the flames." 

| In 1846, nearly a century after the Winnebago cohquest, surveyors 

entered s.w. Wisconsin. Their field notes give us an accurate landscape 

| Fay ae | 

) description. _ Half the area was scrub oak, rest prairie. 

Mop Saat These fires extended pretty far east. In Jefferson Co., HE. bank of 

| , 7 | 

Crawfish is either bare of timber, or has oak-hickory groves under 

1648 100 years old. &. bank mixed hardwoods (basswood, maple, elm , etc. ) 

This climax type takes centuries to develop from the oak-hickory type.
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| 823 It has different ground flora. (Trillium, maidenhair, ginseng, 

ginger, etc.) | 

(fiw Hos whan 4 cnet 
. 

763 In prairie regions, formerly burned, we have veteran oaks, over | 

100 years old surrounded by young oaks, all under 100. 

518 Same thing, but bur oak veteran. | 

703 Same thing. The young timber came in after farms had broken up 

the prairie, and thus made sweeping fires impossible. | 

% pao ” 
. 

| 
. 

863 This timber has a prairie ground flora. (shooting star, puccoon, 

ivd’  spiderwort). : | 

Appraisal: No evidence that Winnebago fires hurt either soil, 

| fauna, or flora (except as they replaced forest flora with | 

prairie flora). As to soil, the old prairies are our richest 

oO farm lands. As to fauna, we have already seen how "tough" 

| | the fur mammals were to resist the exploitations of the fur 

. trade, both with and without fire. As to flora, the forest oe | 

ptt lias face aneticnle Aut 

bounced back" when the fire pressure was removed. No organic 

| 
' | 4 

derangement putuch o oud breathed etetrusn : 

| | Wheat Epoch 1832-1878 OT 

| Large scale settlement had to await: | 

| lL. End of Blackhawk War in 1832 - ) 

| 2,. Gov't. surveys (completed N. to Wis. R. in 1832-36) | 

inh olds Settlement spread E. and N. from lead mines (only cash market) 

| Within.a decade (1832-1846) fur empire became solid farms 

O46 Settlers at first preferred Noak openings" to prairie (Relics — 

(oak) 
— | 

f 
e ( 

of Winnebago fires) Thee, amd bu, vec au Vetleys ow Sowlten 

Cy 7 | An Jaabtnrnce s ir wrk in : 

‘ Three reasons; 1. No efficient pumps: to get water on ridges 

| Te hackhdand ev etarebans Fo Maced oy i Lf 

| 
e. Tradition Gp Raghdoc tur sary 

f bn trad tow, 

wher ~ he bean or pe nuts & eel a 

3. Easier broken, (Breakability stood high: Adams Co. 
"1
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| Wheat was the crop. Schafer says: 

'Tt+ was not uncommon for a farmer to break up and sow to wheat 

: 20 to 50 acres during his first season. After that his fields | 

expanded rapidly. The custom was to sow wheat year after year | 

: on the same ground. ...the timber was quickly chopped off 

oo to make rails for fencing. Thus in a brief span, almost as if 

| by some sort of magic, were the prairies and Soak} openings of 

southern Wisconsin transformed into fields of billowing wheat." _ 

| | | Subsistence farming at first, but rapidly became export farming with 

: % Development of lake ports and river navigation. | Hauled fe dhe we 

; to _heats in winter, of hn frat tr tlentel araels, Dwr, | 

1846 McCormick Reaper = 

- 1849 Wheat shortage in America and England. 

| (1857 R.R.'s reached Mississippi | . 

1860 Civil. War demand. . | 

Wheat boom crashed in late 1870's for 3 reasons: | , 

Competition of Ia., Minn., Dakotas | | 

| Chinch bug, rust, and smut. ” | | oe 

| y First symptoms of sick lan 

| Soil exhaustion. Moved west and north. } | 

7 - Soil exhaustion. Began in S.E. as early as drouth of 1859, a decade 

| after settlement. | | . 

| S.W. ridges played out more quickly. Schafer says that S.W. farmers: 

: tin order to lengthen the life of the wheat crop..-.edopted a 

rotation in which clover, sometimes treated with gypsum (lime) 

| was an important element" | 

: | _ (This is an early instance of recourse to nitrogen-fixing legumes) 

There is physical, as well as historical evidence, of soil exhaustion 

_ by wheat. 7 | 
en 

. , 

) eg Wheat gullies in LaCrosse County. "Hound's ear". Age of trees. | 

| 967 Dales. Most small water-courses had no channel. Run-off moved as 

a sheet, dropping its silt.
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968 | Today most dales are gullied, and larger ones oxbowed. Some of this 

, cutting is of recent origin (dairy epoch). oe 

1430 Some date back to wheat. Two successive cuts in this dale, one 

(cottonwood) wheat, second dairy. Tree ring dating. | . 

| 1429 Location. of ters" dale. Soil piled on fencerowar nr rrmprelypr, 

tay Chinch bug a native insect. " Behaved! before and after wheat boon. : 

ere . $till pest in Ill. & Ia. Farmers advised to burn fencerows and woods. 

oo (wlaat’) Cf an frmcrew ) 
- (Simplification of flora, made it a pest; more simplification, to control 

it. Perhaps retaining natural complexity part of land-therapy. 

a Both animal pests and erosion subsided when wheat pressure was | 

, withdrawn. The wheat epoch, however, illustrates three "properties" 

of the land of S.W. Wis: a 

| 1. Plowing and export of nutrients (wheat) did organic damage | 

| | after fire and decimation of mammals failed to do any. 

. Co The damage healed when the export of nutrients ceased. | 

| | Conclusion: Nutrient deficit more dangerous than plowing as 7 

| : such. a | 

| It perhaps also illustrates a "property" of people. ; | | 

| lL. Farmers .stampeded with the wheat bonanza. They had the courage to 

andl pra 
subdue land, but not the cgurage to cherish it. Many knew they , 

| / were hurting their Landa wlucting UF ron af lin HEA | 

a, Consumers don't care what their food costs in land-health. They 

_ - ___ care only what it costs in dollars. : | | 

| . The Dairy Epoch, 18/2=present | | . 7 
| | : |  Qeract of pesired fremmnns aclinnstana of, 

| | Dairying replaced wheat, but gradually. Date oO 

- 1872 Wis. Dairymen's Assoc. organized.
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1886 Dairy School and Short Course at Agric College. 

Properties of Dairying in relation to land~health are intrinsically conserve 

1. Exports only butter, cheese, milk, meat. These are perhaps 1/5 

of drain on soil. _ | | 

2. Crop residues, mamure plowed under. Perhaps 4/5 of extracted 
- mutrients. (about reverses wheat-farming properties; only 

stubble returned). | 

) 3. Dairying requires large proportion of hayland & pasture. Erosicn-pr« 
if strong. , | ‘ 

| | | 4, Dairying requires nitrogen~fixing legumes. Than peneDele £ rwmute 2A tetntte 

| . , Cu bya £ ruitrverdovr ) 

But modern dairying contains economic factors of opposite trend. | 

: 1. Investment in buildings, power machinery, milking machines, 

separators, trucks, etc. High fixed overhead charge. With more COWS 

| | unit costs are reduced. | 

2. Farm ean'+ expand its boundaries. Hence it expands: , | 

C a. By intensification of cropping. Renovation, hybrid corn, 

\ ; 

\ b. Downhill, by marsh drainage. (Not large in s.w. Wis.) 

Cow J 
| 

| pressure | c. Uphill, by pushing all land-use up the slope. 

| d. By over working,’ Rotation com 1 - oats 1 = alfalfa 3 | | 

, Oe | | corn 2 - oats 1 - alfalfa 3 
Overgrazing pasture (Stocking to wet year)” 

| Of these, I will discuss only (c), pashing farm uphill. Rest are well knowr 

—_—_O™ ae am ow a. | 
1424 | ‘Woodlot is on steepest slope. The crop best able to grow on a steep 

slope is pasture. Neum tere aw Larned ante ywevellty 

Cows in woodlot have effects: | 

864 1. Inhibit reproduction of trees. Oak seedlings palatable. In ; 
fencerow but not pasture. : 

1634 2. Cows kill sprouting stumps. 

3fe 3. Compaction. Makes reproduction impossible. Balance of power - grass 

1399 4, Farmer removes trees to get more grass. | | | 

G42 5. Pests and diseases probably encouraged by overgrazing and compaction.
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S42, O71 June beetle | | | 

_ tOak wilt” (unidentified) 7 

Plows on sidehill (second ‘result of cow pressure). A question of = = 

risk of an intense rain catching soil bare. The longer and steeper 

| the bare soil, the less intensity of rainfall needed to erode. | 

970 ‘Strip cropping. Length is reduced by strip arrangement. | 

898 Here length is long and exposure great (see rillis) 

1412 Most farmers are running some risk, some great risks. Often 

| only superficial adherence to a formala. (cr bur ; dbase ~ eoeffong ferns.) 

| eww At LaCrosse station 1.6" rain May Ce, 1936 removed more soil than 

| previous 3 years. Losses from 3 tons per acre per year on ungrazed 

a bluegrass to 100 tons in continuous corn. , | | 

1416 75% slope cleared for pasture. anne Cor _ 

1418 Subsoil dump at base of slope _ 

| 1419 Rock Dump, base of slope | 

1405 ‘Marysville Gully - cuts through terrace underlain by sand 4. Lu Creaakt Oo, 

. 1406 Lip of Marysville gully | 

| 1107 Sauk Co. gully. going up a dale. | | 

| | 2, Floods. | | | 

900 Oxbowing threatens bridge and farm buildings _ | 

910 Pasture loss. | | 

| 902 Structures to protect road. 7 | 

| 896 Cribbing to protect road. | 

_ 966 Did floods always occur? Mr. C. A. Neprud, Coon Valley, 1859 

- Haystacks - trout.- sheep Says first big flood 1873
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| | Appraisal of Dairy Epoch | 

| | Progressive deterioration of soil, waterflow, woods. | 

Associated pests and diseases are induced by, and in turn magnify, the 

derangement. | | 

| Radical decline in wildlife (not here discussed, but probably related 

to soil--impoverishment and cover removal). 

Gonclusion: the land-health which withstood animal exploitation and 

fire broke down under continuous wheat, healed under general farming, 

| “then broke down again under cow pressure. | 

CCC Epoch a 

. Will not detail this. SCS, and later AAA, offered farmer subsidies in 

diverse farms if he would contract to revise his farming. (subsidies: ) 

| cash (AAA only), labor, fencing, use of machinery, concrete work, lime, 

mursery stock, seed) : | 

| Did much good. Arrested the speed of decline, but it would take | 

| a brave man to say we have more soil today than in 1933. —_ 

| | Soil Conservation Districts oe | 

Statute of 1939 authorizes counties te set up self-governing districts 

with power to write lend-use regulations. Probably visualized slope 

| limits for all crops. Most counties have set up districts. 

| Obstacle: problem farm. Dairy farmer needs 30 acres safe plowland. 

Some farms in S,W., under quadrangular surveys, had less than that to 

| start with. Some had it, but washed away. 10% of all farms in LaCrosse 

County now have under 30 acres, and mst plow unsafe slopes or starve. 

Reeulations? - | 

‘Remedy: state buy out the problem farms and partition among neighbors 

‘let starve out.
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! oe 4-H Wisconsin Dells 

oe “Farm Short Course 1-19-44 

‘DEER ON FORCED RATIONS | 

| 1559 The deer range in Wisconsin | 

W-3 Yards. Series of trails | | 

1581, 1604, 1609 Dying fawns | | | 

| 1576, 1608, 1607, 1605 Fawns already dead. Hard winter? 

1601 Yes, but also no feed. Balsam poor feed. 

| 1606 Browsed alder. Cow on straw. 

a 1610 Stomachs full, but of what? | : 

1574, 1575 Balsam and aspen tops trimmed. 

: Let's Ask Oyrselves Some Questions. 

1352 Why do only fawns die? Can't reach so high. | | 

1598 Fawns die first (Kaibab). Big deer later. — | 

Oe 1462 Where are the good feeds? Dead, or trimmed up. | 

1558 Has the herd been increasing? (Kill of deer). Yes, since about 1915, and 

| especially since buck law, refuges, wolf-control, and fire control. . | 

1599 Do other states show this? Yes, (Mich. & Pa.) | | 

(same) What is the remedy? Reduce the herd, i.e., the does. Mich. and Pa. — 

| delayed this, because conservationists were "chivalrous" about killing female 

1442 What do excess deer do to forest plantings? Any planting near a yard was 

stripped. | | 

1642 Some on bare uplands escape, but not all. This Norway pine was planted | 

5 years ago. | 

1566 Natural seedlings? We didn't see a live natural cedar. Good hardwoods, 

like red maple, showed dead stems trying to resprout. | 

| W-4 Can the herd be fed? Not at its present size, Deer die on hay alone, 
. and adding grain or concentrates costs $2. Probably 500,000 deer, of 

which half would need feeding. Feed bill half a million per year. Should 

feed the worst yards after reduction. a 

507 Why feed pheasants, and not.deer? Because pheasants eat seeds. 

1129 50,000 seeds on this pigweed. Eating 9/10 makes no difference. 

1602 But eating 9/10 of twigs on this balsam will kill it. |
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(slides) SHORT SUMMARY OF THE DEER PROBLEM AE gO 

| | Aldo Leopold, Chairman Citizens! Deer Committee 

1598 

1599 (A) Points Agreed On 

: 1. Deer are starving. | 4, Some refuges are too large. 

>. Herd reduction means doe reduction. 5. Plantations mst be protected. 

3, The situation is spotty. 6. Cuttings in deer yards should 

be controlled. — 

(B) Points Not Agreed On 

1232 7. Why are deer starving? Because good foods are dead, dying, or browsed | 

up to 8'. Mild winters postpone starvation, but never avert it. 

Welt g. Will feeding help? Doubtful even after nerd-reduction, certainly not. 

before. Hay alone does not sustain deer. Hay plus cake or grain 

costs $2 per deer per winter. Fed deer continue to browse. Feeding 

perpetuates congestion, even in mild winters. 

Ee 9. Can we feed by felling or lopping trees? Yes, but not for long. War 

1607 has already over cut the deer yards. 
| 

1606 10. Can we plant browse? Not while excess deer exist, especially species 

W-5 like cedar that do not resprout. Excess deer eat such plantings as 

fast as they are made. 
: 

W . ju. Can excess deer be trapped and moved? Not at a practicable cost. 

we ahd \ 12. Can excess deer be driven or baited to new yards? Very difficult, 

NN especially $f the deer are on & feeder. 

1559 13. What counties are overstocked? Only the Gonservation Department has 

the data to compare counties throughout the state. The Department , , 

has 3 years data on the condition of the northern counties; less in 

central and southern. 

Repeat 14, Is there a model deer state? No. So far all have acted more or less 

1599 * too late. 
| 

. 15. What is a good sex ratio? For a quality herd, there should be not 

358 over 2 does per buck, but most does get bred even when there are 

5 or 10 per buck. 

Reg Aayd, (16. Will one antlerless deer season over-reduce the herd? We have at least. 

ARISE \\ 500,000 deer, over 300,000 of which are antlerless. We sold 120,000 

TEFEN tags last year. If every hunter bagged an antlerless deer, it would 

| \ take at least one year, perhaps two, to reduce the herd. | 

XQ “eee ep eee
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(C) Points Commonly Overlooked 

960 17. Poor foods replace good foods. On an overbrowsed range, good foods 

1600 like white cedar not only die, but their "place in the sun" is taken. 
over by worthless foods like alder, white birch, and popple. | 

— 1205 18. Range recovery is slow. On the Kaibab, just 19 years after the big 
-: 1243 die-off, food plants not actually killed have recovered, but 

reproduction of new plants has just begun. 

1191 be 19. <All deer irruptions are spotty. A deer would rather starve than move. 
1201 “°° All die-offs, from the Kaibab on, have left spots of uninjured range. 

1598 20. Symptoms of irruption appear in fixed order, hence we can predict 

repeat : ) 

the next event. The order: (1) Buck-law, law enforcement, 

| predator-removal and refuges followed by increase. (2) Deer-line 

on good foods. (3) Deer-line on poor foods; starvation of fawns; 

: peak of herd. (4) Death of adults, downgrade of herd, death of good 

foods, replacement by worthless plants. (5) New balance between 

herd and range at a low herd level. Wisconsin is in stage 3. Reduce 

| the herd now, and we save part of the good foods and strike a new 

balance at a higher level than if we let the herd starve. 

561 21. Overbrowsed ranges grow runty deer. Malnutrition reduces antlers 
562—C and weight. | 

563 
| e2. Predators disperse congested deer. There are no irruptions in Mexico 

M-50a | or Canada, nor did the U. S. have any until after 1915, when federal 
| predator-control started. Perhaps predators not only trimmed our deer 

herds, but also dispersed congestions. It is time for Wisconsin to | 

lift wolf bounties in the wilder counties. 

1090 23. Deer irruptions spoil range for other wildlife. In Pennsylvania, 
| excess deer cleaned out the greenbriers and ths the grouse. This is 

one sample of many adverse effects on game, songbirds, forests, and 
wildflowers.



| For seminar Feb. 15, | 
| | Aldo Leopold 

Peli & L4 foe ae Cg 

| Animal Populations at Prairie du Sac, 1929-1942 

—sInterewar period: first attempt to understand animal populations. 

Wildlife management--attempt to manipulate them. Not underst: 

Studies started in 1920's now yielding new conclusions: 

, Elton: Population cycles. Must look for "some overridi: 
process (which) maintains the cycle in line 
over the whole of Canada" Not sunspots. 

Wis: New mechanism common to cycles and non-cyclic 
species. Perhaps 4 new brick for the ecological 

a structure, Cube. [Uf ry bags me ot, mente Fier, 

Discovery on Prairie du Sac study area, Censuses began in 1929, Su ofe edebeveerel 

- E ‘The game bird census. 26 points; each represent 3 man-months field work. 

Latzest accurate census in N. A. Thanks: S.A.A.M.I., W.A.R.F. » Audubon, 

Tom Brittingham, J. N. Darling, Wis. Conservation Dept. (since 1938). 

X-194 The area. 5,000 acres of dairy farms. bo wens piracerty bas shaony rus then Ter feres 

| 1359 Landscape: Valley and Blackhawk ridge. R Blt Cearearn , | 

1358 Bare south slope with rocks: bedding ground of red fox, an actor 
in our drama. We pet Pete bight, eh cuntul- 

1356. Glacial terrace. ‘Blackhawk point in rear, ‘he enurly ods comet free, 

1357 Juniper mats. Result of overgrazing of poor dry slopes. No fires. | 
, Thin Sodcel uu grrnrufier T Afavcluce, 

> rye oS | 

7 1360 Peat pot-hole. Heaviest mouse population: 44 per acre in weeds, 
| | | 7 in Carex. OAL th fn Yan than aie a nr rteel, Jd fanaa? ena tao Eb pultade, 

| | 

1361 Rabbit census. One of few accurate censuses: 2 per acrewn b Sunt woes. 
\ l-] CAA Ie ruth pubbal, 

| \ 1367 Horned owl nest: automatic recorder of predation. Regurgitation. Gu.lht 

| Try : 
\Gnio) Receding woodlot: symbe2 of clean farming. First—measuramenit—_of—its. 

| | er | | |



| —_ Structure of Community 

| ny Willa Pyramid, Square mile. Terrestrial vertebrates only. 

Numbers: 5/6 rats, miceéshrews. Summer birds 4 times winter. 

Carnivores linear, Ratioseu. anssel / pred eben £270 neni nial #70 

: Weights: Rabbits and mice weigh same. Weights taper less than | 

| numbers :«.predators larger than prey. | | 

7 Food Chains, Fritrwre few | ae Se | 
we owl Culetel tight | 

Wa Wild vs. tame, No wilds plottable. 1% total weight (TR= trace under 0.1 

Tame animals occupy niche of former wild. These add up to 1.2 % of total 

| , Homo sapiens: Carver visited "Great town of Saulcies" in Oct. 1763. Conta 

| | 90 houses, each large enough for several families". "Can raise | 

300 warriors", Pop. 10007 Area? Ranged into I1l., scattered in 

winter. 6 counties. 0.2 per 64. mile, which is 1.2 % present oe ue 

| | Ye oni 
: density 19 per sq. mile,” Self-contained? Imports. Exports (milk) 

| Formerly rivers, winds, migr. biras. (See—Sympesium)— a 

wi Ce Winter bird pyramid. Dominance of English sparrow. 1270p 226352 65% 

| Summer bird pyramid: 60 species instead of 23. Hanson will present 
: | sometime. : 

Ss ue’ 1422 Discussion: At what cost in soil have we stepped up animale to 98 times 4 

oO | original weight? | | | | | | 

a 1418 Either dairy farming mines the soil | ; | 

749 Or--Original prairie was an inefficient producer of corman eels | 

| Answer: both. Prairie grew too mech cellulose to winter animals. 

a +1380 Grew rodents: hibernate, or store hay like farmer... 

: 654 Sandblows and abandoned fields show mining. - 

Could we step up '§8"Cines without mining? Not yet demonstrated. 

(Most important question in human ecology : | 

| Shy | |
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| | Population Behavior Game Birds--Winter Loss =i i (at 

 F Quail census. Winter loss; summer gain; trend. RATES. (See top) 

| There are losses in summer, but can't measure. Gain rates are NET. : 

| ‘Winter loss: Interplay of weather, starvation predation. All conditions 

| ~ | by intolerance. (@v~!~% "1 printer [dull ) 

| . aw 505 Starvation and Weather: Catastrophic winters (1935-36). Kill any 

0 Cee on poppet quail without limitation. Ordinary 

oe (By p deage - fp evtetons | winter kills only in submarginal 

| habitat (hence depend,on level) : 
| , | Ni a ne tt et 

F Predation: Kills down to a threshold of security (300 during 

_ period B) : 

Reason: Buffers easier to get when quail all in good cover 

| But 300 no longer holds. e recent winters gave chance 

, - | 7 to measure, especially 4-42. __ 

ye Saqes* Hesse Confrteon of former (300) with present (125%) Threshold. 4 . 
\ ; ‘ . . uti R 

1}. Covey territories bear this out. First measurement of Wlean farming" ft 

- 

Nwa darde eiteneatin 

ne Seager ae ns | ae ok | a FFAS, 

7 Summer Gain | | | 

| .  adduvucle. | : 
Difference in studies. Small vs large areas; analysis vs. correlation. 

; | Errington wrote in 1934; “The rate of recovery is governed by density. 

bp | | __ __ pop. near C.P. rates become progressively le: 

oO Now have 13 years instead of 5. Here is correlation. Inverse relation. 

, Sometimes overridden (see shorter years) but never exceeded. Limitation: 

on gains. | 

A Does this inversity appear elsewhere in quail? (Admit only areas over 
- 2000, or isolated) 

| A & B. Few pheasants. Bis a park in Des Moines. Shonsinversity, 
— | nan 

but with minus gains. Wide range of fluctuation, ——up to 700%



y 

| | | | ey ~~ 4 man : 

_ © (Cloquet grouse). Does 4%, appear in other galliform birds? Yes, 
_ but many mims gains=--low of cycle. Narrow range of fluctuation-- 

up to 88% in 1930. Character of grouse: low gains, low losses? 

| D Hunt City (I11.) quail. Mixed quail and prairie chicken. Quail 

conforms P C amorphous. If these depress each other, then P C 

“high of 1939 ought.to show low gain; Actual gain in line. 

: Combined: some but hardly conclusive. Slope gentile. 

E Faville Grove. Quail o.k. Quail plus Huns inconclusive. Quail plus 

7 Qaerirdonpaaune Huns plus P C plus Pheasants pretty strong. Act 

collectively. Do pheasants depress others more than vice versa? olewt 
BA O4A et wt Het hr rene crbht fie obefataeamne werth prone Urn uth, 
Conclusion: Clear in quail and RG as species; 

| ) Sunt Av Gg protum ef cethretivt olrfirruens | So 
EF Lake Alex. Year to year census. Winter loss low. Cevfmrue 

O.K. except 1937-38, when a high per cent of young gives a 

f 2 Hares and grouse thronologically. ~\ 

| \ Non cyclic species - ns incr. soon as population gets low. — } 
\ | 

| oa “ 

N____Oyelie~depression, conti s to trough of cycle. | ee 

ae okt



| 
5 | 

Mechanism of depression étatus a a | 

1. Movement (egress) Possible (with 7) | 

2. Non-breeding | f possible | | 

| ds Smaller clutches $3 out don't exist 

4. Lesser fertility a out | too gyal to wor 

De Weakened renesting possible , 

| 6 Non-survival of young SO oe 

(a) Pathology : 9 | In jerks? | 

| (db) Psychology possible : | | 

| 7. Differential predation : (See 1) | . 

- | Need..per cent of young before we can eliminate causes. | | | 

: | ee IK | | . ” 

: 7 | Cycles. | 

4H Quail curve at Prairie du Sac parallels cycle. Is it cycle? No. 2 hard 

| with inverse effect, explains parallelism. . 

See Cloquet for prolongation of summer losses beyond level where gains 

should occur. | | of | 

| ao Same for gain curve only ) CE e grt mae Paar elw Fa c | | 

Blackboard diagran--straight inversity in quail, prolongation in RG and Hares. 

| Meaning: Perhaps old must die before gains can be resumed? 

| | Hypothetical, but some support. Turnover in hares % cycle (5 years). 

| Green says old hares actually die at trough. | | | 

- a ah ak . | 

SUMMARY | | 

1. Farming commnity produces far more animal burner than wild, 
: Superior exploitation plus superior efficiency fii ww f reeds, 

| Co Many higher vertebrates are self-limiting. 

| Winter: ‘Threshold of security from predation, | Reser ere te brarotiny 

| Summer: Depression of young by old. “a peratte.,



3. In cyclic species these same mechanisms exist, but to them is added — 

an X factor, proably meteorological, which synenronizes fluctuations. | 
1 

4. Threhsold at Prairie du Sac has fallen from 300 to 125 quail, probably | 
: Pp 

by reason of "clean farming". | | 

| . a a a I a
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PHEASANT POPULATION STUDIES Dec. 7, 1942 

Nature of Mortality Studies | 

| Question . Errington Green & Evans This Study 
| | (Bobwhite (Snowshoe) (Pheasant) 

How many die? - (x) x x 

What kills then? x | xt | 

- What individuals die? | x (x) 

What movements x 
affect measurenents? — | _ | 7 

| History Arboretum: last 5 years. Feeney, Sperry, wemmeem | Now nereed.- | 

Fish Hatchery, last 2 years. Buss 

Measurements - , | : . _ 

4B) 1. Drive Census each December (volunteers for Sat. } | | 

| 15-70 men. Drive backwards by unitS.. What birds tallied? | = 

(1136) 2. trap and band rest of winter. 16 traps. 2 or 3 visits. Storage. | 

(Table 1) Censuses and bandings to date. Note rising trend of census. 

| | Note banding sampled half the population. - . 

he SU Ee Census error is almost surely minus, but how much? 

: Effect of variable-sized crew (1939 tests) | | | 

| oe | 7 On 200. acres On 500 acres 

| 1/19 10 men 5 

120 10 | 5 142 

| 1/25 7O BF 

ver r2 ah 
10 men flushed | 17 % less than 18% le 

| | - | 70 than 7 

| During the 5 winters we got 562 original bandings 

| | | 90 returns 

| apes yepeats (disregarded hereafter) 
1,071 trappings -



2 

- Bach banded bird averaged 3 trappings, orig. and 2 others. 

(Table 1) Show how to read (1) Composition of catch (horigontal ) : 

| (2) History of a year class (diagonal down) 

| Average survival series: PELE 5 oitesecses to right) 

: | | Turnover 5 yrs. 

(Figure 1) Graphic presentation of survival series. | 

| Turnover rate Explain banded survivors in untrapped half of population. 

; Thus first year-class 22-8, but more among 69 

| 83145 = x:69. x2 Corrected survival 12 instead of 8. 

(See second graph). | | | . | 

(Table 2) Average of corrected series, reduced to 100, is 100-30-9-1.8-0 

| Effect of census error. Correction may be toc small | 

(Figure 1) Graph of corrected average series. . 

| Ages Probably most birds in initial figure are } year old. | | 

If turnover rate varied with age, must be split off. | | 

Indicate rate 70-70-80. Evidently little difference. 

| Hence no attempt to split off. | | 

(1383) Check on Ages. Cloacal probing (wasted year without probing). Accoraing 

| | to corrected series old birds should be 30+9+1.8 | - 29% 
7 : 100+304+941.8 | 

Probed bursas of 84 unbanded (young) birds up to Jan. 16, found 

7 | 30% old. (Allen, Rose Lake, found 11% in 106 winter=trapped birds 

| in a hunted population. Does hunting raise per cent of young? 

If so, a depressive effect of old per cent of reproductive gain 

a is implied.) | | 

| Tarnover Rate 70-70-80%. Significance of uniformity. (Green and Evans)
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. bs big ceri rt Seminar, Nov. 9, 19he 

Go 
| | -; gs he 

of | oe HISTORY OF LAND-USE; WESTERN WISCONSIN | das 

Q 1665. "Two Siouxaf tribes, the Sacs and the Foxes, filtered into this area (Coon 

/ | Valley) to farm..and to hunt. e- they used fires but they did not much 

affect.. vegetation. . the bulk..settled along the Wisconsin near Prairie 

| ‘du Chien" (Marks p. 117) | | | 

: 1750 "These Indiens were forced out by Winnebagoes. ... it was their custom | 

\ to drive the game by...ground and brush fires." (Marks p-117) a 

ON 1673-1760. French occupance. No effect on land, except fur animals (Trewartha, 1938 

- 1763 “Whilst I staid here (Prairie du Sac) I took a view of some mountains that 

lie about 15 miles to the southward, and aboundea in lead ore. I ascended 

one of the highest of these, and had an extensive view of the country. 

| For many miles nothing was to be seen but lesser mountains, which appeared 

at a distance like haycocks, they being free from trees. Only a few 

| proves of hickory, and stunted oaks, covered some of the vallies". _ 

(Carver, p. 29) 7 Oo | ; 

| 1760-1832. British and Early American Occupance. Lead mining. Fur. (Trewartha, 194 

1831. (Mrs Kinzie, Waubun) | | . | 

| "Sometimes the elevations (in the rolling prairie) were covered with a 

| | | thicket or copse, in which our dogs would rouse up one or more deer", 

| | (March, just soufth of Madison) | | 

' "In this open country there are no landmarks (Trail, Blue Mounds to : 

| Iota, Lafayette County) - | - a 

Pecatonica breaks timbered. | | 

| Nofth of Barney Lawton's lay "a prairie, stretching away to the NE. No 

living creature was to be seen...but circling over our heads were 

innumerable flocks of curlews" (May--near Illinois line 5. of Geneva) 

| Rowan Cr., Poynette, was called "Hastings Woods". This implies surrounding 

| prairie. | | | 

1846 "he vegetation...which the surveyors found when they entered this region 

| in 1846 and 1847 was...half scrub. The remainder comprised the great



| | ; 

| covering of small timber. «farmers Cleared the ridge lands and for a few 

| years raised fair crops, especially by (rotating) with clover, sometimes 

: treated with gypsum", (Shaeffer pp. 94-95) | 

After 1880.. "Chunch bug and drouth ended wheat farming and replaced it with | 

beef farming, which was, in turn, replaced by dairy farming. (Marks, Dp. 122) 

| | a SUMMARY a 

| 1840-1870. Over-wheating, cessation of fire, encroach{ment of timber, end of 
prairie. : | 

| 1870, First washing. Clearly due to exhaustion by wheat. Ploweé 30 years 

before erosion began, Symptons: compaction, loss of organic matter 

| and salts, wash. | | | 

1870-1900. Erosion healed under beef farming and moderate dairying. | | | | 

1900-1930. Mechanization of dairying. Heavy investment in buildings, equipment | 

| | brought pressure to enlarge herd, which forced plowland, hayland, 

| — pasture up slopes. Woodlot grazing and clearing, erosion, floods. 

| First erosion research. — | 7 

1930-1939. CCC era. Subsidy through CCC, AAA. Farmer contracts. | | 

1939 Soil Conservation District Law. local self-help by farmers ,
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These, I sup, age. 

Carver t_.u..ins of the Fox as it approaches Portage: 
> 

"I cannot recollect anything else that Be is remarkable in this 

river, except that it is so serpentine for five miles as to gain (only) 

one quarter of a mile," 

Mrs, Kinzie later noted the same circumvolution. | 

| ‘The Carrying Place between the Fox and the Ouisconsin Rivers is. 
in breadth not more than a mile and three quarters, though in some maps 

it is so delineated as to appear to be ten miles." 

Carver here digresses to suggest that French Geographers twist or omit their 

rivers, and even run them uphill, in order to mislead the English, Hav>ing 

demolished the incompetents, he returns to Portage: 

"Near one half of the way, between the rivers, is a morass overgrown 

with a kind of tong grass" (doubtless the marsh between Portage sand the 

Agency House), "The rest of it is a plain with some few oak and pine 
trees growing thereon,” | | a 

enn acer 

1. Carver, Capt. Jonathan. Three Years Travels Through the Interior Parts 
of North America, Key and Simpson, Philadelphia, 1796, 360pp
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The Prairie: the Forgotten Flora 
| | Aldo Leopold 

On Sept. 3%, 1763, a decade before the Revolution, Captain Jonathan Carver 

left Mackinac for the wilds of "Owisconsin," He wanted to prove that the 

French explorers, while they had covered a lot of ground, had not kept their 

eyes open, He, an Englishman, was going to show them how to make and record 

obervations. 

To this little circumstance we probably owe the explicit:descriptions of 

our state recorded in Carver's Journal. + | 

| Proceeding to Green Bay and up the Fox, he arrived at Fond du lac, 

_ andon Sept. 20 continued his ascent of the river toward "the carrying place," 

or Portage, (His disdain of everything French apparently included place-names.) 

"About twelve miled before I reached the carrying place, I observed 
several small mountains which extended quite to it," 

These, I suppose, were the moraines north of Fortage. 

Carver remarks of the Fox as it approaches Portage: 
P 

| "I cannot recollect anything else that @ is remarkable in this 
river, except that it is so serpentine for five miles as to gain (only) 

| one quarter of a mile," . 

Mrs, Kinzie later noted the same circumvolution. | 

| ‘The Carrying Place between the Fox and the Omisconsin Rivers is. 
in breadth not more than a mile and three quarters, though in some maps 
it is so delineated as to appear to be ten miles," 

Carver here digresses to suggest that French Geographers twist or omit their 

rivers, and even run them uphill, in order to mislead the English, Having 

demolished the incompetents, he returns to Portage: 

"Near one half of the way, between the rivers, is a morass overgrown 
with a kind of bong grass" (doubtless the marsh between Fortage «and the 
Agency House), "The rest of it is a plain with some few oak and pine 
trees crowing thereon,” 7 a oo | 

1, Carver, Capt. Jonathan, Three Years Travels Through the Interior Parts 
of North America, Key and Simpson, Philadelphia, 1796, 360pp



| | 2. | | 

Here, then, is an assertion, by @ competent Englishman (no less), that 

the original landscape surrounding the Agency House was prairie, bearing only — | 

seattered oaks and pines. : 

Mrs. Kinzie,“ arriving at Portage in 1831, confirms Carver's description 

in many passages of “Waubun" (9, put she adds that a "thickly wooded ridge" lay 

to the north, This, I suppose, was one of the moraines. , 

_ he wide prevalence of prairie in the region is attested by Carver's 

description of the view from Blue Mounds? | 

(for miles nothing was to be seen put lesser mountains, which 

appesped at a distance like hay cocks, they being free from trees. 

Only a few groves of hickory, and stunted oaks, covered some of the | 

vallies.*" | | | 

| xx 

What is prairie? | | | 

| | There is irony in this question. Half of southern Wisconsin was once : 

prairie. Now that we must fight to maintain our national existence, one might 

presuppose a universal interest in the raw materials of and on which states — 

were built. Yet I have never encountered, in any school or college textbook#, 

an adequate description of prairie, Prairie, to most Americans, is a flat 

place once dotted with covered wagons. | | . 

Prairie was, in fact, a commnity of plants and animals so organized 

as to build, through the centuries, the rich soil which now feeds us. 

| The plents included not only grasses, but also herbs and shrubs, to 

& total of 50 or 75 species, This plant community was adapted, with extraordinary 

| precision, to the vegaries of drouth, fire, graging mammals, and Indians. 

The more the Indians burned it, the more legumes it grew, the nore nitrogen they 

pulled out of the air, and the richer it got. So, even among plants, we encounter 

the uses of adversity. | . | 

NN 

2, Kinzie, Mrs. John H, Waubun. Banta Publishing Co., Menasha, 1930. | ,
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oV 
Many prairie plmts bore flowers of singular beauty, and nearly all 

| colored in fall like a maple in the woods, : 

| xx 

| Some of the prairie plants are now nearly extinct; many have become 

uncommon; none retain their original dominance (save only reg weed, which 

was adapted to ground torn up by buffalo, and now finds ground torn up by 

- Mr. McCormick to be just as good). Most of the prairie flora has disappeared 

from view, partly by reason of plow and cow, and partly by reason of competitive 

Asiatic and European weeds and grasses. None of the grasses now dominant in 

southern Wisconsin is native, Roadsides, the natural refuge for prairie, are | 

becoming more and more untenable for anything save sweet clover, quack, and blue gra: 

| This old flora, like an old book, should be preserved for its historical 

associations. We can hardly understand our history without knowing what | 

was here before we were, 

| The practical question is: where, and by whom, shall the prairie 

flora be given a roothold on some odd bits of its former domain? The university 

igs giving it some hundred acres of the Arboretum, An equally suitable place 

is the Agency House property at Portage, 

| We have here restored at sreat pains, the architecture and furniture 

of an 1830 household, and then set it in a landscape monopolized by stowaways 

from Asia, It is only what we don't know about plants that prevents such an 

incongruity from hurting us. | | 

‘Xxx 

A roothold for prairie is not to be achieved by wishing it; ageressors 

are hard to dislodge, particularly quack. There are many of prairie species, 

reQuiring a considerable range of cultural methods. These methods were unknown 

a decade ago; they are now being worked out, at the Arboretum and else where,



| | | 4, 

While the re-establishment of prairie requires much skill and some expense, 

its maintenence fortunately requires nothing but an occasional burn. | 

Stock of a dozen prairie plants still exists on the unplowed parts 

of the Agency property: turkey-foot bluestem, little biuesten, prairie clover, 

idgpine, spider wort, lead plant, flowering spurce, puccoon, Indigo~plant, 

lespediza, anemone cylindrica, blazing-star. Seeds of many more are to be had 

for the gathering, if one knows where to look, 
| | 

I urge that a prairie be reestablished as the necessary and logical 

environment for the Agency House. | 

t



Powe CONSERVATION CONGRESS | 

Pheasant | : 

| X-179. Trend still upward: Arboretum (unshot) F.G. (shét) 

i Damage: 31/{ on 600 acres is 1 per 2 acres. Severe | 

. damage this year. Second time I have hit 7 

i. damage at this level (discuss later) 
i Survival of planted birds, Riley: about 1000 

i | planted in last 10 years. 6 wks. to full 

i ) grown. Poor farm yard raised stock to highest © 

i quality from best game farms, Season-August to 
t April. Result same; negligible per cent of 
. Kill (under 10%) Why? See Buss. 

: 1136 Turnover: 100-42-26-0 in unshot thriving popyla- 

i ~ tion. Completely replaced every 4 yrs. — @™). 
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Bobwhite | 

|” X-188. Trend:. Have not yet | 
| regained levels of 1932-1936. 

| Believe this reflects shrinkage 
| j in carrying capacity of -S. Wis. — 

| farm country. This 3200 acres sh 
{ shrunk from 400 (1 per 8 acres) | 
| to 200 (1 per 16 acres). Believe 
| this is first measurement of | 
| this shrinkage. 2 

| Hungarian Partridge | 

: | 1350. Nest losses Got time- ! 
| schedule of 600 nests. Bulk : 
i hatch just after alfalfa cutting 
; in latewWune. 77% of failures 
| due to mowing. But this varies | 

, | | from 644 to 90% in various yrs. | 
| thy? | : ae | . - 

| 1359. We now think because : 
| | various plants differ in their | 

| height growth when nests started. 
| in early May. Height in 1941, 7 
w..._ W411 contime this, —~ a
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June 25, 1942 

THE LAST STAND OF THE HARDWOODS 

| Births and deaths are important, even in war 

I report the denise of a major resource: the maple-hemlock forest. 

693 Once covered a thira of N. Wis. and perhaps half of U. P. Total 7 million 
(web) acres in Lake States. | 

, 694 In 1934 had shrunk to the black dots on this map, and two much larger dots 

ee) in Michigan: Porcupines (170,000 acres) and Huron Mt. (perhaps 50,000 acres) 

- Huron Mt. now shrunk to 10,000 acres; all owned by a Club. Closed to 

public. Porcupines will pass out in a year or two (war demand) 

(97 The two most important trees: sugar maple and yellow birch, Hemlock is 

poe inferior. Maple and birch are another matter. The sugar maple is as 

| American as the rail fence or the Kentucky rifle. Generations have been 

rocked in maple cradles, clothed from maple spinning wheels, and fed with 

maple-sweetened cakes served on maple tables before maple fires. Yet the 

| demise of the maple forest brings us less regret than the demise of an old 

| tire. | | a 

: $12 Maple forest is highly organized comminity of plants and animals. It is 

nee hard to kill, but once dead it is very dead. 

aul When slashed like this it is ready to burn, after which you get scrud 

740 When we hear of "reforestation", its always pine rather than maple or birch. 

ene Why? Because you can't plant these on a slashing and expect them to grow. 

Must come up under the shade of an overstory. Arbor3tum. This is its 

strength and also its weakness. | | 

| S46 When logged "selectively", the young trees are already half grown and ready 

ou Cut to lay on wood. Thus by selective loseine you can do the seemingly impossible: 

you can cut a third of your volume, and come back in a tenth of the age of 

your stand and cut another third. ‘In a 200-year stand you can cut a third 

every twenty years.
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345 Demonstrated by USFS. New technology, like electric welding or nitrifying 

ee bacteria. : 

Spessart Cfndustry, we fondky believe,is on the lookout for new technology. If the 

lumber industry were logging selectively, as has been done here in the fethtle « 

Alps since 1605, we needn't worry about the end of the virgin stands, because 

new ones would be coming on. But the fact is that with the exception of a 

few companies,industry is slashing as usual. Their excuse: nearly cut 

out anyhow. Selective logging "pays", but only if you have enough left b& 

keep your mill running. They conventently skip the question of why they don't 

pool, to keep a few mills running. 

| . 7Ol What it all boils down to is that we are not only out of hardwood, but we 

oa are tanied a new crop of ghost towns.that lived on the hardwood mills, and 

| ghost farms that lived on the lumbering towns. . . 

365 That is spilt milk. Presumeably some day we will want again to raise tinber 

Contos} on the cutovers; at least no one has been able to devise any other crop . 

| which can be raised on them. | 

695 Industry having failed to act, we have turned to public action in the shape 

bok paved = bow pede Somes 

: of National, State, and County forests. | There is @ bill to buy up the Poraapi: 

7 region, now mostly cutovers, for 4 N. F. Called Hook Bill. I am skeptical 

about government timber production as a sole remedy for the apathy of private 

timber owners. | : , 

| Z06 But I think the small remnant of uncut hardwoods should be bought by 

in Michigan or the U. &. as an educational exhibit. Reason: new generation will 

not know what decent timber looks like. 

| $00 We get away with all the advertising tripe about vacationing in the north 

on woods only because the average citizen has never seen woods. |
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1043 We need to keep alive a populat discontent with our record in land-use. 

, "abused land hits you. in the eye at every turn; conserved land is scarce 

| as hen's te-th. Conserved hardwood forest is almos# gone. | 

We hear much of "conservation education". We have a statute making it a 

: compulsory subject in public schools. I ask you this question; proper for 

: war-time: how far would we get teaching democracy to youth, if there were no 

remnants of democracy for youth to look at? That discontent with the status 

: ouo which is the sole mainspring of progress mst be kept alive. | 

In conservation we must keep alive the picture of what land ought to look 

like. | | |



Dane Ca. Conservation League 

a May 26, 1942 

Delta Duck Studies Abe Re Tienes, 

X-133 Location of Station in relation to breeding grounds 

X-97 On route of central flyway, incl, blue goose and snowgoose | | 

X-183 In canvasback area 

921 Combination of large marsh (30,000 acres) and - | 

935 . Hatchery for experiments, Marsh is shot moderately~~chance. for bag tallies | 

| oe | 

1138 First difficulty: sexes and ages indistinguishable. Easy to sex full~plumaged 

birds, but how tell 6 mos. from 6 yra? In early fall eouldn't even sex, except by 

dissection. | Like farmer unable to tell cow from heifer, pullet fron hen. 

1321 «Found by extruding anal region we could see sex organs. Adult male can. 

| Young bird emaller organ. Hen: tell by open or closed oviduct. a 

Algo, young of all ‘species ean be told by tail up to a certain date. / 

, Second difficulty: nothing known of flightless period | 

| | 1319 Mallard hen just getting new wing feathers; can't yet fly. Hens molt after 

young learn to fly in August. | | | 

*X<177 Bat drake molt in July soon after de serting hens. Pinteail even earlier, | 

but all deepwaters later. “Redhead ig latest; hen’ often flightless when 

shooting opens. | | 

$92 In duly mallards begin to gather on the beach 

| &76 Beach bars are sometimes black with them | | 

885 Fly out to wheat stubbles : 

933 fhence back to beach. What mallards? 

1318 Hens still with broods at this time. | 

"Repeat X-177. Couldn't be hens or young. Hon-breeders? 

1051 Got busy with traps. Found these are old drakes (by cloaca)
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1126 Another problem: botuliem Sept. 1939. What ducks? This clearly a drake 

1050 But who can sem and age these carcasses? Barely tell species. Done by 

tail feathers and by bronchial tubercles {a hard lump at fork of windpipe) 

1125 Many shorebirds also die. (Answer to WWhat ducike?* is, at Delta, hens and 

young. Another use for sex and age criteria). | 

| 
oae : 

939 Andther problem: nesting losses. 

. 930 Had to learn a lot of things. Dump nest of redhead, 24 eggs. No goo@. Might 

ES be classified as predation on hen. 

“ 931 Raddy dump, 22 eggs. Notice no down | 

879 Students from May to August make dally round of hundreds of nests. 

K-178 Must identify predators by their work (crow, skunk, ground squirrel) 

1109 Also analyze droppings. Scat board set for mink. Duck egg predators best 

recognized at nest, but duckling predators only by down in droppings. 

X-176 To de sure of egg work we had to keep captive predators and feed then | 

eggs. Conclusion: we found no one predator, or even the total of them, 

alarming. ‘Total losses around 60 ~; less than Dane Go. pheasants. Normal. 

937 Crows had been shot down to normal levels. Maybe were much worse formerly. 

We had to be careful never to let a crow see us flush an incubating duck 

aan 

912 Kuch interesting non~game wildlife. Dowitchers 

934 Franklin gull over nookery | 

943 Gull nest 

1112 Platform nest of coot. Wondered what this was. | 

1108 Drouth is worst problem. Invasion of marsh by aspen | 

X-195 Delta pyramid 
| 

(see next page)
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BAG TALLIES 

| fallied sex and age of _ ducks in hunters bags. | 

Tallied sex of migrating flocks on arrival | 

| Tallied sex of thousands of incubated eggs, in hatchery and from dump nests 

Sample findings: Canvas back 

In bag Male: female--46:54 

| In adult bag 31:69 (Drakes molt on big lakes; never come back) | 

In young bag 47:53 More hens killed. Why? — 

Born that way? 304 eggs ran 50150 | 

| Must be either that (a) young hens decoy first } 

| (b) young drakes move out. Mo reason to suspect thi 

Adult: young ratio in bag 14:68 or 5.7 young per adult | 

8.2 young per hen i | 

| | Brood counts show 5.l per hen ) | oe 

Gonclusion: Young birds sustain heaviest kill, | | 

On arrival: heavy excess of drakes. - 

Conclusion: shooting distorts sex and age classes in a dangerous direction. 

Any overshooting serious in this species . | 

| In bag, mild year 1940, male: femle 43:57 (Jump shooting) | 

In bag, atormy year 1939, 53:47 (pase decoy) 

mre iota 5s) 
In 1940, 71 % of adult females in bag had soft wings.
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CONSERVATION ON THE WESTERN RANGES * 

Subject: Der and livestock in relation to forage and soil 

Locale: Utah, Arizona strip, Nevada, eastern Oregon | 

Problem complex: 

Altitude 3-13,000 feet, oranges to ptarmigan, 10 climates 

Enough gress for cows? Here 2, Utah 20 plus dozens of browse plants 

Problem simple: | | 

Does range erode? Here only in spots, in Utah universal. 

Historical background at least as good and as long as Wisconsin: 

1188 Escalante, 1776 James 0. Pattie 1824-30 Parkman: Oregon trai} 

Stansbury, 1846-7 Freemont 1842 Lewie and Clark 

All agree: no livestock up to 1840 except Indian horses 

little or no erosion | , 

remarkably little big game. Escalante ate his own horses on Ka: 

1257 Commercial livestock developed after Civil War. Peaked 1900 and again Worl: 

1304 During world-war great areas of dry-farms plowed up, now reverted 

1297. Blitzen Oregon: a dry farm metropolis. Most remote place én U. 5. : 

1300 Irrigation farming has grown more slowly and solidly. They plowed their be! 

for dry farming--wheat ylelds down 1/3. | | 

1302 Look around Utah. Mormon village» | 

1220 Zion Park 

| 1215 Bryce Canyon rim 

THE KAIBAB 

1204 A high plateau, N. rim of Grand Canyon. Escalante nearly starved here. In 

ate roots and pine mts. 

358 In 1909, Kaibab (then Buckskin Mts.) had a good deer herd. Indians and lio 

kept it down. Too many cattle: this affected mainly grass. (Deer heads) 

M-50b In 1915 predator control subsidized. Here lion has killed a horse, Deer h 

at this time 10,000 head. 700 liéne removed up to 1923 

1201 By 1924 deer in irruption, high-liming junipers, even pinons. 100,000: dee 

on 1 million acres, or one per 10 acres.



1191 In the winters 1924 to 1931 a series of die-offs reduced the herd back to 

10,000, at which level it stands today. What I emphasize is not the waste of 

90,000 deer (we have plenty elsewhere) but the wreck of a rich range, of 

which we do not have plenty. 

1352 A deer reaches for food. 

1206 Here are cliff-rose bushes, stripped in 1924, now recovering 

But for every large bush surviving today, half a dozen emall ones passed out 

because completely available. Remaining forage is thrifty, but ite capacity 

4s only part of original | 

1203 On high summer range, deer eat aspen sprouts. Aspen landscape 

1211 An herbs on high mountain meadows (VT park) | 

1312 Aspen sprouts. In 1924 there were none. | | 

1311 Exclosure started dering irrauption. Aspen now grown Up 

1197 In 1924 sprucea were lined. Have now recovered 

fa Tast before 1924 Zane Grey proposed excess deer be driven across Grand Canyon 

_ ( » Fiasco. 
| | 

‘209 ‘How would you like to drive a reluctant deer down this slope? 

1213 Previous to the deer irruption, the Kaibab had already had one lesson in 

} | range abuse. Kanab Wash, now 100! deep and + mile wide, followed the 

| cattle “{rruption". This was an irrigated plain, cottonwood stands on the 

bank of an old ditch. Enough fertile soil to make a new state. 

1212 Upper Kanab Wash, not yet reached by the cham, 48 still irrigated. This 

farm will shortly topple into the advancing chasm. We defend ourselves 

against external aggression, but the inroads of erosion we take lying down. 

: | THE WASATCH RANGE | 

Have we learned anything from the two successive lessons of the Kaibab? Let's 

1234 Bisecting Utah, N.fr-5.W., is the Wasatch range. Here fall the snows that feed 

the state. 

1239 Impounded in hundreds of reservoirs | 

1232 Cliff rose. Here, too, we first overstocked with cattle and sheep; then with 

deer. Same sequence as the Kaibab: kill lions to save stock, let deer hurt 

| the stock more than the lions ever did. .
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1233 Dying sage, winter staff of life to sheep and deer 

1235 4&* top soil gone between each clump | 

1230 Deer droppings in the dead sage of a winter concehfration area 

1228 A canyon which buried a village in rubble with one flood. More dirt | 

moved in one night than since Pleistocene. Cattle, sheep, and deer. 

1226 Erosion control terraces in feeatch a | 

1224 Another furrowed park. But this intensivé erosion control covere only a 

| flyspeck on a map of the state. Deer irruptions spread much faster than rene 

| measures. Overgrazing by stock is still almost universal. 

1229 You of course ask: why doesn't Utah shoot off the excess desert | 

| 804 Browsed juniper. Same reason Wisconsin doesn't on ite own incipient irruptiy 

areas: (a) We have planted the notion that it is unethical to shoot does. 
- Shooting bucke alone does not suffice | | 

| | | () The sportemen, who dominate wildlife policy, know no ecology 

00 As long as # range is green, they assume it offers good feed. 

960 They don't understand that as the palatable species (see left) are eaten out, 

| the unpalatable ones (see right) move ing the range is still green, but 

foodless in winter. Pan, Hew York, and California all debated exeess deer 

until the range was spoiled. — | | | | | - 

. 561 And until the deer degenerated from nalmtrition. (Pa. yearling from overe 

| stocked range. ) | | | 

563 From good range. | : 

, EASTERN OREGON | | 

| 1246 Here, too, we see the deer-line on Junipers. | 

Plus universal overgrazing by stock. | | 

1299 Deserted "gracing homestead", east Oregon | 

1266 Only native grassland I saw was on Hart Mt. Antelope Refuge | 

: 1325 Here, too, was only wildlife, other than deer (sage hens) |
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1260 Much of the high country bore what the tourist would call %grase", 

Cheat, an annual weed, like grass like our foxtail. Escaped from Europe. 

1243a Cheat surrounding bitter brush, the best winter browse for deer and cows. 

1245 Cheat burns like cotton wool, kills all timber reproduction and browse. 

Oregon, like Utah, is letting her deer spoil the arid ranges before 

taking action. 

WESTERN ORION | 

1275 Qn the humid west slope we encounter a different deer; the Columbian 

blacktail. | | 

. | 1276 It lives in D. F. woods, never irrupts. Rather scarce. 

| 1277 Burne furnish far’ more feed than the deer ever eat. | 

1284 Cheat fires, however, push the timber boundary back and back. 

Sg 1287 Logs sre still driven down the rivers, as dn Qld Wisconsin, These rivers 

Mo never erode. | a | 

ee DISCUSSION 

Science doesn't know why Utah and Afigona erode, Oregon doesn't. — | 

Why mle deer irrupt, blaektails behave | 7 

We do know three peculiarities of the irruptive range 

. 1. Irruptions were always preceeded by predator-control | 

2, Irruptions were usually preceeded by livestock overgrazing | 

3. The worst irruptions geeur on range having the highest percentages 
palatables. Oo | | | 

‘Discuss. |
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Jenuary 17, 1942 ” L 

: For the Get-Away Club - 

| Aldo Leopold Kae, 

| SCIENTIFIC USES OF WILDERWESS | 

Conservation is doctoring land. 

Lend, like the human body, has minor ailments or dislocations, and really 

serious diseases. ae | 

| In both cases, treatments and techniques tend to outstrip basic knowledge 

of vhysiology. When they do, absurd errors end failures result. | 

) In medicine, we have a few healthy people as s physiological norm. 

In lend, we have little healthy land in the exact meaning of the word. Much 

land is not sick, but nevertheless abnormal end hence of doubtful velue as 4 

norm for research. | | 

To illustrate: 

 *—Ye2, Helf the states have deer herds; nearly all of these are develoving 

irruptions, i.e., localities where deer eat up a11 the feed and die. 

561, 562, 563. These starving deer degenerate in weight, and antlers. All 

deer states are sure they can adjust their laws to trim the deer, but none © 

have as yet succeeded. Overdo or underdo. | 

30k, All cedar on lakeshores is gone. (Mich) 

Z02, round hemlock versists only on inaccessible rocks. (Mich. ) | 

| 1232, Cliff rose pruned to height a deer on his hind legs. (Utah) 

1233. Sage browsed to death (Utah) : | 

1201. Junipers trimmed like sheep in an orchard. (Utah) 

1191. Bones of dead deer on every s. facing foothill (Utah) 

; 1311. Any doubt of whether deer are to blame settled here. (Utah 
a 

Conclusion: Treatment no good. Need hely of predators; wolves plus guns might | 

do it. How many? Where try? How close to farms? Can't conduct 

such exveriments anywhere, Need large wilderness area. Haven't any. 

(Superior .Cenade, not N. Michigan & Wisconsin) |
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799. White Pine that mace Wisconsin famous ran li logs per tree, often 

| containing 1500!. 

Z00. Very best we are growing now Pune % logs, perhans 4OO!', 

1274. Much of our young oine quit height growth in the recent drouths, and 

| Will produce only pulp. Why? Probably Microflora of soil. 

| | 12, We have only a few spots of uncut timber to get the norm of Microflore. — 

1 . 5 . 

ae CR I 

| Most ere private, and will go soon. 

32%, Ground cover may build rich microflora; we don't icnow. 

| gu, Slashings certainly deplete it, but how much? How long? We don't know. 

363. Fire certainly depletes it, but what was there before firet We don't know. 

All these things are best studied in wilderness ereas, and we soon will 

have none. 
| 

Neither heave I any illusion that we will save any wilderness. In 

conservation, 2s in war, our motto is lltog little, too late".



SEMINAR November 24, 1941 

Xirse Map 

: (A) More deer in Utah (new picure) 

1193 Once deer start on 4 juniper, they almost finish it. | 

Deduction: enhanced palatability of “traumatic growth", more later 

1196 Hedged spruce | | 

1197 Hedged spruce” summer range, [4+ nc Irweinet pv tanner Lo | | 

| a 

1199 Procumbent spruce limbs from upright tree. Presumeably, bcdator irruption 

1212 Erosion in upper Kahab, Wastiiyeor (North of Kaibab) Caused by cattle. 

| (History: Escalante 1776, Stansbury 1849. Cattle and deer--1880 on) | 

1220 Zion Canyon regTocks. Deer imprisoned 

1224 More furrowed parks (Sheep did this damage) 

1203 Dead Sage. Deer & sheep | 

1229 Deer in Fillmore N F Exp. pen. Experimental feeding, 7 lod nibh, batspertasdtes 

(B) Beer and Antelope in Rastern Oregon & Nevada | 

Xx 1188 (again) 

| 1296 Hart Mt. from Blitzen Flats 
| 

- 1260 Hart Mt. Antelope refuge 
| 

1266 Hart Mt. (Note stringer of pine) : 

1303 Skirted Juniper, Deer and Antelope : | 

| 
JRaug Cente 

1250 Mt. Mahogany~-not injured. 12" DBH. Age 100 yrs? On -pametess-Trenge 

1246, Juniper occidentlis--Hart Mt. | 

1248 Juniper occidentalis Hart Mt. | 

1257 Cattle on Sheldon Refuge. Shetton-refuge 

1259. Sage hens wh Sheldon Headquarters. Poe hnce Perel



Seminar 2 

(C) Columbian Blacktail on Coast (No irruptions) 

1275 Yellow Pine Forest, Cascades (inland) | 

1274 Young W. W. P. 

1276 Coast Forest, Douglas Fir 

1277 Burn in Douglas Fir (Full of repro near edge) 

1279 awe Wrapler, boat bobetebe plats 

/ 2. D L£ 

W284 Trade 1 

[2¢ Cunmtel for aarp posting 

(28, oe 
- hou rLberepuel peskn 

| 

(290
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FRESHMAN FORUM | Xp YO 

May 16, 1941 11:00 A.M. 165 Bascom Hall 

ALDO LEOPOLD, Professor of Wildlife Management 

CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

- (A) Three kinds of resources: | 

| 1. Those that grow, or are renewable, (plants, animals) 

2. Those that are partially renewable. (soils, waters) | 

3, Those that do not grow, are not renewable. (minerals ) 

Ideal here with class 1 and 2 only. 

(B) Concerning renewable resources, there are two main questions: 

1. Is the growth or crop sufficient, too low, too high’? . | 

2. Is the process of renewal healthy and vigorous, oF sick and deranged? 

Most of what you read on conservation deals with sufficiency of production. 

(Is there a timber famine? Are we raising too much cotton? Do we raise 

enough pheasants?) 

These are really not fundamental questions, for if the resource is healthy, 

we can grow as much of it as we need. Hence, I deal mainly with the health 

and vigor of soil, water, plants, and animals, which I collectively call "land". 

Conservation is using the land so as to preserve its health or productivity. 

The Unity of the Land 
| 

(C) All living things are interdependent; in the long run you cannot have one 

resource sick and another well. All thrive or decline together. Some 

examples of this interdependence: | 

| one’ Wisconsin farmer wants more COWS, needs more corn and pasture. 

Clears slope too high. | : 
| 

Qype 
7 (| Formerly the small watercourses were channel-less; called "dales". 

| ] \.Now cut by gullies which carry soil away, leak out fertility. 

7¢% Floods cause streams to exbow, tearing out lowland pasture, suffocating 

7 the trout with mud. 
| 

§ 9 broods tear out highways and railroads, filling power dams with mud. 

This chain of evils is bad health in land. Who suffers? 

4 | 2Farmer loses fertility of his soil, runs out of firewood, must buy coal. 

454 11 neighbors below him lose land, even buildings. Taxpayer absorbs 

flood damage in higher taxes and prices. 

/‘|-?0Sportsman loses his trout; can fish carp or stay home. 

G | 2,.o. Ultimately government spends money to dredge displaced soil from navigable 

rivers, when it should be receiving money from its produce in place. 

4 ~ Not yet whole story. Wildflowers which can grow only in unpastured woods 

are gone. 
| | . |



| -2- 

(O7l partridge which can live only in an unpastured woods is gone. 

fog] Woodcock which inhabits timbered streams is evicted. 

1 | Pastures, overstocked and exposed to hot winds, eaten up by grubs.-- 

74 which as June beetles, defoliate the bur oaks, Wisconsin's distinctive tree, 

which must be replaced by some "weed" tree which can survive abuse. 

vou To offset the loss of steep soils, farmers drain marshes. 

ans Hence waterfowl are homeless and grow scarce. 

< {4 During drouths, such drained marshes, if peat, burn soil and all. 

p24 Hence more rural slums and abandoned farms. 

This chain of evils, arising from one abuse affects all resources. The 

penalties of abuse are both economic and esthetic. They hit all people. 

Hence, I speak of the unity of land, and say that all parts of the land, 

including ourselves, prosper or decline together. : 

Conservation | 

D. The effort to bring about better land-use is called conservation. Several 

professions deal with it. Professional conservationists are "land-doctors". 

Sn 
| “(Jo But doctors are useless unless listened to. A farmer who has listened, 

and is now planting trees on his steep slopes. | 

V4 Foresters "doctor" the timberlands. | 

Na OC 

£52Doctors who heal gullies are "erosion engineers". : 

} 
| 

/ot/fThose who restore pastures are "range managers". 

ri S-Those who restore wildlife are "wildlife managers". 

4} We have botanists now who specialize in wildflower restoration. These 

professions are of recent origin, but are already overcrowded. 

Oe! a 

SA We have too many people ready to say what other people should do with their 

land; too few ready to go and do it on their own land. 

|| “Too high a proportion is paid for, directly or indirectly, by the government. 

4% | , , | , 
4 io Better land-use means first of all better, more intelligent, more broadminded 

| land-owners and land-users, so that these chains of evil will be abolished at 

their source. |



Wilson Club--November, 1940 

1 The Farmer Cooperatives of Wisconsin 

Aldo Leonold 

Premises: (1) The wildlife problem can never be solved by government 

programs. Farmer owns the land, and determines what is done 

for (or to) game and other wildlife. 

(2) There are many problems on which the neighborhood must act. 

- (a) mobile species (bd) "public sentiment" 

| The willing individual can do more if neighbors help. 

(3) How shall farm neighborhoods organize n wilelpa wi nwe ptmte 

Slide Kinds of Areas 

| X-/ 1. Unmanaged, unorganized. Prairie du Sac Control Area 

| 2. Harmer-sportsman Riley 

: | 3. Farmers only Faville Grove oe 

| | 4, University Farms and University Arboretum (not here discussed) 

5. Private estate (dead) i" 

6. Leopold farm (wu web ghee ba wf } 

Points common to all farmer areas 

dp paw? wae aard praat, 4 o Pd _ 

Self governing. Farmers dues are use of his land by cooperative. 

LO7L mere Grad. student assigned as wildlife manager. Ornithologist. Bander 

(Student & farmer) 
| 

X-146 sKeep census and kill record 

(#34. pheas. census) 
No attemp to "cash in" on wildlife. Rewards; fun, hospitality. 

| | The Cover Problem 

WY 1117 Only 1% of area has winter cover, either for game or other wildlife. 

(Riley cover 
| 

map ) Only chance for abundance: migr. birds which winter elsewhere, hibernating 

mammals, winter underground



De 

Plantations (blacx) now raised this to 2 percent. 

1076 Coverless winter landscape, outside Riley. l,feless 

LO75 Fencerow on Riley 

N 1077 | Roadside on Riley | 

962 Crepping Junicer & farmer, F.G. | 

137 A Red Pine cover plantation, perfect winter cover 

6504 Plantation (spruce) before and after fencing. 

975 Farmers take oride in their cover plantings (Paulson, Riley) (CEC uma ) 

702 » Building a grepe tangle | | 

buy Leaving a natural grane tangle 

639 Leaving dead snags for woodpeckers, flying squirrels, hawks 

{03 Leaving veterans for tree dens (white oak) 

gug Flying squirrel at artificial den 

| 704 Leaving down logs for grouse, oneus , etc. 

OU5 Leaving a drumming log 
| 

— 597 Leaving cettail marsh ungrazed for roosts 

: The Food Problem | 

590 Leaving standing corn | 

| 591 Foodpatch, soydeans 
| 

594 Quail tracks in food patch 

1067 Pheasant & rabbit tracks going to feeder 

542 Building a feeding shelter, student & farmer 

5u6 Fencing a feeder: "@iscontented cow! 

N 1073 | Feeder next winter | 

516 Manure soreader--feeder for PC, hun part., Horned larks . 

524 The squirrel problem at feeders | | 

965 Prairie chicken dancing near feeder (February)
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Wildlife Poli yen Wis. Cooperatives 

1095 Closed season & refuges for rare species, regardless of what law says. 

Example: FG PC 

1090 Example : Riley RG 
| 

eens Example: FG Upland Plover . 

64-7 Limitation of kill per season , not per day. Wow S pheasants, nothing 

else open. 
| 

959 No predator-control. Blue heron Killed by trespasser, FG 

1118 Despite this, game steadily mounts, now truly abundant 
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Final 
SORMAI-PLAN 

for 

SYMPOSIUM ON WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT | 

| | WILSON CLUB--MINNEAPOLIS, NOV. 22, 1940. 

I. What is management like in practice? What has it done for game? What 

has it done for (or to) songbirds? Raptors? Mammals? Food and cover? 

What has it done for (or to) human attitudes toward all of the above? | 

How can the ornithologist or conservationist discriminate between good 

and bad management? The above questions will be discussed in illustrated 

lectures. | 

The Farmer Cooperatives of Ohio-----Lawrence i. Hicks (20 min.) 

The Farmer Cooperatives of Wisconsin--Aldo Leopold (20 min. ) 

The Soil Conservation Districts of the | 

Gentral State8-----------------Warren W. Chase — (20 Min.) 

II What can management do for non-game birds and mammals? How can it 

help in perpetuating rare and threatened speciesf What researches are 

| needed as a foundation for practice? Little actual experience is 

available on these questions, but prospects and iéeas will be discussed 

in an illustrated talk by ~--------~-------~John H. Baker (20 min.) 

| III Discussion of above questions led by -----=---Aldo Leopold 

Note: All speakers are urged to use slides, and to bring out 

the non-game as well as the game aspects of management 

- even though exact date are lacking. Naturally, bad 

effects, good effects, and neutral effects should all 

| | be included. No formal manuscripts are required, since 

only a short summary of the symposium is to be published.



| Marshfiela Lecture 
te July 22, 1940 

A . ' a . - "> Diversified Farming for Wildlife Clctacpes eves LS 
ee Aldo Leopola ; 

Slide 
| (A) Feeding Stations - 

X = 158 Pheasant feeder Gora patatf (wi th deer), 

X~166 Songbird feeder ps5 Chickadee! tamed . oe 

369 Quail feeder at farmyard oér Tracks nebr/ feeder | : 

X-164 Summer berries for birds eo * 

516 Spread mamiure is excellent station 

556 Buckwheat feeder | 

Bo (B) Pond Management 

| 364 Mallards on a farm pond (Rn ye — dpda dancer 

X-161 Leave kingfisher perches (AN ae Ss Haar bane a taer, ales 

912 Dowiltchers--rare shore birds wee olty hows, & ) avd ) duck » 

| 1093 Ygrets at farm pond | 

- (C) Cover Improvements 

420 Grape tangle 

962 Creeping juniper | 

| 964 Snow fence 

1075 Fence rows should be left. 

(D) Wildflower Management 

X-163 Wildflower corner 751 Prairie flowers 

ST Magappre 7150 " " 

oe 5G meee Tock tmepalpht 8" 823 Trillium 

R53 Small yellow 819 Pitcher plant 

—56-——Siait white" 863 Shooting Star



| _o- 

(BE) Woodlot Management 

| X-165 Den trees and down logs Soe Lute pune 

| X-162 Leave perches for mouser hawks | 

503 Fence off corners for cover 

$31 Leave woodpecker and flying 

squirrel snags 

gg ~Fiytng-equirreisnag 
1097 Woodcock flying fields 

| - (F) Meadow Management 

| X-160 Leave parts unburned | | 

| use Take care of short-eared owls 

All - Don't let fire trim your tamaracks 

X-134 Leave old posts for plover | 

| 596 Leave cattails for roosts 

a (G) Field Management 

| 4ok Little you can do for hayfield nests 

716 A pheasant tragedy 

| (H) Miscellaneous - Cen. Wis. 

“Pte 623 Duckhawk ledges 

, X-4y Weber painting 0c Rowers :



| Phi Sigma 
Feb. 29, 1940 

Q go Ke : 

Biotic Theories and Conservation we 

| Cons ervation Movement has rested on economic predictions ) 

fimber famine if no forestry -) Commodity 
) conservation 

No hunting, fish, fur, or tourists if no game ) (Premise: 

| | 
) voter interested 

Expensive meat if no range management ) in his own pleast 

2 Meet’ ) or pbcketbook. 

Short crops if no erosion control, etc. _) Philosophy of Fe: 

Outcome of economic predkction;s | | 

(A) Calamity fails to come , 

| Forestry: no famine. Surplus of poor wood, scarcity only in high er 

(B) Gonservationists at cross purposes; cancel each other. 

| : Hunter ys. nature lovers on hawks, owls, predators. Forests — 

vs. parks. Fisherman Vs. nature lovers on aquatic birds and mammals 

| (¢) Throw problems in lap of government | | 

Erosion control: subsidies of cash (AAA) & labor (cc¢). | 

- walavafe: reservations and parks. Extreme localization. 

| Govt. forests: localization again. If commodities is all we need, 

| | let government grow them on waste land. 

Range conservation: poison vs. rodents | 

(D) Some resources entirely neglected: wildflowers & non-commodity plants. 

Conclusions: 1. Conservation is more than commodities. — 

| | 2. It matters not only what is done on land, but where and by wi 

| 3. The various kinds of commodities can't compete, should be 

| complementary. | 

4. Partially dishonest rationalization; over-anxiety to "sell" 

layman, haven't sold him at all (only increased his taxes). 

5. Some more comprehensive base mst be used. If possible not 

based wholly on fear. | | 

What is that base? Science of environment; ecology. Base not ready; ecologi 

busy with fancy names; job too big and ecology too young. Opportunity. 

Compulsory teaching law: what will be taught? .



-2- | 

Balance of Nature. What is it? How does it operate? How preserve wt? 

a (Let everything alone.) What will happen? (U.8. will become China or 

Sahara.) Express balance in terms of commodities (birds eating weed seeds). 

Economic goology. Many phenomena too complex to be assessed in dollars.
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Phi Sigma 

Biotic Theories and Conservation _ G ee 

Conservation Movement has rested on economic predictions | 

Timber famine if no forestry ) Commodity 

| - -  -Y gonservation 

No hunting, fish, fur, or tourists if no game ) (Premise: 

| 7 ) voter interested 

Expensive meat if no range managenent ) in his own pleasur: 

ie rhe . ) or pécketbook. 

Short crops if no erosion control, etc. ) Philosophy of Fear, 

Outcome of economic predhction: | | | - 

” A sdrelel on , . 

(A) Calamity fails to come Wea rnc & | 

: Forestry; no famine. Surplus ef poor wood, scarcity only in high grad 

. (B) Conservationists at cross purposes; cancel each other. 

i Hunter vs. nature lovers on hawks, owls, and predators. Forests 

| vs. parks. Fisherman vs. nature lovers on aquatic birds and mammals. 

‘N Fea- e ral? 
| 

(C) Throw problems in lap of government 

Erosion control: subsidies of cash (AAA) & labor (CCC). | 

Wildlife: reservations and parks. Extreme localization. 

Govt. forests: localization again. If commodities is all we need, 

: let government grow them on waste land. 

: Range conservation: poison vs. rodents a 

(D) Some resources entirely neglected: wildflowers & non-commodi ty plants. 

| Conclusions: 1. Conservation is more than commodities. | 

oe «8, «Te matters not only what is done on land, but where by who! 

an ae Pala t? 
: 

3. The various kinds of commodities ecantt compete, should be 

complementary. : : oo, 

he Partially dishonest rationalization; overmanxiety to "se11" 

| layman, haven't sold him at all (only increased his taxes). 

a fot. ee Dowd | 
Qed Ih ee 8 

5. Some more comprehensive base mast Ve used. If possible not 

based wholly on fear. | | 

What is that base? Science of environment; ecology. Base not ready; ecologist 

busy with fancy names; job too big and ecology too young. Opportunity. 

Compulsory teaching law: what will be taught? : |
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Balance of Nature: What is it? How does it operate? How preserve it 7 : 

(Let everything alone.) What will happea? (U.S. will become China or | 

| Sahara.) ‘Express balance in terms of commodities (birds eating weed seeds). 

- Beonomie zoology. Many phenomena too complex to be assessed in dollars. |
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Erosion Economics in the Southwest &Sewtheast- , 

Map of trip. (Map of N.A.) 

The Southwest 

All soils more or less dry. 

All plants highly specialized for dry environment. 

Therefore, like other specialists, unstable when disturbed. 

Disturbance: No stock in pre-Columbian days. 
Stock around missions & pueblos, 1600-1840. Only fraction of area. 
Stock universal since then. Peak iH 1880s and 1890s. 

Colorado Springs 

980. Grama foothill range, overgrazed. Formerly no arroyo in draw. 

967. Sheet flow as in this Wisconsin "glade." 

, Upper Rio Grande 

ter 9, When stock removed, grama.chokes out snakeweed, if roots remain. 

992. Many small arroyos check-dammed by CCCs. Note new grass (Sacaton) 
in botton. 

985a. Large arroyos can't be check-dammed; some are Canyons. Note planted 

sumac. "Canute commanding the tide." 

986. Large arroyo on Puerco--once the "granary of New Mexico." 

985b. Were all arroyos caused by grazing? This cedar may be 100 years old. 

Old Indian ruins on bank. Did they sheep this out in the early 

Spanish days? 

996. Santa Ana Pueblo had its cornfields here when Coronado came. Now a 
huge wash which has destroyed a railroad. 

Navajo Country - N. W. New Mexico, N. B. Arizona 

984. <A glade, once rich with Sacaton and Chamise, now drained by a large arroyo. 

987. "Mature" arroyo planted by S.C.S. Effective only if stock withdrawn. 

983. Brush dam to desilt floodwater diverted from an arroyo. Note vigorous 

grass. 

981. Desilting area above stock reservoir. One year's protection.
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982. Kangaroo rat den--bare while used. 

989. But lush with grass when no rats. Is rodent poisoning a "shot in 

the arm" which will eventually deplete fertility? 

988. Note grass "mstache" on lip of gully. Is aeration the reason? 

If so, rodentsmay be a needed way to aerate soils. | 

Gila Valley, Arizona (by plane) 

1017. Meteorite crater near Winslow. Mining camp. 

1010. The rich citrus and cotton district of the Gila Valley. Watered at immense 
cost by government dams, is periodically beset by floods from the | 

tributaries. Most famous is San Simon Wash, draining a basin 100 miles 

: long, in my time (1910) an empire of rich grama and fat Herefords. 

1006. Today the San Simon is a dust bowl. Yucca. 

| 1012. An immense arroyo drains its full length, and is now reaching its 

“neart", a great marsh at its head. | 

1014) The soil dissolves like sugar. | 
1015) 

1013 The marsh grasses retreat. 

1016 So does all human industry. An abandoned cattle ranch, now 

waterless, grassless. 

1003. Creosote bush is left. 

1007. And barrel cactus. 

1008. And Cholla. | 

1011. And the dying skeleton of great cottonwoods, once shading what to me 

was nearly Eden. | 

- Lower Rio Grande 

998. Jornado del Muerte. 

1004. Grass recovery inside rabbit exclosure. Once the range is down, 

rodents keep it down. 

994. Atriplex--staff of life to cattle and all wildlife. 

1002. Ephedra. Good feed. | | 

Texas Panhandle. Erosion distinctly less than N.M. No public land. 

1019. Shinnery. Prairie flora and oaks. Rich range. 

1018. " | 

1021. Estufieta, or lamb's fat. A sage. . 

1020. “The Cross Timbers." Texas history. Like oak openings. 7 

1023. Gas well. ‘Economics, like conservation, is "more in the breach than
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2 rs Lecture 1. Behavior of Bird Populations 

- . yee Definitions: What part of the biotic field are we discussing? 

| Graphie definition of ecology ) 
Role of population studies in ecology ) See mimeograph 

| Yardstick of population: density. Numbers vs. poundage. Fish vs. birds. 

(A) Density Variations in Time 

The "S" curve. Pearl's predictions of population. 

Simplest ease: a species pioneering a new habitat. 

Rise of curve is unimpeded increase 
/ Flattening of curve is capacity of environment 

| Level depends on capacity of environment (food and cover) | 

Slide Is this theory traceable in concrete examples? ih 

X-146 Expansion of Pheasant Populations on Vacant Range. (Records every known ~ 

change since 1932) 

Curve A: Arboretum (go od cover) Pion chee 

Despite heavy "mortality" (trappings) curve is leveling off at 

4 acres per bird. 

Curve B: Faville Grove (poor cover ) 

Despite heavy plantings curve is leveling off at 20 acres per bird. 

955 Census drive method (CCC crew) 

K-18 Census drive units (map) | 

X=6 Spread contours of Hungarian partridge in Wisconsin. As population fills 

. any area to capacity, it spreads by overflow if vacant range is available. 

Hence "ripples" or contours. Where spread strikes obstacles, the population 

. boundary flattens like wax pressed against a hard surface. 

X=115 Spread of starling (Cooke). Another case of spread. 

xe ee Kk K H 

Consider now the same habitats already populated, i.e., where the ns" 

| curve has already flattened out and we follow it through a period of years. 

X-106 Quail population on Prairie du Sac Area. (A semi-annual census ) 

| | fen Rises (solid) are yearly increase, drops (dash) are winter losses. 

. 4 f " 3 :
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«@ “This curve an enigma: 1929 followed a hard winter. Rise till 1931. 

a rr Note light losses. Level 1931-1936. Note heavier losses. "Carrying 

. capacity" idea born. 1935-360 a killing winter. But instead of rising 

again to capacity, population remains down. Meaning? 

X-112 Prairie du Sac Quail and Cloquet Ruffed Grouse curves superimposed. 

Are quail cyclic like grouse? 

X-147 Bobwhite populations, comparison of various censuses. , 

Ohio, Kendeigh, Bird-Lore census ) These joined indicate a cycle 

Prairie du Sac, fall figures only ) 

Faville Grove, Hawkins : : 

Jasper Co., Ill., Yeatter 

an. ty Callaway Co., Ho. (This area was being "clean-farmed" during this 

figptartes 2 cr period 

These records might be construed as indicating a transition from a "level" 

| to a cyclic status. 

X-148 Songbird curves. Typical "flat" curves, 4.e., minor irregularities with 

. _, Be the no visible periodicity or parallelisn. 

ee 
a a ee 

We see then: 

1. New populations (pheasant) first flattening off, the level 

depending on habitat. 

2. Established populations displaying 

(a) cycles (ruffed erouse) 
| 

(b) transition into cycles (?) 

All of these curves are based on anmal or semi-annual censuses. What 

if we censused every month? 

X-149 Seasonal mortality and increase (hypothetical). These are the minor 

< ihe. teeth which a monthly census would show in a perfectly flat curve of 

wa = Jan. 1 censuses. Each species has its own characteristics as to 

eC al breeding dates and mortality. 

(B) Density Variations in Space 

These are just as important, but seldom discussed. Everyone knows | 

that no species is ever uniformly abundant, but we have no orderly 

knowledge of density variations. 

log 7 
X- Quaker Run bird densities. Note range of density (3 per acre in orchard, 

1/12 per acre in fields). 

| 3! 
. 

X-Y, Distribution of 316 samples, 160 acres each, 1931-32 (rough). 

. Highest density on roughest topography (last to be cleaned up). 

Y-2k& | Q) Url Cevern ace QY Duta
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X-36 Frequency of densities. Notice no samples denser than 1 bird per acre. 

Bennitt found none in 300 Missouri samples. Notice dip in 6-8 acre 
class. Have never deciphered this. 

(C) Upper and Lower Limits of Density 

X-36 (cr) Saturation Point is a very precise name for a very vague fact: no 

investigator has ever found a density greater than 1 bobwhite per 

acre to persist for any great length of time on any considerable area. 

X-110 On peripheral locations there are accounts of great gatherings of quail. 

How long did they last? What did they mean? I don't know. 

veal Gp tanwhinn NePY renin fer qinuan (Kang) | 
Because this upper limit of density’ is common to so many diverse ranges 

and times, we assume it to be a property of quail, not of quail range. 

We call it intelerance of concentrations, but these are mere words. 

What is it. 

Pathological? Hardly, else quail would not survive on game farms. 

Psychological? Probably. Perhaps saturation is the maximum density 

Deyond which some dispersive force always outweighs all other forces. 

- Perhaps the "migrations" recorded by Audubon and others were the outflow 

from large saturated regions. | 

X-150 Minimum Populations (heath hen, Texas rare species). Most biologists 
have recognized that a population reduced to a very low level may fail 

to recover even under protection. Thus Heath Hen. When a rare species 

shows upward spurts it doesn't necessarily mean it is recovering. The 

critical level has been called "Point of Resistance" (Hornaday) but more 
: recently "Minimum Population" (Allee, Fraser Darling). 

X-151 Darling's Theory. Lists of birds and mammals, conforming and not conform! 

(Many non-migratory birds locally rare are just as much subject to eritics 

limits as if they were approaching extinction. Examples: Ruffed Grouse 

outliers.) 

| Birds gregarious or colonial, either for mating or nesting, are probably 

more dependent on mtual stimlation (by large groups) than others. _
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Wildlife Conference 
Feb. 15, 1939 | 

Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Reading the old 1930 Game Policy is like taking apart a 

Model @. Ford; one is surprised to find how well it was built. 

| Nearly a decade has gone by; some may not remember the old- 

timer. It was written during the yeaw 1925-1930 by a committes of the 

now defunct bat still respected American Game Association. It attempted 

to bring together the best thought of the day on the problems of game 

and game lands. It was then disgrace to be a game man. Today we are 

all wildlifers, but I doubt if our actions as such show any broader 

interest in non-game resources than this old document shows. A new label 

doesn't change what's in the bottle. 

fhe old policy asserts that “seven basic actions" are needed. 

Let's see what they were and what has been done about them during the 

) intervening decade. 

1. Bxtend public ownership and management of game lands. 

Progress on this is very great. I give thanks for the ground gained in 

| | public management, but I must in frankness add that accomplishment is not 

fully proportional to expenditure. We assumed in 1930 that two dollars 

would deo twice the duty of one; I now doubt it. As public agencies grow 

larger they waste more in friction with each other, and with the public. 

Yor example, action on public lands wildlife is still blocked at many 

points by mooted jurisdictions, despite the enormous increase in funds 

and labor available. Moreover, as Jay Darling has so ably pointed out, 

another dollar for us often means another ten dollars for the dammers and 

the drainers.
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2. Recognize the iandowner as the custodian of public game on 

all other (i.e.; non-public) land. 
| 

Tris idea was the heart and pith of the 1930 policy, but I fear 

4% ie still largely a hope rather than a reality. Tne 1930 policy not only 

recognized the farmer's right to post; it urged him to use that right. It 

urged him not to stop at posting. but to go farther and control the shooting 

and to improve the food and the cover. 

| Most states today recognise the farmer's rignt to post, but they 

urge him not to use 1%, Age inducements for the farmer to Keep his signs 

down, they offer him free ogee and free birds from the state game farm, free 

grain for winter feeding, and free sermons to the lawless gunner. fhe 

astonishing growth in size and efficiency of public game faras, and the still 

greater growth of public winter feeding operations, 48, I fear, in large 

part a growth of trading stock to keep the signs down. ‘There is, to be sure, 

a considerable increase of non-subsidised feeling vy farmers, and this we 

ean accept 6&8 foreshadowi ng eastodianship. There ie very little of the other 

two things needful: cover improvement by the farmer, and regulation of | 

kill by the farmer. veanwhile jn the cornbelt the drouths have accelerated 

the loss of cover which was already serious in 1930. 1 here repeat the 

findings of my eurveys: not more than one farm in every five is capable of 

wintering any game bird. On this. shrinking ares of cover we hope, by public 

| feeding and restocking, to accommodate our expanding army of licensed hunters. 

Let me put our whole aiffioulty in still another way! mich of our 

remaining food and cover ig an expression of bad farming rather than good 

farming} mach of our remaining open shooting area ia an expression of 

indifference rather than conviction. We will have no conservation worthy 

of the name until food and cover for wildlife is deliberately instesd of
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accidentally provided for; until abundant wildlife is the mark of 

the vest rather than the worst farming. Ie it likely that a good farmer 

is going to create food and cover for wildlife unless he, and he alone 

has the final word on who hunts, and how mach? 1 think the question 

answers iteelf. | 

| I hasten to add that I no longer believe that a little "hait® 

for the farmer, either in cash, service, or protection, 4s going to move 

him to active custodianship of wildlife. If the wildlife cropping tradi tion 

4s not in his bones, then no external force, either of sy kind or any other 

kind, is going to put it there. It mst grow from the inside, and slowly. 

3. Bxperiment with ways to bring lend, farmer, and sportsman togett 

When the 1930 policy was written, a hopeful array of management areas was 

spreading over the continent from their centre and prototype at Williamston, 

| Michigan. The mortality in these areas has been very great. Rew ones, of 

course, spring up, but most of these are partly for research experiments, 

and are kept alive by research men. 1 saved two of my own: Riley and — 

Faville Grove, vy converting them into research arenas, and they thrive as | 

such. There is one group of upland game areas which have not only survived 

from the original crop but are still going strong under their own steam: 

the Ohio pheasant areas. I salue Ohio. 

There are, of course, two other centres of landowner management: 

in Texas and in the Southeast. These, however, pre-date 1930, and they are 

Largely individual large holdings rather than neighborhood affaires. I am 

happy to report they are going strong. 

I once had great hopes of shooting preserves as an expandible 

device for farm game management. Their big asset was that they offered a 

long season, given in exchange for artificial restocking plus a tagged and
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regulated kill. Theoretically this principle was eusceptible of extension 

to natural restocking, by farmers, but I know of only one preserve (Riley) 

which grew in that direction. Most preserves, like Topsy, just grew up, 

without leadership or direction from administrators. They grew in the 

direction of greater rather than lesser artificiality; on most preserves 

the birds are put out just ahead of the guns. Seldom are the farmers 

full partners in the enterprise. Administrators now do not like the child 

| they failed to train. | 

| I must admit, though, that this is not the whole story. The 

excessive leadkage of birds forced late liberation, and late liberation is 

necessarily artificial. Moreover on preserves, as elsewhere, most farmers 

lack the wildld fe cropping tradition. 

4, 5. rain men. Vind facts. The expansion of professional 

education and research is almost a fairy tale. In 1930 we had perhaps a 

dozen full-time men building up technique. ‘Today we have & professional 

society of 700 members, and about fifteen achools. 1, for one, think an 

overproduction is impending. The Wildlife Scelety is just now issuing | 

& statement urging stiffer training for fewer men, and calling attention 

to the fact that schoole with ambitions in conservation have one Sob which 

Can never be overdone: training citizens to know what conservation is. 

What quality of men are we producing? At what levels of scholar~ 

ship and statesmanship will they work? It is too sarly to be sure, bt I 

am hopeful. I could defend some of thelr recent output in any tribunal of 

science. IT am amused, though, by the fact that not even the best wildlife 

research ig yet accepted as cience by the majority of scientists. If you 

need proof of this, let me remind you that no "regular" scientific founda~ 

tion has ever, to my knowledge, contributed one red copper to wildlife 

research,
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fhe old policy eaid, “Find facts on what to do to land to 

| make game abundant." To find those facts is proving to be a harder job 

than we anticipsted. Most workers, including myself, are still plugging 

gaps in the foundation which we once thought was complete. We have no 

proven techniques yet except for a few easy species like pheasant and deer. 

Let me venture a prediction: the highes’t value of wildlife 

research will lie not in enhanced game crops, but in enhanced understanding 

of natural mechanisms. More game, after all, will benefit only a few; 

more comprehension will raise the cultural level of all. 

6. Recognize the protectionist and the sctentiss as sharing the 

responsibility for wildlife. It's hard to appraise what headway ve have 

made on this, bat it is not great. The two factions atill tend to cancel 

gach other. | | | 

7. Provide funds. Depression did this for us. It remains to be 

seen whether, during periods of pay-as-yourgo government, we shall have any 

fande for wildlife. The Pittman-Robertson Act and the Duck Stamp Act, both 

of which had been proposed before 1930 mt emphatically aat upon by Congress, 

indicate at least a growing willingness by legislators to let wilalifers 

finance themselves. | - 

* * & 
| 

‘the greatest single gain since 1930 lies, I think, in the growth 

of detail in the idea that resources are interdependent. We knew then that 

you can't have healthy fish in sick waters. We knew something of the inter 

dependence of animals and forests. But the idea of sick soils undermining 

. the health of the whole organic structure had not been born. We had a vague 

notion that game and predators might be interdependent, but we lacked details 

at to why and how. We do not yet have many details, but we have 4 fow.
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| The clearest is the idea that browsing mammals, unlike birds, 

are in constant danger of destroying their own range, and that hunting — 

| alone is seldom a mfficiently delicate control to keep the herds in 

balance. We need predators as well. 

| We had the Kaibab in.1930. We now have s hundred Kaibaba. If 

: rifles are a sufficient substitute for wolves and congars, why didn't they 

: function? | | | 

One of the most interesting "discoveries" of the desade is that 

solence now sees in the effects of predation the same principle which 

every observing sporteman hag seen in the effects of gunpowder. Those 

| | who have watched game birds under fire have long asserted that moderate 

killing does not change next year's population. Those who have now 

| measured game bird populations under predation tell us the same thing. 

Moderate loss, whether by gun or tooth or claw, simply has no effect. 

Many sportemen, however, do not recognize their own doctrine when it is 

applied to hawks instead ef guns. In predation, however, there is some 

kind of automatic adjustment which tends to keep losses moderate. I wish 

| we could claim the same for gunpowder. fo this extent the hawks are nore 

civilised than we are. | | 

Perhaps one of the most unexpected discoveries of the decade is 

that some populations are internally rather than externally controlled, 

Errington's muskrats trim their own numbers by fighting, without much | 

| | help from predatore, starvation, or disease. There is no place for this ia 

the 1930 acheme of things. It's almost human. | 

se # 

Ho review of wildlife policy would be complete without some 

acknowledgment to those who did the brain work but are with us no nore.



Of the original members of the committee on game policy, none worked 

harder or better than the late Dr. John G. Phillips. His extraordinary 

candor, intelligence, experience, and love of wild things contributed not 

only to the printed document, but to everything we think and do teday in 

wildlife conservation. | | : 

| et? a



| Madison Bird Club 
November 16, 1938 

The Faville Grove Wildlife Experimental Area 

574 - Locations of Arboretum, Faville Grove; Riley, University Farms, Prairie du Sac. 

X10 - Map of Faville Grove. 
| | 

617 - Pheasant Survival Study . Matched releases of wild and artificial pheasants. 

. Wild birds are trapped. 
re | | 

Sh Lae OT Ute lief mid bel fep ! | / 

619 - Then put in a sock, banded, and feather-marked. re 

621 - ‘Then released. Some recoveries by retrapping. Some by hunters. | 

oxen ad ( aan cf paw bat “ beg Yota CAL y 
er eo cad # : dy Jus of air 

b ann hae). 

782 - Prairie chicken banding. 
| | | 

Nesting Study. 500 nests, Hun, Pheasant, Upland Plover 

729 - Hunting nests behind mower. a 
a 

| 713 - Predation: crow work. 
| 

717 - Deserted previous to mowing due to flood. 
: 

| oy} - Incubating Hun — oe 
| 

| Bul 7 Pius OR Copnba FF es fA 9 peerel no tle oh Pentti - 

| Food and Cover Improvement : , | 

702b - Grape tangle , 7 

475 - Grape tangle 
| | 

yyy - Spike feeder | a 7 a 

«Gyo = = Feeding shelter oo | | _ | 

43g - Palatability tests. Consumption tests. | 

369 - Quail at feeder. 

737 - Conifer "remise® | 
| 

| | | 

503 - Conifer renise 
| | : | | | 

it Z a Coe : i | p al p LA 

Zap UE of hore Th nl Aue ——————<—————_—_— xx -



| | a 

7 | Population Study | 

756 - Hardness test, winter of 1935-36 — | | 

505 Starvation in quail. | | 

| | | 

SO Historical Study 

, X-92 - Faville Grove, 1938 and 1835 . : | 

X-93 - Old map, 1838. | : 

i 

eS | — | Wildflower Management | | oe 

7g - ‘The prairie silphiums | : , 

«75 = Prairie clover 
| | 

754 - Michigan Lily - | | , 

753 - BE. Susan | | 

762 = Silphium . - ) Oo | 

56 -  Ladyslipper | , 
| 

—— 453 - Ladyslipper | | | | 

755 - Wollin's Woods. Trefoil. | 

$23 - Trillium oe 7 

S70 - Amelanchi er - : 

| ‘4g6 = Anemone 

485 - Sweet William oe |
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| _ Riley Meeting 
. | warch 16, 1938 

a History of the Pheasant | 

Introduction to America (Phillips) | | 

p- 42-43. Richard Bache, New Jersey, 1790 (failure) 

Central Park, New York, 1877. | | 

. O. N. Denny, Oregon, 1881 (success. pure torquatus) 

British Columbia, 1883 (anelish) , 

| | Stuyvesant Preserve, N. J., 1887. | — 

| | After 1896 - widespread plantings. ae | 

Introduction into Europe (from Tegetneir) a 

p. 29. Bill of fare drawn by Kine(?) Harold for Canon's households, A.D. 10F 

for feast of St. Michael and Ash Wednesday includes magpie (agace), 

partridge (perdices), pheasant (phasiams), geese (ancae) and | . 

chickens (gallinae). — a | | 

/ p- 29. Soon after 1100 Henry I issued a license to the Abbot of Amesbury: 

| to kill hares and pheasants. | | 

p. 29. In 1299 (Edward I) price of a pheasant was fourpence, woodcock 

| | three half pence per pair: mallard three halfpence, plover one penny. 

p- 30. In 1170 Thomas a Backet, about to be executed, dined on a pheasant 

| ‘more heartily and cheerfully that day than usual. ® | | 

| | p- 30. Archbishop of York, at his inthronization in reign of Edward IV, 

| had 200 "fesauntes" for his guests. (and many others ) | | 

p- 33. <A Psalter of 1260 contains a portrait of a cock pheasant. 

| p. 38. Introduced into Sweden 1873 by Baren Oscar Dickson. 

| Miscellaneous Introductions (from Tegetmeier) 

op. 38. New Zealand about 1850. 

| St. Helena, 1513. Corsica, Samoa, ete. -



| | -2- | | | 

Introduction into Wisconsin (From Game Survey MSS.) 

p. 93. Planted by Col. Pabst, Waukesha Co., 1910-27. | | 

| State began propagation in 1928. 

p. 101. First open season 19el. 

? First Gane Farm 7? | 

| All over Wisconsin by 1932. | | 

| Killed back out of northern counties 1935-36. 

Lectures : | 
Pheasant folder | , 

| History folder
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| Tripp Commons 
March 29, 1937 

Conservation in the World of Tomorrow . co - 

a 
oe 

Aldo Leopold | / 

Phases | —— proiebsiien oo e conn, Plealy ei alate Le leet enon GWG che 

1, Started in late 1800's as, ' somethine-one prohibits. 1 wight & Bea. Fran 

| Examples: Game lews. Forest fire laws. Almost-regulation of lumbering. 

Stcktea by those who no land to conserve, just as liquor prohibition 

: 'by those who had no thirst.te-eontrot. | 

| Philosophy: Prophets of doom (timber famine, world eaten up by insects). 

Analogy with "personal devil" (lumber barons, game hogs, - 

| . despoilers) . a | 

2, Transposed on March 4, 1933, to "something one buys." OO 

| _ Examples: Appropriations of astronomical cigbosess’ for forestry, soil 

conservation, parks and recreation, resettlement, wildlife--- 

all with a cipher added by CCC & WPA labor. 

| | a Initiative has now passed from pressure groups to government. In that ci 

| | geological period--the Coolidge-Hoover Age--the conservation 

| pressure groupy had to drag the governnent, 1ike a reluctant — 

dog on leash. Today Fido has scented a rabbit-4hOW, He is - 

dragging his breathless master down the road, “Mie md “Shows - 

: | heel-marks, not toes, Fido is going to see to this conservati 

NOW, | | 

7 Philosophy: ‘Strangely unchanged--the instrument of salvation is the U. S 

treasury instead of the U. 5S. statutes. Salvation is still a 

oo vicarious rather than a personal process. The modernist looks 

: | + Doce Pewatenaes he cuetatl 

7 to the government to square him with posterity,” just ae the _ 

medievalist looked to the church to square him with heavend« he 

3. There is of late a group of dissenters who doubt whether conservation is somet 

one buys--it is something one does. Who doubt whether one does it for posteri
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welfare--for our own pleasure and satisfaction. Who doubt whether government, 

or any other vicarious agent, is the instrument--rather spade, axe, loving — 
pabloat Vv fay vthan 

care, scientific knowledge, and time. Who doubt whether the andless voter — 

is the "leading man" of the dramatis personae--rather the landowner and farmer. 
not eo ne cle As ao vA lin alg cae 

: assert that the fundamental idea in conservation is the satisfaction to 

be derived from the lmsbandry of wild things. A thing equivalent to agricultural 

husbandry, and of course to be interwoven with it, but dealing with untamed 

plants and animals. 

: f Saturday was cold and blustery. ' Dehorning @ birch tree as an Neagle snag." 

| Decoy. Story of why eagles are there (turbines of power dams). | 7 

Weruol mar . | 

| Sunday--shadow flicked across fieer of shack. Swoop over Mnest." Visit 

| | 56 : i | | 

a from a King. 1:39 chance of using. 1:10 chance of escaping pallet. ” Game of 

| chance. Game of skill. > - | | 

| (_§¢411 involves both biological science and woodcraft--not like Daniel Boone, 

wooderaft only. This game of chance and skill is the contribution which the 

fmsbandmen of wildlife--"wildlife managers"--are trying to make to "the world of 

tomorrow." Our experiments deal with trivial things, but we 

| that Franklin's kite was trivial, too. | Oo 

| | Warts = Oundl - May | | 7 
Will show pictures of these experiments--as conducted by my own group of 

graduate students by corresponding "lunatic fringe" in Europe. 

| | Slides - | 

502. Winter is critical season, Shrinkage in cover--Nov. to Feb. 

: 369. Young evergreens will "create" birds where were none, 

503. Waste pothole--birdless in winter--now holds pheasant, and in some years quai) 

after one year's rest from grazing and addition of evergreens. | 

( 422, But evergreens take time. How get quicker results? Standing grape. | 

J ( , | - 
_> ( 349. Down grape . 

(475. Growing tangle. Had experience of cardinals moving in before got through wort



— age - 

{ 542, Building shelter. ee 

545. Fencing shelter. | | 

5U6. Discontented cow. . 

322, Hopper in shelter. | | 

Be 
( Sud. Grape tangle and conifers. | oe 

398. P. C. on shocks left in field. | 

409. Even simpler--get farmer to put manure out in fall. , | 

353. Sven gimpler--climbing buckwheat following light fire. : 

597. Some birds "choosy" about roosts, Only in cat-tail. | 

352, Or rip-gut. Leave them uncut--add life to lifeless farm. — | 

368, Some birds, like sharptail, do not need grain, bat can winter. on buds. 

But--buds must grow in open. Leaving an open-grown birch or aspen may | 

| add life to a lifeless marsh. | | 

| 396. Berries are beneficial for chicks (young sharptail). Get them by slight 

: openings, or pl@nting malberries. a oo 

| 364. Sometimes mere protection is all the birds need. Ducks on an Iowa refuge. 

| Drdimeluace o . | | 

| 453. Deal with wildflowers as well as birds. Tall yellow ladyslippers. | 

456, Small white. Each of these orchids has its own “choosiness"-~i.e., bill | 

| of specifications for habitable environment. But noone is fumbling with 

experiments to find what—they-are.-..7; : \ Kear pacs 
| | Ne Lt UES ane, onal 

lugs. Sweet William. Need "Chair of Wildflower Management "to find how to keep 

these things alive on Wisconsin farms. Farmers are interested--perhaps more 

| than in game. University Bulletin. 

g6. Anemone, All disappearing from Wis. woodlots. Grazing? Fire? Over-cutting 

Probably a different answer for each, - | 

| 510. Cottongrass. ‘Unburned peat marshes. 

Wild plant management is 4 virgin field--not even named. | 

eee re a RET IE SET TI I SAID | | 

These things have wide implications. They set up for "the world of tomorrow" 

a landscape vastly different from that implied in the teachings of economists, 

engineers, or even New Deal conservationists. | a oo
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G-233, Present trend is toward blocking of crops in rigid tmonotypes. ! 

| Here is one sharply divided between forest and agriculture. Such a 

country holds no wildlife, but it is what efficiency yearns for. 

G-27h, Here is one with interspersed crops and forests. Full of roe deer, 

hare, ‘some pheasant and partridge. What wildlifer yearns for. | 

Present program of purchased conservation would convert northern 

| | Wisconsin into @ monotype of pines, while "efficient" agriculture is 

' | | Lnuulel Une nhl 

| converting southern Wisconsin into an agricultural steppe. Do-we—-want 9 

: ee y prky | pn ag f ¢ f 

. these? Ae Rparctayv pls LAL . (Chee ~ Wh ot LA bua bn rand Verb ne xLA LT te tat ase Mh. ot | 

| Peaclene WAA Aad Lops ke ar rte thes ) —— 

G-150. Artificialized stream. | , 

| --«@=187, Natural stream, Similar principle involved in the "regulation" of : 

‘floods and waterflows. | | 

G@-2¢. These issues in naturalism are esthetic, and perhaps therefore--to some 

minds--unimportant. Here then is another case~-the rebuilding of the 

German forests from Caesar's oaks (a few still persist) to "efficient" 

| '  . gpruce., oe | ; 

| G~-250. Efficient spruce, After 2 or 3 crops, soil gave out. Whole timber 

, economy out of gear by reduced yields from trees on s0il to which they 

don't belong. - | a 

G-34, Scramble to convert back. to this kind of a mixed forest. Trouble seated 

- in the micro-organisms of the soil, | | 

ss q@e61, Can't raise a forest without birds--not any old birds, but the a | 

assortment native to the place. Dead snag to encourage woodpeckers 

: | needed to handle insects, - | | oo 

G25. Esthetic corollaries: ‘deer diminishing in size. Jack of vitamins? 

563, Yearling buck on ideal, good, and poor food. | 

562, 7 | | | 

561 

oe 6-115. In some "national parks" underbrush is being planted by hand to save _ 

. “the moose or elch from the after-effects of too~artificial forestry. 

(Erosion is another parallel issue economic, not esthet ic, but involving 

same principle.) : | |
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falcons The return te naturalism is even invading the world of sports. | 

" Falconry growing. Equivalent of our return to bow-and-arrow. 

fi | 

— GR105. Horned owl being replanted in German forests. - 

G-75. I offer this "pastorale" in closing the pictures because it bears | 

| on the basic weakness of my argument--the scarcity of landowners 

who have any interest in things here under discussion. This particular 

| pair are spending a Sunday afternoon herding cows--apparently in 

| | preference to the village cinema. | - | | 

| How many Ameriean farmers prefer to find their recreations on the soil! 

| Perhaps @ good many this particular age. I fear, though, that 

we have done a pretty thorough job of divorcing farmers, intellectually 

and esthetically, from the land. We still graduate citizens from the 

7 farm to the city. aWhen-~if ever--the opposite is the case, we may have 

) | @ better chance for the kind of conservation that is neither legislated 

nor bought, but personally performed by the landowner dn his own_land. 
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Wildlife Conference 

| March 1-4, 1937 

| 
Gh é ie* ae 

. | European Game Management | | 

| Aldo Leopold 

: Germany & Czechoslovakie--1936. Carl Schurz Foundation. | | 

___ Map of ground covered, 

| "'%eynote! of management is a return to natural methods; a revulsion against | 

artificialization and mechanization of outdoor sports, 

ss Revival of falconry. Corresponds to our bow and ATTOW. 

____ ~ Falcon and dog. 

_..._-«Goshawz and dog. | 

___ -—Falcon and Vietinghoff. Ornithologist~ecology-forester. Prof. of Naturschutz 

__ "Field trials" for hawks and falcons. 

__ Hawk striking rabbit. | 

ss Hawk with rabbit. 

v 207a. Only automatic or pump I saw on my trip. Pheasant drive. 

| P12. Only __% of these pheasants are artificials. (Our average is about 25%.) 

213. Use our corn for food patches. 

v peu, Edge of remise 

| 215. Undaunted by mud. | | 

| ¥v 133, A remise | | 

v 149, A remise system. | a - 

v 290. Design of & remise planting. stwaye at centre of land. | 

136. Food patch, 7 

112. Food patch. Jerusalem artichoke. 

141, Straw feeder. | 

| 133d. Straw feeder in woocs. Manpower vs. materials. 

ov | 145, On expensive land. Note beet R.R. 

ee
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v 143, Mallard pond, (Artificial) German waterfowl in bad way. 

v 62, Mat of pondweed, | 

v 60. Bling in castle pond. (Formerly fishpond. ) | 

/ 29. Duck-feed and castle, 

266. Hungarians entirely natural. Thin on poor soils, good on "prairie." 

267. Carriers. 

ne 

| 34. Deer. German forest was mixed. 

251. Now pure, especially N. Germany. Note difference in feed. 

250. Pure spruce. Old highway. 

| 93. Deer maintained by winter feeding. Feeding station. | | 

95. Pressure on vegetation browsed oak, 

Su. Peeled spruce. 

43, Old peeling (Schalschide). 

79. "Bundled" spruce, | 

g0. Spruce desert. | 

2, Fence to keep deer out of fields. 

uo. Fence to keep deer out of reproduction, 

64. Damage to soil. Calloused stump. | 

262. Deer fence to protect reproduction. 

2¢1, Effort to reintroduce hardwoods. Historical curve (graph). | 

222, Trend of spruce and hardwood. Graph, | 

lle, Underplanting hardwoods, | 

115. Moose. Effort to revive moose, 

96, Pear seedling. A rarity. 7 

114, Moose forest. 

ce
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105. Rare species. Reintroduction of horned owl. 

125. Wissent Bull. 

103. Great Bustard. 

| 

| 124. Wissent Monument.
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| The German and His Land ft 

Aldo Leopold | 

. Introduction | 

| Carl Schurz Foundation. Foresters. Decided to try a Game Manager. 

Drew lucky number, Trip Aug, 10-Nov. 7. Narrative account impossible. 

| First thought to entitle this "Conservation in Germany," but that | 

: sounds like an "ism." Whatever else-~--—not an ism, 

Series of sketches of activities and problems--public and private, 

I. Pheasant Hunt in Silesia oe | 

1. Map. Estate near Breslau, near Puschkova. Guest of Herr von. Narich (thru 

7 . Kreisjdgermeister) . 4000 ea. Sugar beets. Own factories (vertical a 

| trast). Hunters! breakfast (rain). | : 

| Game Species. Fheasant. Hun. partridge. Rabbit. | | | 

| ec. Roebuck, Roe deer. | | | | 

3, Hare. Hare. Like jackrabbit (and tastes like one)» | | 

4. Wagon, Hunt. Drove out in open landaus. Rain. ~ Qunbeb ” 

5. On line, Stationed at end of a remise. Beaters at other. Signal blown on horns 

6. Champion (Not any old horn--Plessian horn.) 

bugler. - | : | | 

, DAa cud rele 
. | 

x Returning to drive: Birds began flushing at once, High & fast, 

| a i no 

: Took 1/2 hr. 25 pheas. Shooting bad, rvytt 

7. Gathering Exchange of alibis. | 

UD. . | 

S. Streche Mustn't step across. | | 

| laid out, | : 

9, Remise Then drove to another Remise, All these are planted. On valuable land,- 

| system, | | 
no possible economic return on investment. |



~-2- | 

10, Remise "Do not keep their aesthetics in the parlor," even on private 

oreven industrial operations. (If I may interject a philosophical ) 

deductions; our (Greéa: pna~ vat ter” land-uses strive for the utmost 

7 | | in ugliness, or else do not use land at all and go in for | 

saccharine prettiness and call it a park or country home.) | | 

| ll. "Pastorale' Just to clinch the point, here is where a remise abuts a stream 

| | near the workers! village. With us, the Village Pari Board would 

a be filling in these marshy banks with old bricks, preparatory to 

| bluegrass, benches, and begonias. oe | | | 

er a 
ie. streche We drove 1] remises. Bach had one or two food patches. Corn. | 

13. Topinambur Or Topinambur. A sunflower with a bulb. Perennial.» | 

| | | wav Ue | 

14. Hedge Remi se border, Too straight lines. Geometry, leading disease of 

-1g006 in Germany. Day ended with 450 pheas. Only 1 bunt per year. 

Sold to help aefray expense. Not artificial birds, | / : aes 

| | a H cot anette wethe wr feral doves at Us Pehtewe "  Cotelat Pao Laon fede Clan, SP" 

oo 15, Horned Owl Seamy side of the game cropping system. Predatory birds amost 

extinguished, "Ubu" now being reintroduced. | otuno tuk be omtenneert . 

| 16, Warden & Shooting privileges restricted to 1% of population, instead of 10% 

(Dearer | as with us, But shooting is only partly a matter of wealth. | 

Position and landowmership also entitle a man to shoot . Kill per 

man is much larger than with us. | | 

17. Cestle | | 62,000 acres (2-1/2 township) of very poor sandy land in W. Silesia. | 

| Underlain with "brown coal! and ae ceramic clay. Estate grows
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| timber, operates sawmills, pulp mill, mines coal, makes tile, Thorwu 

Count Arnim,acts as his own manager. Supports a fair-sized town, 

| Rothenberg. 
kw 

18. Ringed Growing stock averages 12 M.B.F. per acre pure pine, Subject to 

Pine 
| insect epidemics (see rings). a . 

. Karger? 
wh ied Rr teeng ha 

19. Ola Pine . Pine a beautiful tree ct timed. Hore is one planted in 1648. Enough » 

aw at 
| 

; AV 

lumber, to build a house. American foresters keep talking about 

| | uo-60 year timber. Rotation in Germany seldom less than 100 years. | 

20. Stripping Muskeu pine formerly cut clear, Duff from planting strips sold as 

duff 
. , op a he , f P 

fertilizer to peasants. a+ ft fe ee as fat A anel pres COLE | 

, | | AL Op Adiney > c 

-91, Grabbing § Now opened gradually. New law speeifies natural reproductions; frvede ,; 

| stumps 
QMualnudin 

Peasants here grubbing stumps for fael. , Comparative value of labor 

and materials. | - 

22, Wood ) Same area, woman picking up twigs for wood, (Same economy holds for 

gathering 
: | | 

. transport. ransport. )) ye 

23. Wood-gas ita ling out pulpwood. Bugine fed on wood.) (Same economy in land-use. 

| ae | 
ou. Coal-strip  Waen coal or clay pit has been worked out, it is refilled and replant 

planting 
YW vias callin y prc i wae pb arfattrel fx thabny oa at a Crank als wt frenst Rew brat Hae & ve 

| 25, Ridges for CCC's prepared this wet meadow for planting spruce. Drained into 

planting 
 sumps dug by hand. (Private owners may use GCC by paying for it, 

: | provided project is non-competitive.) = mo 

26. Kahischlag Pure pine ss of course nearly barren of feed. Hence when a cutting 

a is made it mast be fenced against deer. See patch of beech-~effort 

to mix hardwood. Tare & hear 1 rts phere Ader had “ l fi the ow by om 

Miser | don dorks arehmure Vowel eel Oy pn Crrerferr (#6 weheeds name fate, 

27. Husehwald What they aim for is a mixed stand like this, But too many deer. 

og, Virgin But what they actually get--bare ground with fenced islands of feed. 

: . forest! | 

| | Tiese minor faults of execution, however, should not be confused 

- | with the success of the principle.
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29, Tingplatz Here is a femily which for centuries has lived comfortably and : 

| -- graciously by growing timber on a piece of poor land. Their town 

began as a tine-platz of the prehistoric tribes. It now gupports 

, 5,000 peoples 
| 

A group of American lumbermen visited the Count last year, ad 

showed how his forest cropping was unprofitable, put the Count is 

/ not in debt, and his property is worth more every year, whereas 

| the American Lumbermen are in debt, and their properties are worth 

a less every year. WReonomic laws, "so called, sean to be purely 

: subjective. | | 

| | a 7 The marandterwald | | oo. 

ty Rrlrow el Pye TT | 

| 36. Canyon _, Surrounds the village of Tharandt, near Dresden, where I headquar te 

OB This is 1 of 5 forks of a “box canyon." 4 robber baron hat 8 cast: 

| there, looting the pack treins plying between Dresden and Leipeig. 

Bach fork gorac? a trout stream. a 

37. Old Road | Sections of the old road still persist in the forest. Note old gr 

worn into earth. Nobody tishowed me" the Tharandterwald. Woen tir 

oe } of studying between trips, hiked out and saw at. 

38, Game Fence On entering forest one crosses the game fence. Same old story--ne 

co, | feed, too many deer. ee | OO 

39, Bundled Confined inside fence, deer develop vitamin defieiencies and striy 

| vreee bark from spruces. Bundled. Note bare ground. Note labor expen 

uo, Old deer Old scar on spruce. Note bare ground » 

| scar. | | 
7 

41, Bundled Plantings mst also be bundled if palatable species like larch ar 

larch :
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ye, Trap, Sometimes deer break out into fields, Trap to let them back in. 

Like Western cow trap for wild cattle, | 

UZ, Allegory This is a yew hedge surrounding grave of Cotta, who invented pure 

| spruée" forestry in 1610, Cotta was the epitome of "efficient" 

Germanism. Yew is the symbol of traditional snd romantic Germany, 

The hungry roes have browsed the yew off his grave, until the machine 

age, in the form of woven hogwire, fenced them out. | ; 

uh. Pure Spruce A green well surrounding a desert. | | | 

on Healed © Pure spruce paid at first, but soil developed a "sickness." Needles. 

stum co | , , 

didn't rot; roots couldn't get down--all matted at surface and 

| . developed grafts. Hence healed stumps are a symptom of soil sickness, 

46. Beech _ Remedy is mixing beech and hardwoods with spruce. Note no bracken 

under beech, showing difference in soil condition. 

7. Browsed But deer won't let beech grow. | : 
seedling | | | 

4S. Birch | So they mst either fence, or interplant birch, which deer won't eat, 

| This helps the soil, but not the deer. | | 

49, Hochsitz Food patches are maintained for deer. At each is a Hochsitz, for 

observation and for hunting, _ | a ae | 

50. Cottage Around Tharandterwald are pretty villages. These people farm, work in 

forest, work in Dresden (by bicycle). | 

51. Cottage Half-timbered. | | 

be. 4 Another cottage.
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53. Cherries. Country roads are lined with fruit trees, No old trees on farms. 

Wisconsin Burr-oaks. 
| | 

hu. Ranger Sta. Revival of national farm architecture, NSchilf" roof. 

55, "Pastorale" Saxon agriculture and farm life I learned from the farmers. Here 

| is a cowherd and his Freulein with whom I talked all one Sunday 

| | afternoon. ‘But the real attitude toward land is to be learned 

not from the landed peasant, or the lended nobility, but from the 

landless industrial worker. a | | 

56. Gardens | | Hondreds of thousands. ‘Travel 10 miles daily to work there. 

| Talk louder than blare of political propaganda. |
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| Taylor-Hibbard Club ~ 
Jan. 22, 1936 

| Sketches of Land Use in Germany | 

| Impossible task to see in a few months more than a fraction of the whole. 
- AQ tar At OY few Las. wrntlun ’ 

Still more impossible to discnss in an hour what one did see; | 

Oy CPS, sede + te re pt ff ool Dror 4 prcbetrns, = Ot t, ln ad Lay = bef beth a Tesh pa byes at uy urbe ge gs 7 in 

ly tract im three g od, be 

Germany has a system, and a good one, reflecting centuries of land planning 

First land planning goes back at least to 1300s (game treaties). System 
Qv pets elu CLAD 

reflects not the wisdom and technical skill of its planners, but-ratker the 
4 . 

character and tastes of the land-user, I sometimes suspect a certain 

| wee 
futility in our mountains of mimeographs on land planning. They talk about 

| . - Uk 

guiding, warping, and bending land economic processes, when perhaps they- 

| Lo | 
can guide, warp, or bend nothing without the land-user, They have a crowbar 

of money and laws, but no bit to pry against. . | a 

| Question 1. | 

| : : Brae h Css | 7 

In substantiation of this, I offer a contrast between Germany and America 

- on the fundamental question of whether conservation practices are profitable. 

| Take forestry, for example. | | . 

192 Here is the seat of a Junker family which for a century or two has lived on 
Henrich- | . 

eu. the income of the surrounding forest. They have no other income, They live 

a simply, and are not in debt. | a | 

1&6 The village adjoining the "schloss" is supported by forest labor, /:<. bog pag, 
% win gd Ly tA . h- — ot , 
4 2 a Cri th } (pe Co. va las. 4° 
e . ' .f * : ‘ 

53 The men work at logging and in the mill. Fecuchis deules ohraaligecb hele, Tue 
xy aren ft 7, * + . . we f p a -¢ Lf 
Pans Le thong Conlenia f pate tadeba Tot tet. free we TMA yw Moaea se, ethos ty Q gine , in RAarboaks Sales, ! toe Au 4 lg 

- AR LG cl Ay frente Cc fobaa deka G8 An el. ALS (, eo LA ee ekg : , by bru pte 4 Bablant G bane t I, tat bar tos ts ytey | : 

S Bu. The women gather fuel, make plantations, work in nurseries. | 
Bee Gt, oe 7 | 

15 These village families have small subsistence farms, with livestock. Thu fa+~ 

AD f TA tke i wut Ax is CORTE Se te Lf 4 fe Tare ba Peak ¥ my O49 es. a Ope fa i As fein {2 #2, we LA By A



| . -~o2- | . 

5b | 
—— 78% American lumbermen, examining the costs of this forestry operation, say 

it is unprofitable. Yet a whole commnity has lived on it fora century 

and a half, and it is increasing in capital value. 

, : What they mean is that if the same land Lay in America, it would £0 | 

for taxes, and the villagers would go on relief. I know there are difference: 

| in "economic conditions"--labor costs, tax system, etc,, but these are 

| familiar to all. | I shall not discuss them, because they seem insufficient 

| - to account for the difference in Mteon, There is something more subtle 

| | and more potent, not ordinarily discussed. I don't know what it is, but 

perhaps T can give you part of it. : - a 

pee | ‘The German landowner says? ‘Here is a piece of rough land, good for forest. 

Ve id po therefore I will grow trees on it. Now what is the most economical species 

and system for doing it?" In short, he decides his land-use and afterward 

7 | | invokes his economics to show how best to execute that decision. | 

/ Aaridoned The American landowner says! | "Here is a piece of rough land, which would 

| Homestead 
: i ve | erow forest. Would it pay?" -In short, he invokes his economics to decide 

ge] oo ; whether to use the land at all. In the case of forests, he has usually de- 

| cided not to use it at ell. | | a | 

| I will not attempt at this point to analyze the validity of these two 

Oo _ attitudes. You may wish to discuss the question later. | : 

: So Question 2. | 

| Related to the profit from land-use-is the question of two or more 

simultaneous uses of the same land. 

| 7 Oe | Re uth, ling merebe 9 rut ~ a 

| 115 All forests raise game in addition to timber. More—than-that, there is 

- serious mutual damage of forest by game, and game by forest.
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95 For example, valuable oak reproduction eaten up>- Crt nn dala la ih, -— 4 

BO and game damaged by too much spruce planting, which excludes food plants-- 
ALAA why tL’ 4, wer’ at Up PAE ‘ 4 rooae of o nh eg 

. 

1 dans 
93. and forces artificial feeding, which induces nutritional deficiencies-- 

| (The 4 wat iy ara i of colts, &. fee LLNS y Jn ewe? tlt g La Lt 1, ) Ken Lew oth aaa cake mf A eke be fa a ef rhe te | | 

fart . [Mack ey . goer tuxtrere clates wu ‘ | 

251 and thie deteriorates heads, But no one would even think of ceasing to raise 7] 
, 

geome, | | . . Co 
Pal at. S Cok T teens AtaL asad fis Abou cet i bs oft Lf af ae Ex Apts é, nif ot tla fof af ole lt aonkl as bgober L . wande ae 

Wa dene ered, : | : . , ele Not all farm land produces small game, but much of it does. I was guest at 

a pheasant hunt where 450 were killed in a single day's driving on one estate 

213 This was good beet land, equivalent to Dllinois corn land (loess over sand), 

| But there was no hesitation in sparing area for food patches (see corn), 

. ‘ . | pAnrek & nat Berns e 

149 And scattered over the estate were many l-acre "remises" for cover. My 
| | dae | notes say 10 on 1300 morgen--8% of the area. Seldom on poor land. , Poeasants 

). Or ch 
| | Kare sold to help defray expense, but the operation is not profitable. But 

- why own a farm and miss the chance to raise a stand of farm game? | 

143 Here is a duck pond on the same estate, with 200 mallards on it. Why have a 
| pond and no wild ducks? \ 

Wy Here is a state forest. Notice the fish ponds in the narrow Canyon bottom. 

- Why have a perfectly good stream capable of watering fish ponds, and no fish? 

BN . Here is a forest estate mderlain by brown coal. ‘The coal is taken out from 

| open Dits, the excavated sand put back in and replanted with pine, I haven't 

noticed many American coal mines leaving a forest in.their wake. | 

This estate also has its own paper mill. This pulpwood is from what we would 

Ley 
. call waste wood. The truck is driven by woodese. This estate also has 

ceramic clays, with its ow tile factories. | : | |



| | _ ye 

105 —_ | | a f ocan ag Ua RE 

~22h- The sugar-beet estate where I saw the pheasant hunt has its own sugar factory 

Oleg xb ne 
Cyelie Ur weet chaste, Cot alte) 

LLY Sad, dairy herds to meke milk out of beet pulp. GIn both these cases the ‘ 

Ge . - dusl use of land becomes a "vertical trast" as to land industry. | 

a es | 

102 _ On another/Gtate waste thinnines were bundled into fasces for revetments in 

-—piver end herbor work, Th ow of souee pas ecunbs efpav eh Eater Hcoutel out 

225 ffhere is, of course, a great deal of straight waste--reclamation of a simple} 

| : sort. Here are potato stems drying, for spreading on hay stubble as potash. 

189 Here is the family ox coming home with a load of green hay cut off of ditch 

| | banks and roadsides (to the detriment of the geme).— | 

30 Here is a marshy shore eut for bedding (to the detriment of the game) « | 

4 GE ‘You have all heard, of course, of the women gathering fuel in the woods. Cae 

nee | ne packet. Gael weeek petat Coat M00 w terel af Ham worth erylliny Ot rent), . 

— 222 And everyone, I suppose, mors of the use of ronasides for fruit trees, 

- - Part of these things, of course, arise out of cheap labor and high land, but 

| I think there is a residuum which can be ascribed only to awide in skillful 

a combining land uses, and a relish for esthetic expressions of land, like 

| - geme, trees, and flowers, in which the typical German never asks whether it 

pays or not. | | : | | oo | 

Te ‘No elinch this, I will mention the tens of thousands of gardens which surrou 

every city and village, in which are raised--not economic vegetables--but 

| : useless flowers. Around Berlin the garden gone is in places several miles ¥ 

Te ur dan, Ua henade P otras fs the ¢) cot dove oom Seema i elern vf PBs ups Reet ort | tute 

Unis araatlty famol ut pbrostntia ie 3 mT dh elael of ms war cle wd fbre 

| Now this-catholic appetite for diverse land crops is not without its headacl 

266. One headache now mmch discussed ig the destruction of raptorial birds incid 

D vevinwel ge |
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| to game management. I counted hawks all summer-- they averaged half a 

hawk per field day, as against 1-1/2 for the U.S., and they are thin enough 

| here. Pheasant and partridge management, where abnormally high densities are 

2e& wilt up, is especially hard on hawks. (This is cart of the bag of a partridge 

Lpattedet) Oo a 
hunt in which 800 birds wergshot.) This conflict between sportsman and 

nature-lover arises out of over-artificial game culture. | 

29 Te fish culture in these castle ponds also involves destruction of herons, 

Mw ravbbes 
. 

| 

‘ - grebes, kingfishers, and water manmals. | | 

161 artificial forestry has cut the woods bird fauna in half. Here is a dead 

AAAG 

. 
| 

| f snag Left for woodpeckers-~a revolutionary Change in the mentel habit of 

foresters, unthinkable a decade ago. In short, the Germans do not cease 

| and desist from conflicting uses; they fit, modify, and adjust, realizing — 

. | that the whole organic universe is a process of adjustment. | 

252 A beech snag left for woodpecker s--ano ther unthinkable
 compromise of good 

| forestry. 
| | 

— 105 And back-tracking is no disgrace. Here is an ‘owl farm" for reintroducing 

the horned owl into the National Forests. | 

34 | I've already mentioned the conflict between forestry and deer. The problem 

yay ead w eos | 

| 
. , 

ss how to get hardwoods back into the stand to sweeten the soil sickened by t 

mach spruce. This is a national problem. Here is the kind of forest they wa 

. fut Ota Get fc Ciatade ef, fleas 

| 

250 | Here is the kind they have--after a couple of rotations, soil sick and 

| npr 

: 

| unproductive, ‘Slick and clean" forestry is equivalent to slick and clean 

farming as an enemy of wild life. | 

253 One adjustment is to use birch, which is so unpalatable deer won't eat it, 

harclr | 

262 Another is fencing of the young hardwoodse 

finer | |



| -~o- . | 

a Yo” ine 
Neither of these is in my judgment sufficient. I think I see/ thie. Aas teu ety 

 —s-« two generalized deductions: | : : 

| (1) That the success of over-artificialized culture in one natural | 

resource is usually bought at the expense of another. Sometimes, as in 

mineral fertilizers--the other can stand it. But when the sportsman buys 

. his game at the expense of useful hawks, or the forester his spruce at 

the expense of the soil and the deer, it is merely veiled exploitation. 

| (2) That high human population density greatly intensifies the conflict 

in land uses, and shrinks the opvortanity for a balance between esthetics 

and utility. We don't mow how lucky we are inour relatively sparse density 

| nor realize how well the European nations have done to maintain a tenable 

existence despite their density. | | | | 

a | - Question 4. | | | pa 
. | tht es of Ue 

Apropos of No. 2, I will close with a few remarks about the German | 

landscape. | | | - | 

a 126a An appalling tragedy is the nearly universal stream straightening. For 

. | the canalized rivers there is perhaps economic extenuation, | | 

: ed Udy aoe wary & te | 
| 131 Here is the Oder near Breslau. Like Mississippi “wing dams." | 

| thy ote asl og ebelany - - — 
150 But for these pretty little creeks there is no vossible excuse, These are 

the scars of that epidemic of geometry which ravaged the German mind in the 

1800s. a | 

. | | . | | | | New peaske} 7 | 

187 One hunts long and hard for a natural stream, | I am afraid that a part 

of our "made work" program is trying hard to repeat the German tragedy, 

It takes geological time to heal such disficurations. 7 

230 a | : | 
185 It is pleasant to turn from this to rural architecture. Its no news that the 

“pb © aa old cottages are beantifalypud lomhin y - | oe |
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a 
| | 

+3F - fhe old thatched roois are disappearing. 

120 But are now being revived. (Ranger station in Natl. Forest) 7. Ue nbadk a0 

hot atari, Cana Cab, C Pp fer gnvatin ) . vE my PEA ales , | 

129 - Here is "New Deal" suburban housing of the "County Jail" type. brvothy bob 

130 | Bot the individual suburban houses are rather pleasing. (fouuel Lavanbane 

(Thee wd bone dant sarge a bow bprth oe a of tlre. } bate et nauk, pe 4 . 

230 More farm-village types. | 
| | 

231 | 8 ii ns 5 
| | 

23e Some of the high mountain farms are very bleak. | 

cep I will end with the prettiest cottage in Germany, atk tak Be fartluad 
; 

pr cten of vee: | |
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| NINE CENTURIES OF DEER MANAGEMENT po 

| IN GERMANY Ae 
Aldo Leopold : 7 

I. Talk from chart | 

The German Forests are overgrazed by deer, : | 

To us who p$cture "grazing" as contented Holsteins nipping bluegrass in a meadow 

this may not sound exciting. That is because we nave notiyet learned to see or 

think in ecological terms. We think "shoot off a few deer,and all will be well" — 

But all is not well in Germeny: a : | 

I. Soil Sickmess. Since 1820 many forests have been convrérted to pure spruce 

This has "sickened"the soil. Hardwoods must be introduced,but deer make 

this impossible. (spruce curve) 

| 2. Deterioration of Deer, Vitamin and minerel deficiencies arise from arti- 

' 4ceiel feeding, Natural Peed is absent from a spruce forest,and deer 

| , pressure prevents its reestablishment. | 

3. Native Flore being eliminated by. Geer. — 

®% Forest Bird Fauna has been cut in half by spruce. Can't be brought back 

without hardwoods, which can't be brought back because of deer, 

For these reasons it is importatnt to unravel the origins and nature of the deer 

problem. Ss | 
| Coen teat saneereeenrteneceos , 

A history of deer is a history of Germany. 

Nearly every war and political change shows in the deer curve(see chart) 

Conversely deer often determinec the evolution of society and politics. For example 

: 30-Years War Tell story of origin of the Spessart. LS 

| : Revolution of ISUS Attempt to democretize hunting. See curve. | - 

Republic of I9IS Seme. See curve. , 
. . . f 

 ‘Barliest Federations between petty rulers were between neighboring estates fo: 

mutual protection of deer, Treaty between Albrecht of Bavaria and Abbot of 

Benedictbeuren to close their boundary lands as a deer refuge(I300's?). Thus 

| began a process which later extended into politics and finally enabled Bismarx 

to form the German Empire. This Hitler now attempts to further consolidate. 

Court Organization was determinned by war and hunting. Even ecclesiastical 

organization was affected by the mania for the chase. (Read contract between 

Arcgbishop of Tollenn and his forester) : 

Likevise the dress, speech, asusements, reapons, food,clothing,domestic animals, and 

even the architecture of the ruling class were strongly influenced by and interwove 

with deer. | 

: And now e mistake in deer range policy,made by foresters a century ago,erises to 

plague the agriculture, forestry,and internal politics of modern Germany. 

Wherefore I repeat: A history of deer is a history of Germany. | |



| | : #2 | | | 

| Where @id E set this chert? 
| | 

_ Imagine yourself a celler at an old castle, built in the IT%00's upon the ruins 

of a still older one, You have been in the woods sll day with the gereen-coated | 

Baron, talking and seeing deer. 
| 

You ate climbing ..en route to tea «esp the stone staircase of the old fore- 

court where in the NRPitterzeit"” the horses of callers were tied, but which now serves 

- as garegee Countless deer hesde line the walls «. stags, schaufflers, roes oe.ciso Old 

crossbows muskets, deer rifles,and portraits of deer-hunting ancestors ( whose names | 

appear in old seript on the ischadeln! of their nearby trophies) By now you are 

 gomewhat acquainted with the Baron. With trepidation you spring the vital question.» 

the question which prought you to Germany ...'!May I see the Jagdbuch? " 

He turns and looks you quickly in the eye? "you will not,of course, put anything | 

in the newspapers?" 

) : 'No indeed, I only want to study and understand the nature and history of your 

deer problem" — | | | 

"Jawoll "' (So the real purpose of your visit is assured of attainment) © . 

«After tea, the Baron ushers you to the Library »papered with cordovan from the 

time of the Inquisition, On ean ancient oak table - which may have served as throne 

to many a knightly pasty in older Gays ~lies a huge Leatherbound tome. The Baron 

respectfully opens ite 
| 

, 

ee Page one is entitled,in ornate faded script: "Strecke der Kurfurstlichen Jagd, 

Anno Domini 1625." So many hirsche, so mony Damvwild, Schwarzwild, Rehwild, Biber, Hasen, 

Kanninchen, Auerwild, Birkwild,
 Has elhuhn, Rephuhn, Fasanen, Trappe, Kranich, Schwann, — 

Wildganse, Inten, Beckassinen, Wildschnepfe
n,end lastly "sonstiges" | (sundry, unclassified) 

All these are the year's bag or "strecke"of the Kurfurst of that generation(who 

Looks down at you disdainfully from the wall),his guests,and his henchmen, and all 

killed on his "Domanen" which still constitute the estate. An equally long list of 

‘Raubwild"! (predators)avpears on the opposite page. In it are listed bears,wolves, _ 

and other species long since géne from the German woods. 
| 

| And so on for each succeeding year, for decades .e centuries... until some war 

or political upheaval has cut the skein of family history, to begin anew in the name 

of some new owner, 
| | 

| 

I have some dozens of such records, each spanning from one to three centuries, 

 eopid from such books, This chart is their summation. 
° 

Again I repeat: A history of deer is a history of Germany. |
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| | NOTICE OF APPOINIMENT*(1545) oe 

We, Herman, by God's grace Archbishop of Tollenn, Chancellor and Kurférst of 

the Holy Roman Buapire in Italy, Herzog of Westphalia and Engern, and Administrator 

of Paderborn: 

Do hereby give notice that we have as of this date and by virtue | 

of this document appointed our faithful Thysenn of Thylge as one~horse 

(ein spsnnigen) lmave of our court and also forester. | 

He now, at his own cost, mst furnish a good-ridig horse, and he 

mist ceaselessly attend to it that no game, whether deer, boar, or roebuck, is 

: caught, shot, or otherwise destroyed on our domain without our express permission. 

To this end he uast}Labor with all diligence, not only alone but with others 

| similarly charged. Should he find any trespasser he must seize him and hail 

him before the local justice. If he cannot do this alone, he must seek help 

of our henchmen, who are obligated to render aid. Should they fail in this, 

he is to give me personal notice thereof. 

| | Should he find any slain animal, he is to fetch it to my kitchen at 

| Poppelsdorf or Buschénen. 
| 

: Turther he is obliged, with horse harness and weapon, to follow my 

| marshall or head-bowman at any time, md to. serve our interests with good will. 

a - Ghould he notice any danger to our person or land, he mst take 

| notice and wait on us in person, He is my watch and ward egainst all damage, _ 

snd mast conduct himself at all times as a true Gesme-forester of one~horse ela 

| To all this he, standing befo re us and of his own accord, has sworn 

with raised fingers, so love me God and his holy angels. 

| To and for this end, that he may the better serve in his office as 

eame-forester, have we promised him each and every year a suit of both summer and 

winter Livery, inclusive also of one coat, but exclusive of board, as with my 

nn nnn ee aeen near an ae ear a 

‘Poaux ae La croix, Karl. "Geschichte der hohen Yagd in Sauerland." Dortmund, 

1913, p. 24. | | | . |



| 
-~o2- | | 

other servants. And thereto vill I also vay him 18 gold dollars, helf at 

| holy Christmas and the other half on St. John the Baptist's day, and when he 

| is at headquarters, also horsefeed and meal., nails and eisen (horseshoes) 45 

needed, 

Should his horse be crippled by some piece of hal f-shot or half-stuck 

.  geme, then it is understood we replace the horse. Should he himself in Line-of- 

|  @uty be thrown or captured, thenpre pey him 25 dollars, put he mst again report 

for duty, on a good horse, within 30 days. 

| | At our pleasure, we, Mey dismiss this or any other servant, without 

| mount. | | 
| | 

Given under our seal, at Briell, on the 20th dey of the month of | 

July anno. D. XLV (1545).
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Lecture on | 

bea, leas h i vats havllee! Deer & Forestry in Germa ny 
. 

. . Us Mitac Ake ane by bh i Lo Las c is wan XxX cole. ' neu 8 Bak aoe , ae cl hoe truve tere © temaere Code tre pots thy fr lute Stee 

Y 1. Red Deer Three deer in Germany. At the top in both size and, perhaps, quality, 

is the red deer or stag. ‘The German "Edelhirsch." Srrmlees beur “1th 

"¥ 2, Fallow | | 
Deer _ @ smaller species imported from Asia in Middle Ages. Robin Hood. 

Palmated antlers. | 

Vv 3, Roe Small. In both forest and woodlots--also in fields. Matt wetelretragenalee 

Aeitn oth On BL Ir Baner \ Coble Aevely qt class | 

4. Hirschjagd From dawn of history, ideer! & "forest" are associated in human thought. 

mi t Bogen 
: uo ra prota ten. . 

| American 4th of July orators commonly generalize: "The forest is the 

home of the game" (meaning especially deer). This is one of many 

| uncritical assumptions now being dismembered by ecological science 

: ) in a new effort to segregate the true from the false. a 

\ | : Vasrtin awe en. tae te prt tarda Letoy Loa hras oe 2 Cte Ku h olit. bh pre Cae 4 uf 

Ha, Knbtookbug - - Here is at least one instance where the truth is qualified by 

Ub, Feuel 3 ately, | | 

Nwhat kind of forest; how many deer." 

| | | | HISTORY - | | a 

| 5. Tink Te German "Urwald" which Caesar saw was mostly hardwood. Some 1000- 

Oak : 
| 

| 

‘year oake survive. Broken by many openings, as attested by place 

names ending in “heide’ (heath), In the Urwald, oak and beech offered 

mast; a rich variety of shrubs, herbs, and young trees offered browse | 

for game. | | a 

| 6. Browsed Tiese food-bearing plants are, with few exceptions, intolerant of 

Oak 
: | | 

- ghade. Young oak showing browsing by deer. Tolerant species rarely — 

nutri tious. ( oan Qkartn ran ) ate. hy coplrere ) | 
.



Le. | | 

/ 1. Jagd indie Feudal forestry aimed primarily at preserving mast trees, for both 

| Netze | | (ne Cir b Bercte )s — 

te game and swine. | Ecological disturbances: clearings, cuttings, 

. Pic en va \y pe aw pnb 

wt grazing. Deer stands were high up to about 1600. 

Z 
| q unre 4 idagns l ert pe & Bde (* t al 

V Ta. Tapestry Hunting then mostly with dogs. ‘The 1600's, can be called "The 

| Ornmafrn td) fr pune au The Ife Os { pkey mane 4+ 6 fea ot be La, ), 

Great Exploitation.", Game protective system broke down in * 

on (eis) ly agen & Aare Sine 
perm ww 30-year war-—deer exterminated in many regions, Timber slashed 

ar | 

to pay war debts and to extend cultivation. , | 

\ 8. Besuch Tie 1700's were accordingly a period of timber famine, Timber- 

Knecht 
, | | | / 

| | cropping began with birch and with coppice. Game cropping Tes- 

| | 

: Pet ref ote tored many depleted deer herds, There was still plenty of feed, 

| due to the open forests, and predominance of hardwoodse | 

vi G. Stalking | Deer hunting was a sport and a cult among all landowners. Poaching 

Deer | | , | 

| | a profession among those who had the appetite but not the price, | 

; | , THE INPASSE | | 
. qu gv an falter 

| 

©“ 10. Spruce In 1820 Cotta discovered that pure spruce, reproduced by artificia 

Stand : | | | | : 

planting, outyielded mixed forest. Same true, in lesser degree, of | 

| ¥ | . | | 

| le pure pine, Wave of conifer-planting--called "74 chtenomania" , 
| A pe . | 

. 

ae yy a Note bare feedless floor, Only feed in new plantings.. Deer had no 

. Wo Fae 
; - 

| 

a feed except in cuttings, or Kahlschlagen. These are only 10% of 

area--of course were overgrazed,. . : 

Y 11. Spruce Another bare floore | 

Stand 
| | 

12. Weise As an expedient the deer were fed in winter. Hay is cat on thes® 

meadows, ~ : | : 

13. Feed Sta. and then fed in these racks, together with acorns, tarnips, grain, : 

- horsechestmts, etc. | |



Be 

¥ 14. Food Patch — Patches of grain and potatoes also grown in forest. 

. 

: 
ints gatoha tA a ° fat fos > 4 > . . | 

| A dense stand of game was thus, built upon an insufficient range. 

V 15. Schdlschade ~ Result: Vitamin deficiencies, 48 expressed in stripped bark of spruce. 

¥ 16, Bundling Result: Expensive protection to prevent this. | } 

* 17. Game Fence Result: Fences around forest to protect agricultural crops. | 

| Y 18. Trap Traps to let escaped deer back in. 

| 
In general, a higoly artificial game. culture was forced on Germany 

| 
py reason of the tack of feed resulting from a highly artificial 

So forest culture. 
| / 

“19, Healed Stump But meanwhile, things did not go so well with pure spruce forests, — 

| a la Cotta, Yields declined, due to a mysterious soil sickness. 

| —-s- Boots all matted on surface. 

20, Sprace _ Litter failed to decay. Piled up as a sterile blanket. Soil flora 

oo found simplified. Soil podsolized. Did not happen where beech 

- | mixed in. a | ) Be 

el. Spruce - But deer exclude beech. Hone here except in densest thickets of spr 

Reprod. | | 

22. Fenced - Only way to re-introduce beech is to fence. This is being done on 

Beech pl. . 
oe — 

| : millions of acres. Deer-wire nearly as important 48 hog-wireww fh w 

| | We thus complete the vicious circle: Over-artificial forestry | 

| | forced over-artificial game, which now obstructs the attempted 

| | return to natural forestry. — 
oe Oo 

2 > a laa 2c: be abel } Anan At wel wt te Qe nace troasa UY Cad, fect C rat yet d wet we — he uy & rot) elau to | 

- 
Abin . Ru fiar ey yrrtel, ttn i fuuvat A beat fers ‘ / 3 DAL beh ch pata - |
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| a - PLANT ECOLOGY | | 

| 23. Pal. Let us now re-express our impasse in terms of plant species. Table — 

fable | | | 

is observed intensity of browsing, which represents palatability. : 

A modern deer forest contains only the tail of this list. There is 

| an intolerable pressure on all palatables, Yew virtually extinct. 

: | _ Maple now uncommon, Berries uncommon, Apple and pear widespread in 

24. Slash Only 5 species of herbs and shrubs on this cutting. Island on R.R. 

- cut had 16 species. Simplification of forest flora. (Maem Aut etare cl 

arniplpas NY based. Li, / pn ) | SO oo ; . 

| INJURY TO WILD LIFE | | 

25. Moose frying to restore elch, but no feed. . | | 

| 26. Under § large areas fenced and underplanted to oak, ash, etc., as moose range, 

plantings - a | | 

“27. ahnerkeia Game birds run gut which depend on berries. Anerhakm and. Birkhatlp. 

28, Stag -. Antlers run down. Supposed due to culling. Now-a record head ‘raised 

| : | _ - Q varaty 
. py artificial feeding. Real cause deficient quality of food. 

4 fSlick and clean" forestry equivalent to our "slick and clean" farming 

:  Pigan US HIB often 

29, Dead snag Birds: Species list in artificial forest reduced half, and ratio of | 

fue hole to open nesters distorted, butay ww bead cow edveras, Uw tw Konkacht ng 

Wer a AA LL) ak chacer dv fr QA ult kK 3 ' S Waite Masi Attn c aden _ Rd Ar ph Eahat f a rank tT; Amwld of ip elt, 

In general, deer are injuring conservation in Germany mach as 

livestock is here (with single exception of erosion) « : 

CONCLUSION | 

: The technologies based on biological science have rather prided themselves’ 

on their pure objectivity--i.es, they: are manipulating nature and their sole concern
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is learning how to do it effectively. Somebody else can worry about the veneficial 

application of technological improvements. That is to say, the average technologist 

nas no social philosophy, or if he has, it is of that wieritical kind which reasons | 

that because his technology raised to the first power has seemingly done 2004, that 

raised to the nth power it mist necessarily do better. | , : 

. For estry is such a case. Because Germany needed wood, and because pure spruc 

outyielded mixed forest, therefore pure spruce was better for Germany than mixed forest 

Experience has now shown that on most soils pure spruce not only defeats itself, 

put likewise defeats wild Life-—both plant and animal, The German reaction to this dis 

eovery is expressed in a very positive striving toward a new phi lo eothy of conservatior 

| The term "wood factory, " as applied to a forest, is now a term of opprobriun. With ws 

it is still a term of honor. Te German now speaks of all conservation"as "ranseconos 

in motivation. ‘The American still proudly justifies his particular cult in the oe 

| esperanto of "dollars and cents." I doubt whether either knows exactly what he means | 

| ‘by these terms--1 certainly do not. But I can see one thing clearly emerging which is 

applicable to land-use the world over: the deep interdependence of interests heretofo1 

considered separate. One. cannot divorce esthetics from utility, quality. from quantity, 

- present from future, either in deciding what is done to or for the soil, or in educatii 

the persons delegated to do it. All land-uses and land~users are interdependent, and. : 

forces which connect then follow channels still largely unknown.» . |
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AN EROSION THEORY FOR THE SOUTHWEST 

Aldo Leopold 

Vv 1. Map: Of the Brushfield Region. As large as Wisconsin. 

Altitudes up to 8000, Rainfall up to 20", winter & July. Springs | 

dry. Industries: yearlong cattle. Winter sheep. Mines. Health. 

: vor Irrigation, Vegetation scanty but very rich in species, incl. many 

/ nutritious plants. 

7 / °2q@ Man in brush, [Erosion theory had its genesis in speculations about brush, 

| Commen say brush has "taken the country." Tell how in 1850's on 

v ek tovogzephy certain mesas could see a cow a mile; now have to bunt to find then 

17.306 at all, Some fires occurred in this brush; burning over about 

v 3. Manzanita every 300 years. Bad fire years in N.W. had brought on a tremendous 

Burnes Ndrive' for fire control. The word drive then earried "Liberty loar!! 

flavor. The first road~-and-trail building appropriation had been 

made. It was seriously proposed to build trails to allow cattle 

access to dense brush, 4+ & &2 *s® y dum . fotamtandtvenns ‘ 

4. Browsed But range management research had also started. Beginning to see 

Apache Plume 
that cattle pressure was all on palatable species (like this); that 

unpalatable might actually be 4dncreased by grazing. Hence 

| “conscientious objectors" to the cattle-fire slogan began to be heard 

from, and these objectors began to think. | 

This beginning of thought often lags far behind the beginnings 

of physical manifestations of a problem. Witness soil erosion in 

Wisconsin, 

This thinking disclosed four pertinent faetefoud urn. 

a 

XX
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| Lat vb dregin. of 
I. Widesotead “Erosion 

/ 5. Water gap. Loss of bottoms. Ranger who first built this fence had no gully. 

290768 7 7 

j rar gotdare’ ere 
¥ 6, Rio Puerco. Early records show many valleys as an irrigated, valley with hay- 

280660 4 
meadows up to 1880. | 

Vv 7. Deep Lip. Meany bottom pastures--once cienegas-—now drained by gullies. 

293463 | 

oy €. Cowania Bush. Vegetation showed soil loss. Present level 8" below root collar. 

| 252797 

vy 9. Road Routes Greek crossings on old roads increasing. 99 crossings of Blus 

Washed 
196692 River; only a dozen 40 years ago. | 

V 10. Ranch, Even ranch buildings caving in--would never have peen built if 

172999 
fully there at time of settlement. No evidence of such trouble on 

early ranches. | 

CONCLUSION: Erosion recent, mostly in last 40 years. 

Fat fom aes ptampe bummed flat neal pete 
II. Many fire scars on old trees. Old Juniper stumps purned flat. | 

4 Sf ancelratg 
V 11. Juniper. These trees are often 1000 years old, and scarred all the way. 

| Some literally flattened to ground by fire (call these levelled 

stumps?). Very durable. In known cases smallest twigs on fire- 

killed trees take a decade to fall off? How long does it take for 

successive fires to make a levelled stump? At least 2,000 years. 

Tere since Abraham. ab nae 

| tt CONCLUSION: Fires formerly much more prevalent Wien weer 
A 

| . III. Great areas of new timber re roduction. 

Vv 12. Reprod. Openings in old forest filled in. 

186899 :
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Y¥ 13. Reprod. Spread far into open "parks," Also spread downhill into lower 

£39098 altitudes, Ser rutbley $” edb bel ® 

Ti CONCLUSION: Timber has recently encroached on grass. 

| 

IV. Great thrift and size of old trees 

iw) : Ae g a 4 Junipers and pines 6' diameter. 

yoo es “t Ti CONCLUSION: Much of this timber is open, not because 

of adverse soil or climate, but because 

reproduction inhibited in times past. 

How to put these facts together? Hypothesis: Previous to 

settlement in the 1880's, fires started by lightning and Indians 

kept the brush thin, kept the Junipers and Pines in open stands, | 

15. Grass and gave the grass the upper hand in the possession of the soil. 

. L70NNS In spite of periodic fires, this grass prevented erosion, Then 

came the settlers and grazed Erass out. This checked the fires md 

left the brush free of root competition. It also exposed mineral 

soll for trees to reproduce, with no fires to check the reproduction. 

Lastly it deprived the soil of the grass mat, and thus started 

| erosion, Evidently the brush and trees which took the place of the 

grass mat could not hold the soil, with the additional tamping and 

trampling induced by grazing. An accelerating process of erosion 

| started, and "conservation" has never caught up. Of that more later. 

nnn 

V. Checks of Chronology 

16, Ecol. Explain diagram. Manzanita very susceptible to fire. ( hey ph nsw } 

Diagnosis.
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17. Gully trees. Count the age of trees in a gully, or on the bar of an oxbowing 

173000 
river, Never over 40 years, except where settlement was older. 

Thus on Santa Fe trail gullies,max. age 60 years. Near old 

/ 
: 

“ 17a. Juan Tabo Spanish Settlement up to 200 yearse 

287715 

¥ 18. Open Juniper. Junipers in very open stands killed by fire where now neither 

280635 
grass or brush, At the time they were Killed some connecting medium 

. mist have existed. Probably grass. 

No pieture. 
Timber types spreading downhill, This implies the lifting of 

_ some inhibiting force--presumably fire. 

gun ale en 

CONCLUSION: Erosion is post-settiement, and therefore 
a sol 

presumabiy: caused by only post- 

settlement land-use: grazinge 

VI. Why Conservation Has Not Cured Erosion 

S 
YO ee 

eee 

19. Brose Where palatable brush remains, it is possible for & cow to come 

235561 
out of the winter almost fat on a diet of brush alone, On this 

if 19a. Coffee range, the winter crop of filaree and other anmuals helps make this 

Brush 
| possible. Hence the penalties of grass-exnaustion are postponed. 

(Contrast with Montana.) Hence when & herd reaches the die-off 

Palatable 

atage, the range dies with it. /Brugh reproduces and recuperates muc 

more slowly than grasBe 
| 

/ 20. Carly Within this fence the Forest Service has reduced eattle to the 

Mesquite 

235517 point where grass has come back, but the reduced remnants of palatal 

brush are still going downhill. In short, there is a lag in 

recovery of a brush range, as well as a lag in penalty. | 

oh ine Blane Ws ine alapacery van pda. to “annt YA deed bofedatrs Un ae v4 Ww fehl kl, cose, Kew 

yf el. Black Canyon Wo matter how severely an injured range is eut down, there are stil 

196741 
| enough cattle to keep the canyons overgrazede |
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| : VII. Loss of Bottoms 

/ ee. eee7 This, with the wounded watershed, keeps the streams oxbowing. 

The timber, normally a protective covery ing, pries off its own 

banks. 

23. Tajeras Canyon, In 1921 I examined 25 small valleys, and found 4% ruined, 24 

* : partly ruined, 36% started, 2% with slight loss, 12% with none. | 

The bodily removal of small valleys has offset the gain in arable 

land through irrigation. 

J oh, Arroyo The soil thus drained or lost is usually very deep and fertile. 

281590 

v ‘o5, Arroyo Tiese valleys are the heart of the ecological organization. 

235584 Whether measured in terms of agriculture, livestock, wild life, 

timber, transport, or landscape beauty, the country is literally 

| | guttedetir vali nw qtheel 

| | 

| | | VIII. Silting Reservoirs 

v 26. Roos. Lake Worse yet, the resulting silt is dumped into the Irrigation 

a 206689 - Reservoirs. Here is delta of Salt River in Lake Roosevelt. 

v 27. Roos. Lake . Reclamation Service had "stalled" on silt measurements, pleading 

| 206692 : tno money" for soundings. Forest Service, theny accustomed to 

| | getting things) wi thout money, simpay at low water pat wires 

: | around trees a fixed distance above silt. ‘Then, at next year's 

a low water, the decrease in height of wire was measured. 

: sme grazing industry which has ruined the Salt River Valley 

: | was worth, in 1924, 9 millions. the ser icul tural industry, 

—_ | supported by the reservoir, plus tne Seservoir, was worth 60 

| millions. Yet all remedial policies to date are simply tempor- 

ining’ weighed against the incredible momentum of the destructive 

| NTACARE. | |
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IX. Erosion Control 

™ the uncritical mind, we seem to have an open-and-shut case, 

chuck 

Grazing caused this debacle, and to grazing-control and oaex-dians 

we mast look for remedy. 

Such controls are under way, to the extent of perhaps 20 F.5S. 

| | CCC camps, plus the huge Navajo Reservation project, plus the 

| San Simon W.P.A. project. | | 

? 

V 2g, Dem In waterless country dams must be rock, 

289875 
| 

¥ 29. Gully plugs At extreme headwaters loose rubble is used, ween dong sloping face. 

281166 

v 30. Sausage Where large rock not available, wire "sensages" are used. 

278841 | 

v 31. Dry Masonry Where good rock is available, real dry masonry is used. 

284676 

V 32. Den yee The dam system often far exceeds value of watershed, but not 

— 286813 
of the affected riverseielpw, 

¥ 33. Log Dans Where timber is plentiful, log dams are used. All dams are 

287663 | 
planted and most fenced. 

v¥ 34, Sack Dams Where no rock available. dn ada aAclous wa Ahh. Linch nsere ¢ 

v 35. Log Dams Most of these systems have held so fare | 

287687 
| 

/ 36, Rock Dam Aprons were insufficient in early work, here as elsewheree 

281160 | | 

$ 

v 37. Bank Work On larger creeks, bank works are used. Cottonwood posts suppo sed 

- to grow. But in general, larger creeks have torn out everything. 

Coy uaa reeace, Main recourse there is “erosion fences," to exclude stock except 

Orne fn. | 

,
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38. Cottonwood Te fences allow vegetation to seize bars. On grazed rivers 

on bar only unpalatable shrubs can survive. I have seen whole sectors 

of Gila, accidentally protected from grazing, in process of re- 

puilding bottom by silt deposited in thickets, This is the up- 

grade of erosion cycle. 

Stages of bottom erosion: stable channel, oxbowed channel, paved 

| channel, revegetation, deposition, Grazing, even of a little 

stock, halts the process at the paved stage,-prevents this 

revegetation stage from starting. 

So 

| 

X. Erosion Theory 

As already stated, to the uncritical mind we seem to have an 

open-and-shut ease of grazing causation. But---- | 

39. Reshow Bryan of Harvard has found, in the bank of the Puerco, several 

renee cross-sections of prehistoric arroyos indicating severe oxbowing 

before any livestock existed. This was west of the buffalo range. 

Tie Spaniards found the Puerco a nearly channel-less cienega or 

springy bottom, povided carn od pee 

pediner 
Dellenbaugh found prehistoric arroyos in the Navajo country. | 

Barnes remembers a few active arroyos near Holbrook before cattle 

came, 
/ 

ee 

We, Cycle Diegram.) Most of the small drainages in S. We were channel-less, oF had 

One é channel-less sectors. Some large ones, Like Puerco and San Simon, 

| were nearly channel-less for 50-100 miles, It seems & geologic 

| axiom that a channel-less drainage must approach unstable equilibriu 

| As deposition piles up vulnerable sediments, it creates a gradient 

| - which mst eventually cut. 
Sf 

|



| 
-fe 

py petioteon! 
| 

Ue Cy et 4 Sequence of cycle in typical gall drainage: | 

: ——__ Stage 1 - Channel-less flats, wet and dry. Intermittent 

| NO active sectors below mouths of side-canyons. © 

\ ™ Stage 2 - After grazing. Active catting extends upstream. 

\ \ Begins to cut and drain flats. 

. \ NN Stage 3 - Flats oxbow. Torn out except for small fragments 

SN at base of hill. 

| “ Stage 4k = Oxbows pave themselves. Could now revegetate if 

| | stock removed. 

| : Stage 5 - Revegetation of channels, extending up and out. 

| > Gonelusion: This cycle may have occurred before, under the impact 

| | of cloudbursts. 

Bryan says: | 

WCyclic changes from sedimentation to erosion and back to sedimen- 

| tation took place before the introduction of livestock and the 

formation of the existing arroyos. It appears inherently most 

probable that these changes have a common, and doubtless a climatic, 

cause. The introduction of livestock and the ensuing overgrazing 

should be regarded as a mere trigger-pull which timed a change about 

to take place." 
7 

Tere seems to me some heavy arguments against postulating climatic fluctu- 

| sation as a necessary cause. Presumably he means rainfall, Adry year might 

weaken the lower (dry) flat, but strengthen the upper (wet )one. oan ty oe 

Bryan's climatic hypothesis implies region-wide synchronism,” Why not more 

probable that any drainace eroded when it became sufficiently unstable? This
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would mean a cycle of random timing. Cutting would take much less time than 

filling, hence at any one moment the great majority of drainages would be filling 

| (4.e., stable and channel-less). ‘This would check with the geological evidence 

of occasional pre-settlement arroyose 

Problem is important to a philosophy of control. The millions needed for 

control should be spent in the light of some coherent theory, The erazing | 

theory, ali by itself, is not coherent. Bryan's theory, all by itself, seems | 

tneuttictent.“Pleced together, with the additional postulate of rendom timing, 

they seem to hojd water. 

We have only the beginnings of a theory for Wisconsin. We rightly set up 

bad farming as a cause, a "trigger pull.” But we, too, had channel-less water- 

courses in S. W. counties. Did they have a cycle of cutting and filling? 

If so, random or synchronous? If synchronous, under what impact?
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A Pheasant Drive in Germany 

Aldo Leopold | 

(map) Estate at Puschkova, Silesia. Guest of Herr von Wahrich (through 

Kreisjagermeister Quachning). 

4000 Na (10,000 acres). Sugar beets. Own factories, Loess over sand (W, 1 

Species: pheasant, roe deer, Hun. partridge, hare, rabbit. 

Story of Hunt. (Some pictures from other estates) 

Arrived at Schloss 8:30 A.M. for coffee. 6 guns, each with "Jager" in 

uniform. (Q.'s jager was a student, preparing for prof, career as game 

: keeper, Breslau Hochschule). 9:30 drove in buckboards to first remise. RA} 

Host without gun. | | | 

/ 198a Guns lined up at one end. Beaters at other. Signal on horn to start drive, 

"Cocks only.” Birds soon began flushing. Came over high. Took 1/2 hour. 

25 birds. a | 

¥ 199 Gathering up by beaters. 

¥ 202 Laying out "Streche." Count. Inspection. 6 such drives in A.M. On some 

| hens weresnot, 

ov 130 Construction of a remise, Note spruce hedge, with tall spruce behind (roos' 

feeding, high flying). | 

| V lel Under this high spruce strawbeds are laid. Behind is a zone of alder for r 

| Interior any second growth. : 

| { 132 Some strawbeds are in open (for early baiting). 

V _ 133 Each remise has a food patch, either corn or Topinambgr or both (describe). 

¥ 127 - Kolbenprilse (like German Millet) also used. 

v 186 Remises lie in a group or system, each unit driven successively.
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J 187 More Remise system. 

yuo 060 " 

J 204 By noon my geme warden had shot 52 pheasants on 6 drives, 2/ 3 cocks. 

Party had perhaps 250, 2/3 cocks. | 

¥ 136 Driving in for lunch we erossed the Beet Railroad. 

v 124 After lunch we began a new series of drives on new remises. 

Vv 206 The day ended with a bag of Wig "“ereaturen" of which 15 were rabbit, hare 

and partridge. Streche laid out, breach of etiquette to step over} Horns 

blew "the hunt is over." Host congratulated head jager and drivers. High 

gun had 180 head. Total Bag U3 phone on | 

; Description of Range & Management 

v 196 These birds mostly naturals. Small rearing operation on hayfield eggs. 

Rearing field. Bouquets of as high as 200 birds--many of 25. 

190 Breeding pen. 1; arn ie O Rinrucle et Opa eo | 

nay, erm tasen, drararenegtal 

V 189 Spruce Ladder near rearing field. bat total per cent of artificials probahl: 

under 15%. 

Certainly only half the birds shot at were killed, and half the birds never 

| ghot at. This would mean a census of 2000 5 wt pant renee 

yf 140 These were by no means all raised in the remises where shot. Remises are 

winter concentrations. Remise system lies at centre of estate, 

y 174-5 Remise system is surrounded by fields bare of winter cover, oder rerdaats cauin wt 

Vv 125. Tis bare zone has ditches which serve as streets and nesting, bat all mowec 

by hand. 
| 

Y 172 Very rarely the ditches have a real growth of alder. 

¥ 160 Tere are haymeadows, but all cut, Bulk of nesting is in hay and grainfiel 

without any cover otter than crops. ‘Hayfields present same risk as with us
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Birds are dogged out at beginning of nesting, to force them into grain. 

Tiat's where eggs come from for geme farm. _ 

End of Now if 500 birds out of 2000 were killed this one day, how many are killed 

Slides 
in a year? Few or none. Only one big shoot. Owner may go out with small 

party of good shots to trim sex ratio. Total kill may reach 50%. 

This would be unsatisfactory to us who like our week-end bags of a mess of 

birds, but it is better adapted to nature of pheasant. It meets his tendenc 

' to scatter by reason of - 7 | 

1, Utter confusion during big drive--l direction good as anothe 

2. Insulating zone of bare fields 

Owner is later invited to help his neighbors shoot. | 

All crops are worked to force birds toward fed remises. 

Sex Ratio desired is 1:5 or 1:6, Wight. Couldn't argue then out of this. 

In fact, they will trim old cocks in spring to reduce to 1:5, 

‘Birds Killed are sold to help defray expense. My warden, who had shot /0 

| pheasants - went home without any. 

Remises also contain roe and hare. Partridges few. This estate will kill 

a dozen roes a year-~in sumer (bucks) & winter (does).
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| ECOLOGY AS AN APPLIED SCLENCH 7 

Ecology - science of environment. Agriculture ,animal nus bdand: 

forestry. | 

Basic thesis: Presence or absence of any plant or animal is 

determined by the environment nabitable for it,and its 

abundance or scarcity is proportional to the amount, 

quelity,and distribution of such environment. 

Climate - weather - soil (beyond control) eke Corwrarel any 

Food,cover,ete (under controdl,determined by sane lace) 
‘ wLarras wot Gann @ 

Example :Bobwnite quail (map) Snow(N);brusn(W),ocean(S and E) 

But within tnis exterior boundary abundance depends on: 

| erain or weeds .....eating place...«eeplow 

DPUSN eecceesceese vs eMiding place ...+«eaxe 

QPTASS «eeceeodeeeess0vedding place 

| | resting place.....cow 

| Nod . c 

Cruising Kadius: These "types" must be distributed to be with 

daily reache _racius varies: 

, hen: I/8 mile  dog:I mile 

qvuail:I/4 mile duck: £5 miles 

Must nave all types needed within the radhus. Analogy wi 

| city : all eating plaves in Oldtown 
all niding places in barelas 
all loafing pleces on University neights. © 

Not many people could innabit such a city. Birds don't h 

| - Cars. | | 

Known for a long timethat disappearance of wild life is due t 

| the unbalancing of enviromment by land industries, butthe 

gonverse proposition is new. It isthis: If the nature and 

interspersion of vegetative types limit the abundance 

of wild life,wny can't we snuffle the types to incease © 

. ' and comtrol abundance? | 

The answer is: we can. The process of doing so,the body 

| of skill used in doing so,is called game management. 

Fish wanegement. The equivalent body of skill long 

since developed is called forest management. 

Conservation is the public movement to get these things done, 

urging wnich must preceed action in all human affairs.
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WILD LIFE sa INDUSTRY 

If this urging came enly from a few of us atevistie individuals to 

whom wild things are essential for a satisfactory ea stence, you could, I 

admit, let us sing our little song, and then politely file it mwway "for 

future consideration" in those vast archives where pleasant’ ae" impracticable 

| pipe dreams are laid to rest. But it so happens that the very things essenti. 

to wild life restoration in the Southwest are likewise essential to ite 

continued existence. I say things -» it almost boils down to one thing -— the 

control of overgrazing. 

Ten years ago this unpleasant assertion could be dismissed by the 

public as the mental abberration of a few technical conservationists who 

, were "seeing spooks". Such is no longer the case. At the scientific 

meetings in Las Cruces this week this assertion was the "theme song" of the 

entire group, which included feesters, range managers, game managers, ecologi: 

reclamation experts, irrigation farmers and flood control engineers and which 

represented every scientific institution in the Southwest. What they said was 

Simply this: In this semi~arid Southwest you can not have irrigation or 

livestock or forests or game or fish or even the lowly tourist without a 

let axe relationship between soil and water; this ralationehip is falling 

into an ecological tailspin called soilewash or erosion, Erosion is caused 

by overgrazing; civilization can not persist in the Southwest uniese eerste 

restored and erosion controlled. The whole history of its past can be summed 

up in one word: Arroyo. The vass-word to its future can also be summed up 

in one word: Grass, | |



I can not tonight discuss why this is so or the detailed technique 

of frer tat tenpieh ate agp C. Ke gooperrider of the Forest Servicé and 

Dean Fleming of the Apricultural College have accumulated a mass of evidenc 

Qbear ss —_ | , 
and a body of skill for acting on, it which is 2t your disposal. Neither is 

there time to prove to you that the vegetative cover of your watersheds hag 

been largely destroyed; I am speaking on that subject at Santa Fe tomorrow. 

Neither can I discuss the right and wrong of this thing or its social, 

@conomi¢ or philosophical ramifications. , Some thoughts on this were presen 

at the Las Cruces noctinge i tent tee bree $cirlons enough to look th 

| matter upe My theme tonight is the community of interest which exists 

between the permanent prosperity of the Southwestern land industries and ny 

own field of work: the restorfation of wild life. To the latter question 

I now returns 

The restoration of wild life byfrestoring vegetative types was urged 

. as early as 1924, in Albuguerque, by a group of ecologists including J. &. 

Ligon, H. B. Jamison} John D. Clark, Fred Pettit, and others. (There are 

few doctorates appended to these names, but the world's foremost ecologist 

Charles Elton of England, has remarked that some hunters and fisherman know 

| things which are Greek to some Ph. Ds.) We had & scheme to restore quail 

to the Rio Grande Valley by fencing the chamise bushes on the edge of the 

mesa. Later we learned that Herbert Stoddard had already applied the same 

principle to half a county in Georgia. I will sketch briefly the further 

tests of this idea which have since been made, and lastly its possibilities 

| for restoring wildlife resource to New Mexico and Arizona, and how it depe 

on conquering the "arroyo" and restoring "grass". 

| _



Tests of Game Management 
| a | 

(a) Riley Quail: 1500 acres,6 farms. nad I5 quail in 193: 

now has 150,a 1000 percent increase in two yearse 

Diagnosis of range: food. Food patcnes ,noppers ,weed 

patenes. Cost $T5.00« hot snot. | 

(bo) Williamston Pheasants; 20,000 acres Miche Diagnosis: 

food, cover ,reguiation of hunting. Doubled to : 

qguintupled in 3 years. Cost: highne snunting increase 

(c) Iowa Demonstrations :<o areas ranging from @ section 

to a county, pneasants ,qua
il,nungarian partridge, 

prairie ehicken. 
| 

| started only a year 4g9; leck of snow prevented 

census of gains,but on one area (Davis County) with 

4 covies last year and laid out gor & covies,/ were 

| "fontthe job"within six months after food and cover 

| 
4nstalled. 

(ad) Wisc,Indiana ,Minnesova Demonstrations ~ | 

| Summary; You can restore game promptly,at 4 cost runn 

| | | from nothing to 1.50 per nead,by natural methods or 

: management. The same bird delivered by artificial 

| propagation costs $1.50 to 65.00 each. | 

Geme hanagement in the Southwest Cant barge rignt in and do t 

on tne strengih of “hunches” as to what each bird or range ne 

Technique built up on researche Ligon. Russell. Gorsuche 

Taylor. (‘his work to be dropped in both stages ,but expendit 

for artificial restocking goes rignt one Why?) 

| : - (a) Quail Nanagement. Larger Ranches and grants. Fence 

charise and leave food along edges of mesa. Speed ° 

| yesults* private lands would have to charge. CCC 

(b) Deer Management on empty ranges. Fence the south 8 

| necessary for winter and let mahogany come pack. C 

| (c) waterfowl Project. Nesting mortality from trampli 

by stock and from predators. Utility of fenced area 

and predator-control. 

| | (D) Turkey jwanagement. Research first,except obvious 

need for fences. CCC |



| Wild Life Research in Wisconsin - . - 

) Aldo Leopold wae ed _ 
University of Wisconsin ~\ | | 

| History 

Wisconsin has always been a stronghold for ornithology. In the 1840s, 

before the state was half settled, the two Kul tens? at Delavan, and Dr, 

| P, R. Hoy at Racine, had started their painstaking ‘inventories of our avian 

: species. | 

| | Ten followed the era of “economic orni tholog™p¢ the inventory not of 

J bird speciess but of bird foods. In 1873 F. H. King 2) starved exploring 

“e Yue the *Bconomic Relations of Wisconsin Birds. a field which was later devel- 

oped nationally by Judd, Fisher, Beal, McAtee, and other naturalists of the 

U. 5. Biological Survey. King's undeviating rigor in applying the economic 

| yardstick tells us mich, not only about birds, but about the natural | 

| | philosophy of his generation. With all the circumspection of a cautious 

radical expecting short shrift from his contemporaries, King suggests the 

‘possibility-of lls lealtimate—demand—for—the preservation of animals to some — 

extent detrimental, ! i.e., to some extent at cross purposes with the sacred 

| economy of Homo sapiens. Apoarently it was dangerous in those days to assert 

flatly that a beautiful animal is his own justification, § King discovers, 

a evidently with surprise, that an actual count showed more birds per square 

mile near Ithaca, New York, than in the more recently settled regions of 

. Jefferson County, Wisconsin. He shared in, or at least had to deal with, the 

then universal assumption that wild life mst disappear with the advance of 

: settlement, “this should be of special interest to the modern came manager, 

whose life-work rests squarely on the opposite premise, | | 

At the turn of the century it became fashionable not only to love birds, 

but. publicly to avow that fact. The amateur movement, as expressed in Bird Clu
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and Audubon Societies, was strong in this state, “Bird-lovers lacked both the 

botany and the entomology necessary to pursue economic studies, and of course 

also the dead specimens for study, Their energies turned to expanding the 

species inventory, to migration records, and latterly to banding. It may not 

be generally known that one of the pioneers in large-scale banding was Dr. L. J. 

cord > of Wisconsin. Desultory banding had, of course, been practiced since 

the Middle ages ? 

Wild life research in the modern sense began in this state when Herbert Le 

| Stoddard, an "incorrigible" young naturalist from Sauk City, was retained by the 

- | Milwaukee Public Museum as taxidermist and collector in 94 Sometime during 

that apprenticeship he must have conceived what is today the foundational theore 

| of wild life management, namely: | , So | 

| A species can be decimated by throwing its environment out of 

balance. Conversely, it can be restored by restoring the balanced 

| assortment of environmental features required for its welfare. 

/ | Stoddard Cx applied this theorem to his now famous Aecorgia Quail 

vA . inve stigationg) jae idea, however, must have been born during his work here, 

It is significant that its birthplace was in’ the mind of a man who had never 

| geen the inside of a High School. A whole new profession is now engaged in 

following down its ramifications, = 8 | - a 

| Stoddard cast his intellectual pebble | in Georgia in 1924. By 1928 the oute 

most ripples had travelled back to the state of his nativity. In that year two 

projects, patterned after the Georgia model, were started here. Alfred 0. Gross 

| vy began the Wisconsin Prairie Chicken Investigation,“ under the auspices of the 

| Research Bureau of the State Conservation Commission. Paul L, Brrington, under 

a grant to the University from the ammunition industry, started the Wisconsin 

ye Quail _Investigation. - | |
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7 | | The quail Investigation 

i It is now three years since the completion of Errington's work, and perhap 

not too early to attempt a summary of his discoveries and an appraisal of their 

significance. ‘This may seem unbecoming in one who enjoyed daily association 

with his work, but those who understand the degree to which he was "his own man 

| may find it not improper. ) | 

 Errington's most valuable findings relate to predation and its interrelati: 

. with food and cover. It has long been known that fitness determines survival, 

but we have only dimly realized that environment determines fitness. Errington 

SS worked out, for Wisconsin quail, the details of just how and why. He qualified 

| the usual supposition that species have certain inherent aptitudes for capture < 

| / | escape, by showing that those aptitudes are operative only within certain narrot 

Qe limits of circumstance. Thus the Cooper's Hawk catches quail, but given a suit- 

. able variety of food and cover, the covey promptly changes its habits and become 

| | hawk-proof. On the other hand, if without alternative foods, it is annihilated 

- either by the hawk or by starvation, | : | 

: | A corollary of this is that predation falls heaviest on coveys occupying 

| marginal ranges. These may be wiped out while nearby coveys with good food and 

| | cover go unscathed. Predation is never uniformly distributed among population 

| . units. | | , 

All predation has been considered as selective of the unfit. Errington dis 

covered wide variations in selectivity. Certain predators catch quail by. chance 

1.Ge, non-selectively; others catch only misfits, and are highly selective. The 

predators of high "economic" value, such as the Buteo hawks, are the most | 

| selective. : : | a 

To get the data which yielded these conclusions, Errington invented new 

| technique for field studies, supplementing the techniques previously devised by 

7 Stoddard, For example, by tethering young hawks and owls and forcing then to 

| regurgitate the food brought them by parents, he obtained their daily menu witho
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| | recourse to killing, and secured a contimity impossible under older methods. ¥ 

~ By feeding captive raptors various animals and then collecting their 

| oY pellets, he found the rate of pellet formation and the degree to which the emalle 

swt bones are digested, thus allowing more and sounder conclusions to be drawn from t 

| pellets of wild birds. a | 

= | how ‘low en the scale the last blizzard came. That Low-scale foods do not susta 

weight and fitness was experimentally verified. Cs 

| . Errington now promulgates, for Wisconsin quail, the general tneored that 

predation varies with the degree to which a population falls below or rises abc 

a carrying capacity. A renze when over-stocked loses heavily, apparently regard 

| of the mumber of kind of predators or buffers, The same range when understocke 

loses lightly, regardless of the number or kind of predators or buffers. That 

to say, quail populations on any given range fluctuate about @ norm representirz 

| carrying eapacity. It follows that enhanced carrying capacity Xi.e., food and 

: cover improvements} is the only effective predator-control, felso that surplus 

| over capacity had as well be used by hunters as by natural enemies, 

- In general, ‘Errington created a ocherent, X though necessarily tentative, 

theory of predation which so far applies only to Wisconsin quail, but which maj 

| ultimately have far-flung consequences to ecological science. It is a timely 

contribution, because predation contimmes to be the prime cause of dissension 

| between gunpowder and field glass hunters. 

a | | | Research Sequence a 

- | / Wild life management research projects are so far of several types, whicl 

| epeeur in a rather definite seqience. By projecting this sequence a4 little int 

_ the future, we can gain a rough idea of the volume and icind of work which lies 

shead. For any one species the sequence is? ;



| | | Le survey of the species, to find the most important chances 
| for improving its environment and thus raising population levels. 

| 2, fests of the findings on actual range, to see if the higher levels 
| are obtained, | | 

2, Ecological explorations of key plants. 

7 oe uy Physiological and pathological studies. 

| 5. Economic vehicles for encouraging management, | —— yt 

| Species surveys have been made of Wisconsin mail pirringtoxty prairie 

chickens Yivo ss and Schmidtp. Deer, waterfoul:, shorebirds, fur animals, and 

cottontails remain paasemt virgin fields as yet untouched, Michigan surveys of 

pheasant Sno. and Hungarian vartrided creat tent will probably suffice for . 

/ this state; likewise Minnesota's survey of ruffed crouse Ging. - | - 

| | Errington's findings on quail are now being tested on the Coon Valley | 

Erosion Control Project by Holt. ‘The findings of Schmidt and Gross on prairie 

chickens are being tested in central Wisconsin by Grange. Less thoroughly . 

: financed tests of Wight's, Yeatter's, and Errington's findings are being con- 

| | ducted, by volunteer farm ‘groups at Feville Grove pw efferson County@, Monroe 

Center rAdams County}, and Riley, tDane County2. | 

7 Tests nearly always disclose deficient knowledge of some key planty but 

this type of research is as yet lacking in Wisconsin. For example, we need 

to learn how, by ecological manipulation, to control the supply of wild rice, 

wild celery, trefoil, ragweed, and false climbing buckwheat. Stoddard . 

7 induces a growth of legumes in Georgia by plowing furrows in sod, or by controll 

burning. In Scotland the grouse crop ~¢some 2 million birds per year}-rests 

squarely on the ecological manipulation of neatheg, G9 | 

fae Physiological and pathological studies be Le ed tn dee cycle study rm 

| recently inaugurated by, Grange, under a grant of funds to the University by a 

group of sportsmen, Wisconsin also enjoys close cooperative relations with Dr, 

R. G,. Green's study of cyclic diseases at the University of Minnesota. There is
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 erying need for a third leg for this pathological tripodr a study of vitamin 

| and mineral mtrition as affecting parasitism in game birds, 

| To accomplish conservation, game research must not stop with its "layette" 

of biological facts, There remains the problem of economic adjustments to 

encourage their use by landowners, Some current aspects of conservation economi: 

have been treated in a separate zaoey®) . a 

| Opportunities | | 

Wild life research offers a new field for service, not only to the larger 

| universities and agricultural colleges, but also to colleges, agricultural 

| - high school teachers, county agents, forest officers, game officials, and private 

naturalists throughout the state. The first criterion of vitality in such & — 

program is its degree of dispersion among many investigators of diverse points O: 

| | view. There are so far ten times more challenging problems than investigators ti 

| ’ attack them. If any competent investigator has the willingness to take on a 

a \ problem but i 5-int doubt about a selectio 5, -I’tan promise him not only the. initia 

“y ~ | advice of the University, bat. alee. if : desired, a. current consulting service up 

the Limit of our time aiid personnel, | = 

| C -It may also be proper to ask why any scientific institution in this state, 

| | | / confronted by so many unanswered questions of vital import to our future, should 

7 (_ have to seek outlets for its brains and energy in expeditions to foreign lands. 

Se The ere. of geographical exploration of the earth is about over, but the era of 

7 ecological exploration of our own dooryards has just begun. Wild life research 

| one of many virgin fields of inquiry in which any persistent investigator may co 

| tribute not only to science, but to the permanence of the organic resources on 

| which civilization is dependent, |
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